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FOREWARD

For th:e second year in a row The International Conference on Lasers 1988 was held at
Laee Tahoe, Nevada from December 4 - 9, 1988. It certainly is one of the most beautiful
spots on earth and this year's snow was a quantum level better than the previous season so
that the sKi enthusiasts had an opport_:nity to tpst their skills. The conference began
with a very much enlarged list of short courses on Sunday and provided an excellent
opprtunity for those interested in getting a more than cursory glance at topics of
interest to them but not within their expertise. The conference strungly encourages
individuals interested in ivinq courses to contact next year's program chairman and co-
cnairrtn. The conference nrngram consisted of over 300 papers. The strength of the
:onference continued to be in the areas of laser physics and laser technology, and
constituted 40 f tne sessions. We continued to schedule a strong set of plenary papers
that encompass topics in all areas of quantum electronics. Many technology oriented
[:articipants at the canforence have especially expressed their appreciation in having the
_ . rLunity t. lisLen to research in progress of a more fundamental nature. We were

eS I i3I1-- y :earteneo ny comments from many conference participants on the high quality of
Lm i-2, ers p2resented. Frank Duarte and I would very much like to thank the program

'ommittee far their excellent effort in this regard. For in the last analysis this is the
I y 1m ortan aurte to judge the success of a conference.

h teme of the conference in 1988 was on high power lasers and began on Monday with
K .e leyn.te address by Dr. Charles Brau of Vanderbilt University titI1d The Development

. rv hign Power Lasers. Charlie played an important role in the development of the gas
ynamic CO laser is the co-inventor of the rare-gas halide excimer system, and was the

'o'r manager of the Los Alamos Natonal Laboratory's free electron laser effort. There
re edued six plenary talks on various types and topics of high power laser

te hnn y. In addition to the usual strong sessions on laser physics and technology,
year Profs. Vladimir Danilychev and V. V. Apollonov graciously organized three

sessions on high power lasers research in the Soviet Union.

Effcrts were made to organize sessions on emerging technologies that are potentially
ing to be very important in the future. These included topics on optical neural

networks and fiber lasers. The panel discussions this year were on high power dye laser
tec:hnology and tne status of Laser Radar/Lidar. The dye lasers discussion comes
1 3 time when commercial usage is increasing rapidly while a number of defense programs
r- rerminating. The use of lasers for lidar is an important program at SDI but more

significant is its increasing importance in pollution and effluence monitoring as federal
standards are made more stringent.

Prizes for the two best contributed papers this year were again sponsored by EG&G
Princeton Applied Research with gold-plated plaques donated by Eastman Kodak. The
nominating committee consisted of M. D. Scully, L. W. Hillman, F. J. Duarte and R. C. Sze.
This year the prizes went to:

S. Renscn and J. M. J. Madey of Stanford University for their paper titled

"Demonstration of Harmonic Lasing in a Free-Electron Laser"

and to:

J. Gea-Banacloche of the University of New Mexico and L. M. Pedrotti of the
University of Dayton for their paper titled "Laser Coupled to a Squeezed
Loss-Reservoir".

The conference was also the place chosen for the initial presentation of the Einstein
Prize for Laser Science which is cosponsored by industrial and university affiliates.
Th is year Professor Marlin Scully of the University of New Mexico and the Max-Planck
Institut fur Quantenoptik presented the prize. The prize was shared by

Prof. H. Walther of the Max-Planck Institut fur Quantenoptik and

Prof. S. Haroche of L'Ecole Normale Superiore, France and Yale University

for "Pioneering Contributions to Cavity Q.E.D. and the Development of the Micromaser.



Finally, We are indebted to the organizations who contributed financially to this
conference. Their help allowed many scientists to attend the conference especially from
overseas that would not otherwise have been possible. These organizations include the
Society for Optical and Quantum Electronics, Los Alamos National Laboratory (Chemistry and
Laser Science Division and the Laser Fusion Program Office), The Eastman Kodak Company
(Photographil Products Group, MCED and the Laboratory Research Products Division), EG&G
Princeton Applied Research, the US Army Research Office and US Air Force Office
of Scientific Research (EOARD).

Robert C. Sze
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Program Chairman
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF VERY HIGH POWER LASERS

C. A. Brau
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, TN 37235

Abstract

The development of high power lasers using excitation by electron beams and by transverse discharges of high pressure gases

as in CO, and rare gas halides, and the use of high energy electrons in free-electron lasers are discussed.

This morning I am going to speak to you about garbage disposal. You probably didn't come here to listen to a lecture about

garbage disposal, but this is the key concept in the development of very high power lasers.

The problem with operating lasers at very high power is getting rid of the waste heat. By high power, I mean high average

power, rather than high peak power. For this reason, glass lasers, which produce enormous peak power in exquisitely short

pulses, don't compete in the world of high average power. You simply cannot cool them very rapidly. The heat must diffuse to

the surface of the glass, where it can be removed, and this is a slow process.

Gas lasers do somewhat better. Diffusion is faster in gases because they have a longer mean free path. But the real

breakthrough was the garbage disposal principle, which was conceived at AVCO Everett Research Laboratory in the late 1960's.

It works as shown in Fig. 1. In a conventional laser, the heat is removed in a time which I'll call the diffusion time. 'r.

Since diffusion is a random-walk process, the time for heat to diffuse to the surface is just the square of the number of steps to

reach the surface (of the order of D/% times the time per step (V'), where D is the diameter, . is the mean free path, and -C is

the mean molecular velocity. The diffusion time is therefore

,c.., - (D/),)(D/L)

The garbage-disposal concept uses gas flow (convection) to remove the waste heat. The cooling time, which I'll call , is

just

- D/v - D/L

for a flow velocity v of the order of the speed of sound (which is of the order of the mean molecular speed c). Clearly, the

diffusion time is long compared with the convection time

'DW'tC0N-D/V .

For a gas at one atmosphere pressure, X - 10 . m. For a large device with a diameter of 1 m, the diffusion time is therefore of

the order of 10 times longer! All things being equal--which they never are--the convective laser will have a power 10' times

greater than the diffusive laser, under these conditions.

' ' l l I1



GARBAGE-DISPOSAL PRINCIPLE:
FLOWING MEDIUM REMOVES WASTE HEAT

Diffusion: Convection:

0 V-i

T0IFF g) X 0 TcN

Fig. 1.

Back in the late 1960's, this factor of 10' seemed worth investigating. But what laser should the idea be tried on? An
innovative proposal, called the gasdynamic laser, was put forward to use the flow itself to create the population inversion in a
CO2 laser. To see how this works, let's look first at the energy-level structure in CO2, shown in Fig. 2. We see there that the
upper laser level, the 001 level, is very close to the first vibrational level of N2, and couples very strongly with it. To create the
inversion, the gas is heated to a high temperature, as indicated in Fig. 3, and then expanded rapidly through a small, supersonic
nozzle. At the initial high temperature, the nitrogen vibration becomes excited, albeit weakly. During the expansion the nitrogen
vibration relaxes slowly and ends up at a high temperature, about that of the nozzle throat. The lower laser level is also excited
at the initial high temperature, but during the expansion it couples to the 020 level which relaxes rapidly in the expansion and
cools to a low temperature with a small population of the 100 level.

The very first experiment that was done at AVCO was a shock tube experiment. Instead of having an actual burner to
create the hot gas, they used a shock wave to heat the gas. The shock wave reflected off of the end wall, where the nozzle was
placed, and that left a stagnant region of hot gas, which expanded and gave an inversion, and everything worked splendedly.
They used an old shock tube, for a quick and dirty experiment, and it worked like a charm. Well, flushed with success, they
felt justified in doing a better experiment, so they got a new shock tube and a new nozzle and everything else and it didn't
work, as you might have expected. As it turned out, the reason the first experiment worked was because the old shock tube was
dirty and the pump oil decomposed and formed water and stuff like that, and that water is very useful for deactivating the lower
laser level. So when they put water back in the mixture, the new experiment worked too. It worked out so well, in fact, that
then they had to do a real experiment with a burner and all.

Eventually, some months later, they did an experiment that looked as shown in Fig. 4. At the right end is the actual burner
where they burned cyanogen, which of course is nasty stuff, expanded through a bunch of nozzles between the burner and the
window, and the supersonic flow then went downstream. They were able to lase at the point in the flow where the window is
positioned. Now, to show you the importance of the garbage disposal principle, at the time this experiment was done, the
second most powerful laser in the world, so far as we were aware, was a big non-flowing, diffusion-cooled CO2 laser, quite a
large device, and it had a power of about a kilowatt, whereas this device ran at 135 kilowatts. So flow makes a big difference.
Now, those were exciting results, and in fact, eventually, a device somewhat similar to this was built by Pratt and Whitney,
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installed on a jet plane and used to shoot at air-to-air missiles that were fired at the plane. I'm told that the missiles had no

warheads and didn't even have range enough to reach the plane, which shows you how much confidence they had. But
nevertheless, those were important advances at that time.

On the other hand, as you may have noticed, the amount of energy that actually went into the upper laser level was very
small. At 1400 K, the excitation of nitrogen vibration is not very great. So the efficiency of this device was rather small. It
became interesting, then, to find a way to excite the nitrogen vibration directly without having to excite the whole gas. Well,
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electron collisions excite nitrogen vibration very nicely. In fact, if you just put an electric field across the gas, and you have a

few electrons around, the nitrogen gets excited very nicely--and the electric discharge goes out. But if you take a small electron

beam and you create electrons in the gas, then you get a nice stable discharge. If you turn the electron beam off, the discharge

goes out. If you turn the electron beam on, the discharge goes on again. And the whole thing is very stable because the rate of

loss of electrons is quadratic in the number of electrons because of the collision processes that occur. In fact, the idea was

simultaneously, within weeks as far as I can tell, independently discovered at both Los alamos and AVCO. But the principle of

garbage disposal still applies. Here's an example of that. Figure 5 shows the so called humdinger laser at AVCO. You can see

that the electronic beam which is providing electrons for the discharge is on the right side of the flow, which goes up toward the

ceiling. They were able to get greater than 500 J per pulse at greater than 100 Hz rep rate. So garbage disposal works very

nicely.

REP-PULSED CO 2 LASER (HUMDINGER)

Fig. 5.
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\"ell, the next thing that came along was the excimer laser. I'm going to skip over chemical lasers, in part, because there
are a couple of talks coming up on chemical lasers that will tell you all about that, and in part because I don't know much
about chemical lasers. But excimer lasers are interesting because one of the problems of CO2 lasers is the wavelength. You

can't focus 10 micron radiation at very large distances. So we looked around to find a short wavelength laser, and the one that
came along was the so-called rare-gas-halide excimer laser. Now, the way these rare gas halide excimers look is shown in
Fig. 6. This is a diagram which shows the energy of the molecule as a function of the distance between the two atoms, the
atoms being the halogen and the rare gas atoms. Now, you all know that noble gases, rare gases, don't create molecules in the
ground state. Well, that's almost true because you can actually create xenon difluoride, and that's a weakly stable gas. But

most of the rare gas halides are so weakly bound that they thermally decompose at room temperature. Now in the upper level,
what happens is you take a positive ion of the rare gas plus a negative ion of the halogen and those two attract one another with
a Coulomb attraction, until finally they bump into one another and have a minimum in the potential curve, and this forms the
upper laser level of the molecule. You can lase from the upper level to the lower laser level, which is thermally unstable and
immediately comes apart. So you have a nice way of achieving an inversion in a transition at a wavelength in the near
ultraviolet. Now. there are two ways to form these molecules. You can either begin with ions and let them attract one another

and recombine along that Coulomb curve, or you can begin with an excited rare gas atom or an excited halogen atom. When an
excited atom and a ground-state atom come together, they under go a transition to the ionic state, and then recombine as before.

So you can create the upper laser level either by exciting the molecules or atoms or by forming the ions. Both those processes
are extremely efficient and are easy to do in electrical discharges. Now in fact, in a discharge you preferentially form excited
states, which is nice because they're lower energy. On the other hand, discharges in mixtures of rare gases and halogens are not
stable because the recombination of the electrons takes place by a different mechanism than it did in the CO. So it's not

possible to use discharges for high power lasers.

Fig. 7.
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For low power lasers, you can avoid the fact that the discharge is unstable by having a very brief discharge, but this was

discovered only later. The first experiments used just the electron beam, but we turned the electron beam up to hundreds of

amps per square centimeter. Electron beams simply deposit their energy in the gas, the energy takes the form of both ions and

excited states, and the upper laser level is formed with an overall efficiency approaching 50%, which is pretty good. The first

experiment that we did is shown in Fig. 7. The flange shown there is the end of the electron beam gun, with the gas cell built
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into it. In the space of a few weeks, we had actually observed lasing on xenon fluoride, krypton fluoride, xenon chloride and

something that we didn't know. It later turned out to be iodine. Iodine wasn't the experiment we were trying to do, but the

experiment lased on iodine instead of xenon iodide, which we had been looking for. Again, the garbage disposal principle still

works. Figure 8 is a picture of the EMRLD laser built at AVCO, which operates at about 4 kilowatts. In this case, two

electron beams excite the gas, one from either side. The gas flows around a loop so that it can be removed hot from the laser

cavity, and then cooled before it's returned to the laser.

Well, that works very well. At 300 meters a second gas velocity, you can put a lot of gas through there and get a lot of

power out. But you can do a lot better than that with electrons. Electrons travel the speed of light, which is 3 x l01 meters per

second. That's a factor cf a million faster than gases flow--and a factor of a million helps. So the next idea that came along
that seemed really good was the free electron laser. The free electron laser, as I'm sure you all know, consists of an electron

beam passing through a magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 9. As the electrons go through this magnetic field, which points

alternately up and down and up and down, the electrons are deflected left and right and left and right. If you put yourself in a

coordinate system moving along with the electrons, they simply appear to be moving back-and-forth, so they emit dipole

radiation. In fact, they emit dipole radiation in every direction, but because they're traveling at almost the speed of light, when

you transform back into the laboratory frame, the light appears to be going almost entirely in the forward direction. Therefore,

an observer looking at this light sees the light Doppler shifted to a much higher frequency. The frequency conversion is such

that if you have a two centimeter period for the magnetic field, and you have 100 MeV electrons, which is a modest energy for

an RF accelerator, then you get light in the green part of the spectrum.
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IN FREE-ELECTRON LASER, ELECTRONS VIBRATING
IN WIGGLER FIELD AMPLIFY OPTICAL BEAM
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Fig. 9.

Clearly, by changing the electron energy, you can change the Doppler shift and change the wavelength of the light coming
out. So the neatest thing about free electron lasers, at least the first and most obvious thing about free electron lasers, is the fact
that you can tune them to all different wavelengths. That's already been done. Figure 10 shows the variety of different
wavelengths that have been achieved with free electron lasers. In fact, at Livermore, Naval Research Laboratory and other
places, they've made free electron lasers lase out to the centimeter region. There are two things you ought to notice. The first
is that it has been possible to tune free electron lasers over a broad wavelength region in different experiments using electrons of
different energy from different kinds of accelerators. The other thing is that even with one accelerator, one installation, it has
been possible at Los Alamos to tune the electron energy over a factor of three or so, and get an order of magnitude tuning from
about 4 microns to 40 microns. At Santa Barbara, they lased from 120 microns to 800 microns, and that's a factor of seven
wavelength tuning. Those are already, so far as I'm aware, the broadest tuning range of any laser of any type. The shortest
wavelength that's been achieved by straightforward lasing is in the near ultraviolet. That was achieved recently by a group at
Novosibirsk. The people at LURE, near Paris, have gotten harmonics out of their free electron laser down to 0.1 micron. The
harmonics were pretty weak by the time they got out to 0.1 micron.

Free-electron laser oscillators

span a broad wavelength range
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- Boeini/STI Safr

P 10' TRW/S anford
0 °2 TlRW/Slnford
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Fig. 10.
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What are the advantages of free electron lasers'? Certainly you can tune the wavelength by varying the electron energy. And

in fact, you can tune it by small amounts by changing the magnetic field. More important for some applications, free-electron

lasers can go to high power because you have very rapid heat rejection by the garbage disposal principle. In addition, it's also

true that accelerator technology is very highly advanced. Of course, free-electron lasers demand things of electron accelerators

that other applications don't need, so that development is required. Nevertheless, high power accelerators are well developed and

quite reliable. At Stanford, for instance, the SLAC accelerator, which is two miles long, much bigger and more complicated than

anything you would need for a free electron laser, runs 24 hours a day, seven days a week, month after month. The average

electron beam power is 2(X) kilowatts, and the accelerator boasts 90% availability during scheduled operating time. For a laser.

that reliability would be pretty gxxl. I'll show you in a little while that good optical quality is another property of free electron

la'sers, and lately, we've been having some success at getting high efficiency. In fact, the overall efficiency can even be

iiproved if the energy left over in the electron beam is recovered. We demonstrated that at Los Alamos.
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I showed you a lot of different wavelengths that had been achieved at different installations. Those wavelengths were

achieved by using different electron energy from diff-rent types of accelerators. There's not a direct correlation between the

electron energy and the wavelength because there is some latitude in the design of the magnetic field, but there's a rough

correlation, as shown in Fig. 11. The wavelength is quadratic in the electron energy. To get different electron energies, you use

different kinds of accelerators. At the low electron energy end, you can use Van de Graaff's. For a little higher electron

energy. you can use microtrons. As you go up in electron energy, you can use induction accelerators, RF accelerators, and

finally storage rings. As you go up in energy you go down in wavelength, of course, and as you go to different wavelengths,

there are a variety of different applications, as indicated. The various applications overlap in the wavelengths they want, but you

can do materials research and chemistry in the ultraviolet. Star Wars applications seem to require somewhere around a micron.

and in the near infrared, medicine and surgery look like attractive applications. Finally, at long wavelengths, solid state physics

is very interesting. We're going to talk today mostly about the high power applications epitomized by Star Wars.

I should point out that of the accelerator types that seem useful for getting to wavelengths around a micron, there are two

that really lend themselves to high-power operation. The first is the induction linac and the other is the RF linac. Although

stolra e rings can be used for near-infrared wavelengths, they don't operate well down at those wavelengths. The problem is that

the electron beam is recirculated in the storage ring. When it goes through the wiggler magnet, the electron beam gets heated

up. The next time it com.,s around to go through the free electron laser, it's not in a suitable form for lasing and you have to

wait a while until the temperature cools down. So it's difficult to get storage rings to go to high average power. Thus, the two
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competing technologies for high power free electron lasers are RF linacs and induction linacs. I'll start off with RF linacs. An

RF linac, or radiofrequency linac, works as shown in Fig. 12. You have a set of cylindrically symmetric resonant cavities, your

basic pill box, and you have inside each cavity an electromagnetic field resonating at, typically, one to three gigahertz, so the

cavities are of the order of 10 centimeters or so in diameter. Now, the fields that you can get oscillating in these resonant

cavities have a much higher breakdown threshold than a D.C. field would have, and therefore, you can get, in a space of a few

centimeters, voltages as high as a million volts or more per cell. So what you do is you stack a whole bunch of these cells

rz

Fig, 13.
Fig. 14.
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together-- people have done it for up to two miles--and you can get very high electron energy. But because of the fact that you

get a million volts per cell, you can get the kind of energies you're interested in for free electron lasers in a relatively small

space. These cavities are fed by a klystron, which feeds one cavity from which the power is distributed to the other cavities by

coupling cells. Because of the fact that these fields are oscillating, you can accelerate electrons only during the small part of the

RF cycle when the field is a maximum. So you have to have your electron beam formed into bunches, and you do that in the

following way. You start off with an electron gun. This emits electrons which you run through what's called the buncher. The

buncher is just a small accelerator timed in such a way that the beginning of a pulse from the gun arrives during the decelerating

phase, and the end of the pulse arrives at the accelerating phase. The back of the bunch gets speeded up, the front of the bunch

gets sloved down, and by the time the bunch moves from the buncher to the accelerator, it has collapsed down from a bunch
that's maybe a few feet long to one that's maybe a few millimeters long. If you time the bunches to arrive at the accelerator at

the right phase, the bunches are accelerated very nicely and you can get very small energy spread, a percent or less. Figure 13

shmks a picture of a typical RF accelerator, namely the one at Los Alamos. Each of the two accelerator sections has an

acceleration of 1() million volts. Electrons come out of the accelerator, which is only a few meters long, at 20 MeV. The

electrons arc then directed into a wiggler, which looks as shown in Fig. 14. The period of this wiggler is about 2-1/2

ccnttmcter. The ocrall length is one meter, so there are about 40 periods overall.
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I mentioned earlier that one of the nice properties of free electron lasers is the diffraction-limited optical-beam quality. In an

experiment that was done at Los Alamos we found that the Strehl ratio was about 0.92. In other words, the optical beam was

1.04 times diffraction limited. It's worth pointing out that the experimenters did everything they could to misalign the optical

cavity and misalign the electron beam. By doing so, they could turn the laser off but they were never able to get an optical

beam which was worse than 1.04 times diffraction limited. The reason for this is not that it's a free electron laser. It's not that

magical. It's because of the fact that free electron lasers typically operate with an optical cavity which has a Fresnel number not

much greater than one, and the optical cavity just doesn't support higher order modes.

The other competitor for the high power application is the induction linac, which is being promoted by Livermore. An

induction linac works quite differently from an RF linac. An induction linac looks sort of like a one-to-one pulse transformer, as

shown in Fig. 15. Each induction cell consists of a ferrite transformer core with a one-turn primary winding driven by a pulser.

Clearly, if you have a secondary winding going around that transformer core, you induce a voltage on that secondary winding.
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Now, if the secondary winding goes along the axis and then closes at infinity, you know that the only contribution to the voltage
is along the axis, where the magnetic field is strong. If the secondary is the electron beam itself, the primary winding voltage
shows up as an acceleration of the electrons by the same voltage. If you stack up a whole sequence of those transformer cores,
you can accelerate electrons to whatever energy you like. The nice thing about induction linacs is that they have relatively long

pulses. maybe 50 nanoseconds long, and they accelerate extremely high current. They're basically very low impedance

accelerators. So you can accelerate something like 10 kiloamps through an induction accelerator.

Fig. 16.

You can achieve tremendous laser amplification because of the fact that you have such high electron beam current. On the
other hand, with 15 naioseconds there is not enough t:.;-ne to operate as an oscillator. There's no time for the oscillator to start
up. so you run the free-electron laser as an amplifier, using something like a CO2 laser or a YAG laser, or at very long
wavelengths, a magnitron, as your master oscillator. The largest such device is being built at Livermore. Figure 16 is a
photograph of the 50 MeV electron accelerator called ATA. It's quite a large device, as you can see. The wiggler is also quite
large, in fact, as shown in Fig. 17. The wiggler at the stage shown is 15 meters long; it's going to be 25 meters long at the
completion of the experiment. The master oscillator is a CO2 laser. For the 15 meter experiments, the results are very
encouraging. Prior to the 10-micron experiments at 50 MeV, they did some experiments at very long wavelength, around a
centimeter, using a 3.5 MeV electron beam. In those experiments, they were able to get as much as a gigawatt peak power with
an efficiency of 35%. By that, I mean a conversion of 35% of the electron energy into light, which is really remarkable. It's
also remarkable that the theoretical predictions and the experimental results agreed so well. That's characteristic of free electron

lasers, I should point out.

Both RF linacs and induction linacs have had their successes, as summarized in Fig. 18, RF linacs have gotten 4% extraction
at 10 microns, much smaller extraction at a visible wavelength of half a micron. It's characteristic of free electron lasers that
everything gets harder as you go to shorter wavelengths. Induction linacs have achieved 35% extraction at a wavelength of
approximately a centimeter. They're just beginning experiments at 10 microns, and the best that has been achieved is about a
tenth of a percent extraction efficizncy. The objective of both the induction and RF linac experiments is much higher efficiency
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than shown in Fig. 18, and those are experiments in progress.

How is one to decide between these two technologies? That's a very difficult issue. And at the risk of enormously
oversimplifying things, I would summarize the most serious problems for each technology as shown in Fig. 18. For RF linacs, I
think that the biggest problem is going to be that of optical damage to the resonator. As I explained, RF linacs operate with an
oscillator configuration, and although they can use an amplifier following the oscillator, they don't have high enough gain to start

Fig. 17.

RF LINACS AND INDUCTION LINACS ARE
COMPETING FOR HIGH - POWER APPLICATIONS

RF linac Induction linac

4% extraction 1@ 101pm 40% extraction 'S 1cm
0.05% extraction '@ 500nm 0.1% extraction 'S 104m

ProbLem: optical damage Problem: e-- beam brightness

Fig. 18.

from a very small master oscillator and amplify up to a high power, so they have to have a powerful oscillator configuration in
there somewhere. And because of the fact that the optical beam is highly columnated, you tend to blow away your optical
components, and the resonators get extremely long, hundreds of meters long. And still, you have problems of optical damage.
On the induction linac side, there is no high-power optical resonator for the free electron laser. That's the advantage of an
amplifier configuration. So the problem of optical damage, while it's still around, is reduced because of the opportunities you
have in rmnning a free electron laser as an amplifier rather than an oscillator. I think the biggest problem for the induction linac
is that of getting electron beam brightness adequate for operating at short wavelengths. It's been that problem as much as any
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that's prevented Livermore from getting higher extraction efficiency than they've observed in the 10 micron experiments. At the

present time, recent results show that they're about a factor of three low in electron beam brightness, and a factor of three or so

low in electron beam current, compared with where they want to be for high-power applications.

Continuing this oversimplification then, you might look on the competing technologies as getting to high power and short
wavelength in the following way. Induction linacs lend themselves to high power. In fact, in the first experiments they got, a
gigawatt of peak power. This is not the same as a gigawatt of average power, but nevertheless, induction linacs represent a
technology which can go to high power relatively easily. On the other hand, the electron beam problem and some others make

it difficult for induction linacs to go to short wavelengths. So they're going to reach high power and short wavelengths by going

to high power first. RF linacs, on the other hand, as I showed you, have run already down to half a micron, which is a shorter

wavelength than you really need. Their problem is going to high average power, largely because of the damage to the optical
components of the system. So RF linacs will go (have gone) first to short wavelength and then to high per.

It's even possible that the two approaches don't have to converge to the sarme point because there are ground based lasers
and space based lasers. Space based lasers like to have shorter wavelengths because they can propagate the beam with smaller
mirrors than longer wavelengths. Space based lasers must dso be compact and light weight. Ground based lasers, on the other
hand, don't mind being in the near infrared, but rquire higher power because of atmosphere and relay losses. So it's possible
that RF linacs will lend themselves to space-based deployment, while induction linacs, be-zuse of their much larger size and

longer wavelengths, will lend tiemselves to ground-based deployment. It's possible that RF iinacs can reach the power required

for ground-based deployment as well as the wavelength required for space-based deployment. It's also possible that neither
technology will reach the power required for either application. Time will tell.
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Abstract

When Humpty-Dumpty had his great fall nobody could put him together again. A vastly more moderate challenge is
to reunite the two partial beams of a Stern-Gerl '% apparatus with such precision that the original spin state is recovered.
Nevertheless, as we demonstrate, a substantial loss of spin coherence always occurs, unless the experimenter is able to control
the magnetic field's inhomogeneity with an accuracy of at least one part in 10'.

Introduction beam of spin-1/2 particles is split macroscopically by the in-
homogeneous magnetic field, thereby separating the parti-

Contemporary research is dominated by observations cles with different z-components of their magnetic moments.
on quantum systems. A thorough understanding of the Then, in the second half, the two partial beams are reunited,
role played by macroscopic devices in such measurements and a single beam emerges. By blocking one of the partial
on microscopic objects is, therefore, mandatory for a com- beams this apparatus can be used to select particles with a
plete, consistent interpretation of these observations. Un- definite z-component. While the possibility of performing
fortunately, some subtle features of such measurements are such a selective measurement is essential, no selection will
still controversial among theorists although one might think actually be made. It is the objective of the present paper to
that the arguments among Bohr, Einstein, Heisenberg, and find out whether, and to what degree, spin coherence can
others, six decades ago, should have settled the issue. Most be maintained in such a nonselective measurement.
of the well-known "paradoxa" of quantum mechanics, which Prof. David Bohm, to whom we are pleased to dedicate
were the main topics of those historical debates, concern the this paper, offers, in his well-known textbook on Quantum
loss of interference properties resulting from the measure- Theory,1 the following remark concerning this question: "If
ment of one observable when some knowledge about a com- the (...) magnetic fields (...) are set up in exactly the right
plimentary one was available before the measurement took way, (...) the two wave packets can be brought together into
place. For instance, if a Stern-Gerlach apparatus (SGA) is a single coherent packet. Although the precision required
used for measuring the z-component of the magnetic mo- to achieve this result would be fantastic, it is, in princi-
ment of a spin-l1/2 particle, the prior property of being po- ple, attainable." 2 We shall establish quantitative statements
larized in, say, the x-direction is lost in the course of the about this "fantastic" accuracy by setting limits on the un-
measurement. There is no disagreement about the fact that controlled, irreproducible variations in the magnetic field
microscopic coherence is destroyed during this observation that are tolerable. Only then can one decide whether a co-
(it can be confirmed experimentally), but the effect on spin herent spin-1/2 beam can be split and "put together again,"
coherence of the process of separating and then reuniting or if it shares Humpty-Dumpty's fate.3

the two partial beams in the SGA certainly requires further The present paper does not deal with the limits on the
study. control of the fields in the SCA that are implied by funda-

To address this problem we consider a SGA of the kind mental quantum effects. That would require a calculation
depicted in Fig. 1. In the first half of the apparatus the that takes into account the quantum properties of the fields.

L/e IWe intend to return to this problem on another occasion.
sideL/ L/q L/4

vew edge __flat flat edge Here we are only concerned with the other side of the coin:
ou , how well must the experimenter control the SGA to ensure

..-that no substantial loss of spin coherence occurs as a result

dY of the quantum properties of the particles?
, edge ed ,Why should it be so difficult to maintain spin coher-ence? The essential features of the following qualitative ar-

gument are due to Heisenberg.' Consider the first stage of
cross T T the measurement in which the SGA splits the beam macro-
sections scopically. This is achieved by applying a force F in the

z-direction to those particles with one spin orientation, and

11_ >o Le,< L 10a force -F of equal magnitude but opposite direction to
o ,-7- a o the particles with the opposite spin orientation. With these

Fig. I. A schematic nonselective Stern-Gerlach apparatus forces acting for a total time T, the momentum transferred
of length L = 4 x L/4. to one of the particles is equal to FT in magnitude. In order
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to split the beam this must be large compared to 6p, the aB
spread in momentum prior to entering the SGA: B(t,z) - B(t) + z- z(t). (5)

FT >t p (1) The interaction energy is then

where > stands for a factor typically of order 10' in a practi- - J. B -a a, B(t, z) - (t) a, - F(t)za, (6)

cal experiment. The force F originates in a spatially depen-
dent potential energy E,F = -aE/az, which energy con- where the energy parameter e(t) =_ gB(t) and the force
tributes to the phase of the wave function, the total change parameter F(t) = OB/z are numerical functions of time
being -ET/h. Since different parts of the wave function t, which are nonzero only while the particle is inside the
probe the potential energy at different points in space, this SGA, that is, say, for 0 < t < T.
phase varies within the wave packet as a consequence of the Our model Hamilton operator for the spin and the z-
snread 6z in position. The phase has therefore an uncer- motion is then
tainty given by1 H = g-ipl2 

- (t)o, - F(t)za., 
(7)

= -6ET/h w ezTfh 2m
-(-ET/h) FThz/h > bpbzh > (2) where, for notational simplicity, we write p for the z-com-> 1, ponent p. of the momentum vector 1.

The Heisenberg equations of motion for z(t) and p(t)
where the relation (1) and Heisenberg's uncertainty princi- as well as a. (t) and a (t) = a, (t) ± iac (t), implied by this
pIe have been used. Note, in particular, that these large Hamilton operator, are solved by
phase variations are an implication of the requirement (1)
that the beam is split macroscopically. To avoid a possible z(t) =z(O) + p(0) t + a, (0) tAp(t)+ Az(t)
misunderstanding, let us emphasize that (2) does not refer m M
to the relative phases of the two partial beams but expresses p(t) = p(0) + a (0)Ap(t), (8)
the dispersion of phases within each individual beam. It is
this phase dispersion that must be reversed during the fo- and
cusing of the beam in the second stage of the nonselective
measurement. The necessary extremely fine tuning of the a, (t) = a. (0),
SGA, beyond that required for spatial focusing, is what is a, (t) = exp[-i(C(t) + 2z(O)Ap(t)/h
so difficult. - 2p(0)Az(t)/h)1+ (0). (9)

Modeling the SGA
The various numerical functions of t appearing here are

We associate Pauli matrices 9 (a,,a ,a,) with the
i-spin of the beam particles so that Ap(t) = dt'F(t'),

! Ad (3) Az(t) = - dt't'F(t')/m,
is their magnetic moment. in the SGA of Fig. 1 the par- I
ticles run along the y-axis, passing through (the center of) b(t) = 2 dt'C(t') (10)
a magnetic field B, directed along the z-axis, which has a h It
strong z-inhomogeneity. The resulting force

The latter is the accumulated Larmor precession angle for
F = V(da. B) (4) the field strength at z= 0 whereas Ap and Az + -- Ap mea-

sure the displacements of the partial beams in momentum
splits the beam and then, it is hoped, focuses it, both spa- and position. Since the SGA should enable one to select
tially and in spin, before it leaves the SGA. The spatial de- one of these partial beams, the splitting must be macro-
pendence of B is somewhat complicated. In particular, there scopic when the separation is maximal (and Ap = 0), which
are the transition regions where the beam enters and leaves ideally happens at time t = T/2. In other words:
the various segments of the SGA which require an essen-
tial y-dependence of the magnetic field. Further, Maxwell's Az(T/2) >> bz(t = T/2) - 6z, (11)
equation t J = 0 implies that, in addition to a field gradi-
ent in z-direction, there must also be one in the x, y-plane. where bz(t) is the spread in position of either of the par-
For the sake of simplicity we model the SGA by adopting tial beams at time t and 6z is the initial spread. The latter
(provisionally) these assumptions:' that the spin-1/2 par- statement of (11) reflects the requirement that in any practi-
ticle maintains constant speed along y, permitting the y- cal experiment the natural spreading of a wave packet must
dependence of the field to be replaced by a t-dependence; not be too significant during the time T. Since the tHamil-
that the z- and y-components of the field are not signifi- ton operator (7) implies a spreading identical to that of a
cant; that the z-displacement is sufficiently small, relative free particle, this requirement tells us that
to the center point z = 0, to justify the linear expansion of
B, = B,(y,z) - B(t,z): T - t rnbz/6p (12)
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is the order of magnitude of T. Here bp is the spread in mo-
mentum, which is time independent. In Eq. (11), as in (1), (o, (t = 0)) = 1, (16)
we write ">>" to express the distinction between "macro"
and "micro". and

In Fig. 2, we sketch typical displacements in position (a5 (0)) = 0, (a, (0)) = 0, (17)
and momentum, as a function of time. The corresponding
force F(t) is plotted in Fig. 3. The natural unit of this force the latter implying that the beam will be equally split by

the subsequent a,-measurement. The expectation value of
a (t) is, according to (9), given by

(o (t)) = Re(o+ (t))
/ = Re Ie - +"D()(0

X × exp (p(O)Az(t) - z(O)A,(t) 1) }, (18)

where 10) means the (normalized) spatial state of the incom-
ing particle, which is specified by the probability amplitude
referring to position or momentum measurements at time
t = 0,

(z'jV,) = 4'(z'), (p'10) = O(p') (19)

related to each other by the standard Fourier transforma-
T2 Ttion.

T i2

Upon expressing the spatial expectation value of (18)
Fig. 2. Typical displacements Ap in momentum and Az + alternatively as a z'- or a p'-integration,

(t/m)Ap in position as a function of time.

( [exp I h-(p(0)Az(t) - z(O)AP(t))] 10)

= f dz'V" (z' - Az(t))e-2'A(t /h ,(z
' + Az(t))

- / dp'O'(p' - Ap(t)) e" P V),(p' + Ap(t)),(20)

FO we observe, for instance, that the momentum displacement

Ap(t) produces a phase variation in the z'-description, which

Fig. 3. Typical time dependence of the force F(t). illustrates Heisenberg's argument.
The integrals (20) will tend to vanish, unless both Az(t)

is its maximal value F,. It is related to the maximal spatial and Ap(t) are small on the scale set by the initial spreads,
displacement by 6z and 6p. To arrive at a more quantitative statement, we

consider a minimum uncertainty state,
A\z(T/2) = a --, (13)rn ( (z))

the number a deDending on the particular time dependence O(z') = (6z)- I (27r)- exp -2z (21)

of F(t). It is of the order of 1/20, as can be confirmed by
considering the specific example which produces

(F,, for 0< t< T14,F,,, fo 0 < t< T/4,(or (t)) = cos((ID(t))e- ,'( *'/*'e- (p,/, (22)

F(t) -F,, for T/4 < t < 3T/4, (14)

where 6p = (h/2)/6z. Here we see that a macroscopic split-

F,, for 3T/4 < t < T, ting, either in position or in momentum, produces (a.) = 0,

for which a = 1/16. Upon combining (13), (12), and (11), indicating a total loss of coherence.
we find The process of reuniting the two partial beams, as ex-

aF T >> 6p, (15) pressed by the spatial properties Az(T) - 0, Ap(T) 0,
which, qualitatively, brings us back to Eq. (1). results in a spin state without substantial loss of coherence

only if (a, (T)) does not differ significantly from its initial

Spin Coherence unit value. Ideally, one would need Az(T) = 0, Ap(T) = 0
and an integer multiple of 27r for $D(T). If one is willing to

Consider incoming particles selected in the eigenstate tolerate deviations (o = orbital is used in place of s = spatial
of a, ;,ili cigenvalue a' = 1, so that to avoid confusion with s = spin),
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along y, permitting the y-dependence of the field to be re-

placed by a t-dependence; that the x-and y-components of

6,(T)I _ ,, <- , the field are not significant:

I -Ap(T) 1 2 3
i , (23) B(x, y,z)-+ 1-(t,z) - (O,O, Bt,z)) ,-(O,0,B(t)

from the ideal values, the ability of the SGA to conserve + z(t)z), (29)

spin coherence is measured by
which was followed by the linearization (5), here referred
to as the third step. We shall now consider the three steps

T)) < 6 1D(T), (T)T) + ! Ap(T) 2  individually and argue that what is discarded in each step
2 2 Sz 2 6p has a tendency to destroy spin coherence.

1 Q In step one, the change in velocity along y is ignored,

2 ) Q. (24) which actual change originates in the y-dependence of the
potential energy -g -B. This velocity change is different

If, for instance, we are satisfied with maintaining 99% co- for the two partial beams because one gains, and the other
herence, that is Q = 1/100, e, = e,, = 1/10 will do. one looses, potential energy. As a consequence, the total

time spent inside the SGA is slightly different for atoms
Accuracy Required in Controlling the Fields with a' = 1 and c' = -1, so that there is a very small

the order of magnitude of the uncont:olled relative displacement along y preventing the experimenter
Deationg ffrom perfectly reuniting the beam. This presumably results

much as in some loss of spin coherence. Another aspect of the spin

dependence of the potential energy is the small, but differ-

SAz(T) bFT2 /m, ent probability for reflection at the boundaries of the SGA,
which again presumably reduces the spin coherence.~p(T)J S6FT (25) Step two disregards the time dependence of a,. In an

during the measurement. Tolerable deviations, in the sense arbitrary magnetic field we would have

of (23), must not exceed the limits d

SF< -- SzSF~t= B_ -,,_ aB+),
6F < c,,.-6z, 6 F < ,,- bp, (26) d =2

- T T (26+ = -2-1t(a+ B, - aB+), (30)

which, in the light of (12), are equivalent. The comparison dt +

with (15) now establishes that where a± have the significance introduced in the context

SF of Eqs. (8) and (9), and B, = B, ± iB,, analogously. A

TO < aE,. (27) functioning SGA allows for selecting atoms with a specified
value of a; therefore a, (t) - a, (0) must hold very well for

Consider, for example, the situation where "<1" 10-' and all t. In Eq. (30) this requires rapid oscillations of c, and
a - 10-'. Then, a_ , which condition is met if B, dominates over B. and

6F B,, throughout the measurement. We now face the reality

F 10-4f, = 10- , (28) that a, is not a constant of the motion [B. and B, cannot

both vanish everywhere, because V •/. = 0 requires their
if we insert for e,, the number cited in the context of (24)." presence if there is a nonzero force ,iaB,/az in z-direction].

Likewise
Discussion

d' 2 a (a B + Ia+ B_ + 1_B+) (31)
We found that a SGA can split a beam of spin-I/2 par- md-tz = 2-+

ticles macroscopically without destroying the microscopic
phase relations provided that the experimenter can repro- implies some deflection in the x-direction, which is negli-
duce the magnetic field gradient with a precision of I part gible, provided that aB,/x = 0 and a oscillate rapidly.
in 10'. This number reflects factors of 10' for the distinc- We conclude that the dynamical effects that are neglected
tion between "macro" and "micro" and 99% coherence. (If, in step two, are, indeed, small, but their presence may lead
instead, "<" stands for 10-2 and one is content with 80% to a loss of spin coherence.
coherence, the respective precision is 1 part in 10'.1 In ad- In step three, the z-dependence of the force is disre-
dition to that, we made a series of physical approximations garded. If taken into account it results in paths of unequal
along the way, which require attention. We are now going lengths for the two partial beams. As a consequence, simi-
to argue that all of them are biased toward the success of lar to the velocity effects in step one, perfect focusing of the
the experiment, so that the required relative accuracies are beam is hampered, and some of the spin coherence presum-
at least 10-5. ably is lost.'

Let us repeat the assumptions we made in adopting the So much for the idealizations inherent in our physical
model: that the spin-! particle maintains constant speed model of a SGA. One additional idealization consists in the
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use of the minimum uncertainty state (21). If no such special Reprinted with permission from Foundations of Physics.

choice is made, Eq. (24) must be replaced by

2
1 (&,T)2 [ ,Z(T)I + IP(T)12

As a consequence, one then needs

Az-(T)[ < Co ID, Ap(T) I oD,
6z 2 b5p -2

D =z~p/2 > 1 (33)

to maintain Q = (E2. + c2)/2. For example, in a standard
atomic beam experiment, with 6z and b~p implied by the ge-
ometry of the slits defining the particle beam, in conjunction
with the velocity of the particles, the number D is typically

of the order of 10'. The relative accuracy has to be increased
by this amount, that is: 10- " for the gradient of the field.

In summary, we state that a perfect reconstruction of
the initial beam, maintaining 100% spin coherence, is out of
the question. In this sense spin coherence is like Humpty-
Dumpty: once destroyed you cannot put it together again.
In the real world it may be possible to recover, say, 99
coherence, provided the experimenter is able to control the
SGA at least with the "fantastic " ' precision of one part in
10' for aB/gz.
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Abstract

In a recent paper the consequences of squeezing the external field leaking into a laser
cavity on the laser's phase diffusion rate was calculated. In the present paper this work
is extended to include the effect of such a squeezed loss-reservoir on the photon
statistics of the laser field.

Specifical2y, the equations of motion for the reduced density matrix and, subsequently,
for various moments of the operators describing the laser field can be obtained.

It is found that, in steady state, the average number of photons in the laser field
does not differ appreciably from the case of coupling to ordinary vacuum. However, the
variance in the average number of photons is significantly increased by the presence of
the squeezed loss reservoir.

Introduction

The fundamental noise in a laser field can be thought of as resulting from the coupling
of the field to the gain medium and the loss reservoir.1 Each of these reservoirs feeds
random noise into the laser field - the gain medium via spontaneous emission and the loss
reservoir through the vacuum fluctuations leaking int? the laser cavity. In this paper,
preliminary results regarding the effect of squeezing the loss reservoir on the photon
statistics of the laser field are presented. This work is intended as a means to begin to
understand the manner in which the statistical properties of a laser field might be
tailored by restructuring the noise introduced by the coupling to the gain medium and the
loss reservoir. Such a tailored light-field would have obvious applications in many areas
including laser interferometry, spectroscopy and optical communications.

The Model

The model system studied in this paper is depicted in Fig. 1. Squeezed vacuum is
injected through a partially transmitting mirror into a laser cavity containing a
conventional gain medium. This system was originally studied by Gea-Banacloche who
showed that, under certain conditions, the phase diffusion rate of the laser field
produced in such an arrangement could be a factor of two smaller than that in a laser
coupled to ordinary vacuum. That only a factor of two could be achieved was attributed to
the fact that only one of the two systems which feed noise into the laser field is
squeezed in this system. That is, the noise introduced by the gain medium is phase
insensitive and so gives rise to the residual phase diffusion. Further, this result is
valid nly in the transient regime, since as shown by Gea-Banacloche and later by Marte
et.al. , the laser phase eventually locks to a value for which the phase diffusion rate is
enhanced. That is, in steady state, the phase of the squeezed field e is related to that
of the laser field o by the relation o = e ±/2. Thus, the injection of the squeezed light
has enhanced phase fluctuations (relative to the laser phase) and reduced amplitude
fluctuations. For the sake of clarity it should be noted that, in the locked regime, free
phase diffusion no longer occurs but rather the uncertainty in the laser's phase variable,
as shown by Marte, et.al., reaches a steady state value somewhat larger than that for a
coherent state field with the same average number of photons.
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In this paper results pertaining to the photon statistics of the field produced by the
model arrangement of Fig. I are presented. In particular, the rather surprising result
that, while the average number of photons in the intra-cavity field is essentially
unchanged by the injection of squeezed vacuum, the variance in the number of photons is
dramatically increased. This dramatic increase is somewhat unexpected because, as noted
above, in steady state the relative phase of the injected, squeezed vacuum is such that it
has reduced amplitude (closely related to the number of photons) fluctuations. Still
introduction of this squeezed vacuum results in enhanced number fluctuations. In tie next
section this result is formally established.

To complete the description of the model system, a short description of the s1ueezed
vacuum injected into the laser cavity is given below. This squeezed vacuum is cupled
into the laser cavity via the partially transmitting mirror (the only loss-source in the
system) as depicted in Fig. 1. The injected field is assumed to be uniformly squeezed
over a bandwidth larger than the cavity decay rate Y. Thus, the state of the i-ijected
field is given by

js> = exp [-(r/2)e - 2l0 b(, o  + ()b(,o-() + (r.'2)e 2 ( bt (,,+( )bt (0 ) 10> (2)

( >0

Here, r is a real, positive squeezing parameter (for no squeezing, r = 0, for maxim-ip
squeezing r 4 -), o is the phase of the squeezed field, b (b') is the annihilation
(creation) operator for the squeezed field, and ,o is the nominal laser fz-quency.

SQUEEZED VACUUM
GAIN MEDIUM

LASER CAVITY

Fig. 1
Laser oupled to Squeezed Vacuum

Formali-sm

The equation of motion for the reduced (obtained by tracing over the operators
associated with the gain medium and the squeezed loss-regervoir) density matri::
describing the intracavity field can be shown to be of the form D,

do C T
. a a- a.at + adi.1

dt 2
A - _ {aa

A aa? a a + adj .I (2)
2
1 [oaa ? 

) (2

+ B (aa')2 + 3aaaa 4at,aata + adj.]

S

+ e-2i
o  (

a
2

, - 2 a,,a + a
2 )  

+ adj.

Here, a (a+ ) is the annihilation (creation) operator for t1e intracavity laser field and
"adj." denotes the hermitian adjoint. Further, C = -cosh r and A = A 0 -sinh r are,o
respectively, the linear loss and gain rates in the presence of the injected, squeezed
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vacuum. As noted earlier, - is the loss rate of the cavity into ordinary vacuum and A. is
the linear gain rate associated with the gain medium. Note that the difference between
the loss and gain rates in the presence of the squeezed loss reservoir is the same as in
its absence (r = 0). That is, A - C = A - I. Also, in Equation 2, B is the usual third
order saturation parameter and S =- singrcoshr. The first three terms in Equation 2 have
the same form (with altered loss and gain rates) as the corresponding expression in the
absence of the squeezing of the loss reservoir. The final term is due solely to the
injection of the squeezed light and is primarily responsible for the new features of this
system.

In order to calculate the average number of photons t = <ata> and the variance in this

number ,n = <n 2 > - <n> 2 , one can construct equations of motion for f and .n via the
d<O>

prescription - = Tr(LO 0) where 0 represents a general operator and Tr denotes thed t

tracing operation. Then one can attempt to solve these equations in steady state. In
carrying out this procedure it is found, as in conventional laser theory, that these
"moment" equations are coupled to higher moments of the number operator. In addition, the
injection of the squeezed vacuum intr?5uces a phase sensitive coupling to expectation
values of operators involving a and a . The resulting hierarchy of coupled equations
can be truncated by using the approximations,

<n3> - n3 3 5 , (3a)

and

<n2v> - h2V + 2F! ' + V n' (3b)

where for simplicity the definition v a2 has been introduced and

= <nv> - -v. (4)

This approximation is motivated by a similar 6 procedure used in conventional laser theory

and is based on the assumption that <(n - f)3> and <(n -f) 2 (v - V)> are small compared to
the terms retained in Equations (3) since they are essentially expectation values of odd
powers of the difference between an operator and its average value.

Under this truncation scheme the following closed set of coupled equations can he
derived:

d
- E= (A -C - B)i + A - Bn 2B - B (5a)
dt

d
. (A - C - BBY + 2 (A-C - 2B.)n 2S1v'cos(2./-2o) (5b)

d 5 io
- V = (A - C - Bh)V - B, - - BV + Se2  (5c)
dt 2

and

d = 2(A - C) -3 ,- (2A - 3BT)v - By n + 2Sn (5d)dtn

Here, v = Pl e2 i'i so that -P represents the phase of the lasing field. As noted above,
Gea-Banaclocke has shown that, in steady state, 2.), - 20 = TR. Under this locked condition,
the set of equations can be solved in steady state subject to the usual third order

conditions and so long as the average number of photons in the squeezed field n = sinh 2 r5
is much less than that in the laser field). The results of performing this procedure are
summarized in the next section.
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Results

For simplicity, only the results appropriate in the strong-squeezing limit are
oresented here. That is, for the case when the average number of photons in the injected,

saueezed field fs = sinhlr >> I (but still much less than fi), the pertinent results are,

i no (1 + Jnohs/25o 2 ) Eo (6a)

n '.no (ns/2). (6b)

and

I

tVI - n (6c)2

Ao-
ler-, n 1 and, no= i/B are, respectively, the average number of photons and the

B
variancv in the number of photons in the laser field in the absence of the squeezing of

the loss reservoir. First, note that the average number of photons Y is increased only by
an additive term which is on the order of the number of photons in the squeezed field.

That is i is changed by a negligible amount. However, the variance on is dramatically

enhanced. In fact, it is a multiplicative factor of Rs/2 larger than in the absence of
squeezing. A more detailed analysis shows that on 4 ano in the weak squeezing limit and
that n "no for all values of the squeezing parameter r. This latter result is
presented in a forthcoming paper. As noted earlier, such a dramatic increase is somewhat
unexpected due to the fact that the laser phase locks such that the squeezed vacuum
feeding into the laser cavity has reduced amplitude fluctuations. A possible resolution
of this logical discrepancy emerges from noting that only one of the two sources of
f~uctuation in the laser field has been squeezed. The gain medium still contributes phase

insensitive noise which, presumably, is responsible for the fact that !Vi = f<a 2 >1 - E/2,

a:. shown in Equation (6c), rather than ff as it would for a coherent state field. The
ph.ase of the laser field does jitter about its locked value. Thus, the phase of the
injected, squeezed field is not always exactly aligned such that it is precisely the
aMplitude fluctuations of the injected field which are squeezed. A heuristic description
of how this behavior can be understood to lead to the dramatic increase in "n displayed in
Equation (6b) as well as other interesting features of this system will be explored in an
upcoming publication.

Conclusions

In this paper the effect of injecting squeezed vacuum into a laser cavity on the
photon statistics of the resulting laser field is explored. The surprising result that
the variance in the number of photons in the intra-cavity field is dramatically increased
in such a system, even though the laser phase locks so that it is the amplitude
fluctuations in the injected squeezed vacuum that are squeezed, has been presented. This
study is intended as background material for coming to a better understanding of the
manner in which the statistical properties of a laser field might be tailored by an
appropriate restructuring of the noise introduced by the gain medium and loss reservoir
which are coupled to the field.
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Abstract

We show that quantum time averages of the density matrix for a driven but undamped system lead to a physically
transparent explanation of steady state population inversions that occur in certain systems with particular spontaneous
emission damping rates. We review and show the relevance of a formalism which permits time-smoothed transient

solutions to be generated a priori. We derive equations which extend this development to the case where there are
time-dependent generated cavity fields. Theoretical results demonstrate lasing without inversion and we discuss this

result in light of the time-average treatment. Finally we describe a symbolic manipulation computer code which

allows us to start from limit operations on a certain matrix inverse to enumerate terms in explicit rational expressions

for the time average operators, which give the averaged density matrix in terms of its initial values.

I. Introduction

We have recently pointed out the potential usefulness of certain types of laser-pumped multilevel atomic systems for

frequency upconversion.' When these isolated atoms are subjected to coherent laser light at saturating intensities,

large steady state population inversions are predicted. The pumped transitions in these systems share common levels

and differ in this respect from certain recently proposed2 and earlier3 systems for upconversion. In addition, certain

specific requirements are imposed on particular damping rates and detunings. Although the existence of inversions in

systems with coherent pumping between multiple levels has been predicted in earlier calculations,4'5 the large inver-

sions in these particular systems have raised interesting questions concerning the physical mechanisms involved.

In addition to the inversions themselves, the predicted dynamical behavior when a resonant cavity is present at the

frequency of the inverted transition also exhibits an unexpected degree of complexity. For low mirror reflectivities, a

cavity field is generated and interacts with the inversion of the lasing medium in much the same way as in a standard

laser as described by rate equations. At higher reflectivities, however, the medium in the presence of the (larger) cav-
ity field displays behavior which is more like wave-mixing than standard lasing. Again the question of physical
mechanism arises.

The basic theoretical description of pumping and energy-extraction in these systems utilizes Maxwell-Bloch equa-
tions to describe the coupled dynamics of the field and the density matrix of the atoms. Rate equations are commonly
used to model laser dynamics in many types of systems, but these fail completely to give inversions such as these that
are predicted by the full density matrix equations under saturating field conditions. A physical picture consisting of
incoherent radiative transitions occurring between coupled levels is clearly not adequate in this case. We will show,
nevertheless, that an equally simple physical picture does apply, but that it is quite different from the usual rate equa-
tions.

There are two essential features for inversion in the Frequency Adding MEdia (FAME systems) which we have
described': First, in a pumped three level system, the intermediate level should be detuned from resonance by an
amount at least an order of magnitude over the Rabi frequency and the extreme level should satisfy the two photon
resonance condition which allows Rabi cycling between the extreme levels as if they were a two level system with an
effective Rabi frequency.6 Second, specific incoherent transition rates from spontaneous emission or collisional damp-
ing, despite the saturating field conditions, exert an overriding influence on the steady state populations s and there are
consequently conditions that these rates must satisfy if there are to be population inversions.

We begin in the following section by describing in greater detail the energy level structure of systems of interest and
show why we should expect inversions to be created in these systems. We show that a previously developed reformu-
lation 7 of the full density matrix equations in terms of time-average operators leads to an "intuitive" explanation of the
population inversions in these systems. These time-average operators are linear operators describing how the long
time average behavior of the density matrix depends on its initial values. (Damping terms which would lead to an
initial-value-independent steady state are explicitly excluded in determining this average behavior, although, as we
shall see, they are included separately.)

Although the intuitive explanation for steady state inversions has been presented previously', we are discussing here
for the first time its connection with the rigorous time-average formalism. We follow this with a discussion of some
applications of the formalism to time dependent problems, including generalizations which allow treatment of systems
where the fields themselves are time dependent. Finally we discuss the analytic form of the time-averaging operators
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which form the basis for the formalism. These are rational functions of the field amplitude and detuning parameters 6.
While these are by no means as simple in general as the Lorentzian type expressions which appear in the standard rate
equations, excellent approximations which are quite simple in analytic form apply in the two-photon resonance case.
For more general applications, we describe a symbol-manipulation program which we have written, which will allow
the time-average quantities to be determined for arbitrary detuning and (within practical limitations) for an arbitrary
number of coupled levels.

H1. Time Average Behavior and Stead State Inversions

The quantum levels for a typical FAME system and the evolution of their populations as a function of time (in the
absence of any cavity which might support buildup of additional non-pump fields) are shown in Figs. I and 2 respec-
tively.

+1. 18
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0 -6.38

2 -

PUMP. 14a

1 I -8.1

.0.80 .1.20 +Z.48 +3.68 +4.90 .6.06
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Fig.l - Typical multilevel system which
shows 4/1 population inversion with appro- Fig.2 - Approach to steady state for system in Fig.1 with = 5.,

priate detunings and decay constants P2 = 20., A12 = 50., A,5 = 7.59, k4 = .0049, and k5 
= .0068 (nsec I )

For the behavior predicted in Fig. 2, the essential parameters for the system depicted in Fig. 1 are that the resonance
condition

A, 5n - (DA)

be approximately satisfied and that the decay rate ks from level 5 to level 4 (from spontaneous emission, say) be large

compared with the decay rate k4 out of level 4. Here P31 and P, are the respective Rabi frequencies for pumping

between levels I and 2 and between levels 2 and 5. Under these conditions, the steady state population of level 4 is, as

shown, inverted with respect to all the lower energy levels.

The above system, while having (as we shall see) certain desirable features with regard to ease of extracting energy

from the inversion, is needlessly complicated from the point of view of illustrating the basic mechanism by which the

inversion is created. A simpler system, which also shows the inversion, is shown in Fig. 3.

The ratio of level 2 to level 1 population for this system is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of both the detunings A,2 and

A13 . Note that the width of the "resonance" for this inversion process becomes much narrower in the A,3 detuning as

the A12 detuning becomes larger.

The systems illustrated here are characterized by the fact that oscillations due to Rabi frequencies or detunings take
place on a faster time scale than the time scale of damping. (See Fig. 2, for example.) Physically, the behavior of such
systems may be thought of as characterized most of the time by "free" Rabi cycling as if the system had no damping,
punctuated at random intervals by collisions which result in transitions between levels and loss of phase. (This gen-

eral picture applies even when the damping is provided by other than collisional mechanisms, since the statistics of
spontaneous decay, for example, are similar to those of collision induced events.) Our "intuitive model"' for
population inversion in FAME systems where Rabi cycling is simply assumed to "mix" certain levels and equalize
their populations is based on this physical idea. However, this physical picture also leads7 to a very general reformula-
tion of the density matrix equations as a set of rate equations for the time-smoothed density matrix, which can, in
effect, play a role similar to that played by ordinary rate equations in the strong damping regime. Here we review the

physical arguments leading to the time-smoothed rate equations and show how the population inversions in the FAME
system follow as a particularly simple consequence of the equations derived.
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Because of the time scales in these systems many Rabi"
oscillations occur between collisions and the phase of theoscillation at the time of a collision must itself be random. -A YrR 3.1
Therefore we can think of the collision event as involving
the time-averaged density matrix. The linear dependence

on the initial density matrix8 (where in this context "initial"
may mean after the last collision) can be described by a Fig.4 - Inversion of system in Fig. 3 as a function of the
tetradic operator T where, two detunings for k3 = .0016, k2 = .0001, 0 1 

= 1.0, = 4.0
(time average) - _(initial)P I Tij~klpkl (2)

ki

We can also describe the effects of damping by constructing a tetradic operator K which operates on the density
matrix p before the random decay event to produce a new density matrix Kp. For collisional damping, we assume 9

gij.kl - 564kLPi " k (3)

which means that phases are totally randomized at each collision and that atoms in state k undergo transitions to level i
with probability P, -k-

Now we consider approximations to the density matrix solutions such as those shown in Fig. 2, where we smooth
out the oscillations and obtain an average solution P,, as a function of time. We explicitly consider the ensemble aver-
age over collision histories which makes up the density matrix. Those atoms that have recently undergone a collision
will have a time averaged density matrix of TKp,, compared with pay for those that have not. Since the probability of
a collision in an interval At short compared with the collision time t is At/lr and that of no collision is 1 - At/,, the
change in pv in this time interval is given by

At ( At)

Apav=tTKpv+ I-At Pav-Pav (4)

and p,, as a result, satisfies the differential equation

dpv 1
- = - (TK - l)pav (5)dt "r

A derivation which is more mathematically rigorous and which allows the conditions for validity to be stated more
precisely appears in Ref. 7. We note that since Eq (5) is an equation for a smoothed out p, we must use Tp rather
than p'"" itself as the initial condition.

Now we consider the application of Eq (5) to the system shown in Fig. 3, consisting, as previously noted, of an
intermediate level far off resonance and extreme levels near two-photon resonance. Under these conditions systems
starting out in either of the extreme levels have a very small time-averaged population in the intermediate level and
vice versa, i.e.,
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T11,22 = T22.11  T 33, 22 =/'22,33 0 (6a)

which in turn implies

T 22. 2 -- (6 b )

The degree of transfer of population between the extreme levels depends on the exact two photon tuning condition,

T33.11 = T,,= r (6c)

TI 1,11 --T33,33 -1 -r

where8,
r 2 ~2 1 2 2 2(7

4P'P2/A + {A13 _- (, _ 1)/A1z2 (7)

The form of this population transfer expression is important because it enters directly into the steady state population
inversions, which, for collisional relaxation, are solutions to the coupled equations

YTjiPk +-j = Dii , i=1,3 (8)
k,j

Including only those (spontaneous emission-like) terms in Eq(8) where i < j in Pi and eliminating any terms where
the T matrix elements are very small (see Eq(6)) leads to

P 2 , 2P22 + 
P 2 , 3P33 

= 
P 22  (9)

Noting that P2,2 = I -P 1 ,-2, we find that

P 2 ,- 3P 3 3 = P 1 , 2 P 22  (10)

Substituting this relationship in either the i=l or i=3 equation then gives

r(p 1 -P 33) + (2r - 1 )PI , 2P22 
= 0 (11)

We can now solve for the 2/1 population ratio,

P22 (12)
pl1 (1-2r)P2, 3+rP,, 2

Now the expression in Eq(6) for r can be seen to vary between zero far from resonance and the value 1/2 exactly on
resonance. The maximum population ratio in Eq(12) occurs at resonance and is just given by P2 , 3/P , 2, the same as
predicted by the intuitive model by using a rate equation for level 2 (the same as Eq(10)) and forcing Pl = P33 to
account for strong "mixing" between the extreme levels. Off resonance the population transfer expression shows a
width 2 1 1P,/A12 proportional to the effective Rabi frequency 6 and this width, as well as the resonance condition,
A,3 = (032 - A32 /A,2, are reflected in the location and width of the population ratio ridge shown in Fig.4.

It is interesting to note that if this basic two photon resonance situation is maintained, but one of the pump fields is
increased in such a manner as to bring the population transfer between levels 2 and 3 up to a significant value s, level
3 can also become inverted with respect to the ground level. To illustrate this, we take

T23=s ; T22 = l-s ; T12 =0

T,3 =r ; T = I-r ; T33 = 1 -r-s (13)

(where we must, in every case have Ti = Tx) and again solve Eqs(8), this time for the 3/1 population ratio. For two
photon resonance (r=-1/2),

P33  P1+-2 +s -SP 1 2  (14)

P11 P1,.-2+s -sP 2, 3-sPI,-2P2, 3

and it is easy to see that for P, ,-2 < P2, 3 this population ratio can exceed unity by a considerable fraction. Three to
one population inversions of this type have also been predicted from spontaneous emission damping models.
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Il. Tim Dependen Stions
We have applied the time-averaging formalism to obtaining steady state solutions in Sec. H. The physical argu-

ments leading to Eq(5) (and the mathematical derivation in Ref.7), however, show that it should also correctly predict
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tions. Level 3 populations are almost indistinguishable. U
E +0.38
L

the approach of the time-smoothed quantity pa, to steady 3

state. We note that the initial density matrix in Eq(5) also .0.21

corresponds to Pay, i.e., we must use Tp"i t rather than pit  x

itself as the initial condition. In fact once this initial rela- 1 .0.13
tionship is fixed then we can show that at all

succeeding times t, p,,(t) is identical with Tp(t). We have i .8.81

solved Eq(5) for the system shown in Fig. 1 and compared _

it with the full Bloch equation results. Comparisons of -. 8 0.28 4 0 .1.88
level 1-3 populations are shown in Fig. 5. "TUIHSIS.C) , 18^.3

The solutions of Eq(5) clearly represent a good approximation to the time-smoothed exact solutions.

The average behavior represented by the smoothed solutions may be all we care about for some purposes. In this
case, the use of Eq(5) makes sense computationally since it is takes roughly an order of magnitude less calculation
time. For applications of interest to us, the problem is modified by the existence of a resonant cavity which results not
only in a different steady state with a cavity field present and feeding back to the system, but also in modified transient
behavior in which there is a time-dependent build-up in the cavity field.

We can modify Eq(5) to cover the situation where there are time dependent fields. The most obvious change
required arises from the fact that the Rabi cycling in the system depends on field amplitudes in such a way that the
time-average operator T will be a function of the fields and will now depend on time because of the time dependence
of these amplitudes. Therefore the T which appears in Eq(5) must take into account this time-dependence and must be
redetermined at every step (or, in practice, at least periodically.)

There is a second, more subtle effect of making the fields time-dependent, which is most easily understood if we
consider the case where the fields change in discrete steps at times t and are constant in the intervening subintervals.
We define T1=T({ fi }) to be the time averaging operator which applies in the interval t < t < t 1.We know that, in
order for the solution of Eq.(5) to smoothly approximate the exact solution in the ith subinterval, we must not only
use T for T in Eq(5), but we must also choose the solution that starts out at Tipirll(ti), where pirt(ti) is the value of the

exact solution at the beginning of the subinterval. As we allow the time intervals t + -:t to become small in order to

approximate a continuous variation in the fields, we can consider the entire change in p,, in terms of the initial values
in each interval, so that
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dpi. T,,jP(t +,)-T p(ti) (15)
dt - ti'l -ti (5

Expanding T,,, and p(t.,j) to first order in the time interval leads to

dp, a3T apat _ Op(/ ) + T - (16)

In the last term, we can consider T, constant and bring it inside the time derivative. Since T(t = t)p(t) represents p,,
for the time independent field case, we can replace the last term using the right hand side of Eq(5) to obtain,

dPav 1Id =-(TK - 1) p ',+ - 9  
(17)

This result will always allow p,, to be evaluated in a straightforward manner without the use of arbitrary "smooth-
ing" schemes whenever p itself is being evaluated. As a generalization of Eq(5) for numerical calculations where we
might want to avoid calculating p altogether, Eq (17) is somewhat disappointing. However, under certain conditions it
may be a good approximation to replace p by py. For example, if the time dependence arises from the buildup of a
cavity field, initially when p differs significantly from pay, the derivative of T may itself be very small, while later p
and p,, will be nearly equal anyway.

IV. Four-Level Considerations

Although the examples considered in this paper have involved only two pumping fields inducing transitions among
three levels, once a cavity field has built up, it must be treated in much the same way as the pump fields. Referring
again to the system in Fig. 1, we find, when we analyze Maxwell's equations with a polarization associated with the
oscillating p,4 term in the Bloch equations', that a cavity field near the 1-4 transition frequency is generated. This
cavity field, shown in Fig. 6, builds up to a steady state value which increases in proportion to the cavity lifetime. The
cavity fields and the corresponding steady state level populations are shown in Fig. 7 as the cavity lifetime is varied.
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Fig.6 - Cavity lasing field which builds up for five level
system discussed earlier (see Figs. 1 and 2) L

.0.13

We see that as conditions allow larger cavity fields to build
up, at first the 4-1 inversion is gradually lost as one might 3
expect from treating the dynamics of the energy extraction
using ordinary rate equations. Later, however, for still .o. 0 .-. .. 8 .0.--1.9 -
larger cavity fields the inversion begins to increase again ,,,,NE, 16,-a

and then suddenly disappears altogether as the populations
of level 1 and level 4 rather dramatically cross over each Fig. 7 - Cavity field and level populations for various
other and level 1 becomes the most populated again. Nev- cavity lifetimes, obtained by adiabatic (logarithmic) vari-
ertheless, energy extraction continues as is evidenced by ation over indicated timescale from tc = lOOps (begin-
the continuing build-up of the cavity field. ning of interval) to 'rc = lOOns.
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There are two things worth noting about this situation. First, given the e.istence of the cavity field there is nothing
surprising about the disappearance of the inversion. With a strong cavity field, we must treat the Rabi cycling induced
by three fields among the four levels (labeled 1, 2, 5, and 4 in Fig. 1), calculate the new time averaged dynamics (T
operator in Eq. (5)) and reconsider the steady state problem in light of the substantially revised level mixing brought
about by the added field. Second, given the disappearance of the inversion we are necessarily extracting energy by a
process not requiring inversion. The resulting process is appropriately described as three wave mixing, although it
should be emphasized that, like the standard lasing process that occurs at low cavity fields, it has no phase matching
requirements.

The use of a fourth level to aid in energy extraction when population inversions can be created with just three levels
(as discussed in Sec II) may seem like a needless complication. However, the use of the pumped levels for extracting
energy leads to phase matching requirements which may be undesirable under many circumstances. With four levels
even the advent of a "wave-mixing" type process poses no problems because there is still no requirement to match
phases.

V.The Time Average Operato
The value of the above analysis is in part dependent on the existence of practical means for calculating the time-

average quantities (T operator matrix elements) which appear as part of the equations. We present explicit expres-
sions for a three level system and relate these to the analysis of Sec. II. These were derived using asymbol-manipulation program which is able to algebraically enumerate the (numerator and denominator) terms in
rational expressions for the matrix elements. These evaluations are non-trivial because the rational expressions arise
formally s as the 'r = -e limit of a matrix inverse.

We briefly review the steps leading to the actual expressions beginning with the observation that the T operator is
just a projection operator onto the zero-eigenvalue eigenvectors of the Liouville operator L,

T= I IgXi -tgl (18)
Li= 0

where L p = (i/h [p, HI. These are the eigenvectors which provide eigensolutions of the differential equation
dp/dt = (i/h) [p, I] but can in turn be expresssed using eigenvectors of the N-level time dependent Schroedinger
equation. The projection can be carried out analytically using appropriate integrations to average over time. The fol-
lowing definition involving a Laplace transform integral,

P=limp('t) - limlfe-'-p(t)dt (19)

is useful because the connection with the Laplace transform formalism leads immediately to the relationship

(L - 1 ( ) - 1-ip(- i "' ) => T = lim (lP ) ( 1,- L )-' (20)

which implies the indicated expression for T when taken to the - , limit. The enumeration of terms which result in
this limit depends on recognizing that as an N2xN 2 matrix, L is singular, having N of its N2 eigenvalues equal to zero.
As a result, if the matrix elements of the inverse (1/r - L)-1 are expressed as ratios of determinants, the lowest order
terms in the denominator (the determinant of (1it - L)) will be proportional to (I/t)N, while the lowest order terms in
the numerator (cofactors of (1/-r-L)) will be proportional to (1/t)N - . We have written a computer code which enu-
merates (from all possible contributions to the determinants) and algebraically combines those terms with the requisite
number of l/t factors. (Any attempt to use the code to find a net contribution for terms involvingfewer than the
indicated number of factors verifies that these are indeed lowest order.) The results from a symbol processing run are
numerator and denominator polynomials of order N 2 - N for one or more T matrix elements, where To. = X,/D. Each
term involves products of various detuning frequency and Rabi frequency factors up to the total order. Thus, for a
three-level system, for example we have,

= 2(fp) (PI~P) A21A31  + 3(PII) +3( 2 } (21)

= 2(PIP,) {A31A32 +(P2P;) [3NI+ A3AJ + 13A32 + AN + NP2P)I (22)

X32= 2(0 2P3) {A13A12 + (I1 p) [3AI3 + +,AI 2(p )LA 1 2 + (02K + (23)
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and D =A,1AA 3 + ([3dP') (323 (20A 2 + 20A 2 + 38A21A32) (24)
+2(02P 2 + 2A12A3 ) + 2(I31I)A 3 2a, 3(A 2 + 2A32A13)

.2 2 *2 2 3

2 3 ) + + 03203;)

We can simplify these expressions in the two-photon resonance case where A,2 A32 >> Pi and A3 135/A12 For

example, X13 is totally dominated by the single term involving A32. In the denominator expression, we notice that the

combination of A's multiplying (0,01 320) in the first line can be expressed as 20(A32 + A21)2 - 2A21A32., with the first
part being negligible since A32 + A21 = A31 . In the remainder of the expression we proceed by retaining only those
terms that are at least second order in A12 and dropping those terms in which the power of A13 exceeds that of A12. The
denominator expression in Eq(7) follows as a result. When similar criteria are applied to the X,2 and X32 expressions,
there are no surviving terms, confirming the fact that these expressions are quite small. Analysis of the small terms to
estimate actual values is more tedious, but we simply note that because of the overall factor of ( 2 ) in X32, a rela-
tively large value of T32 such as we used in Sec.II while discussing the possibility of a 3 to 1 population inversion can
be obtained by making the Rabi frequency for the upper transition disproportionately large.

VI.Conclusions

Time averages of the density matrix for driven systems form a natural basis for analyzing the steady state and tran-
sient behavior of the system for processes that are not dependent on the detailed oscillatory behavior. Analysis of the
physics of systems which are damped but saturated by the fields shows that the damping actually enters in a way quite
unlike its role in ordinary rate equations. Whereas in the rate equation formalism, damping appears in competition
with pumping and would appear to be unable to compete under saturating field conditions, damping actually serves to
periodically "re-initialize" the system and is effective in determining the behavior even with relatively infrequent colli-
sions or spontaneous emissions because of the fact that the density matrix "remembers" its initial condition. This
memory is expresssed in the dependence of the time-average density matrix on the re-initialized density matrix.
Equations derived in the text quantify this memory effect and show that population inversions are a natural conse-
quence of level mixing induced by strong pumping.

The time-averaging operator which expresses the dependence of a time averaged density matrix on its initial values
can be determined either numerically through eigenvector expansions or analytically. Because the analytic form is
that of a rational function we could also use eigenvector methods to determine values at a finite number of sets of
detunings or Rabi frequencies and then use fitting methods to determine the values for other parameters. We note that
time-averages can play a central role in the treatment of equilibrium problems in statistical mechanics8 and that tech-
niques for analyzing these quantites should also prove useful in that area.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LASER-SPECKLE FROM GLASS-CERAMICS

J. J. Chen, M. Kazmierczak, T. Keyes and A. Lempicki

Boston University, Department of Chemistry
590 Commonwealth Avenue; Boston, MA 02215

Abstract

The angularly-resolved and fixed-angle light scattering from glass-ceramics was

investigated. Statistical analysis of specklelike spectra shows that single-scattering by
microcrystallites is a primary process and weak double-scattering involving
microcrystallites and defects is also present.

Introduction

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the propagation and scattering of

electromagnetic waves in disordered solid media.1 Glasses, whose structure corresponds
to frozen, disordered liquids, have been a subject of several experimental and theoretical

studies. 2' 3  In recent articles, we discussed angularly-resolved scattering in CVD silica
glass and presented an improved estimate of the scatterer density by a new statistical

method of data analysis. 4 We used the results from the CVD silica glass as a standard for

studying the amorphous glass-ceramic solid.
In this paper we have investigated the angularly-resolved and fixed-angle elastic

light scattering from mullite glass-ceramic samples represented by the same volume
percent crystallinity but by different microcrystallites size due to the different heat-
treatment conditions (temperature and time).

The angularly-resolved scattering spectra obtained were characterized by rapid
intensity fluctuations. The average scattered intensity was found to be increasing with
the microcrystallites' size. We interpreted the results by applying a structural model of
mullite glass-ceramics in which microcrystallites and small defects are responsible for
observed scattering patterns. The obtained spectrum results from single-scattering by
microcrystallites (we believe that it is the dominating process) and defects in the glassy
phase. In addition there is double-scattering involving microcrystallites and defects.

Numerical calculation of speckle contrast (the ratio of standard deviation ( of intensity to

mean intensity 4>) versus scattering angle 0 reveals some interesting new results and

more efforts are underway to explain it. Fixed-angle measurements were made for
different regions in all samples and the contrast for each sample was calculated. The
depolarization aspect of light scattering has also been investigated and interpreted in
terms of optical properties of microcrystallites.

Experiment

Mullite glass-ceramic samples (obtained from Corning Glass Works) were prepared
from a glass which has the composition by weight percentage of 48% SIO 2 , 11% B2 0 3 , 29%

A12 0 3 , 10% ZnO, 2% K20, 0.4% As 2 05 . All light scattering measurements were made on

mullite glass-ceramic samples which were prepared by three different kinds of heat-
treatments: a constant nucleation hold of 750 'C for 4 hours was followed by a
microcrystallites growth hold of 2 hours at either 800 'C, 850 'C, or 875 'C (denoted as

750-4/800-2, 750-4/850-2, 750-4/875-2 respectively). At 800 'C, according to
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300x100I00 A. The growth huld at 850 °Callows the mullite microcrystallite to grow to
about 500x150x150 A. At 875 'C, they can grow to about 750x200x200 A with a more
distinct shape of orthorhombic (pseudotetragonal) prisms.

The volume percent crystallinity of the glass-ceramic samples was determined by
TEM to be about 34% by comparison of the crystalline area to that of the residual glass in
a focal plane of less than 50 A thickness. 5

All mullite glass-ceramic samples were polished on all sides to the size of lOxOxlO
mm. A polarized He/Ne laser light of 632.8 nm with 500:1 minimum polarization ratio
was used as the light source. The detail of experimental arrangement and optics of the
scattering measurement were described in previous work.4 Both the vertical (polarized)
and horizontal (depolarized) component of the scattered light intensity were measured
for all samples. The angularly-resolved light scattering was measured over the range
from 10' to 1600 at 0.150 increments with the 0.1 mm pinhole size. The measured
scattered intensity data after background subtraction and sine correction are shown in
figures la, lb, 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b. Similar measurement at 0.20 increment with pinhole
size of 1 mm was repeated ten times at randomly selected regions of the same sample.
The sum of ten spectra for all three samples were shown in figures 4a and 4b. The fixed-
angle light scattering experiments were carried out by systematically changing the
position of the sample in increments of 0.2 mm perpendicularly with respect to the
scattering plane. Measurements were made at 900 angle with 0.1 mm pinhole size.

Discussio

Rapid intensity fluctuations are the common characteristic of all the polarized and
depolarized, angularly resolved, light scattering spectra of mullite glass-ceramic samples
with three different heat- treatments (shown in figures la, lb, 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b). This
kind of intensity fluctuation is due to the unaveraged light scattering from scatterers
which are randomly distributed inside mullite glass-ceramic samples.

Both polarized and depolarized mean scattered intensity of mullite glass-cera,:'ic
samples increase with the higher temperature of the heat-treatment. We attribute this
increased scattered intensity to the larger size of microcrystallites resulting from higher
temperature heat-treatment since the volume percentage crystallinity (or the number of
microcrystallites) in all samples is the same according to TEM. Also, the mean intensity
is larger in the polarized component of scattered light than in the depolarized one in all
three samples.

In the previous studies of CVD silica glass, 4 we observed very large scattered
intensity with relative slow fluctuations at small angles and rapid fluctuations at large
angles (figure 5a). The different scattered intensity pattern at small angle is caused by
the nonrandom phase distribution. The onset angle of random to nonrandom phase
distribution transition depends on the scatterer density. To some extent, the smaller the
scatterer density, the smaller the angle associated with the transition. 3  In comparison,
the scattered spectra from mullite glass-ceramic did not show this kind of transition
within the smallest detection angle limit of the instrument. Estimation of crystallite
density in mullite glass-ceramic samples by TEM shows it to be about two orders of
magnitude less than scatterer density in CVD silica glass, as estimated previously by
othe' measurements. 4' 6 This might shift the transition beyond the instrument's detection
angle limit and prevent us from observing the slow fluctuations and large scattered
intensity at small angles as in the CVD silica glass. Further supporting evidence come
from the studies of yttria ceramic samples which have higher scatterer density than
mullite glass-ceramic. The same transition at small angles are observed from the yttria
ceramic as in CVD silica glass.

In an attempt to gain more insight of scattering process of mullite glass-ceramic, the
sequential numerical analysis4 was applied to calculate the contrast from the scattered
intensity data from figure Ia, I b, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b. The results of calculated contrast
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versus angle, as shown in figure 6a and 6b, are quite different compared to the CVD
silica glass' in figure 5b. This indicates that a different light scattering process is
involved in mullite glass-ceramic than in CVD silica glass. Fixed-angle (900) light
scattering at three hundred different positions of each mullite glass-ceramic sample was
also measured and the contrast for each sample was calculated. The results showed that
the calculated contrast at 90' for the vertical component of the scattered light intensity

decreasing with higher temperature of heat-treatment. But, the opposite trend holds
for the horizontal component. Compared with angularly-resolved cases in the figure 6a
and 6b, the 900 fixed-angle contrast follows the same trend with respect to the heat-
treatment temperature as the angularly-resolved contrast values at 90'. This confirms
the results of the above mentioned numerical calculations and shows them as valid and
not caused by random intensity fluctuation.

Depolarization ratio of scattering is defined as the horizontal to vertical component
ratio of scattered intensity at 90' The depolarization ratio for three mullite glass-
ceramic samples was calculated from figures 4a and 4b. It is 0.74 for 750-4/800-2, 0.61
for 750-4/850-2 and 0.40 for 750-4/875-2. The dissymmetry factor of scattering was
determined as the ratio of scattered intensity at 450 to 135' for both horizontal and
vertical components. For the horizontal component, the dissymmetry factor is near unity
for all mullite glass-ceramic samples. But for the vertical component, the dissymmetry
factors are decreasing with higher temperature-treatment and the values ranges from
0.99 to 0.72.

Conclusion

There are two possible kinds of light scattering centers randomly distributed
throughout mullite glass-ceramic; the scattering can be: from small glass defects, from
relatively large microcrystallites, or due to a process which involves both defects and
microcrystallites. In any case, the scattering involves three possible mechanisms: single,
double, or multiple scattering. Since the percentage of microcrystallites in mullite glass-
ceramic samples is relatively low (34%), the multiple scattering from this source is
minimal because the long mean free path between microcrystallites will practically
eliminate multiple scattering.

Statistical analysis of the intensity of the light scattered from the mullite glass-
ceramic yields a probability distribution which closely matches the theoretical prediction
bascd on the single scattering model. Yet a slight deviation from the theoretical
prediction suggests a minor contribution of scattered intensity from weak double
scattering.

In CVD silica glass, single scattering from defects has been shown to be the only
light scattering process. 4  The low depolarization ratio (0.008) indicates that the defects
are isotropic. The glass precursor of mullite glass-ceramic yields a scattered light
intensity and depolarization ratio similar to the CVD silica glass. The scattered light
intensity from mullite glass-ceramic is about one-hundred times stronger than CVD silica
glass's and it increases with the increasing size of microcrystallites. The depolarization
ratios of three mullite glass-ceramic samples range from 0.4 - 0.7.

These results indicate that scattering from mullite glass-ceramics is dominated by
the single scattering from large, anisotropic microcrystallites. As the microcrystallite
size increases (through temperature treatment) so does the scattering. This is confirmed
by TEM results which show elongated prismatic shape of the microcrystallites, whose size
again depends on temperature treatment. Double scattering played a weak secondary
role in the scattering process.

The nature of the weak double scattering process in mullite glass-ceramics is
speculated to be the result of scattering between glass defects and microcrystallites.
Double scattering between defects in the glassy phase is unlikely based on previous
results which indicate single scattering to be the only process which occurs in CVD silica
glass. The double scattering process between microcrystallites should be insignificant
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due to the relatively long mean free path between them. One can ieasonably conclude
that double scattering in the mullite glass-ceramic occurs between glass defects and
microcrystallites.
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Fig. 1. Angular scattering spectra measured for mullite glass-ceramic sample
(750-4/800-2) with 0.1 mm pinhole size: (la) the horizontal component, (lb)
the vertical component.
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FiRg 2. The same as Fig. I except the spectra measured for mullite glass-
ceramic (750-4/ 850-2).
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Fig. 3. The same as Fig. I except the spectra measured for mullite glass-
ceramic (750-4/875-2).
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Fig. 4. Angular scattering spectra measured at ten randomly selected regions
for three mullite glass-ceramic samples with 1 mm pinhole size. The spectra
shown here are the sum of the ten spectra for each sample: (4a) the horizontal
component, (4b) the vertical component.
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Fig. 5. (5a) Angular scattering spectra measured for CVD silica glass with 0.2
mm pinhole size. (5b) Angular spectrum of the ratio of intensity standard
deviation and mean scattered intensity (speckle contrast) calculated for
scattering spectrum on Fig. 5a.
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Fig. 6. Angular spectra of the ratio of intensity standard deviation and mean
scattered intensity (speckle contrast) calculated for scattering spectra on Fig. 1,
2 and 3 for three mullite glass-ceramic samples: (6a) the horizontal component,
(6b) the vertical component.
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QUANTUM MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION OF N-SLIT INTERFERENCE PHENOMENA

F. J. Duarte and D. J. Paine
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Abstract

Dirac's notation is utilized to establish a generalized interference equation which
is then applied to calculate the resulting intensity pattern from transmission gratings
made of N variable width slits.

Introduction

In this communication we describe the use of Dirac's notation in the description of

interference resulting from the interaction of laser light diffracted at a one-dimensional
array of N-slits. In this regard, the present approach was developed to analyze interfer-
ence phenomena ranging from the classical double-slit interaction to generalized situations
involving N number of slits of either fixed or variable width.

In the course of these experiments we have found that Dirac's notation is particularly

suitable for incorporating the additional complexity found in transmission gratings of
practical interest. The beauty of the approach is in the inherent elegance and compactness
of the equations utilized. Indeed, All the complexity is incorporated via the wave func-
tions, which in turn depend on the physical parameters associated with the slits.

Theory

Using Dirac's notation, a basic tool in quantum mechanics,1 the probability amplitude
for a photon to go from the source (s) to a screen (x.. via an array of N slits (j), can
be written as

N
<xis> =E<xlj> <jls> (1)

j-l

Following Feynman,2 we use <jls> = ps,je-iOj and <xlj> = *x,je i#j. In these probability
amplitudes the quantities *sj and *x,j may be assumed to take the form of a diffraction

wave function or other appropriate distribution. Now, if we write *j = Ps,j Px,j and Dj =

(#j + 8j), then

N
<xIs> =l'* e- ij (2)

Hence, it can be shown that the probability that a photon from s will reach x is given by
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N N NI<xls>12  Z +2il (Z
1 <IS,2 Y,+ + 2E j ( , m cos(Um - OP) (3

j=1 I j-l m=j+l

This is a generalized equation applicable to any one-dimensional N-slit interference prob-

lem. A detailed discussion of the theory and the wave function utilized will be given

elsewhere.
3

The angular relationships for the diffraction function and the interslit interaction
were determined using exact geometrical expressions such as

cos(om - 0j) = cos Z. = cos (2w/W) ILn - LII (4)

where ILn - LIj represents the usual path difference term.
The degree of variability in the slit width of a particular grating was determined by

measuring the average width and the corresponding standard deviation, that is, w + 6w. In
the interferometric calculations related to gratings incorporating uncertainty in the slit
dimensions, the slit widths (and interslit separations) were selected stochastically from
a Gaussian distribution having this experimental mean and standard deviation.

Experimental

The light source utilized was a HeNe laser (W = 632.8 rm) and the screen was a photo-

diode array composed of 1024 diodes, each 25 Am wide. The intensity profile of the
multiple-slit interference incident on the photodiode array was recorded by a modified
version of the EG&G Optical Multichannel Analyzer (1460-D OMA III, 1463 detector module,
and modified 1420 detector). The detection semiconductor was not cooled.

A computer program in Fortran 77 language was written to calculate intensity distri-

butions at x resulting from the interferometric interaction of 2 to N slits (up to 100).

The basic test of the theory was carried out utilizing a number of double slit sets.

These double slit sets were composed of two precision slits separated by a distance equal

to the individual width of the slits. For instance, a particular set included two slits
25 Am wide separated by 25 Am. Other sets included slits 50 um, 75 um, and 100 Am wide.

Following the basic double-slit test, the calculations were utilized to predict the

interference pattern originated in N-slit transmission gratings of practical interest.
These gratings were composed of slits 30 Am, 40 um, 66.67 um, and 100 Am wide. The dis-

tance between the slit array (j) and the detection screen (x) was typically in the
4 - 10 cm range.

Results

In Fig. (1) we include the measured interference pattern resulting from two high-

precision 75-gm-wide slits for a slit-screen distance of 10 cm. Notice that the number of
pixels from maximum to maximum is 15, and since each pixel is 25 Am wide, that represents
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a total distance of 375 Mm. The lack of detail near the base line of the measurement is
due to photon noise limitations. The calculated interference pattern for those dimensions
(shown in Fig. (2)) indicates that the maximum-to-maximum distance is also 375 jum. Thus,
it is clear that there is good agreement between theory and measurement.

Fig. 1 Measured double-slit interference due to 75 pm slits. The distance from the
slits to the screen is 10 cm. Each pixel, on the horizontal axis, represents a

displacement of 25 Am.
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Fig. 2 Calculated interference for the double-slit case utilizing 75 pm slits.
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Fig. 3 Measured interference pattern resulting from the interaction of N-slits 66.67 Am

wide; here, N = 30.
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Fig. 4 Calculated interferogram for the N-slit case involving 66.67-um-wide slits.

In Fig. (3) we show the interference pattern resulting from a grating incorporating

66.67 gm slits (for a 10 cm grating-screen distance). The measured peak-to-peak distance

corresponds to 138 + 13 gm. The calculated interference probability, shown in Fig. (4),

indicates that the peak-to-peak distance is 135 um. Certainly, the slight difference is

due to the 25 urm resolution limit of the photodiode array, which also explains the absence

of finer structure in the measurement.
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The question of variability is illustrated in Fig. (5) where the calculated interfer-

ence pattern for a 60-slit grating is included. In this case the slit width separation is

33.34 + 1.21 Um. The main feature of this result is the irregularity of the interference

pattern. Comparison with measurements shows that calculated interferograms of this type

agree well with the measured signal in terms of average number of cycles per given unit

distance at x.
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Fig. 5 Calculated interferogram resulting from the interaction of N slits

33.34 + 1.21 pm wide.

Discussion

Particular attention in these measurements is given to the intensity distribution, as

a function of transverse distance, of the interferogram recorded at the screen (x). This

is due to the fact that information from the interferogram coupled with knowledge about

the source wavelength and grating-screen distance can be utilized to study the physical

characteristics of the grating. In this regard, correlation of the theory with

measurements of the interference profile is important. Applications in this area include

fast on-site physical characterization of transmission gratings.

The aim of the double-slit experiments was to provide a basic test of Eq. (3) in con-

junction with the respective wavefunctions and exact geometrical expressions. Results

obtained with several double-slit sets, including those shown in Figs. (1) and (2), indi-

cate that the theory and the numerical approach function well in this limit. In the case

of regular N-slit gratings good overall results were observed with some minor deviations
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due to the 25 um resolution limit of the detector array.

A finding of particular interest was the realization that even minor variations in

the physical dimensions of the slit width and interslit separation can lead to irregulari-

ties in the interference pattern. This observation holds true even for the case of uniform

illumination.

Conclusion

In this communication we have demonstrated the use of basic quantum mechanical notation

to describe interference phenomena related to N-slit gratings. The beauty of the approach

provided here is that a simple equation of a generalized nature can be utilized to demon-

strate the classic double-slit experiment and at the same time predict more complicated

interferograms of practical interest.
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THE THEORY OF LIGHT AMPLIFICATION IN FAR ULTRAVIOLET LASERS

A.V.Borovskii, V.V.Korobkin, M.Yu.Romanovskii

ABSTRACT
The short wave radiation amplification is considered in thin expansed

plasma filaments. There are the nonstacionarity of active medium and
defocusing of short wave radiation analysis. Some perspective ways to create
inverse populations are considered for dense gaseous mediums.

1. X-LASERS IN A LASER PLASMA.

Amplification of spontaneous radiation as a result of transitions in
multiply charged ions in a laser plasma at wavelengths k<50 nm has been
achieved experimentally 1-7]. The effect described in [1] occured as a
result of the 3p-3 s transitions in neon-like ions of Se (X=20.6 and 20.9 nm),
Y (i=15.7 and 16.5 run), and Mo (k=13.1 and 13.9 run). The amplification
reported in [2-51 was due to the 3-2 transition in hydrogen-like carbon ions
(',=18.2 nm). Amplification due to the 5f-3d transition in lithium-like
aluminum ions (I.=10.6 rim) was observed in 161. This has greatly enhanced
theoretical interest in schemes for amplification of spontaneous radiation as
a result of transitions in multiply chagred ions in a plasma. It is difficult
to maintain ionized plasma under steady-state conditions. One has to consider
therefore amplification durihg plasma expansion, as observed in the
experiments reported in [1-7]. The most convenient form of the amplifyihg
medium is a plasma filament.

We shall investigate the characteristics of amplification of spontaneous
radiation in an expanding plasma filament associated with transient nature of
the active medium and with defocusing of the radiation. The main conclusions
will be fairly general and will apply to any methods for creating a population
inversion at short wavelengths. We shell consider a specific example of
recombination pumping of H-like ions. We shell analyze this scheme because of
the considerable interest it has recently attracted (9-12].

AMPLIFICATION CRITERIA. Amplification in an active medium is possible if

the gain .+ exceeds the attenuation coefficient a-. Since the time dependence

+ +(t) is bell-shaped, it is natural to select the amplification condition in
the form JI +(tn) -(: ), where t is the moment corresponding to the maximum

of +( ). This condition is insufficient for effective amplification. In

practice, we must ensure that goin(I/I P ),20, where I is the final intensity

and I. is the initial intensity of spontaneous radiation before
amplification. The transient nature of the active medium is a factor wich

reduces the final intensity I. In fact, if the condition + >a- is obeyed in a

time interval t ,then the distance traveled in this time is Lg=ct g. For L<LI

(L1=ct is the distance in which the intensity reaches saturation), the

maximum intensity of a light puls is not achieved. The intensity which is
t

obtained depends on g+=cS +(t)W=L, which we shall call the gain

coefficiet. As established below, we can achieve go)20 provided g+,,30.

Assuming that the length of the active medium is LL <30 cm, we find that
amplification requires that zei cm-I.

It therefore follows that amplification of spontaneous radiation can
occur in a transient plasma filament in schemes characterized by g+)>30,
4 i1 cm - , and .P>-(t ).

1 .1. VALUES OF g+ AND L IN THE CASE OF RECOMBINATION PUMPING OF HYDROGEN-LIKE

IONS

Following (141 we shall consider only self-similar expansion of a plasma

filament. We shall assume that initially a ring-shaped layer of matter is
characterized by a nuclear charge Z, a density of heavy particles No, and an
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electron temperature TO when the radius of the filament is Ro . For the sake of
simplicity, we shall consider the behavior of the plasma parameters on the
filament axis.

VALUES OF_ _(t)_ANDg__!4± 6. In the simplest adiabatic case the
thermal energy of electrons and nuclei is transformed into the kinetic energy
of filament expansion. We then have

+(t )=q - x p/x(t)9/4]/x(t)

N7/ 9R2/9  I -(9/13p)
4 /9

g=+23.4B r7 / 3 _0 0 ,exp(- 9/4 p), (2)
TiU7'ZM 7 r 1+,(9/13p) 4 7rgI

where
q=1^-40.. 10/3N.10/3--4--5' P=.1 -60 9/4-17/4--5/-98

No r--Z 2 Z5/ o 9/

x(t)=xo(t/to)4/3, to=Ro/u, u=1.710 6vT O , Xo=TNo/101 2 ZS 0
The constants B, a,, P and 7 are listed in Table.

B a 1C j 2__ 92)___

(3-2) 2.4-6 0.27 0.44 0.02 1.3+3 1.1 1.2+3 160 0.30 50 1.1+4
(4-3) 4.9-9 0.19 0.30 0.53 1.7+3 0.4 4.3+3 14 0.42 34 6.5+4

. 3p) 4 / 9 , ¢ - 1

We can use Eq. (1-3) if (9/13p) .
VALUE OF g+ AS A FUNCTION OF No____To.We shall assume that Ro and Z are

constants; we shall vary simaltaneously No and To. The dependence of g+(No,To )
on No and To resembles a wedge with a sharp edge (Flg.1). The asterisk is used

for the values of the variables No
and TO on the edge of the wedge.
The corresponding values of g+, &fl

'32 E, J/cm and L are
+,-*1/1 4 7 2 / 4 9  86 / 4 9

so t z56/49/R40/49*201147 (4b),jo 0;= 0R N
4 L C 1/ 7R6 / 7 /Z20 / 7  (4c)

10t A03 404 The constants g, R, C are listed

in table.
- DEPENDENCE OF k ON Z. It is

o' T' worth noting the rapid reduction
in g+ on increase in Z. This is
due to the fact that in a freely

FIG.1. Gain coeffitient + predicted for expanding plasma the population
adiabatic expansion of a plasma filament lifetime decreases on increase in
in vacuum when the plasma contains carbon Z at a rate faster than the
ions (Z=6) and the filament radius is Ro= increase in the gain. In the case
10 . of the 3-2 transition and Z=6 when

the initial parameters of the
filament are optimal ( =1 20 cm-3 , , =10 4, = ), we obtain g+=57, 0=4

cm - I , and L =14 cm. For Z=13, the corresponding values are g=15, ^1=9.6cm- I
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and L =1 .5 cm. For the 4-3 transition under the same conditions and for Z=6
, + 49

and 13, we obtain, respectively, g+=74 and 19, ae'=1.5 and 3.5 cm , and L 49

and 5.4 cm.

Only media characterized by g+,3O are of interest. In the case of

adiabatic expansion the condition g+>.O is obeyed if Z<8 (3-2 transition) and

Z<10 (4-3 transition).

RESTRICTIONS ON Z DUE TO LOSSES CAUSED BY DEPOCUSING. Only the

amplification has been considered so far. A recent investigation (8) makes it

possible to use model of a planar Epstein layer to allow for the losses due to

defocusing -d which, for the dimensions of a plasma filament under

consideration, are due to refraction of radiation and ecxeed the losses due to

diffraction, invers bremsstrahlung absorption, and photoionization of excited

states of the ions (19-20). In the case of a filament we have

ae d$2 (w p /R), i ( 41L e eZ+ (5)

where N+ is a number of nuclei in I cm3 .
Under optimal initial conditions at the moment of attainment of the

maximum gain, we have

dm= Z5 13 /9 8/N4 7/ 98R43/49  (6)

On increase in Z the value of ad rises faster than dem, so that at high Z the

losses may exceed amplification. We shall now estimate Z at wich this

occurs. It follows from ae<am that

Z<7 - N101/12152/135(

S12o (7)
The constants and j are listed in Table. It should be noted that ZI is

practically independent of the filament parameters. For N0 =10
20 cm-3 and Ro=1op

we find that =12 or 17 for the 3-2 or 4-3 transitions. In the case of 3-2

transition and these values of No and Ro, we obtain d M= 0 .2 cm
-1 if Z=6. The

absorption due to the Invers bremsstrahlung effect and photoionization of the

excited states (in the case of the same parameters as before) is h<1 m- I.

The radiation due to the 3-2 transition in hydrogen-like carbon ions can be

absorbed in the case of photoionization of the ground states of CIV, CIII....

but if t-tm (a+- 0) there are practically no such ions [21].
As shown in [13,14,18], allowance for recombination heating lowers + by

30-40% and reduces correspondingly g+. For example, if No=10 2 Ocm-3 , Ro=lq-l,

and Z=6, we obtain g+=32 for the 3-2 transition. Allowance for reabsorption as

a result of resonance transitions [18,22) reduces additionaly 32 and g+ by a

factor of 2-3.

1.2. INCREASE OF THE EFFECTIVE AMPLIFICATION TIME

In the case of recombination pumping we have a+(t)=af+(t)(+ (t), where

e+(t) is found on the assumption that all the heavy particles are

recombination centers (bare nuclei) and a+(t) is the real fraction of the pair

nuclei in the ion component of the plasma. A shortcoming of the scheme is that
a+(t) decreases with time. If a plasma is first irradiated with ionizing

fluxes, we can maintain a+=1 throughout the expansion stage. The largest

ionization cross sections are known to be exhibited by photons.
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EXPRESSIONS FOR_ gAND L .The problem of expansion of a plasma filament in
a field of external quasi-Planck radiation (ionizer) cut off below

ionization potential was solved in [15,18] and the formulas for a+(t) were

also obtained there. Calculations of g+ and L were made in [16,17]. We shall
give them without derivation for the case of the optimal temperature of an

external radiation source:

g9+= Z-1/5 7 (NR2/u2 )7 /5 7 , L =c, Z-6 1/19 (NR2/u2 )9/19, (8)

where u is the rate of inertial expansion of a filament. The values of g. and
listed in table. If Z=6, N0=10

2 Ocm -3 , Ro=101L, and u=200 km/s, we find

that, for example, in the case of the 3-2 transition we have g+=41 and L =19
,m, whereas in the case of 4-3 transition the corresponding values are g+=28

and L =100 cm. We can see that the use of an ionizer increases somewhat the
g +ialue of g . We recall that in the case of filament expansion we obtain

g + =32.
g232.

2. SOME EXOTIC WAYS OF CREATING INVERSE POPULATION IN X-RAY REGION [23]

Much effort is currently concentrated on studying some major mechanisms
for inverse population in the X-ray region. Among these are recombination,
photopumping, recharging, collisions. But there are some interesting another
ways.
2.1. IONIZATION OF INNER SHALLS BY OSCILLATED ELECTRONS IN INTENSE OPTICAL

FIELD
To generate X-ray radiation, we consider interaction with the atoms of

optical radiation with an intensity I10 17W/cm 2 . If the amplitude E of the

optcal field exceeds that of the field Eat' which acts on an external

electron, the "electron-atomic remainder" system becomes loose, that the

external electron is ionized. This electron acquires acceleration

a=e(E-Eat)/m, where Eat is the collective field generated by all the rest

particles in the electron location (it is less than Eat), e - is the charge, m
- the electron mass. Let us set E >> Eat' During the optical field halfwave

the electron has enough time to acquire a velocity v-eE/mo (w - laser

frequency). If the electron reaches a neighbouring atomic remainder, it may

ionize the latter and,due to its high energy, even to kick out a lower lying
electron, though this probability is by an order of magnitude longer than that
for the higher lying electron shall. If in this case the upper electrons of
the remainders keep to their locations, invers population energes a medium.

The act of ionization, even involving the lower lying electron ejection,

runs rather rapidly, virtually for the time equal to the light field period.

Most readily ionized in the sheme considered are alkali metals (in the vapoure

state), most difficult - inert gases. In the X-ray wavelength region this is

K-ionization for He and Na, L-ionization for Ar and K- and M-ionization for Rb
and Kr. For estimates, let us consider these gases (and vapors) under

atmospheric pressure (No3 101 9 cm). ENe,2.5 109W/cm, ENa. 3 10 W/cm,

E101 W/cm (This corresponds to the laser radiation intensity of I1017W/cm2 ).

An average distance between the atoms is 0.3 10-6cm, the velocity acquired by
an electron at this distance is 2.8 109cm/s, and energy E2000 eV. At a laser

puls duration, i., net ionization efficiency is determined by the value wy,,
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recomblriat ioni being neglected. At the iI'o10 s, net efficiency of a sirigli-
K [,,he (,1 ioriizat torn amounits to -1 IP41, .e(. almost all atomic r-ema i rde rsL
wouldi I ack onle K eci c ror. Minimal tr'aruii or wavelength woud be ,10 A. A un it
ion i at ion #,4ff1c Ienicy for- 1. i;hs! I In Ar, and M rshe I Inl Kr call be expected at

114 10 13 S.
2..INVERtSION IN LASEl SPAlRCS

Aricthe r approach Is, assoc Ia ted with the I ater s~parks- !rr !c;t in the!
reogi mei; or ai~ct'ri ad rcad ati ye heat coriduc tivi ty of mediurn. The! Ioniz'atitorn
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r'ad tat I ri iter '. ab,,or-bed by the ci c ror cmporien t (i f the p asma . Unider'

thesetj conidit ions, dur-ting the I on i sa t t or wave r r'ori t trave Ii Ig, the
te.mpera turen,! betweenr the ci cc tr'ori arid iori components do riot bec-(ome! lave liedI,
:1 ice(. the retaxa t ton time at the.se te.mpe.ra tuirc.i; Is s than that of the!
ionization wave. frori t pass uing. hs h oso the t on I za, orae rn
w ill be! cot I arid rocomb Inia t I on absei t because! this roes hasi a hrcIris

time of development f omparable! with ,'
The? major' t r'antsf er, mec.han i m for, t he i oni sa t tor i wave. under' t h'i'

Q fI o i t i o r i - i !- r-ad taLt yei. h o;i t ci iduc, t, i v i ty . The! p)1 ;osman vI'; t r r i c.r1< ''

;. r';i I d'st:: ity k:: ht'r'. ws'J ) ~io ~~~i by Lte b,;kiu.~iu

fplct a .dns;i ty -. ikelt us ;onlsiler, the proesor the ion i sat I onl of' c. Ic

ricoi t r'a 1 a t o mt' Ioca ted be ,for'p the (shock wave-. The f irs:,t way ist uces;v
i on iz/a t ion of th( e ci cc Ironis; startting rr-om the. upper- onet.. Inr th it; cs ie
popul1 at ion could occ(ur- as a r'esul t of recombinat ion, but on the ionivsattori
wave fiori t rec!(ombi na lion has niot enrough t Jnrie to ocu ' (; ne therear

cuf f ic, tent ly hard quanta in the plasma r-adlat tve sptr fum, the lo)werf lytrig
c:i.cc tr'orio may be tori i sed at once . Ii thins cat;(, the valIue of the, iniverset,
popu Iat I or ini ; (It. term tied by the, pro bab Il I I of both ways of ion i. /a t tori. Inr
the gicrval f orm the pr'ocess, would be, more, c ompletx . I ri par' t icular', t he,
appearesd i cc trori vacancir(,y may "migrate" upwardI ove.r the ciectronisae of the!
I on . For nef.on ( Z- 1 0) the pho to ion ization time for the K ci cc tr'ori 1 . 1
10 s . T he valIu e -,1 .45 i11s. Thus the rates of the developmervt of both
ways; of the, iontsation ar'e comparable. The value v .10 Bcm/s,, and the time of
the f con i pai;s trig over a tsepara ted stc t ion 1 'r (, ) 10 D S ( 10 cm is; the!

I -a I J'r ra tll on abi;or'p t i on ,oe. f f1 ci eIn t ) corr,'espondl to the, tennper'a turf!

T. -1I kieV. Acc(ordinig to this; ccl imates f the proce-,ses ofrucssv miiitpI!
ion izationoriof the tori arid its K ec -tron are equally probable. r.e
;ipprox ima tel y hailf or the part.I dec' at the ion ization wave, front will be in an
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tram;ill on. To genierate n'ad tati on with a frequency' of 101 hls , the torli i salt or
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excited state; we'll consider only the electron located "immediately above the

hole", i.e. which would be the first to transfer from the nonstationary state

into the stationary one. The latter state may naturally be either fundamental

or excited. The probability of these transition is known [25). If 41nl is the

wave function (WP) of a set of the corresponding quantum numbers of an
unperturbed atom, I', is WP in state m of the atomic remainder, then the

2 r, ne 2
probability of transition from n into fn is Wmn=I nn2 I dV . The

rate of this transition , unlike that of transition between the stationarity

states, is unknown, but it is this rate that virtually determines the lifetime

of the "hole". If it is greater then the rate of the ionization considered the

medium inverse population takes place, the portion of atomic remainders in the

state of inverse population being determined by the way of ionization driving

and may considerable (more than 10%).

III. ANALYTIC MODELS OF AMPLIFICATION OF SPONTANEOUS RADIATION

We shall now consider in greater detail the amplification of radiation

in an active medium.

INSTABILITY OF BIDIRECTIONAL AMPLIFICATION IN LONG FILAMENTS [8]. At

first sight it follows from symmetry considerations that amplification of

spontaneous radiation in a long plasma filament of finite length L shoud

establish a steady-state symmetric spatial distribution of the intensity.

However, we can demonstrate that small fluctuations of the initial intensity

of spontaneous radiation (which are always present) alter qualitatively the

spatial distribution of the intensity so that it becomes asymmetric. This

asymmetry is difficult to detect in the case of radiation emerging from the

end. For example, the intensities at the right I r and left II ends differ only

by a few percent. This is due to the fact that the intensity I increases in

the region where the radiation traveling to the right has not yet depleted the

inversion.
AMPLIFICATION IN A SEMI-INFINITE FILAMENT. We shall consider

unidirectional amplification of spontaneous radiation near the end of a long

filament. In this case the intensity of the wave emergirg from the filament

depends on time. We can determine I(,) by specifying the time dependenses of

the gain and of the absorption coefficient. We shall assume that

+0(t)(O, 0; A+, 0<. '- , 0 , .-. ,), * =Const, (9)
i.e., in a constantly absorbing medium at a time 1.0 the amplificticn a,:tf"

f.,,r a time ,. The equation governing the time deptn:idunce of the intensity is,

dl + + +F'aT = % (I,t)I- ,I+q, ;-t:+(I,t)=,z+(t)/(1+I/I s ) .  (10)

The assumed time dependens of the gain, subject to saturation, is typical of a

homogeneously broadened line. In a transient medium the intensity Is causing

gain saturation is generally a function of time. We shall ignor this

circumstance. We shall solve (10) subject to the initial condition

I(O)=Isp=q/,*-. Assuming that 4, C- and I sp/I s  1, we obtain
I(I-I/I Ispep + g + (t)=csp+t.

The time dependens of the intensity is shown in Fig.2.

The quantity g (t) is limited to the value g+t c<,+t . We shall determine

the value g+ necessary to reach an intensity 1=I - ) which is of
practical interest only if go ln(l/Isp),20. Substituting the expression for
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I in (11), we obtain g+=go+Ca+/a-,20+6a+/ae_. Effective utilzation of the

amplifying potential of the active medliumrequires that t 1. Therefore if

ae+/@->>I, it follows that
il-(4_e) f amplification can be achieved if

1(4)" g+ >20. For example if e+/a-=I0, we
should have g+>!30.

IP L We shall now determine the time
t t, t taken by intensity to rise from Ip to

Fig.2. Time dependence of the intensity I=I (I-e-():

at the end of a semiinfinite transient ct1 L1=gO/ae++6/a
-  (12)

filament when tg<t Il From now on we shall assume that 6=1.

An increase in t in excess of tI has

little effect on the output intensity. If t>t the intensity decreases in
accordance with the law

I(t)=[I(t )-Ispexp[-ca-(t-t))+Isp. (13)

If the time dependence of the gain coefficient is bell-shaped, then the

integral g+=cje+(t)dt should be used in (11). We shall find the time constant

tg=g+/c1{. As a rule, t is approximately equal to the half-width of a+(t) at

midamplitude. A more detailed analysis of the amplification should be made

u'ing a secular time-dependent equation describing the transfer of the

amplitude of a light wave.
RADIATION ENERGY. We shall estimate the energy which can, in principle,

be obtained from a plasma filament as a result of recombination pumping. In
the case of free expansion in vacuum we can obtain an upper limit to this

energy on the assumpsion that each recombination center emits one photon:

Elas='R2NoRyZ2 (1/a2-1/b2 ). (14)
If No=10 23 cm-3 , Ro=1t, and Z=6, the energy obtained in the case of the 3-2

transition is Elas= 34 mJ/cm. The energy Elas is reduced by the following

circumstances: 1) for reasons associated with the gasdynamics of filament
expansion, not all the particles have plasma parameters within the range

favorable for amplification; 2) not all the ions recombine (ionization

quenching); 3) not all the recombining electrons reach the upper laser active

level and a part of the recombination flux bypasses the lasing transitions; 4)

ot all the electrons reaching the upper laser-active level drop down on the

energy scale because of stimulated emission and some of them drop down because

of collisional deexcitation and spontaneous emission at an angle to the

filament axis.
IV. CONCLUSIONS.

Our analysis deals with the problems associated with the influence of the
transient nature of the active medium and of the distributed losses on the
amplification of the spontaneous radiation at short wavelengths. An increase
in the charge carried by each ion enhances the time dependence. The product of
the gain and the distance wich light can travel during the gain lifetime tends
to zero. This may limit the usefulness of some population inversion mechanisms
as the wavelength is reduced. The majority of the proposed shortwavelength
population inversion schemes are characterized by radiative depopulation of
the lower active level, wich is effective only in very thin plasma bunches.
Recombination pumping requiers rapid cooling and this again means that thin
plasma bunches have to be used. The result is an increase in the role of
distributed losses beacause of defocusing of the amplified radiation and
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these losses exceed the losses usually allowed for (due to inyers
bremsstrahiung absorption and photoionization of exited levels of ions). An
allowance for distributed losses can also limit the usefulness of some
population inversion schemes at shorter wavelengths.

By way of illustration of these general ideas, a detailed analysis is
made of recombinat ion pumping of hydrogen-like ions in an expanding plasma
filament. It is shown that In this case the variant of free expansion of the
plasma filament in vacuum is unsuitable for higher values of Z. Limitations
are imposed by a factors mentioned above such as the transient nature of the
active medium and losses due to defocusing of radiation. The limiting values
of Z at wich amplification can still be observed are 8 (for 3-2 transition)
and 10 (for 4-3 transition). Forced ionization of an expanding plasma in the
case of parameters optimal for the amplification of light in the free
expansion variant improves somewhat the limiting value of Z (Z=12 for the 3-2
transition). The main limitations are then imposed by distributed losses due
to refraction.2

It is also shown, that high-power laser radiation I>10EW/cm2 enables to
produce an extended inversely populated active medium in light-atomic gases in
order to generate coherent radiation in the soft X-ray region.
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X-RAY .ASFR GAIN FPOM BRArn R7FLECTION OF CHANNEL RADIATION

M. Strauss* and i!. Rostoker
Department of Physics

uiniversity of California, Irvine, California 92717 USA

ABSTRACT

The eFfects of raOiation losses and atomic motion on a distributed feedback induced by
';ricgg reflections in an electron-beam channeling X-ray laser is investigated. Standing wave-
fields with nodes in the atomic sites are generated in this cavity mirror structure in
single crystals which reduce the losses located close to the atomic sites. An explicit
oxnression for the low threshold gain is derived which depends on the absorption, tempera-
cure, and on the order of Bragg reflection. It is noted that diffraction from several sets

oF glo-ic nlanes which satisfy the Bragg condition simultaneously may further reduce the
threshold qain. These distributed feedback schemes have possible application in reducing
beam hioi current requirements by many orders of magnitude. It is suggested that an elec-
trostatic accelerator based on a field emission tip electron gun, as used in scanning
electron nicroscopy, 7n generate the necessary brightness, but with a small current. A
detailed discussion of electron beam and accelerator requirements is given and some accel-
erator ideas anorooriate for a channeling X-ray laser are suggested.

I. INTRODrCTION

h relativistic electron beam propagating through planar or axial channels in a crystal
free of imnerfections may populate bound transverse energy eigenstates.1  Spontaneous
dipolar transitions between these discrete eigenstates have been shown experimentally to
vield narrow-width, highly polarized, and intense X-ray radiation which is strongly forward-
oekeA. 2 One of the important issues in the possibility of using the channeling mechanism
as a coherent X-ray source depends on future progress in creating sufficient gain from
induced emission. This paper is related to the issue of identifying an efficient scheme for
qain optimization in crystal channeling. Previous estimates suggest that in a one passage
a-plification scheme even modest gains may require currents above MA/cm range for energies
near 1 14ev. 1 -5 The aim should be to suggest a mechanism to reduce this high current
requirement by many orders of magnitude, thereby bringing the channeling X-ray laser closer
to exoerimental reach.

An efficient scheme to significantly reduce the gain requirements for a channeling X-ray
laser was oronosed based on the concept of a distributed feedback laser (DFB) which is
au nn e bv mulLiple Bragg reflectio s of the radiation.6  This scheme was very useful for
atomic enitters in the optical range and was extended later on to the X-ray range.8  The
advantages of using OFB lasers includes t]he intrinsic compactness and high degree of
spectral selectivity available without the need for cavity mirrors. The channeling DFB
concept is favorable due to the nossibility of radiation tunability. By adjusting the
electron beam energy the Doppler up-shifted radiation can be tuned onto a line in the DEB
moe oectrum near the 9ragg reflection frequency.

6

T'he oresent paper considers the channeling 0F7 scheme including the effects of absorp-
tion an, atomic motion nn the threshold gain condition and spectral selectivity. We find
that the formation of a -tanding wave-field with nodes on atomic sites, where absorption
takes nlace, reduces drastically the effect of absorption. This effect is related to the
0orr-ann anomalous transmission effect where standing wave generation makes X-ray losses
small. 9 10  The atomic -motion effect can be expressed in term of a Debye-Waller
factor. ,0,13,1 This effect limits the applicability of the DFR scheme to temneratures that
are very low compared to the Oebye temoerature. We further consider the effect of the order
of -ragg reflections on the threshold gain condition. in spite of the limitations intro-
duced by the radiation losses the DFB mechanism does reduce drastically the high current
requirements. However, the main threshold condition is dictated by the absorption.

To carry out a meaningful experiment of channeling X-ray laser an accelerator should be
selected based on existing technology with a very low emittance and high current density. A
nossible conceot can he to apply a field emission tip electron gun, as used in scanning
electron microscopy, in an electrostatic accelerator. A low emittance beam can be obtained
with very high current density (I MA/cm 2 ) , but very low current (10-100 nA) . The transverse
dimension of the beam can be in the range of 100 A and radiation guiding is supported by
rragq reflections.

! 7

* Visitini Scientist on leave from the Nuclear Research Center, Negev, P.O. Box 9001, Beer

Sheva, Israel.
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T1. THE DFR X-RAY LASER MODEL

We characterize the set of channeling transverse eigenstates in the x direction as a
two-level system with states 11> and 12>, where W and iw = E - 1 are the population and
energy differences, respectively. The directions of beam chaineling and Bragg reflections

are taken in the z direction. The Doppler up-shifted electromagnetic wave frequency

W= (I-v c) 2 oY in the forward direction is chosen to closely match the n order

qraqgi frequency, 0 nw0n, where v is the channeling electron speed, wB = tc/a and a is the
neriodic reflection plane snacing. Typically iw is a few electron volts in the laboratory
frame so that For the relativistic factor y on tqe order of 20, w is on the order of
severil keV. Consequently, the channeling electron energy may be tuned to satisfy the Bragg
reflection condition and induce distributed feedback in the channeling crystal (see Fig. 1).

REFLECTION
PLANES

E-BEAM I I2 2'

._ -- L

E_ E L,t} O

Figure 1

Channel radiation and 3ra]g reflection (E(z,t) = E+(z,t) + E_ (z,t)1.

The hehavior of the electric field of the electromagnetic wave and the polarization P
of the hea- electrons are related by the Maxwell's wave equation:

2 - 2 ,%Z2 ~ ~ -C2 (t _ C2 t P - + c V x M +,] i

? z2  c 2  t 2 c 2t

where M = F x ./,c is the magnetization due to the beam electrons and transverse field+ t

effects ir- not -onsidered. 4  The induced current S 3 + 3 , where is the oscil-

latory nart and Jlos i the dissipative current. The induced current J in r.h.s. of Eq. (1)
can be renresente as, ,10

+ c~-
j = 2-IWKF + k j NT (2)

where K 27e 2 n /'cm. w is the reflection function, ne is the spatially modulated atomic
electron densitV, a is the absorption function and an average is carried out over the
transverse direction .= (x,y) . In the present section the atomic motion is neglected so
that V ind a are periodic functions in the z direction.

The electric and polarization + fields are taken in the x direction and are defined in
-err of forward and hackward travel ing waves:

F(z,t) E + (z,t)e- iw(t-z) + _(zt)e- iw(t+z/c) + c.c. (Th)

P(zt) P (z,t)e-+(tzic) P (z,t)e-i (t+z/c) + c.c. (1)

... ..n + ar- slo'..ly varying envelope fields.
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Inserting Eqs. (3a, 3b, 2) in Eq. (1) we obtain

eikz E: + I ) E+ ikz 6E- I

e + r ++- + +(+ i)E+] + e- - +  + (4 + iK)]

- 2tiw[e ikz( 1 - v/c)P + e-ikz (1 + v/c)P] (4)
C +

where k = (/c and secontJ order derivatives are ignored because 82E/at 2 
<< waE/6t and

2 /12/z- << k3E,/,z.

Equation (4) must be supplemented by the equation for P+ and is readily determined from

a lensity matrix aporoach obeying the Bloch equation:6,18

p + v P+ = iA+p - i(l T v/c)d 2  + - P+ (5)~t+ 6 z ± +± ± WE

where d = e <11 x 12> is the electric dipole moment, nb is the beam number density, F is a
ohenomenological damping constant related to the channeling coherence length v/F,
+ = T V/c) - W is a detuning frequency and v/c represents a magnetic dipcle interac-

tion correction. In the limit of short coherence v/r the l.h.s. of of Eq. (5) is small and

Fri. (5) simolifies: P+ -idn W~dE/ )l T v/c)/(iA+ - ). Near resonance w - 2y2wo andEq (' siiis b i- _ o

/7 << I giving: P + = idnbW E +(1 - v/c)/)iF . In this limit A w, A >> F and in the

case of low gain P_ can be ignored in Eq. (4). We now define the scalar gain

g = 2 Twd 12nbW/icF, where 1, = d(l-v/c). Substituting p+ in Eq. (4) we obtain

eikz 6 ,+ + I E+ + (i + iK)E g g+1 +

+ e- ikz[_ 6-+- 1 E_ + (4 + iK)E - g c ] = 0 , (6)

where the forward gain factor g+ = g and the backward gain factor g_ = 0.

In the following we obtain the equation of motion for DFB X-ray laser by using the
resonance Darts of Eq. (6). Notice that K and L are periodic functions, i.e. K(z) = K(z+a)
and j(z) = u(z+a). For a periodic function f(z) = f(z+a) we can use the Fourier series
exnansion,

2ilk Bz
f(z) = f e (7)

where k. = WR/c = iT/a

We ins rt the Fourier expansion Fq. (7) for K and 4 in 'q. (6). For the case the radia-
tion frequency is close to the n order Bragg reflection condition, k - nk., and ignoring
hiqhly oscillatory terms we obtain from Eq. (6),

++ 6 -W+1g i o ) + e

n 
,

VZ + c t - - - "o + e n + iKn E = 0 (8)

1 g -K~r+-Wn iKr *(9+
z + g Ei o i o e e n ( n + = 0

where we redefine E as E exp[; i(k-nk )z] and include the atomic motion effect by replac-

B
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ing Kn and n by Kn exp(-Wn) and 4n exp(-Wn) ' respectively, with Wn as the Debye-Waller

factor.1 0 '1 3 ' 1 9  Here 5 = nk - k is the detuning from the n order reflection and we note

that K and i are real functions, i.e. K_m = Km and -m = m . Equations (8) and (9) are a

coupled set of equations of motion for the DF8 X-ray laser.

TIT. THRESHOLD AN) SELECTIVITY CONDITIONS

We now find the effect of absorption and atomic motion on the threshold gain and selected
resonance frePuencv. The system at threshold is presented by the solution of Eqs. (8, 9) at
steady-state,

di -W
- g+ - iS - L°  iK I +e n(, + iK E = 0 (10)

T+0 0 +n n -

i5-LI iK E + e n + iKn0,(1

Z0 (in)

where g is identified as a threshold gain and 5 as the selected frequency.

The coupled waves Eqs. (10) and (11) describe the spatial variation of transmitted and
reflected wave amolitudes in a beam channeling DFB medium. For a slab of length L centered
at z=0, the accomoanyinq boundary conditions read: E (-r,/2) = E (L/2) = 0 and no external
radiation sources are assumed. The corr sponding elgenvalue solutions to Eqs. (10) and (Il)
for the case that Kn and n are real numbers are found directly:

+ (z) = egz/2 sinh[X(z + L/2)1 (12)

E (z) ± e gZ/2sinh[X(z - L/2)1 , (I1)

where = Fr. - i - iK° - o)2 + e 2Wn V - 2 14)

and the dispersion relation is

( 2 + i + iK O + + (X -.2g  is- iK - .o e 2XL = 0 (15)
2 o o 2 o o

A formal solution of allowed resonance frequencies S and threshold values g can be
obtained by inserting Eqs. (12, 13) in Eq. (8):

-W
+ (iK + nle nsinh(kL) (16)

-W
g-- i = iK + u ± i + ne ncosh(XT) (17)2o o - Kn

Eauation (I() determines k. Substitution of k into Eq. (17) and equating real and imaginarv
parts yields the allowed 5 and g.

Aproximate formulas can be obtained in the limit of strong reflections:

KnL)n 2 >> (r) 2 + 1 and «kr < I. Upon expanding Eq. (16) in this limit and using the
expression for k we find for the first resonance:

-W
0_ + IK nl e  n

=-K °  9 (18)
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2> 2
-in. the threshold gain condition gt for the typical case of Kn 2 >>

2W

23 + 2r% - e (19)
n

rhe threshold gain in Eq. (19) includes two independent terms: the first term is due to
reflection, " the second one is due to absorption. In a one passage amplification system
(.;th no r eflectionsl the absorption is with the average absorption coefficient o which is

lirie for \-ravs, a > 10 cm . in the Bragg reflection coupling system standing waves
ire -enerate] with nodes on the atomTic sites and the absorption, located mainly close to
thp atomic sites, is strongly reduced. For this case at low temperature compare to the
1ehye temoeratore, where ex(-W) - 1, n is of the order of a and gt due to absorption is
stronilv reduced compared to u . Prom numerical calculation o? the anonalous absorption in
7 ierinium single crystal the 0 value of l- n/%O can be of the order of 10-3.14

The threshold qain condition due to reflection can be evaluated using the reflechion
function :<(z) with a modulated atomic electron density: ne(z) = no0l - cos(2K.z)].

Nnnlvino the Fourier expansion, Eq. (7), for K(z) we obtain Ko 
= 2ne 2 n /cmW and Ki= -Ko/2.

Toiclly V is on the order of 14 cm -1 in a number of crystalline samples used in- y es e silicon, diamond, where n is approximately the crystal bound
a-'t ron lensity. For first4 order ragg reflections n = 1 and L = 0.1 cm the value of gt

to reflection is 2 x 10-  cm-. In crystals with low atomic numbers e.g., LiH,

a n cT - 1 and for 1-4ia ° - 10- 3 the value of at due to absorption is 10 - 2 cm - I . Thus,

t;ie -- in contrioution here to the threshold gain condition is absorption. But as L
decrp-ies below 2,00 a the reflection contribution to gt exceeds the absorption one.

it is shown in ReFs. (15, 16) that by applying a diffraction scheme from several sets of
itomic olines which satisfy the Bragg condition simultaneously, it is possible to reduce
hle nsorotion of the radiation. In this method, called the multi-beam Borrmann effect,

standing waves ire generated in several directions relative to the atomic site, generating
liruer nodal regions in radiation f'ids and the absorption for some of the radiation modes
can he reduced hv a fsctor of 10-..O For this case and 1 i0 cm - , gt due to absorption
cin )or,2uced to ]0 - 1 cm -1 .

The inclusion of the atomic motion in Eq. (19) is through the Debye-Waller factor and is

rp-ltel to the average displacement U, where 112 = <(U~z) > decreases with the increase in

the -ehle temperature T,. For a crystal with a high Debye temperature Wn due to the zero

noint notion can he -s low as Wn - 10 - 3 n2. 1 4 Thus, for n = 1 and temperatures T << TD the
zero oint motion does not change 9 t apnreciatively. Furthermore, by applying the multi-
hea

, Borreann effect together with the DFR scheme the atomic motion effect and the
threshold iain condition can be further reduced.

For the case the gain g is larger than the threshold gain qt the radiation fields E+

increase with time as exo[ (g-g t ) ct/2] in the linear range. Thus, an amplification factor
-l

(g-q)cti/2 I is obtained for a beam pulse duration of 50 ns, L = 0.1 cm and 4. - 10 cm

for -~ 10-2 cm - I in the PFR scheme and by including multi-beam Borrmann effect for

g - 2 x 10-1 -1 . These results should be compared to the gain (g - 4o)L -1 obtained in

a one nassage amplification, wherefore L = 0.1 cm and 1 - 10 cm - , g - 20 cm- 1. Thus, in
snip of the limitations on gt due to the absorption, in terms of beac current requirements
the UPE mechanism in beam channeling has possible application in reducing current require-
ments by many orders of magnitude.

In the next section we show thai it is useful to consider an accelerator concept based
on a high current density (1 MA/cm ) but with a low total current (I 4A) . The minimum beam
-- ijs h denends on the mechanism to guide the radiation. In a one-passage amplification

the guiding can be supported by spatial guiding base on Presnel condition 4a2 ,/XI, > I or by
gain guiding condition 4a g/k > I. These forms of guiding require for k = 3A, a = 100A that
S>> I snd to a further increase in current density*2 In the OFP system guiding can be
suoorted by Oragq reFlections with the condition 4a K o/ > 1 and is independent of g.17

0
Thus, reflections can avoid the buildur of radiation diffraction for X = 3A, a = 100A even
wi th j << 1.
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IV. NCCELERATOR REQUTREMFNTS

In order to obtainr sicinificant qaen from 7 inducgd emi~sion the current density of the
el ec:1-tron beami muist h00 of the order' OF 10 - 10 A/crn for one-pass amnplification. This
requ11ireent cio he reiuced to 10 4 105 A/cm2 by using the DER scheme described in this

The oloctron 'be-im is charaicterized by the emittance c R<AO) where R is the beam radius
,ind 9~ is "he :inaul-at snread. The beamn m-ay alteirnately be characterized by the mean
perpeoicula enorn'!

27 CA>1 (20)

3 = /(ar 2 ,(21)

.~uI is 1 ie Iotal clirrent. The Current density can always bDe increised by focusing. For
:i-o~e ~c -rnetic lens in 17acuum the envelope equation is

= - + 2v 1 , (22)

d z 2 r 3 23 c

,-rc where 71 z s the axial magnetic field. The beam radius can thus be reduced to

t ils of 7a. (22). H-owever, the crystal channel eigenstates set a more restrictive
li-t S ince F, = ~< is oreserved as 'R decreases <Ao> increases as does WI given by Eq.

-)) To have boundl eiqenstates T0 K 10 eV is required. Thus the minimnu- radius is R5
E7 ' Y-- '2 an.3 to e ma-_x imum current density is

'r = T9( 2 1-7/Ymc
2

) (23)

Theacelera)tor thit nordijes the maximum J. is a field emission type employed in scanning

olc -rnmicrosrcov. 2 0  Flor dlc. oneration c 3 x 10 y (5 keV) and I1 10~ A.
=ucn -els -ire rouitine ly focusedI to a current density of 10 2/m.I h lcrnba

couilr hep a-cceleratedr to 10 MeW without changing the normalized emittance E N =y 5E:, the

re--,1u1ltant emittance would be E: 2 x 1010. The minjiur r~dius for WI < in eV would b e
Scorre-oon~linqi to a current dlensity of 0.r6 x 10 A/cm -. A current density of 10~

Ac2 we)il1 be- obtained over a final focus radius of 18 A or l04 A/cm2 over 57 A radius.
t'or a chinn-l of 100 A radius the total cur~ent wruld needl to be increased by a factor of
abutVto acuie/ve a current density oE 10 A/cm . Presumably with pulsed operation much
lame irrntscould be obtained and larger final current density or larger minimul radius

,sir> theo same cur rent da tj / ouilf be possible.

T~he iuest-inn that must be addressed is whether or not a low current beam can be acceler-
ate)l fry) n about 5 key to 10 MeV without destroying the brightness due to some instability.
-oin such a low current beam it is credible that this could be done with an electrostatic
-icreleraf-or i.e., a Van de O7raff. However, such an accelerator is expensive and requires a
1 anue Facility which would limit the availability of the X-ray laser. For this reason we
ua-i'- -iso c-onsideredl a partic-ular type of Betatron that is a descendant of the Astron of
r~r~xir,. It is called the Plonnated2 l Betatron and has been developed to accelerate currents
o)f t-h- o)rder or inn A to a few NMeV. It has also been employed to trap very low current

evswhich has not been possible with an ordlinary Betatron.

In iny case th- electron beam requirements are not state of the art but appear to be
ac(hievahle with somne research on the source of electrons and the accelerator starting with
fieldl emiss ion sources liseo) in scanning electron microscopy.

Acknosi edqem-ents.
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PROSPECTS FOR PUMPING AN X-RAY LASER WITH SUPRATHERMAL
ELECTRONS GENERATED IN LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS

J. P. Apruzese, P. 0. Burkhalter, J. E. Rogerson, J. Davis, J. F. Seely,
C. M. Brown, D. A. Newman*, and R. W. Clark

,Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375-5000

J. P. Knauer and D. K. Bradley"

Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester
Rochester, New York, 14623

Abstract

Suprathermal electrons have been proposed in several contexts as a pump source for x-
ray lasers. In a series of experiments performed at the University of Rochester, formvar-
supported circular silver dot targets were simultaneously irradiated with 1.06pm and 0.35
1 ase .ight in the mid-101 4 W cm -2 range. In some of the shots, only 0.35 pm light was
se. l t high resolution and broadband spectral data reveal that higher states of
excitation and ionization of neonlike and fluorinelike silver were achieved in the presence
o' 'he '.06 um beam. Evidence that this enhanced excitation and ionization is due to
s ra~her-al electron pumping is provided by the broadband continuum data which show little

no icease in the thermal electron temperature, when the 1.06 pm light is superimposed.
Analysis of the data indicates that, in a similarly structured linear target, the gain of
hep 3P- J2 to 1 neonlike line at 99.6 A would increase from 0.4 cm- 1 to - 1 cm - when

uing both. laser wavelengths. This conclusion is independent of the mechanism producing
Sncreased excitation and ionization.

1. Background

Th_ generation of suprathermal electrons in laser-plasma interaction has been the
Sof intense experimental and theoretical investigation for more than 15 years 1 1 3 .

-he conversion of incident laser energy to suprathermal electrons has been found to be
reaet for I O1 4 Wi cm - 2 om2 . The presence of such hot electrons is undesirable in

!Tser fusion experiments, and they have been substantially eliminated through use of
shorter laser wavelengths 1 0 - 1 3 . However, suprathermal electrons may be effective in
pumping x-ray lasers1 -16 .

The usefulness of suprathermal electrons in x-ray laser experiments has been
investigated in detail1 1 5 only for the achievement of population inversions in neonlike
ions, although there is every indication 1 6  that the nickel-like sequence is equally
r0mising. Stripping to the sodiumlike stage, or the ground state of the neonlike stage,

requires a lower thermal electron temperature than that needed to both achieve and pump the
neorlike stage. The excitation and ionization energies from the ground state of the closed
shell neonlike configuration exceed the ionization potential of the sodiumlike stage.
Therefore, a relatively cool plasma may contain substantial sodiumlike and/or neonlike
ground state populations. Such a plasma, irradiated by the proper combination of laser
wavelength and intensity, could then be "pumped" by the suprathermal electron population
through ionization of the outer 1 4 or inner shell electrons 1 6 , or direct collisional
excitation of the upper lasing levels of the neonlike stage 1 5 , all of which are
unergetically accessible to the suprathermals but not to the cooler thermal electrons. The
term "pumping" is used to refer to all three possibilities mentioned above. In an attempt
to provide experimental verification of this concept, a series of shots was undertaken
using the 0.35 pm OMEGA facility at the University of Rochester, supplemented by the 1.06
m CDL beam for suprathermal electron generation. In the succeeding sections, the
experiments and diagnostics are described, the principal data obtained presented, and our
interpretation is discussed. In the concluding section, the work is summarized and avenues
for future investigation are suggested.

2. Description Of Experiments

it is now well established 1 2 , 1 3 that 0.35 um laser light produces negligible numbers of
suprathermal electrons when irradiating a plasma at intensities I 101  W cm - 2 . However,
experiments using 1.06 pm light at I - 3x10 1 4 W cm - 2 have invariably revealed the presence
of a suprathermal electron population which is generally believed to be produced by the

* Sachs-Freeman Associates, Inc. Bowie, Maryland 20715
*Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720
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r P 3 ne a ",s or pt m-? ,c h an i sm., ,91 3  Therefore, the state of ionization/excitation
-e Ia 3 7a wi thoot:' soiprathermal elect rons present may be established from target shots

cclv *the 62.35 art ,e am S. Wh e r the 1.06 wm beam is simultaneously present, it is
sin iart numbers c'sprathermals will be created, allowing for the

i i pe,,trosopic detectior of their pumping effects.
,ne 7i g-2 s u-2d rsisted of' a 3000 thick circular silver spot, 200 prn in diameter,

e ~2 k : ayePr c) C frmvar stretched over the 2.5 mm diameter hole rf a
-v e t _; "t ure o0f t, a rget potential lasing material deposited on

r 7., 3 1 0t h'at of tr. lj'.,ar exploding foil targets successfully employed in
x-r,,iy atLawrence Livermore National Laboratory 1 7 -19 and the Naval Research

L:--_---_y- C T-e3O thickness of th'e silver layer (315 og cm-2 ) was chosen to produce
cIs'yO 2 x 1021 - 3 at the peak of the 650 ps driving laser pulse using

3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1m raito f 35 x11 W 0cm-2, This electron density germits
Swith generation of suprathermal electrons by the superimposed 1.06 Jim

e riial density is x102 1  crY3 . One-dimensional hydrodynamic
3 1 -n r e -e operiments using the model described in Ret. 21 and the scaling laws

,x:I(14.- -,D1 y dcynamics developed in Ret . 22 formed the basis for this choice of
s t in Ne=2X1C', cmY at the laser pulse maximum. Useful data were

1 C-'.S v e rt arg e t shots excuted at the University of Rochester using 8 bea-ms
_7 're, enr-c o nv erted O M EG0A Nd : phosphate-glass laser facility. On 3 of

m.........Pt laser beam was super imposed on the 0 .35 om OiMEGA beams w Ite,
20 pa pel1se coinciden t qwit h that of the 650 pa OMEGA pulse. Irradia-ncro

e , for b o th drivi ng laser wavelengths for th e 7 s h ots a re gi voen n
s po 'as overfilled w ith 300 icm. be ams to minimize formation of a cl

7 6m 3 (35cm E I1. 0 6c F -Ii k e

140 cm, a)(J Te(KeV) lines'

2. 2 2133 yes

2201 C 1 .50 no

coo0 .3 no

-~ 11 4 1.3 va

3.-3 1 71 1 ~ 12 yes

--- no

r~~ ~ J -,- ennergie s on target a r f given for the seven shots for both 1lso

the tm-averaged tnermal electron temperature derived fromth
c nn 7,a -a. !hcI s'. c olumn and catos whether transitions of fluorinelike

X - -pe rw, re rc ,c rd ed with two0 i,' e- nategrait i g crystal spectrographs and one
v ~ '-~ ellptiall ocv~d~rytal spectrograph. The latter devicen

PA X yte M P ph wu crystal spectrographs,0 employed flat crystals to obta r
c 1 o _ P c a. . L i 01 c r ySta 1 covered the 3.62 - 3.72 region, anda

rys' _a data be:tween 3.8 in! 4. 7 L A. curved mica crystal spectrograph ,i
n, s iIv er L- se r i. s peC t rum f rom 3. 0 to 4.5 .. The distinct

n are rea-dily i d et if ia blIe, and published wavelengths were u@0Q
n6 .e a a 1 4 tra ,i ca For line identifications, ab ini tic atomic struture-

a I ( s wmr, uc-ar scaled Slater parameters for 2p-3s and O-p-3d transir ions
kr AFXXXX. IV sce(tra in the 5 - 230J -1't region werp coillected with~ c-F

J7T In -I fr--or -raph , Tim-i4n t egra ',ed broadband spectra of the recombinio n
a - w. cc obtained )n 6 of the 7, shots witlh ain array of K-e dg e

a fExporimento;

a.......... iI' ad neri' ivr w r ~ n'e d on a.I I~
p.: 'ipiyiaocwovr r, an ir, nrta-n' i ro oft

x - ~ ~ ~ ~ iv- r w crlo ~'~ r l)inIv when-r th,, I .2 Cm
r h~ . Ta sho~t 6.T ' s, P.
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inc'cence spectrograph. N4o fluorinelike line cou'.d be uniquely identified, either i.n the
x-ray Or' VUV region, on shots 1, 3, 4, and 7.

Hig resolution spectr-i obtained with and without the 1.06 Jim GDL beam are presented in
Figs. I and 2. Dual fIat. crystal x-ray spectrographs using LiP' (200) and Si (111)
diffraction crystals acqu~red these spectra. These spectrographs o quipped with translation
slIits recorded Juxtaposed spectral images on subsequent shots with OMEGA plus GDL and
withoit CD L (SEgenerated plasmas, only).

S WI/ GDL

2.00-

M 1.50-D

1.00 , a 0

z C Na-like

~ ~ef sat.

3.61 3.83 3M5 3.67 3.69 3.71 3.73

WAVELENGTH (A)

Fig '.Silver spectra obtained with tne LiP' crystal spectrograph both with (top spectrum,
soon- ad without (bottom spectrum, hot 1) the midoulse irradiation by the 1.06 urn CDL

bean . Line D and electric quadrupole lines E2 arice from the neonlike stage;
identifications of the fluorinelike lines a-d and e-f are given in Table 2.

I I W10OD
3-

G

P: 2-

W Na-like
sat.

(n G1
z

'2 9h 
2I 

t

3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10

WAVELENGTH (A)

F ile iper otained with the Si crystal spectrograph both with (top spectrum,
s~u I mdwihot (otomspectrum., shot 3) the midpulse irradiation by the 1.06 jm CDI,

ion nioe G anrd electric q uad r u po1Q lines E 2 arise from the n co nIi ke stage;
ii~n.ifratins f t ,e fluorinclike lines g-i 'ire given in -i~hle 2
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I-.Se2 rat a a ...t we.r.e obtai ed in five channels centered at
r .X ' r xD a .n. 13.6 keV. The spectral intensity is
n n - overll uncertainty of 20%. Details of this instrument,

,a ?-- , t ore,: array of PIN diodes, are given in Ref. 12. Data from shots

- tL L. - . - '"k arc oresented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectvely. The
ears~e r cs dcicted by a line at 5.6 keV, lying between the

.onc 'nne s. portant feature of this data revealed in Figs. 3 and 4 is
: hintensity a is larger relative to that at 4 keV when .he 1.06 pm

srsists ifr the other four shots not shown. This is
'he recombination edge dis- ontinuity at 5.6 keV due to the

r e r ne Ixe '" ,ver. At energies above the 5.6 keV edge, the bulk of the
electron recombination onto the ground state of

fr"' I 'e s ilver. Therefore, the more fluorinelike silver, the
' ' energy sde of the edge. Thus the continuum data provide

t slution x-ray spectra as to the increased abundance of
v'/ e:In:r rv r rh "s e of the 106 'm CDL beam.

- j 3 k.e' are free of overlap by lines or ionization edges.
e- e en sties may be used to obtain an approximate time-

2 C - r e tu r T sing an exponential fit to tihe intensity decrement. If
e '' cx'- T "hen

T,. .6 InE (1)

"in n both T(6. and 13.6), the uncertainty in thoir r io P is--
V E eVe, a"'cnding to Eq. (), the temperature is logarithmically depend'cnt

- " onal uncertainty in T is obtained a 26, (R/T.) dTq/dR -

107'-: '- ' § " >r 4 e,-55 typical of thcsc shots. In Table 1 the
'or eh oC the six shots. ho correlation of Te with use of the 1 .06
'so, the standard deviation of the six temperatures iz 0.07 ke'',

xeor 7' uncertainty derived above.
e r e'obtained with the SPEAXS streaked eilip~ically curved mica

c _ .. .. - hia instrument spectrally integrated the radiation in a band from
.ntensity peak in This spectral band coincides in time wi'h the peak

-aser. ince the density in exploding-foil plasmas declines
toe coincidence of these peaks strongly suggest: that the

r 3 .. --s 7t o r slightly afeter the driving laser pulse peak, con' irming the

SHOT 4

E (0.35pm) = 228 J E (1.06pm) = 0 J

- 3.8
NEON-LIKE SILVER IONIZATION

3.0 EDGE AT 5.62 keY

wI-J

- 3.0 fr

_j

E 2.6

.1 2.,e

w 1.8 exp (-h,11.38 keV)

z 1.4

0 1.0o

0
4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 14.0

ha (keV)

. , - , .in £nr grat-! rp ,'' r l intensity vs. rnr'" f *r " i ' . ;,' ~n
. .. :.i.6 K h un . y a sppl'-m'n'sry 1. ,. 1,'r 11;,.
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SHOT 5
E(0.35um)=181 J E(1.06tm)=24J

NEON-LIKE SILVER IONIZATION
EDGE AT 5.62 keY

P 3.8-

z 3.4

M 2.6U

2.2 exp (-hv/1.36keV

1.4

0
1.0

0

I I I I

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 14.0
h P (keY)

. pig. 3, except the data is for shot 5 which employed the 1.06 pm pulse as
.. ,Pl ,in Table 1.

4. Interpretation of the Experiments

- above, for three of the seven target shots, lines from fluorinelike silver
-iied. These three shots differed from the other four only in that a

a..-entary 1.06 nm, 100 ps beam was superimposed on the principal driving 0.35 pm, 650
E ser pu_!se. We now consider possible mechanisms which could produce this correlation.

Tn ti ese xploding-foil plasmas, photoionization of neonlike silver is negligible,
7,n c 1lne radiation and comparatively little continuum radiation lies above the 5.6 keV

7 he ionization balance between the neonlike and fluorinelike stages is
n by electron collisional ionization of the ground state of neonlike silver

'W-(Te.) and dielectronic recombination onto fluorinelike silver (WDR(Te)) to form the
n e 2s27e. Chen 30  has tabulated dielectronic recombination rate coefficients for

f!.jorineli, silver vs. electron temperature, showing that the total rate is fairly flat
with t eratre, declining from 3.0xi0 - 11 cm3 sec -1  at 1.5 keV to 2.6xi0 - 1 1 cm- 3 sec -1 at

asimrig statistical population of the 2P 1/2 3/2 fluorinelike ground sublevels.
he '-estic euilibration time between the neonlike and fluorinelike stages is (Ne

S ' (2x10-1 x 3.0x10-11 )-1  : 17 ps. Therefore, a collisional-radiative
e 1u ib 7r " E) model should provide a reasonable guide to the ionization balance as a

n , ion o;f temperature.
T is c ear that use of the 1.06 pm beam produces more electrons with energies above

ionization potential of 5.6 keV, resulting in a greater abundance of
forinelik. silver. The principal question is whether the 1.06 pm laser has simply heated

,,I,, !ectr)ns to a higher-temperature Maxwellian or are suprathermal electrons (at
0 onslerabl; higher energies) responsible for the observed effect. We first consider the
posibility tat purely thermal heating is responsible. Since the dielectronic
..-. binti,)n rate varies slowly with temperature near Te=1.4 keV, the temperature
dependAence )f the fluorinelike abundance is principally determined by the temperature
dependence )f collisional ionization of the neonlike stage. The 2p-3d fluorinelike-to-

ne ie ratio increases by at least a factor of 3, therefore, a similar increase in
the fiorintlike abundance is strongly suggested, since these lines arise from collisional
ex"itation f their respective ground states. Therefore a threefold increase in the

l olisional ionization rate of neonlike silve- would be required to produce this
e t Th., factor of 3 necessitates a time-averaged temperature increase from 1.4 to 1.9
VV, s deronstrated, for example, by the Lotz ionization rate formula 31 . This expectation

Sonrfirmet by the CRE calculations presented in Fig. 6, showing that the observed line
Si.. £for t)e CDL shots is reproduced at Te=l.9 keV. However, such a temperature increase
rm 1.4 k a.' appears to be ruled out by the broadband continuum data (Table 1) at 8.0 and

!_C.6 k7V. 's discussed in the previous section, the uncertainty of 28% in the spectral
i4nensity r tio in these channels translates to only a 7% uncertainty in the temperature.
Pven d.big this estimated uncertainty to 15% allows a temperature increase to only 1.6

qc:;, .a o h ! proluc" just one-third of the observed extra ionization.
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i: ir :n.:'ca3 1 (ons i i~ere d on a t ime-resolved basis,
he 'C ~5 DI 1, ule peak coincided with the maximum of'

* *'! CC tori1 t om7Tpert"_ture increase caused by the 1 .06 Lin
ri . or ha 1r f Ithe OMFOA p uIsc,. Therefore, the required

I ,ha 0, of rtIne plasma 's existence would be approximately
* .. , . a ~riopired roughot~t the lifetime of' the plasma. This

* .. .. .. . .. .. trntmpi 1atiare of' 2. ? keV dluring the half influenced
7i ~ .rh j L ~y it 1 3 .6 k eV to t ha t a t 8. 0 k eV i s a fa c tor

S. 'p 'I C? k-V tha fo . . The time-inte-grated
i 2.. .. we whi h i s wellI above the -28% uncertainty in

~~1o fr ?ni nuu. slp in the 8.-36kOV spectral

A1p p I2 mponia r y b ea, appears to rule out the possibility
tor r tem p EratIure r sosbe for most o f the

....................21 ~13>t the plausibility of' suprathermal electrons as

r- ~ Ch ty broadband data is 13. 6 ke V. Since the photons
.crt 1 ni -to-r>,onl ike s ilver aeresponsible for most of this

'retoLj by ar 83 keV olct-ron f"alli ng through the 5 .6 keV
I KtS The refore, suprathermal electrons with energies

.e t .t 0d" However ,, the observed increased ionization
17. the th1ermal electron temperature can provide .a strong

11 pro Vier dc he1 requ ired numbers and energy are ~n

t* o1 d in Crtea se n fluorinelike silver, the collisional
l.ec mast, allso increase by a factor of three. For hot

the oollisional i o n iza t ion rate coefficient increases
xi ,p -r from I .6 x 1  on 3  sec-1 at 10 keV to 2.2 xl,0D1 1 c-_M

it oefcin exceeds that at the diagnosed thermal
y c of 50. Therefore, a 4" population (by number) of' 10 keV

r:- r q .i r (2d th refc CoId increase in the ionizato r at e. This
tc t CRE c2alautation o f F ig . 5, showing thYat a 10 keV

IR 2oupled wi th a thermal electron temperature of 1.
To m- i n te gr a ted flucrine-to-neonlike i n e ratio. The total

:I t or pl1as Ma i s c aIc ulabl from the known mass of thetag,
ia n . A population of 10 key suprathermals represents 2.3 3;
a- r lr3 i a CC eV, 3.3 J of fast electron energy would be required.

h CJ of 1.06 om energy incident on the target is required to
i *i:t r n S. This is consistent with previous investigations of,iICl nd suppor's te pcue o iniaonby suprathermal

T. (keVi
1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 21

0.14

0.12

0

-~0.08

OBSERVED VALUE

S0.06

0

0 02

L

0 002 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
10 keV SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON FRACTION

7rit :Io nf t he( fIu o rimn-.Ii kef,- t o-rePo n Fe slv f r p-3d i ine s as5
2k el V~ st u' p.. .18 sura the rma I e I o t ron fract io lro(wer -aa e

r.~ -. rot n p r Ita )r e o)f 1.04 k c-V and dens ity 2xl 1 - m 3. AlI so
j 1 n, r"I am in g c oIi s i onalI - radJiait iver eqii ibru Icir si ng ain

~ to ha.ffor I con descr ibed i n Ref .15
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Suprathermal electrons which are sufficiently energetic to ionize neonlike silver will
clsc pump its 3P l'vels. The cross sections for electron collisional ionization and
excitation3 2 are ccmparable, about 1-3 x 10 cm2 . Direct proof of the enhanced
populations of the neonlike 3P levels is found in the x-ray spectra of Fig. 2. The 3p-2p
electric quadrupole transitions labelled E2 are optically thin and their intensities
therefore directly reflect the populations of the neonlike 3P levels. They have been
previcusly observed elsewhere 2 7 - -9 . The intensity increase of the 2p6 1 S0 - 2p 5 3p (3/2,

11lne at 3.863 , shown in the top spectrum of Fig. 2, is at least a factor of 2.4
when the '.06 om beam is used. This 3P upper level is the analogug of the upper lasing
level r neon!i ke selenium which successfully produced gain 1 7' 1, at 206 . This
enhancement of the quadrupole line intensity is strong evidence for the fedsibility of gain
enhanceent using lasers of wavelength 1.06 pm. The CRE calculation' 5 inoicates that at
the laser pulse eak, the gain in the 99.6 A 2p 5 3p (3/2, 3/2)2 - 2p 5 3s (3/2, 1 12 )1 line
would be C.- cm in the absence of the 1.06 pm GOL beam. With the beam present the
precicted gain increases to -1 cm - 1, in accord with the observed increase in the upper
level population.

5. Conclusions and Future Prospects

We have presented evidence that suprathermal electrons produced in exploding foil
targets with two-wavelength laser irradiation can pump neonlike silver. Enhancement of the
2pm3p [3/2, 3/22 potential upper lasing level of neonlike silver by a factor of at least
2.4 has been observed only when 1.06 pm radiation is present. Ionization of neonlike
silver to the fluorinelike stage has also been observed only when irradiation in the mid-

Sm -2 range at both 0.35 pm and 1.06 pm was used. Broadband continuum data indicated
little or no increase in the thermal electron temperature in the presence of the 1.06 Wm
IDL beam. Spectroscopic analysis determined that conversion of 10-15% of the 1.06 pm beam
energy to suprathermal electrons would produce the observed enhancements in excitation and
ionization. Predicted gain in the J=2 to 1 3P to 3s neonlike silver transition at 99.6
is 0.4 cm -1 without the GDL beam and 1.0 cm -1  in the presence of the 1.06 pm radiation.
These positive initial results suggest that line focus experiments using linear foil
targets with the same thicknesses of silver (3000 A) and formvar (1600 A) would have a
reasonable prospect of demonstrating gain, when both 3ws and wo beams are employed at
similar irradiances. This approach would constitute the most straightforward and lowest
risk follow-up to the present results. However, the exacting requirements of

synchronization and superposition of line-focused beams of different wavelength may render
such experiments unfeasible at many laboratories. We therefore consider alternative
experimental approaches based on the same principle of hot electron pumping.

Long mean free paths are a well-known and critically important characteristic of
suprathermal electrons in laser-produced plasmas. Their ability to penetrate to the core
of laser-driven pellet targets led to the fuel preheat problem which necessitated their
reduction for further progress in the laser fusion program. The mean free path d(pm) of an
electron of energy E (in units of 10 keV), in a plasma of ion density Ni(cm- 3 ), charge Z,
and electron-ion Coulomb logarithm Xei is

d(Pm) 1 .9x1025 E2  (2)
Z NI Xei

in Eq. (2) the mean free path is defined as the distance travelled prior to an RMS
deflection of 900 from the initial direction. Convenient approximations for the Coulomb
logarithm have been given by Book. 3 3 For the plasmas created in the Rochester experiments,
N7 = 5"4x101 9  cm-3, Z=36, Aei - 8.5, therefore, at the highest central foil densities d=70
pm for a 15 keV electron. Ref. 33 also provides useful expressions for calculating the
energy loss rate of the suprathermals; this is dominated by electron-electron collisions
whereas bending is dominated by electron-ion collisions and/or amtient fields. For
conditions typical of the above-described experiments, it is found that suprathermals in
the 10-20 keV range require - 20 ps for thermal equilibration at midpulse at the maximum
electron density. A 15 keV electron travels 1.5xio 3 pm in 20 ps, enabling about - 20
reflexive traversals of the foil plasma before equilibration. The spatial density history
of the suprathermals depends significantly on the presence and strength of ambient B-fields
induced by return currents 3 4 which can be drawn by the charge separation as suprathermals
leave their area of origin near the critical surface.

This lack of spatial localization of a suprathermal electron population could
conceivably be exploited in experiments somewhat different from those described above. To
obtain lasing always requires a line focused beam. However, the beam which produced the
siprathermal electrons need not be line focused and need not be spatially coincident. A
high-intensity spot focus adjacent to the linear focus could be used to efficiently create
a suprathermal electron population which would spray into, and reflex through, the noarly
linear, exploding-foil lasing plasma. Intensities well above 1015 W cm -  can be achieved
with spot focusing; at such intensities supratnermal electrons ran be produced even at
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'2 ng'zds snorter than 1.00' 0m. Mechanisms other than resonance absorption may also be
o::OM3v ii A Thse nigh intensities; two such processes 35  are two-plasmon decay and

an seatering. An advantage of the latter mechanism is that the observation
_ _'-"re pio rn"0 m~y provide direct confirmation of the presence of the plasma waves

ro s Vpahermcil ele,2tron generation.
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Modeling the Radiation Hydrodynamics of Pulsed Power Driven X-Ray Lasers
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ABSTRACT

Novel X-ray laser experiments involving hydrogenlike neon and lithiumlike aluminum were
performed on the DNA/PITHON pulsed power generator, and the results were tantalizing, but
difficult to interpret. In order to understand the experiment, a series of computer
simulations have been carried out with a detailed non-LTE radiation hydrodynamics model.
A typical experiment involves the discharge of hundreds of kilojoules of electrical energy
through a cylindrical neon gas puff, heating it and imploding it radially at speeds of
about 3-5 x 707 cm/sec; the gas puff impinges and stagnates onto a thin aluminum coated
capillary, converting the kinetic energy of implosion into thermal energy. Rapid plasma
heating in the stagnation region results in ionization of the aluminum to the K-shell and
partial stripping of the neon. In addition, K-shell radiation from both the aluminum and
the neon can produce strong photopumping and enhanced ionization in adjacent plasma. The
hot, dense plasma in the stagnation region can undergo rapid radiative cooling and
reccmbination; sufficiently rapid three-body recombinatinn into n=4 levels of Ne X and
Al XI can result in population inversions for possible lasing in 4 to 3 transitions. In
fact, anomalous brightness was initially reported in the 4f-3d and 4d-3p lines of Al XI and
the 4-3 line of Ne X; however, opacity considerations made interpretation of the aluminum
results difficult. In the numerical modeling of the experiment, emphasis was placed on
understanding the dynamics of the target and on the role of optical pumping in producing
conditions favorable for population inversion.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable optimism that conditions favorable for X-ray lasing can be
achieved in pulsed-power driven Z-pinch plasmas. Advances in puff-gas technology, in the
fabrication of structured targets, and in the theoretical understanding of pulsed power
load dynamics have been reported by Physics International, Sandia National Laboratory and
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)'. Although soft X-ray lasing has been demonstrated in
laser-produced plasmas, the efficiencies which are attainable by this method are low. X-
ray lasing in pulsed-power produced plasmas can be substantially more efficient; however,
pulsed-power plasmas have a tendency to become unstable. The "hot-spots" and other
nonuniformities commonly observed in pulsed-power Z-pinches with single gas puffs or wire-
arrays are incompatible with the stable, uniform gain medium required for an X-ray laser.
Recent experiments with concentric gas puffs and with gas puffs imploding onto low density
foam plasmas or solid density targets have shown that stable, uniform plasmas can be
produced with the pulsed-power technology. In these experiments, the outer plasma, usually
a gas puff, is imploded onto the inner plasma, producing a stagnation; the uniformity of
the resulting plasma is a consequence of the uniformity of the inner target plasma.

Experiments at NRL have proceeded on the sodium/neon line coincidence photopumping
configuration. Preliminary results 2 indicate that resonance fluorescence has been produced
in the pumped transitions. At Sandia experiments have been carried out with inert-gas
puffs imploding onto structured targets5. These targets are thin CH capillaries coated
with a low-7 element (such as aluminum) on the outside and a high-Z lasant material on the
inside. Physics International has studied neonlike krypton lasers using double-puff
krypton Z-pinches 4. Computer simulations of the PI krypton cxperiment 5 suggest that
substantial gains can be achieved for times of several nanoseconds over axial distances of
about 2 cm. However the radial extent of the calculated gain region is only of the order
of 0.01 cm.

Physics International has also reported 6 on time-resolved measurements of XUV emissions
from recombining neon and aluminum plasmas. Using the DNA/PITHON generator, neon gas puffs
were imploded onto aluminum coated parylene capillaries (or onto equivalent mass solid
aluminum targets). The implosion h' ated the Al to form an axial plasma which was estimated
to have an electron density of - 1020 cm- 3 and a temperature of - 500 eV. Evidence was

* Berkeley Research Associates, Inc., Springfield, VA 22150
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.:-: - s brightness in the 4d-3p and 4f-3d lines of Al XI at 150.5 and 154.5
.e of e at 87.3 t. When compared with various n 3-2 and n - 4-2

- ": .N, X, one intensities in these lines suggested population inversion and
f n'.c i. n attn. Three-body recombination rates can be very high at low

e; plasa Soo s rapidly due to expansion or radiative loss, recombination
'an st up inversions for possible lasing in 4 to 3 transitions.

.D" s r. ro and 15 cm long, neon/aluminum Z-pinches were compared; the Al
'Iiltei-.ost is or so in radius, while the Ne emissions extended

The 4f-3d and 4d-3p lines of Al XI were seen to be brighter
- A and the 4d- p line at 39.2 A, even though the latter line was

, , i ., Ieo. tc and film response. The intensities of the 4-3 lines
- .-p were significantly higher for the 5 cm pinch; however the

1. r 'he nonlasing lines also appear brighter. An alternative
e a e ,m inum anomalies is opacity in the 4-2 transitions; this will be
. .w. In addition, the Ne X 4-3 line appeared to be anomalously bright

at 48.55 A. However, this latter line was not resolved from the
" - : o . i ne at 48.3 A. A possible contribution to the pumping of the n = 4

! m i nu, m is K-shell neon line radiation. The Lyman-alpha and He-
.C is: .c.. r ccipble of photoionizing Li-like Al; under the right conditions, this

z-ni-:ion a sbat.ntia1 ly exceed collisional ionization and result in enhanced
-. ~l levels of Al XI. In a similar way, it is possible for aluminum

' . - :;nie h-like Ne.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

. * -a e =-anwsms with a radiation-hydrodynamics model that is described
,. 7-oomplexity of the atomic models for neon and aluminum can be adjusted,

.-. pr" e req,:irements for detail in the calculation. The atomic models for neon
, i uo- in cls study ranged from 27 levels with 13 lines (reduced model) to over

* . ' vicbt - lines (detailed model); the aluminum models were comparable in

. effiients that are used to calculate the level populations were
-~s~c .c calulational methods summarized elsewhere8 .
a. ..ision from and absorption by a plasma are dependent on the local atomic
l eEs:ies. Except for optically thin plasmas, the level populations

* 2 -1 th r n;3 ., diation field, since optical pumping via photoionization and
. n produce significant population redistrioution. Thus, the ionization

n ransport processes are strongly coupled and must be solved self-
oth probabilistic and multifrequency multimaterial radiation transport
orc r we yed in this study. The probabilistic method forms local angle and

, va escape probabilities for each emission line and for each bound-free
crcuc. sacost effective method and provides good overall energetics, but it cannot

e n physical processes such as the photoionization or photoexcitation of one
nby aothor. The multifrequency model breaks each emission line and each

nto a number of discrete frequencies, and performs a radiation transport
l-au' h eac frequency. The latter method is general and self-consistent, but

e--lxtCvey exps rsive. Both methods take into account Doppler and Voigt line profiles in
ros'rt o bound-bound radiation.

e models for neon and aluminum were normally employed in the probabiliutic
cl n Corresponding calculations with detailed models were performed in selectd

,:- tc. vly accurate overall radiation energetics. In the cases studied, both the
r1 -n ic. dynam, anmd the hydrodynamic evolution of the plasmas were in good overall

Toe models used in the multifrequency simulations were enhanced versions of the
]:cel.odes (with additional lines transported) or modified versions of the detailed
Js 'wit?, all of the atomic levels included, but with certain lines not transported).

3. RESULTS OF SIMULA'I ONS

3.1 Stagnation Calculations

A nmlrer or numerical simulations were performed with the radiation hydrodynamics
Onsdel to determine the sensitivity of the results to the initial conditions of the aluminum
targe't . it is possible 9  that some of the total current initially flows through the

11illary. It is difficult to estimate the temporal behavior of this current or how
important it is to the dynamics of the target. Even in its absence, there will be heating
an, ablaticn of the outer surface of the capillary due to incident radiation from the
vmpding gas puff. Two extreme assumptions with respect to the target can be made. One

that it remains cold and solid until the gas puff impacts upon it. In this case,
neg]le t n radiatio, and thermal transport, the dynamics could be modeled analytically10 :
t. target would stay rold, and the gas puff would become hot as the kinetic energy of
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iwplcsion was converted into thermal energy. A strong shock would propagate out from the
target and mark the outer boundary of the stagnation region. In the other extreme, heated
by some combination of driver current and radiation from the gas puff, the target rapidly
expands; its density would be comparable to that of the gas puff when the stagnation
commences. in this case, comparable volumes of gas puff and target plasmas become hot.

This series of simulations neglected the effects of the driving magnetic field, but
instead assigned an initial radial velocity and temperature profile to the puff gas plasma.
This allowed us to sudy the physics of the imploding plasmas in an idealized framework,
without the complications of an external driver and coupled circuit. The simulations were
performed with a neon gas puff having an initial Gaussian mass distribution with a total
mass of 1100 micrograms and an initial radial velocity of 4 x 107 cm/sec. Only the
stagnation phase of the implosion was modeled in these simulations; thus, the gas puff was
in4itally centered at 1.0 cm (when driven with a B-field, it takes several tens of
nanoseconds to implode to this radius). The capillary was taken to be pure aluminum, and
the initial density and temperature profiles were varied over a fairly wide range to model
the effects of target preheat. The initial configuration for these simulations is shown
schematically in Figure 1.

For the case where the target is initially at solid density, the neon puff gas
stagnated and heated to several hundred eV, but the aluminum remained cool, substantially
less than 100 eV (in the absence of thermal conduction and radiation transport, the
analytic solution referenced above was closely approximated). When the aluminum was taken
to be moderately preexparded, but still substantially higher in density than the puff gas,
raaiation cooling maintained the aluminum at a relatively low temperature. Lower initial
lensities resulted in higher temperatures. When these cases were simulated without
radiative cooling, the target temperatures were considerably higher (greater than 100 V).

The initial (t=20 nsec) configuration that resulted in conditions approximatiny those
reported by PI consisted of a Gaussian target with a peak ion density of 8 x 10 8 cm- 3 ,
centered at 0.08 cm, with an initial temperature of 30 eV. The time history of the
aluminum/neon interface is given in Figure 2. The innermost 1.0 cm of plasma is
represented along the horizontal axis, and time (20 to 50 nsec) runs along the vertical
axis. Corresponding contours of electron density and temperature are given in Figures 3
and 4. The target electron density monotonically increases, reaching about 2 x 102 1cm-3 at
50 nanoseconds; it also becomes quite hot (about 500 eV on axis) at about 45 nanoseconds,
and then rapidly cools radiatively. These simulations could not directly model the
experiment, since no self-consistent magnetic driver was included in the model. They serve
as a test bed for the presence of processes possibly occurring in the experiment, including
questions about optical pumping of one material by another.

One possibility is photoionization of Al XI to Al XII by the K-lines of neon, thereby
increasing the recombination rate into the n = 4 levels of Al XI. At a few tens of eV,
sufficient lithiumlike aluminum would be present, but the collisional ionization rate would
be relatively small. Thus, the photoionization rate could exceed the collisional rate if
the neon pump source were sufficiently large. The latter consideration requires that a
substantial fraction of the neon be in the hydrogenlike or heliumlike ionization state.
Conditions at 43 nsec looked promising. The temperature of the aluminum was about 36 eV
and there was a substantial quantity of neon at about 500 eV. The hydro profiles at this
time are siown in Figure 5. These profiles were post-processed with the multimaterial
multifrequency code, described above. Radiation from the neon substantially altered the
ionization state of the aluminum (there was considerably more heliumlike aluminum present
when photopumping by the neon was allowed). In addition, some enhancement in the 4f and 4d
levels of Al XI was observed. However, this enhancement was not suficient to cause
population inversion. The emission spectrum as calculated by the multifrequency code at
this time (43 nsec) is shown in Figure 6, and corresponding optical depths as a function of
photon energy are shown in Figure 7. The 4f-3d and 4d-3p lines of Al XI are seen to be
comparable to, but not more energetic than, the 4d-2p line. The corresponding optical
depths for these lines can be estimated from Figure 7. Continuum opacity in the vicinity
of the 4f-3d and 4d-3p lines is seen to be small (mostly free-free opacity), whereas it is
substantially greater in the vicinity of the 4d-2p line (about equally divided between
bound-free and inner shell opacity). Altnough the continuum optical depth is less than
unity in the vicinity of the 4d-2p line, it will be a very sensitive function of the
ionizdtion state of the plasma. The inner-shell opacity (the dashed curve in Figure 7)
"burns out" as the plasma ionizes 8 ; at this time the 4d-2p line is situated near the
threshold for inner-shell burnout. Relatively small changes in temperature can cause large
changes in opacity in this neighborhood, and this line could be substantially reduced in
intensity. Also, the optical depths shown in Figure 7 are for radial photon paths; the
anomalous brightness measurements were taken along the z-axis. For these measurements the
opacity effects can be considerably higher. This is one of the factors which complicates
interpretation of the experimental spectra difficult.
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3.2 Implosion Calculation

.." _'o n-,sle i enoet simulation was performed with the multimaterial probabilistic
S . :cn.:i a ,,ol.. In this case, the implosion was driven by a magnetic field.

rc et ,s ., .= c soliS density at about 0.5 eV initially, with a narrow density
hal i:ff,-----en&,q.'e oC the very small amount of current which was assumed to flow

: -v :hrc tre : r sur'ace of the capillary. The neon gas puff was assumed to be
2 a, with a total mass of 100 micrograms. The current was

-:e.'-ry ,a about 70 nanoseconds to 3 megamperes, and then fall off as a
-. ] n e_ond timesca!e. A time history of the aluminum/neon interface is

,an, onto)urs of electron density and temperature are given in Figures 9
. .e 1.0 cm of plasma Is represented along the horizontal axis, and time

3 , ns s ang the vertical axis. The aluminum is seen to expand until about
v blowoff develops, and stagnation with the bulk of the gas puff

: ' nsea, producing aluminum and neon temperatures in excess of 500 eV.

7 _lliaminum in the blowoff is low, and the blowoff density is
, stantially less than for the case described above. However, the

the Jensity of the incoming puff gas in the sense that the
,m blowoff and the puff gas should be comparable at the onset of

in the simulation. It should be noted that the simulations
.. . ,rev:osa section correspond to the stagnation phase (the final 20 or 30

, a r 'no photopu'mping of lithium-like aluminum by the K-lines of neon
s- m .. From 90 to about 120 nsec, a region of cool (a few tens of

;t is rarefied (the electron density is about 108 to 1o1 9 cm- 3 ).
less Al XI in this shell than in the case studied above, and there

0do the pumping. Furthermore, there does not appear to be a
.so -hl aluminum source to produce significant photopumping of the

n h..is 7 whnih r,. may be important is recombination into the n = 4 levels of Al XI
I 2 ,cooling of the plasma in the post-stagnation phase. However

-7-f- t s' t- si'ticiently fast or the plasma will remain in collisional radiative
r RE, and no population inversion will result. For example, 100 eV aluminum
,ns I ' 7 x i319cm- 3 would have to cool in less than about 0.3 nsec in order

i' :  Dr ?E. At higher temperatures (and lower densities) the characteristic
altempt was made in the present study to address the question of

e. the post-stagnation phase, and it cannot be ruled out that this mechanism
f'r producing the enhanced brightness in the 4-3 transitions reported by
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Multiphoton Double Ionization of Ba
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0\\z 1A\e usIed -a\elngths ot 280 nnt-710 i nn to produ,:e the intensity is substantially easier to vary in a controlled way. As

li-- tr/ un 1:iU L,% multiphoton ioniz:tion. \ll strong ohserxed reso- a result, a classic approach has been to measure n, the order of
11I'T) in the Ba'* production are Ba+ mutiphton transitions. in- nonlinearity 7. In the perturbation theory regime, a process requir-
.lic:mting that Ball k produced 1- sequential ionization of Ba \ia ing the absorption of n photons exhibits a dependence on laser in-
I 1 . tensity I of In.A direct multiple ionization process, requiring the

In recent experiments high intensity lasers have been used absorption of -100 photons, can be expected to exhibit a higher

to effect multiphoton multiple ionization in a variety of atomic sys- order of nonlinearity than sequentially removing the electrons,
tems. ,2 Specifically, ions as highly charged as U'0 + have been which is a sequence of lower order processes. In practice, there are
produced in this fashion 3. Experiments in which high stages of two problems associated with measuring large orders of nonlinear-
ionization have been reached have been done at a few fixed wave- ity. First, a large dynamic range is required of the experiment,
lengths, 193 nm, 248 nm. 532 nm and 1.06 pm, corresponding to which must fall in the regime described by perturbation theory.
eximer laser wavelengths and the Nd:YAG laser fundamental and Second, in such experiments the inherent spatial and temporal in-

second harmonic wavelengths. Unfortunately, it is not exactly clear tensity variation of the strength of the focused laser field may dis-

how multiple ionization occurs. The two extreme possibilities are tort any measurement of the order of nonlinearity. As an example

that the electrons are removed simultaneously or sequentially. Let of the difficulty, we note that the multiphoton ionization of Xe by
us consider for a moment the simplest case, double ionization, as an CO, laser radiation, which requires the absorption of roughly 100
illustration. The two extreme possibilities are shown schematically photons, does not exhibit an 1100 dependence, but rather something
in Fig. 1 for the specific case of Ba which we consider here. closer to an [to dependence 8

Which of these processes actually occurs is a rather fundamental
question which has practical implications. For example, if the exci- A second approach to understanding multiphoton multiple
tation is simultaneous, through virtual intermediate multiply excited ionization is to examine the ejected electrons. By analyzing the
states of the neutral atom, the probability of generating ions in energies and angular distributions of the ejected electrons it is pos-
excited states is likely to be higher, and this is clearly of interest sible to gain some insight into how multiple ionization occurs. The
for short wavelength laser development, primary focus has been on the energy spectra of the ejected elec-

trons, which in principle gives unambiguous results. In practice the
electron energy spectra are complex, due to the many available

2> ,states of the resulting ions and the possibility of above threshold
ionization (ATI).9 Nonetheless, Johann et al'0 have examined the
electrons ejected from rare gas atoms upon exposure to intense
eximer laser radiation. By identifying sequences of ATI lines they

-t- have demonstrated that sequential removal of the electrons occurs.

I As an alternative one can examine the wavelength depen-
dence of multiple ionization, and such studies have been begun in

6- P several systems using tunable lasers."- 5 We have been studying
the wavelength dependence of double ionization of Ba, for two rea-

l _ 51 sons. First, double ionization is, in principle, the simplest case of

multiple ionization, and the wavelength dependence of the process,
in particular resonances, should provide relatively unambiguous in-
formation as to how the double ionization occurs. Our second
reason for choosing Ba, in which the second ionization limit lies
only 15 eV above the Ba ground state, is that double ionization can
be effected with the relatively low optical intensities of dye lasers.
Here, we report the results of a study of the wavelength depen-

Figure I - Energy level diagram of Ba and Ba+ showing (1) direct dence of the double ionization of Ba to elucidate the double ioniza-
ionization and (2) sequential ionization tion process. In the following sections of the paper we describe the

experimental a,-proach and our results and the conclusions which
The problem of multiphoton multiple ionization has been may be drawn from them.

addressed theoretically by several groups.'- 6 Using an essentially
hydrogenic model, Lambropoulos' has concluded that the existing II. Experimental Approach
experimental data can all be explained by sequential removal of the Our approach is multiphoton ionization of Ba atoms in a
electrons from the atom. As the intensity of the laser pulse rises, tem apbya p s upled ithztime of Baigt inr-
successive stages of ionization are reached in which the remaining thermal beam by a pulsed laser coupled with time of flight eiscrim-
electrons are bound by increasingly strong fields, so that each suc- ination between the Ba+ , Ba++, and contaminant ions.16 The exper-
cessive multiphoton ionization process occurs in the perturbati'e imental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The Ba atoms effuse from
regime. At the other extreme Boyer and Rhodes s have suggested a resistively heated oven, are collimated, and pass midway between
that the ionization is produced via a collective oscillation of an two parallel plates 1.2 cm apart where they are ionized by the laser.
entire shell of electrons which is driven by the intense field of' the We estimate the density of Ba atoms at the interaction region to
laser. be 109 cm -3 . At the shortest wavelengths of less than 280 nm, two

Experimentally, it is difficult to make measurements %& nh photon ionization of the background gas produces enormous signals,
fixed frequency lasers that unambiguously show whether multiple so a liquid nitrogen trap must be used to keep the background
ionization occurs by a sequential or simultaneous process. The only pressure below <10-6 torr and contaminant signals at an acceptable
variables are the laser intensity and the pulse length, and of these level.
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Approximately 100 ns after the laser pulse, a 50 V pulse is h, M-ij
applied to the lower plate, driving the ions through an aperture in
the upper plate. Thus, Ba+ and Ba++ ions leave the interaction
region with energies of 25 eV and 50 eV, respectively, and pass
through a field-free region 10 cm long before being accelerated Figure 3 - Ba++ production for laser frequencies from 18700 to
into a dual microchannel plate detector. 19000 cm - 1 There are three strong resonances, corresponding to the

5d3 /2-7s 1 /21 , 5d3/,-8p,/2, and 5d 3/ 2-8p 3 /2 Ba + transitions, and the
As shown by Figure 2 the dye lasers are pumped by a Q Ba+ 5d 3/ 2 -nd four photon Rydberg series

switched Nd:YAG laser. The intense pump dye laser receives most
of the energy cf the Nd:YAG laser and has pulse energies from
3-30 mJ depending upon the wavelength. The probe dye laser, As we have pointed out above, the strong resonances in the
which is only used occasionally to drive resonant transitions has Ba++ production match the wavelengths of Ba+ multiphoton transi-
typical pulse energies of I mJ. Both dye lasers have pulse lengths tions. We can check the assignments by using the probe laser to
of 5 ns. The lasers beams are focused at their intersection with the produce Ba+ ions the specific low lying states assigned as the lower
atomic beam % th a 10 cm focal length quartz lens. This leads to states of the Ba+ multiphoton resonances. When sweeping the in-
peak intensities of 101o - 1011 W/cm2 . tense pump laser Ba++ resonances originating from the chosen Ba+

state are enhanced and those originating from other levels are dim-
inished. An example of this is shown in Figure. 4,15 a scan of of

Ill. Results the pump laser with and without the probe laser tuned to 413 nm
to excite the Ba + 5dj states, predominantly the 5d3/2 state. As

We have observed many resonances in the production of shown, resonances originating from these Ba+ states are enhanced
Ba++ in the range 270-710 nm. The locations of the resonances are when the probe laser is used, confirming our assignments.
obtained from spectra such as the one shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3
there are three strong resonances at 18755, 18822, and 18922 cm -

.
as well as what appears to be a Rydberg series. The three reso-
nances correspond to the Ba+ 5d,/, - 7

s, 5d 11 2 - 8p,, and ---- : --
5d1/2 -

8 p3 /2 two and three photon resonances in the three and
four photon ionization of the Ba + 5d,/, state. The Rydberg series "
is the four photon excitation of the Ba+ nd series from the Ba+ - . "
5d3 / state. A fifth photon ionizes the Ba+ Rydberg atoms. Spec- atra similar to the one shown in Fig. 3 have been recorded over the :- -
wavelength range 270-710nm, and seventy resonances have been
found. 16 Just as for Fig. 3, all the strong resonances are easily
matched to energy intervals in Ba + 17 suggesting that irradiation by
5 ns laser pulses is most likely to produce double ionization by a Figure 4 - Ba++ production vs pump laser wavelength with and
sequential process. Since fewer ultraviolet than visible photons are without the probe laser at 4133A to populate the Ba + 5dj levels.required to produce Ba++, a rather counter intuitive aspect of our Resonances originating from these Ba+ levels are enhanced by the
results is the fact that light at 500 nm is much more effective in 4133A laser
producing Ba + + than light at 280 nm. This apparent anomaly is
explained when we examine the energy level diagrams of Ba and
Ba+. In both cases there are sequences of strong 500 nm transitions
from low lying states to the ionization limits. However in neither
case is there a similar sequence of strong 280 nm transitions.
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ionization. There are two factors which favor shorter pulses. First,
direct double ionization is a higher order process, which will be
enhanced relative to lower order processes by the higher power and
lower pulse duration of the ps laser. Second, direct multiphoton
double ionization must proceed through autoionizing states of Ba.
Such states are short lined, compared to ns laser pulses, but might
not seem so short lived when compared to ps pulses. Work is cur-
rently in progress to explore this issue.
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Abstract.

The sodium-neon photopumped X-ray laser scheme is under investigation at Physics Intemational, on the
DNA/PITHON 3-TW facility. For the sodium-neon resonant photopumped scheme, DNA/PITHON is used to
implode a sodium-bearing plasma, the pump, and a secondary capacitor bank will be used to drive a neon gas puff
Z-pinch, the lasant. The characterization of the pinched sodium plasma is reported in this paper, as are pump
power measurements, which showed 65 GW in the Na X ls 2-ls2p IP line and a maximium total yield of 2.4 kJ in
the best shot. The behavior of the yield with implosion conditions is discussed.

Introduction.

The energy levels for the sodium-neon photopumped 1 X-ray laser scheme are shown in Figure 1. The Na X
ls2 -ls2p 1P line at 11.0027 A pumps the Ne IX ls 2 -14p IP line at 11.0003 A. This pumping could result in
inversions in the 4-3, 4-2 and 3-2 lines. Apruzese and Davis 2 predict a gain on the 4-3 line, at 230 A, of 1 cm-1

when the sodium and neon plasmas are 4 cm apart and the sodium plasma radiates 200 GW in the pump line.
This gain estimate assumes a neon ion density of 1018 cm-3.

Na X (Pump) Ne IX (Lasant)

ls2p ls4p ls4d 1s4f 0

58 ls3d

82

ls2p

11.0027
11.0003

1s 2  is 2

Figure 1. Energy Level Diagram for the Sodium-Neon Photopump X-ray
Laser Scheme.
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This photopump scheme has been iv iged experimentally using !aser-produced plasmas 3 and Z-pinches 4.
There has, to date, been no demonstration of gain. At Physics International, the sodium-neon scheme is
investigated using pulsed-power-driven Z-pinches to produce both the lasant and pump plasmas. In a sodium
Z-pinch, a large current, 3 MA, is passed through a sodium bearing vapor jet. The interaction of the current with
its azimuthal self-magnetic field results in a Lorentz force which is directed radially inwards. This force
compresses the plasma. When the sheath or imploding shell assembles on-axis, the directed radial kinetic energy is
thermalized and a hot, dense plasma is formed, which is subsequently heated by the current as it continues to flow
in the pinch.

Gas puff Z-pinches and imploding wire arrays are copious X-ray sources. When imploded with small, <10 Id,
slow. 1-gts risetime banks, 10% of the stored energy is radiated in the 100-1000 eV region over 500 ns or so and
the plasmas formed typically have electron densities in the range of 1019 to 1020 cm-3 and electron temperatures
less than 100 eV 5,6. On large pulse-power-driven Z-pinches, which operate at the multi-TW level, greater than
1% of the stored energy is radiated at keV photon energies in 10-20 ns timescales, 9 and the plasmas have electron
densities in the mid 1020 cm- 3 and electron temperatures in the range of 400-1000 eV7,8,9,10.

LASANT PLASMADRIVER

DNA/PITHON LASANT PLASMA

LASER X-RAY
EMMISSION

PUMP PLASMA

Figure 2. Physics International's Approach to Photopumped X-ray
Laser Scheme.

Based on the performance of Z-pinches under different driver conditit os, "he approach shown in Figure 2 was
adopted to perform sodium-neon photopump experiments. The DNA/PITIuAT generator, whose parameters are
given in Table I, is used to implode a sodium-bearing plasma. This should provide the high pump power. The
cooler, 50 eV, less dense, ne = 5x10 19 cm-3, neon plasma will be formed using a 27-kJ, 9-p.F capacitor bank,
which generates 500 kA with a 2-pbs quarter period. The geometry of these two Z-pinches is designed to allow
them to be brought to within 4 cm of each other. The advantage of this approach is that the two plasmas can be
independently controlled and optimized to the correct size, temperature, and densities. Also, length scaling can be
examined without having to change the actual plasma length, which could otherwise alter the plasma parameters.
The variation of intensity with length can be achieved by baffling the neon plasma so that different lengths of the
lasant plasma are pumped by the sodium plasma.
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Table I. PITHON parameters.

Machine Parameters:

Peak Current = 2 to 3 MA
Inductance = 20 to 30 nH
trise = 50 ns
Estored = 3/4 MJ

Pinch Plasma Parameters:

ne = mid 1020 cm-3

Te = 400 to 1000 eV
1 =3 cm
d 2 mm
Yield = 10 Id of 1 keV X-rays
t == 10 to 20 ns

In this paper, preliminary efforts to produce the sodium plasma and the measurements of the Na Hec on
DNA/PITHON are described. The development of the neon plasma is under way but is not described in this paper.

The Sodium Z-Pinch.

The chemical reactivity of pure sodium makes it difficult to use as a Z-pinch load, compared to ordinary metals
which can be made into wires and imploded as arrays. Techniques do exist which allow sodium compounds to be
vaporized and puffed, similar to a gas. An electrical discharge passed through a NaF capilliary11 has been shown
to produce a sodium containing jet, and this jet was used as a Z-pinch load on Gamble II to produce 35 GW in the
Na X ls 2 -1s2p 1P line12,13. Other work performed by Gazaix 14 has demonstrated highly collimated jets of
aluminium, and this source may be developed to produce a pure sodium vapor jet.

58pH

NaC1 LOAD
28gF

INSULATOR

Figure 3. Sodium Source for PITHON.

The Physics International sodium source, shown schematically in Figure 3, had sodium chloride packed into a
fixed annular volume,.which gave a mass loading of 100 ± 10 mg. The driver bank was a 28-kF capacitor,
charged to 15 kV, which discharged through a 58-gH inductor into the sodium chloride load. The capacitor was
crowbarred after 40 jis to allow the inductor-driven current to decay slowly in the sodium chloride plasma.
Typically the main PITHON current would be fired between 30 and 50 gs after the current was initiated in the
sodium chloride load. No detailed measurements were performed of the mass distribution of the sodium chloride
vapor source prior to testing the source on PITHON. As the operating conditions of the source were varied
during the pulsing session, there seemed to be no systematic dependence on the time to implode (which is a
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measure of the mass of the Z-pinch load for a given current) with either the mass loading in the sodium chloride
source or the delay between firing the source and triggering PITHON. Future experiments on the bench will
endeavor to measure the mass flow from the source and the dependence of this with respect to mass loading and
applied voltage.

The sodium source was mounted onto the DNA/PITHON generator, and sodium chloride vapor puffs were
imploded. A range of X-ray diagnostics, as shown in Figure 4, was employed to measure the X-ray yield and the
collapse dynamics. The pump line temporal behavior was measured using a germanium-filtered, copper cathode
X-ray diode 14 (XRD ,nd a time-resolved (3 gated frames) crystal spectrometer. A 12-frame X-ray pinhole
camera filtered with 8 tm of Kapton was used to study the spatial extent of the X-ray emitting regions in time. A
time-integrated crystal spectrometer was used to measure the relative yield from one shot to another.

PLASMA

McPIG TLD'sMcPIGXRD's

TIME-RESOLVED T.RES L

PINHOLE CAMERA SPECRYSTAL

SPACE-RESOLVED
CRYSTAL

SPECTROMETER

McPIG

Figure 4. Diagnostic Layout.

The time-resolved pinhole camera shows that the sodium plasma Z-pinch is 3 mm in diameter and 2 cm long;
however, it is not very homogeneous. This is acceptable, in this case, since there is sufficient separation of the
pump and lasant plasma to compensate for non-uniformities in the sodium plasma. However, gross plasma
instabilities in the sodium plasma should be avoided. The sodium plasma radiates typically for 40 ns with the most
intense period being 15 ns in duration. The axial variation in time to pinch-the so-called zipper effect -is of the
order of 10 ns. A typical time-integrated spectrum, shot No. 4706, is shown in Figure 5. The ratio of the Lya to
the Hea lines of the sodium indicates a temperature of 600-800 eV, which is hotter than the optimal temperature
estimated to maximize the He(% intensity. As can be seen from the spectrum, there is a significant fraction of
radiation in aluminum impurity lines and some in zinc and copper lines. The source of these impurities are the
puff nozzle, which is made from aluminum, and the current return cage, which is made from brass. Using a
graphite nozzle, the aluminum radiation was eliminated but the pump line yield was not significantly increased.
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Figure 5. Time Integrated X-ray Crystal Spectra

In Figure 6, the germanium-filtered, copper cathode XRD signal is shown superimposed on the pinch current for
shot No. 4706. The filtering on this diode rejects the Na Lycx line and the aluminum radiation. From the
published cathode sensitivities and known filter transmissions, the signal was analyzed to give the absolute power
in the pump line. The peak power measured in the pump line was 65 GW with a 14 ns FWHM. The total yield in
the Hea line was 2 kJ on this shot. The germanium filter does pass the copper and zinc impurites, which are seen

Shot 4706
3 60

2--- -4sW M---40 -0

0

1_ _ 4l~ ns FWHM - 20

0 --- 0

0 100 200 300 400 500
Time (ns)

Figure 6. Germanium-filtered, Copper Cathode XRD: Signal and Pinch Current
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on the spectra shown in Figure 6; however, their magnitudes are low. In shots where the pump line yield was
low, the impurity emission was comparable to the pump line. This is demonstrated in the time-resolved spectra,
shown in Figure 7. The 10-ns-long frames indicate an emission time of greater than 30 ns but a FWHM of 20 ns
or so.

00 i r FRAME 4

0.006
E
' 0.005

0.004

z 0.003 FR--SZn N e 3s- CU 3d0.0O 0oo 11.51 .. ,11.5I-

3d RAME 2
11.00 11.38 11.76

0 T I

10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0

WAVELENGTH, angstroms
PUMP FWHM - 35 ns 15 ns FRAMb

Figure 7. Time Resolved X-ray Crystal Spectra

Using shot No. 4706 as a calibration for the time-integrated crystal spectrometer, the total yield in the Na Heat
pump line was measured from time-integrated spectra taken on different shots, and the yield in the pump line was
studied as a function of the sodium source and PITHON parameters. In Figure 8, the yield in the pump line is
plotted versus the peak current from PITHON and the current at the time of implosion. As the current increases,
the yield increases. The large variation at a given current, up to a factor of two, does not allow an accurate
current scaling to be determined but a scaling between 12 and J4 would fit the data. Prior to increasing the current
to improve the yield, the sodium source must be refined so that the mass flow can be controlled in a systematic
fashion, thus allowing the load mass to be optimized for a given current. The plot of the pump line yield versus
implosion time, Figure 9, indicated that the yield was optimized when the implosion time was between 95 and
100 ns. This implosion time is some 15-20 ns after the peak of the current pulse

Conclusions and Future Work.

X-ray laser research on gas puff Z-pinches, focussing on the sodium-neon photopump scheme, is in progress. The
results to date of this study are that sodium implosions using a 3-TW generator have resulted in 65 GW, 2 kJ on
one shot and 2.4 kJ total yield on the best shot, being emitted in the Na X 1s2 -1s2p line. Future work will require
the optimization of the sodium source so that the goal of 200-250 GW in the sodium HecE can be met. This can
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certainly be achieved by increasing the current into an optimized load and may be possible by optimizing the load
for the 3 MA that PITHON can generite at present. Since this design of sodium source does not appear to be
easily controllable, other methods of implementing the sodium source, such as the NRL capilliary discharge or a
metal vapor puff, may be tested. The neon plasma has to be characterized and the desired ionization stage
achieved, before fluorescence and length scaling experiments are performed to look for gain in the He-like 4-3
line at 230 A.
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Abstract

The demonstration in 1984 of amplified spontaneous emission in neon-like
selenium showed that it was possible to make a laser at soft x-ray wavelengths.
Zhen the results of the experiment disagreed with all previous predictions in
that the predicted strongest line could not even be positively identified, the
"J =0 anomaly" was introduced to the physics community. This large discrepancy
implies a serious error in our understanding of soft x-ray laser plasmas and the
problem has received a great deal of theoretical and experimental attention. In
this paper we summarize the work that has been done to understand the anomaly,
describe the present state of our knowledge, and propose further research.

I. Introduction

Neon-like ions have long been repognized [] as potential candidates for
producing soft x-ray lasers. The 2s'2p 3s excited states have a
fast plectric dipole radiative transition to the ground state, while the
2s'2p3p states can radiate to the ground state only by much slower
electric quadrupole transitions. A population inversion between the 3p and 3s
excited states should be very natura and easy to create, provided the right
plasma conditions can be obtained. This was confirmed in 1984 when amplified
spontaneous emission was first demonstrated at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) [2] in neon-like selenium by irradiating an exploding foil
target [3] with the NOVETTE laser. The same experiment introduced the "J=0
Anomaly" to the physics community. The transition predicted to have the largest
gain [3-5] was a 3p-3s (J=O-l) transition near 182 A. This line was not
significantly amplified in the experiment--it was not even unambiguously
identified. Two other 3p-3s J=2-1 transitions did show strong amplification in
good agreement with prediction. But the absence of the strongest predicted line
was very provocative, and has inspired a number of studies of neon-like ions.
[6-10]

In later experiments using targets with longer gain lengths, the LLNL group
has observed the anomalous J=O-i transition at 182.43 A, and has measured a gain
coefficient which is significantly below the predictions. In this paper we
shall summarize the experimental results relevant to understanding the "J=0
anomaly," describe the theoretical efforts to resolve the discrepancy, and
propose fruitful avenues for further research.

II. Summary of Experimental Results

Detailed gain measurements

We first discuss experiments in selenium and molybdenum, where gain has been
measured for several lines, and detailed simulations are available for
comparison. Table I summarizes experimental results and theoretical predictions
for selenium. Gain has been measured for a total of five transitions, and it is
clear that all are in good agreement with the predictions (within 50%), with the
exception of the J=O-l line at 182.43 A. Four years of work on the atomic
physics, kinetics, and propagation physics of the simulation package, and on
analysis of the data, has greatly improved the agreement between theory and
experiment but the predicted gain coefficient is still larger by a factor of
more than tour.

Table 2 shows detailed experimental [111 and theoretical [12] results for
molybdenum. There is agreement to within a factor of two between theory and
experiment for all observed transitions except the analogous J=0-1 transition at
141.6 A, where no gain at all is measured. Clearly, the anomaly scales to
higher Z. Note that another J=0-1 transition at 106.4 A (analogous to the
16 .67 A transition in selenium) shows significant gain.
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Table 1. Comparison of measured and predicted gain coefficients (cm °I ) forneon-like selenium.

Transition Wavelength (A) Prediction Measurement

2p3p-2p3s J=2-1 (7-3) 262.94 5.0 3.5
10-3 206.38 5.7 4.0
14-5 209.78 6.2 3.8

2p3p-2p3s J=1-1 (9-3) 220.28 2.8 2.2
(12-5) 261.5 1.3 --

(theoretical)

2p3p-2p3s J=0-l (15-5) 182.43 10.0 2.4
(11-3) 168.67 1.2 --
(15-3 113.43 1.3 --

2s3d-2s3p J=2-1 (37-33) 181.95 2.4

.................................................................................

Table 2. Comparison oi measured and predicted gain coefficients (cm-I ) for
neon-like molybdenum.

Transition Wavelength (A) Prediction Measurement

2p3p-2p3s J=2-1 131.03 8.5 4.1
132.70 8.4 4.2

2p3p-2p3s J=l-1 139.44 5.3 2.9

2p3p-2p3s J-0-1 141.62 5.3 --
106.42 3.8 2.2

Z-scaling of gain

Gain measurements for the two strong J=2-1 transitions and the anomalous
J-0-1 transition have been made for a number of other elements. A group at
Naval Research (NRL) has measured gain in neon-like copper and germanium [13],
and recently in zinc, arsenic, and selenium [14]. The LLNL group and French
scientists at Centre d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton [15] have measured gain for
neon-like strontium. The results are similar to those for selenium and
molybdenum; the two J-2-1 transitions show large gain, and the anomalous J=0-1
transition does not show measurable gain (although observations are complicated
by a line coincidence with a sodium-like transition). Gain has also been
observed at LLNL in y ttriun [2], but the results are not useful because the
J=0-1 line in that element is coincident with one of the J=2-1 transitions at
154.9 A. Significant gain is seen at this wavelength, but it is impossible to
tell how muc each transition is contributing.

These results are shown in Figure 1, along with available theoretical
predictions. The two types of transitions clearly behave differently as a
function of Z; the gain of the J-2-1 transitions rises at low Z, flattening out
around Z-33, while the gain of the J=0-l transition is large for low Z and falls
as Z increases. The anomaly itself also appears to change with Z; comparison
with a simulation of the copper plasma [16] shows rather good agreement for all
three transitions, but the discrepancy is large for selenium and molybdenum.

This scaling with Z is very thought-provoking, but is not clear whether it
is caused by differences in atomic or laser physics or by different experiment P
conditions. The lower Z experiments at NRL were performed in most cases on blab
targets illuminated by 1.06 pm li ht in a long (1.2-2.5 ns) pulse. The
higher Z experiments at LLNL and timei 1 were done with exploding foil targets
illuminated by 0.53 pm light in a short (0.5-1 ns) pulse. NRL measurements
done on exploding foils of selenium [14] give results similar to the LLNL
results, but preliminary analysis of Limeil experiments in germanium does not
show strong amplification of the J=0-l transition. A series of carefully
analyzed experiments done in both laboratorie's on overlapping elements would
clarify this very important issue.
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Plasma conditions

We next review what is known about the plasma conditions in the x-ray laser
plasma. The parameter we best understand is the electron density. Laser
interferometry experiments [17] have provided accurate density profiles of an
exploding foil target at several times during the duration of the pulse. These
profiles have been compared with LASNEX simulations for a wide range of pulse
lengths, laser intensities, and foil thicknesses, and overall the agreement
between theory and experiments is better than a factor of two. We therefore
have some confidence in our modeling of the electron density, at least at the
scale length (= 20 pm) sampled by this experiment.

The electron temperature is more problematic; experimental measurements are
less straightforward and different techniques do not agree. The least
model-dependent method is to observe of the slope of the bound-free
recombination continuum; if the free electrons have a Maxwellian distribution,
the continuum will be a straight line with slope proportional to electron
temperature. Recently this technically difficult experiment has been performed
for an aluminum dot on plastic [181. Analysis of detailed time- and
space-resolved x-ray spectra has revealed substantial qualitative and
quantitative disagreement with LASNEX simulations.

This discrepancy is extremely disturbing, but it is difficult to assess its
relevance to the selenium x-ray laser problem because the plasma conditions and
target design are very different in the two experiments, and laser-plasma
interactions are strongly Z-dependent. If it should turn out that the selenium
x-ray laser plasma is much cooler than simulations predict, it will certainly
require that we rethink our understanding of the modeling. But it will probably
not completely resolve the J-0 anomaly. A LASNEX simulation with the
temperature arbitra-ily multiplied by 0 6 shows that the decrease in collisional
excitation rates L rices the gain in a.L transitions. However, a shift in the
ionization balaime -rom mostly fluorine-like to mostly neon-like reduces the
gain of the J-2- Mstions as well as the J-0-1 transition.

An upper linmit nn the electron temperature in the x-ray laser plasma itself
can be obtained fro,. lie spectral extent of the scattered Raman light by
assuming that t e sh- rt wavelength cutoff is due to Landau damping [19], and
that the density profile is Gaussian. Figure 2 compares the electron
temperature estimated by this method with a LASNEX prediction.
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It should be clear from this discussion that the electron temperature of the
x-ray laser plasma is not well understood. It is essential that the discrepancy
between LASNEX predictions and the continuum measurements be resolved, and, if
possible, that the continuum measurement be made on a target designed to more
closely resemble the x-ray laser target.

Another critical parameter is the ionization balance. This is even more
problematic because it is very difficult to model and there is no guantitative
experimental information. Analysis of 4-2 and 5- radiation from different
charge states in spectra taken by a time integrated x-ray spectrometer shows
that variations in the laser and target parameters are reflected in the
ionization balance. But it is difficult to extract useful quantative results
which can be compared to simulations.

Clearly, our understanding in a primitive state. Moreover, because the
population mechanisms of the 1=2-1 and J=0-l transitions vary significantly as a
function of the ionization balance it is critical to the kinetics of the
neon-like laser scheme, and the J=6 anomaly. Experiments designed to directly
measure ground state populations of the important charge states in the laser
plasma would provide extremely useful information.

III. Possible Solutions to the J=O Anomaly

The J=0 anomaly has been the subject of much interest, and many solutions
have been proposed. We concentrate here on three major hypotheses which have
received the ulk of theoretical and experimental attention.

Error in kinetic modeling

First, it is possible that our kinetic models do not contain all important
atomic processes. Figure 3 shows the most important population mechanisms for
the upper levels of the 182.43 A J=0-l transition and the 209.78 A J=2-1
transition, respectively, as predicted by a steady state calculation of XRASER
(These two transitions share the same lower state.) While the J=2 upper state
level 14 in selenium) is populated by several mechanisms, the J=O upper state
level 15) is populated almost solely by collisional excitation from the

neon-like ground state. This very large J=0-0 rate is something of an

F-ike Ground State F-lIke Ground State

29.0 2 4d

2D 85 .6 3.4

1.6 2p~d

2p~ J- .- 30.6 2p~p J-0

2p~p J-2

14.4 96.1

Ne-like Ground State Ne-like Ground State

Figure 3. Population mechanisms for upper laser levels of neon-like selenium,
as predicted by a steady state XRASER calculation for n = 5 x 1020 cm- 3

and Te = 1000 eV. The ionization balance of the plasmaeis predicted to be
fNe = .16, fF = .45, fNa = .02, and f0 = .265. The numbers shown on
the diagram represent the percentage of the total (net) flux into that level.

a. Flux into level 14 (upper level of 209.78 A J=2-1 transition).
b. Flux into level 15 (upper level of 182.43 A J=O-l transition).
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anomaly--most atomic processes favor high multiplicity states. Therefore,
improving the kinetic model by including some important process will most likely
increase the relative gain of the J=2-1 transitions and reduce the J=O anomaly.

This hypothesis has received much theoretical attention, and improvements in
the kinetic model, most notably by the inclusion of detailed dielectronic
recombination rates [7,9], have been largely responsible for the improvement in
agreement between theory and experiment. However, no single process has been
found that completely accounts for the J=O anomaly and, even taken together, all
the improvements do not completely eliminate it. Precisely because the kinetics
hypothesis has been so thoroughly investigated, it is unlikely that further
improvements which will have a major effect.

One potentially important effect which has not been examined in detail is
resonant enhancement of the 3-3 collisional excitation cross sections.
Generally speaking, resonant enhancement has a larger effect on more forbidden
transitions, and transitions between level 15 and the other 3p levels tend to be
strongly forbidden. Increasing these collision rates would shift population out
of low multiplicity states, and so decrease the relative gain of the J=O-l
transition. The importance of this effect is prese tly being investigated by
M.V. Chen, who finds that resonances of the form 2pZ4 4P'and
2p-45' can enhance the collision cross section by as much as a
factor of two. Including the triply excited states 2p4 31e will
probably also have a significant effect, and is being investigated.

Error in collisional excitation rate

We saw in Figure 3 that level 15 is populated almost solely by a very large
J-0-0 collisiona excitation rate from the round state. It is tempting
therefore to suggest that the cause of the =0 anomaly is an error in Me
calculation of this single rate. However, the best theoretical and experimental
evidence available does not support this conclusion.

The original gain predictions [3] were based on models in which the
ground-excited state collisional excitation cross sections were calculated in
the distorted wave approximation, which should be excellent for highly charged
ions. To test this assumption a coupled channels calculation of the same set
of cross sections has been pertormed for neon-like selenium [20]. This new
calculation accounts for mixing among the various scattering states, and also
for the effect of resonances. This calculation shows that, while resonance
enhancement is important for low lying excited states, the excitation rate into
level 15 is increased by less than I0N.

Until recently it was not possible to measure excitation cross sections for
highly charged ions, so these calculations could not be checked experimentally.
Recently, however, the Electron Beam Ion Trap [21] has make direct measurements
possible. Results for neon-like barium indicate that measured and calculated
collision cross sections near the excitation energy differ by no more than 4%.

We have noted the gain on the "other" J=0-1 line in molybdenum (see Table
2). The upper state of this transition is also populated mostly by collisional
excitation from the ground state. This rate is large because the two J=O states
are mixed by spin-orbit coupling, which increases significantly for higher Z
ions. It would be difficult to explain the observed gain for this transition if
the excitation rate for the 2p-3p (AJ=O) transitions were small.

Error in propagation

Finally, it is possible that there are errors in our modeling of the
propagation of the x-rays through the plasma. As we see in Figure 4, the
simulated time history of the J=O-l transition is quite different from that of
the J=2-1 transitions (which show similar behavior). The J=0-1 transition peal
early in time, when the density is high, the temperature is low, and the
neon-like fraction is relatively large. The J=2-1 transition peaks later in

d.1e when the ylasma is hotter, less dense, and more fluorine-like. The
predicted gain or the J-0-1 transition also shows a short time duration, while
the J-2-1 gain is broader in time.

There is some evidence that these simulations are correct. In experiments
(22] in which the time resolved output of the laser lines was co-ntred with the
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timing of the optical heating pulse, the J=2-1 line peaked 30-50 ps. before the
peak of the optical laser pulse, and lasted about 270 ps. (FWHM). The J-0-1
line peaked about 20 ps. earlier and was slightly shorter in time (230 ps.).
The times are small compared to the error in measuring the time of the optical
laser pulse, but the trends are consistent. The simulation accurately predicts
the behavior of the J=2-1 lines, but the J-0-1 line lasts longer than
predicted. This difference in timing, combined with the fact that refractive
effects are larger early in time, indicates that it might be more difficult for
the J=0-l radiation to propagate down the plasma column.

Space-resolved data from the imaging MCPIGS spectrometer [2 3 ] shows that the
J=0-1 line is amplified in a smaller region of the plasma. Figure 6 shows
lineouts in the spatial direction of the 182.43 and 209.78 A lines. It is clear
that the source size of the J=0-1 transition is significantly smaller than the
J=2-1 line. This smaller region of strong amplification enhances any
propagation difficulties.

These results led us to estimate the effect on the J-0-1 gain of propagation
problems not included in the simulations, for example scattering off
inhomogeneities in the plasma, diffraction non-uniformity along the plasma
column due to non-uniformity in the optical laser, or finite light travel
times. We arbitrarily removed all signal prior to the peak of the optical

heating pulse. We do not expect significant propagation problems after the peak
of the pulse because density profiles are very smooth and because the gain and
timing measurements of the J-2- lines are in good agreement with theory. This
exclusion reduces the effective gain by about 40, which implies that
propagation difficulties by themselves are unlikely to fully explain the J=0
anomaly.

Other interesting solutions have been proposed. Apruzese et al. [6]
suggested that the selenium laser was pumped primarily by radiative
recombination after the peak of the optical pulse in a cool, primarily
fluorine-like plasma. However, timing data 122] indicate that lasing occurs
before or near the peak of the pulse. Apruzese (24] recently pointed out that
the kinetics of the plasma may be different toward the ends of the plasma
column, where the driver laser is less intense and the plasma is cooler.
Recombination will be more important in these regions, and may boost the gain of
the J-2-1 transitions. Greater refraction in the ends of the plasma may
increase the difficulties of propagation discussed above [25].
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Griem 81 has proposed that plasma effects on the line shapes might
differentially affect the J=O-l transition. It would be interesting to
further explore this hypothesis; very little work has been done on the shape
the laser lines. Finally, Peter Hagelstein [263 has suggested that the J=O -
line is absorbed by a weak transition in a neighboring charge state. This
hypothesis is difficult to test; there are many weak lines in the correct
spectral range, and their positions are not known exactly. As the anomaly is
observed in more elements, however, a series of accidental coincidences becomes
less likely.

IV. Conclusions and Discussion

Based on careful simulation of the selenium x-ray laser plasma and detailed
comparison with experimental results, some clear distinctions between the J=O-l
transition and the two strong J=2-1 transitions have emerged. The J=O-l
inversion is created almost entirely by the very large 2p-3p AJ=O
collisional excitation rate from the ground state, The highest gain for this
transition occurs before the peak of the optical heating pulse when the plasma
is cooler, denser and more neon-like. In contrast, the J=2-1 transitions are
opulated by dielectronic recombination from fluorine-like ions and cascade from
igher excited states, as well as by collisional excitation. The high gain for

these transitions occurs at or after the peak of the optical pulse, when the
plasma is hotter, less dense, and more fluorine-like. This scenario is
reasonably well supported by experimental evidence about the spatial and
temporal behavior of the lasing lines, although questions remain about the
temperature and ionization balance of the plasma.

We have tested three hypotheses which might explain the J=O anomaly. The
first, that we have neglected some important process which will increase the
predicted gains of the J-2-1 lines, has been thoroughly investigated and no
previously neglected process has proven to have an effect large enough to
explain the J=O anomaly. The second, that the calculated ground-excited state
collisional excitation rate is too large, is contradicted by recent experimental
and theoretical evidence. Finally, we estimated the effect of propagation
problems neglected by the simulation and found an effect too small to explain
the anomaly.

We can suggest several areas where further research may cast light on the
J=O anomaly. First, measurements of ground state populations of the important
charge states in the plasma would test our modeling of the ionization balance
and allow us to sort out the influence of competing population mechanisms.
Experiments using absorption spectroscopy are currently being planned at LLNL.
Further experiments to determine the electron temperature would allow us to
explain the discrepancy between theory and experiment and to determine the
significance of these results for the selenium x-ray laser plasma.

Second further investigation of the apparent scaling of the J=O anomaly
with Z would be most fruitful. We must decide whether t e differences between
low and high Z elements are due to different experimental conditions by doing a
careful set of measurements on a set of overlapping elements. Then further
theoretical work will be necessary to track down the source of any remaining
variation with Z.

Finally, further investigation of propagation issues is necessary. More
work on the temporal and spatial extent of the laser action would tell us
whether our theoretical predictions are correct. Some investigation of the
shape of the laser lines, and the possible effects of turbulence in the plasma
would also be useful.
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Abstract

Resonant photopumping of heliumlike neon by heliumlike sodium is being investigated in
order to extend this pumping technique to the soft x-ray regime. More than 30 GW of sodium
pump x-rays, concentrated in a resonance line at 11 A, has been produced by imploding a
sodium fluoride plasma with a peak current of 1 MA from a pulsed-power generator. A
separate neon plasma, created 5 cm from the sodium pump, has been improved in uniformity
recently by using a mini-nozzle to collimate the neon gas puff prior to implosion with a
150-kA current pulse. Fluorescence has been observed by comparing spectral measurements of
K-shell x-rays from the neon with and without the sodium pump. Three different null tests,
replacing the sodium with magnesium, replacing the neon with argon, and mistiming the
sodium and neon implosions, all indicate that fluorescence is observed only if the sodium
pump and the neon plasma are present and the implosions are coincident in time.

1. Introduction

Resonant photopumping is a promising approach to produce x-ray lasing in a plasma.
Selective excitation with line radiation which is nearly coincident with the excitation
energy of a specific level in an ionic species is used to create a population inversion.
Lasing has been observed with this technique at wavelengths as short as 2163 A.1 A large
number of line coincidences between pairs of ions have been proposed to extend this pumping
technique tc shorter wavelength. However, the Na X and Ne IX combination, identified in
one of the earliest proposals for x-ray lasing,2 is still most attractive because the
exceedingly good Na-Ne line coincidence (2 parts in 104) leads to efficient coupling of the
sodium pump radiation to the neon lasant. Also, the heliumlike ionic stages of sodium and
neon persist over a reasonably wide temperature ran e. The plasma conditions required for
this lasing scheme have been analyzed extensively.y The present experiments are directed
at using pulsed power to achieve lasing with the Na-Ne system. This approach offers the
potential of high efficiency (- 10-3 )with Joules of energy emitted in the lasing radia-
tion.

4

The theory of Na/Ne resonant photopumping with pulsed power was described at the LASERS
'87 Conference. 5  Preliminary experimental results indicative of fluorescence have been
reported, 6 but several important questions remained unanswered. Some of these questions
are addressed in this report of new experimental results. First, the Na/Ne photopumping
experiment on the Gamble II generator at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) is described
briefly. Recent developments which have improved the sodium pump power are summarized.
Measurements are presented which indicate that a more uniform neon plasma is created by
using a supersonic mini-nozzle to collimate the neon gas puff. Finally, the results of
experiments with these improvements are used to confirm that photopumping with x-rays from
a sodium plasma has produced fluorescence of the neon plasma.

2. Experimental Conditions

Sodium and neon are used for this experiment because there is a natural line coincidence
between the n=2 to n=l transition in heliumlike sodium (Na X) and the n=4 to n=l transition
in heliumlike Ne (Ne IX). This 11-A radiation from Na X can resonantly populate the n=4
level of Ne IX with the potential for lasing on the 4-3, 4-2, and 3-2 transitions at wave-
lengths of 230 A, 58 A, and 82 A, respectively. In this experiment, we do not look at
these potential lasing transitions, but at transitions in the range from 9 to 14 A from the
n=2, 3, 4,... levels of Ne IX to the ground state. Requirements on the properties of the
sodium and neon plasmas have been described in Ref. 6. To maximize the pump-line power, a
hot dense sodium plasma (- 300 eV, - 1020 ions/cm 3 ) is used. To keep the neon plasma
primarily in the heliumlike ground state for photopumping, a cooler plasma (50-100 eV) is
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Figure 1. Arrangement of the NaF capillary-discharge source and the neon gas puff in the
diode region of Gamble II. The diode geometry is cylindrical with the generator to the
left. The NaF is on axis and the neon is in a return-current path.

required. The neon density must be large enough to provide detectable output, but small
enough to avoid radiation trapping (- 1018 ions/cm ). These plasma conditions are so
different that two separate plasmas are required.

These two plasmas are formed by Z-pinch implosions in the diode region of the Gamble II
pulsed-power generator as shown in Figure 1. A sodium fluoride (NaF) plasma from a
capillary discharge is injected across the 4-cm diode gap. A current of up to 1 MA is
conducted from the high voltage electrode through this plasma and back to ground through
six return-current paths. One of the return-current paths consists of a neon gas puff, and
about 150 kA is conducted by the neon plasma. The NaF plasma is imploded to produce the
11-A pump x-rays, and the neon is imploded weakly to produce a heliumlike neon plasma.
X-rays from these two plasmas are recorded at 90 degrees to the axis of the generator; the
NaF plasma is viewed through gaps in the return-current rods.

Three types of x-ray detectors are used to diagnose these two plasmas: time-integrated
pinhole cameras, a time-integrated KAP curved crystal spectrograph, and filtered vacuum
x-ray diodes (XRD's) for time resolution. For the sodium plasma, x-ray emissions from Na X
and Na XI are recorded. Pinhole-camera images give the size of the plasma, and the crystal
spectrum provides the ionization stage distribution and energy in the pump line. The
density and temperature of the imploded sodium can be adjusted so that the n=2 to 1 pump
line (He-a) is the most intense sodium line in the spectrum. 6 Two XRD's with different
cathodes and filters are used to measure the total sodium K-shell emission and the He-a
pump power.6 For the neon plasma, both K-shell and L-shell x-ray pinhole-camera images are
recorded, but only K-shell x-ray spectra. The neon x-ray emission is so weak that only the
L-shell x-rays are time-resolved with an appropriately filtered XRD.

6

3. Sodium Pump Improvements

The sodium pump radiation is produced by the implosion of a NaF plasma from a capillary
discharge.7 A peak power of up to 25 GW in the sodium He-c line has been reported pre-
viously for implosions driven by a peak current of 1.2 MA from the Gamble II generator.8

In the initial photopumping experiment,6 the pump power was no more than 10 to 15 GW
probably because the current driving the implosion was only 1.0 MA. During the past year,
this power has been more than doubled by making the following improvements. Both the
initial radius and the linear mass density of the NaF plasma were adjusted to provide a
better match to the Gamble-II driving current and to match the implosion time of the sodium
to the implosion time of the neon. The initial radius was changed by adjusting the exit
diameter of the capillary nozzle. The linear mass density was changc& L adjustii. the
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current through the capillary discharge. Finally, the nozzle was changed from brass to
aoLDOn to minimize higher-atomic-number impurities in the plasma. The results of our best
shot with a 1-MA current pulse are shown in Figure 2. The peak power of 39 GW in the He-a
line is about one-half of the total K-shell power. The total energy in this He-a trace is
about 700 J. These results were achieved with a 1.5-cm exit-diameter carbon nozzle.

4. Neon Plasma Conditions

Now we turn our attention to the formation of the neon plasma. In the initial
experiment, 6 the neon gas puff was coupled to a guide tube instead of a supersonic mini-
nozzle. The flow of neon from the nozzle and from the guide tube was studied by using
visible-light photography of neon excited with a glow discharge. Photographs taken for the
same glow-discharge voltage and gas-puff pressure are compared in Figure 3a. Clearly, a
less divergent mass distribution is produced with the nozzle. Neon L-shell x-ray pinhole-
camera images from implosions of these two plasmas in the return-current geometry on Gamble
II are compared in Figure 3b. With the guide tube, the imploded plasma does not fill the
4-cm diode gap, while emission across the entire gap occurs with the nozzle. The x-ray
image with the nozzle in Figure 3b contains an over-exposed central core which includes
neon K-shell emission. An image of only neon K-shell emission is presented in Figure 5a.
This K-shell emission extends nearly across the entire 4-cm diode gap but is most intense
near the nozzle. These neon pinhole-camera images were recorded with a short circuit on
axis in place of the NaF plasma, as shown in Figure 5a. For this setup, the neon gas was
preionized with a UV source before the generator was discharged.

The radial displacement of the imploded neon in Figure 3 is a consequence of forces on
the neon due to magnetic fields produced primarily by the currents in the neon and sodium
plasmas. The plasma should implode along the locus where the total magnetic field is zero.
For the plasma from the guide tube, the neon self-magnetic field decreases rapidly as the
plasma diverges from the tube. As this self-field decreases, the magnetic null occurs at
larger radii from the axis of the generator. If the self field is too small to form a
magnetic null, no implosion is observed. For the plasma from the nozzle, the neon self-
field is more nearly constant along the plasma column so that a magnetic null exists along
the entire 4-cm gap where the implosion occurs. This scenario is consistent with the x-ray
images recorded for the guide tube and for the nozzle in Figure 3b.

K-shell x-ray spectra of the neon plasma (see Figure 4) indicate that there is very
little Ne X emission and that the Ne IX emission is small. The spectrum in Figure 4
suggests that the neon has been heated to the Ne IX stage with a dominant Ne IX ground-
state population as required for photopumping. The intensity scale for this spectrum is
two orders-of-magnitude smaller than for similar spectra of the sodium pump plasma.6

Fortunately, the spectrograph can be aligned on the neon source and shielded from the
sodium source. For photopumpir'- experiments, we focus on the relative intensity of the
B- and Y-lines of Ne IX co'responding to the n=3 to 1 and n=4 to 1 transitions,
respectively. The Y/8 ratio is about 0.6 for the spectrum in Figure 4.
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(a) VISIBLE LIGHT IMAGES

Guide Tube

(b) NEON L-SHELL X-RAY IMAGES

Nozzle Guide Tube

Figure 3. Images of neon from the gas puff coupled to either a mini-nozzle or a guide tube.
(a) Visible-light images before implosion. (b) L-shell x-ray images of imploded neon. A
transmitting screen is located 4 cm from the nozzle or guide tube.

(a) Ne K-SHELL X-RAY IMAGE (b) Na and Ne K-SHELL X-RAY IMAGES

Ne Mini-nozzle Ne Mini-nozzle

Screen

/ /// NaF Source

Wire
Short

Circuit

4cm /,j-4cm Nozzle

Grounded

Figure 5. K-shell x-ray images of neon and NaF implosions superimposed across the diode gap

of Gamble II. (a) Short circuit on axis and (b) NaF capillary plasma on axis.
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5. Photopumping Studies

Now the sodium and neon plasmas are combined for photopumping experiments. K-shell
pinhole-camera images of these two plasmas are presented in Figure 5b. X-rays from the
sodium plasma are imaged through a 0.1-mm diameter pinhole, while the pinhole for the less
intense radiation from the neon plasma has a 1-mm diameter. Comparison of the neon image
in Figure 5b with that in Figure 5a suggests that emission from some sodium plasma which
has expanded into the region of the neon plasma is superimposed on the neon image. These
are time-integrated images. Time-resolved measurements with an XRD, designed to record
x-rays from the neon plasma, indicate that some x-rays are emitted from the region of the
neon plasma several hundred nanoseconds after the neon has imploded. This emission is
attributed to sodium which has expanded into the region of the neon late in time.

The current and XRD traces for three shots with both sodium and neon implosions are
presented in Figure 6. For the sodium implosions, the driving current and He-a pump power
are presented. For the neon implosions, the driving current and the L-shell x-ray emission
are presented. For shot 4238, the sodium pump precedes the neon implosion - as measured
by the neon L-shell x-ray emission. The peak pump power is only 17 GW because the sodium
implodes before peak current. For shot 4236, the pump power is 30 GW and coincides with
the neon implosion. For shot 4237, the sodium pump peaks at 31 GW slightly after the peak
of the neon emission. The duration of the neon x-ray emission in these shots is attributed
partly to zippering as the neon implodes first at the nozzle exit and later in time farther
from the nozzle.

22012Shot 4238 3

-shell

0.4 He-a /
Ne

0 ------ 0 "'
0
1.-Shot 4236 30

08 zo1.2 N300-

0.8-2 Zn
I--

Or 0.4 /0

0 0
Shot 4237 ,- ,,0

1.2- 30

0.8- No 20

02//

0 30 60 90 120 150
TIME (nsec)

Figure 6. Current and x-ray traces for three shots with both sodium and neon implosions.
The solid curves are current traces. The short-dash curves are the sodium He-A x-ray
power. The long-dash curves are the neon L-shell x-ray emission.
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Neon K-shell x-ray spectra were measured for these three shots, and the spectrum for
shot 4236 is shown in Figure 7a. The sodium nozzle is located at the top of the spectrum
and the neon mini-nozzle is at the bottom. There is an x-ray background probably due to
scattered radiation from the intense sodium source, which increases from left-to-right on
the film. Despite this background, the (x-, 6-, and Y-lines of Ne IX are clearly observed.
Also, lines associated with Ne X are observed in these spectra. The spectrum for shot 4236
is compared in Figure 7b with the spectrum for a shot where the NaF was replaced with MgF2.
For this shot, the timing of the magnesium and neon implosions was similar to that for shot
4237 (see Figure 6). The Y-line appears weaker than the B-line in Figure 7b, while the
-line is comparable to the 2-line in Figure 7a. Above, but near the Y-line in Figure 7a,

is an extended region of sodium x-rays emitted from sodium plasma which has expanded across
the field-of-view of the spectrometer late in time. This extended source is imaged as a
broad feature on the film. This extended region of x-rays is shifted to higher energy, as
expected, when the sodium is replaced by magnesium.

(a)

Ne

NeIX a1
(b) !

Mg

Ne

Co) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Na 

Ar

Figure 7. Film record of neon K-shell x-ray spe'tra (a) for shot 4236 in Figure 6, (b) for
a shot with MgF 2 in place of NaF, and (3) for a shot with argon in place of neon. The
locations of the 7-, ?-, and y-lines of heliumlike neon are identified.

In a preliminary analysis of the neon spectra, the ratio of the intensities of the Y-
and 2-lines of Ne IX was determined for the three shots in Figure 6 and for the shot with
MgF 2 in place of NaF. The results are plotted against the difference in the implosion
times of the two piaz:-s in Figure 8. The vertical error bars are primarily due to
uncertainties in background subLractions. The horizontal error bars are from uncertainties
in the times of peak x-ray emission. The Y/a ratio is 50% larger when the sodium pump is
coincident with the neon implosion. No enhancement is observed when the sodium is replaced
by magnesium or when the sodium pump occurs before the neon has imploded. For comparison,
the y/8 ratio is about 0.6 for the neon spectrum in Figure 4 where the NaF was replaced
with a short circuit on axis.

A spectrum was measured with the neon replaced by argon to test for intermixing of the
neon and sodium plasmas. This spectrum is shown in Figure 7c. None of the lines
associated with neon are observed when argon is used. The extended region of sodium
emission is observed, but there is no evidence for 11-A Na X emission at the spectral
location of the Y-line of Ne IX. Clearly, the enhancement of the Y-line is not due to
sodium intermixing with the neon (or argon) before or during the implosion. The sodium (or
magnesium) emission observed is a late-time occurrence in these time-integrated spectra.
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Figure 8. Ne IX line Intensity ratios, Y/ , for the three shots in Figure 6 (open circles)
and for the shot with MgF 2 in place of NaF (solid circle).

6. Summary

A sodium pump power of more than 30 GW has been produced by imploding a NaF plasma with
a driving current of 1 MA. For lasing experiments, it is estimated that a pump power
exceeding 200 GW is required for a sodium-neon separation of 5 cm. 6 To achieve this power,
driving currents of 2 to 3 MA from a larger generator can be used. The x-ray yield
increases rapidly with driving current; a fourth power scaling of K-shell yield with
current has been reported for neon gas-puff implosions.9 For this scaling, a NaF implosion
driven by a peak current of only 1.7 MA should produce more than 200 GW. For a more
conservative quadratic scaling (based on generator-to-load energy coupling), a peak current
of 2.6 MA is required to produce more than 200 GW. Currents of either magnitude are
available on existing pulsed-power generators. To match the implosion to the increased
driving current, the mass per unit length of the NaF plasma from the capillary discharge
must be increased. Measurements on Gamble II suggest that the mass can be increased by
driving more current through the capillary source.

The neon plasma uniformity has been improved by using a mini-nozzle to collimate the gas
puff before implosion. Ionization of the neon into the heliumlike stage is observed, but
some detailed properties of the neon, such as the density and temperature, are not known.
An extensive analysis of the neon spectra is planned in order to determine these properties
and to quantify the absorption of the sodium pump radiation by the neon plasma. In
addition, more work is needed to measure and optimize the conditions of the neon plasma for
lasing experiments.

Fluorescence of the neon has been observed with a 30-GW pump source. Three different
null tests; replacing the sodium with magnesium, replacing the neon with argon, and mis-
timing the sodium and neon implosions, all indicate that fluorescence is observed only if
the sodium pump and the neon plasma are present and the implosions are coincident in time.
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Abstract

A new facility for generating laser plasma X-rays at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory is described. Initial results are presented where the angular distri-
bution of X-rays from an aluminium plasma is found to follow a cosine function.
Contact images of diatoms obtained with a X-ray flux of 54mJ/cm 2 at the specimen
are presented.

Introduction

There has been interest for many years in using X-rays in the 2.2-4.4nm wave-
length region - the so-called "water window" - for studying biological specimens.

This has been due to the natural contrast offered by hydrated samples arising from
the markedly different absorption coefficients of protein and water in this region,
as shown in Fig.l.
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Fig.l The Soft X-Ray "Water Window"
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I
I'he ti rst image ot a I 1 O l g el I was recorded by Feder and co-workers in 1984.

i ince then, \-rav microscopy work has continued using a variety of sources such as
cas-puff ,t-pinches, synchrotrons and laser-produced plasmas. One of the main advant-
ages ,t 1,ser produced plasmas is that their single pulse peak X-ray brightness can
oxceed that oI svnchrotrons by many orders of magnitude2. This allows full exposures
to be maide x, i th single shots on nanosecond t imescales or less. This time is short
ena Lgh f 1r0 anr damage to the specimen not to manifest itself even though the X-ray
Ise a : uit imately prove fatal. Hence the image is recorded with the sample in its
I t ii rU a I S t t At e .

\- i microscopy studies have been performed for several years at the Rutherford
App l, t n I.ab, rat irv us i ng t he high power VULCAN glass laser. These have been success-
fii in ,ltt i inc g o d quality images aswell as exploring the techniques involved in

, tct I< rsc ,py.

VILCAN Glass Laser

\tL(AN is a so( en-beam glass laser system with two synchronised Nd:YLF oscillators
per-atinc at a wavelength of 1053nm. The amplifying chain consists of a series of
i..,sthate class rod and disk amplifiers. The parameters of VULCAN are listed below in
ii.bl 1 .

Six Beams 1800J/Ins
500J/lOOps

Single Beam 300J/lns
80J/loops

Pulse Lengths 70 - 500 ps
and

0.7 - 25 ns

Wavelengths 1053nm
527nm (at 50% energy)
315nm (at 50% energy)

Repetition Rate 20 minutes

Fable 1 Laser Output Parameters

Full power laser shots may be fired every 20 minutes, this time being governed by
the cooling. requirements of the disk amplifiers. In previous work when full power
shots were used for the microscopy studies, this long wait between shots and the
unavoidable conflict for laser time from other users of the facility meant both a low
duty cycle for exposures and an uncertainty in predicting when the next shot would
occur. hence there was a likelihood that a wet specimen might either dehydrate or
change state in some fashion in the time between loading and making the exposure.

The new facility that has been commissioned avoids this problem. This target area
(called TA4) does not use full power shots but is serviced by just the rod amplifiers.
This allows a two minute shot cycle to be operated into the area yet still permitting
about 20.1 of infra-red energy to be delivered in pulses of 1-10ns. Shorter pulses of
lhhps duration may alternatively be used if desired. By using the laser in this way,
minimum disruption is caused to the other users of VULCAN while maintaining a high
repetition rate of exposures.

The Target Chamber

The I.A' target chamber was specifically designed for the area and incorporates
some features to aid the microscopist. The 16Olitre vessel is pumped with an Edwards
torbornolecular pump to obtain rapid pumping times and to maintain an oil-vapour-free
onviroinment inside the chamber. This avoids contaminating sensitive components like
the si lit on ni tride windows which are used inside.

The target can be remotely moved in x, y or z from outside the chamber. This
allows a fresh target to be chosen for each shot. There is also a vacuum feedthrough
devie, which can insert specimens into the vessel without the need to let the chamber
u[, to atmosphere. The source to specimen distance may also be varied using this
Iov i c e on ear shot .
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The specimen holders (shown in Fig.2) contain the X-ray-sensitive photoresist in
contact with the sample with a 1OOnm thick silicon nitride entrant window for the
X-ravs. These windows have a transmission of about 70% in the X-ray region of study.
These windows can withstand pressure differences of I atmosphere.

0- RlIl SEAL

IQrO Im lICK[

SI N4 W,'NDOIN

i _AIR

X- RAYS

--____ -__ 1 IIIIII

SPECIMEN

l14 P, I

lkESISI

Fig. 2 Specimen Holder

There is also the facility for using a grazing-incidence, toroidal X-ray focussing
optic (shown in Fig.3). This is useful as it collects a larger flux of X-rays,
focusses them onto the specimen and eliminates the problem of target debris from
damaging the silicon nitride window by allowing the spe imen holder to be distant
from the source. The grazing incidence use of the toroid also allows harder X-rays
to be eliminated.

SotCE -- SPECIMEN
HOLDER

TOROIDAL RELAY
OPTIC

300mm

Fig.3 X-ray Focussing Element

The laser is focussed onto target using a 17cm focal length, f/4.25, BK-7 glass
piano-convex lens. Typical focal spot sizes range from 70-lOO14m in diameter, thus
allowing intensities of 10 W/cm1  or more on target. Laser light at the fundamental
wavelength of 1053nm is currently used but there are plans to frequency double the
light to 527nm, thus obtaining a better conversion efficiency into X-rays.
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Angular Distribution of X-Rays

In the experiment to measure the source distribution, a solid aluminium target was
positioned normal to the laser beam (see Fig.4). Two X-ray sensitive Si PIN diodes
were used and these could be placed at different angles around the target.

DIODES

-- X71053nm

ALUMINIUM = 
= n

TARGET f = 17cm
t/4 25

TARGET
NORMAL

Fig.4 Experimental Arrangement for Source Distribution Measurement

One diode was filtered with 25um of berylium and the other with 0.5um of vanadium.
Since 254m Be transmits hard X-rays (A<2nm) and 0.5qm V transmits hard X-rays plus
a content in the region 2-8nm, comparison of the signals from the two diodes allows
an estimate of the soft X-ray flux for that particular angle. These measurements were
taken at angles above and below the target normal (±0). A number of shots were taken
for each angle and the results averaged. The results are plotted in Fig.5.
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45-0
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Fig.5 Angular Distribution from an Aluminium Plasma
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Typical energies of one joule were used for these measurements (the energy was
limited by experimental constraints on the laser). It was found that the flux was
too small for the diode with the Be filter to give an adequate, reproducible signal
and so only the readings for the V diode could be meaningfully analysed. Hence the
distribution curve is for soft and hard X-rays.

A curve was fitted to the data points. It was assumed that the source was symmet-
ric about the target normal and so +0 and -0 were treated as the same angle. The
curve follows a cosine n  function with n=1.14±0.35.

Imaging of Biological Specimens

To obtain images of some specimens, a gold foil target was placed normal to the
laser beam. The specimen holder was positioned at -3 00from the target normal at a
distance of 18mm. A PIN diode with a 0.5um V filter was placed at +30*.

Using LJ of infra-red energy in a Ins pulse, with intensity on target of 2xlO W/cm.
exposures were made of diatomaceous earth. Diode measurements were taken at the same
time which allowed an estimate of the X-ray flux incident on the specimen to be made.

Diatoms were used because they display a range of regular structures and have been
previously studied Diatom images have also been obtained with full power shots from
VULCAN so a qualitative comparison could be easily made.

The diatom imag , shown in Fig.6, were recorded without any filtering but with
only a 1Onm thick silicon nitride window in front of the specimen. It was calculated
from the diode measurements that the X-ray flux incident on the specimen was 54mj/cm

Fig.6 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of developed resist image of part of a
centric diatom. Holes in frustule are approximately 200nm diameter.

(b) Scanning electron micrograph of an actual diatom frustule.
(c) Scanning electron micrograph of developed resist image of the major

portion of the frustule of a pennate diatom. Also a fragment of
another frustule (arrow) in which structures of 70nm can be resolved.
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The resolution of the frustule in Fig.6(c) is amongst the best yet obtained at the

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.These images compare very well with previous work

performed using full power VULCAN shots .

Additional Work

The versatility and ease of use of this target facility has allowed other work to
also be performed there. A varied programme has developed which has included the
testing and development of new spectrometers, testing of CCD arrays and the measure-
ment of reflectivity of multilaver X-ray mirrors for use in the X-ray laser research
program at RAL

This has meant that the area now also plays an important role in supporting the
other experimental programmes of the VULCAN laser as well as being available for
microscopy research.

Summary

A new target area which has been commissioned for the specific purpose of X-ray
microscopy studies has been described. The initial results presented show a cosine
distribution of X-rays from an aluminium plasma. Contact images of diatoms have been
shown which exhibit sub-lOOnm resolution and good contrast. These images, taken at
11 energy levels, compare favourably with similar exposures made using full power
VULCAN shots. This area can now be routinely used for microscopy purposes with a soot
rate of two minutes. Programmes are being instigated that will accurately measure
the source distribution from a number of different z elements (Au, Al, C etc.). It is
also envisaged that exposures in the future will be accompanied by a value for the
X-ray flux aswell as spectral information concerning the source.

Higher energies than those reported here have since been used on target (IOJ or
more) and so better contrast images and more detailed X-ray fluxes may now be
recorded.
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Abstract

The results of an investigation of ionic RbF are presented. Based on analogy with
the excimer KrF, calculations were made to estimate the emission wavelength of Rb-F -

Experiments were then carried out to measure the emission spectrum. A laser produced
plasma was used to excite RbF. Fluorescence emission was observed at 130 nm and at 160 nm.
There are tentatively assigned to the (B- X) and (C -A) transitions respectively.

Introduction

Most of the work in the development of lasers ooerating in the extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) and vacuum ultraviolet (VUJ) has dealt with core-excited atomic or excited ionic
transitions. Recently another approach has been proposed, [1] using excited molecular
species such as ionic alkali halide excimers. The ionic alkali halide excimes (A+X-)
are isoelectronic in structure to the well-known rare gas halide excimers (Rg X-) and,
are predicted to emit in the vacuum ultraviolet on the A2+X--A+X transitions. Sauerbrey
et al, [1] and Basov [2] have derived theoretical estimates for the interacting potential
curves of a number of ionic alkali halides, and from these the corresponding spectroscopic
properties of these ionic alkali halide excimers were obtained. The estimated radiative
lifetimes are typically near 1 nsec or about an order of magnitude shorter than the con-
ventional rare gas halide systems. The cross sections for stimulated emission were esti-
mated to be of the order of 1 x I0-16cm

2 .[il]

This paper reports the observation of fluorescence from the Rb2+F- state at 131 nm
using a laser-produced plasma as the excitation source. This emission has been recently
reported using ion beam excitation.[31 In this work spectroscopic and time-resolved
fluorescence intensity measurements were made. In addition, the dependence of the ionic
excimer emission on RbF vapor pressure is reported. Using a Rittner potential[4] for the
upper state and a Born-Mayer Potential[5] for the repulsive interation, the emitted wave-
length was predicted to be between 115 to 130 nm for the Rb++F - to Rb+F transition. The
potential curves for the RbF system are shown in Figure 1. Analogous to the rare-gas
halide excimers, the emitted continua should also exhibit a fine structure. The strongest
emission intensities are due to the B- A and C- A transitions.

Experimental Apparatus

in these experiments, a heatDipe cell operated between 850'C and 1050'C was used to
produce RbF vanor pressures of several Torr in a buffer gas of He. The heatpipe cell was
connected directly to a lm VUV monochromator. The monochromator was flooded with helium
and maintained at the same pressure as the heatpipe. The RbF vapor pressure was controlled
by the He buffer gas pressure and the temperature of the heatpipe.[7]

The heatpipe cell used to produce the RbF vapor was built from inconel allowing safe
operation of the cell up to 1100'C. It consisted of four arms arranged as shown in Figure2,
each about 28cm long. A fifth arm extended perpendicularly with respect to the plane de-
fined by the four arms shown. Three of the arms are closed with A1203 windows. The window
where the laser was injected was slightly tilted in order to avoid back-reflections into the
laser cavity that might damage the output coupler of the amplifier. Visual inspection of
the target was possible through both the vertical arm and the arm opposite the monochroma-
tor. A tantalum target was mounted on a hollow inconel tube containing an electric heater
to prevent condensation. The target rod was rotated by an electric motor to provide a new
target surface on successive shots.

The temperature distribution on the outside of the cell was monitored by 25 thermo-
couples (5 on each arm). The cell was heated by ceramic heaters encased in a block of
thermal insulation. A photomultiplier with a sodium salicylate scintillator was used as a
detector. The rise-time of this detector was about 5ns. Single-shot, temporally resolved
observation of the fluorescence was possible using a 1GHz scope fitted with a digitizing
camera system and connected to on I-TM-PC.
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A plasma was produced by focussing the output of a KrF laser on to a rotating
tantalum target located inside the heatpipe cell. The KrF laser provided a 750mJ pulse
with a 25ns pulse width at 248nm in a 1.5 x 3cm 2 rectangular mode. For most of the experi-
ments, the laser was operated at a 1-5Hz pulse repetition frequency. The laser beam was
rocussed by a Quartz lens with a focal length of 50cm at 248nm. The spot size in the focus
was approximately square with sides less than 100 m in length. The corresponding power
density was approximately l0llWcm-2 in the focus. The soft x-ray radiation emitted from
the laser produced plasma propagated into the surrounding RbF vapor, producing inner shell
ionized Rb-F - and hot electrons. The hot electrons may also produce Rb++F- by direct
impact ionization.

Results

The emission spectrum between 100nm and 200nm for an RbF vapor pressure of 2.8 Torr
is sho- in Figure 4a. The spectum was obtained using the experimental arrangement shown
in Figure 3. The monochromator grating was scanned while the PMT signal was recorded on
a chart recorder. A box-car integrator with a 50ns gate was employed to eliminate fluores-
cence due to plasma recombination. For comparison, a background spectrum obtained in a
cold cell with 2.8 Torr of helium is shown in Figure 4b. Emission peaks at 121, 131, 157,
160 and 164 are observed. The 121 and 164nm emissions are due to well-known He II transi-
tions. The fluorescence at 157nm is attributed to excited F_ emission. The strong peak at
130.4nm is believed to correspond to the B--X transition in RbF. The estimated wavelength
range of 115nm - 130nm seen in Figure 1 is in good agreement with the experimentally obser-
ved value. The fluorescence wavelength is also identical within experimental uncertainty
to that recently reported by Steigerwald and Langhoff[3] where ion-beam excitation was used.

Interpretation of the peak at 160nm is somewhat complicated because this emission is
overlapped by the 157nm F2 and 164nm He II emission peaks. However, it appears that the
160nm emission originates from RbF. With no known lines at this wavelength one can tenta-
tivelv assign this broadband emission to the C-+ A transition. Kr+F - , which is the analogous
isoelectronic rare gas halide excimer molecule to RB++F- , has a B -X transition wavelength
of 248nm and a broadband C -A transition centered around 285nm. The existence of B- X and
C -A transitions in both RbF and KrF may imply that ionic RbF is not only isoelectronic to
KrF, but also has a very similar molecular structure. The emission spectrum shown in
Figure 4a was not corrected for grating efficiency. When the correction is included, the
magnitude of B -X is expected to be much higher than that of C- A.

The time-resolved fluorescence intensity at 130.4nm is shown in Figure 5. The
emission exhibits a temporal width of about 3Sns. This is about the same observed by
Kubodera et al[8] for the ionic Cs+-F- excimer transition.

The RbF prcz -ure dependence of the 130 .'- B -X and !60nm C-WA fluorescence was also
investigated. Results obtained for RbF vapor pressures of 2, 4, and 6 Torr are shown in
Figure 6. There was no reduction of the B--X fluorescence intensity up to the 6 Torr of
RbF vapor pressure studied. This suggests that the fluorescence is not significantly
influenced by self-absorption of the RbF vapor or by electron quenching between 2 and
6 Torr.

Conclusion

The soft-x-ray apparatus has allowed a survey to be made of the spectroscopic
properties of ionic RbF. It is believed that electron beam pumping will more easily
demonstrate scalability of this system.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the heatpipe cell. The heatpipe consists of five arms.
Four of the arms lie in the plane of the paper. A fifth arm is
perpendicular to the others and was used for viewing the target.
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ionization. The subsequent fluorescence in the VUV
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Figure 4a. Emission spectrum from laser-produced-plasma-excited RbF vapor
taken between 100 nm and 200 nm.
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Figure 4b. Emission spectrum from laser-produced-plasma-excited He taken
between 100 nm and 200 nm.
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Figure 5. Temporally-resolved Rb+F- (B -X) fluorescence signal at
130. 4 nfl. The temporal width is about 38 ns (FWHM).
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TIME RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE STUDIES OF THE XeF C-A TRANSITION IN AVALANCHE DISCHARGES
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Abstract

Time resolved fluorescence measurements have been obtained for the C-A and B-X
transitions of XeF. We discuss the behavior of the fluorescence spectra in terms of
relative concentrations of different components of Lhe gas mix and compare the
fluorescence intensities with preliminary gain measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Recent successes in eleitron beam pumpe XeF C-A transition lasers in the blue-green
spectrum in both short pulse and long pulse formats have stirred renewed interest in the
possibility of obtainig 4 similar performance in avalanche discharge devices. In a series
of experiments in 1979 ' it was shown that while C-A lasing is possible in avalanche
discharges, the lasing was very weak and continuous tuning could not be achieved due to
various absorptions from atoms and molecules. Through the use of very complicated five
component gas mixtures the Rice University and United Technologies effort was able to
preferentially induce C-A state lasing over the B-X state. Further, under intense short
pulse e-beam pumping absorption was observed during the time of energy deposition and gain
only took place in the afterglow. The long pulse e-beam deposition format at AVCO showed
that it is possible to sustain gain in the C-A transition for a long time under power
deposition levels of 200 kw/cc. However, under these conditions it took over 300 ns to
reach lasing threshold. The questions for successful discharge excitation are therefore
quite involved. First, there is the consideration of whether reasonable discharges are
sustainable in these complicated gas mixtures. Second, under what power deposition levels
will we see absorption and for how long does this absorption last. Thirdly, what are the
obtainable gain under different excitation power levels and for what period of time can
this gain be sustained. We have used presently available discharge devices with minimal
modifications to address these issues at different power loadings through the study of
time resolved fluorescence data and gain-loss data. These studies serve to address exactly
what type of device need to be built for it is not clear whether a short pulse high gain
or a lower gain long pulse format is the best approach. This presentation will concentrate
on the fluorescence daca studies at power deposition levels in the region of 3MW/cc.
Extensive gain-loss data have been obtained now in devices from 1MW/cc to 5MW/cc, however,
we only compare data from the 3MW/cc power deposition level corresponding to the
fluorescence studies presented here.

Fluorescence Measurements

Time resolved fluorescence measurements are obtained on the B-X and C-A frequency
region of XeF as well as the B-X fluorescence region of KrF due to the presence of large
amounts of krypton in the four component gas mixtures used in these studies. The
fluorescence pulse widths and peak fluorescence of the C-A state represen4t the population
behavior of the C state. However, these same parameters from the B-X fluorescence do not
accurately represent B state population evolution as much of the gathered light is of a
superfluorescent nature at low krypton partial pressures. This tends to greatly enhance
the peak intensity and narrow the pulse width. Figure 1 gives a schematic of the
experimental setup. Great care have been used to make sure the fluorescence were measured
in the linear region of the detection system and the comparison of the different gas
mixtures are believed to be gcod to within 5%. The detectivity of the optical system have
been calibrated with a standard lamp and all data have be renormalized with respect to
this calibration.

Figure 1. Experimental set-up of fluorescence experiment
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Figure 2 plots the B-X and C-A peak intensities as a function of fluorine
partLal pressure for various buffer gases. Note that optimum C-A fluorescence peaks at
different fluorine partial pressures with different buffers and do not necessarily peak at
the same pressure as the B-X superfluorescence. In our studies of time resolved
fluorescence under conditions of different krypton partial pressures we have chosen
mixtures with 5 and 10 torrs of fluorine and 10 torrs of xenon. It is necessary to
establish that we can sustain reasonable discharges with substantial amounts of krypton in
the gas mix because in electron beam pumped systems krypton is believed to have many
beneficial effects. Fhese include quenching of absorbers in the blue-green, creation of
absorbers in the ultraviolet, beneficial formation kinetics to the C state due to
increased mixing of the upper laser levels and contribution to the net gain due to Kr 2F
formation.
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Figure 2. Plot of B-X and C-A peak intensities as a function of fluorine partial
pressure for buffer gases (a)helium, (b)neon, and (c) argon

Figure 3 gives the peak fluorescence signals at KrF (B-X), XeF(B-X) and (C-A)
wavelengths as a function of krypton partial pressure with 10 torrs Xe and 5 torrs F in
45 psia of lie and Ne buffer and in 15 psia of Ar buffer. Similar sets of data are obiained
for 55 psia Ile and Ne buffer pressures and 20 psia Ar buffer pressure as well as at
different charging voltage levels. The data shows that at the 3 MW/cc power deposition
level and at power deposition times of 25ns very good avalanche discharges are possible up
to 300 torrs of krypton. Absorber built up at the B-X transition wavelengths are seen to
be very significant as the B-X superfluorescence signals dropped by more than four orders
of magnitude as the krypton partial pressure was increased while the C-A fluorescence
decreased :Ii,.4mally. We feel that this also tended to show that in a self sustained
discharge the increased mixing between the C and B states due to krypton has little effect
in increasing the population of the C state at the expense of the B state as the electron

t.

a b, c

.. .- , '" :. ;... , .

Figure 3. Peak fluorescence signals at KrF(B-X), XeF(B-X) and XeF (C-A)

wavelengths as a function of krypton partial pressure with 10 torrs xenon and 5

torts F 2  with (a) helium , (b) neon, (c) argon buffers.
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temperatures are much hotter than the room temperatures assumed in the afterglow of the
short pulse e-beam excitation situation.

In Fig.4 the data are plotted with all three buffers together at selected
wavelengths. We see that the addition of krypton appears to contribute to a decrease in
the population of the C state. The effect is most pronounced in He buffer and least in Ar.
This is attributed to more significant changes in the electron temperature in the case of
the very light helium buffer to much smaller change in Ar as Ar and Kr are closest in
their atomic weights and in the energy separation of the metastable and resonance trapped
lowest excited states. The change in electron temperature, therefore, translates to
changes in the upper state formation rates. The anomalous rise in the fluorescence in Ne
and Ar buffer at the peak of the C-A fluorescence at 480nm is attributed to increased
vibrational relaxation due to collisions with krypton. This fact becomes evident when we
plot the full width at half maximum intensity of the C-A fluorescence band in the
different buffers in Fig. 5. Especially in the case of neon buffer we see that vibrational

FWHM OF FLUORESCENCE SPEC TRfA vs. Kr PRESSURE

P U: V vo .K] PTON5 tor Xe: 10 torr. F2: 5 torr
e:m tvr. Fl: 5tr

ebuffe bufer Ar bLfer He buffor - Ne buffer - nr buffer
Tot. Pr.* 45 fe ic Tot. Pres= 45 psi - Tot Pres z psto Tot. pire.-45 Pala Tot. P,-.-45 pse Tot. Pr .15 p-io

4cr 420r 540
0 t20

110L

9 0 200 0 D 'IM 00 , 0 IN 200 M 0 M 20 "0

KRYPTON PARTIAL PRESSMI (torr) 1 00 MD 30

Kr PRRTIRL PRESSURE (torr)
Figure 4. Peak fluorescence data plotted Figure 5. Fluorescence full spectrum
as a function of krypton pressure for bandwidth plotted as a function of
different buffers, helium, neon and argon krypton partial pressure for different
at four distinct wavelengths buffers (He, Ne and Ar)

relaxation is very small in the absence of krypton. A close examination of Fig.3 shows
that indeed the larger linewidth is due to higher emission in the shorter wavelength
region of the C-A transition spectrum. The curves also indicate very little Kr F
fluorescence in enhancing the gain in the shorter wavelength region of the C-A emission.

Comparison is made in Fig.6 for the case when the same total pressure of 15 psia is
used for all buffers. There is a factor of two difference in the fluorescence intensity
between He and Ar buffers. In Fig. 4 where the He pressure is three times that of Ar,
there is a factor of four difference in the fluorescence intensities. It, thus, may be
beneficial to operate with Ar buffer at three times the present pressure. This would also
result in the need for much higher operational voltages which should also increase the
power deposition giving an additional benefit. Such a discharge device may result in

lp

-0

a _ l0 buffer

AVf I .l fr )

Figure 6. Peak fluorescence as a function of wavelength
for helium, neon and argon buffers at 15 psia. Partial
pressures are 10 torrs xenon, 5 torrs F2  and 0 torr Krypton.
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improved performance for the C-A laser as incorporation of large amounts of krypton showed

very littli degradation in the C-A fluorescence with argon buffer.

Comparison with gain measurements

Small signal gain measurements have been made with an argon ion laser and a flashlamp
pumped dye laser on devices with power deposition levels of I MW/cc and 3 MW/cc. Figure 7
!ives the curve for the single pass gain from a I MW/cc discharge of 93 cm gain length.
S imilar curves are seen for measurements at the 3MW/cc as well. There is an initial loss
followed by a period of gain which starts in the middle of energy deposition and continues
into the afterglow of the discharge. This gain generally lasts some 50ns. The measured
gain for the 3H1C/cc power deposition device is shown in Fig. 8 for the same mixture as
that given for fluorescence in Fig. 4. The measured total gain is the round trip gain from
a 40cm gain length device. The best gain is measured in helium buffer with zero krypton
and translates to gains over Ll/cm. Note that the gain follows closely the peak
fluorescence data of Fig.4.

-...-. .--. - - - --- -- A.

-50 mvl,. S-X Fl5oI

0 level tor C-A gain

20 ns div A[ M V %

Figure 7. Typical time evolution of Figure 8. Total round trip gain
C-A gain 476.5 nm) and B-X as a function of krypton partial
fluorescence as a function of time pressure for helium, neon and argon
in l>IW/cc power deposition device, buffers.

Discussion

Detailed fluorescence and small signal gain measurements show that the best laser gas
iix using F2 alone as the halogen donor is in helium buffer wi~hout krypton. In neon as
well as argon buffer the strongest fluorescence at the peak of the C-A fluorescence
(48Unm) is at 200 torrs of krypton. This is attributed to the increased vibrational
relaxation of the C state in the presence of krypton. The measured gain in argon appears
to continue to rise with respect to increasing krypton pressure although the fluorescence
has began to drop after 200 torrs of krypton. This maybe attributed to the increasing
quenching of argon based absorbers as in the case of electron beam pumped systems. At
wavelengths away from the peak fluorescence, the highest intensities in neon and argon
buffers are at zero torrs of krypton. However, the very strong quenching of the B-X
superfluorescence may still favor discharges with krypton additive for best laser
operation in the C-A state.

To achieve strong laser oscillation one in general need to reach e2 5 to e30 to reach

saturation of the transition. This gives us a gauge as to the needed improvements with
respect to present discharge systems. One w~id like to reach saturation in a time short
compared to the total gain time. To reach e with 1% gain per cm one needs 83ns gain
length and with 50ns gain length one needs 1.7% gain per cm. Thus, we are some factor of
three to four away with these devices from really strong lasing outputs.
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MEASUREMENT OF XeF GROUND STATE DISSOCIATION AND VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION
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Abstract

The photolysis of XeF at 193 nm has been used as a source of ground electronic state
XeF(X,v") for studies o 2  vibrational relaxation and collisional dissociation of the lower
level of the XeF(B X) laser at X = 350 nm. The time dependent conce::trations of
XeF(X,v") were monitored in absorption using a cw, frequency-doubled ring dye laser as a
probe. The XeF(X) vibrational manifold was observed to undergo fast vibrational equili-
bration followed by slower collisional dissociation. For the first time, the actual lower
vibrational levels of XeF(B + X) laser transitions were studied. In addition, the tem-
perature dependence of the dissociation rate was measured between 293 and 368 K. Finally,
various collision partners for XeF(X,v") were studied.

Introduction

The efficient operation of the XeF exciiner laser depends critically on the rate of dis-
sociation of the weakly bound XeF(X) ground electronic state. Unlike the KrF and ArF rare
gas halide exciiers whose ground state are essentially repulsive, XeF(X) has a signifi-
cant (- 1100 cm - ) binding energy permitting approximately eight bound vibrational levels
[Fig. 1]. Both vibrational relaxation (i.e., V + T) and collisional dissociation pro-
cesses play a role in removing population from the lower laser levels. The rates of these

processes must exceed the rate of lower
state production by quenching, spontaneous
and simulation emission in order to prevent

31,000 - premature termination of laser action. For
these reasons, as well as others, the

XeF(B) XeF(B + X) laser operates best at both ele-
vated pressure (- 3 atm) and elevated tem-

30,000 perature (- 425 K). The present study pro-
vides detailed measurements that isolate
the effect of ground state removal on laser

29,000 -XeF(C) performance.
E 2( In a concept ally similar experiment,

CW DYE LASER Fulghum et al. '
, measured XeF(X) kineticsPROE for v" =U,--and 1 at room temperature andPROBE

developed a model fPr the V + T and disso-
28,000 - X ciation processes. Since the typical

B > lower vibrational levels in the laser
FLUORESCENCE device are v" = 2-4, extrapolations of this

1 model were required both in vibrational
1000- quantum number and temperature. By con-

3XeF(X) trast, the present study*, has used detec-
2 Xtion methods which give improved data for

0 0 I I the fast processes leading to vibrational

0 2 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 equilibration. Although state-to-state
rate coefficients are not measured, data

DISTANCE (R), A were obtained on an extended set of vibra-
tional levels (v" = 0-4) permitting us to
better constrain any model that encompasses

Figure 1. Partial Prtential Energy Diagram both the V - T and the collisional dis-
of the XeF Molecule. sociation processes at the state-to-state

level. The present study i compared with
the model of Fulghum et al. and with the

results of Wilkins 6 ,7  who performed c1assical trajectory calcula-tloW of collisions
between XeF(X,v") and He or Ne.

Experimental

The apparatus used to study the time-resolved kinetics of XeF(X,v") is shown in Fig.
2. The molecule XeF 2  is employed as a photolytic precursor for XeF(X). Although photo-
lysis at = 248 nm provides insufficient energy to produce XeF(B) directly, Huestis and
coworkers have demonstrated that XeF(B) is produced by secondary pumping.
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XeF 2  + hv (248 nm) XeF(X) + F (1)

XeF(X) + hv (248 nm) + XeF(D) (2a)

XeF(D) + M + XeF(B,C) + M (2b)

Photolysis at = 1q3 nm can produce XeF(1) directly, although the quantum yield is

thought to be small.

XeF 2  + hv (193 nm) + XeF(B,X) + F (3a)

XeF(B) + XeF(X,v") + hv (- 350 nm) (3b)

Under our experimental conditions, the quantum yield of observable XeF(X) appears to be
small as well. Thus, the dominant channel appears to be

XeF 2 + hv (193 nm)+ [XeF]t + F + Xe + 2F (4)

where [XeF]* is a very short lived species [perhaps including XeF(X,v" > 5)]. Photolysis
at either wgvelength results in a great deal of background fluorescence (both discrete and
continuous) on the XeF(B + X) transition when XeF is photolyzed by a conventional (Lamba
Physik EMG 101) discharge-pumped excimer laser. This fluorescence precludes measurements
by cw laser-induced fluorescence using the probe source described below. Thus, the
experiments were done by time-resolved laser absorption.

ArF F
EXCIMER Ar
LASER LA]E

MONOCHROMATO I

S LENS
1 P28 TELESCOPEPYE

l,, PHOTOTUBE  F 11

AMLFIReF
2 CELL

SPATIAL IRIS
FILTER VISIBLE BEAM

TO TRANSIENT DIGITIZER AND
DEC 11/23 LAB COMPUTER

Figure 2. Schematic of the Apparatus for Time-Resolved Absorption Studies.

The probe laser was a frequency-doubled ring dye laser (Coherent CR 699-21) pumped by
either an Ar +  ion laser (Innova 100) or Kr ion laser (CR 3000 K). The former source
employed DCM Special dye and operated (after doubling) between 320 and 345 nm. The latter
employed Rhodamine 700 and operated (after doubling) at X > 350 nm. The wavelength of the
dye prior to doubling was measured with a Burleigh Model WA-20 wavemeter with an
equivalent accuracy near 350 nm of 0.0005 nm. The XeF Doppler width of each vibronic line
is - 0.00032 nm. The probe beam is counter propagated with respect to the ArF photolysis
beam. As shown in Fig. 2, the probe beam is transmitted by the 193 nm turning mirror,
spatially filtered to remove B + X fluorescence, and propagated approximately 2 m to a
grating monochromator which provides further spectral isolation of the narrow linewidth cw
probe. The beam is detected by a 1P28 phototube; the signal is amplified, digitized by a
fast transient recorder and stored in a DEC 11/23 microcomputer for analysis. The overall
response time of the system is comparable to the 15 nsec pulse width of the ArF photolysis
laser.
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Results and Discussion

In the photodissociation process described by Eq. (3), a "nascent" vibrational distribu-
tion is produced in the XeF(X) v" manifold by a combination of direct production and rad-
iation from the B state. A simplified state diagram of the XeF molecule is shown in Fig.
I. That nascent vibrational distribution is modified by collisions with the parent XeF 2
or with the added collision partner.

XeF(X,v") + M XeF(Xv ± I) + M (5)

XeF(X,v") + M + Xe + F + M (6)

Only single quantum vibrational transfer is represented in Eq. (5); however, trajectory
calculations do show some contribution from multiquantum processes.
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(a) XeF(v" 0) in 0.25 Torr of XeF 2  and (b) XeF(v" = 3) in 0.25 Torr of
4.47 Torr of He. XeF 2  and 7.2 Torr of N2 .

Figure 3. Time Histories of the XeF(X,v") Density.

These processes can be seen to operate in the data presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
XeF(X,v" = 0) is produced promptly (T - 50 nsec) by Processes (3a) and (3b). Vibrational
levels v" = 0 and 1 are underpopulated with respect to a Boltzmann distribution; thus, at
short times, collisions with the bath gas [He in Fig. 3(a)] cause the population to in-
crease by cascading from high v" levels. Vibrational levels v" = 3 and 4 are over-
populated at short times [Fig. 3(b)] and collisions [with N2  in Fig. 3(b)] produce a- ?
relaxation spike. At longer times, all vibrational levels observed in this study relax
with a single exponential time constant. This decay rate represents a state-averaged
collisional dissociation rate of XeF(X), i.e., Process (6). The short-time behavior is
determined by vibrational equilibration processes represented by Process (5) and its
reverse. Although Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that the vibrational equilibration rate and
the collisional dissociation rate can be empirically described as single exponential
functions, it must be stressed that state-to-state rate coefficients can be obtained only
by modeling these data. Table I summarizes all the room temperature data as a function of
vibrational level and collision partner. Both the vibrational equilibration rates and the
collisional dissociation rates are extremely similar for all the rare gases. These rates
are significantly larger for N2 , CO 2  and SF6  and much larger for the parent XeF 2  as
collision partners.
Because the XeF laser operates more efficiently at elevated temperature, the dependence

of the collisional dissociation rate on temperature was measured for the collision
partners He and Ne. Between 293 and 368 K, the data could be fit by a simple Arrhenius
forT (Fig. 5), k = A T- u' 3 exp(-E/RT). A least squares fit to the data gives E = 1077
cm , w ich can be compared to the spectroscopic value of the dissociation energy of
1062 cm . Thus, it appears that the molecule undergoes a unimolecular dissociation with
no significant barrier in the exit channel.
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Figure 4. Rates of XeF(X,v") Vibrational Relaxation and Collisional Dissociation.

Table 1. Rate Coefficients for the Various Collision Partners (T = 295 K).

Collision v Dissociation Rate Coefficient Relaxation Rate Coefficient

Partner 104 (sec-Torr) - 1 cm3/molec.sec 10 5 (secTorr)-I cm 3/molec.sec

He 0-4 2.0 t 0.2 6.3E - 13 3.0 + 0.4 9.3E - 12
Ne 0-4 2.0 + 0.2 6.2E - 13 3.0 t 0.4 9.3E - 12

Ar 0,1 2.5 ! 0.2 7.7E - 13
Kr 3 1.6 + 0.2 4.9E - 13 2.8 + 0.3 8.7E - 12

Xe 3 1.6 t 0.3 4.9E - 13 2.8 t 0.6 8.7E - 12
N2  3 4.1 + 0.5 1.3E - 12 8.8 _ 1.2 2.7E - 11

SF 6  0 6.1 t 0.6 1.9E - 12
CO 2  3 6.8 + 1.0 2.1E - 12 19 ± 2 5.8E - 11
XeF 2  0-4 50 t 7 1.5E - 11 70 t 10 2.2E - 10

The gesults of this study can be compared with the semi- m9 iri cal model of Fulghum
et al . and with the recent trajectory studies of Wilkins. 0. The most significant
departure from the Fulghum study surrounds the vibrational equilibration rates. Our data
(Table I) for He and Ne give a rate approximately seven times larger than that of Fulghum
et al. The faster rate seems plausible in that the spacing between v' = 0 and I is
approximately kT [205 cm-1 ) at room temperature. It is interesting to note that the
vibrational dependence of the V - T rate coefficients and the collisional dissociation
rate coefficients is quite similar between the modeling of Fulghum et al. and the Wilkins'
calculation (Fig. 6); however, the absolute magnitudes, particulary-7T--r the V + T rates,
are different. Our data for He and Ne are well described by a model which uses the
Wilkins V + T rates and his collisional dissociation rates increased by a factor of 1.4.
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Abstract

Ar imaging system with a two dimensional photo diode array is used for real
time base pulse by pulse measurement of the far and the near field patterns, spatial
distribution of the spectrum, and spatial coherence of a KrF excimer laser at high
repetition rate. With these measurements the pointing stability and non-uniform spectral
distribution of the band-narrowed KrF laser beam becomes clear. The streak camera
measurement of the spectrum and coherence shows they can vary during the laser pulse.

Introduction

The krypton fluoride excimer laser has number of attractive features such as its uv
wave length and high peak power. Although it has wide gain width, efficient extraction
of the photon energy in a narrow spectral band has been obtained with the methods such
as injection locking. However, As our previous work shows") , the beam pattern
of the injection locking system of the KrF laser reveals non-uniform intensity
distribution and pointing stability which is very sensitive to mechanical vibration.

As an alternative, a phase conjugated laser system based on Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering can produce high spectral brightness and be essentially free from any
mechanical disturbances of the laser beam(2 ). Since the performance of the phase
conjugation depends strongly upon the characteristics of the injected beam, real time
beam monitoring is indispensable.

In the present paper, we describe the method developed to monitor beam
characterstics such as the far and near field patterns, spatial distribution of
the narrow band spectrum, and spatial coherence for the KrF excimer laser, in pulse by
pulse and time resolved manner. Some results regarding the narrow band oscillator,
injecton locking system, and oscillator-amplifier system are also introduced.

Beam Pattern

Measurement System

The near field and the far field patterns of the KrF excimer laser are measured
with the optical configuration shown in Fig.l, where the beam is divided to form a near
field pattern by lens L, (f=0.27 m) and a far field pattern by lens L (f=9.04 m) on
the imaging sensor at the same time. The imager is a computer controlled two dimensional
photo diode array featured with the sensitivity down to the uv wave length and small
cross talk between the photo diode arrays, which enables high spatial resolution
suitable for the beam diagnostics. The fast frame rate enables even consecutive
measurement of both near and far field patterns simultaneously at 250 Hz repetition
rate.

Field Patterns

The near and the far field patterns of the laser beam from the injection locking
system operated at 250Hz are shown in Fig.2a, and the intensity profile scanned
horizontally as indicated by the arrow in this figure is given in Fig.2b. Due to
the high spatial resolution of the imager, the fine structures of the beam pattern
characteristic to the unstable resonator is seen.

The pointing stability of the beam, which is important for machinning applicatons,
is obtained by tracing the peak position of the far field spot. Fig3a shows
how the far field spot moves around. The vertical and horizontal components of the far
field spot positions are plotted against time in Fig.3b and Fig.3c respectively.
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The periodic variation of the vertical component is due to the mechanical vibrations
of the resonator cavity, while the horizontal motion is caused by the discharge
instability. The vibrational origin of pointing instability is a intrinsic problem
associated with the unstable resonater mounted on the gas flowing chamber, while our
alternative method; phase conjugated laser system, is demonstrated to be free from
the mechanical problem 2 )

Narrow Band Spectrum

Method

The spatial distribution of the narrow band spectrum of the laser beam can be
measured by taking advantage of the small free spectral range of the Fabry-Perot
interferometer. Fig.4 shows the optical arrangement, where the incident beam is
converted to a diverging beam by a concave lens L,, and enters the Fabry-Perot etalon.
The bedrnit wnLich satisfies onstructive irLerference conditio. forms d bLight ftiLtye
pattern on the imaging sensor S. If the divergence of the original beam is much smaller
than that of the beam focussed by lens L1 , there is a one to one correspondence
between the bright fringe on the sensor and the circular area in the beam at the Fabry-
Perot etalon. Since the beam entering the circular area at the etalon passes through
a similar circular area on the object plane A, we can estimate the spectral
distribution in the beam cross section at A by measuring the position and width of
the interference fringes.

The etalon, which has a free spectral range of 0.00489nm and finesse of 15, and
the lens L, with f=27cm form about 10 fringes in our 2D photo diode array located at
the image plane S. For absolute line position measurement a monochrometer with a optical
fiber input (resolution is about 0.0031nm) is used simultaneously.

Spatial Distribution of the Spectrum

The spectral distribution of the KrF excimer laser beam operated in narrow band
configuration, where the band narrowing is performed with a prism beam expander and
a grating together with collimating apertures with diameter of imm, is measured.
The beam diameter is about 2mm at a distance of 3m away from the laser. The laser cavity
and grating are well aligned at a central wave length of the gain, producing a single
spectrum with a band width of about 0.001nm.

One of the examples of the fringe pattern for the laser pulse at 100Hz rep. rate
is given in Fig.5a, where about 10 fringes cover the cross section of the beam.
Fig.6 presents the result of the analysis, showing that the wave number of the laser
beam is not the same within the beam cross section. A more conspicuous example of
the non-uniform spectral distribution is obtained by changing the tuning wave length of
the laser. The fringe pattern shown in Fig.7a gives the example, where the left half
and right half of the laser beam contain different wave lengths and each side has two
fold spectral structure. The right-left asymmetry might be due to the combined effect
of the finite size of the aperture and the grating which experience the incident beam at
a sharp angle. The double structure of the fringe pattern probably originates in
the gain structure of the KrF gas itself since our measurement of the ASE spectrum
with the monochrometer shows number of sharp lines which resemble rotational-vibrational
bands.

Long Term Drift of the WaveLength

Long term drift of the wave length of the band-narrowed KrF laser beam is performed
with our measurement system. The tuning element is adjusted at the central wave length
to form a single spectral line. When the measurement is not being performed, the cavity
optics are blocked from the discharge to avoid the thermal effect on the optics. When
in 40min. the laser is operated at 250Hz, the wave length shows red shift by about
0.00326nm.

Time Resolved Spectrum

Time resolved measurement of the narrow band spectrum is performed by forming
the Fabry-Perot fringe pattern on the entrance slit of the streak camera. For
convenience of measurement, 4% of the beam which forms the fringe pattern on
the 2D photo diode array is sampled for the streak camera so that the time resolved and
pulse by pulse measurements are obtained simultaneously. The entrance slit of the
streak camera is placed horizontally as indicated by the arrow in Fig.5a, so that
the right hand side of a few central fringes in this figure enters the streak camera.
The time resolved spectra for the case of Fig.5a; perfect tuning to the single line,
is presented in Fig.5b, where the horizontal axis is time with full span of 100ns
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and the three central fringes have a duration of about 20ns with slight drift in wave
length toward blue. This kind of "chirping" is more dramatic for the case of Fig.7a,
when a two fold spectral structure appears. The time resolved measurement for this case
Is given in Fig.7b. The two different wave lengths are emitted at different times with
a duration of about lOns for each. Since the cavity length is about 1.2m, the duration
of each wave length corresponds to almost one round trip within the cavity.

rhe importance of the time resolved measurement of the spectrum is shown in Fig.8a
and Fig.Sb, where the beam is produced from the injection locked unstable resonator
system. We used the same optical configuration as in the previous experiment, and
the central fringe of Fig.8a is located at the mid point between the central hole and
right edge of the near field of Fig.2a. The injected beam enters the unstable resonator
cavity just when the gain is onset, providing the locking efficiency to be >90%.
Temporal variation of the spectra shown in Fig.8b is rather striking for the rapid
variation at the period of about P0ns.

The variation of the spectrum within the laser pulse as shown in our measurements
frequently happens in our laser system, and it may be a general problem associated with
the narrow bnd operation of the KrF excimer laser. And it will result in erroneous
measurement of the coectrai band width and line position.

Coherence

Method

The measurement of the spatial coherence at high rep. rate is performed with
a wave front shearing interferometer which uses the same pr;ci[,ic .s ief.(3), except
that we use a Michelson type of the interferometer in place of the shearing cubic prism.
F-g.9 presents the optical setup, where the laser with narrow spectral ba:d width
(coherence ?ength > 1cm) is focussed with a lens of fr54cm, so that the focal point
is located lust before the beam splitter. The split beams are reflected by the mirrors,
and one of them is slightly inclined to produce the shearing angle.
-he 2D phot-r diode array is placed where two beams overlap to torm interference pattern.

A thin lens converts the spatial . rence of the laser beam from the object plane
to the image plane in such a way as (c.f. rct.(4))

where p is a complex coherence factor for the points x, ,y, ,x 2 ,y, on the image plane and
for the points % , , , ' , on the object plane. The coordinates are related as

b

V : - x

a
(2)

b

a

in the same way for the coordinates of suffix 2, where a and b are the distances of
the object plane and the image plane from the lens respectively with the additional
relation,

I i I
- - - (3)

a b f

The modulus of the coherence factor is related to the visibility as

Visibility . ..... . ------- 1 (4)

where I and 1, are the intensity of the two overlapping beams at tne point where
the fringe intensity is measured. By blocking one of the mirrors, we can measure
the intensity distribution of the beam, then 1, and I, are known, and the modulus of
'he coherence factor of the laser beam at the object plane is estimated from
the measurement of the visibilty at the image plane of the lens L in Fig .

The visibility of the interference fringe pattern of the narrow band KrF laser
beam with diameter of 2mm is observed with the optical configuration as explained
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before The focal length of the lens is 54cm, the distance from the lens to the imager
is 120 cm, and the shear angle is about 4mrad. Observed visibility with the imager
gives the coherence function for the points separated by about 2mm at about 98cm from
the lens. Fringe pattern is given in Fig.10a and f-..ige profile scanned horizontally
as indicated in Fig.10a is given in Fig.10b. For 'his measurement the modulus of
the coherence function is estimated to be 0.5.

Time Resolved Measurement

[t will be shown that, as in the case of the spectrum, the spatial coherence will
vary within the duration of the laser pulse. It is measured by placing the entrance
slit of the streak camera horizontally so that, as indicated by the arrow in Fig.10a,
a part uf the fringe profile enters the streak camera. The streaked fringe profile is
given in Fig.1l, where the sweep is from left to right with the time span of lOOns.
This measurement shows the spatial coherence becomes poor in about 5ns from the arrival
of the beam, however in aoout 12ns or so it becomes much improved. This feature is more
clearly observed by passing the oscillator beam through an amplifier.
lnterference fringes are observed by changing the timing of the onset of
the ampl fier gain with respect to the oscillator beam. Fig.12a, Fig.12b, and Fig.12c
shows the frLnge profiles when the gain of the amplifier is onset at -3, 5, and 15ns
respectively after the arrival of the oscillator beam at the amplifier.

As explained in relation with the streak camera measurement of the coherence,
the oscillator beam amplified at the beginning shows good visibility, while in
the intermediate stage the visibility becomes poor. However, after 12ns the coherence
becomes much improved. Although the temporal variation of the spatial coherence
as shown in these experiments may be characteristic to our laser system (cavity length
Ls dbout 1.2m, gain length is 0.45m), the gross feature; improvement of the spatial
coherence in the course of time will be a general tendency of excimer laser beams.

Conclusion

we have briefly described our method to measure the near and far field patterns,
-pectrum and coherence of the KrF excimer laser beam in band narrowed operation.
The magLng spectroscopy and imaging interferometry based on the 2D photo diode array
.s 11emonstrated to be quite feasible for the monitoring the excimer laser beam.
Pulse by p-i-e measurement of the spectrum shows that the spectrum is not uniform in
the beam cross secrlon and streak camera measurement shows that the spectrum varies
during the pulse duration. The same imaging system is used to measure the coherence and
it IS found that it changes during the pulse duration as well.
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Abstract
Recent experiments show very high specific power output and high power-conversion-efficiency of

the XeCI laser at high current-densities even thought the energy-conversion-efficiency is very low due
to the duration of the discharge-current-pulse which is much longer than that of the laser pulse.
Theoretical model which simulates the experiment with good agreement shows that such lasers can be

operated at high energy-conversion-efficiencies while maintaining high specific power output.

Introduction

Interest in realizing the high power spaceborne lasers which can be used as communication

devices1 places severe constraints on the size, weight, efficiency, and durability of such laser systems
due to the limitations imposed by the carriers of the laser systems, i.e., satellites and airplanes.

Recent experimental efforts on the x-ray preionized d.c. discharge XeCI laser have yielded
promising results with respect to the availability of laser power and energy from a small discharge-
volume device. Using a x-ray preionized d.c. discharge XeCI laser of - 3.8 cm 3 excitation volume at

current-density j - 10 kA/cm 2 , Xie et a/.2 at UC San Diego have recently observed peak laser power
output of - 3 MW and output pulse energy of - 80 mJ, which implied specific power output - 800
MW/liter and specific energy output - 21 J/liter when such high-current-density discharge is scaled up
to large excitation volumes. 2 The laser-pulse duration is only - 25 nsec FWHM ( full width at half

maximum intensity ) which is much shorter than the - 400 nsec FWHM current-pulse employed.
Consequently, the energy-conversion-efficiency is very low. However, by employing discharge-current-
pulses of much shorter durations, preferably not much longer than the desired laser-pulse durations, it
should be possible to increase the energy-conversion-efficiencies while maintaining high specific
power output.

In this paper, the experimental results just described above are analyzed with the help of a

theoretical model which uses experimentally measured discharge-current-pulse as one of the primary
inputs. Also, some predictions are made on the performance of the discharge-pumped XeCI laser pumped
by short ( ~ 50 nsec ) discharge-current-pulses.

Theoretical Model

The model consists of a quasi-steady-state Boltzmann equation, a set of simultaneous chemical

reactions, a laser-photon balance equation, and a time history of discharge-current-pulse. The

Boltzmann equation is numerically solved by a self-consistent iteration scheme3 in order to calculate
the electron energy distribution function which in turn gives the electron kinetic rate coefficients as
moments of the electron energy distribution function. All the important electron collision processes,
i.e., the electron-impact electronic/vibrational excitation, electron-impact ionization, electron

attachment, electron detachment, Penning ionization, Coulomb collision, and electron-electron collision,

are included in the Boltzmann equation. A set of first order differential equations set up based on the
simultaneous chemical reactions, including the electron collision processes, is numerically solved in
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order to determine the temporal evolution of the chemical species existing in the laser plasma including
the laser photons. A laser-photon balance equation which calculates the instantaneous laser output
power is set up assuming that the number density of each chemical specie is uniformly distributed
throughout the discharge-volume and that the photon number density is uniformly distributed inside the
optical cavity. The detailed description of the Boltzmann equation, chemical equations and laser-photon
balance equation can be found in Refs. 3, 4 aid 5. In the previous models4 ,5 , E/n ( electric field strength

/ total molecular number density ) which is required by the Boltzmann code to calculate the electron

energy distribution function is determined by solving the circuit equation which includes the laser
plasma as a variable resistive element. In our alternative model, E/n is determined by using a given

discharge current history as described below. The total discharge-current can be expressed as
I(t) = A e ne(t) vd(t) (1)

where A is the discharge area, e is the electron charge, ne is the number density of free electrons, and vd

is the electron drift velocity. The electron drift velocity under the influence of external field is a
moment of the electron energy distribution function which poses strong dependence on E/n and weak

dependence on the number densities of all the chemical species n, participating in the electron collision
processes. Thus , the electron drift velocity is also a function of E/n and na. Assuming that the drift
velocity is a function of E/n only, that is, vd- vd(E/n), then the instantaneous value of E/n can be

calculated using Eq.1 once proper initial conditions E/n(t=O) and n,(t=O) are known.
This method of modeling becomes very convenient when the dependence of the laser performance

on the discharge-current pulse is theoretically analyzed later in this paper.

Theoretical Analysis of the Experiment

Using the theoretical model just described above and the XeCI laser kinetic cross-sections and
rate coefficients previously compiled in Refs. 4 and 5 with only minimum modifications and updating, a

numerical simulation of the experiment done by Xie et al. is performed in order to check the validity of

the new theoretical model and to help to analyze the experimental results.
In their experiment, Xie et al. successfully measured the laser pulse and discharge-current-pulse

but failed to measure the discharge-voltage between two electrodes. As a consequence of difficulty in

measuring the voltage drop through the excited 2
plasma directly during the pulsed-avalanche

discharge, it becomes necessary to calculate the
discharge-voltage history V(t), which, along with
the discharge-current history I(t), gives the
instantaneous electric power input to the plasma

PE(t) = V(t) I(t) in order to determine the efficiency ,

of the laser. 00.
The numerical simulation is done on a laser

gas mixture of the mole fraction HCI:Xe:Ne =

2:40:5354 at total pressure of 7.1 atm. The optical -

cavity is formed by a total reflector and a output
coupler of 40 % power reflectance. This setup n .
when it is used in the experiment produces the 3 0 20 40 60 80 100

MW laser-pulse as described in the earlier section. Time (nsec)
The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 1. The

theoretically calculated peak laser power is - 2MW Fig.1 Calculated laser power output of the

which is 30% lower than the experimentally XeCI laser used by Xie, et al., in Refernece 1.

measured peak power of 3 MW, and the laser-pulse The gas mixture used is HCI:Xe:Ne = 2:40:5354

duration is - 30 nsec which is 20 % longer than the at P = 7.1 atm.
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experimentally measured pulse duration of - 25
nsec. Considering the uncertainties due to the
experimental measurement of the discharge- " 20

current-pulse which is a primary input to this
simulation and size of the discharge volume which -

2 15
must also be determined experimentally and some *_

remaining uncertainties among the large number of
the kinetic rates and cross-sections, the 10

o 0

agreement between the experiment and theory is
good.

Fig. 2 shows the power-conversion-efficiency 50 5

Tlp(t) = PL(t) / PE(t) from the onset of the laser 0

action, where PL is the laser power output and PE is
the electric power input to the laser plasma. At t = o
5 nsec in Fig. 2 where the laser power reaches its 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
peak value of 3 MW, the electric input to the Time (nsec)
plasma is calculated to be only about 20 MW, thus,
p is - 15 % at this point. However, the energy-

conversion-efficiency 1E(t) =fPL(t)dt /IPE(t)dt is Fig.2 Power-conversion-efficiency of the
i =XeCI laser used by Xie, et al., in Reference 1.very low due to the much long current-pulse, - 400

nsec FWHM, employed in the experiment.

The reason for very high specific laser power and energy can be explained by the effect of the high
current-density on the formation of the XeCI laser upper state. The primary formation channel of the
XeCI laser upper state is a 3-body ionic recombination process, i.e., Xe+ + CI- + M - XeCI* + M, whereas

the primary quenching channel of XeCI* at high current-densities is a collisional quenching process by

the free electrons. The Xe+ ions are produced by a direct electron-impact ionization of Xe atoms at
their ground electronic state, or a two-step ionization of Xe atoms, i.e., the electron-impact excitation
process Xe + e -- Xe* + e, to be followed by the ionization process Xe* + e -4 Xe+ + 2e. The Cl- ions are
produced by two successive electron-impact processes, i.e., the vibrational excitation process e +
HCI(v=0) -- e + HCI(v>_I), to be followed by the dissociative attachment process e + HCI(v>1) -- H + Cl-.

Direct dissociative attachment of HCI(v=O) also contributes to the production of Cl- ions, but the rate
coefficient is much smaller than those for HCI(v>1), 6 so that the two-step process is preferred. As the
discharge-current-density increases, which may correspond to the increase in the electron number
density in the laser plasma, the number densities of two important ionic species Xe+ and Cl- continue to
increase via the electron-impact processes just described above, then the excimer formation rate is
proportional to the 2nd power of the electron number density ne while the quenching rate is proportional
only to the 1st power of ne. Thus, the saturation intensity of the XeCI laser under strong-pumping
condition continues to increase with the discharge-current-density. This reasoning is supported by a
series of the experiments done at UC San Diego 2 , 7 which clearly show that the specific laser output
power and energy continue to increase as the discharge-current-density increases.

The reason for such a short laser-pulse duration in comparison with the discharge-current-pulse
duration can be attributed to the depletion of halogen donor HCI molecules. The theoretical model
predicts that the 99 % of HCI depletes in 68 nsec after the initial breakdown of the laser gas mixture.
Once all the HCI molecules dissociate to H and Ci atoms through various kinetic paths, it may no longer
be possible to produce enough CI- ions in order to form XeCI* via the 3-body ionic recombination process
because the formation of HCI molecule is very slow process. The three-body recombination rate
coefficient of the reaction H + Cl + M -4 HCl + M is, in deed, very low at 5.5x10-32 cm6/sec, 8 and the
recovery time for one half of the initial HCI molecular number density via this reaction is -1.6 igsec.
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Therefore, much of the discharge-current-pulse employed by Xie et al. is wasted, and consequently the
energy-conversion-efficiency is very low.

Highly Energy-Efficient Short Pulse Laser
The results just discussed in the preceding section strongly suggest the possibility of having a

highly energy-efficient XeCI laser while maintaining high specific laser power output. One way to
achieve such a goal is to employ short current-pulses which are not so much longer than the desired
laser-pulse durations so that much of the current-pulse is utilized to pump the laser. In order to keep
the high specific laser power output, the discharge-current-density must be kept high to keep the
pumping rate high. Considering the requirements mentioned above and the fact that the laser-pulse
duration observed by Xie et al. under very high discharge-current-density condition is only 25 nsec
FWHM, 1 the theoretical analysis of the discharge-pumped XeCI laser pumped by hypothetical short
discharge-current-pulses of 50 nsec is done. The dimension of excitation-volume, optics and gas
mixture are chosen to be the same as those used by Xie et al. in their experiment. The shape of the
discharge-current-pulse is chosen to be a sine curve with the half cycle of 50 nsec and is kept the same
for all the calculations, but the peak value is changed from 5 kA to 30 kA, which corresponds to the peak
current-density of from 1.2 kA/cm 2 to 7.1 kA/cm 2 .

The results of the theoretical calculations 7 12

are shown in Figs.3-6. Fig.3 shows the peak laser
power and energy-conversion-efficiency as 6 "o >

functions of the peak value of the discharge- ,1
current. The peak laser power continuously 5 8

increases as the peak value of the discharye __4__

3: 4
current increases. On the other hand, the energy- 0 6 "

6 0
conversion-efficiency decreases as the peak value 3

of the discharge-current increases. It should be U 4 >
noted that the energy-conversion-efficiency shown 0 2o0
in Fig.3 is calculated by integrating PL and PE from 20 1 1

t= 0 nsec to t = 50 nsec, but, in the real situation, .
the energy-conversion-efficiency is expected to be 0 0 c
lower because the discharge-current would execute 0 1 0 20 30 40 W

some kind of dumped oscillation and the current- Peak Current (kA)
pulse would last considerably longer than 50 nsec. Fig.3 Calulated peak laser power output and

The continuous increase of the peak lasi-' energy-conversion-efficiency of the XeCI
power can by explained by the same argument given laser pumped by hypothetical discharge
in the preceding section with respect to the high currents as functions of peak value of the
current-density effect on the formation of XeCI*. discharge current. The gas mixture used is
The continuous decrease of the energy-conversion- HCI:Xe:Ne = 2:40:5354 at p = 7.1 atm.
efficiency is attributable to the premature
termination of the laser-pulses compared to the current-pulse duration at higher discharge-current.
The comparison between Fig.4 and Fig.5 makes this point clear. Fig.4 shows the calculated laser output
power and the employed discharge-current-pulse for the peak discharge-current of 10 kA, and Fig.5
shows those for the peak discharge-current of 30 kA. When the XeCI laser is pumped by the current
pulse of 10 kA peak current, significant laser power output is seen almost till the end of the current-
pulse, and most of the discharge-current is effectively used to pump the laser. Under the peak current
of 30 kA, the laser pulse terminates at t = 30 nsec as shown in Fig.5, and significant portion of the
discharge-current is wasted. The premature termination of the laser-pulse under higher discharge-
current is due to the depletion of the haloqen donor HCI molecules prior to the termination of the
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current-pulse. As shown in Fig.6, there is still left some HCI even at t = 45 nsec at the peak current of
10 kA. But, at the peak current of 30kA, the 99 % of HCI initially present disappears in 30 nsec which
corresponds to the termination of the laser-pulse in Fig.5, and the rest of the discharge-current after t
= 30 nsec is not used to pump the XeCI laser.

4 15 8 40

3 6. , 30

2 4 - 20 L'

', w / S ,0 U0 0

2 10% I 

0 0 0 00 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50

Time (nsec) Time (nsec)

Fig.4 Discharge-current-pulse and calculated Fig.5 Discharge-current-pulse and calculated
laser power output for the peak current of 10 laser power output for the peak current of 30
kA. kA.

As we have seen from the theoretical
calculations shown above, the termination of the 100

XeCI laser-pulse under strong pumping condition is
due to the depletion of the halogen donor HCI R 80
molecules, and therefore, by controlling the (a)
duration and peak value of the discharge-current-
pulse one may be able to utilize the discharge- 6II

current-pulse effectively and to increase the \

energy-conversion-efficiency while maintaining 0 (b)
high specific laser power output. Designing of the .

pulse forming networks which may produce such 0• " 20

desired current-pulses is another matter of the
engineering and ,therefore, is not discussed in this (C)paper. o

0 10 20 30 40 50
Time (nsec)
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High Repetition Rate X-Ray Preionizer for Discharge Pumped Lasers

S. Bollanti, P. Di Lazzaro, F. Flora, G. Giordano, T. Letardi, C.E. Zheng*

ENEA, Dip. TIB, U.S., Fisica Applicata, C.R.E. Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

Abstract

The construction characteristics and the performances of an X-ray generator working at
200 Hz are described. The possibility to scale this system up to 1 kHz for the preionization
of high average power gas lasers is discussed.

The achievement of a homogeneous and small contamination preionization is a key problem
in the development of high average power discharge laser systems. We present here a simple
and inexpensive X-ray preionizer developed at the ENEA Center of Frascati in the frame of the
european joint program EUREKA.'

A vertical section of the preionizer is shown in Fig. 1. The X-ray diode works in a
reflection geometry configuration. This means that the cathode emitted electrons are
accelerated toward the high atomic number anode target, producing brehmsstrahlung radiation
in a direction much different from those of the incident electrons.

The system core is the surface plasma cathode,2 depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of an
insulator plate (e.g. fiberglass, Kapton), sandwiched between a Cu sheet connected with a
trigger voltage and a sheet of grounded Cu on which there is a matrix of discs. Each disc is
separated from the grounded Cu by an annular gap where the copper has been etched off. When
the trigger is applied, a high electric field across the gap generates a vacuum breakdown,
and neutral gas atoms are desorbed from the surface. This gas ionizes quickly, forming a
plasma that expands away from the cathode.3

The geometrical arrangment of the Ta wrapped anode with respect to the cathode (see Fig.
1) has been cnoosen taking into account the results of a simulation work performed at the
ENEA Center of Bologna.

4

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of the preionizer.
The measured voltage waveform at the transformer output is reported in Fig. 4, together

with the typical shape of the current flowing in the diode measured by means of a Rogowsky
coil.

0(

Ta anoe Al window-

insulator

Fig. 1 - Vertical section of the X-ray diode

* ENEA Guest. On leave from Shangai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics
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COPPER GR UND COPPER FLOATING DIELECTRIC TRIGGER

Fig. 2 - Scheme of the surface plasma cathode

120nF
H.V. R 1:6

X -_ray

Trigger HY3013 3.7 T

plasma cathode

D elay Generator

Fig. 3 - X-ray preionizer equivalent circuit

The 100 Hz repetition rate X-ray signal is shown in Fig. 5. This result has been
obtained running the plasma cathode at 1 kHz, but firing the anode every 10 shots of the
cathode. As a matter of fact, we have been limited so far by the power supply, as shown in
Fig. 6. With the facility of a 20 kW power supply, measurements at higher repetition rate are
now in progress.

The dosage decay (measured with dosimeters) along the X-ray beam direction is shown in
Fig. 7. Starting from the laser discharge cathode, there is a 13% of the X-ray dosage
decrease after crossing the 3 cm wide laser discharge gap.

The preionization electron number density has been measured by collecting the electric
charge of the drift electrons in 1 atm of Ne. This method 5 allows a more easy solution of
the EMI problem compared with the probe technology or the drift current measurement
techniques. Moreover, as the original laser discharge electrode system can be used as the
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Li t-

SL-- I

Fig. 4 - Current (a) flowing in the diode and voltage (b) measured at the transformer output
of Fig. 3. Horizontal 1 ps/div. Vertical 240 A/div for the current, 30.8 kV/div for the
voltage

I I I I I I I I I I

Fig. 5 -" X-ray train pulses at 100 Hz, recorded by means of a plastic scintillator plus a
photomultiplier and integrated with a time constant - 10 ms

electron charge collectors, no modifications of the discharge chamber are required for the
sake of electromagnetic screen. The set-up is schematically drawn in Fig. 8. The experimental
results obtained at two distinct cathode trigger voltage are reported in Fig. 9. The
resulting maximum voltage drop AV on the capacitor C = 2,8 nF yields to the electron number
density n through the relation n = C.AV/e.v, where e = 1,6.10-19 C is the electron charge and
v = 0,45 t is the discharge volume.

A possible explanation of the results of Fig. 9 is that lowe'ng the trigger voltage,
the charge of the generated plasma on the cathode decreases, re _iting in a lower diode
current and a different X-ray spectrum, which is more efficient from the point of view of the
electron-ion pair generation. We can therefore use the cathode trigger voltage as an
additional degree of freedom to control the preionization electron density.

Finally, the X-ray dosage behaviour vs the repetition rate is reported in Fig. 10
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Fig. 6 - Charging voltage on the anode capacitors vs the repetition rate. Nominal power
supply 5 kW
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Fig. 7 - X-ray dosage distribution in air along the direction perpendicular to the laser
discharge electrodes

together with the vacuum level of the X-ray diode chamber. Despite the pressure increment
from 10-5 Torr at few Hz up to 10-3 Torr at 200 Hz, the X-ray dosage level remains almost
constant in the range of repetition rate investigated here. This behaviour can be possibly
attributed (according with Ref. 6) to the reliance of cathode surface on adsorbed material to
be ablated. The material lost at each shot can be replaced by the residual pump oil and
background vapor readsorbed on the cathode surface. Above a certain pressure level there is
an equilibrium between adsorbed and ablated material, ensuring an effective cathode operation
with a X-ray emission almost independent from the vacuum level, as shown in Fig. 10. On the
other hand, the operating lifetime can be affected by the positive ion bombardment and the
likelihood of low pressure arcs.
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tsed X-ray 2. 7

cathode a.node

Fig. 8 - Experimental circuit and apparatus for the preionization electron number density
measurement. The dischargc region was filled with 1 atm Ne

a)b)

Fig. 9 Measured voltage drop generated by the X-ray pulse in the circuit of Fig. 8.
Vertical 200 mV/div, horizontal 2 ms/div; a) Plasma trigger voltage V=24 kV. Preionization
electron number density n=3.5"10 7 cm-3 b) V=16 kV, n=4.2"10 7 cm-3

Lifetime measurement have been performed continuously running the diode for extended
periods at 100 Hz. Overheating of the cathode limited the performance to 105 shots, and work
is in progress to overcome this problem.

In conclusion, a simple and inexpensive high repetition rate X-ray diode has been
constructed and tested. The main experimental data are summarized in Table I. The possibility
to run the surface plasma cathode at 1 kHz repetition rate has been proved, giving the
experimental evidence that no problems in principle could prevent the efficient operation of
the diode at least up to 1 kHz. A preionization electron number density greater than 107 cm- 3

in I atm Ne with a good uniformity has been obtained. Preliminar results show that the
outlined system is effective for the preionization of a (3x3x50) cm3 active volume discharge
XeCl laser: 700 mj/shot at 40 Hz have been achieved with an unoptimized spark-gap switched
pumping discharge system at a dc charging voltage of 38 kV.
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Fig. 10 - X-ray dosage (o) and vacuum level in the diode chamber ([]) vs the repetition rate.
The pressure values were measured after a few seconds of working, when the equilibrium
condition was reached

TABLE I - Experimental summary

Diode operation mode Pulsed, reflection geometry

Cathode type Surface plasma

Input energy 10 J

Repetition rate > 200 Hz

X-ray pulse duration 200 ns (FWHM)

Dosage in the laser cell 10 mR/shot

Dosage attenuation in air (distance)-l

Dosage uniformity > 70%

Preionization electron density > 107 cm-3 in 1 atm Ne

]Lifetime at 100 Hz 105 shots (continuous operation)
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L0Xi I I'C I \AL A2)D IRAdSE SAL WAVE JBA VI OS IN A HIlGH! AVERAGE POWER EXCIMER LASER.

I.L. Sentis, P. Canarelli, Ph. Delaporte, B.Ml. Forestier, B.L. Fontaine.

Institut de :-iccnique des Fluides, Aix- larseille University,U' 34 CNRS, Marseille 13003
Fra ace.

ABSTRACT

[o increase the pulse repetition frequency, the average power and efficiency of the
xo'I laser system, numerous problems must be solved. One of the most important, which is
rIated to wave propagating in the gaseous medium, is discussed. Excitation of active
.. edium in a subsonic loop is achieved by means of a classical discharge, through transfer
capacitors. 1he discharge stability is controlled by a wire ion plasma (W.I.P.) X-ray gun.
ihe strong acoustic waves induced by the active medium excitation are analyzed by means of
a licholson interferoioter and fast pressure transducers.

I . IX7TIPODUCTION

Potential applications such as laser processing of semiconductors, laser machining,
laSer paoto-chemistry and medical uses have stimulated studies and development of
ultraviolet exciner lasers. These lasers operate generally at PRF to achieve high average
output power. [he general aim of these studies is to scale up excimer lasers to obtain
h iihor average output power, longer pulse duration, ig r efficiency and beam quality.
d.ork is presently in progress in several laboratories . iowever numerous problems are
still to be solved ; the most important are : a) the electrical energy deposition at high
i': into gas mixture (stable discharge, homogeneity of the discharge ; b) to optimize the
laser beam quality. Fluid mechanic studies may play a leading role to solve these problems.

Under toe high pulse repetition rate and high energy per pulse conditions which are
charact-riotic of fut'-e 1 IC (or more) average power excimer lasers, the fluid dynamic of
the gas flow loop and laser head become a central issue. This problem, which is relatively
e,,l I solved in the case of infrared CO 2 or chemical lasers, is much more severe here due to

the short wavelength and regarding to the stability of the discharge in electronegative
exciser active medium mixtures. Two main problems have to be solved : a) the heated gas has
to be soept out of the laser cavity between two excitations (i.e. in much less than 1 ms
for I klz P'1) ; b) the density fluctuations induced by acoustic waves inside laser cavity
have to be damped from dr/r = 10- which is an average value of 4 the density fluctuations
immediately after an energy deposition of 100 to 150 J/l, to 10 - 10 in the same time

scale. Attenuation of the aerodynamic disturbances without acoustic dampers is, at high PRF

( > 20)0 iz), too low to insure the uniformity of the density flow field required to obtain

a stable discharge and a good optical beam quality at the time of the following energy

deposition.

Three families of waves, at least, are present in a high PRF gas laser cavity : one

family of longitudinal waves and two families of transversal waves. The longitudinal waves

travel in the upstream and downstream directions of the flow and can be reflected by the

previous hot gas column and also by any cross section shift or obstacle placed upstream or

downstream the cavity. One family of transversal waves propagate between the electrodes,

and the other one along the optical axis. They may play a leading role in the filamentation

and loss of discharge stability at high PRF.

A program to investigate extensively the XeCl laser system (308 nm) for conditions of
long pulse (50 to 100 as), high PRF (1 kllz) and high average power (100 to 500 W) has been

undertaken at I.A.F.i. A laser test bed called LUX for "Laser Ultraviolet preionis6 par

rayons X", has been developed. It permits to achieve in a laser head not yet designed to

damine the different acoustic waves, an average power of 200 1 operating in burst mode

(250 shots). The laser head has been recently modified to study detailed wave behavior in

relation with Eureka program.
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2 ,X P ER 1 AEN F

2.1 .I i nd t unnelta

5- he 17c) liter nickel plated stainless steel 1ioap , already described in part elsewhere

is designed for achievi ng a Ilon " li fe time" operation i n the working mi xture . Itr has
very low baseline flow turbulence level and flow pressure drop. Provisions have been made
for tast dampin g of acoustic waves. A centrifugal compressor powered by a 4 ;W cont inuous
current motor a lows an average f low veloc ity up to b5 rn/s in the laser discharge head
(2.5 x 30 cm c ross sect ion). The maximum working pressure is 2.5 atmospheres andl is limited
by t he motor-compressor ferrofluidic seal capabilities. ' Lturbo-molecular vacuum pump
aillows: us to pump dlown to a residual pressureo as low as ILU l'or r t o achItieveo good in it ialI
purity of ca.s mixtures.

2 . 2. LIec t r icalI e xc iIt at ion

i 1)e electrical excitation system consists essentiallIy of a K-r.-y preicnmizer and -i main
d is ch a rie puIs e .

!n.1 ro x-rav preictnization generator

Fhe A-ray are generated by means, ~ a w ireI i on plasma ( 41P ) elect run guln The NlP
C'lect ron 'gun was developed it . . I"A . '[' This t ype o f teIec tro n guni all Iows th[Ie co ntLro o af
trio high voltaze pulse by tihe low voltage (15 kV) control p uIse o n four Lheronic wires.

en i d 1 sg ha r goe pul1s e o f 1 5 k V i s app1lied to t he a node , i n thle ioli a t i on c a v ity f i 1 1lel to
L. X 1 bars o f hnelIi um., a plasma i s created. rhe ioan s are accelcrated t o a g r aulld
e x tract in itr id . hevond t h is qgri dI, ions are accelerated up to the constant nejaive 11411

IIlag cathiode ( -40 kV to -150 V ) where thbe se generate secondarv electrons by lluck.
9 'wnarc elect rons are accelerated to the grid and beyond up to the aroundli window. Fhoc,

p r u e 1' r em s s t r ahI us n rad ia t i on mai nlyc i in t h e for ward d3i rect io01 when It lies y h i t ai 12 . 1
ic t nt LalIu m ( Z 7 3) foail1 placed directly' beihind the screen anoule. A 1an A t ao LntiaItium

a ). is a =m thick aluminum foil whtich serves i a htig4h presue w indos' f or t he .5-ray.

2.2 . i hci it; m li c lia r ge ci.r cuai t

A c la si c al thviratron switched C-L-C transfer circuit allows an average(- laser outpult
poero 2YU!ial I k~z operating' ill bus modo. AnIeIn I circ u it d iialrau o f ti

comlI et soI r, including the QP1 gull, is show~n in big. I1.

r= - I perforated flat plate cathode

11 -7

Ij Iprovision for B I
dampers

I neI c hialr qiniq voltage i rom tLhe piower s u p pIly, Q V IS, sII dou bl I t irouiel t he

resurtatii e c h arqi n q c ircui t t o chargce t hIe ma in s tor ao 1 cnapac itonr s KP* I he thvrit roT

11Th nX 1 10 ) i s t r i qgored by a svnc Iron i co pulI soI v i a a t r i- tf rmse r con 1101 t ' to t le
13 K Vj in PlIL trigger pulse of tihe X-ras qull, whichi slowly cliurges the t rins~e A"C.laC ItLor

lank (CI- w i t II ;I I z;e t i so of I -), ni ; . ini e ti me r nie l ay b)etI wein t Ite X - ri iv n)oi I a u ind t ItI 0 I a , e r

I, i hnar Ae , cnit r o l e nlu'y-is siiclironiya t 01 o it 111. Iio t r ililo;t r a-i.lil Io r I r t 1c

ippro iim-te' I r elatLive Ly f as5t t r itsm issioiIin 10 witoi t iml Collstanit i an:t C o!'parIed w i .1 , '1

I o) ( n it I t r r ;P to i me of t he pr i mary r i rc uii I . When11 th e InIc I r ode volI ti o ro i r lIe t I rI

brakdl own v olIt iA 4- io eneprgy -Iored i M t he tn' rif ra pa I C)ct or a r r acvI KlCIk

t Cn I I I t oi L t , o ' I 1 :: Xt Ii r c0

:I I- t i i n o , a t o r i o f It he sto l - L . no , w i t Ii I Il rai I hil !; :i r r o rn :4 11 0i 1 e I

o;1 Lid [u, I Lu ( I 'T' 1 r r ,r a are s ot d i r e ( t I v i n thle 1,i, SI r oo wi -1 0 I I a; I Ii ili I I wc i I t

t.' lo r k i Si' 11' urr. * ho r i l It v t on an Ifi a nn f t it, m r r o r a arem h r I fe I I, t I i n
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coefficient att X = dub no is R ().()S f or the rear m ir rc;r and R~ 2 = 0.48 foar the
ext raC cL 1Ol0H mir ror.

A n ew laser head , which t he voIlme haits b)e en s tronitgl1y increased t o man agpe thle

poissibi lity to set acoustic dampers very close to the electrodes has been built . I t is noflt

yet fully optimized regarding aerodynamic and electric field distribution. At tihe present

time, a shaped solid electrode in used as cathiode and a f lat foilI as anode. I it h Ith is

configuration it is easy to dispose perforated foilI or screen as anode am!i to investigate
wave behavior i n l a ser head with backing volume behind the anode. It will be po0S SibleI to

put in this backing volume absorbing materials or wave deflectors. A diagram of this laser

head is shown on Fig. 2.

S)peci f ic d2iagnosti cs have been ideve loped. fhey allow'. to study qualit ta"t ivol y' tile key
parameters of LUX t es t bed . They i nc Iu Je f rame and streak laser interfer-onetry, f a st

tiiezmeiect r ic pressure t ransducers. Shot to shot vori at ions illt the blam energy prof l Ie ini
the near ftiel d are obta-inod as iana spec ial' desi;ned home detect or

3.1. interfrrerometric study of tile flow; field in tile loser cavity

Interferornetric study of the tflow f ield hove b een unLiid er takena wiit a clIansI (-Il
Ac he I so00 s t r ea k i uterierumotor . rThe onpt i calI source is a cw argon ion I aci;e r asc;o c i .-It cd to(

a n electra-mechanical. shutter. The f r ingqe pattern i s recorded b y means l i a Air u c a mera
wh ic h permits, to fol low fring-e shift as a function of ti::e during !; ms vwithi, resolutiion oi1

t a e r il1 of 5 .4 y s /mm . TIhe ohbserva tion n on i00 1s d efiined( by a sl it oatia CO lIy e n jOulat i witi

t he tf i banad t he laise r 'tea d.

fhae r e 9ult s presented hereafter have been obtained w it h a n horizontal o r vert IcalI
s i t. T'he analysis of interferograms leads to the evolution of flow density as a functLi on
of t ime alan4 ' or Y axis. The vertical slit use permits a much more pirecise stuiy of theO

train versal waves propa,,at ing between the electrodes. The influence 19 f these waives on loser
characteristics have been already underlined 14in a previous paper I .Ihe( sells it i vit; of
t ne in t o r fe roam e toc r i s eq (Ino I to ( dr /r = 5 . 1It) ) . Pais sen si t iv i t is Ltou Ilow to cihec t Ahe

-I I o f t n,e reluired de n s ity fluctuation level I or sane excimer laser a1"iilc atLi aias
(dr/r =lJ-) . Clds.sical method of f ri nge pattorin ana lysi s has bieeni devel oped by means Ql

diitz er anId p er so nalI c ontp)ut er .

ihe inateorte r og r am of Fi g. 3 shows uip the f r inge pattern recordied w itLh a hlorizontal

W i t wiCt t .o Shcts a t 1! (l z !,hF. it p ermi ts toa f aIollw tLe e ,vol u t ion of i dII:; it V

f luctuations over the total width o f the laser cavity for a tine greater than 1 .3 m s. T h 1
r rige pa ttoern iiefore t he t ime of elIe ct ri calI excitation may be considered as a ta re, I n

th is interferaram two s et s ofI indunced shlock waves fl1ow in 2 upstream and downstream or e
cl1ea rl1y v ihIle . fhe colIlimns of heated gas , swept out oi exci tation zone by tile flow, ar e
also visible as well as the effects of thermal diffusion betweein heated ,3luoes and! cold zo
Whe reflections ofI induced shock waves b y t he previous thermal slogu a nd b y t he current

return-, ( 1 i noulIated rods ( 1) = 'I mm) dIi sposed orthotuonallIy to the f low and at 4 cm: to bo thI

sides of the electrodes) are relati vely weak. The main disturbwney yet visiblet Ims a f ter a

soat soon t o be PAu e t o thle propagaltionl of transversal acoustic ;a v e s ill a or thn alI

ire ct i onT t o t Ie f 1aw a nd rloaser 5 am ax is .

I ;"; ws t b~ (am7p-ar i sn b et ween thet le tn si tyv pro f iIes- aIo ng q X' a x 1 k mc- : oter ai
r r. a 'lt a r a it 12 3o0t. 111 Illelerg-,y uleposi t i oii is strongly mod if ied *e '.( icesrvo randomn
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Fig. 6 shows a first shot (Y,t) interferogram when the observation zone is located
just upstream of the excitation zone (Imm). The straight fringes at the bottom correspond
to tne flow density field in the laser head just before the first energy deposition. The
first

1.e
(X,t) INTERFEROGRAM

t (Ms) - 150 J/L

- Ne/Xe/HOC 1700/16/10~P = 2.3 Bars-
(shot No2) ASr

- PRF = 1000 Hz

-V = 43 m/s \

FLOW2 6 14 1 22

F,- Figure 4 : Comparison between two
w l0.5 _-A

-- I profiles of density lst shot (-)
and 125th shot (. )

Flo

'V I

(shot Not) A

/O 
.9

igure 3 (X,t) Interferogram of two energy Figure 5 Density evolution between
deposition at 1 khz PiRF. two successive pulse.

fringe displacement (toward the left) is induced by the density increase due to the arrival
of the compression wave in the observation zone. During a short time (dt = 3 ps), according
to classical theory, the density field is relatively stationary before the passage of
expansion waves which lead to a fringe shift toward the right. Following these three
classical zones, the fringe shift permits to deduce the density flow field at the entrance
of the laser head ; the reflections of transversal waves by the elect-odes are clearly
visible. These waves seem to carry most of density perturbations even 1 ms after the first
energy deposit.

V ig. 7 shows an (Y,t) interferogram corresponding to a third energy deposition at

I k!lz PR R . Here the observation zone is inside the discharge volume. Theoretically the
energy deposition must be uniform in all the volume of excitation zone and the fringe shift
must be instantaneous and uniform on the total gap height. The interferogram shows up a
distortion of discharge (3 nm). Part of these heterogeneities may be attributed to th)e
density fluctuations clearly visible just before the third deposition of energy. This type
of pattern is not stable and changes from shot to shot occur.
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3.2. Pressure wave studies

The results given hereafter have been achieved with fast pressure transducers
(PCB I12A22) whose rise time is equal to 2 ys and cut off frequency equal to 140 kHz. Two
locations are used : mark A and B of Fig. 8.

Pressure time histories are dependant of channel geometry and energy deposition
profiles. The results of Fig. 9a and 9b show pressure variations of a single shot
experiment as[aJfunction of time, and without flow through the laser head already described
and optimized after years of studies. The same pressure waveform is shown with two
different time scales (2 ms (9a), 50 ys (9b)). In Fig. 9a, thc very short signal
corresponds to an electromagnetic noise and indicates time and duration of energy
deposition. The first jump shows up the increase of pressure due to the longitudinal shock
wave induced by the discharge; the folloing decrease of pressure is related to the
associated expansion wave. raking into account the ratio between the heated gas volume

100 cm3) and the total volume of the loop ( = 200 liters) the pressure will normally
decrease to a near one level. The superimposed fluctuations are induced by reflections by
channel walls. The period of pressure oscillations corresponds to tile beating of tile Lwo
waves between horizontal channel walls. The correlation with interferometric study (Fig. 6)
is very clear and underlines again the importance of the transversal waves between the
electrodes. The beating of waves between lateral walls is less visible and corresponds to
modifications of wave pattern 0.2 ms after the passage of the initial shock wave.

The other results presented hereafter (9c to 9g) have been achieved with the new laser
head (Fig. 2). In this new configuration, beating of transversal waves between electrodes
is nearly masked by strong perturbations which seem to be due to spatial non uniformity of

the energy deposition. Later structure and electrode disassembling has clearly shown
different zones of enhanced sputtering on electrode material. These zones correspond to
positions where electric arcs appears, probably at the end of the useful laser discharge. A
larger energy density is locally and lately deposited ; these additions of wasted energy
generate strong acoustic perturbations. The positions of these zones in the actual device,
are related to the electrode configuration and discharge circuit characteristics and more
particularly to the position of current return rods across the flow. A precise analysis of
trace 9c shows that the jumps (x) (y) (z) are strongly related with the described
sputtering zones here above and the increases of recorded pressure with the transducer at
the location B (9d).

In order to underlines the effects of discharge quality on the pressure waveforms,
various discharge conditions have been investigated. Fig. 9e and 9f represent the recorded
signals when discharge stability is very poor (in this case the X-ray preionization has
been switched off). The comparison of Fig. 9c and 9d on one hand and 9e and 9f on the other
hand underlines clearly the strong modification of energy repartition. The default of
preionization leads to a full filamentation of the discharge along electrode axis and to a
multiplication of arcs (9f). The "useful" deposit of energy which could be considered, at
first order, as proportional to the first jump of traces 9c and 9d is drastically lowered
when preionization is switched off.

A first comparison of wave behavior when the anode is a solid or a perforated foil has
been done nevertheless the poor quality of the spatio-temporal profiles of injected energy.
It has however been possible to achieve, with this configuration, an average laser power
above 150 F at 1 klIz PRF operating in burst mode. This output power value has to be
compared with the one that has been achieved in the previous laser head (200 U') in quite
similar experimental conditions. Tihe pressure waveforms (9c and 9g) have been recorded with
two different anode configurations : a thin (0.5mm) aluminum plain flat foil and a thin
( 0.5mm) perfcrated aluminum flat foil which the transparency is equal to 20 -J (iole
diameter Imm). The comparison of first pressuire jumps of traces 9c and 9g underlines tile
decreai-ing -f initial fuhuck wave induced by the useful energy deposition. [his decreasing
is caused by the expansion of the heated gas in the backing volume through the perforated
anode foil. Unfortunately the ratio of useful energy (first jump) to wasted energy (other
jumps) is lowered when perforated plate is used and that is confirmed by the pressure
traces recorded with transducer B3 not reported here. The last jump, visible on the waveform
9g, appears at a time corresponding to the reflection of initial shock wave by the ends of
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teaockin3 ; Volume a;hich does not yet contain absorbing materials. The acoustic energy
~aCn !I as no t b oen transported a-way of discharge zone is so redistributed later in the

4. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract Introduction

Because of the attractiveness of short wavelength lasers for The attractiveness of using short wavelength lasers such as KrF

inertial confinement fusion (ICF), the Los Alamos National Labo- for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) have been well recognized for

ratory is engaged in a program to investigate the feasibility of high several years [ 1-3]. To translate the potential advantages of KrF

power KrF lasers as future ICF drivers, lasers into practical ICF laser drivers, Los Alamos is constructing
the Aurora prototype. Aurora is intended to demonstrate the appli-The main hardware element in this program is the Aurora KrF cability of KrF lasers to fusion and to serve as a test bed for

laser system, which is a prototype for demonstrating the appli-

cability of optical angular multiplexing and serial amplification by particular technological aspects of larger KrF laser fusion systems

large electron-beam-driven KrF laser amplifiers to potential large- (particularly angular multiplexing).

scale fusion drivers. Multiplexing is a straightforward scheme for The Aurora system has been described in detail in several
matching the energetic component (-5 ns) of the required target earlier publications [4-7]. An artist's conception of the system is

pulse to the longer pulse time (-500 ns) required for practical, shown in Figure 1. In this system, the front end laser output is

efficient large-scale KrF laser amplifier operation. replicated by means of aperture slicers, beamsplitters, and mirrors,

to produce a train consisting of 96 individual 5-ns pulses. TheseAurora uses a multiplexed 96-element train of 5-ns pulses,

which is amplified and passed through a demultiplexer, where all ttme-encoded (multiplexed) pulses, which are spatially separated,

pulses in the train are stacked in time by using suitable time-of- are individually adjusted at the entrance pupil of an optical relay

flight delays. Presently, the laser system is configured to deliver48 system. At this point, the beams are angle-encoded (multiplexed)

stacked 5-ns pulses to the target at multikilojoule energy levels. In in one-to-one correspondence to their time position in the beam

principal, it is possible to extract energy levels exceeding 10 kJ train. The beam train is then relayed through two single-pass

from the final Aurora amplifier. That device has produced over amplifiers (the Preamplifier and the Intermediate Amplifier), a
10 kJ in the past when operated in a resonator configuration. double-pass amplifier (the Large Aperture Module), and then

demultiplexed by the decoder before being delivered to the target

In this paper, we will report on the performance of the front end, chamber. Three automated alignment systems are employed to

amplifiers, and the optical train. Amplifier improvements, energy maintain optical alignment: these are located at the input pupil, the

extraction experiments, and subsequent progress in the delivery of Large Aperture module (and its associated feed array), and at the
demultiplexed pulses to the target plane will also be discussed. As final aiming mirrors.
of this conference, we have tested the amplifier upgrade hardware,

measured the gain on two modified amplifiers, installed optics on o delie ort l slser enrgy to otrets a
the main power amplifier, sized the beams to the target chamber, decoder (demultiplexer) optical system is installed to compress the

and begun firing the amplifier chain in a step-by-step process of multiplexed beam train into a single 5-ns pulse at the target
integration from the front end lasers to the target plane. At the time chambe r Th e e er ptic e are syst, and

of presentation, the second amplifier in the chain of four has diagnostics for48-beam energy delivery are presently installed and
exceeded the original design output of 50 J by more than 20%. operational. We have chosen to use only 48 of the 96 beams to

Driven by this amplifier, the third amplifier yielded an extracted demonstrate the principle of Aurora at reduced system cost.

energy of 550 J. Experiments are in progress to energize the final

amplifier and deliver pulses to the target chamber.
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SIMI mv 2ns typically driven by Marx generator-charged pulse forming lines
(PFLs) of low impedance (-2.7 Q for most amplifiers). The usual
electrical excitation pulse length is 650 ns, the diode voltage 500-
700 kV, and the current density 25 A/cm 2 at the cathode. Electron
current is transported into the laser gas through metal (Ti and Al)
foils and a hibachi support structure. Beam transport is aided by
externally applied magnetic guide fields ofkGauss-level strengths.

Aurora contains four electron beam-driven KrF laser amplifi-
ers ranging in optical aperture size from 10 cm x 12 cm to 100 cm
x 100 cm. These devices are called the Small Aperture Module

500 mV 2ns (SAM), the Preamplfier (PA), the Intermediate Amplifier (IA), and

the Large Aperture Module (LAM). The nominal design character-
istics of these four amplifiers are summarized in Table I.

Table I

Summary of Nominal Design Specifications
for Original Aurora Amplifiers

Device SAM PA IA LAM

Pump pulse length (ns) 100 650 650 650

E-Gun voltage (kV) 300 675 675 675

Fig. 3: The intensity at which the SBS cell reaches threshold is E-Gun current in gas (A/cm2) 12 10 10 12
adjusted by changing the SF 6 pressure to produce variable pulse E-Gun Area (m

2
) 0.12 1.20 1.20 2.00

widths from the front end.
Input/output light energy (J) 0.25/5 1/50 50/2k 2k120k

Stage gain 20 50 40 10

0i r Laser Aperture (cm x cm) lOx12 20x20 40x40 lOOx100

.-Foil

s Wh Recentiy, we have completed upgrades on the SAM, PA, and
t n ! a LAM to increase their performance and reliability. Changes in the

cathodes, hibachis, and PFLs have enabled us to increase the
Laser Gas amount of electron beam energy deposited in the laser gas. Table II

w., Line Center lists the new performance characteristics compared to previously
coIlct, achieved values.

The performance of Aurora amplifiers has also been char-
roZZ acterized by measuring the gain of the excited lasermedia. Figure 5

Bushing -illustrates gain calculations and measurements for the LAM includ-
Cahoe-ing the effects of gain depletion by amplified spontaneous emission
5Cr

Ano, CusCbt (ASE). In these measurements, the gain was measured with aprobeb_ Monitor Laser Charnber

) Vau m Chamber Table II

Fig. 4: Cross section for the Aurora LAM e-gun assembly. The Electron Energy Deposition for Upgraded Amplifiers

LAM e-gun is representative of the major Aurora devices. It Electron Beam
employs two parallel-connected PFLs for each of its e-guns in a Fraction of Energy Deposited

Amplifier Max. Charge inLsrGsHdwedouble-sided excitation arrangement to achieve uniform pumping Device Voltage Old New Changes

across its 1-m laser aperture. The laser axis is perpendicular to
the plane of the figure. The e-beam emitter dimension is 200 cm SAM 93% 585 J 800 J Cathode & Hibachi
along the laser axis and 100 cm transverse to the axis. PA 92% 10 k 20 kJ Cathode & Hibachi

LAM 83% 125 k >175 k] PFLs & Bushings
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Target chamber
100 x 100 x 20Ocm 3 -(ad d=na)

intermedia
'L 0 o illAmpler (LA)

0 12 3 4
go (*/cm) Fig. 6: Optical layout showing the beam paths and optics fromg0  the IA to the target focusing lenses. Previous system integration

experiments used a set of surrogate LAM optics and a different
Fig. 5: Gain calculations and measurements for the LAM am- coating on the turn mirror past the IA. A new higher reflection
plifier, considering the effects of ASE. coating has now been applied to the IA turn mirror and different

LAM optics are installed.

laser beam at two different e-beam pump rates. To test the effects

of ASE, baffles were employed to reduce the LAM aperture size
from 100 cm to 20 cm in the vertical direction. The performance
of the staged amplifiers will be discussed in the section on system
integration.

Optical System ii

The Aurora optical system serves to match the short target pulse
requirement to the long pulse amplifier requirement. The system

uses angle and time multiplexing to perform the match. Distance
is used to provide the time delays needed to time-encode and
decode a 96-beam pulse train of individual 5-ns pulses. The system.
has been described in detail elsewhere [4-71. The main parts of the

system are: (1) an optical encoder togenerate the pulse train; (2) an
angle-encoder to spatially separate beams and help direct them
through the amplifier chain; (3) a centered optical system to relay
beams through the amplifiers; (4) an optical decoder to provide the Fig. 7: Photograph showing the downsized (20% area) LAM
delay times necessary to stack the train of pulses into a single pulse mirror and the monolithic I m x I m full-aperture window.
at the target: (5) a set of final aiming mirrors, focusing lenses, and
alignment systems to direct the beams on target and to keep the
optical train aligned. The entire optical system has been assembled
and beams have been sent to the target chamber at low power.

Sy stem Inteeration
Most of the recent effort on the optical system has concentrated

on the post-IA optical train, particularly the installation and inte- Previously, we demonstrated a significant integration mile-
gration of the LAM optics. The optical elements from the IA to the stone by extracting amplified 96-beam energy through the Interme-

target are shown in Figure 6. The LAM mirror and window are diate Amplifier [7]. Since then, we have improved the performance
shown in Figure 7. The mirror that we are presently using is of three components (Front End, SAM, and PA), resulting in an

downsized (about 20% of the full area) because we are still awaiting increase in the chain performance through the IA from 250 J to

delivery of the full-sized (I m x I m) mirror, The optical train 550 J. Figure 8 summarizes the Aurora system performance at the
shown in Figure 6 contains a new coating on the IA turn mirror, time of this conference. We are now in the process of directing the
which will increase the overall transmission of the optical system beam train through the LAM to amplify the total beam energy to the

by several percent. kilojoule level and of delivering high energy pulses to the target
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chamber. When the full-sized LAM mirror is installed, the LAM ca€, mar
Locationoutput energy is expected to increase to 3-7 kd with the present IA Pu .

performance.

Amplifier chain performance and energy transport to the target 9 Bmeer
From Multiplexer

chamber will be characterized by measuring the laser energy and
intensity at various points along the beam paths. Figure 9 illustrates Fig. 9: Schematic diagram showing the placement of diagnos-
the placement of the diagnostic instruments that will be used in tics that are being used to characterize the performance of the
these measurements. Figures 10, 11, and 12 are photographs of the Aurora system.
diagnostics located at the LAM feed array, the recollimator array,
and the target lens plate, respectively. Additional detectors, which
are not shown in photos, will also be placed behind the decoder mir-

rors (which have been designed to pass about 1% of the incident
beam energy for diagnostic purposes). ,,

Future Upgrades and Anticipated Performance T1

Recently we have begun the design and construction of an
upgrade to the existing Intermediate Amplifier. The objective is to
increase the operational performance and reliability of the present

device. Our motivation for the upgrade is that we cannot achieve
the design value of stage gain (40x at 50 1 input) with the present .
maximal e-beam pumping of about 35 J/l. The major change is to
increase the electrical drive for the electron gun by adding a second L

pulse forming line, which in turn will increase the cathode voltage , -

and the specific energy deposited in the laser gas. Table III
compares the performance characteristics of the present IA and the
upgraded amplifier. Figure 13 illustrates the expected LAM output
when driven by the present IA and the upgraded IA. The IAwhendrien y te peset I andtheupgade IA Th IAFig. 10: Calorimeters are installed at the LAM feed array to
upgrade should permit the Aurora system to operate very close to F 1 a e r le the LAM feed ara tomeasure the LAM input (or IA output) energy.
the design value of 5 Id on target.
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Fig. 11: Calorimeters and photodetectors are placed at the EIN (J)
recollimator array to characterize the LAM output.

Fig. 13: Plot of LAM output energy vs IA driving energy for
the present and upgraded Intermediate Amplifiers.

Some sensitivity analysis has also been done to examine the
effects of changing the F2 concentration and the IA gas pressure
[ 101. Figures 14 and 15 show the results of this theoretical analysis.
This kind of analysis will be expanded in the future to provide

S,_practical guidance in optimizing the performance of the integrated
Aurora amplifier chain. Additionally, we have carried out investi-
gations concerning the effects of laser gas contaminants and gas
mixing procedures on amplifier performance. It has been found that

f -careful control over impurities and the mixing process must be
exercised to ensure consistent performance. Impurities generated

1.6

o, ...... 70 ...

-J

E600 1.4

Fig. 12: Calorimeters and photodetectors are installed on the
target lens plate to characterize the short pulses being sent to the
target plane. :30 400--.

ode
> 1.2

TABLE III a,

Design E-Beam Pumping Performance Characteristics 300
for Intermediate Amplifier (IA) Upgrade

Pump Cathode Maximal Current Density* 1
Encrgy Voltage Pressure Diode Gas 0.1 0.16 0.22 0.28

Prescnt tA 35 J/L 550 kVt 1000 torr 17.6 7.0 A cm"2  F2 Fraction

I pgradc 97 JiL 770) kV 1400 tort" 42.8 17.1 A cm 297______770_kV_1400______42.8_ 17.1_ACM_2_Fig. 14: Relative LAM output energy plotted vs changing F2
concentration (mixture adjusted in all amplifiers). A family of

tmachine limitation curves are plotted with the IA pressure as a parameter.
"40%" transmission assumed for hibachis
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grated Aurora laser chain was fired for the first time. A 96-beam 9 o soPhpand K.B. pe "ELer-e soufor Pumping Large Aperture KrF Lasers," Fusion
multiplexed pulse train containing approximately 2.5 kJ was ex- Technology, 11,576 (1987).
trqcted from the LAM and nearly a kilojoule of this energy (780 J)

was delivered to the targetchamberin 48 beams. For this first shot, 10. B.J. Krohn, Los Alamos National Laboratory, unpub-
a reduced size LAM mirror was used to extract energy from the lished results, Dec. 1988.
central 20% of the full amplifier optical aperture. Work is now in

progress to install a full-sized mirror in the LAM, which should 11. R. G. Anderson and R. A, Tennant, "Evaluation of

allow energies in the range 4-7 kJ to be extracted from the complete E-Bean Foil Materials,' to be presented at CLEO '89
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HIGH-POWER, NARROW-BANDWIDTH KrF EXCIMER LASER
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Abstract

A narrow-bandwidth KrF excimer laser for use in microlithography has been developed.
The output power and the bandwidth of the laser is 6.4 W at 250 Hz repetition rate and 3pm
respectively. The laser is preionized by a surface corona discharge in order to prolong
the nas life-time.

Introduction

Device design criteria of half micrometer linewidths have driven optical lithography to
extena its imaging wavelength into the deep ultraviolet region. Excimer lasers are the
only source which produce the high spectral brightness at these wavelengths. The required
specifications of an excimer laser (KrF) presented at the Nikkei Micro-Devices Symposium
held in 1987(t) are as follows ;

(1) Long life-time of laser gas.
(2) Low coherency of the output laser beam (to avoid speckle noise on the IC pattern).
(3) A spectral bandwidth narrower than 5pm. (1pm = 1 10- 1 -m)
(4) Output po,er higher than 15 W.

In this paper, we describe the newly-developed preionization system using a surface corona
discharge, estimation of spectral bandwidth and efficiency, and experimental results.

Electrode configuration and gas life-time

The laser is pre-ionizod by a newly-developed corona discharge on the surface uf a
dielectric as shown in Fig. 1. A perforated metal plate (anode) is attached to an alumina
dielectric plate. On the opposite side of the alumina, an auxiliary electrode is placed
and connected to the cathode. The electrode spacing between the anode and the cathocde is
2 0mn. When the pulse voltage having a rise-time of lOOns and a crest voltage of 2'kV is
applied, corona discharge occurs automatically and uniformly on the surface of the alumina
plate.

This configuration is effective for suppressing the reduction of output power due to
gas deterioration. Fig. 2 shows the gas life-time. The laser is operated at a constant
charginq voltage and at a repetition frequency of 200 Hz under gas-sealed condition. The
laser gas is recirculated through a cryogenic gas purifier system. No fluorine gas is
injected into the laser during the test. This laser can operate for 8 hours without any
power drop.

Construction of the resonator

It was made clear by Prof. Watanabe that, in order to get a low coherent beam, a stable
resonator having a large beam diameter bigger than 10 mm has to be used(1 ). Fig. 3 shows
the construction of the resonator. More than one Fabry-Perot etalons are used inside the
stable resonator in order to reduce the spectral bandwidth. The beam profile in the case
of a spectral bandwidth of 3pm is shown in Fig. 3. The beam size is 6mm x16mm (FWHM),
which is large enough to reduce the beam coherence.

Spectral bandwidth and spectral narrowing efficiency

Curve A in Fi. 4 shows the free-running spectrum of the KrF excimer laser and curve B
shows the spectral distribution of the transmitted laser beam through an etalon. The
important parameters of the etalon are the spectral bandwidth (denoted by '') and the peak
transmission (denoted by Tp).

Spectral bandwidth

V'hen the etalon is used inside the resonator, the laser bandwidth becomes narrower than
the etaLon bandwidth. The laser bandwidth depends on the number ot times of the laser
licht passing through the etalon. In order to estimate the laser bandwidth the temporal
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sna:ue in the 1 as.r lio:ht intensity has been calculated.
iv. 5- (a) shcws the measured wavetorms of the fluorescence intensity and the laser

lI. t int enlr . On the assumption that the gain coefficient go is proportional to the
1!ucrcscence, the waveform of g = is approximated by a triangular shape as indicated in
F1. 5-(). 'T, the loss coefficient , per unit length and saturation intensity IS are

f rO7 fro:< tsureen.ts of the output power with a number of different mirror reflectances
rI0ttedt i s relaticnj i )

laser ig'ht intensity is calculated against the number of times, P, that the laser

asses ou the etalon, after the gain overcomes the loss. It is normalized by
-:ontaneous em1lission intensity and plotted in Fig. 5-(c) . From this calculation it is

tkat t"C 1 ,aser lioiht passes throuch the etalon from 5 to 10 times in this case. The
12 'se d ra1t 1C'', t il' e is S 1I ns.

S!:.0 hos the effective finesse of the etalon increases with increasing the number
P. !'r1.en tl.e number is from 5 to 10, the effective finesse becomes three times

t 1: iitia! v!ue T'erefore, it is estimated from this model calculation that the laser
unis to one th ird of the etalon bandwidth. This result coincides well
. rimental result.

- c c soctral narrowinco

transmission of the etalon is lower than 100', the etalon is considered to
<q i '.t to a loss plate having a transmission of Tp inside the resonator. The laser

tas a Ifncticn of peal transmissicn is calculated by adding the loss plate to

in 7 indicate the calculated results. in this diagram, the
,ri:_les ad scuares show the experimental results. It was found that the

1 17,j tro 1L:i-,. t_ coinice well with the experimental results, and that in order to
: tficcy o spectral narrowing, the peak transmission of etalon has to be

Data

x. 1 t laser output power as a function of repetition frequency. Curve A
i:- ca t u data without the etalon. The laser power is 21 W at 250 Hz. Curves B and C

.t: ata whena the etalons having different specifications are used. In every case,
.. t: or iceases almost linearly with increasing repetition frequency up to 250

z . "-d: 1,1,,power or 13 W has been obtained with a spectral bandwidth of 10pm. The
,a a, dcl1-eas c. to 6.4 W when the bandwidth was narrowed down to 3pm.

...c s:ectrl distribution in the case of curve C was measured by an extornal etalon.
)-(a) shws the fringe pattern. The spectral bandwidth (FWHM) is narrower than 3pm

i:uw i- [ .9- (b) . Almost all the output enengy is contained within the spectral
ri un: f irL.

Conclusions

I, i : r laser pro-io.ized by a corona discharge on the surface of alumina has

. Ise r use in micralithography. This laser can operate for P hours at a
_)r, frr Icncy of 200 Hz without any power drop under ga-sealed condition and

• ., t],o t 'la:; in-jection.

'c o:erent beam with a spectral bandwidth of 3pm is obtained by using etalons

ta resonator. The beam cross-section is 6mum '16m_, large enough to reduce

l ord to riduce the spectral bandwiuth from 400pm to 3pno, the laser output
f r ro- 24 W to 6.4 W.

(4) '1 I %rculatc:d results of the bandwidth and efficiency of spectral narrowing coincide
I f,_!'i(_ IrL ita l results. The laser bandwidth is reduced to about one third of
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INTRACAVITY FLUX DEPENDENT ABSORPTION IN E-BEAM PUMPED KRF

J.F. Seamans, W.D. Kimura
Spectra Technology, Inc.

2755 Northup Way
Bellevue, Washington 98004-1495

and

D.E. Hanson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

P.O. Box 1563, MS-J559

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

Transient absorption measurements are performed on e-beam excited KrF under lasing and
nonlsing conditions for 10% Kr (Ar diluent) and 99.6% Kr gas mixtures. The intracavity
flux is varied by changing the output mirror reflectivity. The deposition rate for this
experiment is n386 kW/cm . For the 10% Kr and Kr-rich mixtures, the small signal absorption
at 248.4 nm is 0.76%/cm and 1.2 5%/cm, respectively; while the nonsaturable absorption is
0.62%/cm and 0.90%/cm, respectively. A flux loading of NI.5 MW/cm2 is needed to achieve
nearly complete saturation of the saturable absorption.

Background

In an ongoing effort to support the KrF laser modeling program at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), Spectra Technology, Inc. (STI) has been conducting various experiments on
its e-beam pumped laser facility (Tahoma). One of the goals of these experiments is to
generate a complete set of data at a known operating condition in order to provide data to
help validate the LANL model. The Tahoma laser facility has proved to be a device very
suitable for such a task. The laser has been used extensively in many experiments. It is
both a well characterized and reliable device. Some of the experiments included in the set
of KrF characterization data are transient absorption and gain measurements under lasing
(loaded) and nonlasing (unloaded) conditions, e-beam pumping characterization measurements,
and intrinsic efficiency measurements. This paper discusses the transient absorption
experiment results.

Description of Experiment

The laser is a Marx powered cold-cathode vacuum diode that delivers ;S375 keV electrons
at the foil. A magnetic guide field of 2 kgauss confines the e-beam to a 6 cm x 70 cm area
at an average current density of #32 A/cm . The pulse length is variable, but for this work
it is F450 ns. The cylindrical active volume of 3.5 cm dia. x 70 cm is located 3.5 cm away
from the e-beam foil.

Absorption in the laser active volume is obtained by measuring the input and output
intensities of a tunable pulsed probe laser passing twice through the laser chamber.
Measurements are madr during lasing and nonlasing conditions in order to investigate the
dependence of the absorption on the laser flux. A similar technique has been used by
others1' 2 to measure the absorption characteristics in KrF. Figure 1 is a schematic of the
measurement system.

A tunable dye laser is pumped by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser tripled to 355 nm. The dye
output is then doubled utilizing a BBO crystal cut for 250 nm. Due to gain around 248 rnm,
the absorption characteristics of the medium must be measured by tuning the probe light
sufficiently away from 248 nm to avoid detecting any off-line gain. It is found that the
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probe wavelengths must be at least N8 nm on either side of line center to avoid any

appreciable gain contributions. The wavelengths chosen for the off-line measurements are

240.0 nm and 257.3 nm. (The absorption on line center is calculated by performing a linear

interpolation between the 240.0 nm and 257.3 nm data.)

PHOTODJODE
REFERENCE BEAM TO FAST

250 nm 'PROBE OSCILLOSCOPE
250 

nmBBBEBBO ACTIVE VOLUME 7  IRIS

500 nrm

DYE LASER OUTPUT
LASER

355 nm HIRIS TAHOMA LASER
CHAMBER

Nd:YAG
LASER

Fig. 1. Schematic of transient absorption measurement system.

A beam splitter divides the primary beam into two beams. The transmitted beam

(reference) travels directly to a photodiode while the reflected beam (probe) is directed

through an optical delay path that includes two passes through the laser chamber before

detection by the same photodiode. Employing a single photodiode eliminates the need to

calibrate multiple detectors. The optical delay is long enough to allow viewing both

reference and probe signals without temporal overlap. The probe is inserted into and

extracted from the oscillator cavity without interfering with the intracavity flux by using

small turning prisms. Intracavity irises control the output laser beam diameter to prevent

coupling any significant laser radiation into the prisms and the photodiode. Note that the

rear high reflector mirror of the laser cavity also serves as the middle mirror for the

double pass of the probe beam. Although a convenient method for enabling the double pass of

the probe beam, this feature also tends to complicate the analysis of the absorption data

because of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) effects during nonlasing conditions. This

will be discussed later. The intracavity flux is varied by simply changing the output

couplers.

Additional diagnostics not shown in Figure 1 are two photodiodes and an laser energy

meter. One photodiode measures the laser pulse profile by detecting the small amount of

laser light that leaks through the high reflector, and the second photodiode detects the

sidelight fluorescence at the center of the active volume. The energy meter measures the

laser output fluence from which the intracavity flux can be calculated.

The KrF gas mixtures studied are an argon diluent mix (14.5% Kr) and an argon-free

(99.6% Kr) mix at total pressures of 1004 and 665 torr, respectively. For both mixtures,

the F2 pressure is kept constant at 2.8 torr.

As mentioned earlier, the feedback from the high reflector during nonlasing conditions

aggravates the ASE loading within the cavity. This potentially impacts the absorption

measurements because during nonlasing there may still be an appreciable amount of

intracavity flux present due to ASE. An ASE code developed at STI3 predicts 20 kW/cm2 of

flux loading based on the gain measurements made by probing on-line center at 248.4 nm. As

will be show., the saturable loss component a s requires >1 MW/cm2 to saturate.

Consequently, the ASE effects can be considered negligible and are therefore ignored

throughout the analysis.
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Results

Figure 2 shows the measured absorption values versus the average intracavity flux. The

average flux is calculated using the measured laser output fluences in the aforementioned

ASE code. As part of its calculations, the code also calculates the flux conditions during

lasing within the cavity. For this data, the pumping rate is N386 kW/cm3 .

1.4

1.3 PUMPING 386 kW/cm 3

1.2

20.84\.II\

0 0.6

0.4 0 240.0 nm 99.6% KrMX
A 257.3 nm I 96 K I

0.2 0 240.0 n145% Kr MX
A 257.3 45

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

<Icav> (MW/cm2 )

Fig. 2. Absorption data as a function of the average intracavity flux.

The ibsorption results for both Kr-rich (open symbols) and Ar-diluent mixtures (closed

symbols) are presented. The graph shows that at both probe wavelengths, the absorption for

the Ar-diluent mix is always smaller at a given flux loading than for the Kr-rich mix.

Also, the absorption at 257.3 nm is always higher than at 240.0 nm. The higher absorption

at the longer wavelengths has been observed by others and is probably due to absorbing

species such as Kr2F*, At2r, and Kr 2

With regard to the effects of the intracavity flux, for an average flux of 1.5 MW/cm2

the absorption in all cases drops to a constant level which is interpreted as representing

the nonsaturable loss. Performing the experiment at 15% to 20% higher deposition yields
nearly identical results.

Discussion

The absorption at 248.4 nm, derived by linear interpolation of the 240.0 run and
257.3 nm absorption data, are summarized as follows. For the Kr-rich mixture, the small
signal absorption (saturable + nonsaturable) is 1.25%/cm, which is 64% larger than the

absorption for the Ar-diluent mixture at 0.76%/cm. For the saturable absorption component,

it is found that: as(Kr-rich) M 2.5 as(Ar-diluent). While for the nonsaturable component

the relationship is: a (Kr-rich) m 1.5 a (Ar-diluent). Finally, the data indicates that
n 2

saturation of a requires a flux of A1.5 MW/cm

Comparison of the results obtained at STI with other results found in the

literature,2 ,4 - 5 show a general tendency for the absorption to increase with deposition

rate. Figure 3 shows the measured small signal absorption versus deposition rate. Also

plotted is the LANL model prediction of the small signal absorption for pumping rates
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<500 kW/cm3 (10% Kr mixture). The agreement with the data is fair.

Additional work is in progress to consolidate the absorption data with other
measurements performed on the laser in order to complete the characterization package for
the model validation.

10.0
Cs + an

-0- 4% Kr
0 6% Kr
I 10% Kr
0 15% Kr
0 99.7% Kr

OUn

Z 0 -0- 4% Kr
0 6% Kr

C. 0 15% Kr
0 U 99.7% Kr
(n 0

MODEL (10% Kr)

0.1 I I I iII I IIi

0.1 1.0 10.0

E-BEAM DEPOSITION (MW/cm3)

Fig. 3. Absorption data as a function of the e-bean deposition. The solid curve is the
prediction from the LANL model for a 10% Kr mixture.
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VISIBLE VVELENGTH FREE ELECTRON OSCILLATOR
D. R. Shoffstall

Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington

Abstract (U) (U) with hybrid SmCo technology was identified at

(U) The overall goal of the visible the program start as providing satisfactory
oscillator program is to demonstrate that a large interaction strength, reasonable cost, and an
FEL interaction strength can be obtained at acceptable extrapolation from previous wigglers.
approximately 6oo-nm wavelength. The gain- With the assumption of a wavelength and wiggler
extraction product increases with increasing length, an optimization analysis assuming a
wiggler length, and a 5-m length with hybrid SmCo perfect electron beam (no energy spread or

,5 emittance) shows that approximately 100-MeV energy
technology was identified at the program start and a 2-cm period are required. The incorporation
as providing satisfactory interaction strength, of realistic emittance and energy spread values
reasonable cost, and an acceptable extrapolation modify this result, and a detailed calculation of
from previous wigglers. The 120-MeV LINAC 4
comprises five accelerator sections, each powered the available gain for various electron beam
by a 12-Mn peak output RF klystron power station. qualities is shown in figure 2.1. Each curve is
The operating frequency is 1.3 GHz. The drawn under the assumption that the wiggler is
structure is a constant gradient traveling wave optimized for the particular conditions at that
(T), operating in the 37r/4 mode. A TW design point.
was chosen to accommodate the wide range of beam (U) The shift in optimum operating point with
lodi .j conditions required in the FEL
experimental series. The radio frequency (RF) changing electron beam quality is seen in figures
LINAC current format is a series of high-current 2.2 and 2.3. In figure 2.2, the trend to larger
micropulses spaced at the two way oscillator e-beam energy with increasing emittance is
cavity transit time. The envelope of these observed. This shift results from the sensitivity
pulses, the macropulse, is selected to be long to off-axis electrons being dependent on the
enough to examine the laser startup and beam wiggler wavelength. The design point of figure
quality physics, nominally 100-200us. 2.2 is purposefully chosen to slightly higher than

optimum energy for the expected 0.0l-cm-rad
1.0 Summary (U) emittance, to reduce the gain loss if slightly

larger emittances are encountered. The importance
(Uj The extension of free electron lasers of designing the system for the particular(FEL) laboratory scale research dedicated to a emittance expected is shown dramatically in figure

deployed and fully operational weapon system 2.3. Here the gain fall off as a function of

requires significant advances in accelerator and emittance is shown for three separate designs,
laser technology. The power and, wavelength each optimized for a different emittance. The
scaling to a weapon size system entails critical performance at 0.01 cm-rad is quite poor for the
technology risks and related issues. The Boeing zero emittance design, but for operation at 0.01
Aeros-ace Company (BAC) with Strategic Defense cm-rad with the 0.01-cm-rad design, the gain is
Initiative Office (SDIO) and United States Army substantially larger.
Strategic Defense Command (USASDC) concurrence, (U) The basic parameter set for the electron
has mapped an incremental approach. The beam, wiggler, and optical cavity is shown along
successful execution of this experimental series with the fundamental laser parameters in figure
will prove the scientific feasibility, provide 2.4. The combination of 100-A peak current and
the critical technology and support the USASDC the 5-m tapered undulator produce a small signal
readiness to proceed with a medium-power FEL gain of 20% and a saturated gain of 10%. The
device demonstration at White Sands Missile Range extraction at saturation is 5%. Higher gains are
(WSMR). available at reduced taper and extraction. The

(U) This paper reports on the progress and 55-m optical cavity length is determined directly

status of the first incremental step. by the required extraction and available gain.
The mirrors are separated from the wiggler to the

2.0 Experimental Design and Configuration (U) point at which the macropulse average incident
intensity of 300 kW/cm . This operating point for

(U) The overall goal of the visible the mirrors is estimated to be within the
oscillator program is to demonstrate that a large capability of the dielectric coatings, based on
FEL interaction strength can be obtained at related measurements at Los Alamos National
approximately 500-nm wavelength. This 5
interaction strength is properly measured in Laboratory (IANL)

terms of the gain-extraction product I ' 2 and in (U) The Physical Sciences Center at Boeing has
this case, a design goal was chosen for 5% been enlarged to accommodate the accelerator and
extraction with the available optical gain large laser. The experimental configuration is shown in
enough for suitable oscillation startup and figure 2.5. The facility size is roughly 12 m x
saturation within the macropulse length (100- 70 m.
200

ALs nominal). 3.0 RF LINAC (U)

U) The gain-extruction product increases
withL increasing wiggler length, and a 5-m length (U) Accelerator Design. The 120-MeV LINAC
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(U) cccprises five accelerator sections, each (U) the prebuncher cavities. A full solenoidal
powered by a 12-MW peak output RF klystron power magnetic field provides radial containment and
station. The operating frequency is 1.3 GHz. focusing of the electron beam. A tapered
The structure is a constant gradient traveling collimator in the last drift section limits beam
wave (TW), operating in the 37r/4 mode. A TW size and entry angle at the buncher.
design was chosen to accommodate the wide range
of beam loading conditions required in the FEL (U) The electron source is similar to the
experimental series. The radio frequency (RF) SLAC-collider injector gun design. This gun
LINAC current format is a series of high-current provides a high brightness output and the
micropulses spaced at the two way oscillator relatively low grid drive voltage is advantageous
cavity transit time. The envelope of these for our requirement of high repetition, nanosecond
pulses, the macropulse, is selected to be long pulse gating.
enough to examine the laser startup and beam
quality physics, nominally 100-200,us. As a (U) RF Power Stations. Installation and testing
consecoence of this long macropulse requirement, of the 1.3-GHz RF power stations for the FEL
the sszeptitility of the accelerator waveguide oscillator experiment have been completed. Each

o ne:nreakup necomes a major issue. To of these stations was tested to the following
address tns problem, the structure has specifications.
inrcvative features to mitigate the influence of
dipc e cayity .odes and transverse wakefields. RF Power 15 M4 1u W
Syn'chrinous interaction of the beam with RF Pulse Width 1504s 300 s
transverse electromagnetic modes is minimized in RF Average Power 50 <W 50 kW
3r '4 m-ode strcture since TM 1-like modes do not

propagate at the velocity of light 6 . In (U) A drawing of the RF power stati-n is shown 4n
add i ton, since the transverse modes have a figure 3.5.
negative group velocity, they can be removed frrn
tho structure at the upstream end of the (U) The RE poer suppl' circuit i divid i
wavegi, ide. This is accomplished by routing the three subassembly cabinets:
higher -o.es through the input RF coupler to a
resistive, probe loaded coaxial pipe. a. (U) The high-voltage dc power supply is a

30-kV, 10 average, SCR-reculated supply

ransverse wakefield effects which can with soft start voltage pr granr'ing ard anH -f auomati ]oa ve-currert trip with )]-ms
degraoe em itance of high-charge micropulses are ,ut'sntic load ovrce I

stror,gly dependent on the disk aperture diameter. response time to isolate the p wer supl lv
A large aperture structure with acceptably low from the mains.
grou' v,;iocity is achieved with thick disks.
Shunt =.Tedance is enhanced by contouring the b. (U) The regulator circuit includes the filter

disk nosecones and coving the cavities. The capacitors, a 21 air-core resona tr

resultant apertures range from 5-7 cm, roughly charging choke, and a floati.i deck de-k

three times the size used in our S-band Stanford regulator. The circuit re,;ulatin is 1%.

Linear Accelerator Center (Sb\C)-!ike prototype The air-core choke 3revents hiqh-current
accelerator. faults from load shortinc.

(I) M!easremerts of beam induced cavity modes c. (U) 'rho modulator circuit includes the
have been performed for candidate structure 52-coil, 52-capacitor, 300 4s, IC chrn

7 pulse-forming line; the output thyratron
desigrs. These tests show significant switch; and the line and load protection
transverse rode reduction in the design circuitry. The power supply control
structure, electronics are also locat.ed in this

enclosure.
ti.ure 3.1 is a schematic drawing of the

acceleration guide. The electrical character- (IT) The power supply average power is utpradable
Istics are g;iven in figure 3.2. to 100 kW with a replacement thyratron, all other

components are full 100 kW RE rated.
The electric field strength at 12-MW

input :s 9.9 V,/rm and the section no-load energy (U) The supplies are fulIly compiuter
gain is 29.1 MeV. The full accelerator load line controlled, with fiber optic linkage to the rrin
and 'F7. operating pYint are given in figure 3.3. control room for electrical noise i m-un;ty.

It. ectur. A two stage suhharmonic injector (U) Thomson-CSF has developed a new long pulse
for the 120-MeV LINAC has been designed and L-band klystron designated as Td2104 for the FEL
teste. with the existing S-band accelerator. series. Six of these tubes have been procured.
Single microbunch output beam current of 120A All tubes were delivered on time and all have
with emittance of 0.008 cm-rad and energy width fully met or exceeded our operating requirements.

of 1% has b>een measured 8 9 .  A configuration drawing and the performance
specifications for the TH2104 klystron are shownU)Thp subharmnic injector, figure 3.4, in fig~ure 3.6.

consists of a h gh-current triode gun, f- ifu 3.6. 4.0e (U)
standing wave cavity prebunchers and a
fundamental frequency tapered phase velocity (U) The FEL electron beam transport system is
,u ...... ' . A "[peppr not" emit'anme r asurement compood of three sections, as shown in fiqnrr
and tining diagnostics occupy the space between 4.1. The beam fron the accelerator oter the
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(U) first section, a quadrupole focus-drift- (U) ground spacer block. This allows variation of
defocus-drift (FODO) array, which measuret beam the energy taper from 0 to 12%.
and transports the beam to the second section, a
180-deg bend., where beam energy and emittance are (U) At either end of each 50-cm segment
ta:lored. The third section focuses and steers resides a compact diagnostic station (figure 5.2).
the 'am into the wiggler. A "pop-in" target, which is either a fluorescent

screen or the Cherenkov cell, provides visual
The b-eamline contains several diagnostic information on the profile and size of the

and tuning aids, which include fluorescent electron beam with respect to the alignment laser
screens, collimators, energy slits, and steering beam that also is imaged on the screen.
coils. A spectrograph is located after the Additionally, stripline electrode beam position
wiggler for examining energy spectra during monitors are provided. These striplines are
low-power tuning. In addition, 25 stripline mounted on the tips of the poles of the steering
detectors are located along the length of the elements to conserve space. The design resolution
bea7-ine. Energy selection slits are located at of the striplines is better than the requirement
two oicnts in the center of the diagonal legs of of 30 gm.
the 130-deg bend where the energy dispersion is
the hlghest. The principal electron beam 6.0 Optical Cavity (U)
1agnostic measirements for the FEL experiment
are shown in figure 4.2. (U) The optical cavity for the visible

oscillator experiment placed unusually high
Collimator holes are incorporated at the demands on both fabrication and alignment of the

' eginn.ng and the end of the first FODO array. A spherical cavity mirrors. It was important to
third collimator is located in the center of the fabricate the mirrors so that the Rayleigh range
130-deg bend. Steering coils are located all and the mrror spacing were fixed to a value
along th.e beamline. These coils serve as a predetermined by the wiggler size and the
tunI -g dagnostic and a steering corrector. The micropulse interval. When reducedl to figure
ea,-line is new completely assembled and requirements, the mirror radius had to match an

:cr a t~.nrs . absolute radius to within approximately A/50.

5.0 Wiggler (U) (U) Damage limitations required a spot size
ofat least 1 cm on the end mirrors; tm accoicclate

The FEL experiment wiggler is a 5-m the 5-m long wiggler, a Rayleigh length of 2.4m
e taper permanent magnet device. The was chosen. This dictated a cavity that is

7ognet_, circuiL uses samarium cobalt magnetic approximately 60m from end mirror to end mirror.
.ater4al and vanadium permendur pole pieces. The The actual length chosen was 55.4m to provide a

wgge r was designed and built by Spectra cavity round-trip time equal to the micropulso
Te-,nclogy, inc (STI). STI has named the wiggler spacing.
TULERD \for tapered hybrid undulator).

(U) The mirrors themselves are 4 in. in
The THUN"DER wiggler has been designed to diameter and 1.5 in. thick. The FEL beam

r 'ove -he high interaction strength required illuminates the central portion only, and the
Dr efficient laser operation at visible remainder of the mirror is used for the

wavelengths. The 10 kG magnetic field, roughly stabilization system. Fused silica was chosen as
three tim- nigher than that of previous lO-,im t - -_ mirror material for several reasons: it can
experiments together with a 5-m overall length, polished to a supersmooth surface; which is
provide 10% optical gain at 5% electron energy --essary for damage resistant coatings; it has a
extraction. The high field is achieved with a low coefficient of thermal expa,,s o teat _"Ii
hybri! design in which samarium cobalt permanent changes in temperature throughout the structure of
-agnets drive vanadium permendur poles. This the mirror have little effect on the figure of the
geometry allows higher field strengths for a mirror; and it is transparent to the FEL light,
gi.'en gap-to-wave- length ratio than possible which is important since we are outcoupling light
with pure samarium cobalt designs. The hybrid through the cavity end mirrors.
desi Jn ,s also chosen because the steel pole
pie-,-s provide irproved fiela uniformity and, (U) Once in place, 55.4m from each other, the
tnerehore, better electron transport. The ,.- ,, e a cthi , t~er

transpcrt Lissue becomes increasingly critical at than 50 nanoradians. To accomplish this, a servo
short wavelengths with the small optical beam controlled stabilization system was designed and
size, and to further reduce field errors, the built. The heart of the system is the voice-coil
nognets and wiggler structure are dimensionally driven, active optical mount shown in figure 6.1,
and positionally controlled to less than 0.001 and the analog electronics which conrand it. The
inch. The system employs two- plane electron system has been built, installed and tested. It
beam focussing by means of pole canting. This provides active stabilization of each mirror to a
canting imposes a quadrupole field component few tens of nanoradians with a bandwidth of
which adds focussing in the plane of the wiggler 200 Hz. Initial alignment of the system is done
while reducing the natural focussing in the by injecting an on-axis laser light and maximizing
orthogonal plane. Such two-plane focussing was the containment Lime for that light.

The wiggler is built in ten 50-cm (U) All components of t-he op ical system have
egents, which can be seen just prior to final been built, tested and installed. The system
sse7,'y in figure 5.1. The magnetic gap is reached initial operational status in July i986.

manually ad;ust3ble by choice of a precision
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Abstract

A near infrared free-electron laser master oscillator and power amplifier driven by a
common electron beam is described. The Stanford Mark III free electron laser is the

master oscillator and the Rocketdyne wiggler is the power amplifier. At 3 Jrm

wavelength the optimum small signal gain spectrum of an untapered power amplifier was
obtained. Up to 60% single pass, small signal gain was observed with an estimated peak
current of 35 A. Follow-on experiments are also discussed.

Introduction and Objectives

In order to scale up radio-frequency linear accelerator (rf-Linac) driven
free-electron lasers to very high average power levels, a concept that relieves the

severe demands of the laser beam on resonator optics is essential. One such concept is
the master oscillator driven power amplifier (MOPA) in which both the oscillator and

amplifier are free-electron laser (FEL) devices.
1  

In this proposed concept, the
output from an Ft, oScillatcr is in)ected into one or more rf-Linac driven FEL amplifier
stages. By using this concept the advantages of high beam brightness and the pulse

format of the rf-Linac are preserved while the outputs of several amplifiers are added

coherently. One of the principal advantages of the FEL over other high power lasers,

continuous tuneability over a wide range, is also preserved. Factors of ten or greater
signal enhancement can be realized quite readily without placing additional stress on
resonator optics.

In a joint research program between Rockwell International's Rocketdyne Division and

the Stanford Photon Research Laboratory (SPRL) an experiment was undertaken to
demonstrate an FEL-MOPA. wherein both the master oscillator (MO) and the power amplifier
(PA) are FEL devices. A unique feature of this experiment is that the MO and the PA are
both driven by sharing an electron beam from a single rf-Linac. The experiment was

designed to address key technological and physics issues associated with the operation

of an rf-FEL-MOPA. The scientific goals of the experiment are (1) to show theoretically
predictable amplifier performance by characterizing its small signal gain (that is

readily compared to analytic theory, or numerical simulations), (2) evaluate the effects

of gain guiding (to address high gain phenomena). (3) quanLify amplifier harmonics and
sidebands, and (4) examine mode buildup in the MO and saturation in the PA. Although

the experiment was operational and diagnostic instrumentation was available to conduct
all of the above experiments, some of the tasks were precluded by schedule constraints.

Following its initial successful operation, the experiment is being dismantled and moved

to its new home. Duke University in North Carolina.

In this paper, results from operating the first FEL-MOPA driven by a single rf-Linac
are presented. The Stanford Mark-III FEL served as the MO while the Rocketdyne FEL was

used in a PA configuration. Two new transport lines were designed and constructed to
provide a connection between the two wigglers - one for the e-beam, and the other for
the laser beam. An e-beam from the Stanford Mark-Ill rf-Linac was transported through
the two wigglers in succession, the MO first and then the PA. Laser output from the MO
was transported to the PA with appropriate mode matching and delay optics, described
below. Electrons in every rf-bucket were allowed to interact with laser pulses in the
MO and the PA. As shown below, in the small signal regime the effect of energy spread
on the e-beam was small and adequate e-beam quality was preserved through the transport
system for subsequent amplification in the PA. With the MO operating at approximately 3
Um. the optimized small signal gain spectrum of the amplifier was obtained by tuning
its gap. A maximum small signal gain of 60% per pass was measured (with an estimated
peak current of 35 A).

Following the small signal gain experiments the optical resonator in the MO (the
Mark-Ill FEL) was modified to accommodate an rf-electro optical cell, which, in
conjunction with a polarizer serves as either (1) a cavity Q-modulator or (2) a
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Q-switch. As a Q-modulator, the cell is used to spoil the cavity-Q periodically, so
that selected electron pulses emerge from the MO with little, or no laser interaction
and unaltered energy distribution. These unperturbed, or "unused" electron pulses are
then available for signal amplification in the PA without the energy spread normally
induced by the MO. as is the case in experiments described above. In the PA. these
electron pulses can interact and amplify the laser output produced by the MO during the
rf-cycle when its Q is high. By Q-switching. the entire cavity power may be dumped to
the PA to explore its operation in the high power regime. The optical cavity
modifications, and the eo-cell are described below.

In Section 2 we describe the experiment configuration. Section 3 describes the
optical beam transport line to the Rocketdyne wiggler, and alignment of the optical
components. Small signal gain results are discussed in Section 4. Future experiments
and recent modifications of the Mark-IIl optical cavity are described in Section 5.

Experiment Configuration

Two independent gap tuneable wiggler magnets were available in-line on the SPRL 45
MeV, high brightness(> 1012 A/m2/Ster), s-band, radio-frequency linear accelerator
beamline. The first of these is the Stanford Mark III FEL.2  It uses a constant
parameter, permanent magnet hybrid wiggler whose period is 2.3 cm. It is 47 periods
long, and has a peak field of 7 kG. The second in-line wiggler is the Rocketdyne
magnetic field taperable, high quality, all permanent magnet device. 3 The Rocketdyne
wiggler has a 2.5 cm period. Its length is 200 cm, and peak field is 3.7 kG. By
installing two independent transport lines for electron and laser beam transport the two
devices were used to perform an FEL-MOPA experiment. The Mark-III FEL was used as a
high gain MO, while the Rocketdyne wiggler served as a high gain, high efficiency PA.
The two wigglers were connected directly by taking electrons from the output end of the
Mark-III wiggler and matching them into the Rocketdyne wiggler (with appropriate dipole
and quadrupole magnets described below). The Mark-Ill laser output was transported (in
air) through mode matc7hing and delay optics, described in Sec. 3. In designing the
transport systems a critical requirement was to assure that the very bright electron
beam and the high power laser bear,. were transported over many meters with little, or no,
degradation in their respective beam qualities. In addition, the two transport systems
were required to have sufficient flexibility so that an optimum spatial and temporal
match between the picosecond electron and laser pulses could be empirically found in the
amplifier.

As mentioned earlier, the e-beam traverses the two wigglers in sequence, first
through the MO and then the PA. Electrons in every rf-bucket participate in sustaining
oscillations in the MO and also provide further amplification in the PA. The high
electron beam quality required in the PA was assured by operating the MO in the small
signal, unsaturated regime thereby minimizing the energy spread induced in the electron
beam in its passage through the MO.

The physical layout of the SPRL FEL MOPA experiment is shown schematically in Fig.
1. The electron beam that drives both the Stanford Mark III FEL oscillator and the
Rocketdyne FEL amplifier is provided by a 3--meter long section of the 1 GeV Stanford
Mark III linear accelerator. The accelerator is capable of supplying a 45 MeV electron
beam with a peak current of 45 A. The primary power to the accelerator and electron gun
is supplied by an s-band ITT klystron which provides a microwave drive pulse up to 12
IBsec long at 30 MW peak input power. The instantaneous micropulse energy spread is
0.5%. and the electron beam normalized horizontal and vertical emittances are estimated
to be l01 mm-mrad and 2w mm-mrad respectively. At the input and exit ends of the
Mark-III FEL the electron beam is bent around the resonator optics by four 110 permanent
magnet dipole bending magnets. The electron beam is then matched into the Rocketdyne
wiggler with a quadrupole triplet by bending around the injection optical element (a
turning flat) with four 22* permanent magnet dipole magnets. At the Rocketdyne wiggler
exit the electron beam is bent around the output optical element (another turning flat)
with two 22* permanent magnet dipoles and sent to a below ground beam dump. The optical
beam line contains a telescope to match the optical beam into the Rocketdyne wiggler,
and provides a variable optical delay to facilitate temporal overlap between the optical
and electron micropulses in the Rocketdyne wiggler. The optical beam transport line is
discussed in more detail in Section 3. The optical output from the Rocketdyne amplifier
is then transported to the optical diagnostics area where its properties are studied.

Optical Beam Transport Line and Alignment Requirements

The optical beam transport line leading from the Mark III FEL to the Rocketdyne
wiggler is shown in Fig. 1. The optical beam transport line is located on top of the
two wigglers. The mode matching telescope matches the optical beam into the Rocketdyne
wiggler with a nominal waist of 1 mm at the wiggler center. The telescope is designed
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to locate the waist anywhere along the length of the wiggler, so that effects of waist
position on the amplifier performance can be studied. The telescope is also designed so
that the waist size can be varied + 10% about the nominal value of 1 mm. Also shown
schematically in Fig. I is the optical delay line downstream of the mode matching
telescope. The delay consists of two turning flats mounted on a translational stage
that can be moved axially. The delay allows axial matching of the laser and electron
pulses in the amplifier. The delay has a continuously adjustable range of 10.5 cm,
corresponding to the distance between successive electron micropulses, and has a readout
resolution of 30 microns.

In addition tu proper transport and match of the laser and electron beams, they must
be spatially and temporally superimposed in the PA for MOPA operation. This is
accomplished by first aligning the electron beam with the aid of alignment screens in
the MO and the PA. Once the MO is properly aligned and operational, the laser beam must
then be superimposed on the electron beam in the PA. There are seven degrees of freedom
in which accurate superposition must be maintained. These, and their alignment
tolerances (for no more than 10% reduction in gain), established primarily from
steady-state computer simulations using the Rocketdyne simulation code FELOPT 4 , are
summarized in Table I.

Table I. Alignment tolerances in Rocketdyne wiggler.

Displacement between optical and electron pulses

Vertical ± 50 lim
Horizontal + 50 Jim
Axial + 75 lim

Angular displacement between optical and electron beams

x-z plane + 500 urad
y-z plane ± 500 lirad

Optical spot size variation + 10%

Displacement between optical and electron beam waists + 10 cm

Alignment is achieved in several steps. The electron beam is aligned by centering
(with remote video cameras) the visible, fluorescent spot it produces on retractable
alignment screens located along the length of the vacuum chambers in both the MO and the
PA. Boresight alignment of the two wiggler axes and the optics in the intervening
optical transport system is achieved with a He-Ne laser, retractable alignment targets
and apertures, and a theodolite. The latter is also used to verify alignment on-line,
by observing the visible harmonics of the MO. The components of the adjustable,
mode-matching telescope, and the optical delay assemblies were prealigned on a
breadboard. The assemblies were then installed in the optical beamline. The adjustable
telescope alignment was checked over its entire range of travel during breadboard
tests. Final alignment was accomplished with the free-electron laser on line. The MO
output was first maximized by taking small, corrective steps: once signal enhancement
was observed in the amplifier, its performance was optimized by fine adjustments of the
injection optics.

For a successful MOPA demonstration it is essential that electr, baam energy spread
and brightness, as well as laser beam quality is not seriously degl !'eJ in transporting
the two beams from the MO to the PA. The key components of the opticai transport
system, the mode matching telescope and the optical delay, were individually tested in
separate breadboard setups. The optical components of each were precisely aligned, and
their optical quality following assembly was verified with a Zygo interferometer.
Wavefront distortion over the total aperture was, typically, less than k/lO (at 0.6328
Um) over the entire range of travel of each sub-assembly. The electron beam quality
was indirectly verified by simultaneously operating the Mark III oscillator in the small
signal regime and the PA wiggler as an FEL oscillator. Resonator optics used in earlier
tests were added to convert the amplifier into an oscillator. Rocketdyne laser
performance similar to earlier tests 3 was obtained. These tests verified that e-beam
brightness (,d. enerqy spread) was not seriously degraded in transporting it to the PA.
Upon completion of these tests, resonator optics were replaced by injection and output
optics (two turning flats) to convert back to an amplifier configuration.
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Small Signal Gain Results

The first experiment has addressed measurement of the small signal gain spectrum in
the untapered Rocketdyne amplifier for optimum temporal and spatial matching of the
input optical beam and the electron beam. Details of the experiment can be found
elsewhere. 5 The experiment was performed using the two mirror, near concentric Mark
III FEL optical resonator with a Brewster plate outcoupler. An optical chopper with a
fixed delay window prcvided a reference signal. The reference signal and amplified
signal emerging from the PA were measured with a high speed Ge:Au detector whose output
was ratioed to give a direct measure of amplification. Experimental parameters are
summarized in Table II.

Table II. FEL MOPA parameters.

Electron beam:

Peak current 35A
Normalized emittance

VerLical 2Tr mm-mrad
Horizontal 1OT mm-mrad

Waist
Vertical 0.3 mm
Horizontal 0.7 mm

Energy 38 MeV
Energy spread 0.5%
Macropulse length 3 lis
Micropulse length 3 ps

Input optical beam at power amplifier:

Wavelength 3 jim
Wavelength spread 0.6%
Macropulse length 2 ws
Micropulse length 2 ps
Waist 1 mm
Average energy 3 mJ
Peak power at small signal i00 kW

Power amplifier wiggler:

Length 200 cm
Period 2.5 cm
Variable gap 0.76-2.0 cm
Peak magnetic field 3.7-0.8 kG

At optimum matching and overlap conditions, the gain spectrum was obtained by gap
tuning the power amplifier wiggler over the range 3.7 - 3.5 kG. Gain as a function of
the resonance parameter is shown in Fig. 2. The resonance parameter is v -

[(k+ko)v- ]L, where ko is the wiggler wave number, L the wiggler length, v the
electron axial velocity, and k. ca are the optical wave number and frequency. The
solid curve is a FELEXK simulation with Table II parameters, and assumes a square
electron pulse shape and an initial Gaussian TEMoo optical mode. Excellent agreement
between the simulation and data is seen in Fig. 2. The amplification peak of 60% occurs
when the resonance parameter is 4.3, while the absorption peak of -35% occurs at -2.2.
Theoretically for plane waves the low gain amplification and absorption peaks occur at
the resonance parameter values ± 2.6, respectively. Also, for plane waves the FEL gain
is proportional to the slope of the spontaneous emission spectrum. In the present
experiment the spontaneous emission spectrum has been measured and its slope was found
not to correspond 5 to the gain spectrum in Fig. 2.

As discussed in Ref. 7. the validity of the plane wave approximation depends on the
dimensionless parameter q = L/ZR, where L is the wiggler length and ZR is the
Rayleigh range. For q < 1 the plane wave approximation is valid, while for q > I a
Gaussian approximation for the optical radiation must be used. The present experiment
has q = 1.9. so the effects of a diverging Gaussian optical beam are taking place. Ref.
7 points out that in the presence of a Gaussian mode the gain is no longer proporLional
to the slope of the spontaneous emission spectrum, which agrees with the present
results. Also, the Gaussian mode introduces a phase shift relative to a plane wave,
which produces a shift in the resonance parameter, with the consequence that the
amplifi,itlon and absorption peaks occur at larger values of the resonance parameter.
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Modified Mark-III Resonator and Future Experiments

Although initial small signal gain experiments were performed with the two mirror
Mark III FEL optical resonator, follow-on small signal gain and saturated regime
experiments will be performed with an electro-optic switch in place, which will allow
electron micropulses with undegraded emittance (and energy spread) into the Rocketdyne
wiggler. The electro-optic switch will also allow dumping all of the circulating
optical power in the Mark III FEL, so that the Rocketdyne amplifier can be operated in
the saturated regime. Installation of an electro-optic switch in the existing Mark III
FEL optical resonator configuration was not feasible, since the fluence on the device is
enough to severely damage it. In order to alleviate tnis problem, the upstream end of
the resonator was modified as shown schematically in Fig. 3.

The modified optical cavity is also a standing wave cavity. The existing downstream,
translatable mirror which provides cavity length control remains in place. The length
of the cavity was increased from 183.75 cm to 315 cm Dy placing a turning flat in front
of the existing upstream mirror to divert the radiation up to a conveA element. The
convex element expands the beam a factor of three by the time it reaches the concave end
mirror. The angle of incidence (and reflectance) at the expanding element is kept near
normal (5 deg) to minimize aberrations. All the mirrors in the new resonator are made
of diamond turned copper substrates with silver overcoating, while the outcoupling
Brewster plate near the upstream concave end mirror is made of calcium fluoride. The
mounts for the mirrors in the upstream end of the resonator provide remote tip-tilt
actuation of the mirrors, although they do not provide any length control. It is also
possible to withdraw the turning flat in front uf the existing upstream end mirror to
allow independent operation of the Mark III FEL with the present resonator configuration.

The electro-optic switch shown in Fig. 3 is located near the upstream concave end
mirror, where the fluence in the beam is the lowest. The l/e2 point, where the
electro-optic switch is located, is approximately 0.42 cm which is a peak fluence of 0.4
GW/cm 2 per micropulse. The width of the electro-optic switch was chosen to be 1.5 cm.
while its length is 1.5 cm. The switch is made of Cadmium Telluride. This material was
chosen for its high electro-optic coefficient which requires less voltage to operate,
and for its low absorption (0.14% per cm at 3 lim). Damage tests 8 on this material
at 3.7 lim have been carried out using the Mark III FEL. Uncoated CdTe has been
observed to break down at a fluence level of 5 GW/cm2, while coated samples break down
at approximately 2 GW/cm 2 . The expected fluence on the switch, 0.4 GW/cm 2, is well
below these levels. The electro-optic switch is located near the upstream end mirror,
such that only one optical pulse will be in the device at any time to minimize its
thermal load.

Follow on small signal gain measurements will be performed with the new Mark Ill FEL
resonator and electro-optic switch in place, which will provide an electron beam with
less energy spread to the Rocketdyne wiggler than in the present experiments. The
measurements will concentrate on effects of input mode matching where temporal matching
is varied through the optical delay in the optical beam transport line and spatial
matching is varied by adjusting the optical beam line telescope to adjust the waist
location and size in the Rocketdyne wiggler. In these experiments optical guiding
effects and misalignment effects on the small signal gain and optical mode quality will
also be explored. The measurements will be performed for both untapered and tapered
regimes of operation of the Rocketdyne wiggler.

After completion of the small signal gain experiments, the Rocketdyne amplifier
saturated regime of operation will be concentrated on. Assuming the approximate 100 MW
of peak circulating optical power in the Mark III FEL cavity can be dumped into the
Rocketdyne wiggler, simulations indicate that an energy conversion efficiency of up to
2% can be expected in the amplifier. The saturated lineshape will be measured for both
an untapered and tapered wiggler. Effects of matching and location of the optical waist
in the wiggler on energy conversion efficiency, as well as effects of misalignment on
efficiency will be examined. Also, if sidebands are observed to develop effects of
mismatch and misalignment on the development of the sideband content will be studied.
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Abstract

In a particular sample of ZnSe, working at 10 jim, a nonlinear absorption was observed that was generated by light
intensities greater than 100 MW/cm2 . This absorption was subsequently bleached by light intensities over 600 MW/cm 2.
This result was obtained using 10-ps "nulses fro -n the Los Alamos National Laboratory Free-Electron Laser.

Summary

In the course of experiments at the Los Alamos FEL, resonant cavities with losses ranging from 10% to 1% were
used. At the higher losses, good agreement between the number of photons generated, as inferred from the electron
spectrometer data, and the number actually measured optically was obtained. As the resonator cavity losses decreased,
thus increasing the intracavity power, a discrepancy appeared, Less photons were measured than generated, as though
photons were being absorbed by the resonator mirrors. We believe that at a certain fluence, free carriers are generated
in the semiconducting material forming the mirrors which leads to increased absorption. At higher fluences yet the
absorptive material appears to bleach, and once again the behavior can be fit within this free-carrier model. For a
particular multilayer dielectric high reflectance coating (R>99.8%) the lowest threshold observed for saturation was about
100 MW/cm 2 , and the threshold for bleaching appeared at around 600 MW/cm 2. However, the threshold varies from
mirror to mirror, which implies that extrinsic properties are important.

Introduction

The Los Alamos FEL operates at wavelengths tunable from 3.7 to 44.7 jim. The wiggler and accelerator are opti-
mized to produce light at 10 pm. Free-electron lasers are unique because of their unrivaled broad tunability, for their high
extraction efficiency (4.4%),2 and for the high output powers achievable (on the order of 50 MW peak).

Figure 1 is a schematic of an RF FEL showing the essential features: (1) an RF accelerator capable of producing a
relativistic electron beam, (2) a wiggler with periodically alternating magnetic fields that force the electrons passing
through it to oscillate, and therefore radiate (spontaneous emission), and (3) a resonator structure which supplies feed-
back and allows the electromagnetic field to interact coherently with the electron beam producing coherent emission, i.e.
lasing.

Figure 2 shows the floor plan of the Los Alamos FEL. At a. is shown the electron beam injector (a thermionic Pierce-
type electron gun). At b. is shown the two stages of rf linear accelerators that accelerate the electrcns to 20 MeV. In the
center of the figure at c. is shown the achromatic, nonisochronous 600 bend, which also can act as a magnetic buncher for
the electrons. On the west end of the vault at d. are the resonator mirrors and the wiggler.

Statement of the Problem

In the course of conducting experiments on the fundamental properties governing the production of photons in an
FEL, energy balance measurements were made. The amount of energy removed from the electrons during lasing could
be determined from electron spectrometer data by comparing the elec-on energy distribution before and during lasing.
Except for the cavity losses, this same amount of energy should show up as photons. This was often the case, but there
were instances when only 3% of the expected energy could be found as light. In what follows we describe steps in
analyzing this problem and eliminating it. We give evidence to indicate that the ZnSe mirrors in the resonator cavity
exhibit nonlinear optical absorption due to the high intensity achievable in the Los Alamos FEL. We show by analogy
with n-type germanium that a possible mechanism is impact ionization in the ZnSe, which is a zincblende structure
semiconductor.

*Work supported and funded by the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command, under the auspices of the U.S. Department

of Energy.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of radio frequency linear accelerator driven free-electron laser.

1. 80 keV Electron Gun 6. Slow Vertical Deflector

2. 108 MHz and 1300 MHz Bunchers 7. 1300 MHz Vertical Deflector

3. 10 MeV LINAC Tank 8. Electron Spectrometer

4. 11 MeV LINAC 9. Optical Resonator Mirrors

5. Wiggler 10. Optical Diagnostics

Figure 2. Experimental layout of LANL FEL.
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Experimental Configuration and Observations

The unusually large discrepancies occurred only when very high reflectivity resonator mirrors were used. The mirror
substrates were chemical vapor deposited (CVD) ZnSe. To achieve high reflectance a multilayer stack of quarterwave
layers of ZnSe and ThF was deposited. For the particular set of mirrors under consideration the transmission was 0.0035.

Ionizing Radiation Considered

The accelerator produces a fairly high flux of ionizing radiation (about 107 rads/s) when the laser operates. It was
possible to watch the downstream mirror from inside the resonant cavity using an intensified CID TV camera. Points of
light were produced on the mirror surfaces during lasing. These might be due to ionizing radiation we reasoned The
downstream mirror received much more ionizing radiation than the upstream mirror due to its proximity to the electron
spectrometer and the beam dump. A means was contrived to allow observation of the upstream mirror. As many or more
points of light were seen on the upstream mirror than on the downstream mirror. Hence, at least the flashing was not
caused primarily by the ionizing radiation flux. Transient absorption effects have been reported in ZnSe from ionizing
radiation3 but only at fluences of 109 rads/s, 100 times more than the Los Alamos FEL produced.

ZnSe vs Copper Resonator Elements

It seemed likely that the transient transmission change was due to the light itself. To test this, we left one of the high
reflectance ZnSe elements in the downstream mirror, but replaced the upstream mirror with a copper mirror pierced with a
small central hole to allow outcoupling, as shown in Figure 3. The energy from the downstream and upstream mirrors
was measured as a function of e-beam current.

e- I

47' WIGGLER 7
Jd U v

hv hv 1 ~j

Downstream Upstream
Mirror, "ZnSe" Mirror, Cu

T = 0.0035 T = 0.0176

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of resonator configuration.

If the absorption by both mirrors was completely linear a constant ratio between the upstream and the downstream
outcoupled energies would be maintained over the entire range of currents. The ratio would be sensitive to all the losses
such as Fresnel reflection, absorption and scatter. The data are displayed as a graph of downstream outcoupled energy
versus the upstream outcoupled energy in Fig. 4. Measurements were made when the spectral character of the light was
both broadband and single line. However, there is no significant difference observable between the two cases. Note that
the points do not lie on a straight line. The initial departure begins at very low energy, about 50 mJ corresponding to a
fluence of 100 MW/cm2. In this region we may be generating free carriers by an avalanche mechanism in the ZnSe,
hence the transmission seems to flatten out. Between 210 and 250 mJ we note a dramatic increase in the transmission,
as though the ZnSe were bleaching. The 230 mJ output corresponds to a peak fluence on the mirror inside of about
500 MW/cm 2 This is calculated as follows:

P = 2Ju d/r w2 tmac tmirror (1)

where P is the peak power inside the cavity, Ju is the energy measured exiting the upstream mirror, d is the duty cycle in
the macropulse (we have 10-ps pulses spaced by 46 ns within the macropulse, hence the duty cycle is 4600), w is the
laser waist size at the mirror (9.7 mm), tmac is the macropulse length 80 pts, and t mirror is the transmission through the hole
in the copper mirror 0.0176. For the very highest powers better agreement was achieved between the electron
spectrometer and the optical measurements. So for very low powers good agreement was obtained, and for very high
powers agreement was seen, but for the intermediate values for fluences between 100 and 600 MW/cm 2 there were
discrepancies of up to 30 times between the number of photons detected and the number implied by the electron
spectrometer data.
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Figure 4. Experimental Data
The energy measured downstream, as shown in Fig. 4, is plotted vs the
energy measured upstream. The open circle is for broadband (12%)
spectral emission and the closed circle is for a narrow (0.3%) spectral
line.

Interpretation of the Data

The behavior seen is similar to that for p-type germanium except that there is no bleaching in germanium.
Germanium displays free carrier avalanche absorption at about 200 MW/cm2.4 Germanium has a band gap of 0.665 eV
whereas the band gap in ZnSe is 2.67 eV. In germanium when the absorption starts it is very rapid, going as the intensity
to the 5.5 power. The photon energy is about 0.125 eV. Once the process starts by avalanche it looks like a five or six
photon process. This would imply that once an electron avalanche began in ZnSe it would go as intensity to the 21.5
power. Hence only a very thin layer would participate in the absorption. If the material were rich in electrons, say if there
were free zi.ic because of a nonstoichiometric deposition process during the coating, it would be much easier to start the
avalanche. The behavior of n-type germanium is similar to that of the p-type except that in p-type the absorption actually
decreases slightly with increased intensity until the strong absorption turns on. 5 What we have observed is probably not
characteristic of intrinsic zinc selenide, but a property of the first layer of the antireflection coating.

Conclusion

To be safe, we avoid the use of ZnSe or other semiconductor components in high intensity applications.
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Abstract

Using an intracavity element to separate fundamental and harmonic lasing, we have
demonstrated saturated third harmonic lasing at 1.4-1,8 Itm using the Stanford Mark III free-
electron laser. Gain at the third harmonic agrees with theory to within experimental limits. The
wavelength shift between the fundamental and third harmonic does not agree with one dimensional
theory. The excess frequency shift suggests that frequency pulling predicted in previous two
dimensional modelling efforts are present.

Free-electron lasers, unlike atomic and molecular lasers, are not limited to any one wavelength. The lasing
wavelength is given approximately by the relation

Xs = -- (1 +K 2 ) (1
2y2

where -s is the laser wavelength, kw is the undulator wavelength, y is the energy of the electron divided by its rest
mass and K is the undulator parameter which is equal to the RMS bending angle of the undulator times y. The
wavelength is then a continuously variable parameter limited only by the energy of the electrons and the wavelength
and strength of the undulator. As an example, the Mark III free-electron laser, used in the experiments reported in
this paper, has a maximum energy of 43 MeV, an undulator period of 2.3 cm, and an undulator parameter K of up to
unity. The gain is approximately proportional to K2 for small K so one cannot reduce the undulator parameter
arbitrarily in order to reduce the wavelength. The Mark III has operated with a K2 as low as 0.15. This yields a
minimum wavelength of 1.9 pm. With this weak an interaction the gain is just barely sufficient for the laser to rum
on before the accelerator turns off. In order to reduce the wavelength further, the undulator period would have to be
reduced, or the electron beam energy would have to be increased. Both options are expensive and reduce the laser
gain.

Because of the non-linear nature of the laser interaction in a FEL, gain also exists at harmonics of the wavelength
given in equation (1). This was first noted by Madey and Taber'. The magnitude of the gain can be calculated from
the gain-spread theorem 2. As the electrons traverse the undulator, they emit a 1/y cone of radiation which sweeps past
an on-axis observer producing a series of bursts of radiation with a repetition rate given by the optical frequency
determined from equation (1). As the undulator parameter is increased, the harmonic content of the on-axis radiation
increases. The result is a radiation spectrum consisting of a series of (sinx/x;2 curves at each of the odd harmonics of
the fundamental. The width of each curve is the same and the height, proportional to the strength of the modulation,
is given by

Af [J.1j(fg) - j (fg)1 2  (2)

T
where f is the harmonic number and K2/(2(l+K2)). The gain spread theorem states that the gain is proportional to
the slope of these curves with respect to the change in electron beam energy. Since the harmonic curves shift faster
with energy than the fundamental by a factor of f, the gain ratio should be f times the ratio of the harmonic
amplitudes. Since the optical mode size also varies inversely with f, the gain ratio in an actual device for a perfect
electron beam will be

G f2[J(f-1 )/2(f4) - J(f+l)/ 2(f4)I2

2 (3)G, [j0(4) .j1(4)]2

This is plotted vs. K in figure Ia for the case of the third harmonic.
It would seem that the gain at the third harmonic can be greater than that of the fundamental for sufficiently high

field strength. In fact, this is rarely the case since the electron beam is rarely ideal enough to reach the curve shown in
figure Ia. The ratio of the actual gain to the ideal gain vs. the effective electron beam energy spread is shown in
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figure lb. The energy spread is given by 2N&y/,y where &yis the full width at 1/e of the energy distribution. Since
one usually designs the undulator for the fundamental, a typical value is around unity or larger. The gain at the third
harmonic is thus quite small compared to the fundamental. For the laser used in these experiments, the effective
energy spread was approximately 0.3, so one expects a third harmonic gain about half that of the fundamental at
K2=1. The quality of the undulator may also degrade the third harmonic gain. For these experiments the third
harmonic gain should have been reduced by 13% by wiggler imperfections.
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Figure 1. (a) Ratio of the third harmonic gain to the fundamental gain for an ideal electron beam and
undulator. (b) Reduction in the gain ratio caused by the electron beam effective energy spread 2N&yi/y.

In 1982 researchers at Frascati lab using the ADONE storage ring measured the gain curves for the third
harmonic and suggested that lasing on a storage ring was preferable at the third harmonic due to the better emittance
at the lower energy3. Unfortunately the gain was still to low to lase. In 1983, a Stanford TRW collaboration found
evidence of enhanced third harmonic output in a 1.6 gm FEL oscillator4. The evidence for lasing was not conclusive
however and the third harmonic power level never exceeded one thousandth that of the fundamental. In the TRW
system the fundamental and third harmonic could in principle lase simultaneously. Such a system is very difficult to
study. In general one gets very strong coherent emission at the third harmonic from FEL oscillators even with gain
well below threshold due to the overbunching of electrons by the laser interaction at the fundamental5. It is difficult
to separate the lasing signal from this coherent spontaneous signal in such a device 6.

The optical cavity in the Mark Il FEL consists of two opaque metal mirrors(uncoated amorphous silver) at each
end of the laser undulator. Output coupling is accomplished by means of a calcium fluoride plate mounted a few
degrees away from Brewster's angle as shown in figure 2. The plane of incidence is parallel to the plane of electron
oscillations in the wiggler. Since the laser output is strongly polarized in this plane, the reflection off the plate is
fairly weak. For the experiments reported here we used a 64.80 plate which yields 5.9% total output coupling at 4.8
ptm and 5.65% output coupling at 1.6 pm. The cavity itself has losses of the order of 2% between 1 and 8 gtm.The
intracavity CaF2 plate is dispersive and leads to a wavelength-dependent round-trip cavity time. Since the laser is
driven by a radio frequency linear accelerator, the laser gain and power are very sensitive to the cavity length. The
laser can only operate within a few microns of the synchronous length, defined as the length at which the round-trip
path length is equal to the arrival time between electron pulses. Due to laser lethargy 7 the laser power peaks near the
synchronous length, falling off very steeply for longer cavity length and somewhat less steeply for shorter lengths.

The synchronous cavity length difference between the fundamental and third harmonic plotted vs. the third
harmonic wavelength is shown in figure 3. At the 4.8 tm wavelength used in these experiments, the third harmonic
radiation at 1.6 pn should be synchronous for a cavity length 60 pm longer than that of the fundamental. Since the
power falls off very quickly on the long side of the cavity length detuning curve, there is no chance of any significant
amount of coherent spontaneous radiation at 1.6 gm. This is essential for turn-on since the initial length enhancement
seen is usually smaller than the spontaneous radiation level.
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Figure 2. Schematic layout of the Mark III optical cavity. The undulator and moveable cavity mirror
are to the right. Dashed lines indicate removeable output coupler. The second reflection mirror was not
used in these experiments.
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Figure 3. Difference in the synchronous cavity length for the fundamental and third harmonic
wavelengths vs. the third harmonic wavelength.

Harmonic lasing was achieved as follows: The laser was started at the fundamental wavelength and tuned up for
maximum power and gain. The cavity length was then changed to search for the peak in the 1.6 pm output expected
due to the third harmonic gain. A fast Ge(Au) detector was used to measure both the fundamental and the third
harmonic. This detector is very sensitive at 1.6 gim due to its intrinsic germanium response, so most data were taken
for harmonic lasing at this wavelength. A 1.6 pm notch filter was used to filter out all radiation except the third
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harmonic. The cavity lengt h was set at the peak of the length enhancement and the mirrors and electron beam were
then tuned until saturation was achieved. At wavelengths other than 1.6 pm we used a Pellin-Broca prism to separate
out the third harmonic. The rest of the procedure was the same. Saturated pulse energies were measured using a
broadband pyroelectric detector.

Once saturated harmonic lasing was achieved, the laser could be switched from the third harmonic to the
fundamental by changing the cavity length alone. A scan of the peak laser power vs. cavity length is shown in figure
4. Note the asymmetric nature of both the laser cirw,;. D3ifferent filters were used for each wavelength, so the ratio
of the power in these curves is not indicative of the actual power ratio. The distance between the peaks in the curves is
58 4m, close to the expected value of 60 p.m.
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THIRD
HARMONIC

FUNDAMENTAL-,,,
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85 86 87 88 89 90 91

CAVITY LENGTH (.001 inches)

Figure 4. Laser power vs. oscillator cavity length in thousandths of an inch. A larger value for the
length indicates a longer cavity. The power is not to scale. Different filters were used for the third
harmonic power and fundamental power. The actual maximum powers are listed in table II.

As noted above, the effective energy spread should reduce the third harmonic gain to about half that of the
fundamental. The exact value of the energy spread is close to the resolution of the electron spectrometer so the gain
reduction factor cannot be known to better than 20%. The measured gain, cavity losses, power, and wavelength at the
fundamental and third harmonic are listed in table 2. The experimental gain ratio was, in fact, close to one half.

Table 1: Mark III laser/accelerator parameters during harmonic lasing

Parameter Value

Electron beam cncrgy 35 MeV
macropulse length 3.2 gsec
micropulse length 2.5+0.5 psec
beam current(peak) 20±5 amps
Energy spread 0.4±0.1% FWHM
Transverse emittance(P3') 15±5n mm-mrad
Wiggler wavelength 2.3 cm
Wiggler parameter K 1.39
Number of periods in wiggler 47
Optical cavity length 183.6 cm
Rayleigh range 73 cm
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The raio of the power extracted from the electron beam for the two wavelengths should be 0.28. The measured
ratio, calculated from the known coupling efficiency and transport mirror losses, is 0.12. One might think that this is
because of incomplete saturation, but the spectra showed evidence of sidebands both at the fundamental and the third
harmonic. These should only be present at saturation. In addition, the coherent spontaneous radiation at 530 nm for
harmonic lasing was quite bright, indicating full saturation. Scattering losses in the optical transport system may
account for part of the discrepancy since scattering is strongly dependent on wavelength. Full simulations should be
run to confirm the expected power ratio however.

Table 2: Relative performance of fundamental and third harmonic lasing.

Fundamental Third Harmonic

Net Gain 47±2% 19±1%
Total cavity losses 7.2±0.2% 8.8±0.2%
Output coupling 5.9% 5.65%
Ideal transport losses 14% 24%
Macropulse power 30 kW 2.4 kW
Peak wavelength 4.85 gm 1.59 gm

In order to determine whether the laser was operating in the lowest order transverse cavity mode, we placed an
aperture in the laser far field and reduced its size until the transmitted power was reduce by half. The aperture size
indicated that the laser was lasing in the TEM0o mode. A higher order mode would have required a significantly
larger aperture.

One interesting feature of harmonic lasing is that the wavelength of the third harmonic is not exactly one third of
the fundamental wavelength. This is due to the asymmetry of the FEL gain curve and the distortion of the gain curve
at saturation. Both of these effects are inversely proportional to the effective number of wiggler periods. In
addition, the fundamental is more strongly saturated due to its higher gain and lower cavity losses. When one takes all
these factors into account in laser simulations one finds a difference of 1.3% in the lasing wavelength. The
experimental curves are shown in figure 5. The third harmonic curve was taken at the third order in order to
eliminate doubts about the calibration of the monochromator sine drive. The measured shift is 1.6%. This large of a
shift or larger was measured in every run in which the laser was run at the harmonic.

THIRD
HARMONIC
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Figure 5. Optical spectra for the fundamental and third harmonic in third order. Both spectra were
taken at the peak in the cavity length detuning curves. The signal was gated to look at the same part of the
electron beam pulse. Secondary peaks in each curve are sidebands.
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This discrepancy may be duc to 3D guiding effects which can pull the frequency to longer wavelengths for a small
electron beam8. The phenomenon arises due to the differing phase shifts for the higher order cavity modes as they
traverse the length of the interaction region. In order to form the smaller optical mode caused by optical guiding
effects, it is necessary to include some of the higher order cold cavity modes. The gain curves for the first three
Gauss-Laguerre modes in the original Stanford 3 pm laser are shown in figure 6. Large v corresponds to longer
wavelengths. It is clear from this figure that the mean wavelength will be pulled to longer wavelengths with the
inclusion of higher order modes.
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Figure 6. Laser gain normalized to the TEMOO mode for the first three Gauss-Laguerre modes of a
FEL with cylindrical symmetry. The parameter v is the frequency or energy detuning. Larger values
of v correspond to longer wavelengths.

We note that there are several phenomena which might reduce the difference in the fundamental and third
harmonic wavelengths. We can only account for two phenomena which might increase the difference. The first is the
saturation effect noted above. This is limited by the appearance of the sideband. The mean frequency of the pulse
does move off to longer wavelengths as one saturates harder, but the first peak is stationary. The change in the mean
is produced by the production of more and stronger sidebands. The second phenomenon is the guiding effect. This
effect would only be strong for the fundamental due to the relatively large size of the optical mode. This effect is not
limited like the saturation effect. It could easily account for the extra frequency shift seen in these experiments.

In conclusion we note that several free-electron laser designs rely on the option of harmonic lasing to extend the
wavelength range of the laser to wavelengths not possible with the energy delivered by the accelerator system. It may
also be possible to extend the range of a laser by enlarging the optical bore size to allow longer wavelength operation
without giving up short wavelength operation. Finally, one can reach wavelengths not available through extra-cavity
harmonic generation. This now seems feasible given adequate beam quality. We should also note that harmnonic
lasing has already been used to generate light in the range of 1.4 to 1.8 g.m for studies in materials sciences 9.
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FIRST DEMONSTRATION OF A FREE-ELECTRON LASER DRIVEN BY ELECTRONS
FROM A LASER IRRADIATED PHOTOCATHODE
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and
Stephen Benson and J. M. J. Madey
Stanford Photon Research Laboratory
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Abstract

We report the results from the first operation of a free-electron laser (FEL) driven
by an electron beam from a laser irradiated photocathode. The Rocketdyne/Stanford FEL
achieved sustained oscillations, lasting in excess of three hours, driven by
photoelectrons accelerated by the Stanford Mark III radio-frequency linac. A LaB 6
cathode, irradiated by a tripled Nd:Yag mode-locked drive laser was the source of
photoelectrons. The drive laser operating at 95.2 MHz. was phase-locked to the 30th
subharmonic of the S-band linac. Peak currents in excess of 125 A were observed and
delivered to the Rocketdyne two meter undulator which was operated as a stand-alone
oscillator. The electron beam had an energy spread of 0.8% (FWHM) at 38.5 MeV and an
emittance. at the undulator, comparable to that observed for thermionic operation of the
electron source. Small signal gain in excess of 150% was observed. The turn-on time of
the FEL macropulse relative to the start of the electron Uldcropulse suggested 100% small
signal gain could be sustained over two hour time periods. Preliminary estimates of the
electron beam brightness deliverable to the undulator range from 3.5 x 1011 (A/m2 )
to 5.0 x l011 (A/m2 ).

Introduction

Rf-linac driven free-electron lasers require electron beams possessing high peak
brightness and low energy spread. The advancement of FEL technology toward operating
regimes characterized by shorter wavelength and higher power hinges on finding suitable
electron beam sources that can produce high-brightness, high current beams.
Conventional electron sources consist of a thermionic cathode positioned within a dc or
rf electron gun followed by either a subharmonic or magnetic bunching element , used
primarily to increase peak current, and matching optics to preserve beam brightness into
the accelerator. Recently, laser iiluminated photoemiLters have emerged as an
alternative to conventional thermionic sources.1.2 Photocathodes have three
significant advantages over thermionic cathodes

1) photocathodes produce intrinsically brighter electron beams
3

2) photocathode gun systems offer controlled time gating of the charge emitted
from the cathode

3) photocathode gun systems provide a means of controlling the charge density profile
at the cathode so as to maximize beam brightness at the undulator

For rf-linac driven FELs, a train of low emittance, high peak current pulses are
converted to high fluence optical pulses possessing similar temporal characteristics via
the interaction of the electron beam pulses and undulator magnetic field. Typical pulse
formats associated with rf-linacs are micropulse lengths between 1-100 psec separated by
.35 - 250 nsec over macropulse lengths of 5-100 msec. Pulse formats characteristic of
rf linacs are easily replicated by lasers used to drive photocathodes and thus, allow a
range of experiments which can shape initial electron beam phase space to exploit any
correlations which may prove beneficial to FEL performance.

The Rocketdyne Photoiniector Program

In 1987 the Rocketdyne division of Rockwell International committed internal research
and development funds to study the feasibility of converting the thermionically operated
LaB 6 cathode in the Mark III electron gun into a photocathode gun system.
Measurements were made to determine the quantum efficiency of LaB 6 in a testbed
established at Rocketdyne. 4 These measurements resulted in a measured quantum
efficiency of approximately 10- 4 . The favorable quantum efficiency data resulted in
the allocation of internal research and development funds to purchase a tripled Nd:Yag
mode-locked laser to be installed at the Stanford Photon Research Laboratory (SPRL) so
that photocathode experiments could commence on the Rocketdyne/Stanford FEL system.
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Delivery cf the laser occurred in August 1988 with final installation being completed in
late October. Initial experiments began in early November with a successful measurement
of 125 A peak current for the fully accelerated electron beam. Lasing in the Rocketdyne
2 meter oscillator using electrons from a laser irradiated photocathode was demonstrated
in mid November, representing a significant milestone in FEL technology development.
Final experiments to quantitatively measure electron beam brightness and energy spread
characteristics were conducted at the end of November. Continuation of the photocathode
experiments will resume in mid summer 1989 once the Mark III has been commissioned at
Duke University.

System Description

The FEL facility at the Stanford Photon Research Laboratory consists of a microwave
gun 5 feeding the Mark III rf-linac 6 which is capable of accelerating electrons to
approximately 40 MeV. Electrons are emitted by a 3 mm diameter LaB 6 cathode which is
typically operated at 1800 K as a thermionic electron iource. In the experiment
reported here we irradiated the LaB 6 with 40 IJ, 100 psec laser pulses at 355 nm.
The drive laser was a tripled Nd:Yag operating at 95.2 MHz which was phase-locked to the
30th subharmonic of the Mark III linac. 4 The drive laser system sat directly above
the microwave gun on the shielding blocks which formed the roof of the accelerator
vault. This minimized the length of the optical transport system needed to deliver the
light pulses to the cathode and allowed access to the drive laser during operation of
the accelerator. A layout of the drive laser system is shown in Figure 1. The laser
light was delivered to the cathode via an optical transport system which consisted of a
matching telescope, delay line and a remotely controllable steering mirror which
directed the laser pulses through a sapphire vacuum window and onto a stationary final
pointing mirror (see Figure 2). The final pointing mirror, located inside the vacuum
enclosure of the microwave gun assembly, directed the laser pulses onto the LaB 6
cathode at an incidence angle of 50 degrees. Electrons emitted from the LaB 6 are
accelerated by the rf gun cavity to approximately 1 MeV and then transported through the
alpha magnet and into the Mk III linac (see Figure 3). The action of the alpha magnet
is twofold first, it acts as a momentum filter eliminating the wings of the energy
distribution and secondly, it acts to compress the electron pulse from 100 psec at the
cathode to approximately 2 psec at the entrance to the linac. Located approximately 8
meters c ;.s.ream of the accelerator is the Mark III hybrid undulator 7 and
approximately 5 meters further downstream is the Rocketdyne permanent magnet
undulator. 8 The undulators are positioned so that they lie along the common axis of
the accelerator which simplifies electron beam transport and offers extended
possibilities for experiments using multiple FEL systems (see Figure 4). This unique
placement of two separate undulators driven by the same rf-linac provides an extremely
flexible FEL testbed. Each undulator has its own resonator allowing oscillator
experiments to be performed on each undulator individually. In addition, an optical
transport line linking the two undulators allows the system to operate in a master
oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) configuration.9 -10

Electron Beam Energy Spread and Brightness

Electron beam energy and energy spread are determined using a magnetic spectrometer
located downstream of the Mark III linac. An energy spread of 0.8% FWHM was measured
for a nominal electron beam energy of 38.5 MeV. Total charge contained within the
macropulse is estimated from the average macropulse current supplied by the linac toroid
(see Figure 5). A typical micropulse charge of 170 pCoul was observed during the energy
analysis described above. For the fully accelerated electron beam, a maximum micropulse
charge of 250 pCoul was observed. Utilizing the alpha magnet calibration, as
established from previous MOPA experiments, we can estimate micropulse lengths of 2 psec
at the two meter undulator. If this calibration remains valid for these higher values
of total micropulse charge then peak currents of 125 A should be obtainable at the two
meter undulator. The electron beam emittance associated with photocathode operation was
studied using two different methods. The first method employs a quadrupole focusing
element which is varied while the resulting spot size on a downstream screen is
measured. Spot size data at the downstream screen location as a function of quadrupole
focusing strength allows both the horizontal and vertical emittance at the entrance to
the quadrupole to be determined. This technique for determining electron beam emittance
has proven unreliable in previous experiments due to screen saturation effects thus, the
results can only be assessed in a qualitative manner. One apparent observation was that
the electron beam from the photocathode did not appear to have a halo characteristic of
thermionic operation. The second method employed for emittance determination was to use
the spontaneous light emitted from the Rocketdyne 2 meter undulator while in an
amplifier configuration. Measurement of the size of the light source at differing
locations within the undulator may be linked to the electron beam size within the
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undulator. This then provides an estimate of the electron beam emittance deliverable to
the undulator. Preliminary analysis suggest normalized horizontal and vertical
emittances of

(YJIcx)photocathode = 0.8 (T'l3cx)thermionic = 8i mm-mrad
(yi3cy)photocathode .0 (CY1cy)thermionic 41T mm-mrad

These measurements were taken for linac toroid readings corresponding to 170 pCoul
per micropulse. Analysis of the emittance data is continuing and will be published at a
later date.

1 1

FEL Performance

The ability to operate the LaB 6 as both a thermionic and photoelectric emitter
provided us with a simple and reliable procedure for achieving laser oscillation with
electrons generated from the laser irradiated LaB 6. The initial step was to achieve
an optimized match through the two meter undulator by maximizing FEL performance during
thermionic operation. Beam positions on the screens along the transport line were
recorded allowing us to re-establish this trajectory with electrons from the laser
irradiated photocathode. The transition between thermionic and photocathode operation
was achieved by reducing the cathode temperature and irradiating the LaB 6 with 355 nm
light from the Nd:Yag drive laser. Adjustment of the gun matching optics provided
sufficient degrees of freedom to preserve the recorded beam positions on the screens
along the transport line. Once the electron beam trajectory was re-established through
the undulator, the system lased. FEL performance was further improved by fine
adjustments of the quadrupole triplet upstream of the two meter undulator. Oscillations
were sustained over a three hour time period. We observed deterioration of the laser
signal toward the end of the experiment which was later attributed to mirror damage in
the Nd:Yag laser transport system. Lasing, during a majority of the experiment, was
accomplished using 170 pCoul micropulses. Macropulse energies as high as 0.5 mJ were
measured with a pyroelectric detector in the optics shack. During the experiment,
typical and sustainable macropulse energy measurements yielded approximately 0.35 mJ
(see Figure 6). Electron beam macropulses of 4 msec resulted in 3 msec optical
macropulse lengths. The measured turn-on time of the laser suggested sustainable small
signal gain of 100% per pass. Amplitude fluctuations within the FEL macropulse were
observed to be correlated with small fluctuations within the drive laser intensity
profile. The effect produced a macropulse saturation intensity that took on the
appearance of the neighboring Sierra mountains and thus is currently referred to as the
"Sierra Mountain Effect" (see Figure 7). The micropulses were easily resolvable because
of the 10.5 nsec spacing produced by the drive laser pulse train as illustrated in
Figure 8. Turn on of the FEL oscillator was extremely fast as evidenced in Figure 9.
Table I provides a summary of the parameters established by this set of experiments.

Thermionic Photocathode
Parameter Operation Operation

Typical Typical Maximum
Small signal gain (per pass) 60% 100% 150%

Micropulse charge (pCoul) 70 170 250

Micropulse current (A) 35 60 85

Normalized emittance (mm-mrad)

yJ3 cx iOn 8Tr

yc x  4 47T

Peak brightness (A/m2 ) l.8xl0 11  3.8x10 1 1  5.4x101 1

Table 1. Comparison of Electron Beam Parameters Observed During
Thermionic Operation and Photocathode Operation

Conclusions

The Rocketdyne/Stanford photocathode experiment represents the first achievement of
FEL oscillations using electrons from a laser irradiated photocathode. The experiment
was performed using the Mark III rf-linac and the Rocketdyne 2 meter undulator. We
observed peak currents in excess of 125 A with energy spread corresponding to 0.8% FWHM
and an improved emittance relative to thermionic operation. Small signal gains in
excess of 150% per pass were observed. We demonstrated sustained oscillations over a
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three hour time period with 100% per pass small signal gain at 3.1 Jim. The quantum
efficiency of LaB 6 was measured to be 10 - 4 for electron current densities of 100
amp/cm 2 . We have not witnessed any deterioration of the LaB 6 cathode after
approximately 100 hours of photocathode operation. We estimate electron beam brightness
at the undulator to be approximately 4 x 1011 (A/m 2 ) and do not foresee any
intrinsic system limitations which would prevent us from obtaining peak brightness
approaching 1 x 1012 A/m 2 .
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Figure #4 Layout of the SPRL FEL facility.
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Figure #5 The gun toroid signal (A) suggested micropulse charge of 250
pCoul. off the cathode. The linac toroid signal (B) indicated that only 125
pCoul. was transmitted through the alpha magnet.
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Figure #6 Typical optical macropulse energies of Figure #7 Small fluctuations within the Nd:Yag
0.35 mJ were measured in the optics shack during drive laser produced large amplitude fluctuations
the phrnocathode experiment, in the FEL macropulse.

Figure #8 The FEL micropulse structure associated with the 95.2 MHz

operating frequency of the drive laser was clearly evident
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Figure #9 A typical FEL macropulse captured from video tape during the 3

hour photocathode experiment.
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STATUS OF SHORT-WAVELENGTH CHEMICAL LASER RESEARCH

R. F. Heidner III
Aerophysics Laboratory, The Aerospace Corporation, P. 0. Box 92957, Los Angeles, CA 90009

Abstract

A brief review of the factors determining the success of short-wavelength chemically
pumped electronic transition lasers is presented. Those principles are applied* to the
chemical oxygen iodine laser (COIL) and to a leading candidate laser systen, NF pumped
9iF, which would operate at significantly shorter wavelength (A = 450 nm). Recent addi-
tions to the kinetic and spectroscopic database for NF* - BiF are discussed.

Introduction

Work on chemically-pumped electronic transition lasers i tensified after the discovery
of chemically-pumped vibrational lasers in the infrared. Although photodissociation
electronic t ansition lasers have been demonstrated, the chemically-pumped )xygen-iodine
laser (COIL) is the only current example of a chemically-pumped electronic transition
laser; no clear cut demonstration of chemically-pumped lasing in the visible has been
forthcominj. This is despite a good deal of work on a number of apparently promising
systems. I

The object of the present status report is not to provide a comprehe.isive review of the
work in this area. It will evaluate the underlying chemical physics cons;traints that
control the viability of such a short-wavelength chemical laser (SWCL) system, test those
constraints against the prototype COIL systeP and, finally, examine jurrent data on both
the efficient production and storage of NF(a A) (isoelectronic to 02( A) in ths COIL sys-
tem) and the conversion of that energy into electronically-excited Bi(D3/2) and
BiF(AO ). The latter molecule will be discussed as a candidate for laser a3dtion at
A 450 nm.

Background

Following a simplified formalism used by Cool,4 two complementary requirements for pro-
ducing a population inversion by chemical reaction can be developed for the generic pro-
cess

A + BC + AB* + C (Ia)

+ AB + C (Ib)

Both of these requirements will be developed for the most favorable case of a premixed
chemical system exhibiting no population build-up in the lower laser level, a Doppler
broadened transition, and no electronic quenching of the upper laser level. Any "real"
laser system will be more difficult to demonstrate. The gain coefficient can be written

y(v) = (1/I)dI/dx = (X2 /8 )ANg(A-A0 )/T s  (2)

where AN =N - N, (gu/g, ) g, and g are the upper and lower state degeneracies,
g(X - X ) is lhe ineshape function, an T is the spontaneous emission lifetime. If the
loss frm the cavity results solely from 1he outcoupling of laser radiation, the photon
loss can be written

dl/dt = c- 1  dl/dx = -1/T p (3)

where t is the cavity hoton lifetime r = L/ca, and a is the fractional outcoupling per
pass. Pssuming a Ooppl r broadened lineiwidth and setting gain equal to loss, the first
device requirement, the critical inversion density, can be written

ANc  = (472 / 3)[8kT/rm)I/2/c](rs/r ) = (4 2/A 3)(8kT/nm) 1 /2 (a/L)Ts  (4)

From_{q. (4), it can be seen that the critical inversion density for lasing increases
as X • This is one of the key factors that has slowed development of SWCL devices. A
more complete and accurate derivation of the gain equation for diatomic molecules is given
by Sutton and Suchard, however, the basic arguments presented here are valid.

The second requirement related to chemical lasers is the critical pumping rate which
has to exceed, at a minimum, the loss rate represented by AN /T (i.e., loss of the upper
laser level by spontaneous emission). In Fig. 1, the evoluih of a chemical inversion
density is t;aced. In order to invert a given vibronic transition in a diatomic product
molecule (AB in Fig. 1),
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d[AB * (v',J')]/dt = kt[AI[BC] x f(E',v',J') > ANc /T s  (5)

where kt is the overall reaction rate coefficient and f(E',v',J') = f(E')xf( ')xf(J) is
the fraction of molecules residing in a given vibration-rotation state of AB . Assuming
that the 1rotational levels are thermalized to the bath gas temperature, f(J'ma ) =
(2Bhc/kT ) exp(-0.5) = 0.01-0.05. The fractional population in the optical vibrational
level, f(v'), is expected to he large, I.e., 10-90%. No chemical laser system that exhib-
its less than 10% branching ratio to AB (f(E')) is expected to be interesting because the

system will be energetically inefficient. Note that while the critical inversion density
is a function of Ts the critical pumping rate in a premixed system is not. If the lasing
species is atomic rather than diatomic, the dilution of population among vibrational and

rotational levels is eliminated (critical pumping rate reduced by approximately 10: -

10 ) .

k* 4(E*, v', J")IAJ[BC]
1 -3

NAB*
C + -_2

A+BC , 1
V = J' =-0

\\TR ELECTRONIC
QUENCHING ROTATIONALLY

SPECIFIC
POPULATIONS

REACTION ACTIVATION \ BRANCHING RADIATIVE (single line gain)

RATE BARRIER \ RATIO LIFETIME

3

\C + A---
_16 5- -- J "t = 02:2kF(E, v ", J ")[A][B] \ 3

, \ v--T,R V-1
\ " "

V- = 0

Fig. I. Schematic Requirements for a Chemically-Pumped Electronic Transition Laser.

A useful comparison can be made between two SWCL systems. The COIL system is based on
electronic energy transfer between 02(0A) and ground state I atoms:

02 (I'A) + I(2 P3 /2 ) * 02(3E) + I( 2 P1 1 2 ) (6)

1( 2 P1 1 2 )' I(
2 P3 /2 ) + hv (X = 1.315 um) (7)

The second system is a candidate SWCL eice based on energy storage in NF(IA), mixing

with Bi, and lasing on either 8i or BiF. - Although the mechanism is not fully verified,
we will discuss the most likely pathway:

NF(lA) + Bi( 4 S) t NF(3 Z) +  Bi(3D3/2 )  (8)
NF( 1 A) + Bi(2D 3/2) + BiF(AO + ) + N(4S) (9)

Bi( 2D3/2) + Bi (4S) + hv (876 nm) (10)

BiF(AO + ) + BiF(XO + ) + hv (450 nm) (11)

The COIL system has a number of advantages that have led to its demonstration as the first
cw electronic transition laser (Fig. 2).
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POOLING TRANSFER 1. 021a ) canI bf6 made in large den-
sties (>10 /cm ) by a highly
efficient chemical reaction (E >
90%).

2. 02(
1 A) is not easily quenched.

3. O (1) transfers ene 5 gy rapidly

I* = 7.8 x 10-11 cm /sec) and
02( A) efficiently (E - 100%) to I.

4. 02(A) does not pool energy
i 2P rapidly or react chemically with

itself or with I

0 1315m 5. The I atom can e inverted when
78 sec -  0( 1 A), 02 ( ), I and I are in an

electronic equilibrium.

02( 
3 /) (2 ) 6. An atom is being lased. Thus,

there is no vibrational or rota-
Fig. 2. Kinetic Processes in the Chemically- tional dilution of the upper

Pumped Oxygen-Iodine Laser (COIL). level.

The NF*-Bi and NF*-BiF systems have a number of attributes that contribute to the diffi-
culty of a laser demonstration (Fig. 3), although there are many positive features:

POOLING TRANSFER CHEMISTRY

NF(- - BiF(AO +)

HF(y) 0 0.46 , 1m

NF() Bi( D5/2) 7 x 10 sec -

NF(lA) 1 Bi(2D3/2) - BiF(b)
- BiF(a)

Q 0.87 lm
30 sec - 1

, NF(3 A) Bi( 4S) BiF(XO+)
REACTION, I REACTION 4 REACTION,
RELAXATION RELAXATION

Fig. 3. Kinetic Processes in the NF*-Pumped Bi*, BiF* Laser Candidate System.

1. NF( 1A) can be created with large densities (- I016 /cm3 ) and with high efficiency
(E - 90%).

2. NF( 1 A) is not easily quenched.

3. Although NF(1A) transfers energy rapidly to Bi( 4S) (2 x 10"Ocm 3 /sec), the rate and
efficiency of Process (9) are less certain.
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4. NF(1A) has the potential to react with both Bi and BiFX species, thus vastly compli-

cating the system chemistry.

5. Ground state BiF(XO + ) removal is a serious constraint on a laser demonstration.

6. A diatomic molecule is being lased. Significant vibrational and rotational dilution
will take place.

These factors are presented in Table I within the context of Eqs. (4) and (5). It can
be seen that the chemical pumping rate of the atomic systems would be trivial to obtain if
spontaneous emission rather than electronic quenching dominated the upper state loss.
Since this is not the case, the principal problems are associated with minimizing upper
state quenching in order to achieve the required AN . For the BiF(AO + ) case, the short
radiative lifetime mitigates against quenching, b~t now puts serious strain on the
required chemical pumping rate.

Table I. Critical Inversion Densities and Chemical Pumping Rates for I*, Bi* and BiF*

Lasing 2 3 d A1 N
Species X(im) (41T /X ) M (8kT/cm) cs d/L AN c  tNc s

I(2P112
)  1.315 1.7 x 1013 127 2.2 x 104 0.13 10- 3  4.8 x 1013 3.7 x 101 4

(8.2 x 1013 ) t  (6.3 - 1014)

Ri( 2 D 3 / 2 ) 0.876 5.9 x 1013 209 1.7 x 104 0.031 10 - 3  3.1 x 1013 1.0 x 1015

(1.2 x 1014) (4.0 x 1015)

BiF(AO') 0.447 4.4 - 1014 228 1.7 x 104 1.44 x 10- 6  10 - 3  1.1 X 1010 7.6 x 1015

(-2 x 1012) (1.5 x 1018)

tAll unlabeled units are cgs.

tlValues for the entire upper electron state are in parentheses.

Recent Progress on NF*-Pumped BiF

The produc.ion of NF(aIA) from the reaction

H + NF 2 + NF(a'A) + HF (12a)

+ NF(X3 ) + HF (12b)

has been studied for nearly two decades. 1 0 - 1 2  Recent work in this Laboratory 1 3 has con-
firmed that the branching ratio (kl2 /kl 2 ) is > 90%. Earlier work reached the same con-
clusion; however, in those studies, he NF(X) ground state was not measured. Other re-
actions have also provided large yields of NF( A) such as

F( 2 P) + N3 ( 2 ) + NF(a 1 A) + N2 (X
1 Eg) (13)

All of theca ractions constitute part of a larger class, which conserve the basic struc-
ture of N( 2 D) as it passes from one chemicil environment to another. Additignal examqles
are p~ovided by 0 + CN and H + NF( A) [N( 0) product] and by N + N3 and N( D) + NF( A)
[N2(B 1) product].

If Reaction (12) is coupled to the well known laser reaction

F + H 2 + HF + H (14)

one can see that an NF 2 /H 2 mixture can be run on a chYi reaction if NF(a,X) ca be made
to regenerate F atoms to propagate the chain. If NF(a fl is deactivated to NF(X E) [for
example, by Process (8)], NF(X) can regenerate F atoms by

NF(X) + NF(X) + N2  + 2F (15)
or

NF(X) + NF 2  + N2 F2  + F (16)
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Recent work 13 has measured the rate of Process (16), but has obtained no evidence of the
disporportionation Reaction (15). Finally, the chain terminates by the three-body recom-
bination process

F + NF2  + M + NF 3  + M (17)

This analysis has been previously reported. 1 4  1
When Ri atoms are introduced into a stream of NF(a A), the near resonalt energy t~ans-

fer Process (8) rapidly converts a Tajor fraction of the Bi from the S to the D3/2

state. A t higher densities of NF(a A), spectra such as the one shown in Fig. 4 1 appe r
with consilerable intensity.7- As shown in Fig. 3, neither NF(a 6) nor NF(b Z) has
sufficient energy to directly populate BiF(AO+). Either the mechanism suggested by
Processes (R) and (9), or a sequential pumping mechanism.

NF(a 1 A) + BiF(XO + ) + NF(X3 ) + BiF(bO + ) (18)

NF(a 1A) + BiF(bO + ) + NF(X3E) + BiF(AO + ) (19)

480 - I I F I I

(0, 1)

400

(0, 0)
320 (0, 2)

(1, 3)
CC(2, 4)

> 240 -(0, 3)
(1, 4)

(1,) (2, 5)

160

80

0 I I I

382 404 426 448 470 492 514 536 558

WAVELENGTH, nm

Fig. 4. Chemically-pumped BiF(A + X) Emission. KrF Laser Photoinitiation of

NF 2 (0.44 Torr), H2  (0.23 Torr), Bi(CH 3 )3  (0.007 Torr), Ar (10.9 Torr).

appears to be the most likely candidate. Both mechanisms could contribute. In addition

to work on the mechanism of the NF 2 /H2 system, several studies on Bi and BiF have been

recently completed. The radiative i etime, electronic quenching rate coefficients, and

V - T transfer rate coefficients of BiF(AO + ) have been measured in the presence of Ar, He,

and SF .''i These data were obtained using pulsed laser-induced fluorescence on BiF

molecupes formed by reacting Bi and F2  in a Broida oven apparatus. The results are sum-
marizel in Table I . The iatio of the radiative lifetime to the electronic quenching of

BiF(AO ) is favorable for efficient lasing, however, the radiative lifetime
(t = 1.4 ps) is quite short if the reagents must be mixed. Under most experimental con-
diiions, a Boltzmann distribution in vibration is observed, characterized by a vibrational
temperature of TVIR - 1000 K. 2 If the BiF(AO + ) formation mechanism of Reaction (9) is

dominant, the behavior of Bi(2D) is critica to the overall efficiency of the device,
since Reaction (9) must compete against Bi( D) quenching by the other medium constit-

uents. lable III summarizes a number of recently measured rate coefficients for
Ri ( 0/2. The only significant iuenching feacf o 2 involve the widely used Bi pre-
cursor, ,i(CH 3 )3 , its CH 3 frgments, nd the mo ecu e? 2
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Table I I. Radiative Lifetimes, V + T Relaxation +Rates, and
Electronic Quenching Rates for BiF(A0 ).

BiF (AO', V - AO', v - 1) BiF (AO +, v - X, b, a2)

LEVEL T RAD (cm 3/ molecule-sec) (cm 3/ molecule-sec)
(Asec)

Ar He SF6  Ar He SF6

V =0 1.44 3.8E-13 3.5E-13 9.5E-14

V= 1 1.30 1.5E-12 6.1E-12 5.2E-12 4.3E-13 3.8E-13 1.1E-13
v = 2 1.44 5.7E-12 1.8E-11 1.1E-11 5.OE-13 4,3E-13 1.3E-13

v =3 1.47 1.1E-11 3.5E-1 I 2.6E-10 L8.1E*13 I5.OE 13 I 1.5E-13

Table I I I Rate Coefficients for Removal of Bi( 2 D3 /2 ) by Gas Phase Collisions.

RATE COEFFICIENT (cm 3/molecule-sec); T = 295K

COLLISION HLOAETA(Arsae TRIO VC BE VAN & HUSAIN
PARTNER HLOAETA(Arsae TRNR(VC)(Cambridge)

Ar <2 x10-17  <1lX 10-16

SF6  <9 X10 17  <6 x10-1

CO2  <8 x 10-17 <1 X 10- 1 <4 x10- 15

H2  (4.1 + 0.2) x 10 -1 (7.2 +0.3) x 10-15 (7.9 + 0.8) x10-4

D2<(1.4 + 0.1) X 10 16 <(2.5 ±1.6) x10-l' (1.1 + 0.3) x 10-14

HF (2.3 ± 0.2) x 10 -14

DF < (5.8 + 0.5) x 10 -16

HBr

N2F4  >(1.1 + 0.4) x 10-12

NF2  <(1.2 ± 0.3) x 10- 1 (T =170C) -

Bi(CH3)3  (7.7 ± 1.4) x 10 - (1.2 ±0.1) x 10- 1

CH3  2:(2.6 + 0.6) x 10O 0

NF(a A) -2 x 10-~ 1__________ _________I____

The remaining work on the system is clearly focussed on the mechanism of BiF(AO+) pro-
duction and on the removal of ground state BiF(XO+). Scaling of BiF(AO+) to the critical
inversion density calculated in Table 1, requires a better understanding of the chemical
physics of the medium, as well as sound engineering of any demonstration.

Summary and Conclusions

This review has 3 stressed the requirements for constructing SWCL devices. The primary
issues are the X_ dependence of the chemical pumping rate and the dilution of population
by vibration and rotation in diatomic lasing species. Both of these phenomena mandate
larger reagent densities, which in turn increase the problems associated with unwaited
side reactions and electronic quenching. The recent progess on energy storage in NF(a A)
and excitation of BiF(A0+) has been reviewed.
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Abstract

The Hydrogen Fluoride Overtone Chemical Laser Technology Program has exploited the technology base developed
over the last two decades for hydrogen fluoride lasers and successfully demonstrated a short wavelength
chemical laser. This technology development centers on overtone lasing of the hydrogen fluoride molecule to
produce laser radiation at 1.33 micrometers rather than the conventional fundamental lasing at 2.8
micrometers. The overtone wavelength can lead to significant improvements in brightness potential as well as
atmospheric propagation properties. The concept has matured from initial demonstrations at the ten watt scale
to the currently demonstrated multi-kilowatt level. In the course of these test programs it was necessary to
develop new highly reflective coatings that permitted short wavelength lasing while completely suppressing
lasing on the fundamental. This paper briefly reviews the performance of both discharge driven and combustion
driven chemical laser devices, and the optical configurations employed in the scalability steps. Appropriate
diagnostics are discussed, including power, efficiency, and spectra.

I. Introduction

V=2 High power hydrogen fluoride (HF) chemical lasers have been the

subject of research in the United States of America for approximately
two decades. The basic principal of operation for continuous wave
chemical lasers has been presented in several places . During this

-= period the technology advanced from the laboratory scale to major
demonstration systems including Baseline Demonstration Laser (BDL),

LV=I AV=2 Navy-ARPA Chemical Laser (NACL), Mid-IR Advanced Chemical Laser
=2.8um =1.33um (MIRACL) and ALPHA. Cylindrical as well as linear concepts have been

investigated. Reference 4 presents a review of the High Power Laser
Programs. Emphasis during this period was placed on improvements in

V=O efficiency, scalabilility of concepts and improvements in beam
quality. For space-based applications size and weight considerations

FUNDAMENTAL OVERTONE are critical. Planned growth to include addressing responsive
strategic threats requires substantial increases in power as well as
efficiency. An alternate approach to increasing the power

Figure 1. Overtone Concept requirements on the laser is to shorten the wavelength, thereby
increasing brightness. Several efforts are ongoing to address this
issue , however success in the area is limited. Among the potential

candidates for a shorter wavelength laser is the overtone chemical laser that builds directly on the hydrogen
fluoride technology base. The overtone chemical laser uses the same chemical reaction and produces the same
excited populations as does the conventional hydrogen fluoride laser. It differs in that the optics employed
suppress lasing at 2.8 micrometers and allow lasing at 1.33 micrometers, Figure 1.

II. Subsonic Experiments

Prior to this development under the Overtone Chemical Laser Program, overtone lasing had been observed at very
low levels using techniques not scalable to the power levels necessary for the envisioned applications .
Overtone lasing has been observed at low levels in other laboratories but no attempts were made to improve the
modest performance . In 1984 a Helios CL-I chemical laser, Figure 2, demonstrated approximately 10 watts of
laser energy at approximately 1.33 micrometers. Significantly, this level represented approximately 12' of
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the corresponding lasing power on the fundamental transition. Only the optics were changed to allow the
overtone lasing. Transmissive optics designed for Nd-YAG applications were used in the demonstration test.
The device illustrated in Figure 2 measures 15 centimeters in gain length. Improvements were made in the
optics, eventually allowing the demonstration of 21 of the fundamental power at the shorter wavelength.
Limited scalability of the concept was achieved by increasing the gain length to 30, 45, and finally 75
centimeters by combining individual 15 centimeter modules, Figure 3. The performance of these devices is
summarized in Figure 4. The data illustrated in Figure 4 suggests an upper performance limit of approximately
30 of the fundamental. Suppression of the fundamental lasing in the longer gain length devices tended to be
a problem. Techniques of multiple mirror resonator designs prevented the fundamental wavelength from
achieving lasing threshold by multiple reflections. Figure 5 illustrates the four mirror design used in the
75 centimeter device experiments. Representative spectra for these lasing tests are illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 2. CL-I Laser Figure 3. CL-IV Laser

.60

b.50-

o .40

0 .30 .

Q)A siAdi
3.20 A
0

.10
15 30 45 60 75

Gain Length (cm)

Figure 4. Subsonic Device Figure 5. Four Mirror
Performance Summary Configuration

The multiple optical surfaces required to suppress the fundamental introduced an additional source of loss in
the cavity design, which to the low gain overtone laser was significant. Subsonic performance was improved by
the introduction of a new nozzle design of greater flow height, optics/optical coatings specifically designed
to suppress the fundamental and support overtone lasing, and hemispherical calorimeters desiqned to measure
any radiation scattered from the highly reflective mirror surfaces. This improved design called the ZEB laser
has demonstrated 55 of the fundamental performance at overtone power levels of approximately 200 watts or
approximately an order of magnitude power scalability with a doubling of the efficiency.
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III. Supersonic Experiments

The subsonic designs do not lend themselves to being scalable to truly high power levels analogous to BDL,
NACL, MIRACL, etc. The Overtone Chemical Laser Development Program transitioned into scalable supersonic
chemical laser hardware in 1986. Tests performed at TRW demonstrated overtone performance at 24-35% of the
fundamental using two chemical laser hardware configurations, the Hypersonic Wedge Nozzle (HWYN) and the
Hypersonic Low Temperature (HYLTE) Nozzle conceptually illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. A companion paper
describes these laser concepts in more detail 8 . The reactants used were nominally deuterium, fluorine,
hydrogen and helium as a diluent. Mode lengths were found to be somewhat shorter than for the fundamental and
the lasing spectra were as expected from the Helios experiments, Figure 9. The resonator configuration
consisted of transmissive Nd-YAG mirrors as in the initial Helios subsonic tests.

Combustr .. Primary
Combustor Primary Nozzle Nozzle

- . :"Secondary Blades

Combustor

Secondary/Diluent Injection

Figure 7. HYWN Nozzle Figure 8. HYLTE Nozzle
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.10
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2 3 4 5 6
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Figure 9. HYLTE Spectrum Figure 10. ZEBRA Nozzle
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The success of these first supersonic experiments was somewhat misleading as to the true understanding of the
overtone chemical laser concept. This fact was dramatically illustrated in the failure to demonstrate the
scalability to higher power levels using larger nozzle hardware, ALPHA Verification Module (VM). To scale to
nigher power levels the more conventional closed cavity reflective optics were used. The gain length of the VM
was such that the reflectivity suppression of the first generation optical coatings was inadequate to prevent
fundamental lasing. The initial tests failed due to inadequate optical discrimination at the low fundamental
rotational transitions. Improvements were made in coating design that achieved complete suppression of the
fundamental transitions and allowed the demonstration of overtone performance at 25. of the fundamental at a
total power level of approximately 4 kilowatts. However, these results were limited by repeated optical
coating failure at flux levels greater than 30 kw/cm 2 The following section will discuss the optical coating
development in more detail. These VM tests did provide a much better understanding of the difficulties in the
design of optical coatings highly reflective at one wavelength, totally absorbing in another, and having a
characteristic damage threshold sufficiently high to support high power lasing.

Differences in mode lengths between the overtone and fundamental lasing indicated that the optimum overtone
nozzle design would not necessarily be identical to that for the fundamental laser. All supersonic lasing
tests to this point had been run using existing hardware residual from previous chemical laser technology
development programs that addressed fundamental lasing. The ZEBRA nozzle, Figure 10, was designed, fabricated
and tested to better understand the geometric influences of the HYWN nozzle on overtone lasing. This
hardware, along with redesigned optics and resonator configuration demonstrated overtone lasing at 56 of the
fundamental at a total power level in excess of 4 kilowatts. The overtone lasing spectrum is again simple as
compared to the transition rich fundamental. Figure 11 provides a chronological summary of the overtone
performance to date.

.60
A HeliosSubsonic ZEB ZEBRA

I I200 w A V 410QW

.50 * TRW Supersonic 400 4

.40 HYLTE

3V
o 75cm

500w
;:z A 100w

-S .30

15-45cm HYWNoA VM

25-50w 300w 
.20 4000 w

15cm

.10 low

II I I I

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Figure i1. Overtone Lasing Performance Summary

IV. Optics/Optical Coating Development

The development of unique optical coatings has proven to be critical to the current success of the overtone
chemical laser development and will likely continue to be a critical component. Initially the role of the
optical coating was not totally appreciated or understood. Several iterations in the development of
successful coatings have been necessary to support overtone lasing at the current levels. It was understood
that coatings must be developed that were highly reflective to the overtone transition and nearly totally
absorbing to the fundamental. These coatings had to be such that the absorbed energy was transmitted
f-fficiently to the cooled mirror substrate and also withstand relatively high power fluxes. What was not
initial]/ apureciated was the wavelength band over which the fundamental lasing had to be suppressed. An
error was made in the specification of the coating characteristics for the early Verification Module tests.
Fundamenta] lasing typically occurred at wavelengths from 2.7 to 2.9 micrometers in this hardware. The
coatings developed adequately suppressed lasing in this band. However, this suppression caused the lasing
process to occur at shorter wavelengths, approximately 2.6 micrometers, on lasing transitions not normally
observed. The optical coating developed and used in these early tests had sufficient reflectively in this
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region to allow inefficient fundamental lasing to occur. Subsequent developments in the optical coatings for
the overtone chemical laser progressed to the point of approximately 0.3% reflectivity over the entire
fundamental lasing band and highly reflective in the overtone lasing band. Figure 12 summarizes the
development in optical coatings and illustrates performance of current designs. Typical designs are
multi-layer stacks of approximately twenty-five layers. Typical stack materials are ZnS, ThF4 , and SiO.

1987 ODC 19865= .

Fundamental i
4 \F U

1988 NIC

1987-

2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0
Wavelength(um)

Figure 12. Overtone Lasing Ontics Summary

V. Conclusions

The successful high performance short-wavelength chemical laser has proven to be quite elusive. To date only
two candidates stand out in their demonstrated laser performance, both lasing at approximately 1.3
micrometers. The successful chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) has characteristics undesirable for certain
applications, making the overtone chemical laser more preferred though not without reservation.

The overtone chemical laser development has demonstrated rapid improvement over the past four years. Much of
the technology development to date has concentrated on optics development to support the concept. Even though
the currently demonstrated performance is promising, the overall performance levels must continue this
improvement, both in efficiency of performance as well as scalability for the concept to be a viable
alternative to other more mature technologies.
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Abstract system for obtaining high peak power and
the beam profile control. Especially, the

An iodine laser oscillator with lon$ upper-state lifetime (- 150 ms)of an
t-C 4F I as the active material was pumped iodine atoms makes the MOPA system to
b a XeCl laser at an improved efficiency be well suitable. In previous research, the
(3.75 percent). The oscillator is suitable for feasibility of the oscillator-amplifier
the highly repetitive master oscillator of a scheme was favorably evaluated for the
MOPA system. solar-pumped iodine laser [7, 91.

The iodine laser oscillator must
I. Introduction generate temporally smooth and short

Since the atomic iodine pulses in order to be incorporated in the
photodissociation laser was discovered by MOPA system. In the fusion-oriented

Kasper and Pimentel in 1964 [11, numerous iodine laser experiment, the short pulse is
research efforts have concentrated on this provided by mode-locking of the
laser to increase the power level needed flashlamp-pumped oscillator. However,
for laser fusion [2, 3]. The fusion- the repetition rate of the flashlamp-
experiment-oriented iodine laser is pumped oscillator is usually very low
constructed in a master-oscillator power- (<5Hz), and the mode-locking devices are
amplifier (MOPA) architecture [4]. The generally complicated.
amplifiers and the oscillator of the iodine An excimer laser-pumped iodine
laser are usually pumped by short pulse laser oscillator was demonstrated by Fill et
flashlamps. al. [10]. In their experiment, a 500-mJ

The iodine laser is also being excimer laser was used for pumping an
considered as a direct solar-pumped laser iodine laser, and a temporally smooth
for space applications, such as the space laser pulse with duration from 2.6 ns to
power transmission and the laser 12 ns was obtained by usin i-C F71 as the
propulsion for an orbital transfer vehicle, laser material. However, the efficiency of
The first solar-simulator-pumped iodine the system was very low, and no report of
laser was reported in 1981 by Lee, et al. [5]. its application to a MOPA system has been
This laser was operated in quasi- found to date.
continuous-wave mode. After this report, In this report, a XeCl-laser-pumped
various iodine compounds were tested and iodine laser oscillator using t-C4FI is
evaluated as candidates for direct solar- described. This laser oscillator has a much
pumped laser materials. [6, 7, 81. higher efficiency and a lower threshold

Although many space applications pump power than the system using i-C 3F7 1.
are best served by a continuous wave The laser output energy dependence on
(CW) laser, a continuously pulsed, high- the gas-fill pressures and on the
peak power laser also has good reflectances of the output mirrors are
applicability in space, especially for laser measured for both longitudinal and
propulsion. Since the solar radiation, even transverse pumping. A preliminary result
concentrated, is relatively weak, the solar- of its application to a solar-pumped MOPA
pumped laser system must be in a MOPA system is also presented.
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II. XeCl Excimer Laser The separation between the two electrodes
A laboratory-built XeCI laser was used was 2 cm. Seventeen pairs of spark arrays

for the pumping of the iodine laser in this were located beside the electrodes so that
experiment. The electrical circuit of the the discharge volume could be uv-
XeCl laser is shown in Fig. 1. The main preionized uniformly.
discharge was energizedby a two-stage The optimized gas composition was
Marx generator. The capacitance of each HCI: Xe: Ar: He = 0.2: 5.9: 19.5: 74.4% at a
stage is 40 nF. A pyrex tube with an I.D. of total pressure of 2 atm. The addition of Ar
10 cm and a length of 66 cm was used as improved the discharge uniformity at the
the laser chamber. The two brass higher operating voltage. The XeCl laser
electrodes were rounded in order to was operated in a sealed-off mode. No
prevent devclo p rnt of arc discharges in significant reduction of the laser output
the chamber. T he width of the electrodes energy was shown for a few hundred
was 2 cm, and the length was about 45 cm. discharges.

high voltage 500K 300K

250pF preionizer

trigger pulse 50pF 50pFx17

1 OM

4OnF 4OfnF

laser chamber

- - 300K 300K

Fig. 1. Electrical circuit diagram of the XeC1 laser.

The optical resonator of the XeC1 PIN photodiode with the glass window
laser was composed of a full reflector with removed. The removal of the glass window
a radius of curvature of 5 m and a flat improved the near UV response of the
partial mirror with a reflectance of 30%. All diode. A typical laser pulse is shown in
the mirrors were coated outside so that the Fig. 2. The half width (FWHM) of the XeC1
mirror surfaces could not be damaged by laser pulse was about 25 nsec, and no
the volatile discharge products. The two significant variation of the laser pulse
laser mirrors were separated about 75 cm. shape was found for prolonged operation.
A spatially uniform laser output in a cross
section of 0.7 x 2 cm 2 was obtained with the
optical resonator.

The XeCl laser was operated with the
charging voltage of 25 kV, and the output --

energy of 80-m per pulse was measured.
When the charging voltage was increased
further, the laser output was also E -

increased, but an arc discharge was --

developed between the electrodes. Thus, -

operation above 25 kV was not pursued. 50ns/div.
The output energy was measured with

a calorimeter. The output pulse shape of Fig. 2. A typical pulse shape of the

the laser output was monitored with a Si XeCl laser output.
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III. Iodine Laser Oscillator analyzed in either experiment, and no
The iodide used on the laser medium attempt was made to operate the iodine

was perfluoro-tertiary-butyl iodide laser in the TEM0Q mode. The output
(t-C 4V9I). This chemical was chosen mainly energy dependences on the gas fill
due to the high absorption cross section at pressure at different output mirror
the wavelength of XeCI laser light (308 nm). reflectances are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The published data show that the
absorption cross section of t-CAF I at 308
nm is about 3.6 x 10-19 cm2 [7]. lo, 3 - R=85%
t-C4F9I has shown good chemical - R=60%
reversibility in a flashlamp-pumped -"
system [6, 7], and thus the iodine molecule C---- R=4%
buildup in the laser cell is minimized. The 2
main disadvantage of this iodide is the low
vapor pressure (- 85 torr) at room
temperature. The other chemical kinetic
properties are nearly the same or better
than the other commonly used
perfluoroalkyl iodide in flashlamp-
pumped experiment [7]. The quantum
yield of excited atomic iodine in the UV
photodissociation is nearly unity [111. 1'0 2o 30 4'0 50 60 7' 80

A quartz cuvette with a square cross pressure(torr)
section of 1 cm 2 and a length of 5 cm was Fig. 3. Iodine laser output dependence on the
used as the iodine laser cell. The windows gas fill pressure in the laser cell at
of the laser cell were nearly perpendicular each output mirror reflectance when the

to the optic axis of the laser cell. Both iodine laser was pumped longitudinally.

longitudinal and transverse pumping of
the iodine laser were employed. 3 - R=85%

For the longitudinal pumping, a -- R=60%

dichroic mirror was used to intro uce the
XeCl laser light into the iodine laser cell.
The dichroic mirror transmitted about 80% 0
of the XeC1 laser light and fully reflected
the iodine laser light. The XeC1 laser light
was directed through the dichroic mirror tM
and was focussed into the center of the I
laser cell by a quartz circular lens with a 1
focal length of 20 cm. The output pattern
of the iodine laser was monitored on a 0
carbon-paraffin paper. A typical laser
output pattern was an ellipse with minor 1, 2'0 4'0 50 60 70 80
diameter 1 mm and major diameter 4 mm pressure(torr)when the gas pressure in the cell was 80eand the reflectance of the output Fig. 4. Iodine laser output energy dependence ontorr athe gas fill pressure when the iodinemirror was 85%. laser was pumped transversely.

For the transverse pumping, a quartz
cylindrical lens with a focal length of 30 cm
was used to focus the XeCl laser light into As shown in Fig. 3, there is an optimum
the iodine laser cell. Because of the long iodide pressure for each output mirror
focal length of the focussing lens, the laser reflectance for the longitudinal pumping.
output pattern was a long rectangle with an However, for the transverse pumping, the
area of lx 10 mm2 . laser output energy increases

The TEM mode pattern was not monotonically with the t-C4F.I pressure as
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shown in Fig. 4. The results in Figs. 3 and 4 rate can be made by scaling up the pump
were taken when the laser was operated at laser system (laser systems operable at
2-Hz repetition rate. When the pulse 100 Hz are commercially available). The
repetition rate was increased to 5Hz, the iodine laser was operated in a sealed-off
laser output energy per pulse was reduced mode with no significant reduction of the
slightly (- 10%) due to the reduction of the laser output energy for a few hundred
XeCl laser pump energy. pumpings. There was also no noticeable

A typical pulse shape of the iodine color change in the t-C4 F9 I gas after a few
laser monitored by a pyroelectric detector hundred pumpings and no deposits on the
is shown in Fig. 5. The half width (FWHM) wall of the laser cell (in strong contrast to
of the pulse is about 25 nsec. The iodine the report of Ref. 10 where
laser onset is delayed from the XeCl pump i-C F71 was used). This may be attributable
la-er and occurs at the end of the pump to ihJ superior chemical reversibility of the
pulse. This pulse shape is nearly the same iodide used.
for both pumping geometries.

V. Application to a Solar-Pumped
I/ I ,y -1 -7XeCI laser MOPA System

The amplification experiment of a
Sisolar simulator-pumped iodine laser

- ,amplifier is under way by using the XeCl-
- iodine laser laser pumped oscillator as shown inii laser ] .. Fig. 6. The Suprasil quartz amplifier tube is

water cooled by flowing the deionized
50ns/div. water through the Suprasil water jacket.

Fig. 5. A typical iodine laser output nulse The amplifier tube and the arc lamp of the
shape compared with the XeCl pumping solar simulator is housed in a elliptic
laser pulse. reflector, such that the optical radiation

from the arc lamp can be focussed into the
amplifier tube. The amplifier tube has a
length of 15 cm and the diameter 2 cm.

IV. Discussion The measured spectral irradiance on
In this experiment, a XeCl-laser the inner surface of the amplifier tube is

pumped iodine laser was developed and about 1700-solar constants of air mass zero
tested by using t-C 4F9 I as the laser solar irradiance for 300-A arc current. The
material. This lasant t-C4F91 has larger iodide used in the amplifier is n-C3F71
absorption cross section at the XeC1 laser which provides high va por pressure at
line compared with other iodides used in room temperature. The fast gas flow
the laser experiment, such as i-C 3F71, through the amplifier tube is obtained by

The large absorption cross section ado ting evaporation and condensation
allows the high utilization of pumping method. The flow velocity of the iodide gas
energy in short gain length and low could be reached up to 20 m/sec with this
pressure operation of the iodine laser. The method. The amplifier system was
low-pressure operation of the iodine laser operated previously as an oscillator and
is suitable for single longitudinal mode reported in Ref. 12. For the present
output because of the reduced pressure experiment, the system is operated
broadening of the gain profile. The single- similarly after removing the cavity mirrors.
longitudinal mode operation of the laser The preliminary results of single-path
oscillator is necessary to obtain a amplication indicate that an amplication
temporally smooth pulse. factor of > 1.5 is obtainable for the 15-cm

The iodine laser described in this gain length at a high repetition rate.
report was operated up to 5 Hz, which was
limited by the power supply of the XeCl
laser. Further increases of the repetition
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n- C3F71 n-C3F71
evaporator cooling water condenser

XeCl laser

iodine laser,, detector
oscillator

solar simulator pumped

iodine laser amplifier

Fig. 6. Solar simulator pumped iodine laser MOPA system with the XeCl laser pumped
iodine laser oscillator.

VI. Conclusion
A XeCI laser that pumped an iodine Springer-Verlag, New York, (1983).

laser oscillator was developed using 3. S. B. Kormer, Izvestiya Akademii
t-C 4F 91 as the laser material, and a 3-mJ Nauk SSSR. Seriya Fizicheskaya 44,
laser output energy was obtained with only 2002 (1980).
80-mJ pump laser energy. Compared with 4. K. J. Witte, Czech. J. Phys. B34, 790
previously reported results by others, the (1984).
pumping energy was significantly reduced 5. J. H. Lee and W. R. Weaver, Appl.
in this experiment. The pumping Phys. Lett. 39 137 (1981).
efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the iodine laser 6. J. H. Lee, J. W. Wilson, T. Enderson,
energy to the XeCl laser energy) was 3.75%. D. H. Humes, W. R. Weaver and B.
This experiment also demonstrated a M. Tabibi, Optics Comm. 53, 367
repetitive operation of the iodine laser (1985).
oscillator with a stable output. Since the 7. B. M. Tabibi, M. H. Lee, J. H. Lee and
threshold pumping energy (20 mJ) is low W. R. Weaver, Proceedings of the
for t-C 4F9g, a moderate size XeCl laser may International Conference on Lasers
suffice for pumping the high-repetition- '86, pp. 144-149 (1986).
rate iodine-laser oscillator required for 8. R. J. De Young, IEEE. J. Quant.
high power, solar-pumped MOPA systems. Electron. OE-22, 1019 (1986).
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NUCLEAR-REACTOR-PUMPED LASER RESEARCH AT SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

G. N. Hays, W. J. Alford, D. A. McArthur, D. R. Neal and D. E. Bodette
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-5800

Abstract

Sandia National Laboratories has been investigating reactor-pumped gas laser systems for a number of years. Because of

the relatively long excitation time scales involved, as compared to more conventional pulsed lasers, reactor-pumped systems

offer a unique opportunity to study lasers in a quasi-CW environment. At Sandia, we have examined both rare-gas halogen

systems (e.g., XeF) and rare-gas atomic systems (e.g., Xe). Our data indicate that the XeF system, promising fairly high

efficiency in the UV, requires pump levels difficult to achieve with current reactors (5-10 kW/cc deposited power).

Conversely, the atomic xenon laser appears to peak in its efficiency at much lower pump levels (< 100 W/cc). We have

studied the xenon laser with both of Sandia's pulsed reactor facilities (SPR-II and ACRR), resulting in a very wide range of

pulse widths (0.2-22 msec) and pumping rates from a few watts/cc to > 300 W/cc. We have found that depending on the

specific gas mixture chosen (He/Ar/Xe or Ar/Xe) and the detailed cavity losses, one can obtain lasing on either the 2.03-pm

line of xenon, or the 1.73-pum line, and sometimes on both simultaneously. Energy efficiencies appear to be in the 2-3% range,

with instantaneous (power) efficiencies approaching 6%. Detailed kinetic mechanisms for the xenon-rare gas system are not

well understood, and studies of the various emitting lines under extremes of energy and power loading are expected to clarify

some of the issues. For some cases, we have performed a Rigrod-type analysis of the xenon laser, and will report on values for

gain, distributed loss and saturation flux.' Additionally, we have performed some measurements on the spatial rofile of the

laser, and will summarize those results, which indicate multi-mode behavior as well as some impact of the refractive index

variation on the laser.
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THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING THE TREAT REACTOR
FOR NUCLEAR LASER EXPERIMENTS
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Abstract

TREAT (Transient Reactor Test Facility) is a large, air-cooled test facility located at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). This facility was originally designed to
evaluate reactor fuels and structural materials under conditions simulating various types
of nuclear excursions and transient undercooling situations. However, for several reasons,
it lends itself well to supporting a variety of nuclear laser experiments. Two of the
major design features of TREAT -- its large size and its being an air-cooled reactor --
provide the clues to both its advantages and disadvantages for supporting nuclear laser
experiments. Its large size, which is dictated by the dilute uranium/graphite fuel,
permits accommodation of geometrically large experiments. However, TREAT's large size also
results in relatively long transients so that the energy deposited in an experiment is
large relative to the peak power available from the reactor. TREAT's air-cooling mode of
operation allows its configuration to be changed fairly readily. Not only can individual
fuel elements be removed to admit a large test article but, perhaps more importantly,
special slotted elements can be installed in line with removable shield plugs to provide
line-of-sight access through the reactor. For the same reason -- air cooling -- the
reactor cools down slowly, permitting only one full power transient a day which can be a
disadvantage in some experimental programs. In addition, the reactor is capable of both
steady-state or transient operation.

Introduction

A major concern in most nuclear powered laser programs is the threshold power required
to drive the system. A second, no less important, concern is the scalability of the data
from the experimental program to the typically larger scale of the deployed laser system.
The first concern requires that any nuclear powered laser experiment be performed in a
facility large enough to adequately drive the laser system. The second concern makes it
extremely advantageous for any nuclear powered laser experiment to be performed in an
experimental environment which lends itself to addressing the scalability issues as exten-
sively as practical. At the INEL, this has led to the use of an extremely unique facility
for performing nuclear powered laser experiments. This facility, the Transient Reactor
Test Facility (TREAT), is a large air-cooled, thermal test facility located at the Argonne
National Laboratory-West (ANL-West) site within the INEL. This facility was originally
designed to evaluate reactor fuels and structural materials under conditions simulating
various types of nuclear excursions and transient undercooling situations. The TREAT
reactor is capable of both steady-state operation to 120 kW or transient operation with
integrated powers up to 2100 MJ and peak powers as high as 16,000 MW. For the past three
and one-half years, the TREAT facility has also been used to support various Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI)-related activities. Three major nuclear powered laser test
programs have been successfully conducted in the TREAT reactor during these last three
years. A fourth is planned for next calendar year.

Two of the major design features of TREAT -- its large size and its being an air-cooled
reactor -- provide the clues to both its advantages and disadvantages for supporting
nuclear laser experiments. Its large size permits accommodation of geometrically large
experiments. But its size also results in a large amount of energy being deposited in an
experiment relative to the peak power available from the reactor. Another advantage to a
nuclear laser program is TREAT's air-cooling mode of operation, which allows its config-
uration to be changed fairly readily. Not only can individual fuel elements be removed to
admit a large test article but, perhaps more importantly, special slotted elements can be
installed in line with removable shield plugs to provide line-of-sight access through the
reactor. For the same reason -- air cooling -- the reactor cools down slowly, permitting
only one full power transient a day. This slow repetition rate may be a disadvantage in
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some experimental programs. Figure 1 shows a cutaway view of the TREAT reactor with a

typical nuclear laser experiment installed in the core.

Description of the TREAT Facility

The INEL is in southeastern Idaho as shown on Figure 2. TREAT is located approximately
17.7 km from the INEL eastern boundary and 6.4 km north of U.S. Highway 20 (see Figure 3).
The TREAT complex is comprised of reactor and control buildings located approximately 762 m
apart. The topography of the region permits an unobstructed view between the two
buildings.

The Reactor Building is an aluminum-sided, steel-frame structure which features two
high-bay sections and two low-bay sections. The south high-bay section contains the
reactor, an instrument room, and various assembly and storage areas for both the reactor
and experimental hardware. The north high bay contains reactor fuel storage and some exper-
iment storage holes underground, where radioactive spent experiments can be stored for
cooldown. Two bridge cranes provide coverage of the reactor top, work areas north and
south of the reactor, and the reactor fuel and experiment storage areas. The west low bay
area contains a health physics laboratory, washrooms, an instrument and control room, an
instrument shop, an experimenter's room, and the suspect waste tank room. The east low-bay
areas include equipment storage areas, the hodoscope instrument room, a mechanical shop, an
electrical equipment room, and a diesel generator room. The Reactor Building also includes
two mezzanine areas: the lower mezzanine which is at the same elevation as the top of the
reactor biological shield and the upper mezzanine which is somewhat higher.

The TREAT reactor is operated from the Control Building. The Control Building is a
prefabricated, modular building containing a control console and various support areas.
Neutron detector signals are amplified in the Reactor Building and transmitted, via under-
ground cables, to the Control Building. Control signals from the control console are
returned via underground cables.

The major design features and operating characteristics of TREAT are summarized in Table
1. The standard TREAT fuel assembly consists of an upper and lower graphite reflector
section, and a central uranium oxide-bearing graphite fuel section. The 1.22-m long fuel
section contains six fuel blocks canned in Zircaloy-3. The upper and lower reflector
sections are contained in aluminum cans which are riveted to the ends of the fuel section.
A gripping fixture and a support and alignment pin complete the fuel assembly. The
complete fuel assembly is slightly under 2.74 m long. It has a nominal cross section of
10.06 x 10.06 cm with 1.59-cm chamfered corners. The chamfered corners permit passage of
the air coolant. The total assembly weighs 43 kg.

In addition to the standard TREAT fuel assemblies, there are numerous modified
assemblies used for special applications. These special assemblies include dummy fuel
assemblies (containing pure graphite), slotted fuel assemblies (with the center 0.61 m of
fuel removed), and control-rod fuel assemblies (with the center machined to accommodate the
control rod).

The control rods themselves are carbon steel tubes packed with compacted boron carbide
(B4C) powder. There are currently sixteen control rods used in the TREAT core; twelve
are shutdown rods and four are transient rods. The control-rod drives are located below
the reactor. Two types of drives are utilized. The shutdown control-rod drives consist of
a pneumatically-driven fast scram cylinder and a motor-driven lead screw mechanism for
relatching and intermediate positioning. The transient rod drives are hydraulically
driven.

The individual fuel assemblies which make up the TREAT core are aligned and supported
from the bottom by a carbon steel grid plate. The grid plate is aligned by the control-rod
guide thimbles and supported by a concrete ledge. The grid plate also contains a square
opening centered on a 20.3-cm-diameter hole in a bottom concrete shield. An adapter plate
which will interface with a variety of experimental configurations can be located in the
center of this grid plate. The lower coolant plenum chamber of the reactor is formed by
the grid plate, concrete ledge, and the bottom concrete shield.

A permanent radial reflector is made up of graphite blocks stacked along the four inside
walls of the shield cavity. Large movable blocks of graphite are installed in regions
which face viewing slots in the core.

The reactor is shielded radially with high-density concrete encased in steel plate. The
bottom concrete shielding forms the ceiling of the subpile room. The shielding above the
reactor is comprised of removable heavy concrete blocks and a rotating shield plug
consisting of three 10.16-cm thick layers of steel. The top and bottom surfaces of the
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TABLE 1. DESIGN and OPERATING PARAMETERS for TREAT REACTOR

Core

Nominal size (210 fuel assemblies) 1.68 m dia pseudocylinder x 1.22 m high
Maximum size (361 fuel assemblies) 1.93 m square x 1.22 m high
U-235 loading (nominal core) 7.45 kg

Fuel Assemblies
Overall dimensions 10.058 cm square x 2.72 m long,

with 1.59-cm chamfered corners

Fuel Section
Configuration 6 graphite-urania blocks clad with

0.0653-cm-thick Zircaloy 3
U02 content 0.248 wt-%
U-235 enrichment 93.24%

Graphite Reflectors (Top and Bottom Sections)

Length 0.61 m

Permanent reflector Graphite (u.61 m thick, minimum)

Coolant Air at atmospheric pressure (0.09 MPa)
and ambient temperature (293-311 K)

Control Rod Drives (in typical core Six pneumatic operated drives
with 2 control rods per drive) Two hydraulic operated drives

Maximum Operating Conditions
Transient -- type Unshaped Shaped

Integrated power 2100 MJ 2060 MJ
Peak power 16,000 MW 3850 MW
Thermal neutron flux level 0.5 to 1.3 x 1021 n/m 2-s
Fuel temperature 873 K 873 K

Steady State
Power level 120 kW

Flux data in central void
Neutron 5.6 x 106 fissions/g U-235-W-s

5.0 x 106 nvt/W-s (cross section = 440
barns)

Gamma 22 r/hr/W
6.0 x 103 r/MJ

steel slabs are coated with 0.64-cm thick layers of boral for thermal-neutron attenuation.
The top layer of boral is covered with steel safety plate which serves as a working floor.
The shielding is adequate to allow continuous personnel access at most locations around the
reactor during operations at 120 kW and above the reactor after two hours of reactor cool-
down from 100 hours of continuous operation at 120 kW. Shielding of personnel during tran-
sient operations poses no problem, since these operations are conducted by remote control.
Controlled access to the TREAT reactor building is generally permitted within an hour after
a full power transient. Access to certain higher dose areas (including the sub-pile room,
reactor top directly over an opening in the shielding, etc.) during steady-state operation
and following transients is administratively controlled because of the potential for higher
radiation exposures to personnel.

Three horizontal access slots which converge on the core center are provided in the
radial concrete shield, permanent reflector, and core. The north and west openings in the
concrete shield are convertible; they are designed to provide either a 10.16-cm x 10.16-cm
rectangular access slot or a 60.96-cm square access slot. The south opening in the con-
crete shield provides a rectangular slot aligned with the north slot, thereby allowing
str5 ght through access to the reactor center.
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Requirements for a Nuclear Laser Experiment

Nuclear powered lasers (NPLs) derive their power directly from the reactor (instead of
electricity). The power to drive them is thus directly related to the neutron flux in the
reactor. The neutron flux level within the test bed must therefore be sufficient to "pump"
the laser system with enough power to reach laser action threshold as a minimum. For
excimer lasers that value is quite high -- greater than a few hundred kilowatts per cubic
centimeter. To maximize the "pumping" power the laser must be located directly in the
region of highest flux.

Therefore, the first requirement for a NPL is that the reactor must have sufficient peak
flux.

Because the laser must operate within the harsh environment of a reactor, a second
requirement is for optical access for the laser diagnostics. In some configurations, this
results in the beam being propagated some distance from the laser cavity.

In a nuclear powered experiment the safety issue associated with neutron and gamma radi-
ation emanating from the reactor core must be evaluated. The radiation must be considered
not only from the standpoint of personnel exposure but also for its impact on hardware
design and lifetime.

Although a relatively small active volume may be adequate for some NPL experiments, the
availability of a large laser region permits certain scaling factors to be addressed more
directly than possible in a small scale experiment. Thus a large active volume is desir-
able although not strictly a requirement.

Advantages of Using the TREAT Reactor for Nuclear Laser Experiments

There are several advantages to utilizing the TREAT facility for nuclear laser exper-
iments. These include: (a) its large size which allows the testing of large experimental
components, (b) its flexibility of configuration which allows a large variety of exper-
imental configurations to be tested, (c) its long transients, and (d) its adequately high
peak flux.

As previously noted, the TREAT reactor core consists of up to 361 fuel assemblies, each
10.1-cm square and 2.72-m long. All TREAT experiments require a central void to allow
insertion of the experiment and sixteen control rod assemblies for transient control. A
typical TREAT experiment may require the removal of one to three TREAT fuel assemblies.
The remainder of the fuel assembly positions are filled with either standard fuel assem-
blies, slotted fuel assemblies, or dummy graphite-filled fuel assemblies. In some cases,
the central void will itself be surrounded by dummy graphite elements to act as a thermal
insulator and to enhance the thermal neutron flux at the central void location. As shown
in Figure 4, a nuclear laser experiment previously performed in TREAT required that three
fuel assemblies be removed to insert the experiment and twelve more assemblies be replaced
by dummy graphite elements. This brought the total number of removed fuel assemblies to
fifteen. Additional core configurations will be discussed in the "Enhancements to the
TREAT Reactor" section of this paper. Numerous core physics calculations and calibration
transients are performed for each specific core configuration to verify that a sufficient
excess reactivity (kex) is present to achieve the desired peak flux, that adequate
reactor control is available to safely operate the reactor, and that the desired operating
characteristics of the transient are obtained.

Figure 5 shows an experiment previously performed at TREAT in which the experimental
test gas entered the top of the in-reactor test assembly (hereafter termed the test
vehicle), flowed downward, turned and flowed horizontally for a short distance at the
reactor core centerline, turned again and flowed upward, and finally exited the test
vehicle. The laser diagnostics in this configuration were physically located on top of the
reactor at 900 to the vertical centerline of the test vehicle. They were installed on a
multi-port diagnostic "tree" which allowed multiple diagnostics for any single transient.
The diagnostics "viewed" the active region of the test vehicle through suitable windows
which constituted the test vehicle pressure boundary. The diagnostics were interchange-
able, port-to-port, and did not constitute part of the test vehicle pressure boundary. In
this configuration, the diagnostic "viewing" was generally along the same path as the gas
flow except at the core centerline where the flow was horizontal. The total "diagnostic
viewing" path length was on the order of 6.8 m with approximately 4.6 m being in the
flowing gas region and 2.2 m in evacuated viewing tubes.

Figure 6 shows an experiment to be performed at TREAT in which the experimental test gas
enters the top of the test vehicle, flows downward through the test vehicle, and then exits
from the bottom of the test vehicle. In this configuration, the test gas flows vertically
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past the active region of the test vehicle. The laser diagnostics in this configuration
are physically located on the main floor of the Reactor Building just outside of the
reactor's biological shielding. This configuration uses the north and south openings in
the concrete shield, thereby allowing straight through access of the reactor so that the
diagnostics can "view" the active region of the test vehicle horizontally through pressure
boundary windows. As a result, the diagnostic "viewing" is truly perpendicular to the gas
flow path. The path length for this horizontal "diagnostic viewing" configuration is on
the order of 7.9 m. Althujgh this is a slightly longer path length than with the other
configuration, all but the central 0.5 m is in evacuated viewing tubes. This results in
potentially less distortion and/or signal attenuation than present in the other config-
uration. As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, the interfaces to various experimental
sup-t systems, including systems supplying experimental gases and laser diagnostic equip-
men ., differ significantly for different experiments. These support systems can be
located either on the reactor top or on the main floor of the Reactor Building depending on
the configuration of the experiment.

Two major types of transients are of primary interest in any nuclear powered laser
program to be performed at TREAT: (a) exponential or peaked bursts and (b) shaped power
bursts. Figure 7 shows the reactor power and energy release for a typical exponential
burst transient. The thermal neutron fux at the core center during an exponential burst
transient is typically about 5 x 102 neutrons-m-s -

. This flux level and the
width of the burst [typically 100 milliseconds full width at half maximum (FWHM)J are what
makes this facility so unique and valuable to a laser test program. The reactor core for
the exponential-burst transient shown in Figure 7 contains 223 standard fuel assemblies,
sixteen control-rod assemblies, and a dummy experimental capsule in the central
fuel-assembly location. Other core configurations have been used which contained as many
as 266 standard fuel assemblies, sixteen control-rod assemblies, and an experiment void
area in the center of the reactor which displaced fifteen fuel assemblies. In a true
exponential burst transient, shut-down is effected by the increase in leakage of the
reactor as a result of its increased temperature. Because the energy in the tail of an
exponential transient is generally not useful, the natural burst transients are frequently
clipped by rapid insertion of the control rods during the power rise. Of particular value
to a nuclear powered laser program is the FWHM pulse width of 100 ms for the exponential
burst-type transient which, compared with most other testing facilities, is an extremely
long pulse. Therefore, scalability to steady-state conditions (> seconds) is a more easily
attained goal for a nuclear powered laser experiment performed in TREAT than in most other
facilities.

The shaped power bursts (as shown in Figure 8) are produced by the step insertion of
reactivity (similar to the exponential bursts), followed by reactivity insertion or removal
at rates required to produce the desired burst shape. A shaped power burst of this type,
providing a 1000-MW flattop pulse for approximately 2 s, was utilized for a nuclear powered
laser experiment at TREAT. The thrmal neutron flux at the experiment during this shaped
power burst was approximately 5 x 1019 neutrons-m-2-s-I .

Disadvantages of Using the TREAT Reactor for Nuclear Laser Experiments

Along with the advantages of using TREAT to support nuclear laser experiments there are,
unfortunately, certain disadvantages associated with the facility. These include:
(a) its large energy deposition relative to its peak power, and (b) its low duty cycle.

TREAT's large size and its dilute uranium oxide-graphite matrix results in a large
amount of energy being deposited in the reactor core and in an experiment relative to the
peak power available from the reactor primarily because the neutron lifetime is greater in
this fuel mix compared to most other pulse reactors. This large energy deposition can
influence the design of an experiment placed in the TREAT reactor in many ways. For
instance, the experiment may require a flowing gas system to minimize any temperature
effects in the test gas. The structural design and analyses, materials, and construction
techniques applied to the experimental hardware may have to specifically address elevated
temperature effects. Energy deposition from the fission process can increase gas
temperatures in a non-flowing system to as high as several thousand K. The thermodynamic
and laser kinetic stability of the test gas can be significantly affected at these high
temperatures. On the other hand, the gas temperature rise in a flowing system may only be
several hundred K. The addition of a flowing gas delivery system significantly adds to the
complexity of the experiment and, therefore, to its cost. However, many of the final
applications of the NPL concept will require a flowing gas delivery system anyway.
Therefore, the necessity of such a system in an experimental program at TREAT can be an
advantage with respect to future applications and scalability.

During a typical full power TREAT transient, direct nuclear heating from the reactor can
increase the test vehicle's temperature by as much as 25 K, if it is made of aluminum, and
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by as much as 40 K, if it is made of stainless steel. This increase alone is not exces-
sive. A greater concern for thermal effects on experimental hardware is the slow overall
rate of heat removal from the core by the air cooling. As a result of this slow heat
removal, the temperature of the reactor core equilibrates at approximately 700 K before it
begins to cool. Since the test vehicle resides in this large heat source, it too will
increase in temperature after the reactor pulse is completed unless it is adequately cooled
and insulated from the reactor heat source. All heat transfer paths must be well analyzed
to make certain that the experimental hardware does not exceed its temperature limitations
during this posttest period.

This slow heat removal also limits the number of full power transients to only one a
day. This low duty cycle can be a disadvantage in some experimental programs although in
complex systems, similar to those previously tested at TREAT, the reactor's duty cycle is
generally not the critical path item in the experiment's schedule.

Enhancements to the TREAT Reactor

For the upcoming TREAT NPL experiment (see Figure 6), enhancing the reactor performance
beyond its baseline operating conditions was highly desirable in order to improve the exper-
iment's chances of success. As noted, it is the peak power and not integrated power that
is of interest to most NPL experiments. Ultimately, it is the power deposited into the
experiment that is important; this is related to the total reactor power by the power
coupling factor (pcf), defined as test fission power per gram U-235 per MW of TREAT reactor
power. Thus, there are two ways to enhance the power to a given test: (1) increase the
TREAT reactor power and (2) increase the pcf.

The obvious way to enhance the power to a given test is to increase the TREAT reactor
power. The initiating reactivity for a natural burst transient is the parameter that
governs the peak power. In most cases in TREAT, the initiating reactivity must be held
below the available reactivity, thus limiting the peak power, in order to assure that the
final reactor fuel temperature does not exceed specified safety limits. The peak power
scales with the square of the initiating reactivity while the final reactor fuel temper-
ature is linear with the initiating reactivity. This opens the possibility of obtaining
significantly higher peak powers in TREAT by modest increases of the allowable reactor fuel
temperature. At the present time, transients are limited such that a final temperature of
723 to 773 K is obtained with a transient of 16,000 MW, while the actual safety limit is
1093 K (a high degree of conservatism). For example, a recent full power transient had a
final temperature of 733 K. The power could be doubled if the final temperature were
allowed to be increased to 1023 K, which is still below the safety limit. Enhancing the
peak power of the reactor and thus increasing the power to the experiment by approaching
the temperature safety limit is technically feasible, but it may not be practical in
today's reactor operations environment. At a minimum, it would require a great deal of
safety analyses and administrative approvals.

The power to an experiment can be increased without increasing the reactor power by
increasing the pcf. The pcf is influenced by both the material and geometrical composition
of the experiment. For a typical TREAT experiment involving fuel pins or large loops, the
pcf will be much lower than the baseline value (as determined in a voided fuel element
location in the center of the core) because significant amounts of structural materials
(typically stairl.ess steel) are necessary to provide containment of the fuel. However, the
same level of containment is not needed for NPL experiments because of the small amounts of
fissile material involved. Thus, aluminum or Zircaloy become viable as containment
materials and pcf values approaching the void value are easily attained.

The TREAT neutron spectrum is not well thermalized. Thus, introducing a neutron moder-
ator to an experiment can produce fairly significant increases in the pcf. For example, if
stainless steel is needed as an experiment containment (thereby severely depressing the
pcf), an increase in the pcf of over 200% is possible by surrounding the test hardware with
a 3.6-cm layer of polyethylene (inside the containment). With an aluminum containment, the
increase is only 70%. A disadvantage of using a hydrogenous material is that hydrogen is a
reactivity poison in TREAT. For tests in which excess reactivity is marginal, graphite can
be used instead of hydrogen as a moderator.

An example of the enhancement of the pcf is provided in the design change which was made
for the upcoming (FY-1989) TREAT NPL experiment. Originally, the configuration for the
FY-1989 TREAT NPL experiment was as shown in Figure 9. This original rectangular config-
uration was developed to minimize the amount of fuel removed from the center of the reactor
in order to maintain an acceptable amount of excess reactivity for reactor operations. As
shown on the left side of Figure 10, this configuration required the removal of seven fuel
assemblies for the test vehicle and the replacement of twelve full fuel assemblies with
slotted fuel assemblies for viewing access. In addition, fourteen fuel assemblies were
replaced with dummy graphite-filled fuel assemblies to act as a thermal buffer. This rectan-
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gular conriquration required thick, flat plate walls which were not only difficult to
fabricate and assemble to strict tolerances but also significantly lowered the pcf.

r.etailed nuclear analyses of this configuration revealed two things. The excess reac-
tivity available was significantly greater than the allowable pulse initiating reactivity.
Furthermore, the replacement of fuel assemblies with dummy graphite-filled fuel assemblies
enhanced the power to the experiment by increasing the pcf. This led us to explore whether
adequate excess reactivity could be maintained while moving fuel from a higher reactivity
value region to a lower reactivity value region. It would be possible to insert a cylin-
drical test vehicle, partially filled with graphite, into the TREAT reactor if a 5 x 5
a-rav of tuel assemblies at the core center was removed. In addition, by slightly reducing
the diameter of the test vehicle, four fuel assemblies could be placed in the corners of
the array and four graphite-filled moderator blocks could be attached to the outside of the
test vehicle. This cylindrical vehicle (shown previously in Figure 6 and in cross-section
on the right hand side of Figure 10) would permit more moderator around and in the exper-
inent, would be much less expensive since the walls could be thinner, would be much simpler
to fabricate, and, in fact, requires only slightly more fuel be removed from the core than
'or the rectangular configuration.

Detailed nuclear analyses of this cylindrical configuration revealed that, although
there was a decrease in excess reactivity as compared with the rectangular geometry, there
should still be sufficient excess reactivity for a full power burst. More significantly,
the pcf was increased by both the increased amount of graphite and thinner vessel walls to
result in greater power to the experiment. The comparison is a pcf of 143 watts/g-U-235/Mw
TREAT power for the rectangular geometry versus a calculated pcf of 190 watts/g-U-235/Mw of
TREAT power for the cylindrical geometry.

A bonus with this change was the cost of the experiment. Although the graphite replace-
rent elements outside and inside the test vehicle are not readily available standard dummy
graphite-filled fuel assemblies and have to be especially fabricated, the overall cost of
the experimental hardware was significantly reduced.

Conclusions

The TREAT reactor is a large, air-cooled test facility originally designed to evaluate
reactor fuels and structural materials under conditions simulating various types of nuclear
excursicns and transient undercooling situations. It is, as stated, also extremely well
suited to support certain types of nuclear laser experiments. Two of the major design
features of TREAT -- its large size and its being an air-cooled reactor -- provide the
clues to most of its advantages and disadvantages for supporting nuclear laser exper-
iments. Its large size permits accommodation of geometrically large experiments, but also
results in relatively long transients so that the energy deposited in an experiment is
large relative to the peak power. The fact that TREAT is air cooled allows its config-
uration to be changed fairly readily. Not only can individual fuel elements be removed to
admit a large test article but, perhaps more importantly, special slotted elements can be
installed in line with removable shield plugs to provide line-of-sight access through the
reactor. For the same reason -- air cooling -- the reactor cools down slowly, permitting
only one full power transient a day which can be a disadvantage in some experimental
programs. Also because of its slow air cooled mode of operation, experiments performed at,
or near, full power in TREAT may require a flowing gas system to minimize any temperature
effects in the test gas. Energy deposition from the fission process can increase gas
temperatures in a non-flowing system to as high as several thousand K. The thermodynamic
and laser kinetic stability of the test gas can be significantly affected at these high
temperatu.es. On the other hand, the gas temperature rise in a flowing system may only be
several hundred K. The addition of a flowing gas delivery system significantly adds to tie
complexity of the experiment and, therefore, to its cost.

In addition to those more significant advantages and disadvantages, the reactor is ca-
pable of either steady-state or transient operation. This operating flexibility can be
extremely useful in many experimental programs.

It, summary, TREAT is a facility which permits a large experiment size and offers flexi-
bility of configuration, access, and operating characteristics, but it has a large
energy-to-power ratio and a low duty cycle. This large energy-to-power ratio may require
that a costly and complex gas delivery system be included in the NPL experimental program
to be performed at TREAT. However, it is generally believed many of the final applications
of the nuclear powered laser will themselves require a flowing gas delivery system. There-
fore, the necessity of such a system in an experimental program at TREAT can be deemed an
advantage with respect to future applications and scalability.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under DOE Contracts No.
DE-AC07-76ID01570 (EG&G Idaho, Inc.).
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NUCLEAR-PUMPED LASERS FOR LARGE-SCALE APPLICATIONS

R.E. Anderson, E.M. Leonard, R.F. Shea, and R.R. Berggren
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

ABSTRACT

Efficient initiation of large-volume chemical lasers may be achieved by neutron induced reactions which
produce charged particles in the final state. When a burst mode nuclear reactor is used as the neutron source,
both a sufficiently intense neutron flux and a sufficiently short initiation pulse may be possible. Proof-of-
principle experiments are planned to demonstrate lasing in a direct nuclear-pumped large-volume system: to
study the effects of various neutron absorbing materials on laser performance: to study the effects of long
initiation pulse lengths: to demonstrate the performance of large-scale optics and the beam quality that may
be obtained: and to assess the performance of alternative designs of burst systems that increase the neutron
output and burst repetition rate.

Introduction

There has been considerable interest, both in the past i and more recently 2
,
3 in the issue of nuclear pumping of gas laser media. Two

characteri;tics of a nuclear reactor that have fueled this interest are the high-energy output that is coupled with a relatively small, self-
contained system. These features provide mechanisms for overcoming the restrictions imposed by volume, weight, or maintenance-limited
systems. The long mean-free paths associated with uncharged particles such as the neutron also provide a convenient mechanism for
pumping large-volume gas systems.

We have been interested in the possibility of using neutrons to initiate a DF-C02 transfer laser. This type of chemical laser has an
inherent advantage over excimer lasers, because the output energy arises as a result of chemical reactions among the constituents of the
laser medium rather than as a result of the energy supplied by an external pumping device. In the DF-C02 laser, the neutron pump only
provides sufficient energy to initiate the chemical reaction chain. The laser may then produce an output energy approximately ten times
larger than that supplied by the pump, compared to a conventional system which might produce an output energy equal to a few percent of
the pump energy.

In the reactor pumping concept, neutrons produced by the reactor are absorbed by a nucleus within the lasing medium. The nucleus
then undergoes a reaction that produces highly energetic charged particles, which deposit energy in the laser gas. This is similar to the
process in an electron-beam-pumped laser.

To accomplish this process most efficiently, the nuclei that dope the laser must have a large absorption cross section for low-energy
neutrons, a large positive q-value for the nuclear reaction, and must not substantially perturb the operation of the laser. It would also be
advantageous if the species of interest were to exist in a gaseous form. Several candidates that have received considerable attention in the
literature 1 are 3 He. ICLI B, and 23 5 U. The relevant properties of these isotopes are listed in Table 1. The quantities of these nuclei that
must be present vary considerably, depending on the energy release per absorption event, as discussed in Sec. V. For example, uranium
hexafluoride needs to be present only in very small quantities. The addition of any of these species raises complex questions regarding its
effict on the laser kinetics. For some species (such as 3 He), we have enough information to predict DF-C02 laser operation if a quantity
of+ He were added to the gas mixture.

TABLE . PROPERTIES OF LASER ADDITIVES

Isotope Thermal Cross Section Energy Release Availability
3He 5300 b 0.76 MeV gas
6Li 950 b 4.8 MeV ---

10B 3800 b 2.3 MeV gas

235U 580 b 170. MeV gas

Effect of Helium on Laser Kinetics

Detailed studies have been performed on photolytically initiated and, more recently, on e-beam initiated DF-C02 transfer lasers. Recent
unpublished experiments on these systems have shown that weakly initiated systems can provide reasonable energy extraction (-30 J/I)
with lasing pulses (on-time to off-time) longer than 50 .tsec. 4 We will use the parameter space investigated by these experiments as a point
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of departure. Therefore we will fix the total operating pressure at I atm and the gas composition as shown in Table H1. For neutron initiation
we will replace 109 - 50% of the argon buffer gas with He.

TABLE II. GAS COMPOSITION FOR DF-CO2 LASER

Components Pressure (torr)

Buffer (argon) 664

F2 45

D2 15

C02 35

02 1

Total pressure 760

The basic kinetics of the system are straightforward. The laser is initiated by producing free F-atoms that set off the D2,F2 chain:
F + D2 -4 DF(v) + D
D + F2 -4 DF(v) + F

The vibrational energy in DF may then be transferred to C02,
DF(v) + C02(000) - DF(v-l) + CO2(001)

which lases at 10.6 It:

C02(001) -- C02(00) + hv(10.6 t)

The production of free F-atoms in these devices is most conveniently provided by photolysis of F2:
F2 + hv(280 It) - F + F

An e-beam may also be used to provide free F-atoms in the Ar, F2 mixture. Since neutron absorption and subsequent tission of 3He produces
energetic charged particles, the neutron initiated system acts very much like e-beam initiation.

The system is clearly unstable: any inadvertent production of F-atoms (such as that due to fluorescent lamps) could cause the laser to
fire. Pre-ignition is prevented by the addition of a "chain breaker" that acts to remove free F and D atoms. The chain breaker also sets the
threshold, which the pump must exceed to fire the laser. The laboratory experiments mentioned above have used 1-2 torr of 02 for this
purpose.

In the transfer system there are only a few reactions where the buffer gas plays a major role. These processes are listed below.
CO2(001) + M -- C02(030) + M (1)
CO2(0 10) + M -- C02(000) + M (2)
DF(v) + M --) DF(v-I) + M (3)

D + 02 + M - D02 + M (4)
F+ 02 + M -- F02 + M (5)

In Table III we give rate constants for the first three of these processes at representative temperatures and with M as either argon or
helium. We have used the C02 rate constants recommended by Feber and Sullivan5 and the DF rates recommended by Cohen and Bott.6

Reaction 4 has the same rate 7 with either M = Ar or M = He. No data exist on Reaction 5 with helium as a third body, and we have
assumed the same rate for both helium and argon.

Because of the rapid deactivation rate c4 the tOC bending m,l. "y hhijin kRe t--ion 2), most C02 lasers use it as a buffer gas. All
three reports of e-beam-initiated DF-C02 lasers in the literature used helium 8"1° . Our system, however, operates with much longer lasing
pulses (>50 ps). making deactivation of the bending mode less critical. Performance limitations on the long pulse DF-CO2 laser are more
dependent upon quenching of the upper laser level, where argon and helium have comparable rates.

To arrive at a quantitative comparison, we have used a computer model to calculate laser performance with argon and helium as buffers.
Our model contains approximately 200 reactions and over 40 different species or vibrational states. The kinetics of F-atom production are
treated phenomenologically: we input a source term that describes the energy deposited per cubic centimeter per second into the gas, and
we assume that one F-atom was produced for every 5 eV deposited in the gas, regardless of whether the buffer was helium or argon (Sec.
IV explores this issue). Our results showed that with the use of helium, the laser specific energy increased by 17% and pulse length shortened
by about 0.7%.

A reactor-driven laser, however, will use 3He and not 4He. as discussed above. Because both species have nearly identical electronic
structures, the isotopic substitution should have little effect on the cross sections for kinctic processes. In fact, measured cross sections for
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deactivating CO2()1) by 3He and 4He do exist and are identical. Bimolecular kinetic rates however depend on a cross section and a
collision frequenc. The latter varies inversely with the square root of the reduced mass. For He interacting with C02 or DF, there is a
net increase in the rate by 13% or 14%, respectively. The scaling of three body rates is somewhat ambiguous and depends on the model
chosen. A simple-minded approach leads to increases in the rates for Reactions (4) and (5) of only 7%.

TABLE Ill. COMPARISON OF KINETIC RATES INVOLVING ARGON AND HELIUM

Reaction M k(300) k(600) I K(800)

C02(001)+ M Ar 1.56 x 10 5  1.72x 10-14  5.11 x 10-4

He 2.30 x 10'15  1.86 x 10-14 5.69 x 1f-4

.. . .6 - 4 -14

C02(010) + M Ar 9.33 x10 6  1.63 x 10 4 
N 4.46 x 10-14

He 1.17 x 1013 8.29 x 1013  1.65 x 1012

DF(l) + M Ar* 3.73 x 1018 8.43 x 1017  3.08 x 10.16

He* 5.82 x 10 1. 1.32 x 10'16  4.81 x 10f16

Rates for higher DF-levels scale as V 1.9 for both helium and argon.

Incorporating the above changes in kinetic rates to account for 3He, we repeated our previous calculation. The increases in the rate
constants decreased specific power by 2.5% and shortened pulse length by 0.5%. The net effect is that the DF-C02 laser using He should
out-perform an argon-based system.

By-products of the nuclear reaction may have another effect on the kinetics. The reaction: n + 3He --IH + 3He+ + 2e yields a proton
and a triton at energies of 0.57 MeV and 0.19 MeV, respectively. Assuming both these species eventually pick up an electron, we have the
possibility of reactions with F2 to produce HF and TF in various vibrational states. Both HF-C02 and TF-C02 have lased but have not
performed as well as DF-CO lasers. 12. '13 If we assume that the nuclear reaction deposits a total of 1 3mJcm3 in the gas, we can readily
calculate from the numbers given above that the densities of TF and HF will be on the order of 10 0/cm . Because this is significantly
below the level of DF densities encountered, both species will have little effect on laser performance.

Effect of Reactor Pulse Shape on Laser Performance

Historically. DF-C02 lasers have been initiated with flashlamps or an e-beam operating for, at most, a few microseconds. This is much
shorter than the neutron pulse from the Los Alamos burst reactors: GODIVA (FWHM of 30 4ts) and SKUA (FWHM of up to 400 lIs). If
the energy deposited (i.e.. the total number of F-atoms produced) is kept constant but the initiation pulse is lengthened, fewer F-atoms are
present at any one time to drive the chemistry. In this section we will examine the effect of initiation pulse length on laser performance.

14 16We have estimated the total neutron fluence with the Los Alamos Monte Carlo code MCNP , based on a total of 5 x 10 fissions for
GODIVA and 3 x 1017 fissions for S(UA. Some aspects of the design were adjusted to attempt to make the energy deposition uniform
throughout the laser. With 61 torr of - He in the laser, the neutrons can deposit about 3 mJ/cm in the gas. As before, we assumed that one
F-atom was produced for every 5 eV deposited in the gas. The gas mixture is given in Table I.

Our results are summarized in Figs. I and 2. Specific energy has been normalized for simplicity. We note that short initiation pulses
(30 1ts FWHM) yield higher specific energies and shorter lasing pulses. As the initiation pulse broadens, the laser energy drops, and its
pulse length becomes very long. (Laser pulse length as described in this document is measured from the onset of lasing to termination.
Generally it is much longer than the FWHM of the lasing pulse.) A close examination of the shape of the laser output flux reveals a long
gradual tail followed by a dramatic rise and abrupt termination. With very long initiation pulses, the lasing terminates at about the time
that the neutron flux peaks.

Increasing the concentration of 3He in these calculations has the effect of increasing energy deposition and more strongly initiating the
laser. We have repeated our calculations for the 400-ts initiation pulse with 332 torr of3 He instead of the 61 torr considered previously.
Though this raises the total energy deposition by a factor of 5.4, it yields only a 28% increase in specific energy and a 56% decrease in
pulse length. This effect is much less pronounced than might be expected. Despite the large total energy deposition, the pulse length is so
long that few F-atoms are available at any one time to drive the chemistry.

Effect of Helium on F-atom Production

Dissociation of F2 to produce free fluorine atoms and to initiate the chemistry of the transfer system can be accomplished either by
UV-photolysis or an e-beam. The photolysis processes are straightforward: F2 absorbs a photon and is excited to a repulsive state. The
e-beam initiation is considerably more complex: high-energy electrons deposit their energy in the rare gas and produce metastable atoms,
ions, and free electrons. A series of reactions of these species with F2 generates the free F-atoms. The efficiency of this process is measured
by the number of electron volts that must be deposited in the medium to create an F-atom. In previous sections of this report we have
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assumed a nominal value of 5 eV/F-atom. If this number is significantly higher for the reactor-based system, higher neutron fluxes will be
required to generate the same level of initiation.
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Fig. 1. Efficiency of energy extraction as a function of initiation Fig. 2. Laser pulse length as a function of initiation pulse
pulse length. Total energy deposited was the same for all length.
calculations.

The basic difference between the e-beam and reactor-pumped lasers is the replacement of argon by 3He. To better understand how this
affects F-atom production, we need to discuss e-beam initiation in more detail. In the following we will consider a laser volume containing
mainly the rare gas and small amounts of F2.

As mentioned above, the high-energy electrons create argon ions, argon metastables, and secondary electrons. Low-energy electrons
can very rapidly attach themselves to F2 and produce a free F and a free F. Argon ions attach themselves to the F to produce ArF*. This
excimer is also produced by the reaction of F2 with argon metastables. The ArF* will eventually react with F2 and produce three free
F-atoms. Approximately 80% of the free F produced in the Ar-F2 mixture comes from the reaction of ArF* and F2. In a He-F2 mixture
things are very different: the excimer HeF* is not bound, and this major channel in producing F-atoms will be cut off.

In He-F2 mixtures the major channel to F-atom production comes through F2+. This species can be created either by charge exchange
with helium ions or by Penning ionization with helium metastables. The F2 then combines with F to produce three F-atoms. In mixtures
containing He, F2, and Ar, all the processes described above take place with charge exchange between helium ions and argon, as well as
Penning ionization of argon by helium metastables.

We have used the model of Wilson and Shapirot 5 to make quantitative comparisons of F-atom production in He, Ar, and F2 mixtures.
This model incorporates a total of 18 species and 45 reactions. By making the major assumption that all electrons are instantly thermalized,
we eliminate the need to include a Boltzmann analysis. Source terms that drive the kinetics come from the reaction of neutrons with 3He.

For the reactor-initiated laser, we want to compare F-atom production in various He, Ar, and F2 mixtures, with F-atom production in
the e-beam-initiated Ar and F2 mixture. By slightly modifying the Wilson and Shapiro model to treat an e-beam-driven Ar and F2 mixture,
we can calculate a base-line number for F-atom production in argon. This analysis yields a value of 5.2 eV/F-atom, which is slightly higher
than the approximate value of 5 eV/F-atom used earlier. Losses of ArF* through radiation and collisional dissociation with argon account
for much of the difference.

We used the 5.2-eV/F-atom value to normalize our results for argon and helium mixes. Figure 3 reports the relative initiation strength
needed for the same F-atom density in various mixtures. The total buffer gas pressure (He + Ar) was fixed at 715 torr for these calculations.
Though more energy deposition is required in pure helium than in pure argon, a few hundred torr of argon makes the F-atom production
close to what it would be if onlyI argon were present. Our calculations ignore a number of small contributions, and we have dropped the
F-atom recombination process that artificially inflates the eV/F-atom number. In an actual laser, the F-atoms will be removed by reaction
with D2 much more quickly than they can recombine.

Burrows 16 has pointed out the additional processes that can occur when D2 and C02 are included in Ar-F2 mixtures. The presence of
helium metastables and ions further complicates the kinetics. Of major importance is the very rapid (k-10 -9 ) reaction between helium ions
and C02 to produce 0, CO, CO+, and 0.16 The reaction between helium ions and D2 is slow and can be ignor , 4 17 Reaction rates for
helium metastables with C02 and D2 have been measured.t 8 In the case of D2, the products are also known (maini Re2+). Because both
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helium ions and metastables are very effective in producing F2+, these additional processes lower the production of F2 and create instead
D2+. CO2 + . O+ . and CO + . The most likely fate of these ions is reaction with the excess F that will be present. Unfortunately, there are no
measured rates for processes such as these.
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Fig. 3. Relative amounts of eneiry needed to produce one .,
F-atom as a function of argon concentration. The total pressure is
715 torr, and the gas is composed of helium and argon. The results
are normalized to one (-5 eV/F-atom) for a pure argon system.
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In view of the uncertainties, we can make no prediction for the efficiency of F-atom production in actual laser mixtures (Ar He, F2,
3 -D2, and C02). Our earlier analysis (Figs. I and 2) was based on 61 Torr of He in the gas, an energy deposition of 3.0 mJ/cm, and an

assumed value of one F-atom produced for every 5 eV deposited in the gas. If, however, it were to take 10 eV to produce one F-atom, we
need only increase the 3He concentration to achieve the same level of initiation from the same reactor flux. This indicates that we have
some leeway in achieving a specific level of laser performance, even if we do not know the level of initiation. Because laser performance
is very sensitive to the level of initiation (among other things), the impact will be in our ability to make a reliable prediction.

Burst Reactor Operation

20 21Initiation pulses for the DF-CO2 laser are provided by one of two Los Alamos burst reactor facilities: GODIVA or SKUA

Figure 4 shows the GODIVA assembly and controls. The fuel is a 1.5-wt % molybdenum-uranium alloy with -93.5% enriched uranium.
The fuel components are all aluminum-ion-plated and have a total mass of about 66 kg. Three external C-shaped clamps (3/4 in. thick by
I and 3/4 in. in cross section), fabricated from high-strength maraging steel, fasten the stack of six stationary fuel rings.

Glory hWe Steel loading ring

Maraging
steel

Thermocouple

Fig. 4. GODIVA assembly and controls. _ __
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Control
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The burst assembx is supported on a three-legged structure that houses actuators for reactivity control elements, which enter the core
from belo,,. The safetN block is threaded onto a stainless steel mandrel at the lower end, so that thermal expansion exerts a downward
thrust on the support shaft, opening a magnetic clutch to provide shock-induced scramming. Total burst yield and burst width are plotted
against reactor period in Fig. 5. Yield data and leakage flux per core fission have been obtained via foil activation and from aluminum
i n.o detectors.
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Figure 6 show,, a top view of the SKUA assembly. This 18-in.-diam cylindrical annulus, consisting of 170 kg of 93.5% enriched
uranium. is controlled by six external copper reflector elements. A 9.5-in.-diam glory hole is available for experimental use. When a lower
aerage-energy neutron spectrum is desired, a 3-in. annular flux trap with a 3-in. glory hole may be inserted. Though the SKUA assembly
has not yet operated in the prompt critical regime, initial delayed critical operations have confirmed the SKUA design.

2 B

. Fuel

Fig. 6. Top view of the SKUA burst assembly. A

C

No special cooling following bursts is envisioned for either assembly, even though temperatures as high as 3(X)°C (for GODIVA) or
5(X)'C (for SKUA) may be achieved. The cool-down time for these devices defines the burst repetition rates that can be achieved.

A wide variation in irradiation pulse characteristics is possible using these facilities. Fission yields of between I x 10 16 and 3 x 1017,
with burst widths between 30 and 400 ps, are possible. Some of the burst properties of these two assemblies are summarized in Table IV;
a typical short-burst pulse from the GODIVA assembly is shown in Fig. 7.

Because these assemblies produce primarily fast neutrons, a moderator is ;,ecessary to thermalize the neutrons that enter the laser
volume. The assemblies are relatively small, and the laser can be placed quite close to the source, which increases the efficiency of the
system. On the other hand, a large laser volume will not be uniformly pumped under these circumstances. Some regularization of the
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neCUt rn flux proftile riN he achie~ ed h% proper shaping of the moderator: howreser. th is procedure produces sone elong at ion of the in it iat ion
pukle length.

Etiere \ deposition .k ithin the laser %olunle s% as estimated Using the Los Alamos Monte Carlo code MCNP 14. Estimates were made for
both the GODI\A and SKUA asemhlies for several diffe~rent laser volunmes. Conitinuous-energy cross-section sets were used in the
c:alcuitions. and the result,, were collapsed into 10 to 50 groups. for analysis. A typical geometric model used in the calculations is shown
in Fig-. 8. Averagle ene rg depositions for several replacement,, oif the argon buffer gas are shown in Table V. According to these results.
ininimunm relltireilients for thle ienitioti enerev wsere met. wxith considerable room left for variation of the exact fill gas composition.
Hos~ eser. \ske ,till must show~ that alns degradation of the laser kinetics remains at ant acceptable level. Degradation could occur from the
alteration of the tlgacomposton. nonui~i omit ies in thle pumping profile. or longer initiation pulses provided by the burst assemby.

Fig. 7. A is pical fast initiation pulse fr nl the GODIVA
assenIlsl. - 35 us FWHM

Time (20 A~s/div)

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF BURST CHARACTERISTICS

Godiva IV SKUA (est.) LBR (est.)

Burst w~idth If's) 30 100-400 50)0-5000)

Joules/burst 1.8 .x 10 6 5.4 x 10)6 8.9 x 107

Leakage neutrons, 8.9 .x 10 16 2.7 x 10 17 3.0 x 111

Flux at I m In/cm--s) 2.4 x 106 5.3 x 105 4.8 x 101

Central thuence (n/cnfi) 3.3 x 10)14 3.3 x 10 14--

.- \serae central flux 1.1 x 10 19 8.0 x 10 17

(n/cm2; averace

Peak 2.0) x 10 19 1.5 x 10)

One of the objlectives of the experimiental program will be to study the characteristics of alternative types of burst systems, that may be
more suitable for use \A ith a larege-scale laser. Among the characteristics of such a systemn would be increased neutron output, increased
burst repetition rate. and greater uniformity in the energy' deposition within the laser volume. The size of the GODIVA and SKUA pulses
is fundamental]\ limited by. the mechanical stresses produced by thermal expan~ion of the fuel dluring the burst and. to a lesser extent. by
the temperature rise in the fuel productd by the fission fragments. The pulse length is determined fundamentally by the physical si/C of
the assembl,-

Moderator

Fil_! S. Geonmetric model for determining the energy depositionLae
\A ithin the laser during a i\ pica) burst fromi SKiJA. The laser has
been seg me nted tostudl thle space and time prefi le .of the in it iat ion
pulse.

SKUA
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TABLE V. ENERGY DEPOSITIONS ACHIEVABLE IN A
LARGE-SCALE DF-C02 LASER

Additive Energy Deposition

none 0. 1 mJ/cm 3

0.5-atm 3He 4.5 mJ/cm 3

0.1 -atm 3He 1.5 mJ/cm 3

0,1 -atm M B 4.5 mJ/cm 3
6 3

0. 1 -atm 6Li 3.5 mJ/cm 3

0.1 -atm 235U 50.0 mJ/cm
3

A new liquid burst facility, the SHEBA assembly, is presently being constructed to study the dynamics of nuclear excursions in a liquid
sNstem. Compared to a metal system, the SHEBA assembly might ultimately produce an increase by a factor of 10 to 100 in the neutron
output and a substantially higher burst repetition rate at the cost of a somewhat longer pulse length. In its final form, this liquid burst
facility would have a substantial volume, and its shape would be tailored to the requirements of the laser system. A critical mass of liquid
material " ould be pumped into a shape of interest, then allowed to burst and vaporize. The material would then be cooled, reconstituted,
and pumped back into the critical configuration for another burst. A comparison of the characteristics of such a liquid burst reactor (LBR)
with GODIVA and SKUA has been included in Table IV.

Propmd Experiments

A large-volume laser experiment is currently being planned to examine the issues of laser and burst assembly operation raised here.
We propose to do proof-of-principle experiments whose objectives are

1. to demonstrate lasing in a neutron-initiated DF-C02 laser:

2. to examine the kinetics ot" the laser when various fractions of the buffer gas are replaced by 3 He and other gases;

3. to examine the feasibility of long pulse initiation (30- to 500-l.ts range):

4. to produce a laser large enough to demonstrate optics performance and beam quality:, and

5. to study the characteristics of solution burst assemblies.

We envision the use of two laser volumes. The smaller of the two will be approximately 40 cm in diam by 2 m long. Using -20-cm-diam
optics, we will measure gain, total output energy, and pulse shape to verify and adjust performance predictions. Full-size, 40-cm-diam
optics would then be used to show pumping uniformity and extraction over the full volume of -280/.

A second laser would have a larger volume (-2 m3) with a folded optical path; an unstable resonator would extract the full volume.
Preliminary calculations indicate that this volume will be large enough to give an equivalent Fresnel number well above the critical Fresnel
number for mode separation. allowing the laser to produce a single plane wave.

Conclusions

In this report. we have examined some of the issues that arise in attempting to initiate a large-volume, DF-C02 transfer laser with a
burst reactor. While several issues remain to be settled in both the operation of the burst reactor and in the laser kiiltics, analysis of a
system in which 3He is used to replace some fraction of the buffer gas indicates that excellent performance of the system may be expected.
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Resonator Stability Effects in "Quadratic-Duct" Nuclear-Reactor-lPumped Lasers

D. I. Neal, J. R. Torczynski, and W. C. Sweatt
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

Abstract

In some experiments involving reactor pumping of atomic xenon, lasing intensity has been observed to change abruptly
well before the peak of the pumping pulse. Recent advances in gasdynamic modeling and laser resonator stability theory have
shown that resonator stability transi'ions caused by gasdynamically induced refractive index gradients are responsible for some
of these observed intensity fluctuations.

I. introduction

A number of experiments involving reactor pumping of atomic xenon have been conducted on research reactors at Sandia
National Laboratories. Lasing has been observed at 1.73 gin and at 2.03 pim for a variety of pump rates and gas mixtures I I
In some of these experiments, abrupt variations in lasing intensity were seen during the pumping pulse. including termination and
subsequent reinitiation of lasing 4. Many different effects could conceivably produce these variations, including laser kinetics.
energy powor loading, line competition, radiation-induced absorption, and cavity alignment. In this paper the possibility is
considered that gasdynamcally induced refractive index gradients can attain amplitudes sufficient to change resonator stabilit .

In the experiments considered here, the pumping is from the walls, and therefore spatially nonuniform (largest near the walls
and smallest near the axis). The pulse length is comparatively long (I -12 ms), so gas motion can affect the laser resonator
modes by producing significant density gradients (and hence refractive index gradients) normal to the optical axis (see IVig- I).
[his causes the laser medium to act approximately like a positive cylindrical lens (more precisely, like a quadratic (fuct) 2 .
and for large enough index gradients an initially stable resonator can become unstable 13-41. A theory is developed based on
the paraxial approximation which describes the stability of a resonator containing a quadratic-duct region. A gasdynamics

model is then used to determine the strength of the refractive index gradients during the pumping pulse. 'se of these t1%o
calculations in concert allows calculation of the times or energy depositions at which gaslynarnica[ly induced laser resonalor
stability transitions are expected. These predictions are then compared with the experimentally observed intensity fluct ual iu,,i.

2. Laser Resonator Stability Theory

In the paraxial approximation, propagation of a ray is described by the ray matrix ABCD 5,. The complex radiu, of
curvature 4 for a Gaussian bearn is defined to be

I _I jA(2)R 7r U 1 2 ,( .}

where A is the wavelength. I? the beam radius of curvature, and t' the Gaussian beam spot radius. A new complex curvature
can be calculated after propagation through any system described by the ray matrx AHRCI) using the relation 4 1 (A. 4,
B) (Ci4, - D). For a resonator where ABCD is the round-trip ray matrix, the complex curvature mnst be the same after one

round trip:

I C W 4 o r 1 ) A I / A 1 \ 2SA, or -1 s[ ) i 1. (2.2alr)
4 A .13 4 4 2B3 B 2\

where use has been made of the ray-matrix property that AD - BC 1. Combining (2.1) with (2.2b) yields the georneri al
radius of curvature H and the Gaussian beam radius w,:

I? 213 L k2 ri2  fl~iL :*

W 1? 21. I(2.3ab)L 1) A* i LA AD)2 7rI %/1 n7

where L is a normalizing length scale usually taken to be the gain region length, Ul* 1, L is tie normalized cavit, lirgt h
parameter, and m (A - I)) 2 is the resonator stability parameter. The resonator stability is entirely determined by the radical
in (2.3b): tie resonator is stable for In - I and unstable elsewhere. Thus, in plots of ni. vs. timne or energy deposition during
the laser pulse, resonator stability transitions are the points at which in crosses : I.

Ior a parabolic transverse index gradient, it is useful to adopt the notation of Siegnan 5, I(.) n,, ,n 2 r". for Ow,,
qiladratic term, "here x is measured from the cent erplane (see Fig. I measuretnents of tire index of refraction prolile for
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reactor-pumped lasers indicate that the medium is well characterized as a quadratic duct during most of the pumping pulse
2). A nondimensional variable -", termed the index gradient strength parameter, which characterizes the transverse refractive

index gradients, can be defined for a nedium of gain length L,: "1* _- L' n2/no. Following the approach of Siegman 15i, the
round-trip ray matrix for a two-mirror linear resonator (Fig. 1) is evaluated expanding about mirror 1 (the output coupler):

01 L Cos* 1Ysn-*L[2 ii [o ]~,. i. n...Us j (2.4

C I 2,' 1 Hi I ...17 0 ;L s in ,/ C o s -* 1 1( 2 4S1 Los sin-,* I
,2R2  0 n";Y * 0 1

Ilere. nA is the index of the ambient medium outside the gain region, with a numerical value typically close to unity. The matrix

equation (2.1) can he solved to determine an explicit expression for n, given below:

m l 2L, 2L2 I 1 LE 1 r 2 12 1

TO IL' (t nARI) (c oAs?2) 2 .
2 nRoR }y + I

f nALi (t "L ( 2L2) . noL (, L ) 1 9) 2snL,

nR, 2 OAR nnj,{(i L' TAR,) 0n ' R2 (o ) nRi} sR2V.(2

Since ro is a function of the resonator geometry parameters and -V, the stability for any given resonator configuration can
ble explicitly determined. For a given fixed resonator geometry, the resonator stability parameter will vary periodically with

increasing -1' because of the sinusoidal terms in (2.5). Points where m crosses ±1 are the stability transition points for the
resonator, and the corresponding -V values are the critical values for the index gradient strength parameter.

As an example, the function m(-y*) is presented in Fig. 2 for several different cavity geometries. The cavity geometry

parameters have been normalized by the gain length L. -- 60 cm. Since the index gradient strength parameter y* increases
monotonically with time (luring a reactor pulse, for a particular resonator geometry stability transitions will occur where m
crosses 1. For example, for the geometry of the curve labeled Li* = 0.28, the resonator is unstable for 1.15 < -* < 1.50. The
curves in Fig. 2 are almost independent of gas fill pressure and composition, varying only in the values of nn and hA, which

ar, very close to unity for gas lasers. Thus, for a given geometry, the stability transition points do not change significantly for
different gas conditions. What does change is the possibility of the medium reaching the specified critical values of *.

The location of the first stability transition can be determined as a function of resonator geometry factors in order to study
a wider variety of cases. Figure 3 presents the index gradient strength parameter at the first stability transition (refered to

as the crdtical index gradiv.nt strength parameter) as a function of free end space for an asymmetric resonator. This critical
index gradient strength parameter is a function only of resonator geometry factors, with the sole assumption being that the

gain region is a "quadratic duct." Since the resonator geometry can be varied in a straightforward fashion, experiments can
be conducted to infer the index gradient strength from stability transition points by changing the cavity geometry. Further

parameter studies for different resonator geometries may be found in Reference 3.
For an initially stable low-gain laser, lasing would occur only while the resonator remained stable and would be expected to

terminate as the resonator became unstable. Similarly, an initially unstable low-gain resonator would begin lasing only when

the resonator crossed the stability boundary to the stable region. Thus, stability transitions might be observed experimentally

as terminations or initiations of lasing. For a high-gain laser, abrupt decreases in lasing intensity would be expected for a

stable-to-unstable transition although lasing might continue even after the stability boundary was crossed.
Since resonator stability transitions take place only at the critical -y* values for a particular resonator geometry, the times or

energy depositions at, which intensity fluctuations are experimentally observed can be compared with gasdynamic computations

of the times or energy depositions at which -" reaches the critical values. In addition, since the stability transition points are a

function only of resonator geometry, the geometry can be varied to produce stability transitions at different values of +. For

pulsed reactor-laser experiments, different -* values correspond to different amounts of energy added to the laser gas, and thus

comparisons can be made between gasdynamic and experimental results.

.3. (;asdynamic Theory and Modeling

In the reactor-pumped-laser experiments discussed above, the fission fragments used to pump the gas enter the gas from
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foils, thin coatings of fissionable material, located on the side walls of the chamber. The fission-fragment power densit is

smallest at the center of the chamber and largest near the side walls. This spatial nonhomogeneity acts to drive gas toward the
centerplane of the device, producing a focusing optical duct. Spatial variation in the neutron flux used to induce the fissions
can also produce some gas motion along the laser axis. However, the gas motion normal to the side walls and hence to the laser
axis is of principal importance for determining the effect of gas motion on laser resonator stability.

The acoustically filtered equations of motion !4,6 9' provide an accurate description of the gas motion induced by fission-
fragment heating. In the acoustic filtering approach, the Mach numbers of the induced flow are assumed to be small, so the
pressuic is taken to be composed of a large mean pressure, which is A function of time alone, and a small (with respect to the
mean) temporally and spatially varying pressure perturbation. This is a good approximation for the above experiments, which
generally have energy-deposition time scales that are much longer than the acoustic time scales for the laser chamber. If gas
motion along the laser axis is neglected, the acoustically filtered equations of motion for the gas take the following forms in a
rectangular geometry 14,7 9}:

dp du dp- a
h 0Q I, (- !)Q i , - - (pu) 0 (3.1 a c)

dt ax ( 9t ,)a X 3  _O:3

Here, z is the perpendicular distance from the centerplane (see Fig. 1), p(x,t) the density of the gas, u(x,t) the velocity of
the gas (normal to the foils), ", the ratio of specific heats for the gas, p(t) the volume-averaged pressure in the gas, Q(I) the
volume-averaged power density, and Q(x,t) - Q(x,t) - Q(t) the amount by which the local value of the power density differs
from the mean. The power density Q uses the fission-fragment energy deposition model of Miley and coworkers 19,101.

The form of Q allows the above system of equations to be solved analytically i4,6-9, and the calculations discussed ill the
remainder of this section were performed using a computer code which evaluates this analytical solution. It is found that the
normalized pressure rise (p - po),/po is the only dynamic variable on which the density field depends: the time rate of change of
p does not enter into the solution 18,9i. This rate-independent nature of the gas motion allows generic curves to be computed
describing experiments which have the same initial conditions but quite different power-density histories. In Fig. 4. curv',,
relating the variation of -"* to the normalized pressure rise (p - po)/po are presented for several gas mixes used in a recent series
of experiments. Note that by the ideal gas law the normalized pressure rise is equal to the normalized energy deposition (the
ratio of the deposited energy AE to the initial thermal energy E, in the gas), (P- po)/po = AE,/Ef. The gas mi:,tures and initial

temperatures for the analyzed cases are shown in Table 1. Curves like those discussed in this section are useful for separating
gasdynamic effects from other potential causes of intensity fluctuations. They are also useful in delineating the parameter space
in which a cavity remains stable. For a specified chamber geometry, gas mix, and energy deposition, the maximum value o(
-Y* that will be produced during the pumping pulse can be determined, regardless of the specifics of the power-density history.

Mirror locations and radii of curvature can then be selected so as to place the critical value of -y* for resonator instability above
the maximum value that will be en ountered in the experiment. Also, if cavities of other lengths are considered, the new " '
values for the cases listed in Table I can be determined directly from Fig. 4 since -'* is proportional to the chamber length. Of
course, the laser resonator stability theory would have to be used to determine new critical values for -

Table 1. Specifications for Generic Simulations.

Case T (K) P'ik (k0a) p,,, (kPa) px. (kPa) Gap Width (cm) Gain Length (cm)
A 35 39 295 105.0 105.5 1.081 1.5 1 60.0

A 300 68.9 68.9 0.240 1.0 60.0
H 300 51.7 51.7 0.147 1.0 60.0

C 300 172.3 34.5 0.173 1.0 60.0

I) 300 2.58.5 17.2 0.173 1.0 60.0

4. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results

Two series of experiments have been conducted using reactor-pumped lasers to investigate stability transit ion effects. Ii the
first, a cell with a given. fixed geometry was filled with a 4'le,/Ar/Xe mixture to 30 psi and pumped with significant energy (se
Fig. 5 for a schematic diagram of the expetrimental setup). In this experiment (designated A3539), multiple stability transitions
were observed. Since this experimental configuration did not lend itself well to changing the resonator geometry, a seconl
experiment series was conducted based around a more flexible experimental apparatus. In this series, the cavity length Ian
varied from experiment to experiment by selecting different values for the free-end spacing L, (see Fig. 1). Times at % i ii
intensity fluctuations occurred were recorded for each individual experiment.

In experiment A3539, two intensity fluctuations were observed !41: lasing first. terminated and soon thereafter reinitiated

early in the pumping pulse (see Fig. 6). Time-resolved pressure-rise and neutron-flux measurements for this experiment Ihw,
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alloa i I IJ))Ioi tn of I Io) vtI meIs andI I trgy d eposit I0)1) a I wic)Itli t intIensity Iluctu at ions occurredl. Experimient, A 3539 invoIvdI
it trust ur of 'le, Ar. arnl Xe (see 'alet I). TPhe gas was contained init 1.5 (-in , 60 ciii rectangular enclosure and pumtiped
lisitig I -pilt V 0 foils iliouiited( oil tile side walls. The energy deposition pulse is reasonably dcscribed by a Gaussian function.

e It . here, t 14.7 inls and( I, 1.25 ins. Ali armplit ude of 0.2579 kW1 crni uiied as input to the gasdlynarnic
model Ni ed" the experimtentally " N servetl pressure rise of 1103 k Pa (160 psi). Figure 7 shows the gasdlynanic compu tat ion of
the tirme voriot iit of -, . Thie experimnit al point s onl this figiure correspond to measurements from Fig. 6 of the times at which
Ihe l[isiig terrininiots and reiniti ates. If fte experiment ally observed intensity fluctuations result fromt gasdlynamically induced
aser resolt tor st abi lit vt ranisitioris. then thlese timres should( correspondl to -1* values of 1.15 and 1.50, the first two critical values
for resoniator stithiliiv t ranisitions for this geomnetrN (tile dashed curve oil Fig. 3 represents this experimental geometry). The

goodagrelleru sen il Hg etwen he xpeiental data and thle theoretical predictions thus suggests that gasdynamicallv
iniiriced laser resonator si abilitN I ransit ions are responsible for thle intensity fluctuations observed in experiment A3539.

In Ili Irvscoiid series of experirlielIt s. correspoinding to Cases.A 1), data were obtained for four different gas mixes, with
,;veral dilfbrent Ll voluits for ('ach iiiixture. St abilitY tranisit ions were obiserved as sharp changes in thle laser intensity. Sinrce
hi" reactor-laser (otiligiiration prodluced considerably higher gain than in thle previous experiment. the laser was observedl it)

cont nile los-ing at at reduced level after the stability transition occurred. With this configuration, the total energy deposit ion
nto~ the losevr gas (W-) 0.3 .1 cni:r) wvas not sufficient to1 induice mull iple stability transitions, so only one transition was expected

luiring1_ A'iloh experittierit \ t\pical laser signal is piresenltedl in Fig. 8, which also includes curves describing thle piunpirng pulse
arid It [I, reslre IiisiorN tneasiirecl with a t ransdiicer located at the end of the cell (the intensitY fluctuiation is the sudden sharp

dirop int tlie laser s ignal seten at 2.13 ills).
Resuilts from ii tari experimrents siuch as the one shown in Fig. 8 call be condensed into a form which can be compared to thle

treort ico I resri It of Vig,. G. The amTouint Of energy add~ed toi the laser gas up to the stability-t ransit ion time can be calcuilat ed

6, cotmparitng the( integral otf lte puirriping puilse, tip to the stability-transition timne to the total integral of the pumping pulse.

S ince tie risrreil total pressure rise is proportional to thle total energy added to the gas (which in turn is proportional to I lit'

ota~l intregral of Ih1 puitmpinug puilse). the erlergy deposited in the gas at tranisition can be calculated. 'When nrormraliztet hi\ thlit

lhrino etierg\ iti itiall ,N present in tile gas occupying the pumped region prior to pumping, this normalized energy deposit iont is

t'uilaieti to thre nortialized pressure rise oif the gasdlynamuics model, as discussed in the previous section. !in tile experumental

otipali tis. tere i. sotie ii pnpi pei voluiime into which gas can flow. This necessitates scaling the measu red pressure rise l.\ lie

rrrt in ol tilie tlotal init rrtal voliime to tilie pumped volume, here 1.289, to determine the equivalent pressure rise that would havt'

bueeii rnesiuredIl i thert absence of iittluiiped regionis. If a gasdynamically induced resonator stability transition is responsible

for arr texprirtnutaly obtserved intensity flrictuiat io. t hen the indtex gradient strenlgth p~aranmeter must have reached the crilical

value calc iilated frotri thle st abilit ' t heory for thle given resonator. Since the critical index gradient strength paramnet er is a

fhim lnet of resontat or getiuett r alotie, Fig, 3can lit used to infer the irndex gradient strengt h at transit ion for eachr valuie I., r(t lie
hlairi-totic t trir\v ouil Fig. 3 replresenits the experirtenital geomietry used for this series). To test this hrypothiesis, the normraliuzet

enrergv deposit iotr. as dtertmined by thlit gastlynartuic model , was plot ted against the index gradient strerngt h pararter for

Uasts A 1) (~~'Figs. 9 12). anid t'e normualized energy dleposit ions at experimentally observed intensity fluctuatioris %%(rt,

flot it'd ott Ih Slit C otigraph assunrrig thIey occuiirred at tile calculated critical values of the index gradient strength pararriet er.
Th le c lost' itgretirteri t Steen itt I ese figri res prov ides strong ev iderice that gasdynaniically induced resonator stability transit ions
art indeed responlsi Id for sortie of the observed intensity fluctuations. It should be noted that the converse is also true
irin'ii '. !lit I iron .s of the sort 0liowl in F'ig. 8 were lnot observed in experiments for which the combination of gasdlynanic
niodtlirtg midi resoiirtur st abilitY t htory predicte'd that gasdynalllically iiiduced stability transitions would be absent.

5. Conclusions

lIn -otrut rt'acttr-puitupt't atoriic-xt'lon laser expterimtrnts. fluctunations in lasing intensity dluring tle pumnping pulse havte

hVT'en observi. While laser kinetics. line comtpetition. radiation induced loss, and cavity misalignment are possible cause,; of

-1ui1 lM I Lt At tiO!s. it has bt'eru shown that gasdynaruic effects oii resonator stability are responsible for some of thle oibstrvttd

Ihtict otat iots;.

A rri'tlhoobltigN has bteri dlevelopetd that allows pretdic tion of gasdynamnically irnduced resonator stability transit ions. lii is

het'r prtulicr s rr'sonat or stability as a function of a single paramleter 1~, which characterizes the strenigth of the irndex graditents

itt lt he rttCritini. For a given laser cavity geometry, the resonator will exhibit, cyclic stability transitions for increasing v-alues

of-. ruaruuit (alciuli ins allow the tleterrritat ion of ille t roec variation of - ' for specific expiritrierits. Tht gaSulyrarui

tornpiitottinsi tif -; ' call thbus be used to finld thle -'values for the times at which st ahility' transitions were obiservedi. ((oil

atgr'reruiet is fondit betweetin luest, -I values arid flie critical -y" values determined hiy the resonator stability thteory. irili lg

It at gasd Nitl an ic all iN induced laser resonator stability transitions account for some of tile experimentally observed iritt'rsi t y

Htilt tiatl ot
Fotr a givt't gas rmixtuirte antI resonator geonietry. it, is possible to predict thIe index gradient st renigthi basetd Only otil t'e

ritrrtralizntO tuiergy deposit itir into the laser gas (independent, o~f thle pumping rate), so) experiments piimpehd at enitirely ditff'reti
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rates can easily be compared. provided pump times are long enough to allow significant gas motion. This allows imminediate
determination of the experiments in which gasdlynamically induced stability transitions play a role. The combination of gas-
dynamic modeling and resonator stability analysis is thus capable of discriminating gasdlynamically induced resonator stability
transitions from other effects as causes of experimentally observed intensity fluctuations.
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Abstract

We have investigated the excimers formed in liquid argon when various cryogenic gas mixes were excited by 1-MeV
electrons. Fluorescence was detected from many excimers at their new red-shifted wavelengths, and XeO, Xe 2 , and Kr 2
were lased.

Introduction

The efficacy of excimer and exciplex molecules in gas lasers has been well established; the commercial availability of
exciplex uv lasers has created a host of new applications in both science and industry.1 Excimers (and exciplexes) in a
liquid state are of interest for several reasons. The physical factors and high gain implie-' 'igh excited-state densities
could engender compact, high-energy designs rather like cryogenic dye lasers. In addit, - - changing red-shifts of the
emission wavelengths in various liquid hosts 2 (usually tens of nanometers) will create an extensive set of new laser
wavelenqths.

Although it is not common knowledge, the first excimer lasers were liquid-state excimers. In early 1970 Shank et al.
published a series of experiments demonstrating gain and lasing from optically pumped large polyatomic exciplexes
based on dye molecules.3 -5 More pertinent to the subsequent mainstream of research, lasing of a dimer excimer was first
accomplished in late 1970 by Basov et al.,6 who formed and lased Xe 2 in e-beam-pumped liquid xenon. Aside from
some isolated efforts such as the nuclear pumping of liquids 7 theory and experiment then mostly turned to gas-phase
excimers, although Shahidi et al.8 recently lased optically pumped XeF at 404 nm in liquid argon.

We have investigated liquid-argon-based excimers under e-beam excitation from a 1-MeV, 40-ns source. This pump-
ing method lacks the selectivity of optical pumping, but was quite effective in some cases; XeO, Xe 2, and Kr 2 all lased. In
some sense the e-beam excitation represents the final step of any "nuclear" pumping technique, and thus has importance
beyond the scope of this study.

Apparatus

A schematic of the cryogenic laser cell is shown in Fig. 1. The vacuum-isolated cell was cooled by pulses of liquid
nitrogen vapor regulated by a thermocouple-driven temperature controller which maintained cryogenic temperatures to
better than ±1 K. The 1 -MeV, 40-ns e-beam pump pulse entered the side of the cell through a 50-lm nickel foil. The e-
beam energy deposited in the lasing medium was 0.3 J, measured calorimetrically. The penetration depth of the elec-
trons in liquid argon limited the active volume to about a 2-mm depth; the height was 2 mm and the length 19 mm; thus,
the pump power density was on the order of 100 MW/cm3. Both mirrors were mounted directly on the ends of the cell and
sealed with spring-loaded calcium-lead allov gaskets to the diamond-turned faces of the OFHC copper body. This seal-
ing system survived many pressure and thermal cycles from room temperature down to nominal operating conditions
(104 K and 2.8 atm) and back. The high-reflector was usually an overcoated aluminum film on a concave 10-cm radius
substrate and the output coupler was flat, varying from a bare magnesium fluoride window to another HR as required.

Early in these investigations we found that if the argon host were contaminated by oxygen at tens of parts per billion,
,he only emission that would appear would be the fluorescence of ArO in the green, no matter what the ostensible mix
was. This acute sensitivity to impurity oxygen was not found by Rhodes' group in optically pumped mixes,9 but has been
noted in studies of solid rare gases. 10 In our case it proved sufficient to purify the research-grade argon gas by flowing it
through a Hydrox Ti-gettered purifier. As most of our mixes contained less than 1% of the lasing species, mixing was
usually carried out in two steps. A primary mix was made with several percent of the lasant (all mix values are room
temperature pressure ratios), which was further diluted with argon to the desired concentration. When the final mix was
well homogenized, it was directly condensed in the cold optical cell. We tried to maintain the accuracy of the mix by
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always starting runs at the lowest concentrations and moving monotonically to richer mixes. This procedure minimized
the influence of residual gases in the system on the concentrations.

The reproducibility of the lasing results was greatly improved when we added the pump shown in the cell schematic of
Fig. 1. The stirring afforded by the centrifugal pump both prevented thermal striations and kept the additives from forming
large ice crystals (most had limited solubility in argon at the operating temperature of the laser). The efficacy of the circu-
lation could be appreciated by aligning a He-Ne laser beam through the cell when it was equipped with a pair of win-
dows. When the pump was turned off, the He-Ne beam broke up in a matter of seconds as thermal layering took place.
The 10-mm diameter pump was run at 1500 rpm by a magnetically coupled external motor.

The temporal measurements of the lasing and the sidelight fluorescence were made with appropriate photodiodes.
Energies were also inferred from the photodiode signals after calibration (in the exact geometries used) with known laser
beams. Vacuum uv spectral measurements were made with a vacuum spectrometer; the output was viewed by a Tracor
Northern intensified diode array through a magnesium fluoride input window. This setup successfully detected Ar 2 fluo-
rescence at 130 nm, demonstrating more than adequate short-wavelength sensitivity.

Fluorescence Results

Rare Gas Dimers
In Fig. 2 we show the emission spectra of the three rare-gas dimers, Ar 2, Kr2 , and Xe 2. For the spectra shown, the

krypton and xenon were at concentrations of 10% and 0.01%, respectively. The low xenon level was chosen to show an
accompanying atomic xenon peak, which quenched out at higher concentrations. The maximum photodiode signals ob-
served from these three species (with constant conditions and nearly constant photodiode response over these wave-
lengths) were 60 mV for the Ar 2, 2.8 V for the Kr2 , and 6.0 V for the Xe2. The peaks were red-shifted by 2-3 nm from their

gaseous wavelengths, depending on the concentration of the donor. Subsequently, Kr2 and Xe 2 lased, which will be
discussed in a later section.

Argon/Donor Binary Mixtures
The rare-gas oxides are interesting excimers that lase on thinly disguised singlet oxygen transitions.1 1 The ArO

transition and that of KrO are almost identical to the oxygen green auroral transition itself, and all occur at 558 nm. (XeO,
however, will be seen to be more strongly bound.) ArO, 12 KrO, 13 and XeO 13-1 5 have all been lased in high-pressure
gases on the auroral transition (1S-1 D or the molecular 21Y+ - 1 1Y_+) near the 557.7 nm of the unpertured oxygen line.
Figure 3 shows the ArO peak generated by 100 ppb of N2 0 in Ar (the N20 donor was more effective than 02, and became
our standard oxygen donor). This peak could still be detected with less than 10 ppb of oxygen donor in the system. The
ArO peak was quite bright and, curiously, increased strongly when the liquid mixture was solidified.

The formation of trimers is expected to occur in high concentrations of the noble gas component. Thus, donors of F
and Cl in pure liquid Ar produced trimer excimers in addition to Ar 2 . Figures 4 and 5 show the resultant Ar2 F and Ar 2CI
(we preferred NF 3 over F2 , as NF 3 was as effective a fluorine donor, but much easier to handle). These broad peaks
were both red-shifted from their gaseous central wavelengths of 285 and 245 nm by 20 nm. Note that upon solidification
the red shift increased.

Kryton Plus Donor in Argon
This family of mixes was the least successful of our excimer-producing liquids, forming strong Kr 2 but only weak emis-

sions from KrF, KrCl, Kr2F, and KrO.

Xenon Plus Donor in Argon
All three donors produced bright fluorescence, once the proper relative concentrations were found. The data shown

were taken with xenon/donor ratios of 1/1. XeO lased and will be discussed later.

The donors NF 3 and Freon-1 1 produced complete sequences of XeF and XeCl, as shown in Fig. 6. It is obvious that
the e-beam pumping excited all the transitions of the molecules, and we were not able to force it to be more specific in its
excitation. Large red shifts are evident in the (B-X) transitions, which are the normal lasing transitions. In gas lasers
these occur at 308 nm (XeCI) and 352 nm (XeF), but in liquid Ar we saw these (B-X) transitions shifted to 352 and 405 nm.
The concentrations were 10 ppm for the NF3/Xe run and 100 ppm for the FR-1 1/Xe data.

Lasing XeQ

Of the rare gases, xenon has the most profound effect on excited oxygen. The 1D state (the molecular 1 1Y+ state) of
XeO is bound enough to support vibrational levels, which are seen in the fluorescence spectra of gaseous, liquid, and

solid 16 forms. Thus, the XeO lasing transition terminates on a lightly bound valence state, unlike most excimer transitions

to repulsive ground states. However, curve crossings insure the rapid deactivation of the 1D state by collisions with rare-
gas elements. 17
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We used N20 for the oxygen donor because we anticipated photolytic production of singlet oxygen; Ar2 radiation of

130 nm is extremely effective at producing singlet oxygen from this molecule. 18 We then disproved our own hypothesis
by trying CO 2 for the oxygen donor and finding that the XeO still lased, even though there was no source of the 110-nm
photons required to dissociate CO 2. This suggests that the photolytic production of singlet oxygen does not control the

formation of XeO*, as concluded by Kligler et al. 19 Even at liquid densities the formation of XeO* is probably diffusion-
controlled, since the gaseous deactivation rate of 0(1S) in argon gas20 is only 5 x 10-18 cm3 sec-1 .

Spectral narrowing upon lasing is shown in Fig. 7, a plot that contrasts the broad XeO sidelight fluorescent spectrum
with the endlight from the HR-HR cavity. The lasing line was a single 0.9-nm-wide line centered at 547 nm. This wave-
length corresponds to the 0-6 vibrational transition (red-shifted from 544 nm in gas),2 1 and is easily spectrally located by
the obvious side-scattered lasing peak superimposed on the fluorescence spectrum. The 0-5 peak is stronger, both in
gaseous or liquid-state fluorescence and in the lasing obtained in high-pressure gases, but despite our broad-band
mirrors we did not observe lasing on the 540-nm 0-5 vibrational transition. We fortuitously had an output coupler with a
reflectance edge that fell off through the wavelength of the 0-6 transition. With that output coupler in the cavity, we saw
simultaneous lasing on the 0-5, 0-4, and 0-3 transitions. The numbering of the vibrational transitions is a subject of some
controversy, and is quite different in the solid-phase spectra reported by Goodman et al. 16 Bearing in mind that solid-
phase wavelengths are red-shifted somewhat beyond those of the liquid,22 we lased on what they identified as the 0-10
line, which again is the second strongest in fluorescence.

The time histories of the sidelight and endlight are illustrated in Fig. 8, and demonstrate depletion of the upper state in
the fluorescence; without lasing, the trailing edge of the fluorescence was a smooth function of time. The initial fluores-
cence spike at 20 ns was a consistent feature contributed by the argon host in all mixes and in pure argon alone. Lasing
did not start until well after the e-beam was gone, as was also seen in high-pressure gases. 13 The multiple lasing pulses
exhibited a pattern normally associated with gain-switched spiking. The width (FWHM) of the first pulse was 3 ns.

We roughly mapped out the field of xenon and N20 combinations that produced lasing with the HR-HR optical cavity,
and these data are shown in Fig. 9. Changes in the cavity or pumping parameters will modify this lasing field, but the data
generally suggest a preference for N2 0-rich mixes and considerable tolerance in concentrations. While lasing at the
edges of the field was clearly degraded, no patently superior mix was observed within the main body of the lasing ratios.

The spectral lasing signals (integrated over time) were calibrated against the spectral areas and measured energies
of 532-nm pulses from a doubled, q-switched Nd:YAG laser. This procedure led to the conclusion that with the HR-HR
cavity, the XeO laser output energy was on the order of 0.1 gJ. A flat output coupler with 88% transmission at 547 nm was
then tried in combination with the curved HR, and the laser produced 0.1 mJ. To overcome the mirror losses, the gain (yo)

was at least 23% per centimeter. We can estimate a minimum inversion density (AN) from the relationship:

AN = yo/ase . (1)

In the spirit of making a rough estimate, we will use the gaseous stimulated emission cross section (ose) value 23 of 10-17

cm2 , and conclude that the inversion density was at least 2 x 1016 cm- 3. A mix containing 30 ppm of Xe and N20 contains

6 x 1017 of each, which is thus the maximum possible density of XeO. Our estimated inversion density is a reasonable
fraction of that.

Lasing Xe2 and Krq

The lasing line of Xe 2 centered on the fluorescence peak at 175 nm and narrowed to 1.0 nm wide at half-maximum
(the fluorescence was 9.0 nm wide). Note that in the gas phase lasing occurs at 172 nm; the red shift in the liquid is small
because Xe2 (and Kr2 ) molecules are homopolar. 24 In contrast, the red shift of the lasing line for the polar molecule XeF
in liquid argon was 53 nm (Fig. 6).

Figure 10 illustrates the temporal characteristics of the sidelight and lasing. The fluorescence reflects the 40-ns pump
pulse shape with a depletion notch at the moment of lasing; the lasing pulse was about 4 ns wide. While these data sug-
gest more straightforward kinetics than the XeO data, the lasing pulse is not without interest, as it is not symmetric to the
fluorescence peak. Both of these Xe2 figures are data from a 0.1% mix, which was near optimum for energy and repro-
ducibility, although mixes from 0.05 to 15% Xe lased. In Fig. 11 we show the increasing red shift in the lasing wavelength
as the xenon concentration was increased, caused by the increasing average molecular weight of the local environment
surrounding each lasing molecule.

The best Xe/Ar mixes would lase with a bare magnesium fluoride window as the output coupler. The output from this
setup was attenuated by several 90-degree reflections (from bare magnesium fluoride windows) and detected by a
previously calibrated (at 193 nm) photodiode. This measurement yielded a reproducible energy output of 10 mJ. To
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cross-check this number, we put a piece of burn paper on the output window; when compared to burns taken at 193 nm,
this rough energy measurement indicated a value greater than 5 mJ. A less quantitative but more dramatic measure of
the lasing energy was the clean hole blown in the Al coating of the high reflector after some tens of shots. At 10 mJ, the
tiny lasing volume produced better than 100 J/L, a beam with 10 MW/cm 2, and a gain of at least 35/o/cm. The output was
3% of the deposited e-beam energy, a number that is close to the efficiency found in large high-pressure e-beam-pumped
Xe2 lasers. 25

The mixes of Kr/Ar clearly had less output than the Xe2, and required a pair of high reflectors to induce lasing; at 147
nm the "HRs" were down to 80% reflectivity and leaked enough of the beam to be useful for diagnostics. Figure 12 shows
the temporal narrowing of the lasing compared to the fluorescence. The time behavior was much like that of Xe2. The
lasing wavelength occurred at the peak of the. iiuorescence, and was narrowed from 8.0 nm to 1.0 nm at half-maximum.
The range of concentrations that lased was acout 0.3-20% krypton. In both Kr2 and Xe2 the high concentration cutoff was
caused by the formation of slush (seen both by the slowing of the pump and a lack of He-Ne beam transmission through
the cell). The red shift with increasing concentration was not measured for krypton. The lasing was rather erratic, but
comparisons of the leakage signal through a common aluminum-coated HR showed the energy to be down an order of
magnitude from the Xe2 output. This would imply an energy density in the medium of some tens of joules per liter.

Conclusions

We have investigated a new class of e-beam-excited excimer lasers based on commonly employed excimeric species
dissolved in a cryogenic liquid argon host. We observed the fluorescence of noble-gas fluorides, oxides, dimers, and
noble-gas trimers, all excited with 1-MeV electrons. Laser action was observed from XeO, Kr2 and Xe2. The Xe2 dimer
was found to lase with 3% efficiency, producing 10 mJ when pumped with 300 mJ of deposited e-beam energy.

This new class of lasers has potentially important applications. Because of the red-shifting of the emission wave-
lengths, every excimer studied offered new laser wavelengths in the visible-to-vuv range. These outputs may be addi-
tionally solvent tuned, but the range of such tuning was not explicitly investigated in this study. As compact versions of the
commo~ly employed gaseous excimers, these lasers offer new deployment opportunities and applications. In the sense
that electron-beam pumping represents the final stage of any particle excitation technique, this is also a new class of
nuclear laser candidates.
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Figure 1. A schematic of the laser cell, which was 2 cm long. The entire
assembly was enclosed in an evacuated chamber for thermal
isolation. The normal operating conditions were 104 K and
2.8 atm. In this view the e-beam entered from the back; the foil
is shown as the checked area behind the lasing volume.
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Figure 2. The noble gas dimer fluorescence spectra as seen in
pure Ar, 10% Kr/Ar, and 0.01% Xe/Ar.
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Figure 4. The halogen donors in Ar alone resulted in trimer excimers, as
the Ar2F seen here produced by 50 ppm of F2.
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Figure 5. The Cl-dlonating Freon-i 1 at 'I ppm in Ar produced
Ar2CI. The additional -,.d shift in a solid matrix is
also shown.
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Figure 6. In ternary mixtures of (1:1) Donor:.Xe in Ar with NF3 (10 PPM)
arid Freon-il1 (100 ppm) donors we observed these complete
series of XeF and XeCI transitio~ns. The (B-X) are the normal
lasing transitions. The (C-A) are quite broad because of the
curvature of the repulsive A states.
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Figure 7. A comparison of the sidelight and lasing spectra of XeO, O 40 LASING
showing the vibrational structure on the fluorescence and 3:
the narrowing of the lasing line. The lasing wavelength is a.
also seen as a small superimposed peak in the sidelight; 20
the 547-nm 0-5 feature is not the highest peak in the
unperturbed fluorescence. 0
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Figure 8. The temporal histories of the sidelight
(upper curve) and lasing output (lower
curve) of XeO, showing the multiple lasing
pulses from the HR-HR cavity and the
corresponding fluorescence depletions
for each pulse. The mix was 30 ppm of both
Xe and N20 in liquid argon.
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Figure 9. A plot of the XeO mixe tried in the HR-HR optical cavity. The
solid dots represent nonlasing mixes, the triangles were marginal
mixes, and the open circles lased well.
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Figure 12. The Kr2 fluorescence and lasing time signals
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EXCITATION OF LASING MEDIA
USING ANTIPROTON-ANNIHILATION PRODUCTS

Stevent i). Howe anid Michael V. Ilynes

Los Alamros National Laboratory
Los Alamocs, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

Lasitig has bert ail eve-d it i arty (liffrett mtedia usingK a wide variety of excitation rrtecliattistis including lo-s-energy

rl,-c iron or pr, toti tivamrs alti. ret thung lission proutct s. Ini all cases, the power density pr iduced in the nuedium hias beent
rthe critical paranite r. Itrcerit calculatiotns indicate that at region of high-power density can be achieved in high-density

lasinrg mi n- ia by~ allow intg aniti; rototis to art ilt ilat e itt tire mtrle rial witlIt an int ense m agnet ic lieltI piresent. Because of
lii- lfot g rat gc of thle ve r rt ic artii iilat ion produtc ts, tihe tined ia can be gaseous, liquitid , or solid. Th'le tlier miii izat ion

tirie ts thei ciical jiaranieler foz this excitatioin ecrarrismt whicii for liquid-density miedia, surcl as Ar- Xe nmixturres,
is ahioti 2.1 it.. litascd ott litese calculations power dleusities of abiot. 100 MWi/crn 2 calr he achtieveil utsinrg a level rif

an t ipri ito ot hat is cutr renitly available today. D~evelopmnet of art art iprotorr pumtpinig source may allow fri rdarnental
reactiott kitietics i a wvite variety of lasirtg systems to be pe-rformed in a university enrvironment. Thle results of thle

calctilat io irs itt a liquid tiedliirri aird at different nmagnetic field strengths will be presented. fit ad~ditioni, thle designr
of' anl it1g,'itg expv lilett uising art 800 NMeV piroton beaxrt to punip) a liqiid density excitickr cavity will lie discussed.
Tluc. rlimi riY expueritictt intendi to focus onl fitridarnental kinretics arid ott tile effects of a strong mragnietic field ott

1INTRODUCTION

Alit iprot otis itt, uritlied at at variety of accelerator facilities arou-nd the world foir basic research iii nuclear amd

parLlticle ph1Ysic's. 'lbt( ildVeit of til lie(W cooling t echnrology I I!which has op)ened mtaniy new areas for htighn-energy phrysics,
also calt openl new r oppc illortunrrit ies itt ot ter areas that can use a source of very low-energy anltiproitotns. Tire Low

Friergy A ntiprot ott Iirtg (LEARH) at. C'ERN calrttovide beamis of anrtiprototns ( 10 6 e . a energies down 1.o 2 MeV [1

,which have been tiseil For at widle variety of mreasuremretts itt low-energy antiprototn physics.

Recent l'v t )lere li ave beenrt n rumtber of experiment s at LEAR that. propose to capt tire ittd store significant numbers of

tliese part icles For t l ie itieastrernent of futidarnental properties [3]. All of these proposals rely otlt the well established ion-

trap teclmiologv lint is itt cormrtort use iii at omtic physics [4]. Briefly, ion traps achieve storage of charged particles using

;I cortibil rol of electric at ol rtagt el ic fieldls. Although this technrology will never be abile to store enourgh anitiprotons

i) lie of, itit erest inl it lritric ptower aplliicationt, (there will always lie more energy il tile mtagntetic field fi amn it tile rest

rti ass eneorgy . it iluies Offer tirtititie opport unities to investigate specialized applications that can take advatntage of the

11ttiq114 wtmV inl WhiCh a~ltitiroiris conrvert tlreir rest niass into energy. One such alpphcat iott is to use tle arunihtihation

J)iri(its to excite it large-voltttte, liqii-excittier lasing tiediun.

Du)irintg lie last tifleen years mianty researchers have usedl energetic piarticle beains to excite lasinrg Irtedtia 6]. In

gerteral tese I raril h Iave liceti cormpijosed of eithler electrons withI kirrefic etnergies of tp to 1-2 MeV, or of protonts with

iriergies rip) to t745i k-X. Thlese particles will produice a ver) high specific ionization dure to thteir relatively short i ange in

miost lasinig rtliiti. P ower dillrsit ies of about 100 M 4W/crtrt cart easily be achnieved. Hlowever, these low-energy particles

cat o"cite rirl v very sr tall volitr es. Mohureover, again because of their shrort range, thIe volumnte thtat they cart excite it a

t ical ex irimett is niever coaxia) with tire cavity.

(Intil very rece tl t lv, thre rise of mtucht higher energy chiarged particle beamis for laser excil . iot been very

at tractivye liecalrse of, t ite low jicak-current available at mtost high-enrergy accelerator facilities. Even rte highest currenrt

iloiri t accelerat or in r the world, LAM PF ait Los Alamros, coutld riot produce sufficienit power dentsityv it t amrediumr to lase.
lii wever. thle old iii ot(f' th e P rotonr St orage Ring ( PSE() at. LAMP F allows for thne I ii*' cormpression (of a beamr burst

atnd thte resurlt ing increase itt instantarneous currett. Thus, it is now possible to obtaint a brrst of 2 x 1013 p~rotonis irt 270
ris t 8Ut0 Me\ Wilit ItSpot Sizes, of abiout 0.5 crrr. This is more thtan enrought powet andl ernergy detnsity to achrieve lasinrg in

liqutid or htighr rlesi tv rtreuia. AlIthloughi the inmajority of recetnt work onl excimter lasers has beent iased ott gaseous phrase
mredia, thte first excirter la-ser work was withr liqutid phase systems [7, 8]. Thre most recent work itt liquid phIas, extittlers

is fromt a Los A lartos groutp who have intvestigated a wide variety of suchl syst ems [9,1. tO K ins work Inas focused oir rare

gas iiiers attd rare gas Italogen rrixtuires itt a liquid argon host.
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Figure 1: Calculated kinetic-energy spectra of diarged l)ions and ganuna rays resulting from antiproton-proton annihi-

lation at rest. All final states not involving kaons are included. Data for ganuna production is also shown (see text).

These spectra result from 93,000 events which produced and average of 3.12 pions/event and 3.08 ganmia/event.

Antiproton annihilation leads to the production of very high-energy charged particles. However, there is a central

physics question that needs to be resolved: Do these high-energy particles lead to the same excitation modes of the

zuediwn that result in lasing action? The proton beam available at the PSR can simulate the specific energy loss of these

amnihilation particles (on the average). Thus, this question can be resolved without using antiprotons.
'We have designed and built a cavity that could be installed in a PSR beam line. Of the possible liquid exciner

systems that our pumping method and cavity could test, we hope to study the XeO system in our initial rtus. Our

design can easily change optics for investigating other systems.

The eventual use of antiprotons to pump laser media has the advantage that relatively compact devices can be built

for exploring a wide variety of samples on a university laboratory scale.

2 THE ANTIPROTON-PUMPED LASER CONCEPT

Currently, efforts are underway at the Los Alamos National Laboratory to develop a modified Penning trap which

cal contain up to 1010 antiprotons at relatively low energies (a few keV) for long periods of tine. 'he trap design allows

for the acciunulation of antiprotons produced at the modest rate of about 106 - 107 per secoid. Once accnildated the

antiprotons canl be extracted all at once, or in short bunches a few 10's of us long.

The spectra of the reaction products from a proton-antiproton ajuuihilation event at rest are shown in Fig. 1. Over

half of the annitilation energy is produced in the form of charged pions with all average energy of 250 MeV. Because

the range of such particles is several many g/cm2 the annihilation cal occur in a solid medium with most of the energy

deposition well removed from the reaction point. Consequently, the pion's energy can be used to excite a lasing medium

even if the material is external to tie annihilation point.

The problem with the very long raige of the particles produced in tie antiproton-anuihilation reaction and with the

deposition of their energy over a dilute region cal be solved in part by allowing tile amihilation to take place in a strong

magnetic field. Such a field would be present anyway due to the storage of the antiprotons in al ion-trap configuration.

Thus, the idea for the laser is simply to have a suitable laser cavity with an annihilation tarp,' at its center located in

the samie solenoid that provides the magnetic field for storing the antiprotons. Te resulting annihilation particles will

be bent into overlaping orbits, thus confuming the region over which the energy is deposited.
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Figure 2: Schematic cross-sectional view of the antiproton ptuwn)ed laser concept.

A scheiiiatic cross-sectional view of our proposed concept is shown in Fig. 2. li the figure the overall solenoid

providing both the storage field for the aitiprotons and the guiding field for the aniltilation products is show]) on the

vusiide of the itZilliutlrally symrnetric device. Oil the left, inside the solenoid is the niultiring ion trap that is used to

store the particles. 13y adjusting the potentials on the electrodes the shape of the charge cloud can be adjusted prior

to el ection to tie right into the laser cavity. Between the trap and the cavity is located a series of electrodes that are

lsC(l as a bam nher section for the ant-iproton cloud as it approaches the annihilation target located in the center of the

laser caVitV. Eveythvli ng up to the ainihilation target is at very high vacutun (10-:r-Torr). The resonant cavity itself

is atninlar ill configuration with a fully reflective mirror on the ion-trap side arid a partially transmitting mirror on the

,tli plut side. The interior amulus is, filled with a cryogenic lasing media in liqtfid form. The liquid form is preferred

il our al)plicatiouj due to the much higher density over gas. This higher density leads to more rapid energy loss and

thermialization of the atturiilation products aJId thus to higher peak-power density. Ali added advantage of the cryogenic

operation is that higher vacuums are possible in sud systems.

Preliminary calculations show that the antiprotons stored in the trap can be ejected and subsequently bunched at the

target. so that all t lie particles aniihilalte in about. 50 ns. The emerging auhilation products would spread into 47r if the

nagnetic field were not present. With this field present the charged particles go into orbits whose radii are determined

by the niagiit ole of the field and lhe moment un of the particles. Because the particles loose energy as they transit

tie lasing imedia t he particle mnioientiun is continuously being degraded. Thus, the resulting orbits are spirals. For the

,an-unla rays t lie inagnetic field has no effect until they shower into electron-positron pairs. These charged particles will

also be bent iltI lie field it o orbits. However, the electrons and positrons will generate further ganuia rays in the classic

shower procc-es that these light particles generate in matter. Thus, sonie of the ganrinna ray energy will simply escape the

la.sing iiedia and not lead to excitation. We are at present modeling this effect. For the purpose of this design concept,

we assumie that the ganlina ray energv wlich amounts to about half of the aiuiiliilationr energy is simply lost to lasing

action. As the charged pions decelerat.e in the lasing enedia they' will finally decay into a mouon and a neutrino. The

muon will continue to orbit ili the magnetic field losing energy and finally decay into an electron and two neutrinos.

TFhe energy coniuined in the neutrinos is lost to the excitat ion (f Ire lasing media whereas the muons and electrons will

deposit their kinetic energy just as tile charged pions did before decay. The energy lost in the neutrinos is about 80 -

10i ,\eV on tie average and is thus o.,zy about 5% of tire totaJ energy available.

We have siunidated the orbits of these particles in a typical cryogenic lasing inedia, liquid argon with trace amounts of

xenion. Particles with the spectrum of energies shown ini Fig. I are released at the center of a senii-infuiite solenoidal field

in tire horizontal direction as shown iii Fig. 2. Particles that emerge from the almuihilation target exactly vertical in the

fig ure will simply spiral around in the central plane of the figure as they loose energy. Particles that have a component of

nionmentunr parallel to the magnetic field direction will naturally propagate in this direction as well as spiraling. There
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Figi-re 3: AzinitiutlallY averaged einergy deposition plotted as a function of radial distarice frotin tile laser axis.

will be some particles t hat. have no inoeiteliun transverse to thle mabgnet ic fieldl or such a siiiall comlponenit that they

propagate outsidle thle cavity leaving lit tle or nto energy. Fromt these simuiilationis we have deterliunedl that thle energy

lost duie t~o Partiiles lost out thle ends of' the cavity could be as high as 40(/% for at 15 'esla field. Bi increasing the field

st reniig It t o 410 ltsla or hadig azittilt hal field components using Jaoffe coils. the losses Ilay' be rI-Cluced to 25% 30W..
Nat urallIy this figure dlepends strongly ott the specific configuration of thle cavity atnd some step~s call he t akein to hprevett

this occurrence 1) fuiiher tailoring the fields near thle end~s of thle cavity. Nevertheless, we will assume that 30%X of the
altujililatioii energY. is lost due to enld effects. Thle average titme for)i the piarticles to tlivriiialize is calculated to be about
2.1 ius. Thins, tlie anii laltion energy is deposited inl about 52 its toutal. Fitiall ' , we have det eroiiied how large a volumie
of losing miedia c-an be fulfly excited by tlie particles. This depeinds onl thle size of thle mlagnietic field. For 15 Tresla this

vo)lme is about 200 cm l 3 . WVitj 1i13 stored ant iprotonls we release about 3oo0 jotlies of energy. The anijilation and
liertnahizatioti t inie being about 52 its total means that 5 x 101() watts of power hove lbeen released. The aziniiithally

averaged spot ial (list ribut ionl of' the energy deposition is shiowii inl Fig. .3 for at variet v of magnetic field streingthls. The

peak energy and power densit ies involved re1.5 J /cmn3 anid 28 M\V /cmiu, respeieY o ie1 et xrpe u r
63 J /fcill

3 anid 115 IW/c'cti for the 25 i'esla ca-se. These denisities are ver].y iiear those requtiredh for aciievinig lasing act ion

ill liqiuid exitlier s\vt muis.

Previous wor 9j-1 I ( hais sh owi tt1iflt cithleir low-ci ergy firot.( ns 011 reltivis tic dec toils calt cx cit e xcii lt sYstlt s

aIbOVe tile laSilg thlreshll. Because of thle short ranige of these particles however, vet-v sindl volunics of liquid1- or low-
densitv gats targets Ihlave beeti used. (Joilsequvitt lY, tile plower] denlsitY thIreshiolds, react ion rates. atidl large-scale collect i e
effects have not beet fuilly characterized. BY utilizitng tile results oh' t hese experiment s its a iteasutre of thle eflicietic 'N of

cotiversiom t ogethIeir withI thle calculated deposit iotn frot ii tile aillit rot on miodlel anl est intiate for thle eergy coniversiontoII

laser ou~tput coll he imade. Thius, we est iiiat e that arouitd I012 t1 " alit irotoils would lie requiired to lirodlice abuout

at 300 *J latser piulse. Thiis dlu!ualtity of alitilprotoiis is wit bil clurent lirodiltlion le vls antI will sooll be withinl iot-tral)

storage capabilit its it, well. Thuts, Ott experimlenit usinig altilttoots c(ildt be executeil withit tile tiext few Years.

However, titero are two outstaniding lphirs fluestiolis that remnt: It)o high-enietgy otlizing particles excite the lasing
imiedia in modles that arc simriilar to those achiieved by iore conlveni itiol charged pairticle excit at iotns'! Does thle piresetnce

of a large mnlaglet ic field disrupt the lasinig kinietics? Bothi these quest ions cali lie atiswered uisiiig hiighi-eniergy p~rotonis
and a specially designied cavity.
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Figure 5: Scheumatic view of the lasing cavity with the region excited by the beam burst indicated.

3.2 Experimental Design

The Cavity. Becausp of the eventual focus that can be achieved in the bean line the natural length for the cavity is 10
cm. In principle, the cavity could be much longer due to extremely long range for 800 MleV protons in liquid argon (- 70
cm). This points to one of the advantages for using the PSR beami to pump a lasitig ieditun: very large volumes call
be excited. However, oidv relatively dense materials such as liquids or solids can be considered due to the dependence of
the dE/d.r on material density. Naturally, if a given gaseous system has a particularly low lasinig threshold, it too can
be conisidered. Fluorescence measurements are possible on any system.

For the cavity diamiieter, the design is driven by activation considerations. The beam spot without the additional

optics will be about 1-cm across. Because every beam burst has a low intensity halo of larger diameter surrounding it,
and because the collision of this halo with the casing material of the cavity itself will lead to induced radioactivity, this
casing should be well outside of the beam halo area. Based on estimates of this halo, the diameter of the cavity was
chosen to be about 2 cm 10.750 ini.). A schematic cross-sectional view of the cavity volunie is shown in Fig. 5. Also shown

in the figure is the voluwie of the medium excited by the beajn burst. Because of multiple scattering ill the medin,
the beam spot will spreal as it transits the material which we assumne to be liquid argon. Thus, tile cross section of the
excited volume is shown a, slightly conical. For a 10-cm-long cavity the multiple scattering angle is about 9.6 imrad.
With anl iitial spot size of )-cm , a1id taking 95(/', of the beam this increases the excited volmne over a simple cylidhical
shape by about 17'/,. This increase of the spot size due to nmultiple scattering is within the (lesigln sizing for the diameter
of the cavitv.

WP considered at the outset desiglidng tile cavity for other excitation geoIetries. In titore conventiojial excitation

ex)Priments the excitation is (lone front tile side of the cavity ami(h not down its leiigth as we have plamie(d. lowever,
exciting the cavity froin the side puts the excited region of the mediwnl off the center of the cavity. The oly sections

of the mediun that are going to resonate are those that fall within the gaussian envelope of the resonianice set up by tile

mnirrors at the cavity e(ls. B% exciting the mediuni directly along its central axis all the excited ineditun is exactly where
it is supposed to be. This ik the reasoi for the axial excitatioi in our design. It could be that we will measure even lower

lasing thresholds for a giveii power input due to the more eflicient coupling that our design has over other systems.

The cavity design also iicluides four side-viewing windows that will be use( to measure the size of the beami envelope

in the lasiing niediunt both oi entrance, center, amid exit fiom tile cavity, uah1 to ineasure side fluorescenice ii the sanme

cot-digurat ion. Measuring the beam spot size ini the cavity (luring tile exl)erinieut is imlportait for the monnalization of

the results iii terms of volume. Measuring the side-light fluorescence will be one of the diagnostics that we will use to

determine if lasing actioni has occurred. Tile additional winldow allows for atother detector arrangement and could be
easily accornmtodated ini the (lesigii.
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TTHIN

VACUUM WINDOW4

Figure 6: Schemtatijc view of the ttulinig beami line.

Thie cavit v iil feed lilies will be o~perating at cryogenic temiperatures near liquid argon (l3.1. = 87.25 K). Because of
tle se(2iiv itv o ft the indeIx of refract ion of the cr , ogenic iiiedia to temperature gradients, special conisidlerationl to thtermial
isilatioii hild tf) be icorlporatecd inl tile design. Our first. line of dhefense in the (design against the t hermial problemis was
to) sinmplY Itiake lhe thiermal mass of thle cavity itself as large as possible. This was consistent with the mechanical
requiirem enit s o iii lot i lg Ibe soie- viewing window flaniges. The limiitationi in the thickniess of the sidewall of the cavity
cotties fromi fiti lug it insile thle bore of thle superconducting solenoid. The next design step was to isolate the cavity from
its siirriuiidhltg, in at vactiii. W'ill i a vaciimun of 1fF 6-rorr convection is eliminated leaving only radiational heat flow as
the onlly loss tIeihliisun 1reilnuillg 131. TIo defeat this process we gold coated (0.0001 in thick) allI parts of the cavity as
a'Ssociat(( feil lii oS ill the vai I iticlulding tile inside of the vacuum p~ipe. The einissivity of gold is the key operating
feat ii c inl this applroachi. B ecause tlie feed hiles themselves willI p~enetrate thle vacutun wall at sonie point we used thin
wall sI aiidesse ui tug. takinig ad taut age oft fle pioor thlermial conductivity of stainless steel an~d the reduced] cross-sectional
areai to iiiiiiiii lie thlermial conduhctive piath to the vacuum wail

Theltuiiiig Beamu Lille. At all iv accelerator facility sonme hours with beam onl target axe uised to t wie thle beaml for
tlie experimieintal requlirci wuts. l-or our- laser experimniit this ieaiis that thle laser cavity would be sub~ject. to subst anitial
lieatiiig cIlue to (t( he ain t in iii. ( olisequetitly we hiave ilicorporat ed ini our- s 'yst cii design a bean iiine miounited below
tlie laser cavi t val e iti he xiessl v for thle puirpo(se oif timng the beami. A schiemiat ic view of this beam line is shown
ill Fig. 6i. lit thle figure t)" h t ii, beam flne is sliowui to be the same lenigthI as thle cavity beam line with ttiminig
sCreouis locaoe ill Ilee ;aniw 0sit iou along its ldength ias tile ent rance anid exit (If t lie cavity. Thlese screenis are iiiaile of
beryIliunoi"o11 rluulic anol gl"" iit) ihe area Where tilie beaii strikes thent. '[lie image is viewedl fromi thle side &as shown
tvil- ig i('iiveit iollith video i Thri.'le screenls arc tilted it. 450 with respiect to thle viewing cinera so that a true itiage
of thle beam i poi size call lo roadl. Fach screen is ruled ini 0.5-cmi marks aloiig both axes. Thlese targets will allow the
iiiachiti operator to( tultle thle beaml For thie optiliium Focus andu spot size in the region of the cavity. ThIe thickniess of
tlie Screetis Was cholseni to( silii dte thle tmudtiple scatt erinig iii the lasiuig mat erial and( end~ mirrors of the cavity. T1his will

allow its to get a 1iieasuire of thle spot. size before the cavity is put ini place for clieckimig against thle fast video camera
imlage of' tec excited lasinig niedia as the beall passes through.

Th'le t ullimig hIcati, huel is niot coninected to the vacuum of the laser cavity b~ealii linle. Because at olily l0- 3-Torr the
11tiiulptl cit at cuing fromj air is extremiely Small this heaui line is coniected to thle rugli-iug punip. Th'le enitranice and exit.
windi~ows of t his beamt line are lhe samre as for the cavity beaml hile.

Systemi NMouitiuig Structure. Thle cavity and twiuig beam ii es will be mioved in and out of the beamn with some
regularity during a giveit roln. Each beam line miust be repositionied with respect. to the beani isl owti bu
U.020 in. Thle cavity beai iiie and all its associated optical equipmlenli as to mnove as a unit with the ttiming beam line
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Figure 7: Scemuiatic view of tile overall mounting systemn for both thle -;,.vitNv anxd uiing beaux lilnes.

slung benleath. 'ANlieni lie cryost at becomes available thle same support st rud ixe anid lilotioxi assexilv shiouldl be able
to support and move tis device as well. hi addition, thle entire st ructure must fit iniside lie I-foot -wide, trench t hat

is available at the PS11. To meiet all thlese requiremienits, we have dlesignied a four-point liftinig sYstcii uisin g ball jacks.

The overallI ixiouintino' systeii is slhowni iii Fig. 7. Thie cavity beam line withbout the soleixoid axial cr-Votat iillc is

shownl ill tile (eiter of thle figure with the tuitixig beamx line slung benecathi froni the aluxnixtuxi box\-beaxiis t hat proividle

thle structural sti pport for the mout iig platfo-xi. rhe proton beami exiters from lie left. Thle nom it ing sv' leixi is sI owlit

ixi the position W itih thle cavit ' vi thle proton beani. At each endr of the box beams is boated at precisioni ball screw wil It
a gear box on Ip.Through thlese gear boxes and two 900 miter gear boxes. torque is t raxisniltted to tile ball screws

through hiardened steel shafts so t bat all screws turn at thle same t-ime anid rate. [lie torque for thle -,Yst ex is pirovidled

from a 1/2 lip DC niotor t hat call be comtputer controlled.

Moving thle cavitv beami line requires that all thle associated op)tical eqlxipliei't has to be moved ats well. Ili tle figure

the optical tables left and right are xuoiuxlted oni the box beamrs. Iside the vactiuni a mirror relav svst "m directs tlie

beams froum the side- viewing widows anid the laser out put beam uip to the top of tile optical tables, hi oiur design we

take two winow%%s each upstrealn anid downstream with the laser out put beinjg readouit downstream. 'Tie spectrometerx
showni onl thle (lowit ream optical table has a movable grating allowing for the inputlt to beC read eit her fr-om tile sidle or

the front. Thie laser out-xut andl one of t lie side windows i; directed into t liese po(rt S oxil t his (device. Thie ot her Nviiub w

dlownistreaml is (lircj Ied into a video imiaging caixera for excitationi volume mieasuremienits. Ulpstreamx onie of the windows

is also directed into at video-iniagixig svstexi whereas the ollier is (lirectedl to at 1 doto((ioile for niormializaxtion pljrhos(' .

The vacmxim reqiiireol for the decj tilt raviolet nieasxrexiexxts we envision is abot It If 1,01r. Bccalse oft his axod t lhat

probably frcqiiexi t liesnlto tic oplical table vacuxmi svst cxxi will facilitate ft( set up axnd aligxixmexit we hiave lxuvden

for at set Of N IWixilowAS illi an ilt rICeliat e flanlge (see Fig. 7) to isolale thle high i l ui11in11 ill t1 lie cVitV I)W1 Ieuilix. 1lie

op~t ical table vit ixiiiix B jrovixlerl by its own rotugixg liiih.

4 SUMMARY

We have designied, fabricated aidu tested a laser cavity that is suit able for ilI sex!ox x at thle l'SI facilitY 4t LA NIPI I'
Uisixig tile igli-cxergyv protoni bljn~ fioxin thiis facility, large volunlics of liquid o!F other lxhigl-dexssit 'v lasilig iedia canl be
excited at levels cf energy andl powe-r (leliSit , that are lI)COlild ho11se tixitlVitl kxiown to xesixlt ill lasiig act ion. Tbis

cavity- aidi beamx lixie sYst cxx was origintally designled to aiiswvi tile ixlisics (questi(ois tha lntieed to bie resolved be(fore a

proof-of- concept clexioxist rat ioll of puxmipixig lasixig-ixeiia iisixig axit ifrot ois. Because of tflie growing init rest ili xiclear

axnd reactor pumphedl laser systemixs axnd the difficulty ill test ix g ihe lasixig xxicdia, ouri svst clx call serve as at test hex ci
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Ads ances in Dilected Energ. Technolug' for Strategic Defense

Richard L. Gullickson

Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, Washington, DC

Advances in lasers, optics, beam control, and particle beam technology have enhanced the prospects for directed energy applica-

tions in strategic defense. This paper will focus upon such advances since last year's conference, using our SDI related papers from last

year as a starting point."
Surmnr_

Chemical Lasers: In 1988, the Alpha megawatt class chemical laser has been assembled and the combustor operated. The feasibility
of efficient overtone lasing of an HF chemical laser at 1.3 microns has been demonstrated. The use of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)

for phase conjugation of CW chemical lasers has advanced through the demonstrations of long pulse operation and of a flowing SBS cell with

an aero window.

Optics and Beam Control: The Large Active Mirror Program (LAMP) mirror has demonstrated fine figure control under both quiescent
and active conditions for all of the seven segments. A process to spin cast large glass mirrors with near final shape has been developed and

tested by Schott. The MIRACL DF chemical laser at the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) has been operated with the SKYLITE beam

director to demonstrate the ability to track and engage target drones at tactical ranges and slew rates.

Free Electron Lasers (FEL: Gain guiding and high gain with a linear a wiggler up to 25 m long on an induction linac FEL have been

demonstrated at LLNL at 10.6 microns. Boeing has operated an RF linac FEL with a 5 in wiggler at 120 MeV to produce kilowatts of average
power at 0.62 microns over an 80 microsecond macropulse. Rocketdyne and Stanford have demonstrated that an RF FEL can operate in a Master

Oscillator - Power Amplifier (MOPA) configuration using a single accelerator. Los Alamos has improved the efficiency of operation of its

20 MeV RF FEL to 4% (at 10.6 microns) by improving injector brightness and beam transport.

Excimer Lasers: The Excime, Moderate Power Ramnan Shifted Laser Device (EMRLD) at WSMR has operated at 100 Hz for three
pulses of more than 20 J at a wavelength rf 0.35 g±m. The ability to operate a high energy excimer laser amplifier in the "Raman look-through"

configuration was demonstrated by M.r Lincoln Lab at AVCO using the "Scale-up" device.

Ground-Based Laser Uplink Propagotion: The ability to compensate for thennal blooming for moderately high distortion numbers has
been demonstrated by MIT Lincoln Lab in thc laboratory using a several watt argon laser and aliquid absorption cell to simulate the atmosphere.

Laser Applications in Particle Beam Technology: Laser systems have been developed for diagnosing, neutralizing, and sensing the
position of a neutral particle bean. Two different short wavelength laser systems (130 and 226 rim) have been developed and demonstrated

for the Delphi laser guided electron beam concept.

I %BI.. 1. Status (f IDirtcled qnergi Laser Progsirams.

MY= W b Averat P ,Stus

Alpha HF Chemica1 27 MW Combustor tested
MIRACL DF Chemical 3 8 MW Operating with beart director

ZEBRA HF Ovenone 135 kW > 50% relative efficiency demonstrated

ATAIPa,,iu Induction FEL 106 W Operating with 25m iggler

B-oing RF FE1. 062 W Operating with 5 m wiggler

LANL RF FEL 106 W Operating with I m tapered wiggler

Stan /Rock RF FEL 3 W Single accelerator MOPA demonstrated

GBFELTIE FEL I MW Mid 90's
EMRLD XeF Excmer 35 kW 3 pulse operation at 100 Hz
Delphi I 4 Wave Mtx 13 mW 6% optical efficiency, t.l mj. mercury vapor
DlIph, 2 KrF Anti-Stokes 23 mnW 10% optical efficiency to anti-Stokes

Chemical Lasers

The Alpha HF Chemical Laser is shown in Fi, tre I. Alpha features a cylindrical design for ease in packaging for space and to facilitate

scaling to higher powers. Lasing occurs in an annular gain region a few cm thick in vibrationally excited HF formed in a two step combustion

process. The fuel flows radially outward at supersonic velocities to form the mixing region. The gain generator is made from 27 extruded

aluminum rings 1. 1 m in diameter. The cooled resonator optics are made of copper cladded molybdenum. Alpha is described in more detail

in references 1-3 and in the companion paper by Neil Griff at this conference.

Figure 2. The Alpha chemical laseroperates with multiple lines between 2.7 and 3.0 itim using vibrational transitions between the 2-

I and 1-0 states (the"fundamnental" transitions). Zenith Blue is a program to examine lasing on the 2-0 and or 3-1 vibrational transition.
Although the efficiency for "overtone" lasing is lower than for the fundamental, an overall brightness improvement can be realized if the

efficiency of overtone lasing is at least 25% as great as for the fundamental.
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Short Wavelength Chemical Laser Operation

The Zenith Blue Research Array (ZBA)uses Alpha nozzle technology to examine the efficiency of overtone lasing. Using absorbing
coat igs (at 2.7-3.0 microns) to suppress lasing on the fundamental, 2.5 kw of power was obtained at 1.3 pan. This represents 55% ofthe power
obtainable with this device from the fundamental tranisitions between 2.7 and 3.0 pm.n with simrilar flow conditions.

Figure 3. APACHE is a programn to examine the utility ofrnonlinear phase conjugation (by stimulated Brillouin scattering) for beam
control of HF chemical lasers. The APACHE progrml has already demonstrated techniques for reducing the threshold power requirements
through multiple SBS cells, the feasibility of CW operation, and beamn combining.''

TRW has demonstrated that SBS can be used wvith a flowing xenion mnedium to avoid thermal blooming induced distortions. They used
Lin aerodlynamic window consisting of tlowirng helium gas to separate the high pressure SBS medium from the vacuum region simulating space.
The beamn quality of the phase conjugated beam is the samie with and without flow in tile SBS cell.

TRW also recently showed that SBS can be used to phase together the segments in a 19 element mirror. A probe laser is used to record
piston, tilt, and figure aberrations. After the probe beain is phatse conjugated using SBS. thle segmented primnary mirror is re-illuminated. The
resulting output beam has all of the segment errors removed and provide,, the perfor-mance of a beamn from a single large aperture monolithic
priniar) mirror.

Figure 4 shows a Zerodur (glass) mirror cast as a, ingle parabolic blank by Schott. By using a rotating table for the castig, tile parabolic
shape was obtained to a surface precision of I min, substantially reducing the timrre required for grinding.

Figure 5. MIRACL is a high power DF chetmical laser operating at 3.8 microns. It supports both space and ground-based laser
technology development activities. It is initegrated with the SKYLITE beam director,.which has the capability to track targets and illuminate
them at the high slew rates associated with tactical applications.

A local loop beami control system using a 69 channel cooled clefornnable mirror has already demonstrated improved beam quality.
Recently the MIRACL system demronstrated the abiliry to track and engage target drones at tactical ranges.

Free Electron Lasers

Thf- Ground-Based Free Electron Lase rTechnol ogy Integration Experiment will detnonstrate thle major land based elemlents of aground
based laser systetm. These elements include the laser device, beam control system, and atmospheric propagation capability.

Several parallel approaches are being pursued for the ground-based FEL program. The radio-frequency linac approach offers a pulse
format of closely spaced nnicropulses I Figure 6). This pulse format mnay offer atmospheric propagation advantages with lower losses to
stimulated Raman scattering from rotational levels in nitrogen molecules. High electrical efficiency is possible because the unused portion
of the electron bearr can be converted back into RF power using energy recovery cell,;, Both oscillator and master oscillator power amplifier
configurations should be possible.

In two separate experiments at Stanford, with TRW; and at Boeig, RF FELs have lased at 0.5 microns. The light weight accelerator
cavities of the RF FEL also make this device promisinig as a space-based laser. The use of superconduct ing cavities offers the promise of very
compact accelerators with high current capability for MOPA configurations in space. Cooling to liquid hydrogen temperatures may be
relatively simple using platform cryogenic fuel and may offer most of the advantages ( e.g. high gradient and low losses) associated with
superconducting operation.
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In more recent results, Boeing has upgraded their power conditioning system to provide flat top macropulses more than 100
microseconds long. The peak n-icropulse current is more than 300 A and the SpectraTechnology permanent magnet wiggler has a maximum

field error of less than 0.5%. The system was recently modified to lase at 0.62 microns.

In initial experiments conducted with a confocal resonator (the next phase will employ a new ring resonator), 0. 1% of the energy in
the 120 MeV electron beatn was converted into red light. This represents 2 kW of average power over the 80 microsecond macropulse and
a peak cavity power of 40 MW (4 MW outcoupled) with a 4 MHz rep rate.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory has recently improved the efficiency of operation of their RF FEL oscillator operating at 10.6
gm using a tapered wiggler. By prebunching the electron beam, improving the injector brightness, and improving the electron beam transport
through the accelerator by eliminating discontinuities, the efficiency for converting electron beam energy to light at 10.6 jim was improved

from the old value of 1% to the new result of more than 4 %.

Figure 7 shows that the maximum efficiency is obtained when a 30% taper is used on the wiggler resulting in more electrons being
captured in the RF "buckets." The modelling of efficiency as a function of electron beam emittance suggests emittance values in good
agreement with measurements. The LANL 4.4% oscillator efficiency at 10.6 microns is similar to the value obtained by Boeing several years
ago in an amplifier experiment.

Figure 8 is a streak camera picture illustrating how the energy distribution of the electron beam broadens as ene-gy is extracted from
the beam. Approximately 30% of the electrons were trapped in the RF buckets and were reduced in energy by 7%.

These results show that prebunching does improving efficiency for tapered wigglers (by a factor of about 2), that a large fraction of
the electrons in the beam are trapped and their energy converted into light, and that existing FEL models do an excellent job in predicting
experimental results.

Figures 9. Stanford and Rocketdyne recently showed that the MOPA configuiation is feasible for the RF FEL. Using the Mark III
accelerator operating at 35-40 MeV with a peak current of 10-40 amps, the team examined the wavelength dependence of gain and found good
agreement with theory. Typical gains of 50% per pass were measured using a novel configuration where a single accelerator provided the
electron beam for both the master oscillator and the tapered wiggler power amplifier. The gain peaked at 3.1 micron with a maximum value
of 65% (at this conference they reported increasing the maximum gain to 150% and the successful operation of a laser illuminated LaB6

photocathode to produce a peak current of more than 100 A). These results are important for establishing the promise of the RF FEL for both
space and ground applications.

The other approach to the Ground Based Free Electron Laser is the high current induction linac (Figure 10). This produces longerpulses
with a lower repetition rate. The high current (several kiloamperes) possible with this approach lends itself to MOPA configurations. Induction
linacs have produced extremely high efficiencies at nim wavelengths and have demonstrated high gain at wavelengths ranging from 9 mm to
10.6 gm. The 50 MeV Advanced Test Accelerator (ATA) at LLNL is used with currents of up to 1.2 kA for FEL experiments.
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Figurc 11. "Paladin" is the current FEL experiment on ATA and uses wiggler lengths ofup to 25 in. Its goal is to extend high efficicnc>
operation to the 10.6 micron wavelength and to demonstrate that refractive and gain guiding effects in intense electron beams can guide the
amplified electromagnetic wave to reduce diffractive spreading in long wigglers and produce high quality optical output.

The PALADIN wiggler IFigurv 12) is a hybrid. It is a dc iron-core electromagnet with coils surrounding steel poles. The permanent
magnets reduce the flux density in the iron poles, permitt ing a higher wiggler field to be attained before saturation. The use of an electromagnet
also allows easily varying the magnetic field as a function of axial position (the "taper"). The PALADIN wiggler with its 8 cm period is more
than 300 periods long at 25 in and has a maximum field error of 0.15%

Figure 13. Preliminary results at LLNL suggest that gain guiding does occur in high gain induction linac .mplifier FELs. Gain guiding
was demonstrated earlier in low gain oscillators at Stanford (with a low current RF device) and at Columbia (using a low voltage diode
machine) 4.

LLNL is now operating with the full 25 in wiggler. They have been able to transport up to 1200 amps of current tlhrough the wiggler
with no appreciable losses at an electron energy of 42 MeV. In initial experiments with an untapered wiggler operating ATA at 44 MeV and
1000A, 11e miaxium gain was 3 ldb. An 18 kw carbon dioxide laser was amplified to produce a saturated output peak power of 23 MW.

Technology advances have brought induction and RF linac operating characteristics closer together. The development of magnetic
modulator technology to replace gas blown spark gap switches has allowed operation at hgh repetition rates. LANL has developed a technology
for FEL injectors which allows RF linacs to operate with higher current and brightness . A doubled Nd:YAG laser caused photoemission of

a high current electron pulse from a cathode. This bunch is accelerated to megavolt potential in a single step, reducing emittance growth. With
this approach, not every RF wave bucket is filled with electrons. This results in higher peak currents allowing high gain and operation in a
MOPA ,.onfiguration.

Excimer Laser Technology

Figure 14. The Excimer Moderate Power Raman Shifted Laser Device (EMRLD) is now operating at the White Sands Missile Range.
The EMRLD master oscillator is designed to produce 40 j per pulse at 100 Hz with XeF at .35 pin and has demonstrated a total of 59 J for
a three pulse train. When the flow loop is completed, full CW operation will be possible.

The EMRLD design also includes both Raman and power amplifiers for increased power and the ability to perform Raman
"lookthrough" for atmospheric compensation.

Northlight typifies the state-of-the-art in transportable discharge excimer laser technology. Discharge excimers use lower voltage
pulsed power technology to excite the lasant through current flow by a preionized medium. Northlight operates at 10 Hz in I sec bursts and
produces more than 40 j per pulse. With the installation of the flow loop, more than 50 j per pulse at 50 Hz should be achievable.

Ground-Based Laser Propagation

Figure 15 is a diagram of the thermal blooming experiment at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Absorption in an iodine doped organic
liquid (carbon tetrachloride) simulates thermal blooming in the atmosphere while phase screens produce turbulence like effects. A several
watt CW argon laser is corrected for these effects using two 69-channel deformable mirrors.

Lincoln Lab has shown that even when a periodic phase ripple is placed in the beam to stimulate the growth of the thenal blooming
instability that the beam can be stably compensated for distortion numbers up to 150.
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Figure 15. Thenral Blooming Experiment

at MIT Lincoln Laboratory

By picking an appropriate wavelength such that atmospheric absorption of laser light is minized, thermal blooming can be reduced.
Science Research Laboratory has developed aninterferometric absorption spectrometer with high sensitivity. They have found windows near
1:06 I with an absorption at or below 10- cm for 14" torr water vapor in nitrogen at one atmosphere. In these windows, molecular absorption
by water vapor is actually less than losses by Rayleigh scattering. Jaycor

Particle b,.arm Technology

SDIO particle beam t--chnology programs have also advanced laser technology. Figure 16 illustrates the applications of laser
technology to the neutral particle beam system. Such a system accelerates negative hydrogen ions to high energy, magnetically expands the
beam and points it at the target, strips the beam to form neutralized atoms which will propagate ballistically, undeflected by the earth's magnetic
field, and senses the beam direction as it leaves the platfon to allow "boresighting" with the acquisition, tracking, and pointing system.

LASER APPLICATIONS IN THE

NEUTRAL PARTICLE BEANI SYSTEM
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Lasers are a leading candidate for both high brighmess bean neutralization and sensing. A photon of about I ev (- I Vin) can strip
the extra electron from the hydrogen ion to produce the neutral bcun. Higher photon energies produce an increased probability of stripping
at the expense of imparting more transverse momentum (and divergence) to the ben.

Currently this photoneutralization process is used by Los Alamos National Laboratory as a diagnostic technique. Picosecond pulses
from a mode-locked frequency-doubled Nd: YAG laser are used to sample the emittance of a small portion of the beam in the Accelerator Test
Stand.

Laser resonance tluoresceice is a beam sensing technique. Hydrogen atoms in the 2P excited state are produced in the stripping process.
These atoms can be resonantly excited to the 3P state by a properly tuned laser. The excitation cross section depends uponj the angle between
the laser and the outgoing beani. By observig and maximizing the fluorescence from the 3P-2S transition, the beam can be properly
boresighted with respect to the accelerator platforn.

LANL recently demonstrated this technique at the 50 MeV bea line at Argonne National Lab. They used a flash lamped pumped
dye laser producing up to 80 mJ at 623 nm operating at 0.5 Hz. Frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser systems have also been used to provide
greater intensity for higher particle energy beanis (on LAMPF). Because system appli.atios require CW operation, the next phase of the
experiments will employ a CW ring dye laser.

The Delphi concept is under investigation at Sandi National Laboratory. A la.;zr produces ani iw,,z.Mwun '.iiammuel in the upper
. .A high current relativistic electron beana follows the positive ion column produced by the laser ionization in a straight path to
the target. Electrostatic forces keep the electron bean following the channel undetlected by the earth's magnetic field.

Figure 17. There are a variety of different methods to ionize atomic oxygen. We are currently investigating two. The first (1+3) uses
130 un UV radiation to produce an excited state in atomic oxygen. An auto-ionizing state is produced by three additional non resonant IR
photons. Because of the large cross section for each of these two steps, the energy required is small.

In the second approach (2+2), two photon excitation occurs using high intensity 226 rim IJV light. Two additional IR photons produce
the auto-ionizing state.

Atomic-Oxygen Photoionization
Schemes

1 2 ) 3d ,. 1,

It (DO2D 3p

i. P.-

2 V . 795 nm

U 413 3S)P3s 31)
2t800 nrn

S )3s~s45rn

Four Wave Mixing k rF Aitistokes

130 nm

226 nrn

"1+3" "2+2"

Figure 17.

Figure 18shows the fourwave mixing methodused toproduce the 130nm UV photons for excitation at Spectra Technology Inc. A
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser drives dye and Ti:Sapphire amplifiers for the CW (lye laser oscillators. Each laser operates at'a slightly
different wavelength between 0.7 and 0.9 nrn. The 765 nm beam from one Ti:SAP amplifier is frequency tripled to 255 nm. 1'e 810 nm from
anothfr is frequency doubled to 405 nm and a third 777 nin beam is used directly. The 405 and 255 run photons added are resonant with the
Hg 7 S state.
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Generation of 130 un Radiation by Four-Wave

Mixing in Mercury Vapor

These are combined to produce 130 rn UV light in a I m long Hg vapor cell operated at 2000 C. Each pulse of the input lasers produces

I in) at 130 nm with a 2 ns pulse length. The optical efficiency of this sum-frequency-mixing process is 5%.

Figure 19 illustrates the excimer laser research facility. The key to obtaining high efficiency from an excimer is to make the input
pulse length short compared to the storage lifetimes of these lasers which are typically a few ns. Sandia uses a train of sub ns pulses separated
by a few ns to allow the gain medium to recover between pulses. They use a Littman oscillator (which employs a diffraction grating as a
frequency selective element to insure single mode operation) as the master oscillator of the dye laser to produce the the I lij, 0.3 ns pulses used

to drive the excimer system.

Sandia has obtained 80% relative extraction efficiency using this technique with an electron beam-pumped amplifier driven by a
discharge-pumped preamplifier using 2 nsec interpulse spacing. They demonstrated 10% conversion (IOj in; I j out) into the 226 run Anti-
Stokes line in an energy scalable geometry. The key factor in obtaining high efficiency was the co-injection in the H filled Ranan cell of a
phase matched Stokes bean with about 5% of the energy of the 248 nm pump.

E-Beam Aniphikr

Riman

pump

Dih;urge Pre-amp 1- ]

.cimr Laser and. Ran.an ..[......

Conversion Research Facility 226nm

Dye Lascr Diagnostil- Stokes

Pump Sioke'

Figure 19.

The Delphi program has also pioneered the development of photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSS). In such switches, light
from a laser creates charge carriers in an (almost) intrinsic semiconductor. Such switches operate in both an open and closing mode because
%,hen the light is removed, the number of charge carriers decays exponentially with the characteristic recombination time (1 -100 ns for typical

opening switch materials) and the resistance increases. Opening times comparable to the recombination time (20 ns e fold time with Au:Si)
have been demonstrated at I kA and 57 kV.
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Sandia National Labs has demonstrated PCSSS Mhich can open and close in I-10 ns and can switch high power RF circuits at rates
aboe 10 MHz (driven by a 2X YAG ", ith 300 mj per pulse in a regenerative amplifier configuration). They plan to use this high frequency
wasefornn to drive induction I nac ca, ities.

S111ntn1a i'1

'lany adsn,- in drecT-d energy technology have changed the perspective on applications for strategic defense. The many
breakthroughs in nonlinear optics and the development of efficient overtone lasing have revitalized the chemical laser program.

The energen,c of the free electron laser with the demonstration of high efficiency operation, high brightness electron bean technology,
short wavelength operation, and gain guiding have made this the leading candidate for ground based applications and a promising device for
space

Both neutral and charged particle beam programs have advanced laser technology with the noteworthy developments by Sandia
Laboratories aLd Spectra Technology of several efficient short wavelength laser systems.

Cleared for Open Publication, 6 Dec 88, OASD-PA 885188.
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PROSPECTS OF XUV RECOMBINATION LASERS IN CAPILLARY DISCHARGES
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ABSTRACT

The possibility of using capillary discharge excitation to create extreme ultra-
violet recombination lasers is discussed. In the proposed scheme a highly ionized capillary
plasma is created by a short current pulse; subsequently electron heat conduction to the ca

pilLary walls and radiation losses are expected to rapidly cool the plasma resulting in a

large recombination rate which under optimized plasma conditions should lead to population

inversions. Time resolved spectra of capillary plasmas are reported. Spectra from a 500 um
lithium hydride capillary discharge show the simultaneous emission from lines corresponding

to highly ionized species (Lilll, OVI) and single ionized species (011), indicating the co-

existence of a hot highly ionized plasma region at the center of the capillary surrounded
by a significantly cooler plasma. Diffusion of totally stripped ions from the core plasma

into the cooler plasma at the end of the current pulse might give origin to an annular gain

region.

The use of collisional electron-ion recombination as a laser population inver-

sion mechanism ;,as first suggested by Gudzenko and Shepelin [1]. Since then, lasers [2-5],

discharges [6-10] and electron beams [I]I have been successfully used to generate plasmas
which adequately evolve to recombine and produce laser action. The majority of the experi-

ments have concentrated in demonstrating lasers at infra-red and visible wavelengths [1-3,
6-I1]. The possibility of extending this type of lasers to shorter wavelengths was analyzed

by Bc.hm [12], and recombination of laser produced plasmas have been among the first experi-
ments in demonstrating large amplification at soft X-ray wavelengths [4-5]. To obtain simi-

lar gains with discharge excitation, the plasma created by this method need to be more high

ly ionized and more dense that those successfully used to excite visible recombination

lasers. In addition to these requirements the discharge geometry has to allow for rapid

cooling of the plasma, to be able to obtain large recombination rates and population inver-
sions at wavelengths at which mirror reflectivities are low. Also the plasma has to be op-

tically thin to radiation originated from the lower laser level to allow for a rapid rate
of depopulation of this level.

We recently suggested the use of plasmas created by capillary discharges with a

large length-to-diameter ratio to obtain amplification at short wavelengths following three

body electron-ion recombination [13]. Herein we present time resolved visible and extreme
ultraviolct spectra of the emission from capillary plasmas created by fast (50 ns FWHM)

discharges, and discuss observations that relate to the possible use of these plasmas as

extreme ultraviolet laser media.

The discharge device used in the experiments is schematically represented in fi-

gure I, and illustrated in the photograph of figure 2. A 6.6 nF ring of ceramic capacitors,
which could be charged to a voltage up to 100 kV is placed co-axially with the capillary
channel in a low inductance configuration. No additional current switch other that the ca-

pillary itself is included in the circuit. The capacitors are charged to a voltage below
the capillary flashover value, and initiation of the discharge at the desired time is obtai

ned by firing a smaller trigger discharge between a third electrode and the cathode, which
is kept at ground potential. A solenoid coil capable to generate an axial magnetic field

of up to 100 kG with a half cycle of 170 us surrounds the capillary to provide additional
rnrtrol over the plasma evolution. The high voltage components are enclosed in the grounded

stainless steel container visible in figure 2 and immersed in transformer oil to avoid co-

rona and the possibility of u~desirable external flashover. The discharge volume is evacua-

ted to a pressure below I 10 Torr using a turbomolecular pump. The optical and electrical

diagnostics equipment are placed inside a Faraday enclosure. The current pulse is monitored
with a Rogowski coil, digitized by a 200 MHz waveform digitizer and stored for every shot

of the discharge. The radiation emitted by the plasma in the axial direction was analyzed
with a visible 0.3 m spectrograph and with a normal incidence vacuum spectrograph of I m

focal length.
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Figure I- Schematic diagram of the capillary discahrge

Figure 2- Photograph of the capillary discharge devise.

The 3-2 transition of hydrogenic ions having the wavelengths ranging from 72.9
nm for LilIl to 18.2 nm for CVI are good candidates for amplification by electron-ion recom
bination and requite excitation energies that can be obtained from relatively compact dis-
charge devices. To obtain inversion in these transitions an initially nearly totally ionized
plasma is required. Our initial study of the plasma evolution in a capillary discharge was
made using a polyethylene capillary 500 um in diameter and 5 cm in length. While the dis-
charge set-up des ril'd above was not designed to have the power required to completely
ionize carbon [13-15], polyethylene was chosen for the initial test of the discharge becau-
se a carbon plasma with a relatively low degree of ionization is of interest in relation
with the possibility of amplification in the 116.9 nm transition of CIV [161. Also in this
material elongated capillaries are relatively easy to cnnstruct.

The current pulse corresponding to the discharge obtained charging the capacitor
to 40 kV is shown in figure 3 having a FWHM of 50 ns and a peak of 5 kA. Tile radiation emit
ted by one of the ends of the capillary was focusrd with a quartz lens into the slit of a
0.3 m visible spectrograph and was detected with a gated multichannel-plate array detector.
Time resolved spectra obtained with an optical window of less than 18 ns are shown in figu-
re 4 for a 15 kV excitation pulse. The spectra correspond to the 217 nm to 290 nm region
and illustrate the evolution of the plasma emission from 10 ns to 230 ns after the peak of
the discharge current pulse. Emission from the CIV 253.0 nm line, which populates the upper
level of the 116.9 nm line, is intense 10 ns after the peak of the excitation. The CIII
229.7 nm, and the 283.7 nm and 283.8 nm lines of CII are also visible. The CII 251.2 nm
line is also observed but it is not completely resolved from the CIV 253.0 nm emission diu-
ring the current pulse. As the discharge current decays, the intensity of the emission from
the CIV lines rapidly decreases; and a large increase is observed in the intensity of the
C.Ii lines. The temporal variation of the intensities of the lines associated with the dif-
ferert stages of ionization is more easily observed in figure 5. For 15 kV excitation, cor-
responding to a discharge energy of only 0.75 J, CIV is the dominant specie at the peak of
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Figure 3- Current pulse measured through a 5 cm long,
500 um diameter polyethylene capillary excited by a

40 kV pulse from a 6.6 nF capacitor.
ie c rrenit pulse. For the ionization time from CI[ to CIV to be of the order of the cur-
re:t pulse rise time the electron temperature has to be about 16 eV.Assuming this temperatu-
r -,4nd_qr~ssurc equilibrium of the plasma, the electron density can be estimated to reach 6
10 cm .The intensity of the 253.0 nm CIV emission is observed to rapidly decrease as the
current drops, and the maximum intensity for the CIL lines occurs I IOns after the peak of
the current pulse, indicating excitation by three-body electron-ion recombination as the pla
soa cools. The effects of applying a 55 kG magnetic field to the 15 kV discharge is illus-
trated in figure 6 The magnetic confinement is observed to increase the degree of ioniza-
tion of the plasma as indicated by an increase in the emission of the CIV line and a simul-

taneous decrease in the CIL emission. The increased plasma confinement by the applied mag-
netic field is evidenced by the slower decay of the CIV 253.0 nm line in figure 6 as compa-
red with figure 4. The magnetic field also affects electron heat transport to the capillary
walls and thereby affects the recombination rate into ions of lower charge. In the presence
of a strong axial magnetic field the transport coefficients are substantially reduced and
plasma cooling has to rely in radiation losses, which could be enhanced by adding higher Z
impurities to the plasma [16].

An increase in the degree of ionization of the plasma, can be achieved by increa
sing tne excitation energy. As the discharge voltage was increased line emission in the
spectral region of figure 4 was observed to degenerate into broadband emission as the plas-
ma becomes more dense and optically thicker. In this case more information on the plasma
evolution could be obtained by observing the radiation emitted at shorter wavelengths. The
time resoved carbon plasma spectra presented herein illustrate that multiple ionized ions
created by a short pulse in a capillary discharge recombine at the end of the excitation to
excite transitions in ions of lower charge. Since collisional recombination preferentially
excites highly excited levels, it might be possible to optimize the discharge parameters to
obtain inversions in selected ions. For optical gains to be significant it will be necessa-
ry to adjust the plasma conditions to avoid excessive collisional de-excitation of the up-
per laser level and trapping of lower level radiation.

To gain information on the possibility of inverting the 72.9 nm LilIl line we
introduced a 500 um diameter, 4 cm long lithium hydride capillary in the set-up of figure 1.
The axial emission of the discharge in the extreme ultraviolet was analyzed with a vacuum
spectrograph with 600 and 2400 lines per millimeter gratings. Time resolved spectra were
obtained gating a windowless multichannel-plate intensified array detector. Each spectra
was obtained with an optical window of approximately 5 ns.

Figure 7 is a time resolved spectrum covering the 68-110 nm region, at the time
corresponding to 3 ns after the peak of the discharge current for a 35 kV discharge. Inten-
se emission from the OVI 103.1 nm and 103.7 nm is observed at the right side of the spec-
trum. Also visible is the emission from the LillI 3-2 transition at 72.9 nm and oxygen im-
purity lines corresponding to all degrees of ionization from OVI down to 011. The higher
resolution spectrum also shown in figure 7 allows to assign the emission in the 83 nm re-
gion to Oil and 0111 transitions. The simultaneous emission from species with such diffe-
rent degrees of ionization as OVI and Oil cannot occur in a plasma of uniform temperature.
To make possible the existence of a large concentrations of OVI at the time of the current
peak the time constant for ionization from OV to OVI has to be of the order of the risetime
of the current pulse, which reauires an eloctrnn temperature of ahb 27 eV. Also signifi-
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Figure 4- Time resolved UV spectra of the axial emission
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current pulse is indicated for each spectrum.

cant emniss ion fron the 011 will only occur at temperatures below 6 eV. These observat ions
suggests the existence of a hot ( 25 eV) highly ionized plasma 'rc urrounded by amuch
e, ler plasma near the wallIs of the capil lary as illustrated in figure 8. This situat ion is
consistent_ with the model dceleoped by HlcCorkle [I1], in which ablat ion of the wall mater-
ial is assumed to trm a high density plasma layer surrounding a less dense and signi ficin-
tlyhotter plsma coro. It is possible to envisage that at the end of the current pulse,
when the confinement produced by the sel f-induced magnetic field decreases, di ffusion -f
totally stripped ions from the plasma core might form a high recombinat ion region of an-
nular shape where inveralon might take place under opt imized plasma conditions I11. Ine
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Abstract

The performance of a C02 laser has been improved by coating the inside wall of the discharge tube with a discontinuous gold film. In the
presence of the discharge, the gold acts as an ambient temperature catalyst to reform decomposed C02. The gold coated laser delivered 122 W/m
for both sealed-off and flowing operation. C02 decomposition levels are presented as a function of input power, gas pressure and temperature.
Atomic oxygen, generated by the discharge, appears to be required for gold to exhibit any detectable catalytic activity.

Introduction

A persistent problem with C02 lasers has been the decomposition of C02 molecules in the discharge 1,22 The pertinent decomposition reactions
by electron (e) impact are as follows:

C02 + e-> CO+O+e (1)
C02 + e -> CO + 0- (2)
N2 +e -> 2N+e (3)

This produces a host of dissociation products such as CO, 0, 02, 03, NO and N20, as well as various ions In a sealed-off C02 laser, the
dissociation of C02 proceeds until an equilibrium is reached. Typically, about 60 to 80% of the C02 is dissociated at equilibrium. Our research
has centered on catalytically reforming the C02 inside the discharge tube.

Internal Catalyst

An internal catalyst must operate at the relatively low temperature of the cooled wall. However, this constraint is offset by the benefit that
atomic oxygen (having an energy of 2.6 eV relative to 1/2 02) is available for CO oxidation.

Atomic oxygen produced by reaction (1) has a lifetime which depends on tube diameter, gas pressure and wall material 4. A typical lifetime
for atomic oxygen is about 80 ms for a 2.2 cm diameter laser tube. Stable molecular oxygen (02) is formed on the wall (w) as follows:

O+O+w-> 02+w (4)

A successful catalyst must promote reaction (5) below while minimizing the primary competing reaction which is the formation of 02 by
reaction (4):

CO+0+ w->CO2 + w (5)

Experimental Methods

Catalyst Selection Tests

Preliminary tests were conducted to find the most desirable internal catalyst. These tests are described in U. S. patents 5,6. Materials which
exhibited catalytic activity on the wall of the discharge tube were gold, oxides of silver, and under special conditions, platinum, palladium and
rhodium. The oxides of silver were found to operate best at temperatures in excess of 45C. The platinum group metals required the presence of a
small amount of hydrogen (water vapor) to maintain the high catalytic activity needed to produce the color change. Furthermore, the platinum
group metals were more susceptible to poisoning compared to gold. All the catalyst materials required an activation step which will be discussed
later. Clean gold showed catalytic activity in all deposition methods tested. Maximizing the coverage of the wall surface area was found to be
beneficial, but it was not necessary to use finely divided gold particles. Sputtered gold films exhibited the highest activity and were chosen for
further testing in a laser.

Laser Apparatus

The performance of the gold catalyst was evaluated by using two C02 lasers which differed only in the fact that one laser (Laser A) had a
gold catalyst coating on the entire inside length of the discharge tube. The second laser (Laser B) had an uncoated pyrex glass tube.

Each laser had an internal tube diameter of 1.64 cm and a positive column discharge length of 258 cm (Figure 1). Both tubes were water cooled
to a temperature of approximately 23C. Each laser was equipped with a 99.4% reflectivity enhanced silver rear reflector and ZnSe output
coupler with 65% reflectivity. The mirrors were separated by 320 cm. Both the mirrors were concave with a radius of curvature of 10 m. This
produced a stable TEMO1* (donut shaped) beam. This mode was chosen because it produced the highest output power. Under the flowing
conditions, the percentage of CO and C02 was measured at the vacuum pump exhaust using a Horiba model MEXA-31 IGE infrared gas analyzer
(resolution 0.01%).
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Figure 1: Schematic of the C02 laser used for experiments. Figure 2: Output laser power as a function of power input to the
Details of the scribed gold catalyst coating are shown in inset, discharge for flowing and sealed conditions for Laser A and Laser B.

In each case, the gas mixture was optimized for maximum power
output.

SputterLng Methods

Gold was sputtered on the inside of the discharge tube using a device fabricated by wrapping gold foil on a pyrex tube forming a 1 cm diameter
and 20 cm long cylindrical gold cathode. A copper anode wire lay adjacent to the gold cathode cyclinder. The entire device could be inserted and

centcred in the 1.64 cm diameter discharge tube. The sputtering was performed in a flowing gas consisting of 5% CO2 and 95% helium at a
pressure of about 5 to 8 torr (0.7 to 1.0 kPa). After sputtering, approximately 4 torr of carbon monoxide was added to the flowing gas mixture. The
sputtered film exhibited a dramatic darkening within about 30 seconds of exposure to the CO.

The sputtered film was then scribed by springy steel wires mounted radially on an aluminum rod. By simultaneously rotating and traversing
the rod through the laser tube, the scribes created multiple, electrically isolated islands in the gold film (see Figure 1). These islands were

about 6 mm in size. This size insures that the voltage gradient across the conducting island is much less than the 400 volt cathode drop.

Besides the non-reflecting gold black film described above, another series of tests were conducted with the gold coating tube was washed with
a 2% dilute nitric acid solution and followed by a thorough water rinse. This te athnt elim ine The black appearance and only a specularly
reflecting metallic gold film with the scribes retained. This coating will be referred to as the "specular gold coating.

Catalyst Activation

As will be discussed later, the gold catalyst was poisoned by exposure to either the air or to a discharge containing oxygen in excess of the
stoichiometric CO/O2 ratio for CO2 formation. Theeores, following exposure to air, the catalyst coating was activated. Two different
activation methods were used. Both of these activation methods started with a discharge in the gold coated tube in a gas mixture of 5% CO2,
15% N2 and 80% He, at 20 torr total pressure and 40 mA current. One activation method referred to as the 'hydrogen discharge activation"
involved adding 1% H2 to the flowing gas mixture and running the discharge for a period of 30 seconds. The second activation method referred
to as the 'carbon monoxide discharge" involved adding 8% CO to the gas mixture and maintaiing the discharge for 30 seconds. The gold black
film responded best to the carbon monoxide discharge activation while the specular gold film responded best to the hydrogen activation. The
presence of the discharge was essential for activation.

Results

Laser Power Measurements

Figure 2 compares the performance of coated Laser A and uncoated Laser B under flowing and sealed-off conditions. Both the laser output

power and the input power are normalized into units of W/m. The gas flow rate was 1 liter per minute at STP for the flowing case. The gas
mixture was optimized in each case to achieve the highest output power.

Within the scatter of experimental measurements, the coated Laser A gives approximately the same power output for flowing and sealed off
conditions. For low input power, all the curves are merged together with approximately equal slopes. The initial slope is equivalent to about

24% laser efficiency. As the power input is increased, the curves break-off, each reaching a different peak output power at a lower efficiency.
The uncoated Laser B shows a maximum power of 63 W/m for the sealed-off case and 83 W/m for the flowing case. These values compare well
with those obtained by others. The catalyst coated a ser A shed a more gradual decline in efficiency with increasing input power. The
highest output attained was 122 W/m (315 W total power). This is believed to be the highest reported output power per meter from a diffusion
cooled Cw2 laser.
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produces the upper curve.

Equilibrium Decomposition Tests

Figure 3 shows the C02 decomposition present in the exhaust gases as a function of input power. The C02 decomposition is defined as the ratio
of CO/(C02 + CO) in the exhaust gas. The dashed line, in Figure 3, is the calculated decomposition rate (2.5 x 1016 decomposition/joule) if there
was no C02 reformed. The measured graph in uncoated Laser B, shows a departure from the dashed line at high decomposition of C02. Gold
coated Laser A maintains low C02 decomposition which demonstrates reformation of C02 by the catalyst. At I liter per minute (STP) flow rate,
the decomposition is virtually at equilibrium for the gold coated tube and, therefore, equals the sealed-off decomposition.

Figure 4 shows the influence of changing the input partial pressure of C02 in the gold coated tube. The results are plotted both as
decomposition percentage and as partial pressure of CO and C02. It can be seen that there is only a slight increase in CO pressure with increasing
C02 pressure.

Figure 5 shows the effect of adding 02 to the flowing gas mixture in the gold coated tube. The partial pressure of C02 was I torr. The other
conditions were the same as for Figure 4. Starting off with an activated gold surface, the initial decomposition was 17%. Adding 02 to the gas
mixture produced a decrease in C02 decomposition. However, there is a hysteresis effect as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5. Decreasing the
02 pressure created a new set of data points which ended with 41% decomposition when returning to the starting gas mixture. If oxygen is added
for a second time without reactivation, then the solid line portion of the upper graph is retraced. The hydrogen activation step must be
performed to return to the initial activity. From this and many other tests, oxygen appears to have a poisoning effect on the gold surface when
the 02 partial pressure exceeds more than half the CO pressure (the stoichiometric ratio for C02). However, it should be noted that the gold is
not fully poisoned after oxygen exposure. If there was no catalytic effect, the gas would be 73% decomposed under these conditions. The addition
of 02 always decreases the laser output power.

Figure 6 shows the effect of temperature on C02 decomposition in the gold coated tube. The cooling water temperature was changed to obtain
this data. From Figure 7, it can be seen that increasing the water temperature from 23C to 50C increased the decomposition from 12% to 14%.
This effect is opposite to thermally driven catalysts which exhibit increased reaction rates with increased temperature. This graph showed no
hysteresis effect.
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Several experiments were conducted in different diameter discharge tubes. There is a trend which indicates that the catalyst must work
harder as the diameter decreases. In other words, the number of C02 molecules reformed/cm 2 must increase as the diameter decreases. The gold
catalyst had sufficient activity to give good laser performance in the 16 mm diameter Laser A without the need of any special gas additives.
However, a 9 mnm diameter tube required the addition of 0.04% H2 and 0.2% CO to a C02, N2, He gas mixture at 20 torr in order to maintain the
higher activity level required by the small tube. The hydrogen maintains the activation level when the discharge is on, while the CO
maintains the activation level when the discharge is off. This concentration of 112 is about 25 times less thant he amount typically used to obtain
a homogeneous catalytic effect 45.

Conclusion

It has been shown that gold, coated on the inside walls of a discharge tube, can act as a catalyst for the formation of C02 in a laser discharge.
The gold coating shows no detectable catalytic activity in absence of the discharge. A C02 laser with the gold catalyst achieved 122 W/m
output power both flowing and sealed-off. Compared to an identical laser without the gold catalyst, this was a 47% increase in output power for
the flowing case, and 93% increase in the sealed-off power. The gold only exhibits detectable catalytic action in the presence of a discharge.
Also thc catalytic activity decreases at elevated temperature. Therefore, energetic species generated in the discharge must be driving the
catalytic rCaction.
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Abstract.

The widespread application of lasers in physical research has put forward an urgent
necessity of developing coherent radiation-resistant optical elements. The report presents
the ways of producing high-intensity laser optics using compact heat exchangers based on
penetrable materials, such as regular macrorelief structures and highporosity cellular ma-
terials providing the conditions for forced convective and evaporation-condensation heat-
mass transfer.

Introduction.

The development of the elements of forced optics based on microdispersion powder porous
structures has permitted to satisfy unambiguously a set of requirements imposed on metal-
coated laser mirrors [1] and to realize the state-of-the-art level of the reflecting sur-
face optical capacity threshold [2,3]. We have achieved high-quality mirror surfaces in the
forced optics elements of this type enabling to separate radiation and heat carriers in a
compact layer of 100-200 mcm thickness and to realize in the heat exchanger an intensive
intraporous convective filtering heat-mass transfer which removes thermal fluxes of some
kW/cm from the mirror surface under small overheating. Intensification of heat transfer
from the surface is attained through the development of a heat-exchange surface in a poro-
us material and through increasing the local coefficient of the heat transfer to a liquid
used as heat carrier due to its "quasiturbulization" in the microcnannels of a porous mate-
rial [4].

A somewhat different approach to the development of high-stability reflecting surfaces
currently enjoying widespread application, suggests dynamic evaporation-condensation co-
oling [5]. Intensification of heat transfer is reached under mixed boiling, i.e. at the
presence of bubble and sheet forms of vapor generation when local overheating is conti-
nuously redistributed and, consequently, the densities of the removed thermal fluxes on the
nonizothermal cooling ribs of the cooled reflecting plate are also redistributed. Since the
boiling temperature depends upon pressure, one may attain the conditions under which heat
is emitted at the temperatures close to that of optical finishing of the mirror surface.
This way of intensification of heat transfer is advantageous, since it involves the mecha-
nism of phase transition into the general balance of heat exchange. The potentialities of
this mechanism greatly exceed those of intraporous convective heat imission [4].

The achievement of high levels of heat removal at virtually room temperature might cur-
rently be possible when realizing dynamic evaporation-condensation cooling in finely porous
dispersion structures. The major requirements on the structure are its high penetrability
for vapor bubbles which emerge at forced intraporous mass transfer with underheating of
the main stream of the liquid heat carrier and, as a matter of fact, its penetrability for
a vapor-liquid mixture. The results of [6] illustrate the prospects of this approach for
solving the problem of forced low-temperature heat-mass transfer.

An advance in getting high-penetrable dispersed composite structures enables to use them
in the compact heat exchangers possessing both hydraulic and heat characteristics compar-
able with powder materials but more adoptable to streamlined production. A manufacturing
process enables to vary widely such parameters as porosity, penetrability, thermal conduc-
tivity so that to intensify heat transfer.

This work is devoted to studing the capability of producing two sorts of structures.
The first one has a regular macrorelief consisting of fins, pyramids, grooves, cells pro-
duced from a compact blank by cutting with secondary plastic shaping (Fig.l) [7]. The se-
cond structure is made from a high-porous cellular metal (HPCM) [8,9] by metallization of
foamed polyurethane (Fig.2). Both structures quite satisfy all these requirements for the
heat exchanger material where reinforced heat-mass transfer is realized as:

1. The structure must provide considerable development of the heat exchange surface up
to the value 10-103 cm2/cm 3 in order to reduce the temperature drop.

2. The structure must be integrated with the branched system of heat exchanger in order
to achieve a certain level of hydraulic characteristics.

3. The structure of the heat exchanger material must allow the application of high-
quality and well preserved from external effects mirror surface on the heat absorbed layer
of 0.1-0.5 mm thickness.

Structures of Regular Macrorelief (SRMR)
Obtained by Secondary Plastic Shaping.
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This sort of structures obtained on the surfaces of rotation and planar surfaces by
using standart metal-working equipment. The idea of the secondary plastic shaping method
is in combining the processes of cutting and shaping of the worked metal layer. The cut-
ting tool must have one cutting edge due to the fact that the blank material is only cut
but not separated from the blank as a chip. A solid mechanic bond of the cut layer with the
blank allows to spell the structure from the cut layer by the same tool. The depth of the
ribs, their geometric form and mutual position depend on the geometry of the cutting tool.
Under this working the ribs gain a rough surface (Fig.l) and, therefore, both the heat ex-
changer surface development and the extra turbulizasion of the heat carrier are achieved.
So, the use of such a tztructure enables to intensify heat transfer and regular position of
ribs to provide high hydraulic penetrability. A scheme of the structures worked by this
technology is presented in Fig.3 A-C. Generally, the porosity of SRMR can be estimated as:

n = [i - (1 + h/(2a)) (1 + h/(2bl)] (1)

where h 12 is the groove width in crossed directions; a, b correspond to those directions
ribs width. Being worked according to this technology, SRMR get porosity of 50-70%, groove
depth up to 8 mm, ribs width not less than 0.1 mm, groove width not less than 0.08 mm.

Tne grooves can be directed actually in any mutually crossing directions, and what is
more, their depth in these directions can be a difference to provide an optimal structure
of heat carrier flux along the ribs.

A thin heat absorbed layer on SRMR can be produced by either expanding the ribs, or
using a compact SRMR base. We have realized a 0.5-1 mm thickness of the compact layer. Fi-
gure 4 A-C illustrates hydraulic characteristics of SRMR when using water as a heat car-
rier.

SRMR possess high penetrability and realize the flow rate up to 10 gramrn/(sm s) under
insignificant hydraulic pressure( P=0.5 atm). So, SRMR enable to intensify the convective
mass transfer, that is necessary for the reinforced convective heat removal. SRMR can be
considered as a porous structure if to use the corresponding characteristics from the per-
colation theoryf!0]. For example, SRMR penetrability can be estimated a-reording to a line-
ar law of percolation - Darcy law:

4Q R
K = ---- n--- (2)

25FA P ? H r

whereyp is dynamic viscosity of water, H is the thickness of the heat exchanger, AP is the
pressure difference, R and r are the external and internal heat exchanger radia. For the
corresponding geometry of flow (Fig.4B) this quantity was 1.9-10- m2 ,what is much more than
that for powder and fibrous structures, which are used for cooling elements of optics (for
powder and fibrous structures the value of penetrability is 10-9 -10 '2 M 2 ) [8,9]. The hydra-
ulic diameter of the investigated SRMR is estimated as

dhO = (3)

to be 0.44 mm, that is in a good order-of-magnitude agreement with dh, calculated from the
SRMR geometric characteristics:

dhd =4(SjS2 / P4 P2 )  (4)

here .4,2 are the channel cross-section squares; P4 are its perimeters around the correspon-
ding directions. For the SRMR studied:

dhqd = 2I h) 2V (h 4 + H)(h 2 + H2 )

Disagreement of those data, i.e. reducing of the dHd value estimated in (3) may be ac-
counted for by the ribs roughness resistance to the flow.

To estimate the magnitude of the developed SRMR surface S we may use the Karman-Kozeny
formula having set the adjust parameter at =2.11:

(5)
SK

where n is porosity equal to 84.8%. The estimation shows that S equals 26.1 cm2/cm 3 .
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High -Porous Cellular Material (HPCM).

The HPCM is produced by doubling the polymer matrix by means of metallization of foamed
polyurethane framework with the following organics removal and sintering to the end [1i].
Pcrosity of tnis material may vary from 72% to 97% and controlled size of pores - from 0.4
to 5 m..

HPCM usually consists of a 3-dimensional lattice-cellular structure with a relatively
high degree of order. The structure is an assembly of polyhedron cells united in rather a
firm framework (Fig.2).The cell next to the regular 14-hedron with a cavity (Fig.5) having
tne form of a streched spheroid provides their close packing in space. The matrix metall
is formed as 4ampers, points and membranes. The cell faces can be 4- or 5- gons.The jump-
ers are the void-body rods of variable cross-section with increased thickness to points
and have some curvature. The porosity decrease evokes an increase in the share of the mat-
rix material in the cell points, growth of the number of membranes on the faces and decre-
asing length-to-width ratio of the jumpers, but the polyhedron form of the cells remains
=he same.

.he channel porosity is a distinguishing peculiarity of HPCM (Fig.7). All of the jumpers
c'-ssed with delta-shaped sections. The channel pore volume share does not depend on

the HPCN integral porosity and equals the foamed polyurethane volume share (1.6-2.1%). The
channel pore size is determined by the technology to amount to 10-100 mkm. Besides cellura
and channel cavities HPCM has microporosity whose magnitude is 15-30% of the volume, and
and mhe micropore mean size equals 0.5-10 mkm. Although the snare of microporosity is insi-
qnificant, they essentially affect the HPCM properties and, first of all, its strength.

As we havc found from the experiments, the fluid flow is well described by Dupue-Rey-
nolds-Forchheimer equat inn

- 9 P Y ka + 17,17,~t (6)

whor P is riessure, & is dynamuc viscosity, 0 is the fluid density, U is the filtration
velocity, o' and 3 are the correcting coefficients, so that penetrability K = (d /9 the
usual hydraulic size dn, :,, , and Reynolds criterion Re :?IJ)T/(t ) . The executed in-
• cstigations under hydraulics of HPCM with the porosity n =72-94%, withing a specific con-
sumption (raio) range 46 < 10 ! t 3600 for the Reynolds range 0.1 ,Re 25 are presented
on Fig.6A,B demonstrating that d and 9, can be generalised by the following terms:

7 -9.35
= 6.3 10

2 -9.25 (7)
= 4.78 10

The estimare of the mean hydraulic pore diameter dbased on a simultaneous solution of
Durcy and Haagen-Puizale equations

(32l ult , 1/2

using the experimental data, has shown that for the studied structures dnJ, reduces with
increasing hea- carrier consumption. It is obviously caused by the flow turbulization in
large pores.

Heat Conduction in SRMR and HPCM.

It is difficult to estimate whether any material can be utilized in overheating const-
ructions without taking into account its thermal conductivity. If any penetrable material
is used in a compact heat exchanger, conduction becomes a fact of importance among other
types of transfer.

Thermal conductivity of SRMR can be found from a priory suggestion about its regularity.
:ndeed,in the SRMR production process one type of structure is built on another so that all
of them lie parallel to the heat absorbed surface. rherefore, in the direction perpendi-
cular to the layers, SRMR represents a branching connected grid of jumpers, membranes, etc,
having a corresponding thickness h and porosity fl at each layer. The value of the effec-
tive square through which the heat flux is transfered is (i-fi) times less than the cor-
responding continuous elementary squares. The thermal conductivity of SRMR in this direc-
tion is found from the expression

X. .. (9)-L (hi/(lD,) }

The thermal conductivity in the direction parallel to the heat absorbed surface can be
equal eithcr to 0, if the elements are not connected, or to /N /(l- i), where FI-is effec-
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-ive porosity in this direction. So, SRMR possesses an adjustable anisotropy of heat pro-
perties, what is '.cry important for practical application.

The HPCM structures do not feature such anisotropy. The HPCM know-how analysis shows it
impossible to express thermal conductivity analitically due to a complex microdispersed
structure. Thermal conductivity can be approximated by means of Odolevsky equation and
simi-ar ones [8,9). Exact values of thermal conductivity are determined from the values of
intergranule contact resistance. Therefore, to find them it is necessary to use either di-
rect experimental methods or similarity between electric and heat conduction.

We have discovered in direct experiments that within a porosity range 83%-94% thermal
conductivity of the copper HPCM is described with 9% accuracy by an empirical equation

= =-16 , 16.2 (10)

where - is density ,gramm/cmol, and K has the dimensions W/m-K ° .
Following the interparticle contact theory [12] the HPCM thermal conductivity can be

describced by a linear function of electric conductivity (

S A0 + A 2  (11)

where A,2 involve all the electric and mechanical properties.
:n many cases this way is more simple and effective from the experimental point of view

because it does not require taking into account free convective heat transfer within the
atmospheric gas structure.

In tne case of HPCM the analogy of heat and electric conduction characteristics can be
efreciL.vely used when L~LLiyzing the mechanical and strength properties [8,9,13]. For examp-
ic, the HPCM strength and elasticity can also be described with high accuracy by the uni-
versal ratio

h = A<"E[ + AA (12)

So, the conducted analysis demonstrates that these structures can ensure efficient conduc-
tive heat removal and high hydraulic penetrability.

Convective and Evaporation-Condensation
Heat-Transfer Conditions in HPCM and SRMR.

HPCM and SRMR have large values of porosity and penetrabilitytherefore, besides convec-
tive heat rejection, one can realize the stable reinforced evaporation-condensation heat
rejection so that one regime would transfer to the other under continuous heat load increa-
se.

The peculiarities of the convective heat exchange have been explored on an installation
illustrated in Fig.8, in which a heat flux was modelled by a heitter. When the heat flux
value was up to 20-30 W/cm 2 , we did not manage to achieve an essential heat transfer be-
cause of the lack of a well-developed surface. Conventional heat-transfer coefficient de-
pendences for these structures on the flow rate and heat flux magnitude are presented in
Figs.9,10. As it is seen, the heat transfer processes are similar and depend on the filt-
rate rate.

When the heat flux intensity achieves a value of 1500-2000 W/cm 2in the surface layer
of such heat exchangers, bubble evaporating begins with the heat mass transfer intensifi-
cation. These processes have been studied on the installation presented in Fig.ll. The
heat exchanger mock-up of a copper HPCM with 81% porosity, average cell diameter 0.67 mm
and framework thermal conductivity 0.3 W/cm°K was soldered into the case having a two-
layer heat absorbed surface of 1 mm thickness. The heat absorbed layer was cooled by a jet
and, besides, there was a thermocouple soldered in. A heat flux was modelled by a 2 kW
electron beam. Its density was varied by the electron beam focusing. The heat transfer
coefficient was determined by the steady heat flux method.

A certain audible signal is known to accompany the boiling and its registration enables
to control both the beginning of the process and the burn-out [6]. For this aim a piezo-
electric hydrophone was fixed in the heat exchanger system, so that the signal could be re-
gistered by the spectrum analyzer.

The burn-out due to bubble-to-sheet transition of evaporation is accompanied with a
change in the audible signal power. Figure 12 illustrates the dependence of the normalized
audible signal power due to boiling on the heat flux density when the flow rate is fixed.
The quantity q* corresponding to the signal power maximum was believed to be a critical
value of heat flux. A stable regime of heat transfer into boiling water corresponded to the
region where the flux value was less than q*,while the mixed sheet-bubble boiling corres-
ponded to the flux regime q > q* [6].

A quantitative measure of the heat removal intensity is the heat transfer coefficient
defined as'A,,= q/(Tw - Ts), where q is the applied heat flux, Tw is the wall temperature
and Ts is the heat carrier (water) temperature. We have connected by a relationship the
heat transfer coefficient with the rate of flow (Fig.13) and heat flux density (Fig.14).
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The only convective regime was observed in the heat flux region about 2 kW/cmz, meanwhile
depending on flow rate varied within 15-25 W/cm.K As heat flux increased, bubble evapora-
tion through intensifying heat-mass transfer in the boundary layer on the back evoked the

--ks growth up to 30 W/cm K, so it ensured a stable regime of heat removal under 6 kW/cm2

(while flow rate was not far from 1.1 m/s).
The ckS-dependence on the filtrate flow rate u is linear for u > 0.5 m/s. When u :2 m/s

the magnitude of,- achieves 46 W/cm.0 K (Fig.13).
It should be noted thatok (u) dependences for the convective regime and boiling one are

similar. Therefore, we may state that in our experiments the heat carrier boiling in HPCM
was not the main type of heat utilization, because the heat transfer regime was only con-
vective and stream phase was a means of effective mixing of heat carrier, i.e. the phase
intensified the convective heat-mass transfer in HPCM. In this case the heat transfer in-
tensity is one-two oiders of magnitude greater than that of rough-surfaces under reinforced
flow regime. It enabled us to provide stable regime of heat removal up to 7 kW/cm 2 under a
negligible overheating of HPCM about 130 0C and moderate consumption of heat carrier ( u
2m/s, Q2:200 gramm/s).

So, investigation of a stable evaporation-condensation heat transfer in HPCM and SRMR
has shown that in-porous boiling occurs in the following way [15]: the steam bubbles fill
the whole section of a pore. As a pore is filled the steam rushes into largest connected
porous channels and streams as separated microjets. The steam microjets either are inter-
cepted by liquid thrombs or fill the terminated pores. With heating up, the number of eva-
porating centers and microjets increases, as a result of that the steam phase fills micro-
dispersed porous cells. A natural result of the process is heat crisis, i.e. the occurrance
of a steam space which separates the filtrate flow field from the heat absorbed one in the
HPCM. The reinforced heat carrier flow in a porous structure only directs the steam phase
penetration and somehow shifts the srisis to a more intensive heating region.

Analysis of the acoustic emission signal spectrum enables not only to determine the cri-
sis starting, but to study more closely the convective heat transfer intensification in
case of boiling.

The characteristic spectra of the heat exchanger mock-up with and without a penetrable
structure are presented in Fig.14.

When heat flux is absent we can observe a cercain equidistance spectrum of the signal
obviously associated with the heat carrier cavitation. The low-frequency modes of the spec-
trum are enhanced by the heating load causing the surface layer boiling. A further growth of
the heat flux density leads to the equidistance spectrum degeneration into the main cur-
rent, so that its frequency reduces to 1 kHz. Such spectrum transformation may be attribu-
ted to an increase in the average diameter of a bubble in the structure and decrease in
their account. We may also assert that when the boiling starts the evaporation in different
places is incorrelated, therefore, the bubbles have a variety of diameters and generation-
-collapse frequencies, while in the precrisis regime a certain feedback occurs which makes
the bubbles to achieve some value of diameter and then collapse. Evidently, an acoustic
standing wave of rather a large amplitude (I atm) occurs in the heat exchanger. At the mo-
ment of discharge in the crests of the wave the evaporating conditions are lightened, while
at the periods of compression the condensation conditions are lightened and it is due to
the controlling acoustic wave that the steam sheet srisis (burn-out) does not occur. The
existance of this phenomenon is illustrated by the oscillogram of an acoustic emission sig-
nal in case of impulse-periodic heating (Fig.15). Between the heat impulses there are ob-
served acoustic oscillations multiple of heat impulses frequency. The multiplicity is de-
fined by heat carrier consumption. On maximum and minimum of differential pressure, noise
signal has its source in bubbles generation and collapse.

So, these experimental results of evaporation-condensation heat transfer in the struc-
tures like HPCM and SRMR have shown that their utilization enables to realize the magni-
tude of heat removal about 7.0 kW/cm2 .

Conclusion.

SRMR and HPCM are the structures of new types used as heat exchangers of laser mirrors.
They possess an unique combination of structural, thermal and hydraulic properties. Their
use will enable realizing the record level of heat removal in the regime of subcooled rein-
forced in-porous boiling of heat carriers.
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FORMATION OF A PREGIVEN REFLECTING SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY
BY ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF THE MIRROR SUBSTRATE.

V.V. Apollonov, S.A. Chetkin, E.A. Ivanova, A.M. Prokhorov.

General Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR

117942 Moscow, Vavilov street, 38, USSR

Abstract.

Method of precise formation of a pregiven reflecting surface topography is suggested
and investigated. Accurate experimental verification of this method is conducted.

Introduction.

Synthesis of the reflecting surface, conjugated to wave front aberrations with the use
of control elastic substrate deformation makes it possible to correct phase distortions of
the coherent radiation flows.

This method is rather simple in realization and widely used while constructing the adap-
tive optical systems for lasers and astronomical telescopes. At the presenL time there con-
structed a few mirror-type phase correctors (adaptive mirrors (AM)) having aperture diame-
ter from several cm [1] to a meter [8] and a number of control channels ( i.e. amount of
actuators ) from several units [3,7] to several hundreds [9]. Study of the AM in adaptive
optical system showed that this method of forming of aberrationless coherent radiation
flows in the media with nonstationary sources of phase distortions is universal and highly-
efficient. However, the application limits of this approach and, in the first place, the
problem on the accuracy of formation of the AM reflecting surface conjugated with different
wave front aberrations has no practical solution [2,4-6].

Any phase-conjugated AM surface can be represented as a superposition of its influence
functions. Therefore, for a solving this problem, physically grounded model notions on the
formation of influence function to the action of one actuator should be stated which ade-
quately reflect the specific features of deformation of AM substrate by a striction actua-
tor and assume accurate analytic interpretation.

The present work reports the theory of formation of the surface conjugated to the wave
front aberration by AM made as a thin plate fixed on boundary and supported at the finite
number of points upon elastic supports - actuators. The main experimental results validated
the fundamental positions of the theory are also reported.

For experimental investigation we have chosen a model of adaptive mirror with 5 piezo-
electric ceramic actuators. Dimensions and position of the mirror elements are represented
in Fig.1 A,B. Interferometric study of the formation of the reflecting surface relief in
static and dynamic regimes has been carried out in a stroboscopic Fizeau interferometer
(Fig.2, [10]). The method used for interferogram processing garanties a A /20 accuracy

= =0.6328 um ) for a definition of the mirror surface relief in chosen cross-section.

Experimental Results.

a.Static regime.

Study of the formation of the AM influence functions at the drive voltage -600 4
+600 V, applied on one actuator has demonstrated that the influence functions defined in
the cross-section via a central and two adjacent actuators have a bell-like form. Maximum
of the mirror surface response takes place at the actuator disposition. The relief is con-
cave or convex versus a sign of drive voltage. Figure 3A illustrates the influence func-
tions of central (1) and peripherial (2) actuators for +600 V drive voltage. The AM inf-
luence functions profiles are spacially similar for different values of drive voltage.
The deflection of mirror surface can be represented as:

W(r)=Wmax-f(r) (1)

where f(r) is the mirror influence function normalized to a maximum deflection, this func-
tion is independent of drive voltage; Wmax is the maximum deflection of reflecting sur-
face with the given voltage applied to actuator. The reflecting surface profiles, forming
under drive voltage -600 1 +600 V are spacially similar with 2% accuracy. That lies with-
in the error of interferogram processing. Maximum deflection dependences of the AM surface
on applied voltage for central and peripherial actuators are represented in Fig.3B. In the
voltage range studied the dependences are linear. Hence, the AM reflecting surface profile,
forming under the drive voltage U is the following:
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W(r)=K.Uf(r) (2)

The influence function f(r) determines the shape of the surface relief,factor K characteri-
zes maximum deflection dependence of the AM surface on drive voltage. The value of K and
the form of f(r) are independent of drive voltage, but they are defined by the actuators
arrangement, their mechanical and piezoelectric properties and substrate stiffness.

The formation of mirror surface relief under the action of several actuators was inves-
tigated in the case when the same drive voltage which varied in the -600 1 +600 V range was
applied to central and two adjacent actuators. The data show that the actuator influence on
AM substrate is additive. Hence, the AM surface profile formed when voltage is applied to
all the actuators is the following:

W(r)= ZWi(r) (3)

where W;(r) is the surface profile formed under the action of the i-th actuator defined by
eq.(2).

The experiments have demonstrated that experimental definition of the maximum deflec-
tion dependence on drive voltage and mirror influence functions for the all actuators
completely defines a form of the AM reflecting surface profile in the static regime.

b.Dynamic regime.

For continuous elastic substrate mirrors with discrete actuators in a static regime the
shape of the influence function is determined only by elastic forces. In this case the
determinated features of the formation of AM influence function are universal, i.e. they
are valid for all the AM considered.

In the case of actuator excitation by a time variable drive voltage, elastic forces are
added with inertial terms limiting by the substrate and actuator mass; partial contribution
of these forces being determined by the time constant of control signal. While forming AM
surface of the given shape, determination of the time interval in which the stationarity
conditions remain valid and the boundary condition beginning from which resonance effects
become sufficient is important.

The AM surface profiles which are formed with the sinusoidal 400 V amplitude and
0 o 3 kHz friequency voltage applied to the peripherial actuator are studied in the dynamic
regime. The AM surface profiles corresponding to maximum of sinusoidal drive voltage and
different frequencies are represented in Fiq.4. The influence function depends on control
signal frequency which is higher than -'100 Hz and critically changes with frequency in-
crease.

At the frequency range up to 2.4 kliz with maximum excitation voltage the reflecting sur-
face is concave, a maximum deflection being decreased with frequency growth, surface be-
comes more sloping with respect to a shape. With the frequency 600 Hz maximum deflection of
reflecting surface is by 13% differed from the corresponding one in a static, with fre-

quency 2 kHz this difference is 63%.
Increasing of the exciting signal frequency from 2.4 to 3 kHz a shape of the reflecting

surface is rapidly changed, causing the excitation of resonance vibration of AM substrate.
Thus, the results of experimental study showed that in a static the interaction between

one actuator and AM substrate is reversible linear ( i.e. elastic ). When AM substrate is
subjected by several actuators at the same time, the forming surface is a superposition of
AM influence functions to the action of each actuator separately. These features show that
for description of the influence function the elastisity and piezo-effect linear theories
should be used.

Model of the Adaptive Mirror.

The AM with a continuous reflecting surface and discrete actuators typically satisfies
the following conditions: the thickness of mirror substrate is small in comparison with its
radius, mirror surface deflections are small in comparison with substrate thickness. If
these conditions are satisfied, the process of elastic deformation of the mirror substrate
by a system of actuators can be considered using the thery of thin plate.

Within this theory the substrate deflection can be solved by the following equation:

WA W(r,'f)=p/D (4)

where p is the load per unit area; D=Eh3/12(1- 2) ( E is the Young modulus, .U is the Pois-
son coefficient, h is the substrate thickness).If the plate edge is clamped the following
conditions are satisfied z

W=0; W/an=0 (5)

If the substrate is loaded by transverse pointwise force F at the point (r,Y), the solution
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of eq.(4) with the edge conditions (5) has the form [11]

W (r,P) = (R 2/16rTD) .- F . a ( l t ge (6)

a( r\0?,O)=( Ir ( ?,)+(r2+?2 -2r~cos(f-9))In[(r2+32-2r~cos(f-e )/(I+r2?2 2r~cos(,P-0))],

R is the substrate radius.
Let us consider the problem of deformation of the substrate, fixed on a boundary and

supported in N points under the action of a pointwise force F applied to one of the sup-
ports. As the force is applied, the substrate is deformed, causing the reaction forces at
the points of location of the other supports. Hence, forming relief can be represented in
the form of a superposition of a thin plate influence functions on the action of force F
and reaction forces Rj(j(force F is applied to the j-th support ):

i=V

where P'= R 2, 67D F, P = (R:i6D)R;(j) ( i~j ; a(r,'P) = a(r, , ?,i; ;,Oj)- i-h
srpport coordinates. -1

S;bstrate deflection at the point of support can be written as W(?;,9G)=k; Ri(f),where ki
Is tue actuator stiffness. Then, reaction forces are defined from the following system:

(-a + 16 D/'R I/k;'8i;)R : a (8)

where a- a j, R ), R(,U)iS the reaction force taking place in the i-th support when force
F(>, is applied to the.-u-th support. Thus, there is a linear relation between the reaction
and applied pointwise force--

Rty):G a F(y) (9)

.h;ere Gp4 is defined from the matrix equation:

+6VDiR2.1ki. n a}4  (:0)

Hence, the plate surface relief, forming under the action of pointwise load F() is the
following: 

IW(r,Y):(R 2/ 16 (5D) F((Z.G * a + a,) =F(,)f (r, T) (

where f14(r,P) is substrate influence function for the action of unit force, applied to the
the p -th support which is defined by arrangement of elastic supports, substrate and sup-
ports stiffness. Load F(,)definds the amplitude of substrate deflection. When drive voltage
is applied to all the actuators, formina profile, because the equations of the theory of
thin Plate are linear, has the form

W (r , q) - -7 Fi f ; (r , ) (12 )

The longitudinal deformation of piezoelectric ceramic actuator is caused by a trans-
versal or longitudinal piezoeffect.The relationship between electric and mechanical
variables in the case of transversal piezoeffect is given by the form [12]:

Sj= so4 Tt+d3iE 3  (13)
D3= d3 j TI +E3, E3

where S1 is the longitudinal deformation of actuator , Tjis the mechanical stress in trans-
verse actuator cross-section, E3 is the intensity of transverse electric field applied to
actuator; s! is the elasticity, d31 is the piezoelectric constant,F33 is free electric cons-
tant of the actuator material.

The actuator elongation is S I, where 1 is the actuator length. As actuator is rigidly
connected with the mirror substrate, this elongation is equal to deflection of the mirror
surface upon the actuator W0 . The force applied to the elastic substrate can be written in
the form F=-T{I ,where is the area of transvers actuator cross-section. E3=U/d,where U
is the voltage applied to actuator, d is its transverse dimension. Then, F=6/sf, [-WO/l
d31 U/d]. The substrate deflection upon actuator is related to influence function by the
cquation W0 - F f (?tP) where i is the actuator number ,(?',Oi) are its coordinates. Elasti-
city is s1 =6Gkj,where kiis the actuator stiffness. Hence, the force produced by actuator
is related to voltage by linear equation:

-I

Fj =d 3 t Ui/((ft (?L A )f ,+(3-S 4 d) (14)
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Piezoelectric and mechanical properties of actuators may be different.In this case for a
definition of the influence function and the proportional coefficient between force and ap-
plied voltage we must use individual stiffness and piezoelectric constants for each actua-
tor. Thus, the presented method of the description of the AM surface shape allows to take
into account the differences in actuators' properties.

The model of thin plate makes it possible to explain the main mechanisms of the forma-
tion of experimentally studied AM surfaces: spatial similarity of profiles forming with
different voltage applied to one actuator; linear dependence of the amplitude of AM sur-
face deflection on the control voltage applied to actuator, additivity of the actuator in-
fluence on substrate. Let us consider the accuracy of the description of AM surface profile
within a theory of the thin plate.

As a result of experimental research of the 5-element AM we have recieved influence
functions for cent7o and peripheri-al actuators (Fig.3A). Within a theory of the thin plate
these functions can be represented in the form (7):

5
W(r,I=0)=Za i(jr,W=0)Pi (15)

where PO=, because experimental data are obtained for a cross-section via central and two
adjacent actuators. A comparison of the model and real AM profiles enables one to estimate
the accuracy of profile description within a theory of the thin plate. While determining
the parameters Pi according the represented equations, a substantial problem is that the
constants of actuators and substrate stiffness ,piezoelectric constant of actuator material
are not pregiven. Therefore, parameters PE have been proceeded from experimental data by
r.m.s. approximation. Model profiles obtained for approximation of the AM influence func-
tions of central and peripherial actuators are presented in Fig.3A. In the former case,
r.m.s error of approximation is 2.7% , in the latter one - 3.4% of maximum deflection of
the mirror surface: for drive voltage +600 V, it is 0.06 and 0.1,";, , respectivly. Thus,
the AM surface profile, forming in chosen cross-section is approximated by thin plate
influence functions with the accuracy 3%.

The estimation obtained proves that application of the method based on the theory of
thin plate for description of the formation of AM reflecting surface relief and estimation
of the quality of correction of phase distortions is expedient.

Numerical Simulation of the Correction of Aberrations by
Adaptive mirror.

For the correction of aberrations, the AM control system must provide a coincidence of
control voltage on actuators in order to form reflecting surface of the given shape.

A reflecting surface profile, forming by the action of actuators is (7):

W(r,'P) = 1_ a i (r, P)P; (16)

where ai(r,Y) depends on actuator position relatively to the point (r,"), Pi defines the
actuator contribution to the formation of reflecting surface. The equation for approxima-
ted surface in the uniform form is:

Wa (r,Y)=Wmax0(r,W) (17)

The problem of formation of reflecting surface profile of the given shape is solved by a
determination of Pj which provide best approximation W(r,%P) to the profile of forming sur-
face Wa(r,P).The approximation degree can be characterized by the r.m.s. error:

S=(l/jirA 2 0 S0 (W(r,t) -Wa(r, ))ZrdrdP (18

where A is the aperture radius on which the surfaces are conjugated.The minimum S con-
dition in view of equation (16) has the following form:

27 A //

OS iz a i (r,Y)Pi -Wmax 0 (r,T))ai .r,f)rdrdT =0 (k=l,N) (19)

or matrix form:

b P2gj 20)
27 A 21A

whcre 9ij = 0S aL(r,)aj (r,')rdrdY, gj wmax SO(r,Y)a; (r,Y)rdrdP
00

By solving a set of simultaneous equations (19) we find Pj, providing minimum r.m.s. devia-
tion of mirror reflecting surface forming under the action of actuators from the surface of
a required shape. Coefficients ai(r,W) depend only on mutual actuators' location and do not
depend on the other mirror parameters. Hence, parameters Pi characterizing the actuators
contributions to the formation of profile are determined by mutual actuators' location
and the shape of approximated surface.
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To characterize the accuracy of approximation we introduce the dimensionless error,

i.e. r.m.s. deviation within the active aperture:

S =IS/Wmax (21)

The presented method of the definition of best approximation of surface of a pregiven
shape by AM is universal because parameters P1 and dimensionless error 8 are the same for
all the mirrors with identical actuators' number and arrangement, and are independent of
the mirror size, material parameters.

The distortion shape has been represented in the form : 0(r,kP)=C-(r,f), where * (r,W)
is one of the Zydel aberrations:

r2 - defocus
r 4 

- spherical aberration
r cos(Y) - distortion
r3 cos(T) - coma
r2 cos2 (Y)- astigmatism

C is the constant providing minimum conjugation error of the mirror surface with one of the
Zydel aberrations. A choice of the 5 primary aberrations for a simulation is due to the
fact that in practice these aberrations greatly contribute to light intensity distribution
quality. We t> ve :onsidered round thin plate AM with a clamped edge. This is standart small
size AM construction used in laser systems. The edge fixation permits to render the const-
ruction stiffness and stability requied for preparing high optical quality reflecting sur-
face. However, this feature limits the opportunities of the control of the mirror surface
shape because edge deflection and slope are determined. By limiting the active aperture, on
which the surfaces are conjugated, it is possible to decrease the influence of edge condi-
tions on the accuracy of correction. The residual compensation error of pregiven distorti-
on by the AM is defined by the type of distortion, the number of actuators, their mutual
location and the diameter of active aperture.

The hexagonal actuator arrangement is typical for AM. This configuration is defined by
a number of points N and distance between the points - b. We have chosen the following set
of configurations: N=7,19,37,61; distance b was varied from the value, corresponding to ac-
tuator filling of the half of aperture, up to the value, corresponding practically to a
full mirror aperture filling (with regard to the actuator finite size). Aperture radius was
varied from Rm to 0.6Rm (Rm is the mirror radius). Figure 5 illustrates the results of op-
timization of a distance between actuators for the compensation of primary aberrations by
the mirror with N=37 and three values of aperture radius. For all types of aberrations
considered, the actuator arrangement on maximum distance from each other is optimum. The
study of configuration with N=61 has demonstrated that in this case maximum distance bet-
ween the actuators is optimum too. The dependences are similar to those in Fig.5. In the
case of N=19 the dependence of r.m.s. error on the distance between actuators for three
types of aberrations (which are coma, astigmatism and distortion) are similar to N>19, but
for defocus and spherical aberration for some values of aperture radius minimal error cor-
responds to values b which are not equal to maximum distance between the actuators (Fig.6).
However, the actuators displacement at maximum distance from each other insignificantly
decreases the accuracy of correction in comparison with best value which can be achieved.
Hence, this arrangement, apparently, is optimum. For N=7 (Fig.7) the minimum of E(b)
essentially depends on aperture radius and the type of aberration. The universal confi-
guration for the correction of primary aberrations does not exist in this case. Figure 8
illustrates the dependence of the accuracy of correction on a number of actuators for the
aperture A=O.8Rm and the optimum actuators arrangement in each case. The dependences are
symbolic because for hexagonal arrangement the number of actuators take on discrete values.
The smoother is aberration the less is influence of variation of the number of actuators on
compensation r.m.s. error. The general tendency is the more quiet dependence with increase
of N, that proves that the substantial increase of the number of actuators is not expe-
dient for the compensatian of rather smooth distortions.

The study of hexagonal arrangement has demonstrated that the residual error is rather
sensitive to actuators arrangement when their number is constant. Let us consider the case
of 19 actuators arranged as is demonstrated in Fig.9. The data for three types of aberra-
tions and optimum arrangement of actuators in each configuration are represented in tab.l.

The form of optimum arrangement depends on the type of corrected distortion. For cor-
rection of defocus an arrangement of all the actuators on one ring is preferable. For as-
tigmatism correction the best is two rings configuration; for coma correction the best is
hexagonal arrangement.

The important problem of the correction of pregiven wave front distortions by the AM
is the dependence of the accuracy of correction on the accuracy of adjustment of the system
which involves tne AM. We have considered the defocus approximation by the AM with hexa-
gonal arrangement of 19 actuators, when the axis of light incident on the mirror is shifted
relatively to the mirror center at the value ranging from O.OlRm to 0.3Rm. The distance
between actuators is b=0.3Rm. The research has shown that small shift of the beam axis re-
latively to the mirror center causes the critical error increase (Fig.10). The O.O1Rm shift
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causes the error increase in 4 times, the 0.lRm shift causes the error increase in 30
times.

In all the cases considered we have assumed that optical system is adjusted for normal
radiation incidence on mirror surface. However, in practice AM may be used at unnormal
incidence. Figure 11 illustrates the dependence of accuracy of the correction of defocus
and astigmatism by the mirror with hexagonal arrangement of 19 actuators on an angle bet-
ween the normal to the mirror surface and the axis of incident light. The distance between
actuators is b=0.48Rm, the aperture is A=0.6Rm. The dependences demonstrate that the maxi-
mum accuracy of conjugation corresponds to the case of normal incidence of radiation.

The results of simulation of the correction of 5 aberrations by the elastic AM with
substrate in the form of thin plate showed that:

l.No configuration of arrangement of the given number of actuators in AM exists, provi-
ding highest accuracy of the correction of a given set of aberrations: each type of aber-
ration has optimum number and a configuration, providing the given accuracy of correction
at the given subaperture.

2.The accuracy of AM correction of the wave front aberrations can not be enhanced by un-
limited increasing of the actuator number.

3.As an optical element, the AM in optical system acts as a lense and must be adjusted
with high accuracy.

4.The accuracy of AM correction of phase distortions sufficiently depends on the angle
of incidence of laser radiation on reflecting surface. Maximum accuracy of the correction
reaches at normal radiation incidence.

5.Due to a principle fixation of the AM substrate perimeter maximum accuracy of the cor-
rection of aberrations such as distortion, coma, astigmatism and more high orders is not
principally achievable at the whole AM aperture.

In conclusion the authors are grateful to V.I. Andryushin, G.A. Jhitomersky and V.V.
Ostanin.
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THE ROLE OF PLASMOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN THE FORMATION OF SPER-LASER ACTIVE MEDIUM

V.V.Apollonov, A.A.Sirotkin

General Physics Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Vavilov str. 39,
117942 Moscow, USSR

Abstract

Investigation of the mechanisms of Ective medium formation in lasers with segmented
plasma sources of metal vapors is presented. It is shown that plasmochemical reactions are
the main mechanism in the processes of active medium formation in lasers.

The attempts to realize a recombination pump scheme I have resulted in the creation of
a SPER-laser (segmented-plasma-excitation-recombination)2 - . It is a new type of lasers
operating on metal vapour and using excitation by the pulsed electrical discharge. The ge-
neration at a great number of Etom and ion transitions was realized in the IR, visible,
and UV wavelength regions. The authors2  suppose that the inversion at the atom and ion
transitions in this type of lasers is formed as a result of the ion recombination of hig-
her ratio Et the etal vapour plasma scattering into the buffer gas. From the other point
of view in papers -8 the possibility is considered of the CdII ion levels population at
the recharge with He' ions at the segmented excitation. Besides that, the bulk preioniza-
tion of the buffer gas was observed in /8/, and it was shown that the metal vapour plasma
scattered not into the cold, but into the preliminary excited buffer gas.

Thus, the mechanisms of the buffer gas excitation and the role of the plasmochemical
reactions in the process of the SPER-laser active media formation cre not clear yet. These
problems are considered in this paper on the example of a SPER-laser operating at the Cd,
Zn, In atom and ion transitions.

The experimental set-up is presented in Figure 1. A number of metal (Cd, Zn, In) elec-
trodes with the sizes of 12x2x1 mmD were used as active elements (AE). They were position-
ed in a line on a dielectric plate with a 11.5 mm gap between the neighbouring electrodes.
The pumping is realized by rectangular current pulses (In 20t100 A, voltage Un= 10+20 kV,
pump duration Zn -3/us). He or Ne with the pressure P= 3+50 torr was used as the buffer
gas. The density of the excited atoms and ions of the buffer gas and metal vapour was mea-
sured by the method of intracavity laser spectroscopy (ICLS). The ICL-spectrometer consis-
ted of a dye laser with the lamp pumping into the cavity of which the active element of
SPER-laser under investigation was placed and a diffraction spectrograph DFS-452. The spe-
ctrum was recorded on a photofilm or by a multichannel optical analyzer (MDA) with the
following output of the absorption contours on a recorqing oscillograph.

Figure 2 shows the dependences of the excited He (2-P) buffer gas atoms on the pressu-
re PHe- The excited He atoms were registered at a distance of 18 mm from the electrodes,
and the maximum density of the excited atoms was observed at the leading edge of the pulse.
It is clear from the figure that the reduction of the buffer gks pressuj regulted in the
sharp increase of He (25P) excited atoms density from 3.10 cm-) to 5.10''cm-  t the vari-
ation of PHe from 30 to 5 torr. At PHe< 5 torr firstly we observed the breakdown by the
gas between the neighbouring electrodes and then - between the extreem ones, i.e. the glow
discharge by the buffer gas formed. On the other hand, at PHe increasing a monotonous
growth of the metal density NCdI was observed (Figure 3). The density dependence of the
excited two-fold ions had another character. Firstly, the sharp growth of CdII ions con-
centration was observed, at PHe 12 it achieved its maximum, and after that we observed its
slow decrease (Figure 3).

Let us consider the way in which the buffer gas atoms are produced under segmented ex-
citation. It is well known that the glow discharge in the low-pressure gus develops at the
voltage exceeding the static breakdown one Ust, which is determined for the gas under con-
sideration from the Pashen curve by the parameter Pd (there d is the distance between
the electrodes).

Figure 4 shows the oscillograms of the current and voltage pulses operating on the ac-
tive element of SPER-laser. It is clear that firstly the total charge voltage is applied
to the ends of AE U = 15 kV which significantly exceeds the static one (U t ~ 3 kV at
d = 50 cm, PH= 5+ 10 torr). Thus, between the extreme electrodes of AE tfle glow dischar-
ge begins to develop. Simultaneously, a spark channel starts its formation in the gaps
between the neighbour electrodes. Note that in this case the UV radiation from the spark
channel plasma as well as the field disturbance caused by the electrodes make easier the
development of the glow discharge.

The conditions for the development of the brek-down in the gas and spark channel bet-
ween the electrodes depend on the pressure P, type of the buffer gas, overvoltage E=U/d,
the size of a gap between the electrodes, and the material of the electrodes.

Three regions can be separated by the pressure of the buffer gas.
At low pressures P < 3+5 torr the glow discharge in the gas develops earlier than the

spark channel between the electrodes. In this case the current runs by the ionized gas,
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and to this case the maximum density of the buffer gas excited atoms is corresponded (see
Figure 2) at the minimum value of the metal vapour.

A-.P > 30 worr we observe quite the reverse case - the discharge in the gas is not
formed yeL, -I- :he .ev,!_ment of the spark channel is already fiuished. For the most
par. , P'e current runs through the plasma in the gaps between the electrodes.

There is a third intermediate region 315 4 P< 2 01 30 torr where the excitation of the
buffer gas atoms at the development of The glow discharge is observed together with The
formation of a sparK channel. In this region we can observe the generation on the atom
and ion trancitions in SPER-laser 2-5. Thus, there is a relation between the conditions
for the formation of SP3R-laser AM and the presence of the excited buffer gas. On account
of this fact we can come to a conclusion that the energy is transferred from the buffer
gas by the metal ions and atoms. And this can account for the behaviour ofdensity of the
excited metal ions (Fig.3) at the variation of P1J , assuming that the metal ions are for-
med as a result of plasmochemical reactions of the buffer gas with the metal vapour atoms.

Let us consider if such plasmochemical reactions as recharge on the buffer gas ions,
Penning ionization, reactions of the type metastable-metastable as well as two-stage reac-
tions, can occur under the condition of segmented excitation of the metal vapour.

1. Figure 5 presents the oscillograms of the jurrent In pulses and radiation pul es of
the lines Zn II 6d2 D5/2 ( ) 384 nm), Zn II 4f 5/2 ( x=491.1 nm) and Zn II 4dD 5/2

= 210 n.,:) with the buffer gas He (Fig.4a,b,c) and Ne (Fig.4 d,e,f), respectively. It
is clear that the character of the line glow depends on the position of Zn I and buffer
gas levels. For the levels Zn II 6d2 D 5/2 (Zn II 4f2F 7/2) which are situated higher than
He'(Ne) and are populated only due to the electron shock and recombination, the quick de-
crease of the glow observed after the extinction of the pump current is quite characteris-
tic. For the lines Zn II 4f2FP 5/2 (Zn II 4d2 D5/2), which can be populated due to the re-
charge with He+(Ne) ions He+ + Zn He +Zn+ (4f2 F 5/2), Ne4 +Zn Ne i Zn+*(4d D 5/2), we ha-
ve observed durable afterglow (Fig.b,f) similar to the glow of the spectral lines in the
direct-current diocharge 0. It is also clear from the figure that the change in the ra-
diation intensity is observed both during the action of the pump current and and during
afterglow. Fig.5 presents the dependence Na(He)/Na(Ne) (where Na(He) and Na(Ne) are the
populations of the levels with helium and neon buffer gas, respectively) for different
distances r from the electrodes after the end of the pump pulse. The Na(He)/Na(Ne) rttio
was determinpd by measuring the radiation intensities of the spectral lines Zn II 4f:F9/2
and Zn II 4dNDs/2. It is seen from the figure that at small r, where mixing of the me-
tal vanor and buffer gas is negligible, the processes of recharging and recombination are
comparable. At large r, mixing is more efficient and recharging makes the major contribu-
tion to the level population . It is in that spatial region where lasing is observed.

These experiments show that the process of Zn ion formation (a similar picture was ob-
served for Cd also) is by an order of magnitude more efficient that the electron shock or
recombination due to the recharge reaction.

At the change of the buffer gas from He to Ne the redistribution of the population on
the lower ltvels occurs. It should be pointed out that at such a change the intensity of
the SP.-R-laser radiation at the atom transitions varies insignificantly, i.e. to a first
approximation we assume the number of the recombining one-time-charged ions to remain
constant.

2. It is well known that neon and argon break the metastable states He (2'So ) and
He (23s,). In our experiments at the addition of Ne into He buffer jas we observed the re-
duglon of the intensity and duration of the line glow Cd II 4d9 2D 5/2, 3/2) and Zn II

(3d D t/2, 3/2). These lines can be populated at the Penning reaction with the He meta-stables 11: +He(2 3S1 ) + Cd - He + Cd +(4d 9 2D5/2 , 3/2 ) + e

He(23S1 ) + Zn - He + Zn '(3d 9 2D5/2 , 3/2
) + e

Thus, at the analysis of the formation mechanisms of SPER-laser active media it is ne-
cessary to take into account the Penning reaction as well.

3. In /6/ the possibility of Cd II 4f2Fo levels Ropulation at the Penning reaction of
He metastables with Cd metastables (He(233 ) + Cd(53P2)-He + Cd+*+ e) was considerrd for
the explanation of the second burst of aftarglow.

This effect was observed in our experiments with Cd and Zn as well (see Figures 5b, 5f),
but we failed to explain it for this reaction since the process does not pass by energy.
To our mind, the radiation intensity in the far afterglow is associated with the recha e
of the metal atoms on He+ ions, whion are formed at the interaction of He metastables

4. In /3-4/ the generation was realized in the visible and UV wavelength regions on
In III and Bi III transitions as a continuation of Cd II and Pb II electron row, respec-
tively. Let us consider the possibility of the population of In III and Bi III upper la-
ser levels by means of plasmochemical reactions.

Oigure 7 shows the partial diagrams of energetic levels for In and 13i. It is clear
that they have a similar structure. The main states In4-and Bi+ ' are in the vicinity of the
the resonance with He+ , which makes possible the reaction of recharge accompanied b:, the
Penning ionization.

He+ + In-He + In+ ' e He Bi- He + Bi+ ' + e
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In /13/ they pointed out that great cross-sections ( 6- o0-15 cm2 ) correspond to such
reactions at which the summary energy of the electron coatings is kept constant.

Besides, it is clear from the diagram (Figure 7) that for suc!' elements a unique situ-
ation is realized, since the energetic gaps between the main states ln + , Bi+' and the
upper laser levels 4feF 54 2In III and 6f4F 5 .2 BiIII are 20.08 eV and 20.114 eV, respective-
ly, which is near the resonance with He metastable state (2'so).

Due to this fact the excitation transfer should be effectively realized according to
the following scheme: +He(2'S o) + In+ -He + in++

He(2'S o ) + Bi -' He + Bi+ +*

Such a two-stage recharge process with Penning ionization by He+ ion and the excitati-
on transfer from He metastable can result in the selective population ofthe upper laser
levels in In III and Bi III.

For the experimental test of such a supposition some quantity of neon and argon was
added into He buffer gas of SPER laser operating on In vapour, which causes the destruc-
tion of He (2'S ) qnd Ne (23 S1) metastables. The reduction in the glow intensity of In III
spectral lines ?4f4F ) was obtained with the increase of the additive concentrati-
on. At the total chau'oi'Te for Ne these lines were not registered.

Taking into account all the mentioned above we can explin the fact that the authors
of /4/ did not obtain generation on Bi III transitions (5f Fo - 6p2p) with ), = 2074 A.
It can be explained by the great difference in the energetic levels between Bi+ + (17.04eV)
and He metastable, and consequently by the low efficiency of the excitation transfer.

Thus, it is shown in this paper that plasmochemical reactions are the main mechanism
for the formation of the laser active media with a segmented plasma source of the metal
vapour. The population of Cd II and Zn II ion levels occurs at the recharge with He+ ions

In III - at the recharge with ionization and the following excitation. These processes
are more efficient than recombination or electron shock.

The pump recombination mechanism is realized on the atom transitions, in this case the
one-time-charged ions are formed in the process of plasmochemical reactions. The recombi-
nation )uif;, o our mind, can also be observed for the one-time-charged ions of the ele-
ments (Ca,Sn,Pb,Sr, etc) the two-times-charged ions of which can be obtained using the re-
charge with ionization.
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ABSTRACT

We present a review on the actual significance of far-infrared gas experiments. This was first recognized by Weiss et al. [8- 11]. For
lasers in basic laser physics. The main aspects are deterministic this purpose they applied 81.5 ltm NH 3 [8-10] and 117 .Lm
chaos and linear as well as nonlinear distributed feedback. CH 2F2 [111 lasers. Laser-pumped gas lasers are usually not

properly described by the three Lorenz equations of a two-level
laser derived by Haken [2]. The coherent coupling of the three

INTRODUCTION levels of a laser-pumped gas laser includes nine equations. The
conditions for the reduction of these nine equations to the three

In recent years far-infrared gas lasers evolved as valuable tools Lorenz equations have been formulated by Dupertuis et al. [ 12].
for the experimental study of two different basic concepts in laser This reduction is possible with some restrictions for optically
science, i.e. distributed and helical feedback on one hand as well pumped far-infrared lasers.
as deterministic chaos on the other hand.

Consequently, optically pumped far-infrared lasers are
In 1975 Haken proved that the theoretical model of especially suited for the study of pulsating instabilities and chaos in

deterministic chaos postulated by Lorenz in 1963 can also be lasers. In this context it should be mentioned that they permit to
applied to the nonlinear dynamics of lasers under specific demonstrated the sequence of subharmonic instabilities to chaos in
conditions. In the meanwhile it was realized that specifically detail [10). Other phenomena of deterministic chaos are under
designed optically pumped far-infrared gas lasers exhibit the investigation.
phenomena characteristic for deterministic chaos. These include the
transition from the stationary oscillation as well as the intermittant
route of Manneville-Pomeau. Therefore, the current research DISTRIBUTED AND
concentrates on the quantitative interpretation of instabilities and HELICAL FEEDBACK LASERS
chaos in far-infrared gas lasers in view of the theory on
deterministic chaos. In lasers the optical feedback is usually provided by the

reflections on the two mirrors of the conventional laser resonators.
With respect to the experimental investigation of the mode The main handicap of these resonators with the optical feedback

properties of distributed and helical feedback laser systems and the localized at the mirrors is the similarity of the losses of their
comparison of the results with the theoretical predictions the fundamental longitudinal modes which are separated by c/2R in
optically pumped far-infrared lasers have proven to be superior to frequency. R indicates the length of the resonator and c the speed
semiconductor and dye lasers mainly due to their narrow gain of light. This handicap impedes the single-mode operation of lasers
profile. Thus, it was possible to test the coupled-wave theory with a broad-band gain of the active medium, i.e. of dye,
relevant to distributed feedback (DFB) with weak periodic semiconductor and high-pressure gas lasers. This can be avoided
modulation of the index of refraction or waveguide cross-section, by replacing the conventional optical resonators by axially periodic
to investigate the in-gap modes occurring in distributed feedback or helical laser structures. In these laser structures the optical
with phase matching achieved by gaps in the periodic laser feedback is provided by backward Bragg scattering from periodic
structure, to realize helical feedback (HFB) with waveguide or helical modulations of the waveguide, the refractive index
structures of the symmetries of the helix and the double helix, and and/or the gain of the laser medium. In this arrangement the optical
finally, to verify quantitatively nonlinear gain saturation and pulse feedback is distributed along the entire laser structure. Therefore, it
formation in distributed and helical feedback lasers, is called distributed feedback (DFB) for axially periodic and helical

feedback (HFB) for helical laser structures. The relevant feature of
DFB and HFB is the high spectral selectivity inherent in the Bragg
effect which permits easy selection among the fundamental

DETERMINISTIC CHAOS longitudinal laser modes even for laser-active media with broad-
band gain.

Instabilities in laser emission notably in the form of coherent

pulsations have been observed almost since the first demonstration Distributed feedback (DFB) was accomplished first in a dye

of laser action. The first laser operated in 1960 by Maiman [1] laser [13], later in a semiconductor laser [14] and in a gas laser

generated noisy spiked output even under condition of quasi steady [15-17]. The DFB gas laser is an optically pumped far-infrared
excitation. Subsequent theoretical effort towards an understanding 496 gm CH3F laser [18-20] with a periodic waveguide acting as
of these phenomena remained on a modest level until Haken [2] optical feedback system.
demonstrated that the Lorenz model [3,4] of deterministic chaos
can also be applied to the nonlinear dynamics of lasers. In the
meanwhile, a large variety of experiments on pulsating instabilities
and chaos in lasers has been performed [5-8]. Optically pumped
far-infrared lasers have proven to be predestinated for this kind of
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The majority of calculations on DFB lasers are based on Finally, we should mention the first observation 1361 of the
perturbation theory. It can be applied to lasers with weak axially dependence cf the pulse duration on the DFB mode " of a DFB
periodic modulations of waveguide cross-section, refractive index laser with periodic modulation of the waveguide cross section or
or/and gain of the laser medium. The coupled-wave theory [21-23] the refractive index. This effect was demonstrated with an optically
is relevant for the far-infrared DFB gas lasers. Therefore, these pumped 496 jtm CH 3F-DFB laser equipped with a periodic hollow
have been applied to test this theory 116,17,24-28]. On the other metal waveguide characterized by L = 252.0 pm, at = 92.3 4am
hand. the,. are not suited for a study of DFB with strong axially and a = 2369 jim. The relative output power of its (TEt I/fE.tn)-
periodic modulations 128-29]. modes 4 = -I to -3 are shown in Fig. 2, whilst the DFB pulse

shapes for 4 = -I and -2 are plotted in Fig. 3 together with the
DFB iasers with low gain and pure index modulation, e.g. DFB pump pulse of the 9.55 Pim C0 2-TEA laser. The pulse durations of

far-infrared -as lasers exhibit frequency gaps without modes. They these DFB modes differ considerably, i.e. 50 ns for 1- and
correspond to the energy gaps of solids. It is possible, however, to 90 ns for q = -2.
generate modes within these frequency gaps by, e.g. phase
matching with the aid of a spatial gap in the continuous periodic
laser structure. Also this phenomenon can be demonstrated
theoretically by coupled-wave theory [22,23,271 and
experimentally wi'th far-infrared gas lasers [271. The in-gap modes "FB L
are of special interest in the design of semiconductor DFB lasers. L L22er~L =252.0 wm

The concept of helical feedback (HFB) which is based on group D a =2.369 mm TE 1/TE 3
.0 at= 92 3 jimtheory [25,301 was first verified on an optically pumped far- L_

infrared gas laser equipped with a helical waveguide for optical
feedback [25,30,31 ]. In the meanwhile it was noticed that HFB is , \=-2
also present in dye lasers with cholesteric liquid crystals serving as ,
optical feedback [22,23,28,32].

Recently, it was discovered that the power distributions of the
modes near the frequency gaps of far-infrared DFB gas lasers
manifest nonlinear gain saturation [33-35]. This effect is illustrated 2
in Fig. I which shows the output power of consecutive
longitudinal (TM2fJTM_2 2)-modes " of an optically pumped 496
iam CH3 F-DFB laser with a periodic hollow metal waveguide with
period L = 248.0 jtm, corrugation depth al = 89.1 4im and inner
radius a = 2370 ptm. The frequency tuning is performed by
thermal expansion. Therefore, the waveguide temperature T 0
represents the tuning parameter. The modes 4 = -1,-2,-3... are
adjacent to the stopband characteristic for DFB laser with periodic 150 200 250
refractive index or waveguide-cross-section modulation. waveguide tuning temperature T PC]
According to linear DFB theory [21-23,28] the output power is
expected to increase with decreasing modulus 141 of the mode
number 4 . Consequently, the mode 4 = -1 adjacent to the Fig. 2: (TE/TE.13)-modes of 496 jim CH 3F-DFB laser with a
stopband should exhibit the highest output power. This is periodic hollow metal waveguide. For parameters see text.
contradicted by the experimental result shown in Fig. 1, where the
maximum output power occurs for the mode 4 = -7. This shift is Fig. 3 suggests that the pulse durations and the threshold gains of
explained by the theory of nonlinear gain saturation in DFB lasers DFB modes are related. Hitherto, the dependence of pulse shapes
[33-351. and durations on the DFB modes has been known only for DFB

lasers with periodic gain modulation, i.e. DFB dye lasers [e.g.
37,38]. According to linear DFB theory 121-23,281 the mode " =

DFB Laser - has the lowest threshold gain and consequently the longer pulse
L =248.0 jm TM2 2/TM- 22  duration than the mode 4 = -2, which contradicts the experimcntal
a =2.370 mm Z,=O.46 m-1  facts illustrated in Fig. 3. Reliable theories on this phenomenon are
al= 89.1 Wm still missing, yet it must be explained by threshold gains influenced~by DFB nonlinearities.

C1 -4

3
-1 stopbiandI

0

0, I 110 I I
50 100 150 200 250

waveguide tuning temperature T [°C]

Fig. I: Experimental demonstration of nonlinear gain saturation in
an optically pumped 496 jim CH 3F-DFB laser [33-35]
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SEALED ALL-METAL CO2 LASER TUBE TECHNOLOGY
Stanley Byron and Peter Laakmann

Synrad, Inc.
11816 North Creek Pkwy N., Suite 103, Bothell, WA 98011

ABSTRACT

A newly developed RF plasma configuration for CO2 lasers is described that offers high performance at low
cost using an all-metal, sealed-off laser tube design. The plasma bore of 5mm square cross-section supports
a free-space TEMoo optical mode and a laser power density 1/3 that of CO2 waveguide lasers, allowing
fabrication of compact sealed-off CO2 lasers from 10 to 100 watts with good optical and mechanical integrity.
Design and manufacturing factors are discussed that affect gas life, beam quality, modulation, optical
stability, and cost.

INTRODUCTION

The work reported here was started in 1984 and was aimed at developing a new approach in sealed-off RF
excited CO2 laser technology that would provide much lower cost devices, expanding established markets and
opening new market applications. The initial goals were met in 1988, with over 150 lasers delivered during
the first year of manufacturing at Synrad, Inc.

To achieve low cost as well as high performance, the problems of previously developed RF-excited CO2
wave ;uide lasers had to be solved. The earlier lasersl used metal ceramic "composite" construction

techniques that required tight tolerances, extensive machining, and lengthy processing time to remove laser
gas contaminants. The small bore (2 to 3m) of the waveguide has the advantage of high optical gain and
high power from short devices, but it has the disadvantage of high optical power density on the laser mirrors,
approaching the damage threshold limit of commercially available optics. The waveguide approach also suffers
from intracavity losses at the walls, and high sensitivity to mirror orientation which causes mode
instability problems.

These difficulties are resolved by the approach described here, which retains the advantages of RF
excitation (low voltage, electronically controllable, stable discharge), but eliminates the waveguide and its
problems by opening the bore to 5mm and using a TEMoo mode optical cavity configuration. A unique feature of
RF discharges was discovered that allows all of the walls of the bore to be metal, which can be extruded in
the propet shape at very low cost. This laser tube construction technique is the basis for a Synrad patent

2 .
The assembled laser tube can be processed much more rapidly than CO2 waveguide tubes, by using higher
temperatures and because there are no tightly fitting surfaces that require a long tire for outgassing.

Another key factor in cost reduction and product reliability is the use of the laser tube as the resonator
in a self-o.cillating RF circuit, the subject of a second Synrad patent

3 . Previous RF excited CO2 lasers
have used an external RF oscillator and amplifier chain coupled to the laser by an impedance matching coaxial
cable. Synrad has developed a much simpler and lower cost approach that uses a single transister power
oscillator driven by feedback from an LC resonator built into the electrode structure of the laser tube.

These factors as well as careful attention to thermal and mechanical design of the single integrated
chassis have resulted in very low cost, high performance, sealed-off CO2 lasers in the power range from 10 to
25 watts.

LASER DESCRIPTION

Each of the two lasers, shown in Fig. 1, is a completely integrated unit, requiring only input power and
cooling, as determined by the application and mode of operation. Two input power options are available,
either 28 volts dc or 110 volts ac. The chassis is provided with air cooling fins for fan cooled operation
up to 50% duty cycle, and with four grooves where water cooling tubes can be inserted for high duty cycle
or full power operation. The chassis of each laser is only 3 inches wide by 4 inches high. The length of
the 10 watt laser is 17 inches and that of the 25 watt laser is 32 inches.

The all aluminum chassis is carefully integrated to contain the laser tube, the power supply, and all of
the electronic circuits, as shown in Fig. 2. The laser tube is a 2 inch square aluminum extrusion with the
ends welded in place. A gas fill valve and RF electrical feedthrough post is located on one side of the
laser tube. The laset mirrors are held against o-rings on each end by simple mounts that are adjusted and

locked into place at the factory. The laser tube fits closely into the chassis to assure good thermal

contact. Heat from both the laser tube and the electronic circuits is carried by the aluminum chassis to

the side walls where it is removed by forced air or water cooling. The basic operating parameters for the

lasers are listed in Table 1.

Laser Tube Structure

A cross-section of the internal structure of the aluminum laser tube is shown in Fig. 3. The four
extruded aluminum parts slide in through the ends of the tube and lock into place. After internal assembly
is completed the aluminum ends are welded on to the tube, making a leak free structure that can be vacuum
baked at high temperature for rapid removal of impurities.

The two extruded aluminum side pieces (ground spacers) serve three functions. They restrict the RF
discharge at the sides of the central 5m square plasma region, they conduct heat from the laser gas to the
outer perimeter of the laser tube, and they provide the support structure for the two RF electrodes. The RF
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discharge electrodes at the top and bottom of the laser tube are also extruded aluminum and are anodized
everywhere except where electrical contact surfaces are required. The anodized layer helps to maintain
discharge uniformity. The electrodes are locked firmly against the ground spacers with 1/8" diameter ceramic
ball insulators sandwiched between the parts.

The upper electrode is connected to the external RF circuit through the feedthrough post. A 0.5m gap
between the electrode and the tube wall forms a capacitance to ground that becomes a component in the RF
oscillator circuit. The upper electrode is connected to the lower electrode (and its capacitance) through
an inductor. The RE drive on the lower electrode is shifted in phase by 180 degrees from the upper electrode,
making the peak voltage between the 2 electrodes twice that between one electrode and the grounded laser
tube. RF breakdown in the gas occurs only in the central 5mm square bore of the laser tube. Plasma current
flows between the 2 RF electrodes, not to the ground electrodes.

RE BreaKdown

As noted above, the laser tube is constructed almost entirely of metal parts, yet the RF plasma forms
only in the central bore of the tube. This all-metal construction method is based on the unique electrical
breakdown characteristics of low pressure RF discharges. MacDonald 4 has shown that experimental data for RF
breakdown voltage can be correlated by plotting EA1 versus pA, where A is a characteristic scale length
for electron diffusion losses. This correlation is applicable for R frequencies that are high enough that
the electron drift distance in a half period is much less than the electron diffusion loss distance. Under
these conditions there is no requirement for secondary electron emission from the electrodes, and the RF
breakdown .Itage can be considerably lower than the DC breakdown voltage. At reduced pressure and high
frequencies the electron drift distance may become less than the electron-molecule mean free path. At
pressures below this value the RF breakdown voltage rises, exhibiting a minimum in the curve of breakdown
voltage versus pressure. The location of this minimum depends on the RF frequency. For pressures above
tnis minimum, and for RF frequencies well above the electron momentum transfer collision frequency, the RF
breakdown voltage does not depend on frequency, and is simply a characteristic of the gas.

For the nigh pressure (frequency independent) part of the breakdown curve, the voltage is determined by
requiring that the net ionization rate coefficient, ., in the gas equals the loss rate coefficient by
diffusion,

where U is the free electron diffusion coefficient, given by

D = v/ '/9 3 m Y(2)

Here v is the electron speed (v2 = 3kTe /m) and ,, is the electron momentum transfer collision frequency.
These parameters can be calculated as a function of E/N by solving the Boltzmann equation for the electron
distribution function. The characteristic length for electron diffusion loss is d/,r for a circular tube of
diameter d, and only slightly larger for a square tube with wall separation equal to d. The voltage is then
E/N times pd, the product of the pressure (density) times the electrode gap spacing.

We carried out this calculation for the CO2 gas mixture used in Synrad lasers and the result is shown as
the lower right hand part of the curve in Fig. 4. The minimum occurs at the RF oscillation amplitude limit,
which is the point where the characteristic loss distance equals the electron drift distance,

/r= (3)
where vD is the electron drift velocity and WR~ris 2F times the RF frequency. For the lower pressures or
dimensions, the voltage must be higher in order to provide secondary electron emission at the cathode to
make up for electron losses at the anode. As pressure is reduced further, the breakdown voltage curve
increases to merge with the DC voltage curve.

The DC breakdown part of the curve was calculated by using the empirical curve fit expressions given by
Cobine 5 for the minimum sparking potential, V and po( the value of pd where it occurs.

VtS, = 2.718 (BA) in (I/ ) (4)

} dmj'- = (2.718/A) ln (1/) (5)

The parameters A, B, and 9 were estimated for the CO2 laser gas to have values of 8, 180, and 0.07,
respectively.

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the voltage, pressure and gap spacing parameters for the Synrad laser tube
electrodes relative to each other and relative to ground. The voltage of the electrodes relative to each
other is twice that relative to ground because the inductance coupling between the two electrodes makes
them 180 degrees out of phase. This breakdown curve shows how the use of small gap spacing and lower
voltage between the individual R electrodes and ground prevents breakdown there, while breakdown occurs
readily between the two RF electrodes with their larger gap spacing and higher voltage.

RF Circuit

The R self-oscillating circuit is shown in Fig. 5. A single power transistor amplifier with a gain of
about 10 is used as the active element in the oscillator. The R frequency is set by the resonance of the
inductance and capacitance of the electrode structure inside the laser tube. With this approach the
oscillator automatically adjusts for the small shift in frequency between the initial laser gas breakdown
conditions and the steady plasma excitation conditions.

About 10 percent feedback from the laser tube to the input to the transistor is provided by a 50 ohm, 1/4
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wavelength impedance matching cable. The output of the transistor is matched to the input impedance of the
laser tube by a tunable impedance matching network. Approximate values for the circuit parameters are given
in Fig. 5.

Heat Removal

The laser gas is surrounded by the aluminum electrodes and ground spacers, which conduct heat rapidly
to the perimeter of the laser tube. The heat transfer is symmetrical, maintaining the dimensional integrity
of the laser tube, which is necessary to retain the optical alignment of the mirrors on the ends of the
laser tube. The power transferred out each electrode is about 0.8 watts per cm of length, producing a
temperature drop of only about 2 degrees C (see Fig. 6). The heat is then transferred to the aluminum tube
walls across the laser gas gap of 0.5rm, requiring a temperature drop of about 20 degrees C for the - P

o-'ctruaes. i. grounu sp.cei na i small- gap .U.2ia) anJ a correspondingly smaller temperature drop.
The laser tube fits closely into the chassis with air gaps of about 0.1mm, which introduce an additional
drop of about 4 degrees C. Thus the internal walls adjacent to the laser gas have a surface temperature of
10 to 25 degrees C above the chassis temperature. This value is roughly the same as the inside wall
temperature of a cooled glass tube of the same diameter. Since the internal laser gas temperature at the
center of the tube is 200 to 300 degrees C, this wall temperature rise has a relatively small effect on
output power.

uptical Resonator

The laser cavity for both lasers uses a 3 meter radius of curvature silicon total reflector and a flat
zinc selenide output coupler. The optical parameters for the cavity resonator of the laser tubes are listed
in Table 2. These parameters were found to provide a good combination of high power extraction efficiency
and good mode quality and stability. The internal losses in the cavity are quite low, allowing high
reflectivity output couplers to be used. The resulting high cavity intensity saturates the laser gas very
well, yielding high optical extraction efficiency. High cavity intensity also was found to help in the
suppression of higher order transverse modes and parasitics due to spurious wall reflections.

The calculated Gaussian free space l/e2 mode diameter at the two ends of each cavity is seen to be
comparable with the bore size. The bore then serves to discriminate against higher order transverse modes.
Since the Fresnel number of the 10 watt laser tube is somewhat larger than 1, additional discrimination
against the TEN 0 1 mode is provided by a small tilt of the optical axis in the vertical plane containing the
two RE electrodes.

The optical cavity mode spacing of the zero order transverse modes is seen to be comparable with the
pressure broadened width of the CO2 spectral lines (Table 2). When the laser tube temperature changes, the
mirror spacing changes and the cavity modes shift across the optical gain profiles of the lasing lines. The
laser output then shifts in a regular pattern from one line to another as one of the cavity modes moves

through the central high gain part of each line. During the transition from one line to another, two lines

may operate simultaneously. The 10 watt laser with its larger mode spacing scans through 6 or 7 lines in the

P branch of the 10.4um band, whereas the 25 watt laser scans through only 3 or 4 lines. The laser tube

moves through this thermal cycle with a change in temperature of 0.5 degrees C for the 10 watt laser and 0.25

degrees C for the 25 watt laser. After a 10 to 20 minute warm up period the thermal drift is slow enough

to maintain output on one spectral line for several minutes.
The output power also fluctuates somewhat due to thermal drift. The short term (10 minute) power

stability of the 10 watt laser is typically ±5 percent, whereas it has been seen to be less than +2 percent

for the 25 watt laser.

LASER PERFORMANCE

Laser Power and Efficiency

Since the RF input power to the laser tubes can be turned on and off rapidly, it is convenient to vary

the laser output power by varying the duty cycle of a high frequency control signal applied to the RF power

source. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of output power and laser tube efficiency on duty cycle using 5 Khz
modulation. There is a minimum input power required to achieve stable output, which limits the low end of
the power curves to 0.5 to 2 watts. As the duty cycle increases, the laser tube efficiency rises sharply to

a level of 15 to 20 percent. At 50 percent duty cycle the output power is about 70 percent of the CW output
power. Maximum output occurs at about 90 percent duty cycle. This enhancement in efficiency and output
power caused by modulation of the input power is thought to arise from the motion of the laser gas through

the electrode gaps and within the discharge region, increasing the cooling rate and reducing the average
temperature of the gas.

Modulation Characteristics

The laser output response to modulated input power is shown in Fig. 8 for a 10 watt tube. Under normal
operating conditions the CO2 in the laser gas is about 50 percent dissociated. The time constant for the
rise and fall of the laser output is then about 100 ,sec. For 2 Khz modulation at 50% duty cycle the laser
output falls to zero on each cycle, producing 100% modulation of the output power. At 5 Khz the laser power
is only 70% modulated.

By adding a small amount of water vapor to the gas, the steady state dissociatin o' CO2 is reduced,
shortening the time constant to about 40 psec and producing 100% modulation at 5 Khz. However, the added
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water vapor also reduces laser efficiency.
The laser tube also can be superpulsed by increasing the RF input power. For example, a factor of 2.5

increase in input and output power using I Khz modulation at 25 percent duty cycle is shown in Fig. 8.

Laser Gas Fill Operating Lifetime

The lifetime of sealed off laser tubes is limited by various factors such as the buildup of impurities in
the gas, depletion of the CO2 content during operation, and optical mirror degradation or damage. The
Synrad lasers are vacuum baked at high temperature which effectively removes the internal sources of gas
contamination. However, water vapor from the atmosphere diffuses slowly inward through the o-ring seals at
the RF feedthrough and the optical mirrors. To achieve long life the water vapor is adsorbed by zeolite
pellets placed inside the tube. The resulting shelf life of the laser tube is measure-d in years, and
testing is still underway to obtain quantitative results.

The integrity of the optical mirrors has been maintained satisfactorily on all lasers placed in service
as far as we know. This is due in part to the high quality optical components supplied to us and in part to
the moderate optical intensity in the laser cavity.

The principal limitation in operating lifetime observed for these lasers as well as earlier CO2 waveguide
lasers is a gradual reduction in the amount of CO2 present in the gas. The discharge dissociates CO2 to form
CO and 02 as well as small amounts of 0 and 03. The oxidizing nature of these gas constituents leads to a
gradual loss of oxygen to various metal surfaces in the laser. This effect is seen in Fig. 9 where the
output power of 2 lasers is traced overa period of steady operation for 1000 hours. At the end of this
period the addition of a small amount of 02 restores the laser to its original output power and its original
modulation waveform.

The oxygen depletion time constant can be increased considerably by processing the laser tube with a high
oxygen content discharge for a longer period of time. The lifetime also can be increased by further study to
determine which materials in the laser tube become oxidized and changing to more inert materials. Using some

of these methods we have one laser on test that has reached 1800 hours lifetime with only 15% drop in power.
It appears likely that low cost, sealed-off CO2 lasers with 5,000 to 10,000 hour operating lifetime soon will
be available commercially.
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Table 1 C0 2 LASER OPERATING PARAMETERS Table 2 OPTICAL RESONATOR PARAMETERS

OUTPUT POWER loW 25W LASER POWER 10 WATTS 25 WATTS

Power Source 28 VDC or 110 VAC Bore Size, mm 4.8 square 4.8 square

Input Power 300 W (AC) 600 W (AC) Discharge Length, cm 37 74

Overall Efficiency 3 to 6% 4 to 8% Mirror Spacing, cm 40 78

RF Drive Voltage less than 150 V Output Coupler Refl.,% 95 92

RF Frequency 45 MHz Fresnel Number 1.4 0.7

Modulation Range up to 5 kHz TE24 Mode Dia., rm 4.2 and 3.7 4.9 and 4.2

Gas Mixture 6 Xe, 8 CO, 8N2 , 36 He Cav??y Intensity, I/Isat 6 10

Gas Pressure 58 iorr Mode Spacing, MHz 375 190

Gas Fill Operating Life 1000 hrs Line Width, MHz 260 260

Wavelength 10.55 to 10.67 um 10.57 to 10.63 uim Spectral Lines P(16) to P(28) P(18) to P(24)

Mode TE1boo
Polarization Linear
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Noise Levels in a Tunable CO 2 Laser Source

A. L. Kachelmyer and R. S. Eng
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lincoln Laboratory
244 Wood Street

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

This paper considers the measurement of amplitude modulation (AM) and phase modulation (PM)
noise in a tunable CO2 laser source. Theoretical and experimental heterodyned output spectrums
compare the tunable source to a 'clean' reference laser.

1. Introduction

A broadband tunable CO local oscillator (LO) laser has application for target velocity tracking with
a heterodyne detection system such as a wideband imaging laser radar. By frequency shifting the LO in
proportion to the target induced Doppler shift, the heterodyned detector passband of interest can be kept
relatively narrow. The tunable LO is created by the modulation of a stable CO2 laser with a tunable RF
source. However, because the modulation process usually requires a high power RF drive signal, the noise
quality of the tunable LO may be substantially worst than that of the stable C02 laser.

For a wideband imaging laser radar system, the detector passband can be kept at a minimum, approxi-
mately equal to the desired imaging signal bandwidth, provided that the tunable LO tracks out the target
Doppler shift. For satellite and ballistic missile targets the Doppler shift can be as large as ±1.3 GHz for a
10.6 pm wavelength. The spectral purity of such a Doppler tracking tunable LO must necessarily be such
that the degradation of the heterodyned signal spectrum is minimal.

An analytical model is presented which relates AM and PM noise in the local oscillator signal to a
resultant heterodyne signal plus noise model. Heterodyned detected output power spectrums are described
both analytically and pictorially. Theoretical output power spectrums are shown for both the AM and PM
noise cases assuming a monochromatic laser input signal. The direct detected output power spectrum of
the tunable LO is also described analytically.

Measured output power spectrums are presented for the heterodyne detection of a very stable rare
isotope C02 reference laser (return signal) with a tunable C02 local oscillator source. The tunable LO
source is created by modulating a regular isotope C02 laser with an acousto-optic (AO) modulator which
is driven by a tunable RF source. Effective AM and PM noise power levels are determined from the
measurement data using a direct spectral comparison technique.

The experimental results confirmed the general functional dependence predicted for AM and FM noises.
An unexpected AM suppression by the acousto-optic modulator will be shown. In comparison with a 'clean'
fixed frequency CO 2 laser, the acousto-optic modulated CO 2 laser showed a slightly higher noise level.

This work was sponsored by the Department of the Navy for SDIO. "The views expressed are those of the authors and
do not reflect the official policy or position of the U.S. Government."
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2. SIGNAL AND NOISE MODELS

Let the input signal field and the ideal reference local oscillator field complex envelopes be described in
the plane of the circular receiver aperture of diameter d as

e.(p,t) = F4 (t)ejk, for IpI d/2, (1)
ird2

and
eno(pt) = k for Ipl < d/2, (2)

ird2

where s(t) and n(t) are the signal (including background noise) and local oscillator noise complex envelopes,
respectively. The position in the receiver aperture plane is given by the vector p .- z it + y i where i. and
i4 are the x and y unit coordinate vectors. Of course, PLO and P are the local oscillator and return signal
powers, respectively. The radian difference frequency between the return and the local oscillator signals is
represented by WIF.

The receiver input signal complex envelope is composed of the desired return signal and a background
noise signal as follows:

s(t) = v'irr(t)+ v/Kbb(t), (3)

where r(t) and b(t) are the normalized (unity) complex envelopes of the return and the background noise
signals, respectively. The signal power is P=P,,+ Pb (4)

where P,. and Pb are the return signal and background noise powers, respectively.

Let us define the local oscillator complex noise envelopes for the cases of PM or FM noise modulation
as

n(t) = e ,"() (5)

and for AM noise modulation as

n(t) = 1 + a(t), (6)

where $(t) represents the complex phase noise process and where a(t) represents the complex amplitude
noise process.

3. POWER SPECTRUMS

3.1. HETERODYNE DETECTION

The count intensity function for the total field incident upon the detector is

N(t) = a fA, je.(p,t) + eLO(p,t)l2 dp
(7)

= a [PLoIn(t)12 + PoIs(t)j2 + 2fPZo Re{s(t)n*(t)e-'F't}I
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The constant a is defined as 77

hv
where v is the optical carrier frequency of the return signal, 7 is the detector quantum efficiency, and h is
Planck's constant.

Let the photomixer output current be represented by the Poisson shot noise (PSN) process r(t). From
:, tli, detected shot noise process has the time averaged power spectral density

S.(w) = IH(w)I2 [Et{N(t)} + SN(W)] (8)

where H(w) is the transform of the electron current impulse response function, SN(W) is the power spectrum
of the count intensity function, and Et{N(t)} is the time averaged expected value of the count intensity.
At w = 0, the transfer function is

H(0) = q,

where q is the electron charge.

The power spectral density of the count intensity function is the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation
function, i.e.,

SN(W) = F{RN(-r)}, (9)
where

RN() = Etf{N(t)N(t + r)}, (10)

is the time averaged autocorrelation function. In the strong local oscillator condition, the count intensity
simplifies to

N(t) a[PLojn(t)2 + 2v/"Po Re{s(t)n'(t)e -jtP}]. (11)

Using this simplification, the time averaged autocorrelation function becomes

RN(T) = a2 PLo{PLoRInI2(r) + PRo(r)R*(r)e - wI "P? + P.R;(r)Rn (r)eJwIFT }, (12)

where
R1nj'(r) = E{jn(t)j2jn(t + r) 2 },

R,(T) = E{s(t)s'(t + r)} , (13)

Rn(r) w E{n(t)n'(t + r)}.

Note that the time averaging assumption removes an autocorrelation term of the form

Re{ R,(,r)Rn... (T)e j 'w(2t+7)}

where
R,,(,r) = E{z(t)y(t + ) }

Assuming that the background noise is a zero mean stochastic process that is statistically independent
of the return signal process, the signal autocorrelation function is
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R.(-) PR,(r) + bRb(T). (14)

Using (8), the power spectral density of the shot noise process z(t) becomes

S,,(w,) = IH(w)I[ Et{N(t)} + c, 2P~o S, 12 (W)

+ a2PLoP. S.(W) ® S(-W -WIF) + a2PLOPB So(- ) ( S W IF Y)],

where from (14)

S.(w) = PrSr(w) + PbSb(w). (16)

Note that ® denotes the convolution operator.

To be completely explicit, using (16) the power spectral density becomes

S2 (w) = IH(w)12 [aPLoEt{In(t)J2} + a2 PLo S,,2(W)

+ a' PLOPr Sr(w) 0 S, (-w -wIF) + C2 PLoPb Sb(w) 9 Sn(-w - WIF) (17)

+ a2 PLoP S,(-w) & Sn(w - WIF) + a2PLoPbSb(-w) g S(w - WF)]

Hence, the IF passband signal spectrum of interest is convolved with the corrupting LO noise spectrum
S,(w). Notice that any background light (noise) in the passband is also convolved with the LO noise
spectrum. The LO noise intensity spectrum SnJ, 2,(w) is also present and will not disturb the IF passband
unless the intensity noise is very broadband. Finally, the normal shot noise level is increased by the factor
E n(.')l2 in the presence of AM noise.

A sketch of the power spectrum of the detector output current z(t) is shown in Figure 1. Arbitrary
spectral shapes were assumed for illustration purposes. Also, note that the resultant powc- spectrum is
the sum of the individual spectra shown in the figure.

3.2. DIRECT DETECTION

The local oscillator quality can be measured directly with a direct detection measurement scheme. If the
direct detection signal incident upon the detector consists of just the local oscillator signal (the background
light noise is assumed to be negligible), then the power spectral density of the detected shot noise process
is

S.(w) IH(w) 2 [aPLoEt{In(t)12 } + a2 PL 0 SlnJ2(w)] (18)

Notice that the direct detected local oscillator power spectrum need only be measured over the frequency
band of interest, i.e., about the IF carrier frequency WIF. Notice that there is no degradation of the power
spectrum in the case of PM noise modulation.
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Figure 1: Heterodyned detector output power spectrum for a noise modulated local oscillator signal.

4. NOISE POWER SPECTRUMS

4.1. Systematic Noise Modulation

Consider first the case where the noise is modeled to be deterministic as in the case of systematic errors.
Frequency modulation (FM) can be thought of as a special case of phase modulation (PM) when the phase
function is of the form

t(t) = Oosin2rfmt. (19)

00 is the peak phase excursion and fm is the modulating frequency. In the FM context, 0o can be thought
of as the modulation index with

0 = Al/fm,

where Af is the maximum frequency excursion. In any case, when 00 is small the FM or PM complex
envelope from (5) becomes

n(t) 1 + jOosin 21rfnt. (20)

Similarly, for simple sinusoidal AM modulation, we have from (6)

n(t) =1 + a(t) (21)
= 1 + aosinwmt,

where a0 is the modulation depth and wm = 2lrfm is the radian modulation frequency.
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'The power spectrum of n(t) (for all three forms of modulation) becomes

S() + 6() + b-{6(w Win) + 6(W, +Wm)}. (22)
4

Note that this is just the familiar double sideband spectrum which occurs for simple sinusoidal PM or FM
with 00 = Af/Im or AM with 00 = ao . Note that the restriction that 0 be small for the approximations
to be valid for PM or FM does not apply to AM. That is, the value of the modulation depth ao may
be as large as one. The resulting sideband power can therefore be quite large for systematic AM noise.
Although large FM and PM phase excursions may occur, it will be generally assumed that they are small,
say, 0o < 0.1.

The time averaged mean count intensity for simple sinusoidal AM, PM, and FM is

Et{In(t)12} = 1 (23)

The intensity spectrum of n(t) is

6(w) for FM, PM

S n Mw (1 + a/2)26(w) + a 26(w - w,) + a 26 (W + Lo) (24)( 6(w - 2win)) + 6 (w + 2wm) for AM

The heterodyned detector output spectrum for sinusoidal AM, PM and FM modulation is depicted in
Figure 2. The return signal is assumed to be a simple sinusoid with normalized real envelope r(t) - 1
and the background light noise is assumed to be white with normalized power spectral density Sb(w) 1

SINUSOIDAL POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
AM INTENSITY

SIDEBANDS
- -/- IAM. FM, PM

IAM SIDEBANDS
ikONLY+

LO SHOT NOISE

-I-2&m - cum 0 cum 2oum OIFWIF - (1m WIF + (im

FREQUENCY

Figure 2: tleterodyned detector output power spectrum for small phase deviation sinusoidal PM or FM
and for sinusoidal AM.

4.2. Random Noise Modulation

Let us assume that the phase of the PM or FM noise process is uniformly distributed. That is,

I/20o for -Oo0<Oo(25

t 0 otherwise
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Note that o = Af/ff for the FM noise process.

If we assume that the phase functions t(t) and 4I(t + r) are independent (uncorrelated) and identically
distributed random variables except for r 0, we get

R,(r) E{n(t)n'(t + r)}
-- , G,, , + ( (E ,)2 )(r) (2 6)

31 + 6(r) for 80o small.

Again, if 00 is small, then the spectral densities which characterize the output shot noise spectrum in
the PM or FM case are as follows: s"(Lv) -= 8(W) + 02/a

Sl,,(W ) = 6(,) , (27)

Et{In(t)j2 } = 1.

The form of the heterodyned detector output power spectral density is shown in Figure 3, where the
return signal is assumed to be a simple tone, and the background noise is assumed to be negligible or else
white.

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
RANDOM

ZERO FREQUENCY
L LO INTENSITY BEAT FREQUENCYL0 SHOT NOISE COMPONENT

PLUS BROADBAND
RANDOM NOISE

-WIF 0 (0IF

FREQUENCY

Figure 3: Heterodyned detector output power spectrum with random PM or or AM of the LO. The
reference or received signal is assumed to be a monochromatic laser or tone signal at radian frequency WIF
from the optical carrier frequency.

Let us assume that the complex AM noise envelope a(t) is a complex circular Gaussian noise process.
Let the real and imaginary parts of a(t) be independent zero mean Gaussian processes with E{(Re a)2}
E{(Ima)2} = 0r2/2.

The corresponding power spectral densities for the complex process n(t) = 1 + a(t) are as follows:

s(w) 6(w) + ,2 (28)
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Sl,12(W) = (1 + c.) 26(w) + 2o , (29)

Etj{n(t)12 } = 1 + aa. (30)

The form of the heterodyned detector output power spectral density for complex Gaussian AM noise is
shown in Figure 3, where again the return signal is assumed to be a simple tone and the background noise
is assumed to be negligible or else white. Notice that the only significant difference between the random
PM and AM cases is that the AM noise level is slightly higher because the AM noise is not a constant
envelope process.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

SHP8656B8t RF POWER I
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1 2C16o0 BEAM +I TAOMN BEAM
LASER II OPTICS IIMODULATOR OPTICS " RNFRIG AOSOOTCMRO
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ATTENUATORS

HIGH SPEED(

DETECTOR
BIAS TEE DETECTOR

SHP85668 SUPPLY

SPECTRUM
ANALYZERI

PREAMP

Figure 4: Experimental noise measurement setup.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The I-P(12) output beam of a 1.5 m
long grating-tuned 2 C 1

"0 2 laser is transformed to a 3 mm 1/e2 beam spot on the acousto-optic (AO)
modulator. The AO modulator is driven by an RF MOPA chain consisting of a 40 MHz CW sinusoidal
signal from a frequency synthesizer (Hewlett Packard model HP8656B), and an RF amplifier (ENI Inc.
model 325LA), which has a noise figure of about 10 dB and an output power of about 25 W when driven
by a -6 dBmW sinusoidal input signal. The +1 order diffracted output beam from the AO modulator is
transformed (by a 2 m radius of curvature mirror) to a 1/e2 beam waist diameter of 4.5 mm, which is the
same as that at the zero-order grating output of the 1.5 m 1 3C'0 2 laser. This frequency shifted beam is
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next combined with the I-R(38) output beam of the 3 C 1
"0 2 laser at the beam splitter. A final lens is used

to focus the combined beam on the detector for heterodyned detection. The 1 CI"0 2 laser beam waist,
with a waist diameter of 4.5 nun, is positioned purposely the same distance from the beam splitter as that
of the transformed 4.5 nun beam waist of the frequency shifted beam for optimum heterodyne efficiency.

The detector is a high speed HgCdTe detector, SAT Inc. model Class 5c, ser. no. 648 P, optimally
biased for high effective quantum efficiency operation. The preamplifier block of Figure 4 consists of a first
stage preamplifier, which has a small signal gain of about 30 dB and a noise figure of about 1.5 dB, and
a second stage preamplifier, which has a small signal gain of about 30 dB and a noise figure of about 4
dB. The preamplifier stages are used to improve the sensitivity of the spectrum analyzer, Hewlett Packard
model HP8566B. A 20 dB microwave attenuator is used between the preamplifiers to prevent saturation
of the second amplifier, which is rated at +9 dBm at the 1 dB compression point.

The lasers are the Freed type [4] and are known to have high spectral purity with low phase and
amplitude noises.

6. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

6.1. HETERODYNE SPECTRUM WITH AND WITHOUT AO MODULATION

In this first experiment, we measured the heterodyne signal between the '3 Cl'0 2 I-R(38) (rare isotope)
laser line and the 1

2 C16 0 2 I-P(12) (regular isotope) laser line passing through but unmodulated by the
AO modulator. The frequency difference between these laser transitions is about 665 MHz. The input
power from the regular isotope laser to the detector was sufficiently high with the shot noise level above
the thermal noise level. The regular isotope laser then acts as the local oscillator. The beat signal near
665 MHz is shown as the top trace in Figure 5. The other traces in Figure 5 are the shot noise due mainly
to the 12 C16 0 2 I-P(12) laser line which serves as the laser local oscillator, the thermal noise at the input to
the first amplifier amplified by the preamplifiers, and the noise level at the spectrum analyzer input with
the preamplifiers off.

For comparison, when the +1 order output of the AO modulator (obtained with a 40 MHz RF drive
signal) was heterodyned with the isotope laser line, we obtained the heterodyne signal shown in Figure 6.
The frequency difference between these laser beams is about 625 MHz. The combined noise spectrum
of the frequency synthesizer and the RF power amplifier, are impressed through the AO modulator onto
to the regular isotope laser output. The result is that the heterodyne signal can be expected to contain
a higher noise level in comparison with that in the 'clean' or unmodulated LO measurement shown in
Figure 5. A detailed examination of Figure 6 reveals that this is indeed the case. Thus, we conclude that
the noise in the +1 order output is higher than in the unmodulated output of the 12C' 6 02 I-P(12) laser
line. In obtaining the above measurement r-cults, great care was taken to prevent any signal saturation
and spurious noise pickup in any part of the detection electronics.

For reference purposes, the 40 MHz RF drive spectrum at the input to the AO modulator and the
heterodyned signal spectrum from 575 MHz to 675 MHz are shown in Figures 7 and 8. We want to point
out in particular that the zero order signal from the AO modulator is as low as -72 dB below the first order
signal, a number far lower than -40 dB generally reported. It may be due to the special construction of the
AO modulator, IntraAction model AGM406B, which is made for high conversion efficiency at a moderate
RF drive power.

6.2. SINUSOIDAL FM AND AM MODULATION OF THE RF DRIVE SIGNAL

In the this second experiment, the 40 MHz signal from the frequency synthesizer was frequency mod-
ulated using an external 350 kHz sinusoidal source. The modulation index was about 0.005. The drive
spectrum at the input to the AO modulator, after proper attenuation, is shown in Figure 9, showing that
the first sidebands are about 52 dB below the carrier. When this local oscillator signal containing FM
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Figure 5: Heterodyne spectrum with an unmodulated LO laser.
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Figure 6: Spectrum of the reference laser heterodyned with an LO laser which is AO modulated by a 40
MHz sinusoidal RF drive signal.
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sidebands was heterodyned with the laser beam from the rare isotope laser, we obtained the heterodyned
signal shown in Figure 10, after amplification by the two preamplifiers. The rare isotope laser power was
about 1/10 that of the laser local oscillator power. We note that the first sidebands are 52 dB below
the carrier level, just as the sidebands of the 40 MHz RF drive signal. In addition, as the rare isotope
laser signal was attenuated, the relative carrier-to-sideband ratio stays constant. This linearity in powor
is expressed by (17), which shows that both the carrier and the sidebands are proportional to the return
signal or rare isotope laser power Pr.

On the other hand, when we applied an external amplitude modulation to the local oscillator signal,
unexpected results were obtained in that the heterodyne sideband amplitudes were lower than those in
the RF drive. Results are shown in Figures 11 and 12 for two levels of AM modulations, 0.2 % and
1.0 %, respectively. The corresponding 40 MHz AM modulated RF drive spectrum was measured and
superimposed upon the measured heterodyne spectrum in each figure for comparison. For 0.2 % AM
modulation, the amplitudes of the sidebands relative to the carrier in the 40 MHz RF drive signal are seen
to be about 15 dB higher than those in the heterodyned case (see Figure 11). For 1.0 % AM modulation,
we see that there are a number of sidebands; the amplitudes of the sidebands relative to the carrier in the
40 MHz RF drive signal vary from about 15 dB higher to about 5 dB higher than those in the heterodyned
case (see Figure 12) as the order of the sideband increases. Repeated measurements produced essentially
the same results.

The authors have no explanation for these unexpected results for AM modulation. Between the AM
and FM measurements, there was no change in measurement setup other than the change in the frequency
synthesizer modulation input. A likely explanation for the AM amplitude suppression could be in the
nature of the acousto-optic modulation mechanism. For example, the moving acoustic grating generated
on the AO interacting medium has a uniform grating spacing in the case of amplitude modulation and a
non-uniform spacing in the case of frequency modulation. Perhaps a detailed analysis along this line can
reveal the real reason for the difference in the sideband suppressions.

6.3. WIDEBAND NOISE CORRUPTION OF THE RF DRIVE SIGNAL

A third set of measurements was performed for an experiment wherein a high level broadband thermal
noise was added to the frequency synthesizer output before amplification by the RF power amplifier. The
broadband thermal noise was generated by amplifying noise, from the 50 ohm terminated input of the
first preamplifier, through two stages of preamplifiers totaling about 60 dB of small signal gain . The
combined signal and broadband thermal noise RF drive spectrum output from the power amplifier is
shown in Figure 13, along with the original RF drive power spectrum. As can be seen, the amplified noise
level is about 30 dB above that of the original noise level.

The noise level is purposely raised because the spectrum analyzer sensitivity is not high enough to
detect the phase noise presence in the sinusoidal signal output of the frequency synthesizer. With the
added thermal noise, we had no trouble in observing the noise levels as shown in Figures 14 and 15
for the wideband and narrowband heterodyned spectra around the 625 MHz sinusoidal beat frequency,
respeotively. In Figure 14, the bandwidth of the broadband noise is narrowed to about 8 MHz after
heterodyned detection. This narrowing of the amplified broadband noise spectrum occurs because the
higher difference frequencies are spatially filtered (attenuated) due to their misalignment with the optical
train (the direction of the diffracted beam is a function of frequency) and because the AO modulator's
conversion efficiency drops off at the higher frequencies (above 40 MHz).

Taking into account the difference in the resolution and video bandwidths between Figure 15 and
Figure 13, the heterodyned carrier to noise power level is about 2 dB higher than that of the noisy RF
drive signal. This noise level reduction seems to confirm that the thermal noise contains both AM and FM
components, as expected.

Far away from the carrier, the noise level in Figure 14 drops down to the normal shot noise level because
the broadband noise in the local oscillator is spatially filtered out due to the AO modulator diffraction and
to wavefront mismatching.
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Figure 15 shows a close-up view of the noise spectrum near the carrier. Spectrum analyzer traces are
shown for the cases where the received signal or rare isotope laser power level is attenuated by 9 and 25
dB. Consistent with the theory of (17), we see that the noise level of the heterodyne spectrum is linearly
proportional to the power of the received signal P,, provided that the AM and/or PM noise level is above
the LO shot noise level.

7. DISCUSSION

We have used a direct spectrum comparison technique for measuring the phase noise in a corrupted laser
LO with respect to a clean laser LO. The measurement accuracy can be improved greatly by phase locking
both lasers and the frequency synthesizer and then demodulating the laser beat frequency to baseband.
The phase measurement could then be performed using a commercially available microwave phase noise
measurement instrument like the HP 3048A system. Such a setup would involve relocating the lasers to a
very quiet environment and building phase locking loops.

8. CONCLUSIONS

A heterodyne detection experiment was devised to measure the effects of frequency shifting the local
oscillator laser with an acousto-optic modulator. The RF drive signal spectrum was shown experimentally
to be translated to the heterodyne spectrum. This drive spectrum will set the ultimate performance limit
of a heterodyne detection system when the heterodyne carrier-to-shot noise level is greater than the RF
drive carrier-to-noise level. A generalized theoretical heterodyned detector power spectrum representation
was used to relate the experimental measurements to the theory.

Theoretical and experimental results were shown to be in agreement, but the AO modulator produced
an unexpected reduction in the AM sideband levels of the RF drive signal. It was found that the AO
modulator reduced the sinusoidal AM sidebands of the RF drive signal by more than 10 dB. Also, the
zero-order diffracted output of the AO modulator was about -70 dBc, compared to the typically reported
-40 dBc level.
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Figure 8: Broadband view of the spectrum of the reference laser heterodyned with an LO laser which is
AO modulated by the 40 MHz sinusoidal RF drive signal.
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Figure 12: Heterodyne spectrum with 1.0% AM modulation of the 40 MHz RF drive signal.
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PROPERTIES OF A LASER BEAM GENERATED FROM AN AXICON RESONATOR

V.M. Weerasinghe, J. Gabzdyl and R.D. Hibberd
Centre for Robotics and Automated Systems

Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine,
Exhibiti-n Road, London, SW7 2BX, England

Abstract

A high rower cw CO2 laser beam is generated from a resonator configuration having an2
axicon mirror as its end reflector. The properties of this beam is evaluated in terms of
its polarisation, focussing capability and temporal stability and the resulting effects on
processing materials are presented. A comparison is made with a folded and a straight
resonator having a spherical focussing mirror as its end reflector.

Introduction

Laser materials processing encompasses diverse applications such as welding, cutting,
scribinq, drilling and a multitude of surface modification processes. In each application,
optimum results are obtained from a combination of specific properties of the beam. For
xample, of particular relevance to cutting, welding and scribing are the mode quality and

the state of polarization of the beam (1,2). For surface modification processes, a
multimode beam is preferred (3). Further, for multidirectional processing, the radial
sirnetry of the spatial intensity distribution is important. Therefore, it is necessary
to 'engineer' the eam to suit the particular application.

The aim of this paper is to present experimental observations of some properties of a
laser beam generated from an axicon resonator, from the viewpoint of materials processing.
Development of a theoretical basis for the observed properties is at hand and will !- the
subect of a future paper.

Treacy (4), describes an open axicon resonator made of two concave conical mirrors, with
inclusive angles of 146 degrees. Based on the original work by Fox and Li (5), optimum
parameters rer ope rpscnators with full and truncated conical mirrors are derived by
Voytovich (6). The resonator configuration investigated consisted of two identical conical
mirrors with large inclusive angles. It is shown that for small Fresnel numbers, the loss
in the conical resonator is similar to a confocal resonator and less than a plane parallel
osonator .

Experimental

The conical resonator configuration investigated in the present study is illustrated in
figure l(a). It was constructed from one half of a folded cavity used in a 2Kw cw CO
machine manufactured by Control Laser. The inclusive angle of the concave conical refgector
was J0 degrees, nominal value. The output aperture and the reflector aperture were 33mm in
diameter and the cavity length was 4m (Fresnel No.3). Properties of the conical resonator
was compared with the straight spherical resonator, figure 1 (b) and the folded resonator,
figure 1 (c).

A rotating wire instrument (7) was used to study focussed spot sizes and power stability.

CONICAL OUTPUT COUPLER
MIRROR 33mm Aperture

- LASER - LASER

A: AXICON

LASER

C. FOLDED SPHERICAL

B= SPHERICAL

Figure 1: Resonator configurations which
were investigated.
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Fi~ure 2 shows the conical mirror used. The mirror shown was diamond machined from
cott er and ,old coated. A small 3mm diameter hole was required at the apex, to clear the
diamond tool.

2: The conical mirror.

Results and Discussion

Fror :-ometrical optics, it can be shown that the deviation of a ray after two
r_:'.,ccions Crcm two mirrors inclined to each other at an angle 'a' is independent of the
an I incidence and is given by 2(T - a) if the plane of incidence is perpendicular to

lin intersection of the two mirrors. This is also valid for the conical mirror
i---ause it is -;I, surface of revolution of two inclined line reflectors. Therefore,
n-, conrical r,_,sonator will be less sensitive to mirror misalignment because the mode axis is

not disl-Iaced. Th- laser power was observed to be less sensitive to manual misalignments of
1- t mrrors for th- onical resonator, compared to other resonator configurations shown in

i 1u _r,c). Tr,_, cower variation from start-up and during warm-up of the laser was
ci to iie !)0 for the straight spherical resonator and 2i for the conical resonator.

Fcr o-eratinq conditions of 35 torr and 110 mAmp, 1.0Kw was ohtained from the conical
resonator. For the same conditions, about 10 more power was obtained from the straight

cal enator.
lase r cavity with large angled folded mirrors, linearly polarize the beam due to the

' hanc d 'S' reflection. The state of polarization of the straight spherical resonator
,,:ll b- random. A speculative theory is that the beam from the conical resonator will be

u-iall- polarized in all directions at a civen instant. This is also based on observations
o, u :,tints made by the conical beam which was reflected off a KCL flat held at an

The effect of the polarization on laser cutting is well known. In drilling, a linearly
polarized beam distorts the desired circular hole shape in the 'P' direction. Figure 3
shows the distortion of the hole shape produced by the linearly polarized beam from the
:olded resonator, compared to a good circular shape produced by the beam from the conical
resonator.

i : 1ri:-1 hoir. shtsa -s. (a) r inarly polarized heam from the fold-d resonator.
Co A.: il r,'sorator.

11" h' conical re,,lonator, the mol, 'olum, will occuy a hiqh-r proportion of th- iair
7-Jiiqcr-Iar t the other r-sconator eont tiJra ion'- l"mb-, du- to ray ree\rsa I to-
Todr] {lit will r' '-is susc-pm iblo to du radaron i, ptical and lain inhomouenit i-s I

'. I r- ih I-h n I i I itat i' mannr, th, sir n si t-,i dismrib-ut ion of th b,,am fcro t Ii-

I] r-,o i , r:.. r ai)o t 1.- p, r-t ; w fc r t . out u t , -rt tr-. Tb,- two tist 1 mn -t
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teatures are its symmetry or circularity and the 'doughnut' structure.

Fiaure 4: The 'doughnut' structure of the intensity distribution of the beam produced by
tne conical resonator.

The 'doughnut' structure is particularly useful in surface modification processes
because of its less centralised intensity. For example, in hardening, it is desirable to
obtain a hiqh width/depth aspect ratio of the hardened zone without melting. Figure 5
shows a cross section of a hardened track produced by the conical beam. The width,/depth
aspect ratio of this particular track is 10 which is comparatively higher than 4 to 6
usuallv obtained from gaussian or multimode beams.

~N

Fiaure 5: A cross section of a laser hardened track produced by the conical resonator.
Width depth aspect ratio 10.

Figure 6 shows a summary of cutting results. A more detailed r.-port, including a
comparison with the folded resonator, can be found in (8). As shown in the results, a
higher cutting speed was obtained for the beam from the conical resonator compared to the
straight sperical resonator beam. Furthermore, the cut quality from the conical resonator
beam was observed to be non-directional.

CONICAL SPHERICAL RATIO

Vmax. Ar-40psi 16mm/sec. 13mm/sec. 1-23

Vmax. 02 -30psi 90 mm/sec. 77 mmlsec. 1-17

Fi--ur- 6: Comparat-ive :utting results. Material - 0.8mm thick car body steel. Lens focal
length - IL0irm. Krf widths from conical resonator beam - 0._5 to 0.50mm. Laser power

I.{K-w.

h( fcssd spot sizes which were measured in a qualitative manner, using the rotating
wir,_, instrjment (LBA), indicated the conical beam spot size to be approximately 15, larger
than the st r a ight spherical beam. Therefore, the higher cutting speeds obtained from the.
conical hrm culd b-e thr result of a 'trade off' between the doughnut intensity structure
whi h enrat'. a h iher nrwan temperature and the focussed spot size.
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Conclusions

Specific characteristics of the conical resonator beam which are of interest are:
Less sensitivity to cavity mirror misallignments.
The state of polarization. This could elliminate the need for an external circular

C The 'douqhnut' intensity structure.
9esults obtained from this preliminary investigation clearly justifies a further detailed
study of conical resonators and their application to materials processing.
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COMPACT CO2 LASERS OPERATING IN THE PULSED-REPETITIVE MODE

Prof. G.A. Mesyats, Dr. V.V. Osipov, Dr. V.M. Orlovsky
USSR Academy of Sciences Ural Division
Institute of Electrophysics, 620219 Sverdlovsk

The paper reports the results of a series of experimental and theoretical works aimed
at the creation of compact sealed-off e-beam-sustained and TEA CO2 lasers. It is shown
that high-pressure e-beam-sustained lasers, in which a space discharge is initiated by an
electron beam of duration 10-9 s may be made compact and capable of operating in the seal-
Off mode at a frequency of tens of hertz. These laser systems have the following features:
(1) low WeIWd ratios where W is the electron beam energy, Wd is the energy delivered to
the gas; C2) division of the space discharge, 10-5 s after its initiation , into two
operating zones; (3) contraction of the space discharge after-10 3 shots at the electric
field exceeding a certain critical value; (4) existence of minimum values of both the de-
livered and the produced energy in the initial period of operation ( - 103 shots). An ex-
planation of these features is given. Several laser designs operating at frequencies of 4
to 50 Hz and producing 1 to 10 j of radiation energy are described. The results of a study
aimed at the improvement of energetic and resource characteristics of compact TEA C02 la-
sers by raising the intensity of preliminary ionization, shortening the period of pumping
and using electrodes with good emissive properties are reported. Por 1-1000 Hz, 0.05-O.3J
lasers, pumping schemes and performance are given.

The compact CO2 lasers operating in the pulse-repetitive mode are of a significant in-
terest in view of using them for range-findingl, location2 , atmospheric probing3 , in non-
linear optics 4 , technology5 , etc. The works aimed at diminishing of the size of these de-
vices focus on the study of sealed-off CO? lasers. At the same time, these lasers having
high efficiency, good energetic characteristics6 ,7 and ability of operation at a high pre-
ssure of the active medium are promising there where it is necessary to re-tune continu-
ously t e r diation frequency or/and produce high-power radiation pulses of short duration
( < 10-9 s) . In the recent years we made an attempt to investigate if it is possible to
create pulse-repetitive sustainers and to improve the performance of sealed-off TEA C02 la
sers.

Experiments were carried out on set-ups typical diagrams and laser parameters of which
are shown in Fig.1 and Table 1, respectively.

Table 1

Characteristics MIG-4 MIG-5 Characteristics LIAN-2 LIAN-3
e-beam lasers TEA lasers

active volume 0.7x1.5x10 3x3x72 active volume O.5xO.4x20 0.5xO.5x35
(cm3 ) (cm3 )

C1, nF 50 10-  C, n 33 13.6
C2 nF 20 190 C2 n 3.3

electron beam 0.6-90 70 C3 n 0.6 0.76
density(A/cm2 ) Li u 80
duration elect- 2.5 4.2 L2 u 20
ron beam( ns ) Uo kV till 11 till 25
frequency(Hz) 4 till 50 frequency(Hz) till 100 till 1000
efficiency(%) 8 22 efficiency(%) 5.6 12
maximum multi- 1 30 maximum multi- 0.1 0.65
mode output mode output
energy energy

a

icCa -- L.C~~

rlg. 1 Circuit schematic for electron beam

sustainer (a) and TEA (b) C02-lasers
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In the sealed-off e-beam-sustained lasers we used electron beams of nanosecond duration.
This was caused by our desire to diminish the gas mixture dissociation and the laser di-
mensions. The laser dimensions can be reduced in this case because the insulator gaps may
be made essentially shorter and electron beams are generated by sealed-off vacuum diodes,
i.e. without application of any extra pumping equipment.

2i 

8

12 f 2 80
o 7 2 3 4 jP"tm 

2

f /,o, v'/g,,, ,t,, e84
40

4 20
2 0
1 0 5 10 15 20c 103,z (..e. of rhots

Fig. 
3

Fig.2 Input W (1) and output Q (2) energies
Maximum input energies W/p depo- as a fuction of a number of shots.
sited into the gas and their cor- Gas mixture - C02 : N2 = 1
responding values of E/p as a func- p = 1 atm.
tion of the pressure for aluminium
(I) and lead (2) anodes. Active
volume-lxi .5x10 cm; Gas mixture -
C02 : N2 = 1 : .

Figure 2 shows maximum input energies deposited into the gas and the corresponding va-
lues of E/p ( E is the electric field strength, p-the pressure of the working gas mixture)
as a function of pressure for aluminium and lead anodes. A considerable reduction of the
electron beam duration and high input energies resulted in the improved ratio between the
energy input into the gas by the electron beam and thq energy deposited by the discharge
process. For a pressure of 4.5 atm. This ratio is 10-e. This suggests that it is possible
to create compact e-beam-sustained lasers with overall dimensions not above those of TEA
lasers.

The data presented in Fig.3 demonstrate that e-beam-sustained lasers can operate in the
sealed-off mode with an efficiency of more than 20% and an output energy of 20 J/1.In this
mode a certain transient effect takes place which is caused in our opinion by the follo-
wing reactionslo:

Co2- co + 0 (1)
o + 0 + M -- 02 + M (2)
N + 02 NO + N (3)

O +0 N20 (4)
N2 + 0 N20 (5)

O + e -0 + O (6)
N + e -N + 0- (7)
N60 + e -* NO + 0- (8)
N 2 + e + M -NO + M (9)

CO + 02 --C02 (10)
NO -- 02 + N2  (11)
NO + CO --N2 + C0 (12)
N2 0 + CO -* 12 + C02 (13)

During the first cycle of reactions (1-5) there occurs a growth in the amount of elect-
ronezative nitrogen oxides. They reduce the discharae current (2nd cvcle of reactions (6-
-9)) and, consequently, the radiation energy. The oxides decompose in the plasmochemical
reactions with excited CO. As the CO concentration grows, the formation rate of nitrogen
oxides at a certain time becomes lower than the rate of decomposition. The process is
stabilised at a quasi-steady-state concentrations of CO and 02 ( reactions (10-13)).
- In Fig. 3 the position of the minima of the curves depends on the parameters of the
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electron beam and the space discharge, and the volume of the laser chamber.For instance,
if an electron beam affects the working medium and a discharge is initia ed in every 500
shots to make measurements, the generation stops after about ( 2.5-3) 10 shots ( dash
curves) the same effect can be attained with the same manipulations during the quasi -
steady-state period.

It has been also noticed that the discharge operated for an unusually long time. For
nitrogen, in particular, its operation time was longer than 10-3 s. The solutions of the
continuity equation and the Poisson equation have shown that ior our experimental condi-
tions (d = 3 cm, Uo = 37 kV, the gas was nitrogen at atmospheric pressure) the cathode
voltage drop was comparable with the applied voltage and the cathode drop length - with
the electrode separation at a current density of 35 mA/cm 2 . That current density occurred
at the 15th microsecond after the beginning of the discharge, and one could expect that
the electronic conductance would change to the ionic one. However, no abrupt current
change was observed in the waveforms. We connected this observation with the discharge di-
vision.

Figure 4 presents a character of a discharge glow in nitrogen daring the first microse-
cond and 20 microseconds after the discharge
ignition. Similar results were obtained for
mixtures of CO and N,. As can be seen from
these figares he dis harge divides during e-Ral" C I
the final stage of operation.

We were unable to elucidate clearly the 1 1
form of the glow and the place of its opera-
tion. These observations, however, enable,
us to state that the current in the laser
active zone stops as the cathode drop dis-
appears.

Vie have also revealed if the initial
electric field exceeds a certain critical
value then a non-sustained glow discharge
contracts after a few thousands of shots
both in pure CO2 and in C02-containing
mixtures.

Shen experimenting with the contrac-
tion of the glow discharge daring the
first shot by adding 02 and CO to CO2  Fig.4 Pattern of a discharge glow in
we have found the following: for the ra- atmospheric pressure nitrogen at 1st
tics C02 : 0 = 1 : 1 and C02 : CO= 1 : 1 and 20th microsecond j = 70 A/cm 2 ,
no channel iormed daring the first shot. = 45 ns.
Mixing these gases in the proportion
CO2 : CO : 02 = 99.5 : 0.25 : 025 re-
sulted in the discharge contraction 180 to 450 ps after the ignition of the glow dischar&
for the beam current density range of 0.6 to 60 A/cm 2 , the charging voltage of 12.8 kV,
and the gap spacing of 0.7 cm.

I _ _ c c. siio

/ __expe-tment

160I

Y,120\

'> i80

,K n A

40-

Fig.5 Model geometry N. ' k PV/C mtot

,'/e failed to explain such a behavior of 16 1b 20 22 at
the discharge with the help of known mecha-
nisms of discharge instability. Therefore,
we have suggested an instability mechanism Fig.6 Time formation of the channel as
which involves associative ionization ty- a fuction of a quasi-stationary value of
pical for carbon oxidaticn. A simplified Ek/p at the beam current density 6 A/cm 2

chain of plasmochemical reaction is as £= 2.5 ns and p = 1 atm.
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follows 11 : C02 + e -- CO + 0 + e (14)
C02" ' CO +Q (15)
CO ( 1) +00 (CO V) - C + C02 (16)
0 + e -0 () + e (17)
02 + e --09 (A)L + e (18)
C + 0 (is3C + + e '(19)
C + 02 (A _ ) -C02" + e (20)

The suggested mechanism will be most prononced in the region of an enhanced electric field
e.g., in the vicinity of the point or the cathode spot (Fig.5). The rate of the channel
growth was calculated from the following set of equations:

<E1 E 1 =' 2  2 3 E3 S3  (21)
E2 = E - El -I  (22)

P/i = eNi Vi/ Ei (23)

dNi/dt = J3, - - k i=1-27 ,M =K, /A/ /B/
I j31=K 3 /A/ /B/ (24)

= =/d,. (25)

Here Eqs. (21-23) are similar to those used in1 2 .d 1 , e 2 , "3, F., E2 , E3 ; and S, S S
are the conductivities, the electric fields, and the cross-section of zone I and zo eII,
and zone III, respectively. i* is the field enhancement factor for the channel tip in
zone I Vch-the velocity of hannel growth; Z- the period for which the electric field
in zone II decreases from E to El; e-the electric charge; Ni-the concentration of the i-
type particles; Vi-the drifR velocity of the i-type particles; Zkdthe rate of produc-
tion of the i-type particles; and N/ik-the rate of disappearance of the i-type par -
ticles. As the conductivity 6 2 idi zone II increases as a result of plasmochemical re-
actions, the electric field E2 decreases. As 6 2 becomes equal to ( 1, the channel ins-
tantly travels to a distance dk. The calculation procedure covered 27 equations including
115 plasmochemical reactions. The electron-involved reaction constants were determined
from the calculated electron velocity distribution by the numerical integration of the
steady-state Boltzmann equation. Other constants were taken from 13-17.

Figure 6 shows the calculated and the experimental time of channel formation as a fun-
Ction of1/P 24 - CO2 : 001 02- 993: 0.5 : 0.5; 3 - C02 : 02 : CO = 99 : 5 : 5; 2-
Ka 0- / se; 4 - Kacm/sec. Ka is the constant of the associative ioni-
zation) The curves demonstrate good qualitative and satisfactory quantitative agreement.

,Ve tried to improve energy and resource characteristics of the pulse-repetitive sealed-
off TEA C02 lasers, first of all, by increasing the glow discharge stability. This was
achieved by increasing the intensity of preliminary ionization, decreasing the pumping du-
ration and the input energy in the near-electrode regions, and by using electrodes witli
good emissive properties. To improve the preliminary ionigation we have suggested a sys-
tem based on a sectionalized diffusion-channel discharge . That discharge was initiated
between the main electrode and a sectionalized auxilliary electrode. One section of the
auxilliary electrode consists of two layers: a thin metal foil and a thicker dielectric
substrate. The metal foil in each of 35 section is connected to an individual capacitor.
35 capacitors constitute the capacitor C3 (Fig. Ib). By using shadow photography and a cut
off discharge method it has been found that from 4 to 8 diffusion filaments appear per 5
mm section length, which absorb 60% of the energy spent for preionization. 40 ns later, a
high-conductivity channel with the electron density of 3 1016 cm-3 develops along one of
the filaments.

,Vith this system of preionization, stainless-steel electrodes and a glow discharge of
duration 250 ns we measured the ultimate number of shots as a functimn of the energy intro-
duced into the mixture C02 : N2 : He = 1: 1 : 8 at atmospheric pressure. It can be seen
that the reduction of the input energy by a factor of 1.5 results in an increase an the
number of shots by three orders of magnitude.

1e account for this relation by the growth of the amount of electronegative oxides,
such as NO, N 20 and others which diminish the electron density during the period of pre-
liminary ionization. In this system, long operation is realized at comparatively low in-
put energies of 80 to 90 J/1. When the discherge duration was short ened to 20 ns we were
able to increase the input energy to 250 J/1 in long operation,(10 shots) which we acc-
ount for by a more stable glow discharge.

The specific input energy and, consequently, the radiation energy could be further in-
creased, to our opinion, by decreasing the energy dissipated in the near-electrode regi-
ons where the channel is known to origin. One of the approaches to solve this problem is
the use of electrodes with good emissive properties.

The energy dissipated in the cathode layer can be found by solving the continuity eq-
uati94 and the Poisson equation taking into account the emissive properties of the elect-
rode J. The calculation has shown that the dissipated energy for lanthanum-strontium co-

baltite( work function 2.5,_secondary electron emission coefficient 0.2, surface average

field enhancement factor 13= 24) is lower by a factor of 10 or more than for typical
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electrode materials based on iron or nickel.

ey J shots Qj 4a...
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6 - 800 qss 60

5 600 qs5
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Fig.8 Output laser energy as a func-

vz qJ/ /a tion of the input energ for metal
0'10, (1) and perovskite (2,3 electrodes.

Active volume - 0.5 x 0.5 x 35 cm;
Fi.7 The maximum number of shots gas mixture COn : N :H- = 5 : 5: 1;
N 1) and maximum excitation pulse pressure - 1 atm; ( 2,)U0 = 20 kV;
repetition freqlency f (2) as a (3) U0 = 23 kV; Uo is the charged
function input energy. Gas mixture voltage; the perovskite-LaIxSrxCoO3.
-C02 : N 2 : He = 1 : 1 : 8. Gas
pressure - 1 atm. Discharge pulse
duration - 250 ns; f = 400 Hz

The effect of the electrode material on the energetic characteristics was investigated
i.n a e-beam-sustained laser having an active volume of 0.5 x 0.5 x 35 cm3 . The resonator
was formed of a copper mirror with a curvature radius of 4 m and a ZnSe plane mirror with
a reflection coefficient of 65%. The velocity of pumping of the gas medium through the
active volume was 20 m/s.

Figure 8 shows the radiation energy as a function of the energy introduced into the
gas obtained by measuring the store capacitance C1, for two charging voltages. It can be
seen that under the same conditions the ultimate energy introduced into the gas with
Lao.3 Sro 7 CoO3 electrodes is about twice as many as that with stainless-steel elect-
rodes (curves 1 and 2). This corroborate the supposition that the space discharge beco-
mes more stable with decreasing the energy dissipated in the near-electrode regions.

It was also investigated how the chemical composition of the gas mixture varies during
the period of laser operation. It was found that the use of perovskite electrodes, with-
out complement heating them, fails to in increase essentially the rate of decomposition
of CO . With the specific input energy of o.3 J/cm, the CO2 content in the working gas
mixt.e becomes as stabilized after - 5 i05 shots on the level of 60% to 70% of its ini-
tial value.

Thus, the above-described study has shown that the pulse-repetitive e-beam-sustained
CO2 laser is capable of operating in the sealed-off mode. This operation has some specific
features which are also discussed. A model of the channel growth is developed and a che-
mical ionization mechanism of instability of a space discharge is suggested. The condi-
tions under which the energy or resource characteristics of TEA C02 lasers can be impro-
ved are demonstrated.
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SOURCES AND TECHNIQUES FOR ULTRAFAST PEEKING

J.-C. Diels
Department of Physics and Astronomy

The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

1. Introduction

By "Ultrafast Peeking", we mean having a quick look at some events, "quick" meaning
here with picosecond or femtosecond resolution. A logical approach, as in photography,
would be to use a shutter. There are many approaches tio an ultrafast light switch. Some
examples2of mechanisms used are the otical Kerr effect , sum frequency generation type II
in urea 2, and nonlinear interfaces . The first of these is broadband, but requires high
optical powers, and is limited in speed by the reorientation time of the molecules used.
Sum frequency eneration type II has been u~ed as an optical gate for time domain
reflectometry , time resolved fluorescence , and three dimensional imaging . It
combines all the essential characteristics of a good optical gate, namely:

a) high contrast,
b) linearity,
c) low noise.

The first and last of these quality factors (a) and 1-1 are directly related to the quality
of the nonlinear crystal, the rejection factor of oolarizer used, and the quality of
the pulses (absence of laser signal outside the "ga_ window". The transmission of the
"open" window is linear in signal amplitude, but witn a sensitivity proportional to the
gating pulse intensity. Clearly, any "ultrafast shutter" will have to be a light activated
switch. We will therefore review here recent progress in femtosecond pulse technology.

2. Progress in Short Pulse Generation

2.l. Introduction

There is little difference in the structure of the linear cavity of Dienes et al 6,
here a pulse duration of 0.6 ps was reported, and that of the linear cavity of Fork et al
. reporting a pulse duration of 32 fs. The main progress in the last decade has been in

understanding and exploiting the mechanism of short pulse generation. However, despite
claims to the contrary 8, we are still far from a global understanding of the operation of
the mode-locked dye laser. A very simple theory of the dye laser is presented, which
includes only saturation of gain and absorber, yet can explain oscillatory behavior in the
pulse train. On the other hand, a similar oscillatory behavior of the pulse train can be
explained by taking only dispersive effects into account, and neglecting saturation. A
short review comparing some of the theories and the approximations involved in presented.

2.2. A Simple Model Based on Saturation

The pulse that evolves through the laser cavity is shorter than the energy relaxation
time T1 of the dyes, and longer than the phase relaxation time T2. Therefore, using a
simple two-level system description, the time evolution of the population difference Ad'
during irradiation by a pulse of intensity I, is simply given by:

dAN Idt - _y- AN (1)

where t is the saturation energy density of the dye. This equation can be complemented by
a conservation relation stating that the sum of the electromagnetic energy density W/S (S
being the cross-section of the beam) and the energy stored by the medium is conserved:

d(W/S) = (AN - AN o ) hw (2)
dz o 2

Combining equations (1) and (2) leads to a simple differential equation for the evolution
of the pulse energy. This equation can be integrated to yield a simple relation between
the pulse energy W1 entering the medium of thickness d, and the energy W 2 of the
transmitted pulse:

~w(0)
S s  0 J

d

1- e e 1- e (3)
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In Eq. (3), A = Oload is the (unsaturated) optical thickness of the absorbing medium. This
latter equation applied to the absorbing and 4mplifying media can be used to find the
evolution of the pulse energy over a round-tripV :

fl-e A + e (A+sy) } 1 e G + e (G+rx) I s (4)

or
FA(Y) = FG(X) (5)

In Eq. (4), r is the fraction of the pulse energy coupled back into the cavity after each
round-trip, G (= otoGd) is the (unsaturated) optical thickness of the gain medium, and

s = k - (6)

a -a

is a geometrical and physical parameter describing the ratio of the saturation energies in
the absorbing and gain media. the number k ranges between 1 and 3, the larger values
corresponding to standing wave interaction in the absorbing medium. x and y are the
initial and final energies at each round-trip, normalized to the saturation energy density
in the gain medium. Equation (4) can be solved graphically or numerically. For any value
of the energy xi , the energy at the next round-trip is yi satisfying FA(xi) = FG(yi). That
value yi is the initial energy xit 1 at the next round trip. This procedure leads in a
stepwise manner to a stable operation point, for which F (xo) = F (x0 ). The ratio of the
derivatives 7 = [F'] x /[F'G] x  is a measure of the stabiqity of he operation point. it
is worth noting that the approach presented here does not make the usual approximation that
the changes of energy per element and per round trip is negligibly small (compared with the
pulse energy). The output pulse energy xo/(l-r) as well as the stability factor r7 can be
computed for various con itions of operation (linear gain, absorption, reflection
coefficiert r, "s factor") .

An interesting refinement of this model is to include losses that are proportional to
the energy at the previous round trip. Such losses occur because the energy stored in the
upper levels of the absorbing transition can relax in a few ns to another group of levels,
which can absorb energy from the pulse at the next round trip. This effect can be
incorporated in the model by introducing a reduced cavity feedback r = ro(l - asxl) where
x is the energy at the previous round trip, and a a proportionality factor. It is seen
that, under high gain conditions, the inclusion of such losses leads to a periodic
oscillation of the pulse energy, rather than a steady state condition. Figure la and Fig.
lb show typical oscillations, either with a single periodicity (Fig. la) of a multiple
periodicity (Fig. Ib) for the pulse energy versus cavity round-trip index. More complex
periodicities than those in Fig. lb evolve when, for instance, the reflection coefficient
is set to 0.95, and the gain is decreased to 1.15 (from 1.2). This model offers one
explanatin8 for the oscillations in the pulse train that have been observed since more than
a decade in mode-locked lasers.

0.5

04 CP

O5
Q 03

0.2

L I I I

20 30 40 0 10 2030 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Round - trip index

Figure 1 Pulse energy versus round-trip index. The reflection coefficient is r = 0.9, and
the optical thickness of the absorber A = 0.8. The other parameters are: G = 1.1, s = 15,
a = 0.] (Fig la, left); and G = 1.2, s = 20 and a = 0.2 (Fig. iD, right).
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:?-e global approach offers a description, rather than an understanding of the
2oeration of the laser. in view of the the large number of parameters involved, it is very

ddto assign a particular function to any of them.

There are still physical phenomena and modes of operation excluded from the
afore ent ioned theories. For instance, if a very large s parameter is used (very small
foca spot in the absorcer), it is possible to have a pulse corresponding to a full Rabi
o sc i a ion _n the absorber, and linear gain in the amplifier. A quantum mechanical
desriton of tne absorber (with counterpropagating wave interaction) combined with a
linear Qan for the amplifier, leads to off-resonance steady state solutions 9. The
oS '.io s are .yperboic secant shaped (for the electric field amplitude) with an
:ypebolic secant aownchirp above resonance, or an upchirp below resonance. Similar
coherent so'utions have beer. predicted in computer simulations by Rudolph et al, in the
case of s-aIler s parameters. This type of operation of the laser is particularly
in-eres-ing, since it corresponds to a maximum energy extraction from the gain medium, as

e l as 7.1nium. losses from the absorber. A theoretical effort should be undertaken to
deter ine all the parameters needed to synthesize a laser operating under these restricted,
ou= par- cularly stable and efficient, conditions. However, a question that comes
rted:ately to mind is whether one has sufficient control over the experimental parameters,

as mor instance mne s factor defined in Eq. (6).

1.5. Controlling the Is parameter"

The effect of astigmatism on the stability range of a cavity is more drastic than is
geeralv realizea. Let us consider the idealized simple ring cavity sketched in Fig. 2.

2f, (0.03)

I3

2 e
f3  f 3

d

Figure 2: An elementary ring cavity

An ABCD matrix calculation on this cavity shows, in the ideal case of e 0, a stable
region for 24 < d < 25.25 mm. As the angle e is increased however, the overlap of the
stability regions in the sagittal and tangential planes decreases, vanishing even for E >
60. Astigmatism being cumulative, one would expect even less overlap between stability
rerions in the sagittal and tangential la s, once the astigmatism at the absorber section
i included. Detailed calculations show however that common intuition fails to
assess correctly this complex situation. The astigmatism of one part of a cavity can be
made to compensate that of other focusing elements, resulting in large stability regions
and large variations of focal spot sizes - hence s factors - even at angles exceeding 15 or
20 0 For instance, with a focal spot of 414m radius in the absorber section and 20 pm in
the amplifier, the antiresonant ring laser , with angles of 320 and 160 (at the gain and
absorber sections, respectively) has an s parameter of 75. Changes in cavity parameters
can enhance this value by an order of magnitude. Similarly, in the ring laser, complete
dnaly ical and numerical calculations carried out through the algebraic manipulation
language ACSYMA show a range of variation of the s parameter of three orders of magnitude.
7he range of variation of the focal spot sizes in the absorber and amplifier jets can be
extended by intr° ucing an additional curved mirror in the ring cavity (typical radius of
curvature: 1 m) . The ratio of focal spots in the absorber and amplifying media is at
-ost unity w-hen this additional mirror is located close (0.3 to 0.5 m) to the absorber
sect on1 This same ratio can exceed 1000, with focal spots in the absorber jet of the
ordehr of 10 M 2 , when this additional mirror is located in the proximity of the gain
Sect in3
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-.3. The Dispersive Model

7he previous approach neglected phase modulation and dispersive effects, which become
L__Portant -or pulse d rations shorter than 500 fs. It is possible to construct a model for
the mode-locked lase-, based solely on phase modulation and dispersion, neglecting even
sat ura t on .

Is a zIgh S _ f electric field E traverses a transparent medium of time dependent
insex of refracion , its amplitude remains unchanged, but its phase is incremented
my wnt<d c, w w the light frequency, d is the thickness of medium traversed, and c
s e s cleed ot " i:. The electric field of the transmitted pulse becomes thus:

E(d, t) = (0, t) exp{-i-4 n(t) d} (7)

in-ensi-v decendent index of refraction results from saturating a dye off-resonance. If
e raiaionr s sent below resonance through an absorbing dye jet, the resulting phase

od.. aton has the temporal dependence exp{- JIdtJ ,}, resulting in a downchirp during the.a-or ror:on of -he pulse. Such a type of frequency modulation dominates in lasers with a
corcentration of saturable absorber (several mM) and a relatively small "s factor"

(1 ,ca__y 4). T- he advantage of this type of operation is that the downchirped pulse can
re com1pessed v tne normal (positive) group velocity dispersion of a single prism of
:,ass. s p ssoss1oi : to adjust the laser for either a bandwidth limited, of a linearly
d Cn r ed u1oupu -P For low concentrations of saturable absorber and a large "s

eer however, phase modulation due to the Kerr effect dominates, resulting in an
th d lria most of the pulse. Such an upchirped pulse can be very efficiently

co7pressed by negative dispersion, which can be obtained with a 4 prism sequence 12. The
p-hase -odulation due to saturation below resonance of the dye still remains, and adds to
"rat of zhe werr effect. This complex modulation results in an asymmetric spectrum of the
use. Hwer, larer compression factors, hence shorter pulses, can be obtained in this
:ose of operation.

Distersion can be cod-led as tii :'requtincy space analogue of phase modulation. The
phase factor of the Fourier transform of the optical electric field is modified upon
propagation tnrough a transparent medium of thickness f and index n(.Q) in a similar way as

(6):

S2 =, _O 0 o 0, S2) exp{ -i 9 n(JQ) }(8)

A :odei for mode-locking can be constructed on the base of Eqs (7) and (8) only. The
approximatlons made are:

a) tnin medium, in order to expand the exponentials to first order;
b) small change per step (hence per cavity round tr~p);
c) Kerr effect nonlinearity in (7), n(t) = no  + n2E ;
d) quadratic dispersion, obtained by expanding n() to second order in 9 ,

Combination of Eqs. (7) and (8) reilts in the nonlinear Schrbdinger equation 9, 13, which
was solved by Zakharov and Shabat . The solutions are either purely stnionary (solitons
of first order), or periodic (solitons of order n). Salin et al have made the
association oetween the higher order soliton soluti ns, and the modulation of the pulse
train envelope observed often in mode-locked lasers T. It is rather intriguing that the
two diame-rically different approaches of sections 2.2 and 2.3 lead to similar conclusions.

2.4. Global Approach

it :s clear that the drastic approximations that maae the approaches taken in sections
2.2 and 2.3 mathematically elegant, at the same time made the model unrealistic. more
rigorous approaches, incorporating both dispersion and saturation, have been made prior to
the ones described above. Some of these calculations, and general features of the results,
are suomarized in table 1 below.

TABLE 1

Approx1iatioss Approach Particular features Comments

,5 IS-aIl changes cavity roundtripParametric fitting Coherent effects Correct lasing
l6 Pernuroation to second order of sech shaped sol. Dispersion frequency (no

-o tnclude coherent effects Saturation filter included
Numerical Periodic oscillations

Frequency filter in pulse frequency
t Numerical Noise source and energy

large changes / Good fit for the laser

K cavity round trip under study
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3. Single Shot signal chazacterization

s:J_' ceve opin sou rces or uritrashort laser pulses is to me able to
.:ers- vens i onsro, cemitryor lolgy. in a typical pumpprb

~XCCe > an ' ense mCu-~ s~ , na 11S used to excite the sample under investigation,
seo~nt p robed ai a weak pulse following after some delay. The probe pulse

msai~-1he corp'ex susceptibility of the excited mediumr, by measuring
3:' Icle a.",( nnase o, me t ransmitted and reflectea signal. Sirce the probe can only
eS"XC L' --a e-i ,J ri ral after -,.e n~u.. puAlse 1as decayed to neglig ible intensities

7 2 e ~rr S..cn ' a - ecn.r.laue isno- able to invest igate events that occur in
.nn-r e P_-imp tLs duration) stages of the excitation. A More powerful

d t e~ tranSi1e nt s us c epi)tibil ity of a Sample is to directly measure, in
a ~ s~ m e te.moral modification or' the excitation pulse in reflection and

ai .cotnu as recent ly meen proposed and impler-ented to determine
o uriu o a at reonr~ rng dye laser T~LO he basic

cur te s-qn-al to be 7ieas urLed myv an ope ra t ion, involvi4ny a k now;n
C ::.e org, n a Is 1qr; na is determined my applyinol tne reverse

-1:. S tr. . or ~a vext ended s, (na 1, t ne :atter hem m g:easuren rhrouqn cross -
------7~rtsw-ntneoron shorter) pulse.

eS "s- ~rec- nc, operatr-, is propagation. tnhrcucir. (-, ass,rihcue
*i . rs 0m oadened my rormal1 d spe rs ion . no aner puls e is cross-
wi- - -ore :-,e. he in-ensity cross-correlaticn vitids iTnfor ation on tine

rae e s -:na_, wrh e its phase can be extracted trot' th.e in '-rrferor.etric
:n ascemeiera e-up rs a standarndrr-rrrmi

oar7 n a bnaock of q-as (typically o IC cm Bho 5

.,a c,, ~r S1r ransc- Sn-.ission meazsurements Will he affected my statisrmca.
-C S sorc -rni -e s.m n particular, a. ls er aaTiaci e s

~C aser Uu-s-, nine 7measuroment .. ill be an average over many sorplis. Tilert
1? .r c~utri :. a _ can; pulses t:o poise fluctuation in -,os t h oe m~r's

_r -- - : r is a -.eed fo r a d Iagnos- ic meth od capabile ocptrng th e ampli -tude ann
3 ~o a 'S siCInal in a s-lnqile shot. Gyuzailian et al have used the spctial

-. sec )pn narm-nc n a non-colinear arrangem7ent t eemn h us
sa -a a p p Iied th i s -me trhona to t he me a s urem~en t o f fe 7t os econ a pu1s e s.

e, ni -e--.od provines only an intensity autocorrelation, rather than a
aracnerization. 'e have recently proposed a single shot extension or. -hIe

e E r -etr za- ion method previousliy ment ionQ, in whi ch th.-e delay parareter i s
r a-.e rr a e - rariSVerSe dimension of the beam .in the sketch of Fig. 3, such a
_i _zvr~ deay is represented by a stepped mirror. Another possibility is to u. se group
_c a-- dipesor ir a prism, as used in the aurocorrelator of Szabo et ail4 , or a

C7 a -ri f tnter feromet r c aspect of the crosscor reiat ion is obrtainen my
none or t he rirrors of the interferometer. The spatial recording of the

zs c).d: a on cI S a cross-corre lat Ion of the pulse broadened by glass w ith a reference
1 Se. rconc-ruc-.ion proceniure is identical to the one used for the cross-correiator

Sl(: t -cr-r~-al delay line.
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INTRACAVITY FREQUENCY DOUBLING IN PASSIVELY MODE-LOCKED LASERS

M. C. Downer, Glenn Focht, Paul Williams, and T. R. Zhang

Physics Department, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

ABSTRACT: We constructed a quantitative theoretical model of an intracavity frequency doubled and passively
mode-locked laser and efficiently extracted an ultraviolet femtosecond pulse train of milliwatt average power and
100 MHz repetition rate from a colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser by intracavity frequency doubling in
KDP.The ultraviolet and visible outputs, which are comparable in power and pulse duration, are perfectly
synchronized with each other. The major findings are that for second harmonic conversion efficiencies consistent
with continuing laser operation 1) a stable mode-locking regime always exists, although it narrows somewhat with
increasing conversion efficiency; 2) the duration of the fundamental pulses can always be preserved, even in the
femtosecond time domain, by re-adjusting saturable gain and saturable loss parameters: 3) the energy of the
fundamental pulses can also be preserved under the same conditions.

Despite extensive developments of new femtosecond dye lasers operating from the green to the near infrared, I femtosecond source lasers
in the blue and ultraviolet have been lacking. We recently demonstrated experimentally 2 that the simple non-perturbative technique of
intracavity frequency doubling a visible wavelength, passively mode-locked, femtosecond dye laser could produce perfectly
synchronized femtosecond ultraviolet and visible pulse trains, each at 100 MHz repetition rate and milliwatt average power. Our
theoretical model 3 shows that saturable loss and gain media can compensate the destabilizing and pulse broadening influence of an
intracavity frequency doubling crystal. Furthermore, our model defines quantitatively the regimes of saturable loss, saturable gain, and
second harmonic conversion efficiency in which stable mode-locked operation is possible, as well as the effect of the frequency doubler
on pulse duration and pulse energy within the stable regime. Our results suggest that stable intracavity frequency doubled operation, with
synchronized ultraviolet and visible outputs of comparable power and pulse duration, should be generally achievable in all passively
mode-locked lasers which employ saturable gain and loss media.

Fig. l(a) depicts the essential mechanisms by which saturable loss and gain media, having relaxation times longer than the pulse
duration, can compensate the destabilizing and pulse broadening effect of an intracavity frequency doubling. The intracavity fundamental
pulse suffers temporal broadening in the doubling crystal because power dependent loss of second harmonic generation selectively
attenuates the peak of the pulse. Passage through a saturable absorber, on the other hand, selectively attenuates and, therefore, sharpens
the leading edge of the pulse. Analogously, saturation of the gain then sharpens the trailing edge. Appropriate adjustment of absorber and
gain saturation levels can, therefore, precisely compensate for the pulse broadening effect caused by the second harmonic generation in
the doubling crystal. The linear dispersion introduced by the crystal can be compensated by the now common intracavity prism
configuration for negative dispersion. Also, the second harmonic pulses are broadened because of group velocity walk-off between the
fundamental and second harmonic pulses, necessitating a thin doubling crystal to generate short ultraviolet pulses. However, the duration
of the fundamental pulse, our chief concern, is unaffected by this walk-off, and therefore, was not considered in our analysis.

We augmented Haus' model 4 of a passively mode-locked laser with a slow saturable absorber by adding a frequency doubling element
retaining the basic assumption that the intracavity pulse is perturbed only modestly upon passing through each intracavity element. Fig.
1 (b) graphically illustrates the results of our model for the stable operating region as a function of saturable loss, q, saturable gain, g(i),
and the dimensionless parameter for second harmonic conversion efficiency, y. It can be seen from this figure that stable operation of the
laser can always be recovered by adjusting the gain or loss, i.e. adjusting the pump power or intracavity focus into the saturable
absorber. Figure 2 shows the pulse duration and energy as a function of saturable loss, and saturable gain for three different values of the
second harmonic conversion efficiency. The points labeled A, B, and C all correspond to the same points on the figures 1(b), 2(a), and
2(b) and represent stable operating conditions at 0%, 1.2%, and 2.4% conversion efficiency with a pulse duration of 70 fs. These plots
show that the original pulse width and energy can also always be recovered by a suitable readjustment of the saturable gain and loss
parameters.This was confirmed by the observation of the laser at various operating conditions within the regime of stability.

We obtained efficient ultraviolet generation t y utilizing the high intracavity power of the fundamental red beam appropriately focused into
a KDP doubling crystal. Figure 3 is a schematic of the subresonator where the doubling crystal was inserted into the laser cavity. The
crystal was cut so that it would be at Brewster's angle when tuned to the type one phase matching angle for efficient second harmonic
generation and would 1'e thin enough (1 mm) to minimize broadening of the second harmonic pulses caused by group velocity walk-off
and phase-matching bandwidth limitation. The ultraviolet second harmonic is extracted from the resonant cavity by a dichroic mirror
coated for 99% reflectivity at 620 nm and 63 % transmission at 310 nm. The power of the extracted ultraviolet beam (- I mW) is sufficient
to be easily measured with a calibrated power meter, and is brightly visible on a surface such as an ordinary business card which
fluoresces in response to ultraviolet illumination. This ease of observation and measurement greatly facilitates experimental alignment of
the extracted ultraviolet beam.

Figure 4 shows, (a), the autocorrelation traces and, (b), the spectral profile of the fundamental red pulse with (solid lines) and without
(dashed lines) the doubling crystal inside the laser's resonant cavity. With a second harmonic conversion efficiency of approximately 0.3
%, the fundamental's pulse width was completely unmolested, remaining at 70 fs, :nd the slight difference in the spectral profile is due
to the minor readjustment of the cavity required when the nonlinear crystal is inserted. Our calculation shows that a conversion
efficiencies of up to 2% should be achievable while still maintaining stable operating conditions.
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Fig. 1. (a)Changes in the intracavity pulse envelope upon the passage through
the major components of a passively mode-locked laser with an intracavity
frequency doubling crystal.(b)The stable operating regime as a function of
saturable loss, q, saturable I ain, g(i), and the dimensionless parameter for

second harmonic conversion efficiency, y.
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and without (dashed lines) the intracavity frequency doubling crystal.
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FEMTOSECOND PULSE GENERATION FROM THE ULTRAVIOLET TO THE NEAR INFRA RED
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H. Avramopoulos and G.H.C. New
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Abstract
Passively mode locked c.w. dye lasers now represent an important source of femtosecond

optical pulses tunable through the visible and near infra red spectrum. Pulses as short as
7ofs have been obtained from dispersion-optimised CPM cavity configurations using active/
passive dyes other than the standard combination of Rhodamine 6G and DODCI. Complex pulse
evoluticns have been studied both experimentally and using a numerical simulation.

Passive mode locking is firmly established as a powerful and reliable technique for the
generation of femtosecond optical pulses. As well as being proven capable of generating
pulses of less than 30fs duration [1] in dispersion optimised cavities, it has the advan-
tages of high (>100MHz) and/or variable repetition rate, low interpulse jitter (<ips) and
non-critical adjustment of cavity length. In addition, since it does not require a mode
locked pump laser, it is cheaper, easier and potentially more tunable than its synchro-
nously pumped counterparts.

Figure 1 shows the currently reported tuning ranges of passively mode locked c.w. dye
lasers. Apart from the original Rhodamine 6G/DODCI system, all these active/passive dye
cuobinations have been developed at Imperial College [2-9]. It should be noted tnat the
Rnodaeine 700/HITCI and DOTCI systems were pumped using a krypton ion laser while all the
__necs were argon ion pumped - notably the Rhodamine 6G/sulphorhodamine 101, the DCM/
r nodamine 700 and the Pyriden i/Rhodamine 800 energy transfer lasers. This technique of
using an argon pumped "donor" dye whose fluorescence band overlaps the absorption band of a,i
"acceptor" results in a highly efficient dye laser reg. 10] and thus extends the tuning
range of argon ion pumped systems into the infra red. It is interesting to note that tne
results obtained from the passive mode locking of the DCM/Rhodamine 700 energy transfer dye
lasec [9] were superior, in terms of minimum achieved pulse duration and amplitude
stability, compared to the directly drypton-punped Rhodamine 700 laser of reference 2. The
Cousacin 102 laser [8] was pumped by the all lines u.v. output of a Spectra Pnysics model
11 u.v. enhanced argon ion laser and the Coumarin 6 laser was pumped by the 488nn line.
The other argon ion pumped systems employed the all-lines visible output of a Spectra
Physics model 2020 laser.

C 6 Rh B PYRIDIN 1/Rh 800

DI DOTMI NEOCYANINE

C 6H
C 102 Rh 6G DCM DCM/Rh 700

D9MOCI DQTI DASBTI DOTCI CRYPTOCYANINE
DOC DPOI DDCI

Rh 6G/
C 102 Rh 110 Rh 6G SRh 101 Rh 700

0001 DASBTI DO01 DDTCI DOTCI HITCI

HICI D0OCI DCCI

II I I I III

450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 1. Curreiitly available tuning ranges of passively mode locked c.w. dye lasers.

Initially, all the new argon ion pumped active/passive dye combinations reported here
were demonstrated in a simple linear cavity in which no attempt was made to optimise the
intcacavity group velocity dispersion. Pulse durations typically around 250fs were obtained
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,Zcinsc ?o)mcc ~locoewhim schrcersi of passiv'ely mode locked

1.1 _cciec , dellictr~ate Cniat the new active/passive dye combinations compare favourably
.c:i:ii sta:ii _c6 f Rnodamine 6G with DODCI - thus showing that passive mode locking is an,
z:,:ctcve QcJe~f fextosecond pulses over the visible and near infra red spectrum

~~,crmm J~ :cc:c ~tractive) s one of cne new combinations were demonstrated in
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-i~ure 2. Disper6Lon-oDpt-imised cavitiez: a) linear configuration; b) CPM ring con-figure-
r_ Lon.

3

2 tpF7O fs

T =1.65 ps

Lj'iure 3. Autocorrelation trace of pulses of 7Ofs duration obtained at 573nm~.
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Rhodamine 110, mode locked with HICI and DASBTI, was examined in both linear and CPM
ring configurations [12] which incorporated narrow band single-stack dielectric mirror
coatings, prism pairs and no standard bandwidth-limiting tuning elements. Optimisation of
the intracavity group velocity dispersion was facilitated by the prism pairs (after Fork et
al [13]) and by adjusting the angle of incidence to the narrow band dielectric mirrors
(see eq. 14, 15). This lattec adjus.merit also permitted some control of the laser wave-
lengtn since tne mirrors acted as "long wavelength cut-off filters". Figure 2 shows two of
the cavity configucations used.

Fros the linear cavity of figure 2(a), transform-limited pulses of 12Ofs ducation wece
ootained foc an angle a of 750 and aai HICI concentration of 10 3 M. In this instance it was
only .iccoc M6 which restricted the laser wavelength or contributed to the intracavity
dispecsion - the other mirrors all being used near normal incidence. It was found that,
unless there was some spectral control, the laser wavelength steadily increased with
increasing absorbec concentration and pulses of duration below 300fs could not be
generated.

The shortest pulses were obtained from the configuration shown in figure 2(b). Here the
niCCoC M6 , M7 and M8 contributed to both wavelength restriction and intracavity dispersion.
cansfocm limited pulses of 70fs duration were obtained at 573nm with up to 60mW total

average output power foc 6.5W pump power with a 9ns cavity round trip time and angles a, b,
c = 700, 90', 27' respective. Figure 3 shows an autococrelation trace of these pulses and
figure 4 snows how the autocorcelation trace varied as the intracavity glass path was
decreased (a to 1) via the translation of one of the prisms. Figure 5 shows the variation
of che FWHM of the autococelation profile with intracavity glasspath.

-- mmm
-mm-

Figure 4. Evolution of autocorcelation trace as intracavity glass path is decreased
(a-l).

800

8e
S

400 of

0

12 13 14 15 18 17 18
Itacav#y Glass Path (mm)

Figure 5. Variation of autococrelation FWHM with intracavity glass path.
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The lack ot a strong asymmetry in the latter figure is in contrast to the results of
Vaidmanis et al [1] as is the observation that the shortest pulses appear to be obtained
with the abosrbec at the focus of the passive folded section. It appears that the strong
'soliton shaping' of Martinez et al [16] is not dominant in this laser. With more intra-
cavity glass path than that which yields the shortest pulses, a triple peaked autocorrela-
ti3i trace appears, as oeen *n fig.4, which is reminiscent of the observations of 'high

i so~ito . evcduton' by Salin ec - [17). Recent theoretical work demonstrates that
s ecvations caDe siulated bfy a numerical model incorporating saturable absorption

3,1-- Jfroup elocity dispecsionl, tne optical Kecr effect and the chirp arising from
1 . d)5noa satucation of the absoroer. A detailed account of the experiment and
in e aica! cesult ±s . in [18]. Figure 6 shows the theoretical evolution of the
. o Lelatiori orofi]. (.veraged ovec 360 transits to simulate the integration of the real

c isticn) as the iitcaavity GVD is oecceased a to 1 and figure 7 shows the variation
n of tne :heoreticl autococrelation tcrace with intracavity GVD. The qualitative

men octweecn the experimental data anid the numerical simulation is exce~lent (see
:sL L] 3] tc fucner comparison) and it suggests the following points:

L. IrL 5nis laser thee ace no higher order solitons present - the pulse evolution is not
cVseffLed by the Nonlinear Schr6dinger equation (NLS).

.ne shortest pulses obtained are transform-limited with seth 2 profiles. (This is only
genecally true foc the optimum value of intcacavity GVD).

ine glass path corresponding to zero intcacavity GVD can be determined for the
experimental laser by comparing figures 4 and 6.

A. ine reltlve strengths of the frequency chirping processes can be estimated from the
para:terc adjustment required to fit figures 4 and 5 with figures 6 and 7.

a b C d

e f g h

j k

SA A I

Figure C. Theortical evolution of autocorrelation trace with intracavity GVD.
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Figure 7. Theoretical variation of autococcelation F4HM with intracavity GVD.

Figure 8 shows the theoretical pulse evolutioa corresponding to trace 6 of figure 6
(i.e. zceco intracavity GVD). Though periodic, it is clearly not governed by the NC5L.
instead, a comoination of frequency chirp and spectral filtering can be used to explain
this behaviour. The resultant effect of the self phase m odula~ion due to the optical Kecc
effect and due to the time-dependent saturation of the absorption results in an increase in
the itiean carrier freqluency of the pulse on each round trip. This means that the pulse
frequency spectrum gradually 'walks' out of the gain profile of the laser arid the energy is
correspondingly reduced. Consequently, the amplifier is progressively less fully saturated
and the undepleted gain then amplifies a second pulse which grows from noise and is, in
turn, diminished through the spectral walk-off.

Carefully adjusting the parameters of the numerical model, it is possible to see high-
order OlitQLI-like pulse evolutions such as shown in figure 9. This regime, howe,- r, is
achieved by reducing the strength of the passive mode locking and, consequently, -ne pulses
are significantly longer than those represented by trace (i) of figure 7.

Using the same active/passive dyes, pulses of SOfs duration were obtained from a similar
cavity in which the prism sequence was omitted - thus only the dielectric mirrors were used
to optimise the intracavity dispersion. With the DCM/Rhodamine 700 energy transfer mode
locked using DDCI, a CPM ring cavity was constructed which yielded transform limited pulses
as short as ll0fs duration from 742nm to 745nm [9]. Again the prism sequence was omitted
and so both the laser wavelength and intracavity dispersion were determined by the angles
of incidence at the cavity mirrors.

In the blue-green spectral region, the low efficiencies of the Coumacin dyes preclude the
use of "off-resonance" dielectric mirrors to tune the cavity because of the high linear
loss entailed in such a scheme. Instead, a CPM cavity based on the design by Valdmanis et
al [11 was adopted where an aperture, located at the midpoint of the prism sequence, was
used to control the laser wavelength. This is shown in figure 10. In this manner, pulses
as short as 93fs were generated. At 197nm, assuming the standard compression factor of-4"
in the frequency doubling, pulses of 65fs duration should be attainable at248.5nm with a
transform-limited bandwidth of the order of the gain linewidth of KrF laser amplifiers. The
spectral region from 200nm to 40Ohm should, in principle, be readily accessible through
extracavity or intracavity frequency doubling and this will be of importance for molecular
spectroscopy.

In conclusion, passive mode locking has been demonstrated as an effective technique for
generating femtosecond pulses over the visible and near infra red spectrum. It has been
shown that pulses of lO0fs duration are obtainable from these new active/passive dye
combinations when used in lasers with appropriate optimisation of the intcacavity group
velocity dispersion. Most, if not all, of these new dye combinations should yield such
short pulses and it is highly likely that the preliminary results presented here will be
considerably improved unon. All of thpsp Hyps will al~o work in synrhronously piimped,
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hytorid Ly mode Locked [ a 6ecs. Vac iuu ditLfecences have been noted in) c011parisoril With CepOcts
L laaicms u~rrnq tile 6taradad comrbinationi ot Rhodaminie OG arid DODCI. In ijacticuiar, the CiSI

corrtLyJuc-itiut Appears to yield shorter pulses than the dispecbion-optintised linear cavities
and the lasers6 need to be consitcdinod to wock at the wavelengths which give the shortest
p u 1 L3u. 'ucthvc invea3tijtionis ot new active/passive dye las'ers should afford yreater
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Figure 10 CPM ring cavity used for Coumarin femutosecond dye lasers.
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ABSTRACT

Two transient time-delayed four-wave mixing experiments have been performed on the Na D doublet and modulations of 1.9
picoseconds and 980 attoseconds have been observed. These periods correspond to the difference and sum frequencies of the two Na D
lines. Both experiments were performed using 7 ns pulses of light with frequency components at each of the D-line transitions. The effects
of superposition-state modulations are observed in the integrated TDFWM signal as a function of the time delay. As the time delay is
varied, the lowest diffraction order mixing signal is modulated. Higher diffraction order mixing signals contain modulation components at
integral multiples of the beat frequency. In the case of the difference frequency beats this modulation exists even for delays greater than the
excitation pulse width. This work thus extends photon-echo modulation spectroscopy into a new regime to study coherences between states
that are widely separated in frequency compared with the bandwidth of the exciting laser pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION
Time-Delayed Four-Wave Mixing (TDFWM) experiments can yield spectroscopic and relaxation information about certain physical

systems. In this paper we present the results of several such experiments performed in sodium vapor using pulsed laser excitation sources.
The experiments we have done have in common the property that the excitation pulses interact with more than one transition in the sample
resulting in interferences manifesting themselves as modulations in the TDFWM signal. Much of this work has been published..,2, 3 In this
introduction I will try to give a simple overview of what was done and what the results were. A brief historical survey will introduce this
overview and a simple physical picture for interpreting the phenomena will follow. In Section 2 a more rigorous theoretical treatment will
be given. Several predictions from this treatment have been verified experimentally and these results will be presented in Section 3. Section
4 will discuss the photon echo regime. Photon echoes can be thought of as four-wave mixing signals produced when the excitation pulses
do not overlap in time. Section 5 will discuss possible applications of the techniques we have developed. The concluding section will try to
indicate why this work is of interest to the burgeoning fields of broadband- and ultrashort- pulse spectroscopy even though our excitation
pulses were neither broadband nor ultrashort.

OVERVIEW AND HISTORICAL SURVEY
Four-wave mixing is a process that involves the kp

interaction of four light fields. It is nonlinear in that it P k,=kp -(k, -k)
depends on the third-order susceptibility (3). There are k-, 0)2  0).. co ...
several beam geometries in common usage. One that is (W2
closely related to our setup is shown in Figure 1.1.
Consider the beams with wavevectors kI and k2 to be kl ,o,
incident on a nonlinear sample. The probe beam kp then kk k-
scatters off the sample producing four-wave mixing signals sp ( 2 -k)
with \xvevectors ks = kp ± (ki - k2) providing the o0s = (Op + (0)2 -t 1 )
geometry allows for phase matching, that is. that the
resulting wavevector, ks, satisfies Iks = cos/c. In the
geometry illustrated the probe field has been made coincident Figure 1.1 Schematic showing a general four-wave mixing scheme.
with one of the pump fields. If we let the field with
wavevector k2 act as the probe field (kp = k2) this results in the signal fields being emitted in the kl and 2k2 - kl directions. The field
emitted into the kI direction coincides with one of the pump fields making it difficult to observe whereas the field emitted into the 2k2 - kI
direction is easily distinguished from the pump fields and is thus the signal of interest in practical experiments. In general there are three

input fields and one emitted signal field com-
prising the four fields. In this geometry there
are really only two input fields and from the
symmetry of this geometry there are two

,a emitted fields of interest, those in the 2k2 -kl
• and 2kI - k2 directions. We note that phase

, - matching is not perfect in this geometry, but
that the phase mismatch is small if the angle
between kI and k2 is small. Four-wave

. mixing is called degenerate when all four
beams have the same frequency. We will be

W ) () considering only the degenerate case
throughout this paper.

. ;.. . .. .. . . The first observation of four-wave
,p r*on mixing is widely attributed to Maker and

Terhune.4 It is interesting to note that the
photon echo, a type four-wave mixing signal

Figure 1.2 (a) Experimentally measured signal intensity vs excitation pulse for which not all input beams are coincident
separation in a 10-cm-long Na cell at 445 K. (b) A portion of the same data, for pulse in time, was observed independently by
separations of 50-100 ps, with error bars and lines connecting the data. Thc 1.9 ps Hartmann and co-workers 5,6 at about the
modulation is due to the Na 3P fine-structure beating. same time.
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Four-wave mixing is called time-delayed when the signal is monitored as a function of a time delay, t, introduced between the input
pulses (k I and k2 in Figure I. 1). This is sometimes done in order to investigate relaxation processes in the sample. In 1985 we did an
experiment of this type in which we observed relaxation induced by the incident light fields as well as from Doppler dephasing in a gaseous
sample. Some of the data from that experiment are shown in Figure 1.2. From the data in Figure 1.2a the Doppler dephasing time T2" and
the licht-induced relaxation at large T can be inferred. 1 The light used in that experiment had a bandwidth of about 12A which explains how
such short relaxation times could be measured using 7 ns excitation pulses. A "side-effect" of using such broadband light was that it
interacted with both of the D-line transitions in the sodium sample resulting in interferences that were observable in the signal. Figure 1.2b
shows a blowup of the same data in Figure 1.2a for time delays in the 50 to 100 ps range. The interference between the two transitions is
clear The period of 1.9 ps corresponds to the difference frequency of the D-lines.

The experiments described in this paper took their starting point with the data shown in Figure 1.2b. That is, we explore here this
side-effect" modulation of the TDFWM signal. The first experiment we did was to replace the broadband source with a source that had

frequency components just at the two D-line frequencies. This resulted in a modulated TDFWM signal as before. These could perhaps be
thought of as eight-wave mixing experiments, but I think they are better thought of as two four-wave mixing experiments being performed
simultaneously on different transitions. It is interesting to note that at essentially the same time that we did these experiments, two other
groups also observed beating at the difference frequency between the D-lines in sodium. 7,8

Faster beats can be obtained by performing this experiment on two transitions with a larger difference frequency in order to obtain a
faster beat. Mossberg and co-workers did a similar experiment with broadband light on the D-lines in rubidium resulting in a beat with a
period of 139 fs. 9 To produce still faster beats becomes difficult due the large frequency differences necessary. However, by changing the
geometry of the excitation beams a modulation at the sum-frequency of the two transitions can be generated. We agsin worked on the D-
lines in sodium and this time obtained a beat with a period of 980 as (attoseconds).

The phenomena described above can be understood in terms of a simple picture involving gratings.
GRATING ANALYSIS

Four-wave mixing can be thought of as a scattering process in which two incident fields form a population grating in a sample and a
third field is scattered off this grating. In our experiments the third field is self-same with one of the two incident fields. To understand the
origin of the grating one merely has to calculate the intensity of the incident fields in the sample. The input fields can be written:

E -E 0(cos(wt -k 1.r) +cos(a(t - r) -k-2 d 21[d
+k r'k s ' kk2_kk

=2EoOs[ to( rt- 1) - "---' -(I.I)[ - r -. a "--.--

(0.1) ..T

where - is the amount by which the k2 beam has been delayed with _Z.. "
respect to the kl beam. The resulting intensity distribution (averaged
over an optical period) in the sample is: ,

I = E2[1 + cos(( k 2 - k ) r - (1.2) Figure 1.3 Diagram showing showing scattering from a grating.

Thus an intensity grating is formed in the sample. This produces a population grating with spacing d=21ik 2 -kjl. Defining the angle
between k1 and k- as 0 this grating scatters the beam with wavevector k2 by an angle nO (for scattering order n). This is easily seen from a
simple diffraction grating analysis; we refer to Figure 1.3. Constructive interference of light scattered from adjacent planes requires d I - d2

nX. If the angles are small, as they are in our experiments, this reduces to d((W + O ) -) = nk. Since d L we have On = nO as stated
2 2 0

above.
When four-wave mixing is done on two transitions simultaneously two gratings are formed. If one imposes the geometry (k2 -ki) =

±(k' 2 -k't) then the gratings formed have the same spacing but are offset with respect to each other by a distance, s, obtained from Aowt/27E
= s/ d where Aco is the difference or sum of the two transition frequencies depending on whether k2 -kl is chosen to be plus or minus k'2 -
k'l. It is now easy to visualize what is happening in the two geometries. When k2 is delayed with respect to kl the grating formed by
those two beams simply scans in the k2 - k1 direction. In both geometries when 't = 0 the gratings overlap and light scatters from both
gratings in phase leading to constructive interference. However, as t is increased the two gratings move and become displaced from each
other. When one grating is displaced a distance s =d/2 with respect to the other there is total destructive interference of the scattered waves.
Thus as t is varied there is a modulation of the scattered light. The frequency of modulation depends on the geometry. In the (k2 -kl) =
(k'2 -k'l) geometry as t is varied both gratings move in the same direction but at slightly different rates. This leads to a vernier type effect
resulting in modulation at the difference-frequency of the transitions. In the (k2 -kl) = -(k'2 -k'l) geometry the gratings move in opposite
directions as t is varied leading to a sum-frequency modulation. To be slightly more rigorous consider a wave scattering off adjacent
gratings displaced by s. The two scattered waves have a relative phase shift of AO =2nsOA. Using the relations from the previous
paragraph we have A(D = n Awo t. As a result, modulations are expected in the interfering four-wave mixing signals as a function of t. This
simplified analysis is correct only for n=l where it includes all scattering pathways. The correct expression for the modulation behavior for
all n is obtained by directly calculating the induced polarization from a step function excitation field of the form of Eq. 1.1. This will be
done in Section 2.

2. THEORY OF TIME-DELAYED FOUR-WAVE MIXING

The grating analysis presented in Section 1 provides a visual picture that allows an intuitive grasp of the modulation phenomenon. We turn
now to a rigorous calculation of the field emitted by the sample when it is excited by prompt and delayed input fields. We model the sample
as a three-level system with dipole transitions at D2 and 1' as shown in Figure 2. 1. Assume that all the fields, prompt and delayed, are
"turned on" at time t--0. Consider input fields with wavevectors k1 and k2 at frequency 12 and fields with wavevectors k') and k'2 at
frequency Q2'. Each wavevector can contain both prompt and delayed fields. Assuming the excitation fields are single mode and exactly on
resonance with the atomic transitions, and neglecting relaxation effects within the sample the Hamiltonian for this system is:
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i R { eI, cos[Q f - kl r+ 01] + ed cos[ tT) kl r+ ]

+ e-, cos [Qt -k, r + oj + e2  cos[Q( -t) - k. r +OJ

where OR pE is the Rabi frequency of the dipole inter-action coupling of the I and 2 levels, kI and

k-, are wavevectors at frequency .0 k = K?/c =27t/?,), and 01 and i are arbitrary phase factors.
The quantities eip, C Id, e2p, and e2d are either 0 or 1 depending on whether that field is present in a i
particular experiment. The corresponding quantities relating to the 1-3 transition are primed. The
Schro.dinger equation: Fig. 2.1 Simple 3-level system

11 Ht Y (2.2)

can be solved in the rotating wave approximation. One finds

/ X Cos Xi'

V 0 ia* e-i Q fsin Xi'

- a'* e-~ sin Xi' (2.3)

k= 1a12- + lal 2

a= "R[e 1  e- kr-O ) + e -i(r+kIr-Oi)+ +e2  ei(k 2 .r-O2 ) + e e (O k .O2

and a' has the same form as a except with all relevant quantities are primed. The polarization of the sample is:

WI( y2+PW)+C. C. (2.4)

Thus the polarization of the sample is obtained in closed form, exact in the rotating wave approximation:

PI(t)= PQ R (e 1 sinEL1, - kr 4-, + oi ''I sin[Qt r- T) - k-r + 0,1

+ e2 p sin[a ~ - k 2 r + o 2 + e2 d sin[f2( I- T) - k .r+ 021f

+ P'V R( e' I sinr{Q't - k',. + 0 J+h e' d siffI2( r - T) - k' + r +

+ ' sin[IL2ft -k' 2 . r + 0' 2]s+ e' 2 sin{Q'( t- r) -k' 2 -r+ 0'21)1

2A (2.5)

where

4i2  1e peId 2 2 ( I Id +e 2 Pe 2 d)co ?+ 2 ePe2 p Ied e 2 d c ~ 2 r 02

+2 2( e 1 e 2 elId e 2 P)cos(gk)cos(k 2 -r - 02,)+ 2 ( e1 P Pe2d - elId e2 P)sin (0)sin ( k 2 -r - 02l)

where again la' 2 has the same form except with all relevant quantities primed. Eq. 2.5 is the general result for the macroscopic polarization
of the sample given the excitation implicit in Eq. 2. 1.

We next consider the explicit geometries that give the sum- and difference-frequency modulation, followed by the scheme in which
only beams of one frequency are used.
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SUM- AND DIFFERENCE-FREQUENCY GEOMETRIES
To obtain the sum- and difference-frequency

geometries described in Section 1 we set: k , k'2  k2  k'I

elp= e2d = e', p= e'2d = 1

e= e = 'ld =  (26 2 _= 2 k 1  k2 -k, = 2V2- 'l <-(k 'k'2 )e t e 2 p ' 2p 0 ( 2 .6 ) ' l W

Note that this makes for the useful mnemonic that the
wavevectors subscripted 1 are prompt and those subscripted k'l k , k'2

2 are delayed. Also, let k'2 1 
= +k2l. As we will see the "+" (a) (b)

will yield difference-frequency modulation and the "-" sum-
frequency modulation. Possible ways to impose the
geometries k'21 = ±k.21 are shown in Figure 2.2. For these Figure 2.2 Possible ways to impose the geometries k'21 = ±k.21. Note

parameters the polarization of Eq. 2.5 gives: that the angles between the wave;ectors are typically chosen to be a few
milliradians and have been exaggerated here for the sake of clarity.

Pt)= { p.Q sin [ a -kl-r + 011]+sinF2(r - z) -k 2*r+ 2]sinr~r k1 *r 41 1+snFI'(tsin 2 ,tt

p+ Rsin[ 2't -k'lr + 9'1]+ sinlL2'(t - T)- k'2 r + 92]} x 2 (2.7)

where

(f) + cos( 2 1r - 021)] + --f 1 + cos( 0' + k 21°r- 0'2±)]

=os 12 2{1S+ (021T 21)

We are interested in the four-wave mixing signals at D2 and 1£2' that are emitted in the directions k2 + nk2j and k'2 + nk'21,
respectively, where n (n > 0) indicates the diffraction order of the emitted signals. Our goal is to extract those components of it) as given
in Eq. 2.7. For simplicity (and because our results do not deviate significantly from these predictions) we begin by restricting ourselves to
the small pulse area limit K2Rtp << 1, where t p is the duration of the pulses. We will later consider arbitrary pulse areas and explore the limit
of large pulse areas.

Small Pulse Area Limit In the small pulse area limit the term sin(2,t) in Eq. 2.7 can be expanded and the series truncated after the
lowest contributing erm. We make the simplifying assumption that the pulse intensities have been adjusted to make 9R 

= Q'R. This yields
the maximum modulation depth and makes the calculation much simpler. One finds that to lowest perturbation order the polarization of the
sample phased to radiate at (2 in the k2 + nk2l direction is:

2n+l n

it ={2i2[02 n) 0+21 ± 0 2 )] (2 n + ) J (2.8)

A similar result can be obtained for the polarization phased to radiate at (' in the k'2 + nk'2 1 direction. From this polarization of the
sample the average intensity emitted into the four-wave mixing signal can be calculated. We assume that ( >>UR and thus the average
over the optical frequency is trivial.

2

_,, t i p P2( d = I " P ( 2 ,, P 2n) i (2 .+) "n
p 0  2 (2n+ 2)! (2.9)

Of particular interest is the dependence on t which is:

n

Thus we see that the dependence on r is a simple harmonic for the first diffraction order. For higher orders the modulation pattern narrows.
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General Case. To obtain the polarization phased to radiate at Q in the k2 + nk21 direction for arbitrary pulse area, QRtp, we again
expand the sin(2.t) of Equation 2.7 but now we retain all terms in the expansion. This is somewhat tricky but we find that the polarization
phased to radiate at 2 in the k2 + nk 21 (n>O) directions is:

r)zh -2 sin[ ~i -(k, + nk 2 ).r+ , -+(n+ I)S2 n+1(n

sin - ) k,+ nk 2 ).r + 2-n- ± 2+_

(2.11)
where we have defined

cos(* n1o0)

We note that the first term of Eq. 2.11 was inadvertently omitted in Ref. 3. Finally, we calculate the average intensity assuming >>!QR:

p 2 SpP2 f ') 2 + 2 cosF . T- - , _ i,2 ... n +l (... __. j

0  P0 (212)

In the small pulse area limit ('")n+l << (..). and it is easy to verify that this result simplifies to Equation 2.9. The integral can be
approximated in the large pulse area limit by a J0 Bessel function as we shall see below. However, in general the integral is intractable
except to numerical (computer) analysis.

SINGLE TRANSITION TDFWM
We investigate now the sum-frequency geometry described above in the case where )' --> f. One might think that modulation would

be obtained at 2Q2. This, however, is not the case; the modulation is at just 2. The polarization of the sample for this geometry is governed
by Equation 2.5 without the primed components. This yields:

Pt)= POR(sin[ a -k*r+ od +sin[ f2(t - r) -k I*r + ]

+ sin[Q -k2r + 02]+ sin[.f~t- ) -k2r + 02) x sin 2At
2 2A (2.13)

with

(2),)2 = ( 2 0 R)2(l + Cos 12r)(I + cos(k 2 1r - 021))

Working as before, the polarization phased to radiate in the k2 + nk2l directions can be calculated in the perturbation limit:
2 n+l

n (2"2R t' ) 2n 1 + cos Or )n

Pnt)= psin [f2(t- ) (k2 +k2  r + o 2  + no21] × ( - 1)  (-2(2.14)

Thus the dependence on t of the intensity emitted into the k2 + nk 21 direction can be calculated to be:

2
2  2n+1 + cos r2n+

I 1(j9.nr I P((2n+)! Jp 0  2L ( n+2)! 2 (2.15)
This shows that the modulation is at £, not at 2D as might at first be thought, and that the beats narrow quickly as one proceeds to higher

diffraction order.

3. EXPERIMENTS

APPARATUS
All the experiments we will describe were performed in Na vapor. Sodium was chosen solely for convenience; it has two strong

transitions in the yellow region of the spectrum at 589.0 and 589.6 nm. This is very near the peak output of a dye laser using Rhodamine
66 dye which is on,; of t!"e easiest dyes with which to work.
The fact that the transitions are relatively close - they differ by one part in a thousand - implies another simplification in the experiment.
Recall that for the difference- and sum-frequency experiments we want to impose the geometries k21 = ±k'2 1. These conditions can be
satisfied to within the beam divergence by setting k1 II k'l and k2 II k'2 or vice versa. This can be seen by observing that the minimum
angular separation of the primed and unprimed wavevectors imposed solely by the condition k2 1 = ±k'21 is AO =(X-X) 0/k which
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for our experiment, where 0 = I mraid, is AO 10-6. Since "G Na cell
this is much smaller than the 3 x 10-5 beam divergence in the2 4 - - ;Beams angled k2
interaction region the error introduced by our making the cto overlap in k
primed and unprimed wavevectors parallel is negligible. As a 2nd L L
consequence of the geometry k1 11 k) and k2 11 V'2 or vice HarmonicL
versa, the diffracted light at 0 is emitted in the same directions 1 _ 2 12 k
as that at 0'. Thus one can consider the possibility of
interference between diffracted light at the two optical
frequencies. However, as can be seen from Equation 2.5 the
light at K and K2' is modulated the same way so that it doesn't
make a difference in our experiments whether we detect the (a)
four-wave mixing signal at Q, K', or both together.

The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1. The
dye lasers were home-built and of the Littman design. They
were pumped by the second harmonic of a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser ard produced pulses 7 ns in duration at 589.6 YAG B-as.ang-ed
and 589.0 nm, the wavelengths of the sodium 3S1/2 - 3P1i2 - t"
and 3S1/2 - 3PI/2 transitions, respectively. Each laser D D r"- cel
operated in 4 to 5 longitudinal modes yielding an overall laser 2nd _ - L
bandwidth of about 5 GHz. Although not shown in the Harmonic
schematics of the apparatus the outputs of the dye lasers were
spatially filtered and amplified to produce spatially clean beams.
The amplification process also helped to reduce shot to shot I M1
amplitude fluctuations in the outputs as their gain was driven
into saturation.

The sodium was contained in a heat pipe which was (b)
operated simply as an oven. The pipe was evacuated to <5
mtorr and the temperature adjusted to vary the vapor pressure. Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used
The cell had an actual length of 750 mm but an effective length to generate difference-frequency TDFWM (for n= 1). Mirror MI is
of approximately 100 mm since only the center of the pipe was mounted on a precision translation stage which provides variable
heated. relative delays of up to I ns in increments of < 100 fs. Mirror M2 can

The angle between the excitation pulses in the two be repositioned to obtain large offset delays. (b) Schematic diagram
directions, kI and k2, was typically set to be I mrad and was of the apparatus used to generate sum-frequency beats in TDFWM.
always in the range of .3 to 2 mrad. The four-wave mixing Mirror Ml is mounted on a precision translation stage which provides
signals were separated from the excitation pulses by spatial for variable relative delays of up to 30 fs in increments of <100 as.
filtering. A pinhole in the focal plane of a lens, with a focal The delay was calibrated with a HeNe interferometer. M2 is a comer
length of either 300 or 450 mm, passed the TDFWM signal in cube which displaces each beam so that it combines at the beam
the phase matched k2 + nk2 1 direction while blocking the splitter with the beam of the other frequency.
excitation pulses. The signal was detected with either an
EG&G FND-100 photodiode or an RCA C31034
photomultiplier tube. In all cases the signal was integrated over its full 7 nsec duration using a gated integrator with a gate width of 30 ns.
The integrated signal was digitized and fed into a computer which averaged the data for each setting of "t. The entire experiment was
automated with the computer generating the delays and taking data as a function of the delay with the results being plotted in real time on a
video display terminal.

DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY FXPERIMENTS
Figure 3. la shows the set up for the difference-frequency experiment. Here the dye laser outputs were combined to produce a double-

frequency pulse which was split and then recombined with a variable relative delay to provide two double-frequency pulses directed along
k1 and k2 . In a typical run the TDFWM signal was monitored as the relative delay was varied by stepping the position of mirror MI. The
result of such a run is shown in Fig. 3.2. In this particular run a spectrometer was used to look at just the 589.0 nm component of the
signal. Similar results were obtained when we looked at just the 589.6 nm component or when no spectrometer was used and both
transitions were viewed simultaneously. This is in agreement with the results of Section 2. The depth of modulation is less than would be
expected from theory due to the imperfect spatial overlap of the excitation pulses in the sample and the difficulty in setting 52R= 2'R
precisely. We have taken data in the range of delays from minus a few hundred psec to +30 nsec. The data taken with delays near 30 ns
will be discussed further in Section 4. All traces are essentially the same in that they exhibit 1.9 psec modulation.

10 • 10.

- 2- (b) 2 z

to " I i ' - i - | - i

-4 0 2 . 0 00 3 0 0 4 6 0S
Pulse Smptamiom (ps) R.eic Delay (p )

Figure 3.2 TDFWM signal intensity vs pulse delay at 589.0 nm. Figure 3.3 Data taken in the difference-frequency geometry showing
the narrowing of the modulation in a high diffraction order (n=4).
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We also experimentally observed the narrowing of the modulation pattern predicted in Equation 2.10. Figure 3.3 shows data taken
when all the light emitted into the k2 + 4k,1 direction was detected. Superimposed on the data is the theoretical prediction of Equation 2.10
modified by the addition of a background intensity.

SUNI FREQUENCY EXPERINIENTS
Figure 3.1 b shows the sum-frequency

apparatus which is the same as the difference- t0
frequency setup except for the beam splitting and
recombination elements. Here the dye-laser outputs7
were split and recombined to provide two double- 6
frequency pulses in such a way that the 589.0 nm ,
component was delayed by t in one beam and the
other frequency component delayed by the same
amount in the other beam. Note that in this 3

geometry the vibrational stability of the optical -

elements is far more critical than in the difference- -
0frequency case. Since the delays introduced in the 03 4

two beams must be stable relative to the period of Relative Delay (Is)
the modulation, the relative positions of the
beamsplitter, cornercube, and translating mirror Figure 3.4 Typical set of data for the sum-frequency geometry showing
shown in Fig. 3.1 b had to be stable to much better signal intensity vs relative pulse delay. The x-axis has an arbitrary offset
than an optical wavelength; this portion of the siga iest vs relative delay. The sis has a a oet
apparatus had also to be enclosed to prevent the with respect to absolute zero relative delay. The sodium vapor was held at
effect of air currents from changing the effective a temperature of 470 K.
delay.

The first diffraction order sum-frequency signal presented in Figure 3.4 as a function of 'r is a simple sinusoid as would be predicted
in the low pulse area limit of Eq. 2.10. We found agreement even though the excitation pulses were not in the small pulse area lirit. We
have not observed any of the predicted narrowing of the modulation signal that is expected with the multiple it excitations with which we
worked. Nor have we seen the narrowing of the peaks and flattening of the valleys expected from Eq. 2.10 when the sum-frequency
signals are scattered into higher orders (n>l). We believe that both these experiments are sensitive to vibrational instabilities in our
apparatus which average out the higher harmonic frequencies.

The observation of modulation narrowing at high scattering order in the difference-frequency geometry supports our suspicion that
vibrational instabilities prevented the observation of such narrowing in the sum frequency mode. Our continued inability to observe
modulation narrowing with large excitation pulse areas remains unresolved. One possible explanation may lie in the fact that our
experiments have all been done with optically thick samples whose optical densities were in the range of 10 to 100. All our analysis
assumes optically thin samples. The optically thick regime is complicated and we worked there in order obtain signals which we could
differentiate from the noise.
SINGLE-TRANSITION EXPERIMENTS

Sum frequency beat observation depends on the simultaneous excitation of two distinct transitions sharing a common ground state.
The analysis of Section 2 respects this restriction and does not allow the limit Q' -- 2, with both lasers tuned to the same transition. The
expected result in this degenerate case is that the modulation in the TDFWM signal would have the period of the optical frequency 92, as in
interferometry, and not 2(. This is most easily understood via the simple induced grating analysis by including the (previously) moving
grating component due to the product of the fields at U2 and K2'. We looked carefully for the sum frequency beat using a single laser whose
output was split to serve as a double source. Working this way we saw only the resonant beats and not the sum frequency beats. We did
however observe the narrowing predicted by Eq. 2.15. We did not look at the higher diffraction order signals which we calculate should

2n + I
narrow according to In e + -L cos ()t) similar to the case of the sum frequency beats.

4. PHOTON ECHO MODULATION

We now consider the photon echo regime in which the excitation pulses are well separated. We believe that echoes are observable
with both the sum- and difference-frequency geometries. However, in order to see sum-frequency modulation in an echo signal the pulse
durations must be short compared to the inhomogeneous dephasing time T2*. This is because the modulation occurs as a result of an
interference between a photon echo process and a free decay process. In sodium, in the temperature range in which we worked T2* is about
100 ps. Thus, since our excitation pulses were 7 ns in duration, we have only observed difference-frequency modulation.

To understand the origin of the modulation in echo signals we can use the billiard ball model of coherent transients in gasses. This
will be presented in the next section. We defer to Section 5 a discussion of the Doppler-free nature of the beats in the difference-frequency
modulation of echoes and how this could be used as a high-resolution spectroscopic technique.
THEORY - BILLIARD BALL MODEL

The billiard ball model was developed to provide a simple way to analyze photon echo type phenomena. It has been discussed in
some detail in a number of papers. 10.1 1,12 We use it here to analyze the modulation of echoes in both the difference- and sum-frequency
geometries.

The billiard ball diagram for the difference-frequency geometry is shown in Figure 4.1. One begins with an atom at rest in its ground
state. At t=0, the prompt excitation pulses at 2 and 2' interact with the atom giving the atom some probability of being found in either of
the two excited states. If the atom is excited, then it will have absorbed a photon and thus its momentum and will recoil with a velocity
hk/2itm. Such absorption of the two frequencies is indicated on the diagram by the dashed and dot-dashed lines. Their slopes differ by one
part in a thousand for the D-lines in sodium. The difference in slope is exaggerated here for the sake of clarity in the figure. Thus, each of
the three lines propagating from t--O represents the amplitude of the atom being in a particular state. The state of the atom is then the sum of
those amplitudes. The billiard ball model gives rules for calculating populations and coherences from such a diagram but they are not of
concern here. The relevant thing here is that the two excited state amplitudes have time-developments associated with them. The effect of
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the second pulse is to generate two more recoiling excited state amplitudes from the
ground state, and to generate a ground state amplitude from each of the recoiling/i"
excited states. This results in four crossings of the amplitudes near t = 2't. Each of
these crossings represents an echo being emitted. The two echoes produced by the
dashed line crossing the two displaced ground states are emitted at fQ'. The echo is /
modulated because the population in the two displaced ground states is in fact U
modulated. Considering the two displaced ground states as one, the associated <
amplitude is gotten by adding the amplitudes of the two ground states:

.0"+ .02

- if t + e - if2 'r = e -  i  2 c s O .
e 2 Cos?= R1  2 r(4.1)

The popuiation in this displaced ground state is then just:
TIME

= Figure 4.1 Billiard Ball diagram for difference-
2 -2 (4.2) frequency geometry.

This is the same modulation as was obtained in Section 2.
In the case of the sum-frequency geometry the situation is not quite so simple and we will not discuss the billiard ball analysis here.

Suffice it to say that the same dependence on t is obtained as was found in Section 2 for four-wave mixing signals where all the pulses
overlap in time.
EXPERIMENT

As mentioned above we have performed echo experiments only in the difference frequency geometry. With a pulse separation of
approximately 20 ns, obtained by displacing the mirror labelled M2 in Figure 3. la, the integrated echo intensity was measured as a function
of delay. The data is essentially the same as shown in Fig. 3.2 except that the modulation depth has decreased by a factor of three or four
from the data taken in the four-wave mixing regime. This degradation is not inherent in the technique but rather is caused by jitter in -t due
to mechanical vibrations of the optics. We note that the beating lasts much longer than the few hundred picosecond coherence time of the
lasers.

5. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

An obvious application of the modulation phenomena described in this dissertation is in spectroscopy, that is in studying transition
frequencies. With the use of a calibrated delay the sum and difference frequencies of two transitions can be measured and from these the
absolute transition frequencies can be determined. For this technique to be of practical use it must provide frequency information which is
sub-Doppler. For this to be the case the modulation frequency must depend only on the transition frequencies and not on the velocity of the
atoms in the sample. As has been shown2 this is the case for the difference-frequency beats which can be observed well into the photon
echo regime. Echoes can be observed many lifetimes after the initial excitation and thus the energy level splitting should be measurable to
very high precision. In the sum-frequency case the maximum pulse separation is determined by the Doppler-dephasing time which severely
limits spectroscopic applications.

Sum-frequency beat TDFWM could find application in a position transducer. Using the first order signal, a device similar to a laser
interferometer distance encoder could be constructed with the advantage that roughly twice the number of fringes would be observed for a
given translation. Presumably such a device would use CW lasers allowing a long coherence length and thus the ability to measure
correspondingly long distances. The spikes in a higher order signal would lend themselves to positioning devices which step in precise
equally spaced increments.

6. CONCLUSION

In summary, the new phenomena of sum- and difference-frequency beats in four-wave mixing experiments has been documented and
their origin explained. By extension, the presence of beats in the TDFWM signal has been shown to depend critically on the excitation beam
geometry and to provide spectroscopic information of a varied but well defined character. As faster processes are studied broader bandwidth
excitations will be used which will in turn couple multiple transitions, resulting in complex signal modulations. Sum and difference
frequency geometries may be separately employed to untangle confusing spectroscopic details. Lastly we note that the existence of sum
frequency beats and their narrowing with scattering order and excitation intensity may allow development of more accurate position
transducers.

This work was supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Research and by the Joint Services Electronics Program (U. S. Army, U. S.
Navy, U. S. Air Force) under Contract No. DAAG29-85-K-0049.
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NEAR DIFFRACTION LIMITED FOCUSING AND BLUE SHIFTING OF MILLIJOULE
FEMTOSECOND PULSES IN GAS BREAKDOWN AND SOLID STATE PLASMAS

Win. M. Wood, Glenn Focht, D.H. I eitze, T.R. Zhang, M.C. Downer

Physics Department, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

Abstract: We present a femtosecond dye amplifier system with a novel final amplification stage
which allows us to achieve extremely tight focusing of the output beam, and therefore reach intensities
unattainable previously in the femtosecond regime. We use these pulses to generate gas and solid
state breakdown plasmas, and observe the associated blue shift in the pulse bandwidth, consistent
with the Drude model.

Amplification of femtosecond pulses to millijoule and higher energies has opened up the study of the interaction of matter with
radiation fields of unprecedented intensity. The output of high power femtosecond amplifiers, however, often suffers from poor
transverse beam quality and limited focusability caused by severe phase front distortion during the awplification process. We have
constructed a high power dye amplifier pumped by a Q-switched Nd: YAG laser which achieves near diffraction-limited focusing of 1()
fs millijoule pulses without any spatial filtering. f The peak intensity at our tightest focus (-2 p.m radius) exceeds 1()16 W/cm>-, whcre
breakdown of air and other gases at pressures of 1-10 atm is easily observed.

Critical to achieving this result was a final stage gain cell of conical axicon geometry, 2 as shown in Fig. 1. The first three stages (not
shown) use standard transversely pumped gain cells to pre-amplify femtosecond pulses from a CPM to - 0.1 mJ at a 10 Hz repetition
rate. These pulses are then expanded to 1 cm diameter and injected into the gain region of the axicon, an 8 cm long cylindrical flow tube
,Lontaining Rh640 centered on the axis of a solid glass cone. Incident to the base of the cone and expanded to match its 8 cm radius,
counter-propagating 220 mJ, 532 ntn pump pulses internally reflect from the sides and enter the gain medium at radial incidence, thereby
maximizing pump absorption efficiency, Gaussian beam quality, and focusability.t ,2 Figure 2 shows measurements of transmission of
the beam focused at f/2 through a 3 im pinhole translated in I .tn steps across the beam waist, and demonstrates the extremely tight
focusability of millijoule femtosecond pulses amplified in such a cell. While a slight degradation in focusability occurs in the pre-
amplification stages, the axicon cell preserves focusability perfectly.

We have shown that millijoule femtosecond pulses can be focused to spot radii as small as 2 microns when amplified in a "conical
axicon" cell, thus creating peak intensities of 10 petawatts (PW)/cm2. 3 We now use this source to generate dense gas breakdown
plasmas in the strong field,4 collisionless limit while using the plasma response on the light field in the form of blue shifts and
defocusing as diagnostics to characterize the femtosecond ionization process.5 Such diagnostics are compatible with a wide range of gas
pressures.

Figure 3 shows how the blue shift of 90 fs pulses increases with light intensity after focusing at f/2 through a breakdown spark in 1
atm. neon. Numerous observations support the dominance of plasma generation, and the weakness of X(3) effects, in producing this
hif:; the similarity of the blue shifts in different gases (neon, air,3 helium, argon at 1 atm.) having third order hyperpolarizabilities

which vary by more than a factor of 20;6 correlation of these blue shifts with appearance of a breakdown spark; correlation with beam
defocusing caused by the plasma's lower refractive index; the consistent absence of any red-shifted spectral components (in contrast to
spectral broadening observed by others7,8 in the absence of gas breakdown); the absence of supercontinuum generation from intense
femtosecond excitation of neon up to 40 atm in previous studies; 8 the absence of self-focusing or filamentation under breakdown
conditions. The blue shift is caused by the ultrafast negative refractive index change when a plasma is created during the pulse. The
temporal asymmetry of the index change is strong with femtosecond pulses, since electrons neither recombine nor escaqe from the focal
region during the pulse, thus eliminating a compensating red shift, seen with longer pulses, when the index recovers.- According to a
Drude model the blue shift can be approximated as: 5

AX = ( X3 e2 / 2itmc3 ) d/dt fL N(x) dx (1)

where N(x) is the plasma density along the propagation direction x, and the interaction length L is approximately the confocal beam
parameter. The blue shift in neon increases steadily up to our highest intensity (10 PW/cm 2), rather than saturating because of complete
single ionization within the focal volume at 2 PW/cm 2, as observed in air. 3 This difference may result from the lower ionization potential
of nitrogen and oxygen compared to neon. Figure 4 shows a blue shift caused by 1 i 90 fs pulses generating a dense (~1020 cm 3)
electron-hole plasma in sapphire by three-photon absorption when focused at f/10 into a 1 mm. sample. In contrast to the gases, there is
an accompanying red-shifted feature. Nevertheless the resulting spectra are accurately fit by combining plasma effects described by
Eq. I with self-phase modulation resulting from the third order hyperpolarizability, as shown by the dots in Fig. 4.

Figures 5 and 6 show other characteristics of the blue-shifted pulses. Figure 5 shows the defocusing which accompanies blue
shifting, manifested as an increased beam divergence angle. This effect is strongest in sapphire because of the high plasma density and
long interaction length used. In other solids this effect has been used for optical limiting.9 In gases at I atm with f/2 focus, plasma
defocusing causes a 30% increase in divergence angle which can be correlated quantitatively with the blue shift. The blue shifted beam
thus maintains sufficiently good beam quality to be useful spectroscopically. The autocorrelation traces in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the
glass f/2 focusing optics cause 10% temporal broadening of low intensity pulses (no plasma fonned), and that at high intensity the
ionization process causes no further measurable broadening. As gas pressure increases above I atm we observe only a slight further
increase in blue shift, as shown by the blue shifted neon spectra in Fig. 7. The saturation of the blue shift at 2 to 3 atm probably results
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Fig. I Final stage geometry for tile femtosecond axicon dye cell amplifier.

Fig. 2 Beam waist profile of unamplified CPM output (bottom curve), pre-amplified
output prior to axicon cell (middle curve), and fully amplified output from axicon cell, all
at focus of a 7x microscope objective.

Fig.3 Spectra of 90 fs. pulses transmitted through neon breakdown spark, with focal
intensity increasing toward the front in increments of 0.2 optical density. Successive
curves have been displaced from each other in an exact vertical direction to emphasize
blue shift as intensity increases.

Fig. 4 Spectra of 90 fs. pulses after generating a dense electron-hole plasma in sapphire
by a three-photon absorption process. Note blue shift accompanied by a weaker
red-shifted feature. Dots represent a theoretical fit.
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Fig. 5 Defocusing vs. peak focal intensity for sapphire, I atm. argon, and 5 atm. argon.
The filled square and circle denote the first appearance of a breakdown spark

Fig. 6 Autocorrelation traces of unfocused millijoule pulses (lower trace), pulses after
focusing at f/2 in air by 7x microscope objective and recollimation, but attenuated to
avoid breakdown spark (middle trace), and full intensity pulses after focusing at f/2
through intense breakdown spark and recollimation (upper trace). Cited pulse durations
assume sech 2 pulse shape

Fig. 7 Blue shifted spectra at 10 PW/cm 2 focal intensity for 5 pressures of neon,
compared to original pulse spectrum.

Fig. 8 Original pulse spectnm (dotted curve) and blue shifted spectra following
transmission through plasmas generated in 5 atm. neon (solid curve) and argon (dashed
curve). Large dots are a theoretical fit based on Drude model (see Eq. 1 of text)
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R:41nlC.-LN. S i:TCHiNG OF PICOSECOND PLLSES AT SATURABLE NONLINEAR INTERFACES

Mohii, B. Jeanjean and J.-C. DJels
Department of Physics and Astronomy

The -nversity of I:w Mexico, Auluquerque, New Mexico u7131

Abstract

ncnlinear fulection of -o pulses incident near the critical angle on glass-dye
'nter-ace nas een :easurea. A model including saturation through the evanescent wave, ant

:.e resJt:ng change ini resonant dispersion, accurately describes the self switching
chatacterstics o: thiU s interrace.

introduction

.'e Pererin'ena -- such as switching, bistability, trapping -- that can
occur a- !nterfaces cetween an ordinary dielectric and a nonlinear material has been
copn:eo cu- e v several autnors in the last decade. Most of these studies have tocused on

e op-ica" }err efec as the nonlinear process i The optical Kerr effect is generally

a n'n- esnant non:linearity requiring large optical powers densities. Switching capability
a, 7'oer r -evels can be obtaineo ,ith resonant nonlinearities, as denonstrated

-o .We present -.-:e irs- exteri !-ental study of the interface of a linear naterial ana a
sa iUfan e acsorber.

J'suc. a:. interface is ]uqtified my its potential application in
Ul~rafa swicng', energy _Liting, internal or external cavity pulse compressors, and
ode locking of uye lasers. ;ioniinear optical properties of materials with large

S a1:sorpt_: n ca:. also be studiea my m(.suring the reflection from the interface.

Experimental Arrangement

T e boundaries n tne nonlinear interface were fused silica (as the linear dielectric)
and a utlon of 3,3"-.Dze'hylthiadicarbocyanine iodide (DTDCI) in Ethylene glycol as the
S atu a:: absorLer. A concentration of 5 m il of DTDC is needed in order to have
arS rp - n lengths comparable to the penetration depth, which is of the order of the
• , pare_ Siylaton of the quartz surface , as well as high flow velocities, were usea
-o preve_ the attach.nment of dye molecules to the quartz surface and their suosequent
o7ssocia Ion.

-- e peak absorpt ion of the dye is at 660 nm. The reflection coefficient of the
interface as a finction of incident energy density is measured at and above resonance.
S,,tc.. ng p ses of approximately l0 J energy are provided by an oscillator-amplifier
c. n n. The oscillator consists in a tunable, synchronously pumped mode locked dye
laser renera:rno 6 isec pulses. The latter ar sent through a three stage dye amplifier
pu;pet by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG amplifier 6. The beam is focused to a 100 jm spot at
..e interface with a 100 cm focal length lens. With this geometry, the radiation incident

on the interface can me approximated by a plane wave.

Linear Properties of the Interface

The reflectivity is plotted versus internal angle of incidence on Fig. 1, using the
(unamplified) beam from the laser oscillator alone as a source. The data points are for
he pure solvent (a), 5 mM, I of DTDCI in ethylene glycol, with the laser tuned to 637 nm

(u), ana the same concentration of dye with the laser tuned to 660 nm (c). A straight-
forward application of the Fresnel formula completely describes the (linear) reflection at
the interface (solid line). Because of the absorption of the dye through the evanescent
wave, the reflectivity drops to a smaller value Ibove the critical angle, and the sharp
eage in the curve disappears. The effect of variations in the index of refraction on the
refIectivity is also apparent, resulting for instance in an increase of reflectivity below
critical angle in curve (b). Because of the negative contribution to the refractive index
melow resonance, one expects indeed the critical angle to decrease below resonance.

The calculated (solid lines) curves of Fig. i include two contributions of the dye
solution to the index of refraction: a resonant (saturable) and a non-resonant (non satu-
rabie) part. The resonant contribution to the index of refraction was calculated by
fitting the adsorption spectrum of the dye to a Lorentzian shape. This results in a
negative contribution above resonance (637 nm) and a zero contribution at resonance (660
nM). There is also a background index contributed by the dye which is nonsaturable, at
least with the optical energy densities used in our measurements. The value of the latter
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r .. Du, io:,. ,.as )Lrainedoby f ittiny the calculations to the data. The fitted index is
a no.nsa*turaule coitri;but ion to the index of refraction from the dye molecules, since

~ inceases lear ly with concentration. The averagje slope of the concentration
a~f~re:re he~b ')ackrouna inaex of refraction is 0.63 x 10- 1/mM. The same positive

-7&K,_-rl L inoeX Was found for the two dyes that we tested (DTDCI and I l, ~3,3, 3,3'-
-x.0od- aiCa bcvanl, ne iod ide or H IDCI) at the t hree wave lenqths t hat we measured

1 a

>' 0.8

0.6b

0.4

C
0.2

0
76 76.4 76.8 77.2 77.6 78 78.4

Angle (deg.)

Figure 1

The Nonlinear Interface

nroni-,ear measuremnent i s performeo at half w idth of tho absorption l ine
oca, 6 37 n m. The incident angle is set to 76.637 deyjrees. At low

-u ie reflection coefficient of the interface can be seen from Fig. 1 to be 0.27.
willsatuatesimultaneously with the absorption of the dye. The non-

a, u ,, pa, u the inidex, however, will remain. In this case the non-resonant contribu-
0 .003. TnCluding the latter value as a correction to the "linear" inoex in the

0.28

0.24

.20

(3040 280
Energy Density (mnJ/cM 2 )

Figure 2
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.~ ~c.apr mlat 'ly 0. 14 a t eniergy aensit J es
3 ~ ~ ~ ' t v 1) 1 DDC I. Ti. te :easure.d r e fle cLi v it y ( in
IaS a -~J e':.!rgy i i. F Ig. Data poi nt s ( a) a re

S',JCj rf' cC is t'h:e r esa~ j C the numerical miodel.
r -:7 it, a t eet e sa t urat ion) o f the dye is t'. be

2as r r, don. i nan, at the highest intensiti S. Th e
v i S i a oa r dgt' de .s i t 1 es anovu 5 m J cit. can le

'Y x io cT- ', a s s een in the solid curve (a).
I 'e .'1 r~ s~ 'e nt is ruled out as is apparent from

a ' ne cnange in reflect ivity due to the

a 'aC- L'1 U a 3 au c Luded in the r.. cd, and was seen to be
:.~ ~ ~~c ivu ry r t y depenidence ad utitatively much

a a er (7 o 0.:. i. nt. i' in te c a1,Lularions was

e~ ac rs r 0 eas ur e renits throuah l 30 pir: tr ick decell, .

%'t: roS pu-s. 'neryy, a- a laser wavelength of 660 nu at
deD-D7' resow nFig. 3.Tesldcurves

o U:- a~ Caa I ' il, with a (negative) Kerr coefficient as a
.3:t.e va-ie is rLou':. or i'ne Kerr effect coefficient as Io the case

c f es Ca aoc bo correscor~a to an internal angle of 1 ricidence of 78.060
aaaC S'hasinL -g I ne r erIec' ion coefficient at zero concentration (above

_C La tfco or nc Id e nt QpuIse en ercv, clearly indicate that the Kerr
S~ ~e n - ar.a or -e class can be neglected in t-e range or pulse2

-~ o Satur are t'oe ave. Becauso o., the nonsaturable contr-,bution of th-e aye
rearc. ion o .'_-elquid phlase, the asyo ptotic value of -ne ret lect ivity at

S1i S--- Le-- ss '-tn nity. :ndeed, incre:Tentlny the index of retfraction of tneIt
v henustualecrtruttio2 of 0.0049 for a 4 ~MIsolo' ion o' O'IDCI,

sttc ;Jli c ,-i rcs in 1.4 -93 1.4564) 70.530 in excess o- the largest angcle
> aa(b).

C

>.0.8
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Figure 3

con clus io n

a: u',r,,,aoed th(- switching properties of the saturable absorber at an inter-
_;-rica. noael was developea which agrees very well with the experiments. A

1,17-~ :' Kerr elfect had to be included in the model to explain the increase of
'it Y a' n~a ernergv den~sitie~s. Thi s Ker r ef fect is associated wit 1, the dye mrole-
a tat. )gli:7 irated by Lising_ a di fferent dye, such as IiIDCI. When the frequency of

ogradia',, oo is tujne a abolve resonance, the nonlinear inter face can be used as an
iter. For 'he latter applica'_on, toe ,naf--x of retraction of the solvent incre-

d y *nrjrnosar urarie C nonresonant C cont ribut ion of the dye, has to mat ch the index of
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SUBTLE ANGULAR EFFECTS IN PRISMATIC PULSE COMPRESSION

F. J. Duarte
Photographic Research Laboratories - Photographic Products Group

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650-1744

Abstract

Numerical techniques are employed to illustrate the subtle differences between two
approaches used to augment dispersion in prismatic arrays. The numerical method provides
a clear perspective on characteristics difficult to perceive from the mathematical theory.

Introduction

Here we provide an introduction to the main steps involved in these pulse compression
calculations. This work utilizes the second derivative of the optical path length provided
by Fork et al.1

d2P [ d2n dO +(dn\ 2 d~e ]dP +(dn 2 (dO\2 d2P()
dX2  L dX2 dn \dX) dn2 Jd6 d \dn) d6(1

where P = 2QcosO.

In this equation (d/dn) and (d28/dn2) are related to the prismatic dispersion and its
derivative. For a generalized prism chain the single-pass dispersion is given by Duarte

and Piper2'
3

d02,m sin0~2,m cos0f2,m cOs~l,m sin~kl,m d02,(m-1l)(2
__-_ _+ ___ (2)r__ +

dn cOsO2,m cOS02,m cosfl1 ,mL cos~l,m dn I

where 01 ,m is the angle of incidence and 0''m is the corresponding angle of refraction so
that si#, = n(W si~ (see Ref. 3 for a detailed definition of terms). The deriva-
tive of the generalized single-pass dispersion is given by4

2n a02m d c~sO1 2,m (dnk~ dnk, cos0&2,m __m___

d2~2m - ,m I d202(-1_____,, ,% (ml

dnOmcs~~ cos2, dn s ' 1 dn

( cosVJ2,m cOs~l,m d4&,m cOs4O2 m sin#, m dol'm sin0&2,m cosol,m d02,m
co)s#2,m cOs4Jl,m tnlm dn -cosO2,m c05411,m dn cosO2,m c051Il,m dn

(3)
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For a single isosceles prism these equations reduce to

d02,1  sin02,1 cos42,1- + tanl',1  (4)

dn cos, 2 ,1  co0 2 ,1

and

d2 02,1  aOi 2  tanzol,l d02 ,1

dn2  dn n dn

For incidence at the Brewster angle these equations reduce to the results introduced by

Fork et al.,1 namely, (d02 ,1/dn) = 2 and (d
2 

2 ,1/dn
2 ) = [4n - (2/n3 )].

The emphasis here is in calculating (d#2 ,1/dn) and (d
202 ,1/dn

2 ) for two different

configurational alternatives and consequently determining, via Eq. (1), the necessary

prism separation to achieve negative dispersion.

Configuration Alternatives

In this section we consider two different geometrical approaches to increase the

dispersion and its derivative. The first approach is due to Kafka and Baer5 and consists

in decreasing the angle of incidence in isosceles or equilateral prisms while the apex

angle (a) is maintained constant. It should be noted that, at a constant a, decreasing

the angle of incidence causes the angle of emergence to increase, thus producing a conse-

quent increment in (d 2 ,1/dn) and (d
2 

2 ,1 /dn
2 ). The second approach considered is from

Duarte 4 and consists in increasing the angle of incidence while the apex angle of the

prism is adjusted to ensure that a= 2 01,1, is maintained as the angle of incidence (01 m)

is varied. This latter approach also has the effect of increasing (d02 ,1 /dn) and

(d2 2 ,1/dn
2 ). In this regard, the net effect of these two alternatives is quite similar,

and the main issue to be considered now is to elucidate the mechanics of the two methods

and to highlight the differences.

Results

Numerical results from the two approaches are presented in Tables I and II. It should

be emphasized that determination of the minimum prism separation (Q) to achieve negative

dispersion is carried out using Eq. (1) and the beam parameters utilized by Fork et al.
1

This is done in order to provide a meaningful comparison with existing data. Certainly,

the reader should be aware that changes in wavelength, material and/or beam dimensions

will lead to different values for Q.

The results of Table I apply to an apex angle (a) of 45* . For an apex angle of 600

the fixed apex angle approach yields Q > 49.04 mm at oi,i = 25*. The minimum value for Q

utilizing the variable angle approach (a = 2 ll ) is 39.66 mm at *lil = 840 (see Ref. 4).

For incidence at the Brewster angle we need Q > 304.16 mm, 201.78 mm, and 138.4 mm for

a = 450, a - 60*, and a = 2 01, (- 68.938), respectively.
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Table I

Fixed Apex Angle (a 450) Approach in Quartz at 620 nm

*li d02,1 /dn d2 2 ,1 /dn
2  Q(mm)

50 2.76 28.73 105.58

100 1.63 5.48 169.94

200 1.11 1.41 244.47

300 0.95 0.61 285.30

400 0.89 0.27 304.07

500 0.88 0.04 307.09

600 0.90 -0.15 300.28

70°  0.93 -0.34 289.61

800 0.96 -0.49 280.55

Table II

Variable Apex Angle ( a = 2 Ik'l) Approach in Quartz at 620 nm

01, 1  d02 ,1 /dn d2 2 ,1 /dn
2  2(mm) >

100 0.24 0.0079 1118.83

200 0.49 0.07 542.45

300 0.79 0.29 342.54

400 1.15 0.92 236.44

50* 1.63 2.76 167.56

600 2.37 8.90 117.02

70* 3.77 37.25 77.02

800 7.78 339.35 45.97

Discussion

From Tables I and II it is clear that both the fixed and the variable apex angle

approaches produce an increase in (d02 ,1/dn) and (d
2 

2 ,1/dn
2 ). In the fixed apex angle

approach this effect is achieved by decreasing the angle of incidence, while in the vari-

able apex angle method the effect occurs by augmenting the angle of incidence.
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A comparison of the rasults in Tables I and II indicates that a greater affect is

achieved via the variable apex approach. However, the use of a = 600 in the fixed apex

angle method yields closer results so that the two methods appear to be comparable.

It is not the aim of this communication to advocate the superiority of either

method. The aim here is simply to indicate the alternatives. However, it is clear that
from a practical perspective the fixed apex angle approach is more attractive since it

does not require different sets of prisms. Also, the fixed angle approach is more

attractive from the view point of transmission characteristics.
The usefulness of the comparison provided here is the realization that two different

and apparently conflicting approaches produce similar results. In addition, it should be

stated that the variable apex angle approach provides a conceptual advantage that yields

further improvements when combined with the appropriate material. Explicitly, the use of

materials with higher refractive index allows the augmentation of the Brewster angle and
subsequently an increase in (d02 ,1 /dn) and (d

2 
2 ,1 /dn

2 ), which ultimately results in a

decrease in the required value of Q necessary to obtain a negative value for (d2P/d) 2 ).

Specific examples of this effect are given by Duarte 4 and include the materials of LaSF9

and ZnSe for which the corresponding Brewster angles are 61.560 and 68.860, respectively.
For incidence at the Brewster configuration the values for minimum Q are 49.3 mm for LaSF9

and 11.23 mm for ZnSe.
A further issue of interest concerns the fact of internal beam expansion as the angle

of incidence is incremented. In this regard, it is straightforward to show that higher

angles of incidence lead to larger internal beam expansion factors. It is also well known,

to those familiar with multiple-prism beam expanders, 2 ,6 ,7 that higher beam expansion

factors lead to higher dispersions.

An additional comment of interest is related to the use of Eq. (1) and the simplified

dispersion expressions, Eqs. (4) and (5). This approach is valid as long as the prism

pairs are perfectly balanced. Deviations from this idealized configuration will cause a

complicated overall dispersion distribution that would necessitate the use of the gener-

alized dispersion formulae.

Conclusions

The principal objective of this communication is to illustrate the fact that two

apparently conflicting approaches lead to similar results in terms of the required prism

separation to achieve the negative value for (d2P/d) 2 ) necessary for pulse compression.

The discussion provided solves the apparent paradox of reducing the minimum required k by

decreasing and increasing the angle of incidence. The solution to this conceptual diffi-

culty is provided by stipulating the differing methodologies utilized in each case. That

is, a reduction in the requirement for Q is attained by either decreasing the angle of

incidence in the fixed apex angle approach or by increasing the angle of incidence in the

variable apex angle approach (a = 2

On a practical perspective it should be indicated that the best way to achieve nega-

tive dispersion at reduced inter-prism separation is to employ materials with higher

refractive indices at the Brewster angle of incidence. This approach inherently demands

higher angles of incidence and correspondingly higher coefficients of internal beam

expansion.
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INTENSE ULTRASHORT PULSE GENERATION IN TWO-PHOTON PUMPED DYE LASER GENERATORS
AND AMPLIFIERS

A. Penzkofer and P. Qiu

Naturwissenschaftliche Fakultat II - Physik,
Universitit Regensburg, D-8400 Regensburg, Fed.Rep.Germany

Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics,
Academia Sinica, Shanghai, P.R. China

The dyes rhodamine B, rhodamine 6G and PYC are excited by two-photon absorption of light

pulses of a passively mode-locked Nd-glass laser. Ultrashort light pulses in the spectral
range between 565 and 630 nm are generated by two-photon induced amplified spontaneous emis-
sion (TPI-ASE) and two-photon induced seeding pulse amplification (TPI-SPA) of picosecond
light continua. The generated signals are amplified in a two-photon pumped dye laser ampli-
fier (TPI-AMP).

1. Introduction

The single-photon pumped amplified spontaneous emission (SPI-ASE) in organic dyes allows
the generation of frequency tunable ultrashort light pulses at the Stokes-side of fixed-fre-
quency pump lasers. Longitudinal' 2, transversal 3, and travelling-wave transverse4-6 pumping
techniques are applied. The selective spectral amplification of ultrashort light continua in
single-photon pumped organic dye solutions (single-photon induced seeding pulse amplifica-
tion SPI-SPA) is applied in frequency tunable picosecond' 2 and femtosecond pulse genera-
tion,S

The two-photon pumped amplified spontaneous emission (TPI-ASE) 9-" and the two-photon
pumped seeding pulse amplification (TPI-SPA) 1 of ultrashort light continua in organic dye
solutions allow the generation of frequency tunable ultrashort light pulses in the wave-
length region between the fundamental and second harmonic frequency. The generated signals
may be amplified in two-photon pumped dye laser amplifiers (TPI-AMP) .

In this paper first the two-photon pumped amplified spontaneous emission and seeding
pulse amplification are compared with single photon pumping. In the experiments a passively
mode-locked Nd-glass laserl serves as pump source for the pulse generation by TPI-ASE,
TPI-SPA, and TPI-AMP. The dyes rhodamine B in hexafluoroisopropanol and methanol, rhodamine
6G in HFIP, and PYC (1,3,1',3 -tetramethyl-2,2'-dioxopyrimido-6,6'-carb-cyanine hydrogen
sulfate) 13 in HFIP have been investigated. Frequency tunable light pulses in the wavelength
region between 565 nm and 630 nm have been generated. Energy conversion efficiencies up to
3.5 percent have been obtained in a two-photon pumped generator-amplifier system. The diver-
gence of the generated light is as small as A0 = 7X10 -4 rad.

2. Fundamentals

The dynamics of single-photon induced and two-photon induced ASE, SPA, and AMP are illu-
strated in the dye configuration coordinate diagrams of Fig.la and lb, respectively. The
schematic experimental arrangements of amplified spontaneous emission (dye laser generator),
seeding pulse amplification, and signal amplification (dye laser amplifier) are depicted in
Figs.2a-2c.

The single-photon pumped ASE, SPA, and AMP are described roughly by the equations l--.
A more detailed equation system is given in Ref.l.

__s( 1 (1)

h) L(N0N0Sl -L

L L
_z 0L (N NIL - Nex SIL (2)

'I F N Sl A ex
z hF 4 + - (3)FTd Frad4 F F SlIF

Ns1 is the number density of dye molecules in the S -state. N o is the total number density ofdye molecules. Eq. describes the S-state population. The absorption of the pump pulse is

given by Eq.2. The first term is due to ground-state absorption and the second term is due
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Fig.l: Single-photon induced
(a) and two-photon induced (b)
dynamics in configuration coor-
dinate systems of dyes.
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(a) - -ig.2: Schematic experimental layouts for
(a) two-photon pumped amplified spontaneous
emission (TPI-ASE) in generator cell G, (b)
two-photon pumped seeding pulse amplification
(TPI-ASE), and (c) two-photon pumped generator-
amplifier system. C, cell for generation of
ps light continuum. G, dye generator cell.
A, dye amplifier cell. HM, 50 %-mirror, MI,and M2, 100 %-mirrors. KF, short-pass edge
filter. DL, delay block.

ICG
(C) HM DL M2

j i
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to excited state absorption. Eq.3 handles the light emission. The first term gives the spon-
aneous emission. Tr d is the radiative lifetime of the S1-state and 60 is the solid angle of
!fficient amplified spontaneous emission [A0 = i(AG)2 /4, AO beam divergence of generated
light]. The second term of Eq.3 is due to stimulated emission and describs the amplifica-
tion of spontaneous emission (no input signal), the seeding pulse amplification (input of
light continuum), and the signal amplification (input of ASE or SPA-signal).
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Solution of Eq.3 gives an amplification factor (gain) G = IF,out/IFin of
G =ex [ o Gex ) 4
exp[(oF-eF )NS1eff] (4)

The dye concentrations in single-photon pumping are low and the pump pulses bleach the
ground-state absorption at the cell entrance. The pump pulse penetration length £eff is de-
rived from the relation (solution of Eq.2) T = exp{-[oL(Na-Ns ) + OeNSl] ef} £

exp-°ex 0 Zeff exp(-l) to be S

2eff (N0  )- (5)

The amplification factor is limited to (insertion of Eq.5 into Eq.4 with Ns51 N 0 )

F

G < exp( FL ex) (6)
a
ex

For optimum signal output the dye cell length 2 should be approximately equal to Zeff in
order to avoid reabsorption of generated light at frequency vF due to reabsorption in unex-
cited dye regions.

The two-photon pumped ASE, SPA, and AMP are described roughly by the Eqs.7-9. A detailed
description is given in Ref.10.

N sI 1 (2) 2 1 L
C 

2 N 1
2 

- N 1 (7)
It 2(hL)

2  0 L hvL em SlI L

?IL 1 (2) NI 2 +L N I L N 1 (8)L

310 L + Ni L  ~~sI 8
z hv L  0L emSL exlL

IF NSlA- h F N A + ex 
(9)

Frad 4- (OF-F )NSlIF

The first term of Eq.7 gives the S-state population by two-photon absorption. The second
term is responsible for the S -level depopulation by stimulated emission. This term reduces
the light amplification factor G at frequency vF since it reduces the S1 -level population.
The stimulated emission at frequency NL does add to the pump pulse intensity (second term
of Eq.8) but two pump pulse photons are absorbed (first term of Eq.7) and only one photon
is returned. The equation of amplified spontaneous emission and stimulated emission (Eq.9)
is identical to Eq.3. The amplification factor G is again given by Eq.4. High dye concen-
trations are needed in two-photon pumping to absorb the pump pulse effectively at reaso-
nable pump pulse intensities (avoidance of dielectric breakdown or other nonlinear optical
processes like stimulated Raman scattering) and sample lengths (order of confocal length of
lenses). The pump pulse generally does not deplete remarkably the ground-state population
and the S,-state population at the cell entrance is approximately

N2L = 1 2 NO I2 At (10)
2(hvL)

The effect of stimulated emission at the pump pulse frequency is neglected. AtL is the pump
pulse duration. In most cases the excited state absorption of the pump laser determines the
effective interaction length Zeff" The two-photon transmission is T exp(-c hL Nsi.eff)/
{l+c( 2 'NslIL[l-exp(-Oex Sl.er) ]/(0 x

N
S I 

) } < exp(-a ×Nslef) and the condition T = exp(-l)
gives

L -1 2(h L)
2

2. < (= (11)
eff 0ex 1 L (2) 2 A

ex N LtL

The maximum possible amplification factor is again given by Eq.6. The sample length should

be approximately equal to Zeff"

In the case of two-photon pumping, oL× may be smaller than in the case of single photon
. e .

pumping (Fig.1) so that higher amplification factors may be obtainable. For the same dyes
single photon pumping would require pumping with the second harmonic light of the pump laser

which reduces the over-all efficiency.
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For amplified spontaneous emission the generated pulse durations At F (AtF < ln(2)TF, IF
is 1ifutime of spontaneous emission) depend strongly on the amplification factor G (and
bottle-neck effects"''"') . The seeding pulse amplification of pump-pulse generated light
continua ives pulse durations of approximately AtF - itL/3.

3. Results

3.1 Dyes. Spectroscopic parameters of the investigated dyes are listed in Table 1. Fur-
thor informations are given in Ref.l1. The absorption cross-section spectrum and stimulated
emission cross-section spectrum it of rhodamine B in HFIP is depicted in Fig.3. The wave-
length positions of two-photon excitation m/2, excited state absorption XL and X m toaether
with the region , of amplified spontaneous emission (FWHM) are included.

10 1 1 r I I I r I I I

x F xL

E ex Xx
U

-16

Z, 10
0

I--

XL/2

10

300 400 500 600

WAVELENGTH x [nm]

Fig.3: Absorption and emission cross-section spectrum of rhodamine B in hexafluoroisopro-
panol (HFIP) .

3.2 Two-photon absorption. The measured energy transmissions of picosecond pump pulses
('t, - 5 ps, ", = 1.055 Cm) through 10-2 molar rhodamine B in HFIP are shown by the open
circles of Fig.4. The solid curve is calculated by fitting the two-photon absorption cross-
section and the excited-state absorption cross-section oL 10 (see Table 1). The solid
circles and the dashed curve belong to the solvent HFIP. Above 1.5x1011 W/cm 2 the pump pulse
transmission through the solvent reduces drastically by nonlinear optical effects. The so-
lid energy transmission curve indicates optimum intensity conditions for amplified sponta-
neous emission around IL 1.5,1011 W/cm 2 . The two-photon absorption parameters o(2) and 7L

of the investigated dyes are listed in Table 1.

3.3 Two-photon induced seeding pulse amplification (TPI-ASE) . The displayed results be-
long to 0.01 molar rhodamine B in HFIP. In Table 1 results are summarized for the other dye
solutions.

Fig.5a displays the ASE-energy conversion efficiency n E versus pump pulse input intensity
I [. The sample length is ;, = 2 cm. The circles are measured and the curve is calculated °',
The enerqy conversion efficiency rises steeply and saturates above I0L 1011 W/cm 2 (see
Eq.6) . The energy conversion efficiency versus sample length is depicted in Fig.Sb for IOL
1.5- 0l W/cm 2 . Gain saturation is observed for sample lengths 9 > 1 cm.

The wavelength of maximum ASE emission, F ax' (dash-dotted curve) and the spectral half-
width of the ASE emission (width of hatched region) are shown versus pump pulse peak inten-
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Fig.4: Energy transmission of pump
11 pulses (X L =1.055 ±M, At 4= 5 s

through 0.01 molar rhodamine B in
- - -- - ~HFlP (solid curve) and pure solvent

HFIP (dashed curve) . Sample length

0.8- 2 cm.
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Fig.5: Energy conversion efficiency
of TPI-ASE versus (a) pump pulse peak
intensity III(, - 2 cm, solid curve
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sa '-' in - . The sarlpl, ienqith is . = 2 -m. 'F,7,\ versus sample length is displayed in
S0b fr I = Iio l, W/cm 2 . The wavelength of max imum emission shifts to longer wave-

... eith sa17ple le"qth because of fluorescence light reabsorption (see long-wavelength
Ibsozt t Ion, tail of Fic.3). The spectral distribution of an ASE signal (i = 2 cm, 0L

11
2 ) Is rc ;roduced in Fig.7a. The spectral distribution is rather flat (averaging

:-P,, AS,-divereenc aeic) I

630 I Fig.6: Wavelength of peak TPI-ASE

emission versus (a) pump pulse peak
intensity IL Z = 2 cm) and (b) sample
length (1OL= 1.5x1011 W/cm2 ) . Hatched

620 region of (a) indicates spectral
width (FWHM). Dye is 0.01 molar rhoda-

Emine B in HFIP.

610-

X

E

,46001 I
0  100 200 300

"2-
INPUT PEAK INT. IOL [GW/cm 2]

0
_

08

0 5 10

SAMPLE LENGTH I [cm]

Th, d;endence of the ASE divergence A. on the input pump pulse peak intensity for z =
2 cm and on the sample length for I0L= 1.5-1011 W/cm 2 are depicted in Figs.8a and b, respec-
tliveyIv. At low intensities the divergence increases drastically because of reduced gain,
nd at high intensities the divergence increases because of shorter effective interaction

length (Eq.11,' d/,eff, d beam diameter of pump pulse, see Fig.2a).

Calculated results of the ASE-pulse duration versus pump pulse peak intensity (£ = 2 cm)
are presvrted in Fig.911. The ASE pulse duration shortens strongly with increasing pump pulse
intensi ty. Above IL - 8,100 W/cm 2 the ASE pulse duration ttF becomes shorter than the pump
pulse duration 't (dashed-dotted line). The inset of Fig.9 shows the temporal shape of the
pump pulse (dashed curve) and of the ASE pulse at 10L 1.5x101 1 W/cm 2 (solid curve).

3.4 Two-photon induced seeding pulse amplification (TPI-SPA) . For the seeding pulse
amplification experimrents, the picosecond light continuum is generated in a 2 cm long D.0
cli (Fig.2b). At ].5'10'"W/cm2 the energy conversion efficiency of the light conti-
nlium within a spectral width of 1 10 nm around 600 nm is approximately 5X10 -5 . The see-
din; pulse amplification reduces drastically the divergence of the spectrally selective
amplified light continuum (n d/tcc, c2C distance between D,0 cell and dye cell, see Fig.2b).
A spectral distribution of the SPA s ignal generated by 0.01 molar rhodamine B in HFIP ( =
2 cm, 1 1.51011 W/cm 2 ) is displayed in Fig.7b. The spectrum is strongly structured be-
cause, the diverqence angle A, becomes comparable to the coherence angle of the generated
liqht :'1 . The energy conversion efficiency of the SPA light is approximately the same as in
the cas of the2 ASE light, but the divergence is drastically reduced. Results of the energy
cony, rsion efficiency and of the beam divergence are listed in Table 1. The wavelengths of
maximum spectral emission AF,., and the spectral widths (FWHM) of emission are approximately
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Fig.7: Spectral distributions

of 0.01 molar rhodamine B in
6- a)(b) HFIP. Cell lengths Z = 2 cm.
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the same as in the case of amplified spontaneous emission.

3.5 Two-photon induced signal amplification (TPI-AMP) . The TPI-ASE and the TPI-SPA sig-
nals may be further increased in energy, and the divergence may be further reduced in two-
photon pumped dye laser amplifiers. Behind the dye generator cell spectral narrowing and
spectral tuning is possible to generate narrow-band spectrally tunable light pulses.

With the experimental arrangement of Fig.2c, TPI-ASE and TPI-SPA signals have been ampli-
fied. In the generator cell and in the amplifier cell 0.01 molar rhodamine B in HFIP was
applied in 2 cm long cells. The over-all energy conversion efficiency (signal behind ampli-
fier to total input signal before beam splitter, Fig.2c) was a few percent (for TPI-ASE:
r 0.02; for TPI-SPA: rE. 0.035). The beam divergence of the generated light behind the
amplifier was 7 10-4rad. Spectral distributions are shown in Fig.7c and d.

4. Conclusions

The two-photon pumped amplified spontaneous emission, seeding pulse amplification, and
signal amplification allows to generate frequency tunable ultrashort light pulses at the
anti-Stokes side of ultrashort fixed-frequency pump lasers. The over-all efficiency of two-
photon pumped amplified spontaneous emission is very likely higher than the single-photon
pumped amplified spontaneous emission which employs the second harmonic of the pump pulses.
Very often the excited-state absorption of the second harmonic light is higher than the ex-
cited state-absorption of the fundamental light, which favours the two-photon pumped ampli-
fied spontaneous emission.

For the TPI-ASE and TPI-SPA experiments laser dyes and fast saturable absorbers may be
employed. In TPI-ASE experiments the generated pulse duration is strongly gain dependent
and fast picosecond saturable absorbers give shorter pulse durations than laser dyes with
nanosecond fluorescence lifetime. The seeding pulse amplification of pump-pulse generated
parametric light continua generates pulse durations of typically one third of the pump
pulse duration.

Two-photon pumped generator-amplifier systems may be applied to other picosecond and
femtosecond pump sources. They may be very fruitful for the generation of frequency tunable
ultrashort light pulses in the near ultraviolet spectral region by employing visible pump
pulses. Besides dyes other laser materials may be employed in two-photon pumped generator-
amplifier systems (e.g. semiconductors18) .
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003 Fig.8: Beam divergence L0 of TPI-ASE
signal versus (a) pump pulse peak in-
tensity I0 (1 = 2 cm) and (b) sample
length Z fLt 1.5x1011 W/cm 2 ) . Dye:
0.01 molar 'hodamine B in HFIP.
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Table 1: Dye parameters and dye performance data. ASE and SPA data belong to dye concentra-
tions of C =10-2 mol/dm3 and pump pulses of XL= 1.055 im, AtL= 5 ps, and IOL 1.5x1011 W/cm 2

.

Parameter Rhodamine B Rhodamine 6G PYC

Solvent HFIP Methanol HFIP HFIP

C [2 cm 4s] 1.5x10 -4 l.5xi104 1x10_ 49181_4

,11 [cm -xl_17 1. -17 -x0_18 <2 _1

F ,max [nm] 617 620 570 600

11F[m?11.9-10 l .5xi 16 l.5xl 16 1.85X10-16

CF [cm 2 -x0 7 l-17 9X10-1 7.5xl4017

T F[ns] 2.4 1.17 4.1 0.011

TPI-ASE

r E 1.3-10- 7,403 x0_47x0

L01rad] 2x102 2x102 2.5x102 2x102

'xF[nm] 13 20 8.5 12

:_t Fps] 1.7 4.5 10 0.35

TPI -SPA

E 11l0_ 7xl0o3 lX10- 3xl4o3

2A [rad] 1.8x1U- 3  2.5xlO 3 2xlO 3 3xl0Q3
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THERMAL EFFECTS IN AN EXCIMER-PUMPED DYE LASER

E. Berik, I. Berik and V. Davidenko

Institute of Physics, 202400 Tartu, USSR

Abstract

It is shown that the main reason for the efficiency reduction of the transverse-pumped
pulsed dye laser is a short-focus negative cylindrical lens thermally formed in the active
medium. This effect is well expressed under UV excimer pumping because of large Stokes losse
in lasing molecules and fast nanosecond energy relaxation in the excited zone. Other conse-
quences of thermo-optical aberrations - the dynamic shift of the lasing wavelength and the
broadening of emission spectra - have been found and interpreted.

Introduction

The thermal processes, arising in the active medium of lasers under powerful pumping, of-
ten evoke disturbances in the laser cavity, thus influencing the characteristics of the out-
put radiation. These processes proceeding in the millisecni time scale have been studied in
solid-state lasersl, 2 and in flash-lamp-pumped dye lasers , . Later the presence of thermo-
optica gffects has been found in longitudinally-pumped pulsed dye laserb excited by Nd:YAG
lasers ' . For transversely-pumped dye lasers with the excitation by a nitrogen laser the 7
saturation of the output energy on pumping with the power higher than 5 mJ has been noted7 .
However, this effect has neither been studied carefully nor interpreted.

In excimer-pumped pulsed dye lasers, the effects of the thermo-optical distortion of the
excited zone should play a considerable role. IL can be explained by the large Stokes losses
in UV-excited dye molecules emitting in th visible or IR as well as by the considerable
length of the excited zone and by the 1igh energy of pumping available for excitation.

In this communication, we attempt to determine which of the thermal effects has time to
influence the nanosecond lasing of the excimer-pumped dye laser and we try to calculate the
results of this influence.

Theoretical approach

Let us consider the process of transverse excitation of the dye solution in the rectangu-
lar cellperformed by the output beam of an excimer laser (Fig. 1). The pumping beam spread-
ing in z-direction has an intensity distribution in the cross-section near-Gaussian in Y-
axis direction and rectangular in perpendicular direction, which is typical of transverse-
discharge gas lasers.

1 *y IPI-Y~~

Fig. 1 The coordinates used and the dis-
tribution of the pumping intensity in the
active medium.

X
Being focused by a cylindrical lens in YZ plane, the beam retains the Gaussian (or bell-

shaped) profile of the intensity distribution

I(y) = I e y2/w 
()

with the halfwidth equal to 2w/ln2.
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On passing through the absorbing medium of the dye solution the pumping beam loses the
intensity in accordance with the Bouger-Bear exponential law,

I(z) = 1 0 e , (2)

where k is the absorption coefficient of the solution of the pumping wavelength. The law
should be correct in our case of strong stimulated radiation reducing the concentration of
the excited dye molecules and at moderate density of the pumping power.

Thus, the distribution of the energy accumulated by the solution, if the nonradiative
losses of energy and reabsorption of lasing are negligible, can be written for YZ plane as
followst

p LXee(3

where 'and X are the lasing and the pumping wavelengthsrespectively, L is the length of
the excited zo~e in X direction, E is the energy of the pumping pulse and A is a normaliz-
ing coefficient calculated from thE equation

~! f I e VW dxdydlz= 1,(4
0 -- 0

A is equal to k/L/r '.
Typical concentrations of dye molecules in the solution for the excimer pump are of the

order of 1: 3-10-3 M/L, that corresponds to the distance between the moj cules of 10' 15 nm.
The total number of dye molecules in the zone of excitation is about 10i (the dimensions of
the zone are determined by the laser cavity requirements). Thus, using a 5 xnJ pumping pulse,
we have to excite every molecule of the dye by about 5 times. The dye molecule, relaxed
from the upper excited state within 10-13  1-12 S, can be considered as a local (point)
source of heat. it warms the homogeneous medium of the surrounding solvent in accordance
with the equation

D/t- yLT/cp = 6(r,t), (5)

where 6(r,t)dr dt= Q.
0 0

Here T= T(r,t) is the local temperature, y, c and p are respectively the coefficient of
thermal conductivity, the heat capacity and the density of the solvent. Equation (5) has a
solution of the form

T(r,t) Q e ytp(6)

In the case under consideration the time of the thermalization of the solution (a time re-
quired for reaching the thermal equilibrium in the space between the neighboring dye mole-
cules) can be estimated from the formula

T(o,t 0 2T(1/2,o). (7)

In the formula, I is the average distance between the dye molecules (in case of lower power
density of excitation the value of 1 can exceed the intermolecular distance by several
times).

This time is equal to t0=12 c/l2 8

By using ethanol as a solvent (c= 0.59 cal.C *g9 , P =0.78 g-cm , 4.3'10 cal-cm .s
C1)one can obtain to= =0.4 ns at 1 =10 nm (dye concentration 2-10~ M/1).
The obtained value of to shows a dynamic character of the formation of thermal non-uni-

formity in the dye solution that allows one to consider it as a function of the pumped energy
only.

Thus, we have

kE (t) X a- X _ /2
T(y,z,t) = -- X--p eY2 ~' (9)
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The relaxation of the stimulated thermal macro-non-uniformity (i.e. the excited zone of
dye solution) is described by the same equation (6) with 1 ,0.5 mm (transverse size of the
excited zone). In this case the calculation gives the relaxation time of the order of hund-
reds milliseconds.

The increment of the refraction index n in the excited zone, caused by the thermal dis-
tortion of the optical properties of the solution, can be written as

An(y,z,t) = 2-.. T(y,z,t), (10)

where Dn/aT is the thermal dispersion of the refraction index of the solvent.
The thermal dispersion of n can be expressed as

an/aT = (an/T) + (an/ap).ap/3T. (11)
P

In case of instantaneous subnanosecond heating of the solvent in the active zone at laser
pumping there is no thermal expansion of the solution during the time of lasing. Thus we can
neglect the second part in sum (11).

When the light beam passes through the medium with the gradient of the refraction index
perpendicular to its axis, the beam will deviate in the direction of higher values of n. In
ccordvnce to8 the radius of the curvature of the deviation can be expressed as

R = Li.grad(in n)] I  (12)

By solving equation (10) for the independent coordinates Z and Ywe have

R a 2 n kyE p A e- -y2/ w 2- kz  (13)

y T V/cpn e

- n k2E£ Xe - P eY 2/W2_kz" 14)

z aT /w.cpn Xe

The solutions describe the formation of a negative cylindrical lens in the axis Y (in
the center of the lasing beam (Y=0) the refraction index has a minimum, as (an/aT)p for
the solvents used is negative). In the plane XZ, the beam deviates from the front wall of
the dye sell. The deviation depends on the magnitude of z, i.e. the beam divergence in-
creases as well.

The numerous factors influencing the spatial characteristics of the beam passing through
the solution disturbed by the pumping pulse, make it difficult to obtain the exact expres-
sion for the variation of the laser output. Nevertheless, we can estimate this influence
in the first approximation by studying the behavior of the rays passing through the key
points with the co-ordinates in YZ plane (w/1n2; k/2) and 0, k/2). The first of the points
describes the beam deviation in Y-axis direction, the second, corresponding to the center
of the beam, its deviation in z direction.

For Rhodamin 6G dye at Xe= 580 nm, pumped by 10 mJ pulse of XeCl laser (X,= 303 nmj 4the
calculation performed for these points with ethanol as a solvent ((3n/T) =-0.24 .10
n= 1.36) gives when k= 45 cm-1 and w=0.017 cm,

R (0.014 cm; 0.011 cm)= 11.7 cm,

R (0; 0.011 cm)= 12.2 cm.

The focal length of the thermally-formed negative lens, determined by the formula

f = R ywln2/L, (15)

is about 8 cm.
In the dye laser used, the dispersion plane of the Littrow-mounted diffraction grating

coincides with the plane XZ and thus the deviation of the beam in Z-direction leads to the
variation of the lasing wavelength in accordance with the expression

AX = XA /Mtg , (16)

where A is the full angle of deviation, 0 is the grating angle and M is the magnification
ratio of an intracavity beam expander.

Although the thermal deviations of rays in Y and Z directions are of the same order, they
have different influence on the characteristics of the laser output. The beam deviation in
the grating is compensated by the tuning of the lasing wavelength; Y-direction deviations
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cause the cavity disadjustment and lead to the depression of lasing.
In general, the thermo-optical effects in the laser grow dynamically in accordance with

the obtained pumping energy, E(t) =JtP(T)dt, and give the contribution in the output radia-
tion which is proportional to the instantoneous power of dye laser.

Results and discussion

To detect the appearance of the thermally-induced effects in the pulsed dye laser one can
record the spatial as well as spectral properties of the output radiation or its power.

The equipment used permits one to study any of these characteristics. The object of in- 9
vestigation was an excimer-pumped dye laser VL-10 developed in the Estonian SSR Acad. Sci.
The laser has a modified Hdnsch-type oscillator with a high-order ruled grating of 600
grooves/mm and a 40-fold multiprism achromatic beam expander. The laser is provided with
one amplifier. The dye cell length L in the oscillator is equal to 20 mm; the circulation
system guarantees the change of the dye solvent in the area of excitation in the time bet-
ween the shots.

VL-10 has been excited by one or two XeCl excimer lasers of ELI-type, produced in Esto-
nial0 . The excimer lasers were synchronized with an accuracy better than ±3 ns. The temporal
resolution of the recording system was of the order of 0.2 ns, the spectral properties of
radiation were recorded by a diode-array-provided grating spectrometer with the resolution
2.2 pm9 .

The same multichannel recording system was used to determine the pumping power distribu-
tion in the dye. By translation the cylindrical lens in Z direction we have found its posi-
tion where the bell-shaped profile of the intensity in Y direction has the required half-
width (0.26 mm) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Spatial distribution of the focused
pumping beam near its waist. Lens focal length
76 nm.

0.8" Z

0.4.

-0.3 - 0.3 0.6 (3m

0
0 5 10 15

Fig. 3 Output energy of the dye laser oscilla-
tor as a function of the energy of the pumping
pulse (A). Oscillograms of the dye laser output
for some pumping energies (B). The points in
Fig. 3A correspond to the profiles in Fig. 3B. PUMP
Rhodamin 6G dye, lasing wavelength 585 nm.

4b

Z

O 20 0 20 (na)
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In the first stage of the experiment, we studied the effect of saturation of the output
energy of the dye laser on a powerful pumping. The energy of radiation and the temporal form
of the pulses were measured simultaneously (Fig. 3).

At very low pumping energy (near threshold) the dye lasing appears much later than the
pumping pulse due to the necessity to make a few roundtrips in the cavity to reach the la-
sing. When the pumping power is increased, the evolution time becomes shorter and the dye
laser pulse looks like a pumping one (point 4). This point corresponds to the maximum of
the efficiency of the dye laser oscillator.

Further enhancement of E evokes only a small shift of the front part of the lasing pulse,
the peak power remains propgrtional to the pumping energy. However, the tail of the pulse
begins to disappear, that leads to the pulse shortening and to the efficiency degradation.
At a very high power of excitation the dye laser pulse can be many times shorter than the
pumping pulse (point 6).

The measurements show that the depression of lasing studied grows in accordance with the
absorbed pumping 2nergy, i.e. it can be explained by the thermo-optical disturbance in the
active zone.

For further verification of this version the two-pulse method of excitation has been used.
The same volume of the dye solution has been excited by two successive pulses of excimer la-
sers (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 The scheme of two-beam excitation of
the dye laser. Exl and Ex2 - the excimer la-
sers; LT - variable delay; T - attenuator; C1

_____ ________ and C2 - oscillator and amplifier dye cells;
. M - 40-fold multiprism beam expander; G -

diffraction grating; 0 - output coupler.

The first of them, a powerful pulse El with a variable energy, forms the thermal distur-
bance in the dye solution. The second, probing pulse E2, tests the lasing properties of the
cavity with the thermal non-uniformity in the active medium. The energy of the probing pulse
has been chosen weak enough to avoid its thermal self-action.

The oscillograms of the dye laser outputs (Fig. 5), obtained at a 50-ns delay between the
pumping pulses, display the influence of the preliminary excitation on the lasing of the dye
laser. By enhancing the energy of El one can reach the absolute depression of the probing
pulse. It shows that the effect of saturation under investigation has not been caused by
two-photon non-linear processes. To exclude another possible version - the formation of the
states or impurities in the excited zone, which can absorb the lasing radiation - the spatial
and spectral measurements have been performed.

The increase of the energy of El pulse is accompanied by a well-observable spatial broad-
ening of the laser radiation in Y-direction. However, it is difficult to use this phenomenon

Fig. 5 Oscillograms of the dye laser oscillator output in
the two-beam mode of excitation. Probing pulse energy E2 =25 JK K

40 ns
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for quantitative measurements because of the strong reduction of lasing in the cavity with
thermal disturbance.

The most reliable data were obtained by spectral measurements of the dye laser. The laser
oscillator has also been excited by two delayed pulses of the excimer lasers, the second
pulse pumping the amplifier as well. This permits one to record the lasing spectrum even of
a very weak depressed probing pulse. By varying the energy of El we have found a shift of
the lasing wavelength of the probing pulse, which is linear with respect to the energy of
the disturbing pulse. The dependence obtained in VL-10 dye laser, operating in the fifth
order of grating at 585 nm, is shown in Fig. 6 (Rhodamin 6G dye of 0.79 g/l concentration).

9 Fig. 6 Spectral position of the lasing line

of the probing pulse vs the energy of the dis-
turbing pulse E I.

0 2 4 6 E (MT)

In each point of El 50 lasing pulses have been averaged, that permits one to determine
the position of the line with the accuracy better that 0.5 nm. The shift of the lasing wave-
length, measured at 4.5 mJ energy of the first pulse, is 13 nm. The calculations in accor-
dance with (14,16) give under these conditions AX = 10.5 nm.

An asymmetrical broadening of the spectral profile of the probing pulse has been observed
simultaneously with the spectral shift. The magnitude of the broadening in case of 4.5 MJ
preexcitation energy is of the order of 50% of the initial linewidth of the laser line.

The situation, where the thermo-optical shift of spectral position of the line could be
well observed,was specially inspired. In case of the single-shot excitation

I(M) = f G(Xt)P1 (t)dt, (17)
0

where G(X,t) is a cavity transmission curve and P1 (t) is an instant intracavity lasing power.
As the thermal effects, shifting the lasing wavelength simultaneously, depress the lasing
power due to the increase of the introcavity losses, the contribution of these effects to
the line broadening is not so essentia]. One can say that the negative cylindrical lens
serves as a preservative restricting tne line broadening. However, the thermal lens reduces
the duration of the laser pulse and decreases the line narrowing caused by the multipass
evolution of lasing in the selective cavity.

It is difficult to depress the thermo-optical disturbance in the active medium, because
the dimensions of the excited zone are defined by the spectral properties of the cavity.
Besides, with the exception of water, ethanol has the minimum value of (an/aT)P.

Thus, on exciting the dye laser oscillator by an excimer laser one has to restrict the
energy of the pumping pulse to 5: 6 mJ for blue and to 3 4 mJ for red dyes. This energy is
sufficient in case of 15 20 ns duration of the pumping pulse. Problems may arise when the
pulse duration exceeds 100 ns.

If the dispersion plane of the grating is turned by 900 in the XY plane, the thermo-opti-
cal cylindrical lens will lead to the symmetrical broadening of the spectral line of the
laser, and the efficiency reduction will be the consequence of the shift of intracavity rays
in Z-direction.

The same rules should be correct for the amplifier as well. However, owing to lower con-
centrations of dye molecules in the amplifier cell, the intermolecular relaxation of heat
may take more time. As the thermo-optical gradients are inversely proportional to W2 /k, the
pumping energy saturating the first amplifier, where the dye concentration is three times
lower and w is three time larger, will be of the order of 50 100 mJ.
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300 WATT DYE LASER FOR FIELD EXPERIMENTAL SITE

by

Patrick N. Everett

MIT Lincoln Laboratory
P.O. Box 73, Lexington, MA 02173

down to a 3' thick concrete slab to further
Abstract stiffen the table. The slab is in turn

coated with steel plate to form the floor of
A 6-beam flashlamp-pumped dye laser system the screen room which contains the immediate

is beinc installed ac a field site. Each laser equipment. Experiments confirm that

bearr will croduce 5 to 10 Joules in 2- s the angular motions under the normal
m evibrational environment of the site are

pilses at 10 pps. Design, installation, and
initial performance will be reviewed, certainly within 200 irad, and probably much

better. Figure 2 shows the front of the
finished table with about 20% of the

Introduction equipment mounted.

MIT Lincoln Laboratory is currently
installing a laser at a field experimental
site. Six laser beams are required, each
running at 10 pps, with 5 to 10 J per pulse,
no more than 2 ps duration, and most of the

energy within included angle 20X/D. A
bandwidth no more than 1 nm, centered at
approximately 510 nm wavelength is required.
The system must be able to run for 10 minutes
at full power. Last year, at this
conference1 , 2 , we gave a progress report on
its engineering, and on the performance of a
1/3 scale model of the system. This year we
will show photographs of the system partially
complete at the site, and discuss progress
and the initial operation of one laser beam.

Much of the equipment has now been Fig. 1: Vertical Optical Table being built.
installed on site, and is working. One of
the six laser beams has been performing
experiments for a number of months, and
further beams are now being installed. We
believe it will be the most powerful "
operating flashlamp pumped dye laser system.

The performance has not yet been optimized
because some of the diagnostics are not
installed and some components are improvised.
However, we have delivered a total pulse
energy of more than 5J.

The Optical Table and Lasers

One engineering challenge was how to
support so much laser equipment on a firm
base so the beams wouldn't wander, and yet
bring in the fluid and electric services in a Fig. 2: Laser Side of Vertical optical Table.
practical way, while allowing access for
maintenance and alignment. Surrounding
equipment must also be protected from the The laser heads shown are supplied by
horrendous EMI. We decided to use a vertical Candela Corp., developed from their normal
optical table, 16' long and 9' high inside a commercial product. Each head has a pair of
screen room. The photograph in Figure 1 flashlamps two feet long, 7 mm bore, in a
shows the table under construction. It is a close-coupled pumping geometry. They pump a
steel shell, 18" thick, filled with concrete. longitu ly floing gemell the sme
The ends are buttressed, and it is bolted longitudinally flowing dye cell of the same
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lenarh and internal diameter 15 mm. Each Aligning and Diaanostics
lamp dissipates 522 J per pulse. Two heads
-ire rrtained in each unstable confocal Unstable resonators have been considered
resonator, as shown in Figure 3. The difficult to align. Our technique of
esonator length is 2.5 m. There will be six injecting an oversized collimated beam back
such "double-dip" resonators, one for each into the resonator, as shown in Figure 5, is
beam, giving a total of 12 laser heads. This
"dcuble-dip" configuration is unusual but is working well. All six resonators are

sipe n air oainta h aligned with a single argon-ion laser running
alterand esciertor an an te at 514 nm wavelength, a little longer than
alternative oscillator and amplifier the operating wavelength of about 508 nm.
onfiquration. Simple unstable resonators This extra 6 nm takes us a little further
have a hole in the center of the output beam from the trailing edge of the dye's pump band
•hich causes some of the amplifier medium to absorption and so gives higher transmission
not be used as shown in the lower part of for the large number of tranversals needed.
Figure 3. This is wasteful and can lead to The six beam-splitters are used to inject a
parasitics. All the medium is used in the few percent of the beam into each of the
"double-dip" configuration. laser resonators. Since the aligning beam is

oversized and collimated, only the angle is

BIREFR important at each laser, and that is adjusted
Rz8m TUNER R=3m by the beam-splitter for that laser. The

beam in each resonator collapses on
successive passes to the diffractive core.

HEAD#1 HEADN2 /It then expands again and finally re-emerges
2 85m---- as an excellent simulation of the dye laser

beam. The sample reflected off the
a)"DOUBLE-DIP" OSCILLATOR (USED) birefringent filter, onto the TV monitor

helps obtain a sensitive and quick alignment.

BI REFR
TUNER

~ TO FURTHER
LASERS

HEAD #1 HEAD #2 TO NEXT
LASER

b) OSCILLATOR + AMPLIFIER (CONSIDERED BUT NOT USED) I --------
Fig. 3: Resonator has unstable confocalge 'Dmet ry .................. .. ....- ------7 . ..

SIMULATED

-~ ~ OUTPUT

The laser heads exhibit a positive lensing \ ,,:LzL_ BEAM

of tens of meters focal length as a result of HEADT* HEAD2 - -------

flowing the dye solution at the 30 gallons
per minute necessary for the rep-rate. This 'I
upsets the optics of the resonator. The FROM ARGON ION

performance is expected to improve when we ALIGNINGLASER

compensate for this lensing by adjusting the~uratuesandspain ofthereonaor Fig. 5: Alignment with argon-ion laser.curvatures and spacing of the resonator
Mirrors.

The same beam splitters will direct a few
A birefringent filter is used for tuning percent of each outgoing laser beam into the

Bresteringle we reflect a smapinge of common diagnostic path, as shown in Figure 6,Brewster anle we reflect a small sampling of for monitoring of energy, tuning, pulse-shape
the intra-cavity energy distribution onto a and timing, far-field, aiming, etc.
TV monitor, as shown in Figure 4. This has
confirmed there are no significant hot spots Each flash lamp is monitored by fiber-
.n the beam, and that some burning of optics optic pick-offs which are multiplexed into a
was due to an inferior batch of coatings. smaller number of diode sensors, with

filtering to seiect the dye pump band. The
approach is shown schematically in Figure 7.

TVCAMERA This shows how, for example, the fiber-optic
picK-offs from the right hand lamps of a
number of laser heads are multiplexed to one
sensor. Since the different lasers are not
fired simultaneously, the response is tied to
the right lamp by its timing. This approach

allows many more functions to be monitored
without having an enormous number of sensors.
The various diagnostics feed into a

HEAD#0 HEAD #2 computerized monitoriug system which displays
and ;tores sampled information, with the
intent of quickly catching any critical

Fig. 4: Resonator Monitor. component performing below standard.
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LEequalizing heat exchangers on he side-walls,
FELOcAMER....A ....SPECROETER]  and leave below the grating floor. The upper

" Lphotograph shows the modulators removed and
EIREGY INUCKErl -- 0 floor lifted to allow modifications to the

ARGONON LASER BEAM EPANER..... piping.
ALIGNING TELESCOPE K-qz. .

- LASERS /-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -N

-- - - -- - - LASER 52 /-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

............ LASER .4 --------------.. ....---- -..

-- - - -- - - LA SE R 5 -- - - -- - -

- - - - - --- LASER 6 /5- - - - - - - - - - - - -

0: Dianostics and Alignment share the Fig. 8: Manifolding to laser heads through
cri-n. waveguides to suppress EMI.

.. ... ..... . .. .. ' " .11"

AND
FILTER P OTO

DIODE

OTHER LASER HEADS
IT IS ALL IN T
THE TIMING CMPUE

zig. -7 Fiber optic multplexig for
r-=n~tcrina flash-lamp performane. Fig. 9: Modulator side of bench.

.nat.:al filtering is done with lenses of a The manifolding for the fluids on the
:ow eter focal length to avoid burning of outside of the Screen Room wall is

-Ier'_res, which are typically about 2 mm illustrated in Figure 10. Again the fluids
i-iaetr.traverse the Screen Room wall through

waveguides to suppress EMI. Feedback systems
maintain constant fluid pressure between the

Services anid EMI Susressio inlet and outlet manifolds for the fluids,
using variable speed pumps. Thus the correct

The fluid pipes and lamp cables penetrate flow conditions in active heads are
--he 18" thick vertical optical bench through maintained independently of how many heads
wave-ijide tubes, as shown in Figure 8. These are actually flowing at any one time. With
rre-vernt E'41 transmission at frequencies below all lasers active there will be 360 gpm of
2 GH z. An EIMI box will cover the lasers to dye solution, and 240 gpm of cooling water
c nRlete the enclosure, with the laser light flowing.
a 's r: being emitted through similar
wav'oiides. For maintenance, each laser head

gan be removed with its associated pipes
fnter uncoupling behind the vertical bench.i Md f

These pipes also provide the manifolding into
the ten individual fluid ports of each laser.

We now move to the back side of the
vertical optical table. Figure 9 shows the F i
services penetrating through the wave guides.
Remember that we are still within the screen
room. in the lower photograph can be seen
the modulators that store the flashlamp
energy in capacitors. The charge is supplied
to the capacitors at 40 kV, and then switched
into the lamps with spark gap switches. The Fig. 10: Manifolding and waveguides into
fluids come in, through temperature- Screen Room.
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7-e Soreen Root, was constructed by Geiss
Assc:nates. The power supplies outside the The system will dissipate 1/4 MW when
screen room are shown in the upper part of running at full power. The heat exchangers
icure 1. They are manufactured by ALE shown in Figure 13 will extract this heat

2orpcrition. The pipes from the fluid from the dye and cooling water and reject it
h n room are in a trench under the to water in a 10,000-gallon underground

The lower photograph is looking the reservoir. From there it will be extracted
ozppsite direction in the same area and shows with a chiller at a slower rate in between
-he controls. This whole area will be nearly experiments. Alongside the heat exchangers
'l~ed wit po-. r supplies when the whole we see the coolant system with its pump and

is installed, surge tank.

i --

HEAT EXCHANGERS ,. SUPGF TAN1K

Fig. 13: Cooling System.
11i: Screen Room, Supplies and Controls.

The dye handling system is shown in Figure
Fluid Handlina 14. It pumps 360 gpm, and will recycle the

dye solution in real time. It uses activated
we now move into the dye and coolant carbon to take everything (dye and

handling room, shown in Figure 12. Stone and degradation products) out of a controlled
.;ester Engineering Corporation designed this portion of the returning dye solution, and
equipment for us, with consultation from SAIC then adds the requisite amount of fresh dye,
_nc. it was fabricated and installed by the all within the four-minute round-trip time of
iels Company. The design was developed for a the system. Two variable-speed pumps in
-ammable methanol/water dye solution, which parallel circulate the dye to the lasers.

complicated the engineering enormously.
Recently we found we could use a non- An essential part of the system is the
flammable solution of acetamide in water. 3  pair of optical analyzers (top left) that
As a consequence we now have an over- measure the degradation and the dye content
engineered system. With our new knowledge we for control of the recycling system. The
could design a simpler system. degradation shows up as increased absorption

in the region of the lasing wavelength, and
is measured by the one-meter analyzer. The
measurement is centered at 550 nm. At this
wavelength we are sufficiently far from the
edge of the pump band that the absorption by
the broad-band degradation products
predominate. To obtain a meaningful reading
the analyzer length needs to be approximately
that of the lasers. The analyzer output is
used to control a variable speed pump which
diverts returning dye solution through the
banks of carbon cleaning filters, shown top

right in Figure 14.

The carbon cleaning system was immensely
helpful in cleaning the initial contaminants
out of the system and the solvent before any
dye was added. With the analyzers we could
watch it cleaning up from less than 10%
transmission, for the one-meter path, to
about 70% during the first few hours of

Fig 12: Fluid-Handling room. flowing. It took a few weeks before the
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:.rJua Ily deqrading whiIe

S n,: J nused. The transmission for
:e e 'e sDi.;t I s about 70%, with or -

As the solution degrades, 10%
: _ ss transmission results in about 5 -- ----
S ',laser output. These are
-: es. They will be firmed up 4.

... ................. ......

0a- 2: -,- - r 1 1
08 0 '2 4 '6 18 20

OXYGEN CONTENT, relative to equilibrium at sea level

OPTICAL ANALYZERS CARBONCLEANING Fig. 15: The importance of Oxygen control.

Throughout the system care has been taken1fI1 to use only wetted parts of materials known
to be compatible with the solvent and dye.VI,, They include stainless steel, polyethylene,
polypropylene, and Buna-N for 0-rings. The

SURE oo T plastic piping was used mostly in the screen
room to maintain flexibility around the laserDye Handling system heads and to maintain EMI integrity when

passing through waveguides. The flexibility
around the laser heads makes alignmentppractical, and is believed to suppress some

iution, and to add dye in the of the vibrations associated with the flow.
a ccrentrated methanol solution.

acetamide presented a new
theease the solubility of dye in Conclusion

:eo soution is too low to give a
ca ?-ncentrate. Our consultants led The system is now showing good promise of

s t; he pzssibility of creating a finely meeting its goals, and is already serving a
f ( about 1 gm dye to 2 cc limited role in supplying light for

- I.- iected as necessary. This experiments. We believe, when complete, it
-1- i si ndCler development but will be the largest operating flashlamp

The key is to have the pumped dye laser. It has been over-
p fine enough that it engineered because of lack of some necessary

77a e a s nstantly when the information, and we must have a working
speoD:, disperses In the main flow. system. With the information that we are

developing, a simpler system could be built
with the same performance. With retrofitting

Oof some of the techniques presented at this
conference (such as spectral transfer) theosi -'s a- elevated altitude and we sytem should provide more than 1 kW. The

adJdre ss the possible effect on the dye system would have been simpler had it been
is well known that the amount designed for a non-flammable solvent.

dissoved oxygen can be important .4

ved oxygen is bad in that it encourages
yen, but it is also known to be a Acknowledaements

7,,,Tnchr . in some dye lasers of this
ype it is possible to completely suppress I would like to acknowledge the assistance
it:g by removing the dissolved oxygen. of fellow workers at Lincoln Lab and other

\ncordin.Jy The system was designed for organizations listed below.
rtessur :zation and for sparging of air or
-- :yger:. Recent tests have verified that R.C. Archibald R.E. Hatch M.H. Pearson
adding oxygen does increase the energy E.D. Ariel M.T. Languirand J.L. Swedberg
lutput, as shown in Figure 15. The data is R.Brousseau J.M.Mahan J.C.Twichell
not good enough to tell whether the curve F. A. Folino D.A. Page B G. Zollars
tu1rns over at twice the sea-level
eaiIibriated level, but more oxygen is ALE Systems, Inc. Filterflo, Inc.
certainly better up to that point. Argos Associates, Inc. Geiss Associates

Candela Laser Corp. Newport Corp.
Fels Co. SAIC, Inc.
Stone and Webster Engineering Corp.
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THE USE OF SPECTRAL CONVERSION TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF
FLASHLAMP-PUMPED DYE LASERS

Dennis P. Pacheco. Henry R. Aldag. and Peter S. Rostler
Avco Research Laboratory/Textron

2385 Revere Beach Parkway
Everett. MA 02149

Abstract

This paper describes a simple, but very effective technique to increase the
efficiency of flashlamp-pumped dye lasers. In this approach, a second dye solution is
used to spectrally convert seme of the lamp photons into the absnrption band cf the
laser dye. With proper matcitiig ot the converter and laser dyes, we have observed a
doubling of the laser output. Added benefits of this technique are extended laser dye
life and a more uniform deposition of waste heat in the gain medium (which yields a
better quality beam). The first part of the paper discusses the basic technical issues
governing efficient dye laser operation and the regime in which the flashlamps are
driven. Next, some early experimental results are described in which significant
improvements in laser efficiency were observed in a laser device designed for high
average power. In the third part, we discuss the effect of coupling geometry on
converter photon usage. We describe a laser device which has been built utilizing an
improved design and present some initial experimental results. We then present dye
spectral data and computer modelling designed to determine efficient pairs of laser and
converter dyes under our pump conditions. Finally, the modelling is used to compare
medium quality with and without a converter dye.

Introduction and Background

Flashlamp-pumped dye lasers typically have energy efficiencies of 0.5-1.0%,
depending on the dye and pumping conditions. This efficiency is usually calculated as
laser output energy divided by the energy stored in the capacitor, and so is very nearly
a wall-plug efficiency. One of the reasons for these low values is the relatively poor
spectral match between the flashlamp emission spectrum and dye absorption profile. This
can be understood from the followinj arguments. Saturation fluxes for laser dyes are
typically on the order of 0.5 MW/cmI  . For efficient extraction, internal lasing
fluxes must be several times this. To achieve these levels, pump fluxes need to be >
0.1 MW/cm 2 . This in turn requires high flashlamp blackbody temperatures (about 20,000 K)
and efficient coupling into the gain medium. The peak of such a blackbody curve is
below the quartz cutoff, and so the laser dye is being pumped out in the tail of the
lamp emission spectrum (Figure 1). The major function of the converter dye is to absorb
the plentiful UV photons and reemit them in the absorption band of the laser dye.

Figure 2 provides experimental verification of the fact that the lamps are black
under dye- laser pumping conditions. This figure shows measured flashlamp spectra for a
7-mm bore commercial lamp at two different energy loadings (solid curves). These data
were taken at ARL with a carefully calibrated optical multichannel analyzer (OMA). For
purposes of comparison, blackbody spectra are superimposed for an 8 psec pulse width
(dashed curves). Note that as the energy input is increased from 140 to 440 J, there is
a significant increase in the visible output, which would directly pump a laser dye.
The increase in the output in the near UV, however, is disproportionately greater. In
conventional designs, these UV photons are either unabsorbed by the dye because of gaps
in the absorption spectrum, or else are absorbed and contribute to the photodegradation
of the dye molecules and the deposition of waste heat in the gain medium.

Figure 2 also shows that at the lower energy loading, the lamp appears black down
to about 4500 A. When the input is tripled, the fitting is good down to at least the
quartz cutoff. Analysis of the kinetics of the plasma shows that this enhancement of
the UV corresponds to a significant increase in the ionization level of the xenon. We
know, however, that the flashlamp output cannot be completely black under these
conditions, since this would correspond to more energy out of the lamp than was put in.
The upper experimental curve corresponds to prototypical loading in our dye laser
devices. Increasing the energy input beyond this level will increase the pump flux
somewhat, but will largely cause the blackbody distribution to "fill in" well below the
quartz cutoff, and therefore decrease overall efficiency. The regime of lamp operation
for dye lasers can be contrasted with that for solid-state devices, in which the energy
loading and effective temperature are much lower, and the plasma is partly transparent.
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The selection of a spectral converter to match a given laser dye is relatively
straightforward. The converter must of course have a high fluorescence quantum yield,
but it need not be a laser dye or even an organic compound. It must be sufficiently
soluble in the solvent of interest: this eliminates water in some cases, since
relatively few dyes have a high enough solubility. Photochemical stability is a virtue,
but it is not critical since a much higher concentration of photoproducts can be
tolerated in the converter solution than in the laser solution. Perhaps the most
important factor in making the selection is the proper matching of the spectra. This is
shown in Figure 3, where we superimpose the absorption and emission spectra of Stilbene
420 (ST420) on those of Coumarin 504 (C504). In both cases, the solvent is 50% MeOH/50%
H20. The hole in the absorption profile of C504 at 360 nm is filled by the primary
absorption band of ST420. Furthermore, there is good overlap between the emission of
the ST420 and the absorption of C504. Since the emission profiles of dyes have a tail
on the long-wavelength side, it is preferable to choose a converter whose emission peaks
to the blue of the absorption maximum for the laser dye.

The idea of spectrally converting some of the flashlamp emission is not new: a
number of articles have dealt with this technique for dye lasers.( I-6 ) Some work has
also been devoted to improving the performance of flashlamp-pumped solid-state
lasers.( 7 ,8 ) In this paper, we present work performed at ARL which is directed
towards optimizing the effect. Furthermore, we point out several additional benefits in
using this technique that have not been emphasized previously.

Early Experimental Results at ARL

Some of the first spectral-conversion experiments at ARL utilized a dye laser head
containing a single dye channel and two linear lamps in elliptical reflectors. In this
configuration, the pump light is imaged into the dye solution, although the quality of
the image is not good due to the finite size of the emitting plasma. The only practical
location for the converter solution in this head is in the flashlamp coolant. The
sketch in Figure 4 indicates the geometry. Since the converter solution occupies a
larger annulus than the lamp plasma, the imaging due to the reflectors is even poorer;
the efficacy of the converter technique can still be tested however.

Representative results for the combination of ST420 and C504 are shown in Figure
5.(6) In both photographs, the upper trace shows the current pulse through the
lamps. The lower trace records the temporal profile of the laser output. In (B), no
converter dye was used, which means that only solvent was flowed through the water
jackets. In (A), ST420 was added to the solvent. The energy enhancement was more than
75% in this case. The overall improvement in system efficiency is shown in Figure 6.
With C504 as the laser dye and ST420 as the converter, efficiencies in excess of 1% were
measured. At the highest energy input, the laser output was more than 7 J.(6)

Encouraged by the significant improvements in laser performance, we embarked on a
program to optimize the effect. There were two major thrusts to the work: (1.) to
explore various geometries for coupling the converted photons efficiently into the gain
medium, and (2.) to obtain an extensive database on dye spectral properties to
efficiently pair laser dyes with converters. The next two sections deal with these
issues.

Effect of Geometry on Converted Photon Usage

As indicated earlier, the initial configuration of the experiments involved the
converter solution in the flashlamp water jackets (depicted schematically in Figure 4).
This is an inefficient coupling scheme, as is shown in Figure 7. The fluorescence from
the converter dye is emitted isotropically. and the fate of each photon can be examined
using geometrical optics. The rays labelled A correspond to converted light which
escapes from the water jacket and is potentially collected and imaged into the gain
medium. Ray B enters the black plasma and is lost. Rays C are trapped by total
internal reflection (TIR) and are lost out the ends of the water jacket or are absorbed
in the converter solution. Analysis shows that only about 45% of the converted photons
are potentially useful. Even for these photons, absorption must occur in a single pass
through the gain medium. Table I summarizes these results. A more efficient collection
geometry is shown in Figure 8. In this scheme, a multichannel, slab sandwich is formed
using four quartz plates. To a good approximation, this sandwich is index-matched
throughout. The inner channel contains the laser dye solution, while the outer channels
are reserved for thp converter. In this view, the lasing direction is perpendicular to
the figure.
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Table 1. SUMMARY OF SPECTRAL CONVERTER PHOTON USAGE
FOR TWO DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

1. CONVERTER IN WATER JACKET (45% UTILIZATION)

A) 45% ESCAPE (POTENTIALLY USEFUL, BUT MUST BE ABSORBED ON FIRST PASS)

B) 13% RETURN TO FLASHLAMP (REABSORBED)

C) 42% TRAPPED IN WATER JACKET BY TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION (EVENTUALLY LOST)

2. CONVERTER LOCATED IN CHANNEL ADJACENT TO LASER DYE (83% UTILIZATION)

A) 17% ESCAPE THRU INCIDENT SURFACE (LOST)

B) 17% COULD ESCAPE THRU REAR SURFACE (POTENTIALLY USEFUL, BUT MUST BE ABSORBED

ON FIRST PASS)

C) 66% TRAPPED IN MULTICHANNEL SLAB BY TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION

(ALMOST ALWAYS ABSORBED IN LASING DYE)

With this geometry, converted pump light is collected very efficiently. About
half of the fluorescence originating in the converter channel is emitted in the
direction of the gain medium. Most of the photons that are unabsorbed in this first
pass get additional chances to pump the laser dye, because they are trapped in the
sandwich by TIR. The other half of the converter fluorescence is emitted in a direction
opposite to the gain medium, but much of this is collected as well. There is a loss
cone (based on the index mismatch) which corresponds to about 17% of the total converter
emission in this case (Figure 8). The balance of the oppositely directed photons are
again trapped by TIR and can make repeated passes through the gain medium. In total,
about 83% of the converter fluorescence makes at least one such pass (Table 1).

There are other advantages associated with this slab scheme. High energy outputs
are possible because of the large pumped volume together with spectral conversion. It
is straightforward to scale the laser to even higher energies by simply extending the
pump dimension (the left-right dimension in Figure 8). The laser actually becomes more
efficient as this is done, because the end effects are proportionately smaller.

We have built a laser based on the above design principles; a photograph of the
device is included as Figure 9. The view in the figure is roughly along the laser axis.
and shows the three-channel, slab geometry. The sandwich is pumped by four linear lamps
(the electrodes are visible in the figure); repetition rates of tens of Hz are
achievable with proper system design including sizing of the pumps. This device is
presently being characterized at ARL; some preliminary data are presented in the next
section.

Spectral Data and Computer Modeling

A second emphasis in the development of our spectral-conversion capabilities was
to establish a database on a wide variety of dyes, and develop computer simulations to
predict the best dye pairings. A problem here is to acquire self-consistent datasets
for the dyes and solvents of interest, and store them on disk for the simulation codes.
Our approach was to build our own apparatus to characterize candidate dye solutions in
terms of absorption spectra, emission spectra, and quantum efficiency as a function of
wavelength. This has the twofold advantage that all the data are recorded on the same
apparatus and any solvent can be used in the testing. The apparatus itself was
described elsewhere;( 9 ) a dataset for Rhodamine 590 in 50% MeOH/50% H2 0 is given in
Figure 10. Detailed spectra for a number of dye solutions have been recorded and stored
on disk for the simulation codes.
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One of the codes developed at ARL examines the various converter candidates for a
given laser dye. The code assumes a slab geometry (as shown in Figure 8), and inputs
measured lamp spectra (e.g., Figure 2) and dye properties (e.g., Figure 10). The
outputs include the total fluorescence from the center channel with and without a
converter dye. The results without a converter assume "solvent only" flowing in the
outer channels. The code calculates the fluorescence of the laser dye, because an
accurate prediction of the laser output requires knowledge of a number of cross sections
and rates; these are not all known for most dyes. Calculation of the fluorescence
enhancement, however, is relatively straightforward and provides a good semiquantitative
measure of the expected improvement in laser performance.

Table 2 shows selected results for three commonly used dyes. Recall that our
experimental results for the combination of ST420/C504 showed nearly a doubling of the
laser output (Figure 5). This is better improvement than is predicted by the code.
There are two possible reasons for this. First, the ST420/C504 data were taken with the
imaging pump geometry described earlier. The more diffuse imaging of the converter
light in that case brought some regions of the gain medium above threshold that did not
lase without the converter dye. This was seen in the burn patterns taken at the output
of the device. The computer code assumes a slab geometry in which the lasing aperture
does not change when the converter is added. Secondly, the code looks only at
fluorescence enhancements, and is therefore only a rough measure of the increase in
laser output.

Table 2. PREDICTED FLUORESCENCE ENHANCEMENTS FOR SELECTED DYE PAIRINGS

THREE CELLS (0.5 cm WIDE) PUMPED FROM BOTH SIDES
MEASURED LAMP SPECTRUM NORMALIZED TO 1 JOULE/cm

2

PEAK ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT = 6 CM-1 FOR BOTH LASING AND CONVERTER DYES

LASER DYE CONVERTER DYE NO CONVERTER WITH CONVERTER ENHANCEMENT

(J/cm 
2 ) (J/cm )

C504 ST420 0.179 0.253 1.41

LD423 0.268 1.50

C445 0.262 1.46

RH590 LD473 0.128 0.243 1.90

C480 0.271 2.12

SR640 C480 0.107 0.189 1.77

C523 0.196 1.83

Laser data that we have taken in the slab device show a better correlation with
the code. Figure 11 shows oscilloscope traces which demonstrate the energy increase
obtained using LD473 to pump RH590. As before, the upper trace represents the current
pulse through the flashlamps. Actually, there are two traces superimposed, indicating
that the lamp loading was the same in both cases. The lower traces show the laser
output with and without the converter dye. In this case, the increase in energy output
is about 65%. The output coupling and dye concentrations were not optimized in this
experiment, and so further improvement should be possible. In another experiment, we
observed a doubling of the laser output when C480 was used to boost the output of RH590.

Additional Design Advantages with Spectral Conversion

So far, we have concentrated on the increase in pump flux when a converter is
used. There are other significant benefits as well, such as longer laser dye life and
better medium quality. It is well known that many laser dyes photodecompose more
rapidly on exposure to the near UV of the flashlamps.(10) This is in fact why some
systems employ a pyrex filter(1 0 ) or a caffeine solution(11 ) somewhere between the
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lamp and dye solution. (The disadvantage of these "passive filters" is of course that
the rich UV content of the lamps is simply thrown away.) With a converter dye, the near
UV is utilized while protecting the laser dye from rapid photodegradation. As a result,
laser dye life comparable to the "pyrex value" is achieved. In the converter solution,
on the other hand, far higher concentrations of degradation products can be tolerated
before the solution loses its functionality. That is, in a dye laser the output is a
sensitive function of the distributed loss in the gain medium.(1 2 . 1 3 ) Consequently,
relatively small concentrations of absorbers can materially affect the output energy.
The function of the converter solution is simply to fluoresce into the neighboring gain
medium. Since the optical path length involved is much shorter, the degradation of the
solution is much less important.

Another benefit of using converters derives from considerations of waste heat
management. Since flashlamp-pumped dye lasers are only on the order of 1-2% efficient,
98% of the input energy (much of which appears as heat) must be dealt with. In
particular, it is important to keep it from the gain medium. The converter solution
absorbs much of the near UV and emits photons that are a better spectral match for the
laser dye. This significantly reduces the waste-heat deposition in the gain medium.
The waste heat in the converter solution is carried away by the flow and dissipated in a
heat exchanger. The resultant improvement in medium quality is shown graphically in
Figure 12. In this figure, we have used our modeling to examine the differential heat
deposition with and without converter. As before, we assume a slab geometry and input
measured lamp and dye spectra. In the top curve, RH590 is used as the laser dye while
the converter channels contain only solvent; the lower curve shows the results when a
converter is used. The concentrations were adjusted to yield equal emission from the
laser channel. Note that the concentration of the laser dye is several times lower when
the converter dye is present. As seen in the figure, there is much less waste heat
deposited in the gain medium with the converter; more importantly, the differential
deposition is significantly reduced. The differences in heat deposition lead to
refractive-index variations across the gain medium, and this degrades medium quality.
During the pump pulse, the laser dye solution develops a thick, time-dependent lens
which is hard to correct for in the resonator design. Minimizing this thermooptical
distortion is important in applications where good beam quality or high spectral purity
are required.

Analogous data for the converter channel are presented in Figure 13. The dye
solutions are the same as for the lower curve in Figure 12. The dashed curves show the
individual contributions from the lamps on the near and far side of a given converter
channel. The light from the far side has of course been prefiltered by the other
converter channel and, to a lesser extent, by the gain medium. In this case, the
gradient in the waste-heat deposition is very large and unsymmetric, leading to poor
medium quality during the pulse. Since the converter channels are intended to be
nonlasing, this is not a problem. A major simplification in implementing a converter
scheme is that flow quality, heat-deposition profiles and dye photostability are much
less critical than for the laser-dye channel.

As a final note, we should emphasize that segregating the solutions is preferable
to mixing the dyes together. Separating the dyes significantly reduces the waste heat
deposited in the gain medium, and minimizes the possibility that excited states or
degradation products of the converter dye will interfere with the lasing process. Our
modeling has shown that under some conditions mixtures of dyes in the converter channel
can lead to further improvements in laser performance. In such cases, it is especially
important to provide a separate channel for the converters.
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ABSTRACT

The design, construction, and testing of a high-average-power excimer laser-pumped dye oscillator is described.

The system is designed to produce up to 75 W of average power in the near uv at a pulse repetition rate of 500 Hz.

Introduction

The wavelength tunability and high efficiency of excimer laser-pumped dye lasers makes them attractive for
application in photochemical processes. A dye oscillator system designed to produce 150 mJ/pulse at 500 Hz and to be
tunable through the 380- to 450-nm spectral region has been built and tested. The system is based on a single-stage
power-oscillator dye laser currently pumped by two XeCI excimer lasers. The system is configured to operate at up to
250 Hz. To reach full power 500-Hz operation either two 500-Hz, 450-mJ/pulse excimer lasers, or four 250-Hz lasers
would be required. The following paragraphs will summarize the system performance as well as system design and
construction.

Performance Summary

First, the best performance to date will be summarized, The highest dye laser output yet attained is 170 mJ/pulse
with a combined pump energy of 900 mJ/pulse from the two XeCl excimer lasers. The best optical conversion efficiency
(based on energy actually delivered to the dye laser) is 27%. The highest pulse rate achieved to date is 240 Hz. A
trigger problem on one of the excimer lasers prevented reliable operation at the full 250 Hz.

Typical performance of the excimer and dye lasers as a function of pulse rate is summarized in Figure 1. Note that
the excimer laser output decreases slightly as pulse rate increases. Likewise, the output of the dye laser decreases
slightly with increasing pulse rate. However, as shown in Figure 2, the dye laser efficiency is essentially a constant with
increasing pulse rate. The dye laser efficiency plotted includes all beam transport losses and is essentially the ratio of
dye oscillator output to excimer laser output.

System Design and Construction

Dye Laser Oscillator

The current dye laser oscillator was designed and constructed for use with dioxane as a solvent. Dioxane is highly
volatile, flammable, toxic, and reactive. Unfortunately, it is also the best solvent for the Lambda Physik TBS dye that was
used for this series of experiments. Construction materials were primarily aluminum and stainless steel. Seals used
were ethylene propylene (EPDM) O-rings, Swagloks, and copper and aluminum gaskets with conflat flanges.

Two different configurations of dye oscillator were used. The first of the two concepts places the complexity in the
fabrication and assembly of the quartz dye cell. The result was a fairly straightforward design for the dye cell holder, but a
very expensive dye cell. Figure 3 shows the dye cell holder with an early version of the dye cell. Later versions of the
dye cell were made up of four pieces of precisely cut and polished quartz glued together by an epoxy recommended by
Master Bond, Inc. of Hackensack, New Jersey. Since, dioxane is very nearly a universal solvent, finding a glue that
would not be dissolved was a very difficult task. Figure 4 shows a cross section of the dye cell holder and a schematic
drawing of a dye cell. The flow direction is from top to bottom. After extensive testing of the internal flow geometry, it was

discovered that the only flow straightener required was a 60 mesh screen just downstream of the conical section. Fig-

ure 5 shows what the final configuration of dye cell actually looked like. Also shown is one configuration of optical
resonator used. The dye flow channel at the pump region was 4-mm wide, 70-mm long, and 19-mm thick. The excimer
pump beam dimensions at the dye cell were typically 45-mm long and 2-mm high. The excimer beam length was limited
to 45 mm due to the optical beam homogenizers used to shape and remove hot spots from the two pump beams.

After experiencing a great deal of difficulty in gluing the four pieces of optical-quality quartz together on a consistent,
economical, and timely basis, we decided to design a dye laser cell that would use standard, round, flat optics. The
prototype is shown in Figure 6. In this design, the complexity is placed in the metal components, not in those made of
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n.o T..- e c '-t> Aser o,,p wmcows ifl Wis instance are 2-in.-Oian uncoated quartz substrates Thte dye laser
.,,..z. e:s .V11, _" -au ., Z s_, s*tat, s arnt retroction coated on one side.

" c,,', c'ect ' aa ", fr:o tO bottom A 60 mesh screen is again used as a flow straightener between the
tco oaece ana tre oow inlet sec:,on. The fiow net section is a computer-designed contoured nozzle. The pump region
,ow cross section is 4-mm w e ano 75-mm long. Downstream of the pump region is a constant angle diffuser section. A
ce io :s st.il reoured on :ne 2-in. optics: however, the precision is now in the invar opt~c holders and not in the quartz.

mc most cti cuit Dart of twe faorication of tnis new concept is the welding of the four pieces of the nozzle assembly
e ,-;e , T-i s vas acco7 'o.i srnea by -ise of electron beam welding. Figure 7 shows the final design version installed and

o -?rata n a:

D, e Laser F'ow Syst.em

Severa eye laser tiow systems were built. A compact, portable system is shown in Figure 8. The essential
comoonents inclucle a pump, a filter system, a surge tank/reservoir, a heat exchanger, and a fill system. The
-strumertaton on this system is fairly simple, consisting of mechanical pressure gauges, a mechanical flow meter, and
-'erocoup[es

Tre most important component of the flow system is the flow pump. It is very important to match the pump to the
:cess.ure asses of the flow system. On the system in Figure 8, tne pump is a March Model No. TE-5.5S-MD, which would

a, -ama ,imun of 15 gpm at a system pressure drop of 11 psig. This flow is adequate to give a clearing ratio of 3 at
-H: 'o- te oesen: dye oscl;ator. The motor is 1/3 hp. The seal is a barrier type with a magnetic coupling. The

z,ar -:s are RWLon A. The snaft is alumina ceramic. The housing and impeller are stainless steel. The O-rings are

T ,e' Pe system has an a:ummum housing with EPDM 0-rings. The best filters used were four 0.1 mum Teflon filter
-acmes ba',iactured by PALL Corporation. Millipore Corporation has a comparable product. Selection of the proper

o s ve-y ;- porant as very sma!l particles of dye and solvent reaction and decomposition products need to be
--. ve J,, - c'cer to revent oltcal damage of the dye cell due to the buildup of carbon deposits. Coarser filter cartridges

.v-o cm. e"ect ve at removing these particles.

S " s -cuIa' fhow system, the surge tankireservoir and the heat exchanger are combined in the stainless steel
s only partly vsible in Figure 8. The coolant used was a mixture of distilled water and antifreeze to eliminate

cc-ms O- cro1ems

T-,e large tan, shown on the right of Figure 8 is the dioxane loading and unloading tank. Quick disconnects were
-secto tacitite raeid hookup and dsconnect. Due to a slight leakage through the quick disconnects, in-line ball valves
were added I ter as a further safety feature. The dioxane-dye mixture was loaded into the transfer vessel in a fume hood.
Then the lqu o was transferred into and out of the flow system in a normal laboratory environment by use of argon gas
pressure at the proper location. As an additional safety feature, the appropriate chemical face masks were used during
transfer operations.

Excimer Lasers

The excimer lasers used were Lambda Physik Model EMG 203 MSC. The type of excimer was XeCl running at 308
nm. These lasers have produced 110 W at 250 Hz. At 125 Hz, an output of 0.5 J/pulse was typical on a fresh gas fill with
clean optics The pulse repetition rate was variable from 0 to 250 Hz. Pulse duration was about 35-ns FWHM. Power
intensity and energy variations were typically about ±3%. Jitter from an internal trigger was about ±1.4 ns. The output
fluence uniformity over the central 75% of the beam was within ±15%. The beam divergence was 1 mrad x 4 mrad. The
missing pulse rate was <0.05%. These particular lasers were not equipped with cryogenic gas processors; hence, me
run time to 80% output was only about 107 pulses. Other Lambda Physik lasers with cryogenic gas processors have
demonstrated optics lifetimes in excess of 108 pulses.

Conclusions

Excimer-Dumped dye asers nave been successfully run at high pulse rates and at high powers for hours at a time.
Ve'y rujigged versions of dye lasers have been built and operated in ventilated enclosures in an environment not far
,en'oved from that found in a typical factory. Excimer laser technology is progressing very rapidly and optics lifetimes of
g-ecter ta, 1 OF pulses have been demonstrated. Hence, excimer-pumped dye lasers appear to be ready for industrial
31D0 ca 0crs
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Fig. 8. Dye laser flow system.
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TIME-RESOLVED PHASE AND INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS

OF A PULSED DYE LASER USING AN INTEGRATED-OPTICS WAVEFRONT SENSOR*

B. G. Zollars, R. H. Rediker, J. L. Swedberg, J. M. Mahan, and R. E. Hatch

Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Lincoln Laboratory
P. 0. Box 73

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Abstract

An integrated-optics wavefront sensor has been used to measure the near-field phase and intensity
distribution of a flashlamp-pumped, pulsed dye laser. The sensor's temporal resolution allows ten 200-ns
snapshots of the wavefront to be taken during the laser's 2-ps, 4MW peak power pulse. The time-resolved
wavefront measurements show large-scale temporal fluctuations of the phase during a single pulse, which
explain the laser's previously measured poor beam quality.

At Lincoln Laboratory we are constructing a large, flashlamp-pumped, pulsed-dye laser system1 .
The system is made up of six independent laser beams, each operating at 10 pulses per second with an
energy output of approximately 8 J per pulse. The average power output of the system, when complete, will
be approximately 480 Watts, making it one of the largest flashlamp-pumped dye-laser systems in existence.
Recently, we have been conducting experiments with a single laser beam of the six, with the main goal of
characterizing the dye laser's energy and beam quality. This paper describes the results of some recent
measurements made on the dye laser using a novel integrated-optics wavefront sensor. The integrated-
optics sensor is unique in that it can make measurements of phase and intensity with 200-ns temporal
resolution. Thus, it is an ideal tool for investigating the time-resolved behavior of the wavefront of lasers
with pulse durations on the order of microseconds.

Figure 1 shows a photograph of the single laser and its associated diagnostic instrumentation
mounted on the vertical optical bench in our test bed at the Laboratory. The laser is made up of two
identical laser heads residing within the same unstable resonator. Dye solution flows longitudinally
through each laser head, and is pumped by a pair of close-coupled linear flashlamps, each of which
supports a 500-Joule electrical discharge. In the present experiments, most of the annular-shaped output
beam is directed into a calorimeter for energy measurement. A portion of the beam is steered to a
diagnostic area, where either the integrated-optics wavefront sensor or a far-field imaging camera is used
to measure the laser beam characteristics.

A standard technique for measuring the beam quality of a laser is to determine the distribution of the
laser's output energy in the far-field. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the arrangement we use to
accomplish this measurement 2 . A small fraction of the laser's 14-rm diameter output is taken to the far-
field by focusing it with a 2-m focal length lens. The resulting focal spot is imaged with a radiometrically
calibrated 64 x 64 CCD (charge-coupled device) camera. The CCD camera is interfaced to a MicroVAX
computer, allowing rapid read-out and analysis of the far-field image. Figure 3 shows the measured far-
field distribution from a single pulse of the dye laser. The output energy for this particular laser pulse was
7 J. The camera array subtends a full angle of about 35 VID; this measurement indicates that the beam is
about 15 times its diffraction limit.

The design goal for this laser calls for operation with better than 5 times diffraction-limited beam
quality. The laser clearly does not meet this goal. This less than satisfactory beam quality could result from
several different sources. Among the most plausible explanations for the large beam divergence are:

1) A static aberration in the resonator optics or dye cell windows.

2) Refractive index gradients in the dye medium resulting from vortices, cavitation, or shear heating due to
the very high liquid flow rates through the dye cell.

3) Refractive index gradients resulting from inhomogenous heating of the dye fluid during the laser pulse,
either from pump light or from absorption of the laser light itself.
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Figure 1. A single flashlamp-pumped, pulsed dye
laser mounted on a vertical optical bench at Lincoln
Laboratory. The CCD camera is used for measuring
the far-field energy distribution of the laser The
integrated-optics wavefront sensor is mounted on the
horizontal portion of the optical bench.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the arrangement
used to measure the laser's far-field energy
distribution.
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Note that for case 3, the aberration would tend to vary during the envelope of the laser pulse, whereas for
case 2, the aberration would be different for every individual laser pulse, but would be static for the duration
of the pulse. We can thus distinguish between the possible reasons for the poor beam quality.

Earlier attempts to measure static aberrations such as would be produced by cases 1 and 2 above
proved unsuccessful. These measurements involved shear interferometry of the dye laser output. It is
clear that any evolution of the laser wavefront during the pulse would destroy the contrast of the
interferogram, so we concluded that the degradation of the beam quality was due to dynamic refractive
index gradients in the dye solution during the laser pulse. This provided the motivation for using a
diagnostic instrument like the integrated optics wavefront sensor, which can resolve changes in the output
phase of the dye laser during a single pulse.

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the wavefront sensor3 . It consists of several optical waveguides
diffused into a one-dimensional array on a LiNbO3 substrate. The waveguides are arranged in an
alternating sequence of Mach-Zehnder interferometers (Y-junctions) and straight guides, with a total of 20
interferometers on the substrate. The local gradient of the input beam's wavefront is computed from the
ratio of each interferometer's output to the outputs of its neighboring straight waveguides via the
relationship,

1

~2 cos- (1)n P,.

where Pon is the power (or intensity) output from the n-th interferometer, Pn is the power output from the
n-th straight waveguide, and *n is the phase gradient of the incoming wavefront in the locale of the n-th
interferometer (along the direction of the array). The factors Bn take into account any losses in the Y-
juctions of the interferometers, and are determined from pre-experiment calibration measurements with a
planar wavefront.

To measure the intensity of the light exiting the waveguides, an array of CCD cells with on-chip
buffer storage is used, as shown in figure 5. A single row of imaging CCDs integrates the output of the
waveguides for times as short as 200 ns, after which the accumulated charge is shifted into the buffer
storage via a row of transfer cells, the imaging row is cleared, and integration begins again. There is
enough buffer storage in the array to make ten separate measurements. Typically, during experiments
with the dye laser, each integration time is of 200-nas duration, giving a total observation time of 2 tts. At the
end of the laser pulse, the ten measurements have been made, and the charge in each buffer storage cell is
sequentially digitized and transferred to a computer for analysis. The wavefront gradients are computed
from the waveguide intensities. The laser wavefront is obtained by integrating the calculated gradients.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the integrated-optics "__P1

wavefront sensor. An alternating sequence of --
straight optical waveguides and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers allows measurement of the __P2

wavefront phase gradients.
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The first series of wavefront sensor measurements were of aberrations induced solely by the flow of
the dye solution through the dye cell. The measurements were made by passing an expanded, diffraction-
limited argon-ion laser beam directly through a single dye cell and into the wavefront sensor. For these
measurements, as shown in figure 6, the resonator optics were removed and the sensor measured the
phase gradients along a 4-mm slice through the center of the 12-mm dye cell aperture. Figure 7 shows a
surface plot of the flow-induced wavefront aberrations. Ten separate measurements of the phase were
made, each with a 100-js integration time. Note that the magnitude of the aberration is small, and there
are no temporal fluctuations even on a millisecond time scale. Even though during operation the laser
beam would sample this static aberration more than once, it is not large enough to cause the poor beam
quality discussed earlier.

Figure 8 shows the experimental arrangement used for making the measurements of the time-
resolved dye laser wavefront. A fraction of the laser output is sent through optics which image its near-
field onto a mask which is of the same dimensions as the active input area of the interferometer array. The
mask is then imaged onto the waveguide inputs. The light exiting the array of interferometer and straight
waveguides is then imaged into the CCD array. The magnifications of the imaging optics are arranged so
that the sensor measures the wavefront in a radial slice through the annular dye laser output beam. The
results of ten 200-ns measurements during a single 2-gs long dye-laser pulse are shown in figure 9, and
the total intensity seen by the straight waveguides as a function of time is shown in figure 10. The observed
wavefront fluctuations are large in amplitude, and there is a great deal of temporal variation. One can see
that early in the pulse, the overall tilt of the laser output is in one direction, during the middle of the pulse
in the other direction, and then back in the original direction in the later part of the pulse. These large (on
the order of 1 wave of tilt) changes in phase during the laser pulse are certainly consistent with poor beam
quality.

With these time-resolved near-field phase and intensity measurements in hand, we wish to know
whether they are consistent with the measured far-field intensity distribution. To make the comparison,
we calculate the far-field energy distribution from the near-field phase and intensity provided by the
wavefront sensor. Since the sensor is only capable of measurements along a radial slice of the beam, we
must first assume that the intensity and phase fluctuations in the beam are cylindrically symmetric about
the laser axis. Using this assumption, we can take the ten measured near-field phase and intensity time
slices and convert each into an annular "near-field". By taking the Fourier transform of each time-slice,
and then adding the resultant calculated intensities together, we produce the calculated far-field energy
distribution. The results of this calculation appear in figure 11. One can see the good qualitative
agreement between this calculated far-field and the measured far-field energy distribution of figure 3.
These results confirm that to first order, the wavefront sensor measurements are consistent with a laser
that is about 15 times its diffraction limit.

360

Figure 7. Surface plot of the flow-induced 180
aberrations. Note that the aberration is static for
times greater than 1 msec, and is insufficient to < 0
cause the poor beam quality. (.
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The results of our measurements confirm that the poor beam quality of the dye laser is most probably
due to rapidly varying aberrations in the dye medium during the dye-laser pulse. These aberrations could
be due to inhomogeneities in the pumping light, or to self-heating by absorption of the laser light itself.
Beam quality improvements could therefore be expected by reducing the heat load on the dye solution,
minimizing solution absorption in areas away from the dye's pump absorption band, or converting "waste"
light of wavelengths shorter than the dye pump band into useful light by other dyes or spectral transfer
agents4 ,5 .

In summary, we have used a novel integrated optical wavefront sensor to measure the near-field
phase and intensity fluctuations during the 2-ps pulse of a flashlamp-pumped dye laser. The sensor has a
200-ns temporal resolution, making it the fastest known device of its kind. The temporal resolution of the
present device was limited only by the transfer speed of photoelectrons in the CCD. It is worth noting that
CCDs have recently been produ,-, ! with charge transfer times on the order of 1-ns 6 , making it possible to
measure the dynamics of laser wavefronts with unprecedented nanosecond resolution. There can be no
argument that such devices would help extract the physics inherent in the development and/or
improvement of short-pulse lasers.
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DIODE-LASER-PUMPED BLUE LIGHT SOURCES

W.P. Risk and W. Lenth
IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, 650 Harry Road, San Jose, California 95120-6099

Abstract

Miniature laser devices operating in the blue - green spectral region are interesting for a variety of applications including optical
data storage, color displays and underwater optical communications. Nonlinear optical techniques can be combined with GaAIAs
diode laser technology to yield compact sources of blue light. Most of the recent work on nonlinear laser designs has concentrated
on frequency doubling of diode-laser-pumped 1064-nm Nd:YAG lasers to produce green light at 532 nm. Here, we report on two
approaches for the generation of blue radiation using second-harmonic and sum-frequency generation of diode-laser- pumped Nd:
YAG lasers. We have developed a very efficient diode-laser-pumped Nd:YAG laser operating at 946nm on the 4F -. 1 ' transi-• . " .. "2 , 92 .

tion. Lsing KNbO 3 as the nonlinear crystal, approximately 3 mWV of output power at 473-nm was produce by niracavity
second-harmonic generation. Investigations of nonlinear processes in KTiOP0 4 (KTP) showed that sum-frequency mixing of
1064-nm and 809-nm radiation is non-critically phasematched at room temperature. Since the 809nm mixing wavelength coincides
with a strong absorption line of Nd:YAG, intracaity frequency mixing of a 1064-nm Nd:YAG laser and its 809-nm pump source
can be employed for efficient generation of 459-nm radiation. The exceptionally large temperature and angle tolerances of this
non-critically phasematched frequency-mixing process are advantageous for practical device applications. This intracavity sum-
frequency mixing scheme permits high-speed modulation of the blue output by direct modulation of the 809-nm pump source. Short
pulses of 5-ns duration were generated by direct modulation of the diode-laser injection current.

Introduction

The advent of high-power GaAIAs laser diodes has sparked interest in blue sources based on nonlinear frequency upconversion
of the near-infrared laser-diode light. Direct nonlinear upconversion of GaAIAs laser diodes is possible', but the poor spectral and
spatial mode properties of high-power laser diodes limits their suitability as sources for direct frequency upconversion. However,
GaAlAs diode lasers are excellent pump sources for solid-state lasers, and the narrow spectral bandwidth and TEM mode of
diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers are well-suited to frequency upconversion by second- harmonic generation or sum-requency
mixing. Two nonlinear mechanisms for frequency upconversion of diode-pumped solid-state lasers are discussed here. Both are
based on x( *) processes in non-centrosymmetric crystals. Intracavity frequency doubling of a diode-laser-pumped 946-nm Nd: YAG
laser produces blue light at 473 nm. Intracavity frequency mixing of the pump and laser fields of a diode-laser-pumped 1064-nm
Nd: YAG laser was used to produce 459-nm ligh.

intracavity Frequency Doubling of a 946-nm Diode-Laser-Pumped Nd: YAG Laser

Diode-laser-pumping of the 'F3/2 -+ 'II . Nd:YAG transition at 1064-nm has been studied extensively and combined with
intracavity frequency doubling to produce miniature green sources at 532 nm 2. Diode-laser-pumping of the 'F3  + I9,2 transition
at 946-nm is also of interest since frequency doubling of this wavelength would produce blue light at 473 nm. fIowever, the gain
cross-section of the 946-nm transition is roughly an order of magnitude lower than that for the 1064-nm transition, and the 946-nm
transition terminates at the 857 cm" Stark component of the ,19, ground-state manifold, producing a reabsorption loss. As a result,
diode-laser-pumped operation of a 946-nm laser is more difficuft than diode-laser-pumping of the 1064-nm laser. Despite these
problems, a 946-nm Nd: YAG laser can be efficiently pumped by high-power laser diodes'. Potassium niobate (KNbO3 ) can be used
for efficient frequency doubling of the 946-nm radiation. Non-critical phase-matching can be achieved if the KNbO. is heated to
- 1851C, and this approach was used by Dixon, et al.4, for frequency doubling of a 946-nm Nd: YAG laser pumped by a visible dye
laser. Here, we use angle-tuned, type I phase-matching to achieve efficient frequency doubling at room temperature.

Figure I shows the experimental configuration used for diode-laser pumping of the 946-nm Nd: YAG laser. A near-
hemispherical resonator was used. The flat front face of the Nd:YAG crystal served as the input mirror, which was coated for high
reflectivity (Z 99.9%) at 946nm and high transmission (-92%) at the 809-nm pump wavelength. The flat exit face of the Nd:YAG
crystal was antireflection-coated at 946nm. The I-mm length of the Nd:YAG crystal was chosen as a compromise between making
the crystal long to increase the pump absorption and making it short to reduce the reabsorption losss,6 . The curved (r = 5 cm) output
mirror had a transmission of 0.16% at 946 nm. In addition, the mirror had sufficient transmission at 1064-nm to suppress oscil-
lation of the 'F 32_l+41 transition. The laser was pumped with a broad-area GaAIAs laser diode (Sony SLD-303-V). An
ananorphic lens'system was used to collimate and focus the diode-laser output in the laser crystal. The focused pump beam was
nearly circular and had a waist (I/e2) of approximately 40# m in the laser crystal. Temperature tuning of the laser diode was used
to maximize the absorption (- 40 %) of the pump light. Taking into account the transmission of the input coating, 37% of the pump
light incident on the input mirror was absorbed in the I-mm long Nd: YAG crystal. For efficient frequency doubling the 3.7-mm
long KNbO 3 crystal was placed in close proximity to the Nd:YAG laser crystal near the cavity waist.
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Figure 2 shows the 946-nm output power as a function of the diode-laser pump power. Without the KNbO 3 crystal in the cavity
the lasing threshold was reached with 57.8 mW of incident pump power; the slope efficiency near threshold was 2.2%, and increased
to 3.6% well above threshold. The increase in slope efficiency with pump power is generally present in any optically-pumped
solid-state laser, but is more pronounced when the cavity loss is dominated by reabsorption losses which saturate at high laser
powersb When the 3.7-mm long KNbO crystal was inserted into the the cavity, the threshold increased to 85.6 mW and the slope
efficiency decreased to 0.62% due to the additional loss introduced by the nonlinear crystal.

The loss of the KNbO 3 crystal can be estimated by comparing the threshold and slope efficiency of the 946-nm laser with and
without the KNbO3 crystal in the cavity. The round-trip loss of the cavity alone was determined to be 0.25%; the additional loss
of the KNbO 3 crystal was 0.55%.'
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FIGURE 1: Experimental configuration for the diode- 0
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FIGURE 2: Output power at 946 nm versus diode-laser
pump power with and without the KNbO3 crystal present
in the cavity.
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functions of the 809-nm source by using two 809-nm sources: one that is used onl) to pump the Nd:YAG( laser and a second 809-nm
source that has the correct polarization to participate in the sum-frcquency mixing process (Figure 6). Figure 7 shows the 459-nm
output power produced using an infrared de laser, a narrow-stripe laser diode (Spectra Diode Labs SI)l,-1410-C), and a broad-area
high-power laser diode (Sony SI-302-V) as the second 809-nm source for intracasity frequency mixing as illustrated in Figure
6. The 809 -nim input power was limited to < 12 mW\, the maximum power available from the narrow-stripe ,aAIAs diode laser.
[he Nd:A AG laser was pumped with a 200-mWN coherent laser array (Sl)I 2420) and the 1064-nm power circulating inside the
resonator was - 6 NV (unpolarized). The relatisclv low power of the second 809-nm source (< 12 mW) made no significant con-
tribution to the pumping of the Nd:YAG laser. Consequently, the blue output power increased linearly with the 809-nm power of
the mising laser (scc F~igure 7). It is obvious from Figure 7 that the frcquency mixing efficiency obtained with the narrow stripe
diode laser is almost as% large (-80%0) as that obtained Aith the TEN100 infrared dye laser. The output of this diode laser, which
operated in a single longitudinal mode, was collimated with a 0.6 N.A. lens and circularized with a 3X anarnorphic prism pair. The
broad-area laser diode was collimated with a 0.6 N.A. lens and circularized by a telescope composed of two cylindrical lenses. The
blue power generated with this source is onlk -27%!, of that obtained with the dye laser.

I he decrcased eff-iciencv cident when diode lasers are used for mixing must be attributable to either the broader spectral
bandwidth of the diode lasers or to the poor spatial mode characteristics of the diode lasers. The spectral bandwidth of the mixing
process has been measured to be 3-3 nm (F\N I IM)" , so that there should be little loss in efficiency due to spectral considerations,
esen in the case of high-power laser diodes whose multimode outputs typically have spectral widths of 2-3nm. In order to analyze
the correlation between the spatial-mode quality of the mixing laser and the blue output power, the spot sizes of the focused 809-nm
beams were measured using a television camera. The focused die laser spot had a circular Gaussian intensity distribution with a
I 'C waist of - I pm. [he focused spot of the narrow-stripe diode laser was found to have an elliptical Gaussian distribution with
waists of - 28/um and - 21pm along the major and minor axes of the ellipse. The intensity distribution of the focused broad-area
(,aAlAs diode laser is somewhat irregular but can be approximated by an elliptical Gaussian profile with minor- and major-axes
waists of -47p mand - I20pm, respectisel.s. The beam waist of the '[EM 1064-nm intraca-ity radiation was calculated based
on the casity geometry to be - 35pm. With these %alues for the beam waist, the relative frequency-mixing efficiencies for the
narrow-stripe and the broad-area diode lasers are calculated to be 83,6 and 22%, respectively. The good agreement of these results
with the experimental observations suggests that the different conversion efficiencies obtained for the three 809-nm lasers can be
fully explained b the differences in the focused spot sizes. When the power of the broad-area diode laser was increased to 120mW,
S()OV of blue output was generated. In this case, the power of the 809-nm mixing laser was comparable to the pump power provided
b, the GaAl As laser array and, consequently, lead to a substantial increase of the 1064-nm power compared to pumping with the
diode-laser array alone. \ hen the power of the mixing laser contributes significantly to pumping of the Nd:YAG laser the 459-nm
output varies nonlinearlv with the 809-nm mixing power and, in the high-power limit, will have a quadratic dependence on input
power.

A number of straightforward improvements could be used to increase the blue output pow r over the present results. Polarizing
the 1004-nm laser field would yield a factor of 2 incrcase in tie blue output power. Increasing the power of the diode laser pumping
the Nd: YA(; laser from 200 m\V to I W would yield a factor of S improvement. Recently, 150 mW output power from a
narrow-stripe single-frequency GaAlAs diode laser was reported"4 , and the use of such a device for frequency mixing would permit
an increase in the blue output power h, more than an order of magnitude compared to the present case. Scaling of the experimental
results of Figure 7 to include these improvements predicts a 459-nm output power in the milliwatt range. An equivalent increase
in output power might also be achieved using a high-power broad-area diode laser with better focusing optics.

Ii(;UR 6: Experimental configuration used to separate
the pumping and mixing functions of the 809-nm source.
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Figure 3 shows the blue output power at 473 nm and the corresponding output power at 946 nm as a function of diode-laser pump
power. The KNbO 3 cr.stal was placed approximately 0.5mm away from the Nd: V ;AG crystal. Since the output mirror had a
transmission of only 50%. at 473 nm, the blue power incident on the output mirror was approximately twice as large. Blue radiation
is generated by the two counterpropagating components of the circulating 946-nm laser field. Approximately 281,19 of the blue power
generated by the fundamental field passing through the KNbO 3 crystal in the direction of the input mirror is reflected back towards
the output mirror. At 420 mW of diode-laser pump power, 3.1 mW of 473 nm radiation was emitted through the output mirror,
indicating that 6.2 mW were impinging onto the mirror. Approximately 4.4 mW of 473-nm radiation were generated by the one-way
passage of the 946-nm radiation through the cristal; an additional 1.8 mW of blue power were due to reflections from the input
mirror. l he 946-nm laser oscillated in a 'I*EMN,,) mode with and without the KNbO 3 cr.,stal present in the resonator. The blue
output mode had a uniform intensity distribution which appeared to be essentially gaussian.

Sum-Frequency Generation of 45 9-nm Radiation in KTiOPO

t'he nonlinear material K'i)PO. (WIT) permits Tope-l1-phascmatched frequency doubling of 1064nm radiation, and is fre-
quentl used in SIIG experiments with Nd:YAG lasers.11' 9 Recent reexaminations of nonlinear processes in KT' have shown that
sum-frequency mixing of 1064-nm and 809-nm radiation is non-critically phasematched at room temperature."' Additional studies
of sum-frequency mixing in Kit'P including calculations based on Sellmeier's equations have recently also been reported in Ref. I I
and 12. In the non-critical phasematching configuration the heams propagate down the crystallographic b-axis with the 1064-nm
light polarized parallel to the a-axis and the 809-nm light parallel to the c-axis. The generated sum-frequency radiation at 459nm
is polarized along the a-axis. As shown in Figure 4, the wavelength that results in otimallv pha-sematched frequency mixing with
1064-nm light coincides with the well-known 809-nm absorption peak of the "ll. F F 5 , pump transition of Nd:YA(G. I' This coin-
cidence can be utilized for the construction of a compact blue laser device bases on frequency mixing of a Nd:Y'A(; laser and its
809 -rim pump source. The 3.3-nm (I'VIIM) phasematching bandwidth permits efficient sum-frequency mixing even with GaAIAs
diode lasers that operate in seseral longitudinal modes. )etailed studies of this frequency-mixing process showed that
phasematching occurs over an unusually wide temperature range of -50C to 300'o c." The acceptance angles for rotation of the
incident beams about the cr.stallographic c and a axes are 18' and 8' (FV|IL), respectively. The wide temperature and angle
tolerances of this nonlinear optical process are very advantageous for practical device applications.

I j H I

I 851'

FIGURE 5: Experimental set-up for intracaity mixing of
1064 nm Nd:(AG laser radiation with 8(9nm pump radi-
ation.

FIGLRE 4: Blue output power (solid line) produced by

mixing radiation in the 800-820 nm waelength range with
1064nm radiation in KI'i; absorption (dashed line) of
Nd:VAG in same waselength range.

Figure 5 shows the experimental confiugration used for efficient generation of 459-nm light. A KTP crystal is placed inside the
casity to mix the high-intensity 1064-nm intracavity laser field with the 809-nm pump field. In initial experiments using an infrared
dve laser as the pump source in Figure 5, - I mW of blue output power at 459-nm was produced using 275 mW of 809-nm pump
power. 13 Higher peak powers were obtained by gain-switching the Nd:YA(; laser, and rapid modulation of the 45 9 -nm light due
to modulation of the 809-nm pump beam was demonstrated1 3. I lowever, for a practical device, pumping with diode lasers is desir-
able. The M09-nm light performs two functions: pumping the Nd:YA(G laser and mixing with the 1064-nm radiation. In order to
investigate the use of diode lasers as sources of the 809-nm mixing radiation, it is desirable to separate the pumping and mixing
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It is a particular advantage of intracavity sum-frequency generation that the blue output can be rapidly modulated by direct
modulation of the 809-nm input without the speed limitations that exist for intracavity SI IG due to the slow response times of the
1064-nm intracavity laser field. Even in the case of a single 809-nm pump laser, the 459-nm output follows fast modulation of the
pump source while the time response of the 1064-nm radiation is limited by the cavity dynamics of the Nd:YAG laser.3 Figure 8
shows a blue output pulse generated by direct modulation of the injection current of the 809-nm mixing laser using the two-laser
pump configuration shown in Figure 6. The width (5 5 ns) of the pulse shown in Figure 7 was limited only by the drive electronics
and much faster modulation can be achieved.

Blue Output
o Dye LasPulses @ 459 nm

0 Dye Laser

j12 -A Single-Mode Laser Diode O M
N Broad Area Laser Diode

0~C

0 ~~iing Laser Powe : asa0u7tono

Mixing Laser
FIGURE 7: Blue ouptpower at 49nasafctoorPulses ( 809 n m
809nm mixing power provided by a dye laser, a single-
mode laser diode and a broad area laser diode.

FIGURE 8: Generation of a short blue pulse by direct
modulation ofthe laser diode (5 nsfdiv).

Conclusion

Nonlinear optical processes such as second-harmonic generation and sum-frequency mixing can be used for frequency upcon-
version of the infrared radiation produced by diode-pumped solid-state lasers. The use of diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers
permits the nonlinear process to be carried out inside the laser cavity where the intracavity intensity is high, leading to efficient
upconversion. Furthermore, the poor spectral and spatial mode properties of the high-power diode laser are converted to the narrow
spectrum and TENI0 mode of the solid-state laser. Miniature blue sources based on these techniques have been demonstrated with
output powers of a ?1w milliwatts, and scaling predicts the feasibility of powers of tens of milliwatts. Other features desirable for
certain applications, such as rapid modulation, have been demonstrated.
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NARROW-BAND, SOLID STATE, Ti:SAPPHIRE SOURCE OF 455 nm

D.D. Lowenthal, C.H. Muller, III,
J.J. Ewing, K. Kangas

Spectra Technology, Inc.
2755 Northup Way

Bellevue, Washington 98004-1495

Abstract

We have produced -2.5 mW of narrow-band 455 nm radiation using a single longitudinal mode
pulsed Ti:Sapphire oscillator operating at 911 nm followed by efficient frequency doubling.
A Cs filter was used to demonstrate the narrow-band operation and frequency tuning
capabilities.

Introduction

In this paper we report the first demonstration of narrow-band (-500 MHz) blue (455 nm)
radiation using recently developed I single longitudinal mode (SLM) pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser
technology. This narrow-band blue laser source generated 0.25 mJ/pulse at a 10 Hz
repetition rate. Much higher energies will be possible by using this source to injection
seed a power oscillator or as the master oscillator in a power amplifier chain.

Figure 1 illustrates two possible techniques for generating narrow-band blue radiation
with Ti:Sapphire. In the first, a Ti:Sapphire (SLM), oscillator drives a power oscillator
or amplifier at 911 nm. This beam is then frequency doubled to 455 nm. In the second case,

OPIN1Ti:SAPPHIRE Ti:SAPPHIRE 911" n \ DOUBLER 455 nm
OPTION 911 nm AMPLIFIER

OSCILLATOR

L- DOUBLER Nd:YAGIGLASS

Ti: APPHIRE Ti:SAPPHIRE 795 MIXER

OPTION 2 7 nm AMLIIE

OSCILLATOR I

DOUBLER Nd:YAG/GLASS

8817019

Figure 1. Two possible techniques for generating narrow-band blue
radiation with Ti:Sapphire.
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a SLM Ti:Sapphire oscillator drives a power oscillator or amplifier at 795 nm which is then
frequency mixed with 1064 nm light to 455 nm. In this figure the pump laser is shown as a
doubled Nd:YAG system; however, the Ti:Sapphire can be pumped directly using flashlamps and
a fluorescent converter which would result in a very compact, simple, laser device.

Consider the frequency doubling case (Option 1). The ratio Eout (455)/EPUMP (1064) can be
written as

Eout(455)

E PUMP(1064) - "2w(l1) 'TiS 72w(O64) (1)

where q2w (911) is the frequency doubling efficiency for 911 nm 4 455 m, 1 (1064) is the
frequency doubling efficiency for 1064 nm 4 532 rm; and nTiS is the intrinsic efficiency of
Ti:Sapphire. For the frequency mixing case (Option 2) the expression is slightly more
complicated because the unconverted 1064 nm light is available for mixing with 795 nm.
Assuming the laser energy at 795 rim and 1064 nm is chosen to match the number of photons

E (1084) 1.34 (2)

the efficiency ratio Eout (455)/Ep (1064) becomes:

Eout (455 )
+Epump(1064)  '72w (1064) rTiS nmix ( - ] (3)

if

7 + nTiS

otherwise

Eou t (455) ______ (5)
Epump (1064) - nTiS nmix + 'TiS

The two regimes of this second case resul. because as n2w (1064) increases one reaches a
point where there is not er..-)ugh 1064 nm radiation left over to mix equal photon numbers with
the 795 nm beam.

Figure 2 presents these efficiency calculations in graphical form. Here, the ratio of
output energy at 455 um to the 1064 nm pump energy versus the frequency doubling efficiency
is plotted. Several assumptions were made in order to develop these plots. First, the
Ti:Sapphire intrinsic efficiency was chosen in the range 0.3 to 0.5. This accounts for the
spread in the plots for each case. The left hand plot is constructed for a case where the
frequency mixing efficiency is equal to the frequency doubling efficiency, i.e., n (1064)

S'72w (911) = mix He.e, the frequency mixing approach is almost always more efficient
than the frequency doubling case. The knee in the plot occurs when Eq. (4) becomes an
equality,

7 (6)
N2w - 7 + N'TiS

In the second plot, the frequency mixing efficiency is held at 0.5 while the frequency
doubling efficiency is varied; here, the frequency doubling case (Option 1) becomes more
efficient when n2w is sufficiently high. In most practical cases r2w S 60% and this implies
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Figure 2. The frequency mixing approach (Option 2) can be more efficient than the frequency
doubling approach (Option 1) but has higher complexity.

that the mixing approach will always be more efficient. However, this approach is also more
complex because both the 1065 unm and 795 nm beams must be narrow-band, have good beam
quality, and be properly aligned. As a result, for our first experiments we have chosen to
study the frequency doubling approach (Option 1) using Ti:Sapphire.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Figure 3 is a schematic of the experimental arrangement. The SLM, pulsed, Ti:Sapphire
grazing incidence oscillator provides the narrow-band tunable source. The Ti:Sapphire is a
Brewster end cut piyce about 1 cm in length and 6 mm in diameter. Its absorption length, at
532 nm, is -2.5 cm . The 532 nm pump beam was supplied by a Spectra Physics DCR-11 Nd:YAG
laser deliveri- -70 mJ/pulse in 5-10 ns at 10 Hz. The pump beam diameter in the
Ti:Sapphire is about 0.1 cm giving a pump fluence of -5-10 J/cm2 . Under these conditions,
and with an 1800 line/mm grating, the oscillator provided -1.0 mJ/pulse in 2-3 ns at 11 nm.
The bandwidth was less than 1 GHz as determined with an etalon (10 GHz free spectral range).
A photograph of this oscillator is presented in Figure 4.

The 2D intensity profile from this oscillator was measured using a frame grabber and TV
camera. The result is shown in Figure 5, and indicates a smooth, Gaussian-like, profile.
Further evidence for an output beam with a high quality phase front comes from the frequency
doubling measurements that resulted in 25-30% frequency doubling efficiency in a KD*P
crystal. Higher frequency doubling efficiencies could have been obtained with a higher
energy per pulse beam; this is because less severe focusing would be used to achieve the
required peak power densities.
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(SLM) pulsed Ti:Sapphire
oscillator operating at
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medium is seen near the
photograph center, the
grating is immediately to
the left, and the tuning
mirror directly behind
the Ti:Sapphire rod.

Figure 5. Near field 2D intensity

0 profile of 911 nm beam
z from the single-
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Ti:Sapphire oscillator.
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After doubling to 455 nm the blue beam was directed through a Cs cell which was heated to
~lO0OC to provide sufficient Cs atom density. When the oscillator is tuned to the Cs
resonance a blue fluorescence track is observed through the cell as shown in Figure 6. An
attempt was made to tune through the double absorption peaks (455.6608 nm and 455.6546 nm)
of Cs by scanning the frequency of the oscillator and recording the NIR fluorescence signal.
In our current oscillator configuration the output does not remain in a SLM condition while
the output is tuned (the output mode-hops) go that a smooth scan through the Cs double
absorption bands was1 not possible. Littman has shown that this type of oscillator will
tune over 10-100 cm , without mode hops, if the tuning mirror rotation point is chosen
correctly. In ongoing work, the oscillator will be reconfigured in the Littman geometry and
smooth spectral scans will be possible.

Figure 6. Blue fluorescence track
observed in Cs cell with
Ti:Sapphire blue source
tuned to 455 nm. Bright
spots at end of track are
caused by scattering from
the Cs cell walls.

SUMMARY

In summary, we have generated narrow-band (<1 GHZ) blue (455 nm) laser radiation by
doubling the output of a SLM, Ti:Sapphire, oscillator. This source of coherent blue laser
radiation will become increasingly important and attractive as flashlamp pumped Ti:Sapphire
and diode pumped Ti:Sapphire (through doubled Nd:YAG) technologies mature. This work was
supported by Spectra Technology, Inc. IR&D funds.
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Single-Longitudinal-Mode, Tunable, Pulsed, Ti:Sapphire Laser Oscillator
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Abstract

A 2.0 mJ per pulse, single-longitudinal-mode (SLM), Ti:Sapphire oscillator has been
demonstrated using a grazing incidence grating cavity similar to a Littman/Shoshan
arrangement. Experimental results, and modeling of the SLM behavior are presented.

Introduction

A single-longitudinal-mode SLM), tunable, pulsed, Ti:Sapphire oscillator delivering up to
2.0 mJ has been demonstrated. The oscillator cavity configuration is similar to that of
Littman and Shoshan2 with the dye cell replaced with a Brewster end cut solid state
Ti:Sapphire rod measuring 6mm x 1.5 cm. Narrow band cw Ti:Sapphire oscillators have been
demonstrated, 3 but to our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of pulsed, SLM,
Ti:Sapphire operation. The oscillator's significance is its very compact geometry (cavity
length !6 cm), wide tunability, and simplicity (only four optical components including the
active medium) ; plus, the oscillator provides two to three orders of magnitude more energy
per pulse than a conventional Littman oscillator with a dye medium. This higher energy is
due to the much higher saturation fluence level in Ti:Sapphire as compared to dyes.

Mode control is established with a 5 cm grating used at grazing incidence; the zero order
reflection is used as the output while the 1st order reflection is fed back to provide
oscillator action. The basic configuration is presented in Figure 1. In the work reported
here, an 1800 line/mm grating was used and is oriented with a grazing angle a of a few
degrees. The Ti:Sapphire was purchased from Union Carbide and has a pump absorption at 532
nm of 2.4 cm and a figure of merit of 100. This corresponds to an absorption loss of
-0.024 cm- 1. Both the back cavity mirror and tuning mirrors are dielectric coated optics
for maximum reflection in the NIR around 800 nm.

Tuning the oscillator over the Ti:Sapphire bandwidth is achieved by simply tilting the
tuning mirror. Tuning has been obtained from 746-918 nm with currently available optics.
The angular tilt needed to tune over a given 6andwidth is obtained from the grating equation

cosa + sin8m = mX/d (1)

where a is the grazing angle, 8 is the mth order reflection from the grating normal, X the
wavelength, d the grating period, and m the grating order. Tuning over the Ti:Sapphire
bandwidth from 700-900 nm requires a total mirror rotation of 15 degrees. In these
experiments the oscillator geometry has been configured to give synchronous tuning without
mode-hop. 4 By choosing the correct pivot point for the tuning mirror, exact tracking of the
cavity length and wavelength should be possible; continuous SLM operation over a limited
bandwidth (5100 cm-)has been achieved.
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Experimental Results

A Q-switched Spectra Physics DCR-11 is frequency doubled and used directly to pump the
Ti:Sapphire, the pump pulse is -5 ns in length. A 0.4 cm diameter 532 nm beam was focused
using a 30 cm focal length lens; the pump beam focus occurs the grating and then is
allowed to expand slowly as it is absorbed in the Ti:Sapphir. rhis geometry was chosen to
minimize the possibility of damage in the Ti:Sapphire crystal. For both types of pumping
geometries the pump beam diameter in the Ti:Sapphire was -1.0 mm giving a peak pump fluence
of up to -10 J/cm2 with 70 mJ of pump energy.

When lasing occurs the oscillator provides a near Gaussian spatial profile and this was
verified with a CID camera and frame grabber. Single longitudinal mode operation was
verified by frequency doubling the Ti:Sapphire oscillator output and monitoring the presence
of mode beating by recording the temporal output shape using a Tektronic 7401 oscilloscope
and a Hamamatsu R1193U-02 SbCs biplanar photodiode. As a further diagnostic, the ring
patterns from a 10 GHz Etalon with a finesse of 25 were analyzed and recorded with a
commercial television camera/VCR combination.

Figure 2 presents the SLM output energy characteristics as a function of wavelength. In
Figure 2a the multimode output energy is plotted versus wavelength for a 532 nm pump energy
of 69 mJ. The pump beam diameter was -1 mm resulting in a pump fluence of -8 J/cm (limited
below this value by damage). Also, the threshold pump energy is shown versus wavelength.
Note, under these pumping conditions the peak output energy per pulse is -9 mJ at 800 nm and
-3 mJ at 900 nm. Larger output energies are possible with higher pump energies and larger
pump beam diameters; however, the number of longitudinal modes will also increase. In
Figure 2b the SLM output energy is plotted versus wavelength. Also included is a plot of
the upper limit on pump energy that must not be exceeded if SLM operation is to be
maintained. When SLM --neitionR Rre achieved both the output energy and ratic of gain to
threshold gain remain constant over the tunable bandwidth. This property is easily
understood in terms of the SLM startup properties of the grazing incidence oscillator and
will be described in the following section.

SLM Ti:Samphire Oscillator Modelling

For this laser oscillator configuration (regardless of the gain media) single longitudinal
mode operation is limited to a narrow range of conditions. These conditions can be
predicted using geometrical ray tracing and Gaussian beam propagation concepts. A summary
of that approach is presented here. Assume that the oscillator is tuned to a wavelength X
so that oscillation occurs along the ray path shown in Figure 3. For any other wavelength,
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X' = X + AX, oscillation follows a different path by virtue of the grating dispersion; this

different path leads to walk-off across the gain region (by an amount 6x) on each round trip
in the cavity. Consequently, rays at X' will move across the gain region and experience

lower total gain after N round trips as opposed to rays at X. The cavity output intensity

after N round trips is defined as I at X, and as I' at X'; both I and I' are initiated from
spontaneous emission, defined as Itt, and are amplified with each round trip. The ratio

(T/I) is a measure of the mode fide ity when AX is taken as the longitudinal mode spacing,
X /2(L 1 +L 2 )

.

Values of (I'/I) were predicted by assuming a spatial gain distribution of width 2x and

computing I' and I after each round trip in the cavity. When the intensity, I, reaches
output flux levels (50 MW/cm ) for the gain switched oscillator) the ratio (I'/I) is

evaluated. Values of (I'/1) 5 0.05 are taken as sufficient to assure essentially single
longitudinal mode operation. For a parabolic gain distribution, taken for convenience, the
output intensity ratio after N round trips is approximately:
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log II'tN(1-7) + -7 N(-1 log(R), (2)

where I' becomes I when 5x=O. Here, N is the number of cavity round trips, 7 the ratio of
gain to threshold gain, and R the output coupling reflectivity. It turns out that 6x is
different for each round trip and that the beam walks off both the gain region and the
grating. However, for 5-10 round trips an average value of 6x can be related to the cavity
length, grazing angle of incidence, wavelength and grating period for cases where the tuning
mirror and grating are approximately parallel.

2 0.23 L2/L ] ()xm)-a (deg) d(A) 1 + L 2/L1lJ

Here a is the grazing angle in degrees, d is the grating period in microns and L1 + L2 the
cavity length (see Figure 3). Clearly, 6x must be as large as possible to reduce the ratio
I'/I and to guarantee SLM operation. This requires that a and d are small, and the ratio of
lengths (L 2/L ) must be >1. In our current design L2/L1 = 6 with L1 = 1 cm. Note that L2
cannot be arbitrarily large due to diffraction effects.

Typical values (a=1.5', X = 0.8#) lead to 6x = 0.1-0.15 mm for gratings with 1200-1800
lines per mm, respectively. Figure 4 summarizes these results by plotting (I'/I) versus
(6x/x). Each curve is for a different gain, 7, and number of cavity round trips to reach
output intensities. The results are striking, and show a very limited range of gain and
(&x/x) over which single longitudinal mode operation is possible. Increasing the gain
requires large values of (6x/x) to maintain the same mode fidelity and lowering the gain
below twice threshold leads to unstable operation.

1

N= 12 7 5

Figure 4. Plot of calculated mode "Z 1 MODE FIDELITY

fidelity (I'/I) versus LIMIT
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DIFFRACTION
LIMIT-63
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Further, diffraction limits the maximum value of L2 and (6x/x). For example, we must
require that the diffraction induced angular ray errors after N cavity round trips, 0' be
less than the angular shifts, Aa, induced by the grating for adjacent longitudinal moles.
The diffraction induced angular errors can be estimated using the Gauseian beam propagation
equations. For a beam within its Rayleigh range one obtains:

'N = 2 (L1 + L2) X2N/i 2 x3 . (4)
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From the cavity geometrical ray tracing one can show

Aa = AX/ad = X2 /2ad(L + L2 ). (5)

setting PN Aa gives the upper limit on L2 as

x 3/2

(L 1 +L 2 ) 2 (daN)1/2 (6)

This result can be combined with Eq (3) to set an upper bound on (6x/x).

S2. X 2 A (deg) d )] [L 1 L 3
2  } 1 /3 (7)N1/3 4 " +L] 7

For our oscillator conditions (6x/x) must be less than -0.15 when L2 = 8 cm. For larger
values of L2 the limit is even lower. This occurs because x must be increased as the cavity
length grows in order to minimize diffraction spreading.

The combined effects of diffraction (forcing a larger beam size) and beam walkoff
(forcing a smaller beam size 6x/x .05 to insure SLM operation) restricts the beam
diameter, 2x, in the oscillator to ~ 1.0 mm with little flexibility for variation. This
beam size restriction coupled with the 1 J/cm 2 saturation fluence for Ti:Sapphire limit
the SLM scillator output to approximately 1-10 mJ. Other gain media (solids, dyes or
gases) will have different limits. Additionally, the damage fluence for Ti:Sapphire,
5-10 J/cm for laser pumping, sets a limit on the gain as shown in Figure 4.

It is important to note that other gain media, such as Alexandrite and Nd:xxx, may also
be used in this oscillator configuration. However, gain-length products 2 must be
achievable in order to sustain oscillation with the high output coupling of the grazing
incidence grating. Also, other pumping geometries are possible - for example, the
oscillator also operates well with the pump beam incident through the back mirror.

In summary, a 2.0 mJ/pulse, SLM, Ti :Sapphire laser oscillator has been demonstrated and
tuned from 746 nm to 918 nm. Its mode selection properties have been modeled, and limits
set on its useful range of operation. Its advantages over dyes are many; including: high
output energy per pulse, simplicity - no need to mix or change dye solutions and very wide
tunability.

We wish to acknowledge many useful conversations with Dr. T. D. Raymond during the course
of this effort. This work was supported by IR&D funds at Spectra Technology, Inc.
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Abstract

Two rows of surface-emitting (ten-element each), linear arrays were coherently locked to an external master oscillator. The
free running array is spectrally coherent, and it is phase coherent under injection locking from an external master oscillator. A
subset of the injection locked 2-D array is tuneable over a >60 angstroms spectral range. The monolithic array is robust, and
maintains coherent lock, even when individual unit cells are turned off. Far-field fringe visibilities in excess of 60% were
realized.

* Work sponsored by USAF

Summary

Injection locking of discrete edge emitting semico r ictor diode las'sf o an exte-nal master ospclator (MO) has been
successfully demonstrated for single stripe devices, linear arrays " -' and broad area lasers . In this paper we report the
coherent operation of an injection-locked two-dimensional (2-D) monolithic array of coupled resonators.

The coupled resonator concept fe4.ures monolithic linear arrays (10 elements each), vertical and 45 degree outcoupling
micromirrors for vertical emission , and interconnecting optical waveguides. Coherence across the device at a single
wavelength is achieved by external injection locking.

Figure 1 shows q top view of the architecture, which consists of 10 surface emitting unit cells (each one comprising a ten
element linear array), and one "driver" unit which couples the two rows of devices. The dimensions are illustrated in the lower
insert.

45 OUTCOUPLI6G MIRROAS WAVEGUIDE

650

WLAVED 300,. It CUAM_______

HR ,R

Figure 1- Top View of TRW Monolithic Surface Emitting Array Architecture

Each unit cell has 10 stripes, 300 microns long, with a threshold current of < 12mA per stripe. Evanescent coupling is used to
couple the array elements in the lateral direction, as well as to provide coupling between the array and the interconnecting
waveguides. 350 micron long waveguide sections couple the unit cells in the longitudinal direction.

A schematic diagram showing the transverse and lateral unit cell dimensions, and the device geometry (growth layers) are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2- Transverse and Lateral Device Geometry

Iiacih unit cell hac 10 stripes, 3 urn wide and 300 IM long. Tihe device transverse structure is a double quantum well-separate
co()initlcnt heetrostructure (l)OW-SCH) grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).
The ie9 cavity mirrors of the unit cells are coated with a 3% low reflectivity (LR) facet, and a 90% high reflectivity (HR)
coating. Ibis chice provides an enhanced injection locking bandwidth (relative to uncoated mirrors) and single-ended
Cmislonl, without a substantial efficiency penalty in operation. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the unit cell crossection.

t;J

SUBOSTRATE

I igure 3- Unit Cell Crossection

'he ten element array has 3 micron wide stripes, with a 4.5 micron center-to-center separation between the stripes. The
coupling waveguide is etched to 0.25 microns from the active region to provide strong mode confinement.

The waveguide distribution network provides signal amplification to couple the unit cells coherently and efficiently. External
injection locking forces strong phase coherence across the array, results in tuning over a significant wavelength band ( > 60 A),
and enhances tie stability of the array.

The design is amenable to relativevy simple aperture filling through the use of external optics. The planar wafer geometry
provides efficient diode operation and output coupling, and simple heat removal through a back-plane submount. Finally, thisarray architecture is robust (light continues to propagate through degraded unit cells)

Device uniformnitv is achieved by using reproducibly uniform material growth, and fabrication techniques which are compatible
with the monolithic integration on the wafer. We have developed MOCVD material growth techniques which result in very
1'niform material, as well as dry-etching technologies (reactive ion-etching and ion-milling), used for defining waveguide
structures, and 45 degree outcoupling micromirrors and vertical laser facets with an optical quality comparable to that of
cleaved devices.
Figure 4 shows a close-up view of the TRW packaged 2-D array, showing gold wire bonds to the unit cells, the driver which
couples the two rows of unit cells, and the interconnecting waveguides. All the unit cells are turned-o,, and operational, and
light comes out through the 45 degree mirrors, perpendicular to the page.
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Figure 4- Close-Up View of 2-D Array in Operation (All Unit Cells Are Turned-On)

Figure 5 shows the characteristics of a typical unit cell device (10 element surface emitting array).
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Figure 5 Unit Cell Caracteristics
a- P-I Curve
b- Free-Running Array Far-Field Profile
r- Spectrum

The P-I curve for an uncoated device shows that the device compares well with a cleaved device, both in threshold andefficiency. At 1.2 times threshold, the quantum well lasers have predominantly single mode spectra, and far-fields that areabout twice the diffraction limit for typical devices.Because of the nature of the coupling used in the device, (i.e. lack of isolation between unit cells), it behaves like a self-lockedcoupled oscillator. An external master oscillator (M.O.) is used to force it to lock at the M.O. wavelength, and also to providescoherence between rows of unit cells. Other advantages of injection locking include wide band tunability (> 50 angstroms),and added stability (this ties in to the M.O. stability).

In order to enhance the injection locking process (achieve wider locking bandwidth), ')ne can lower the resonator Q, orincrease the amount of injected power. A lower Q was achieved here by decreasing the facet reflectivity product to 0.027 froman uncoated value of 0.09. The injected power required to lock this array was of the order of 2 mW, resulting in injected ratios
as large as 100:1.Only Ix6 results were cleared for presentation at this time. The 1x6 array represents one row of unit cells and consists of thedriver and five unit cell arrays. The experimental set-up for demonstrating coherent operation under injection lockedconditions is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Experimental Arrangement for Injection Locking

lx6 arrays were injection locked from an external master oscillator (M.O.) under pulsed operation. The M.O. was a
commercial dye laser. An isolator and half-wave plate were used to minimize reflections back into the M.O.. A Braggmodulator was used to synchronize the dye laser and slave laser pulses. The spectral output was monitored with the
monochromator, while far-fields were measured directly with a CCD camera.

The lx6 array exhibits spectral coherence under both free-running, and injection locked conditions, as illustrated by the free-
running and injection locked array spectra of Figure 7.
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Figure 7 a- Free-Running Spectrum of lx6 Surface Emitting Array
b- Injection Locked Spectrum of lx6 Surface Emitting Array

The injection locked lx6 array can be tuned over a greater than 60A spectral range, while maintaining phase lock. The high
transparency of the quantum well material results in system robustness. Light continues to propagate through turned-off unit
cells, and coherent lock is maintained under both free-running and injection locked conditions.

Fringe visibilities in excess of 60% have been achieved for single rows of unit cells, as illustrated in Figure 8. The fringe width
is approximatley 1.6x the theoretical value predicted for a coherent array of light sources. Coherent output powers greater
than 100 mW were obtained at this visibility level.
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Figure 8- Far-Field Interference Pattern for a lx6 Row of Unit Cells

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a coherent, monolithic, robust, two-dimensional array of diode lasers. The free running
array is spectrally coherent, and it is phase coherent under injection locking from an external master oscillator. An injection
locked subset of the full 2-D array is tunable over a > 60 A spectral range. Far-field fringe visibilities in excess of 60% were
achieved.
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Abstract

An integrated optics technology based on AlGaAs semiconductor material has been used to
fabricate monolithic 10-emitter coherent-amplifier arrays. These arrays have
demonstrated power outputs of 300 mW CW with only 2 mW injected power and greater than
0.8 coherence between any two amplifiers.

Introduction

An active waveguide medium is an essential feature for successful stacking of a
two-dimensional array of laser diodes. Such an array can combine the highly divergent
beams of many laser diodes into one narrow beam. The primary design challenge in a
master oscillator power amplifier systems is the distribution of the signal to the power
amplifiers. This design problem was solved by integrating a one-to-ten power
distribution network with 10 power amplifiers on a 1.1 x 0.5 cm AlGaAs chip. This linear
array is called a Unit Cell because it is the building block for a 100-emitter
two-dimensional array of 10 such cells.

The high power capability of a one or two-dimensional array will be useful in laser
communication systems, optical scanning systems, and laser radar systems. In addition,
the integrated optics techniques used in the Unit Cell design represent a generic
technology which would be useful in high-speed optical interconnects, high-speed optical
computers, and multiplexers for optical switching networks.

Unit Cell Design

The Unit Cell is a one-to-ten distribution network and 10 power amplifiers integrated
onto a single chip. The monolithic design is shown schematically in Figure 1 with the
relative pcsition and design of each component illustrated. The master oscillator signal
(1-20 mW) is injected into the Unit Cell by an optical fiber at the input port. The
signal propagates along the waveguide to the distribution network where it is amplified
and divided into 10 signals of equal power. The 10 turning mirrors deflect the signals
by 900 into the 10 phase modulators. Immediately following the phase modulators are
the amplifiers, which boost the power level to 30 mW per amplifier.

OPTICAL POWER LATERAL BEAM

AMPLIFIERS SPREADING GUIDES

-t14 -11 MM,\ \'t U'
0U 0 U Ui 4J U

4 mm

'INJECTED PHASE 450 TURNING Y-BRANCH
SIGNAL PORT MODULATOR MIRRORS

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Unit Cell illustrates each of the components
used to make the ten-amplifier linep.' array.
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Waveguides using gain to overcome any losses are referred to as "active" integrated
optics. An example is the Unit Cell distribution network, where the power in the
waveguide is divided n times, with n branching waveguides, but the nth branch has the
same power level as the first branch. This is accomplished by adding enough gain at each
branch to compensate for the power split off at each prior branch in the distribution
network along with any modal losses. The moaal losses are power losses due to scattering
or absorption in the material. This ability to add gain into an optical circuit, at the
designer's discretion, creates new design capabilities that are not feasible with passive
waveguides. We demonstrated this ability in the design of our Unit Cell.

The Unit Cell is a large-scale amplifier chain integrated on an AlGaAs wafer, with the
gain supplied by a Graded Index Separate Confinement Heterostructure Single Quantum Well
(GRIN-SCH-SQW) epitaxial structure. This material is suitable because it has very low
passive modal losses (10-20 cm-1 ) compared to Double Heterostructure material
(120 cm-l). We first observed this characteristic during tests on very long lasers
(,i mm) where the thresholid of the device was observed to change only slightly as a
function of laser lczngth. These experiments indicated that the modal losses were
10-20 cm -1 .

The waveguides used in the Unit Cell are forward-biased to overcome the modal losses of
the material and any power losses due to the integrated components (e.g., scattering and
transmission losses at the turning mirrors). The input branch becomes lossless at a
current density between 150 and 300 A/cm2 , depending on the quality of the material.
The distribution network, which has a periodic loss of 40% per power splitter (Y-Branch),
must operate at a current density between 500 and 1000 A/cmF to achieve the same power
levels at the first and tenth branches. The phase modulators operate at the same current
density as an input branch, and the power amplifiers operate at a current density between
I~i~ind 2000 A/cm 2 .

The waveguides used to build the Unit Cell are formed by a 5-micron-wide rib
structure. The optical mode is confined laterally by the increased index in the
GRIN-SCH-SQW layers below the rib. The magnitude of this perturbation is controlled by
the depth of the etch that defines the rib. According to our initial calculations, a
5-micron-wide rib supports a single mode when the area outside of the rib is etched to
within 0.5 micron of the quantum well. This produces a weak waveguide that is limited to
straight runs or very large radius bends. The need for compact designs leads to the
development of the integral turning mirrors shown in Figure 1.

The total internal reflection (TIR) mirror used in this design is formed by a Reactive
Ion Beam Etching (RIBE) technique. The mirror is formed by etching through all of the
epi-layers and relying on the index step between the AlGaAs guiding layers and air to
reflect the laser mode. Figure 2 includes a picture of a typical mirror on a Unit Cell.
The mirror is at the edge of the dark region (which is the deep etch) in the photograph.

BEAM EXPANDER Y -BRANCH

, I _ _ _

TURNI 3 MIRROR RIB

Figure 2. SEM photographs of the various components of the Unit Cell. The center

photograph which is a top view, shows the Unit Cell on the left and the flexible

electrical circuit on the right.
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The phase modulators are sections of rib amplifiers that have been electrically
isolated by a metal break from both the power amplifiers and the distribution network.
The metal break, which is simply a gap in the metallization, provides a sufficiently high
resistance to enable the forward bias on the phase modulators to be controlled
independently of the other components on the chip. The phases of the optical modes are
changed by the local heating of the guiding layers induced by the forward current. As
the junction heats up, the refractive index increases, producing a longer optical path
length and, consequently, a phase retardation at the output. Since this is a thermal
effect, the bandwidth of the modulator is estimated to be only 500 kHz.

The final design for the Unit Cell was dictated by the constraints imposed on it by the
two-dimensional array design (Figure 3). In particular, it was necessary to design the
Unit Cell with all electrical and optical interfaces on one side of the cell. This
configuration enabled the stacking of the Unit Cells into an array with minimal
interference from the electrical and optical connections. As can be seen in Figures 1
and 2, the flexible electrical circuit and the optical fibers have easy access to one end
of the Unit Cell.

100 EMITTER INJECTION LOCKED CONCEPT

MASTER
OSCILLATOR

OPTICAL ISOLATOR

COLLIMATING
OPTICS ALIGNMENT LENS

,10 BRANCH ACTIVE WAVEGUIDE
/ DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

(UNIT CELL)
,UNIT CELL
1:10 DISTRIBUTION NEVOHK
10 PHASE MODULATOR. AMPLIFIERS

HEAT SINK'COE

FAST LENIS ARRAY

SLOW LENS ARRAY

BEAM TILT CORRECTOR PLATE
(WEDGE ARRAY)

Figure 3. Ten Unit Cells are stacked to form the 100-emitter two-dimensional array.

An eleventh cells serves as an active distribution network for the master oscillator.

Two-Dimensional Array Desigqn

The 100-emitter, two-dimensional array design shown in Figure 3 is a stack of 10 Unit
Cells injection locked by a single master oscillator. The master oscillator is
free-space coupled to a Unit Cell through an optical isolator, which functions as the
power splitter/amplifier. The use of an active splitter as a distribution network
enables a relatively low-power master oscillator (10-30 mW) to injection lock the array.

The optical isolator is important to prevent optical feedback from disrupting the
stability of the master oscillator. For example, any reflections or backward emissions
from the input port could provide sufficient signal to disrupt the stability of the
master oscillator. We are still experimenting with the amount of isolation required but
at present we are using a Faraday rotator that is capable of attenuating a backward
propagating signal by 30 dB. As a precaution against feedback and to ensure high optical
transmission through each optical element of the system, all optical interfaces are
coated with a high quality antireflection coating (R < 0.0025).
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The distribution cell's 10 amplifier outputs are coupled to 10 optical fibers which
transmit the injection locking signals to each of the Unit Cells in the array. These
single-mode polarization-preserving optical fibers are butt coupled at each end with a
9-15% coupling efficiency for the signal. This should provide an injection locking
signal of 1 to 4 mW at each Unit Cell in the array. Experiments have shown that this
power level is sufficient to injection lock the Unit Cells (Figure 4).

MO POWER =3 mW
OUT OF FIBER

Figure 4. Injection-locking spectrum of a Unit Cell. The narrow peak is the amplified
master oscillator signal and the broad spectrum is spontaneous emission. The vertical
scale is 5 dB/div; the horizontal scale is 10 nm/div.

The array, when stacked, has a horizontal emitter spacing of 1.0 mm and a vertical
spacing of 1.5 mm. Arrays of crossed cylindrical lenses, as shown in Figure 3, collimate
the diverging beams. In the fast axis the lenses are approximately f/l; in the slow axis
they are approximately f/5. Each lens produces a Strehl ratio of 0.9 at the best focus.

The mechanical components necessary in a stacked design make it difficult to align all
100 emitters to an absolute position. Consequently, the combination of tight alignment
tolerances on the optics, realistic mechanical positioning errors for each emitter, and
the use of crossed cylinder lenses for collimation, results in a small pointing error for
each emitter. This pointing error is corrected by placing a small wedge plate in front
of each emitter. This wedge plate is a microscope cover slip placed in a drop of cement,
which is tilted to correct the pointing error. The small tilt on the wedge plate
produces a wedge of optical cement under the plate, which is the actual correcting
element. A more sophisticated technique using diffractive optics is currently being
studied ana appears promising.

Unit Cell Results

The GRIN-SCH-SQW material was grown and processed into Unit Cells by McDonnell
Douglas. The ribs and mirrors were fabricated with the RIBE process. The metallizations
and photolithography techniques are standard methods.

Characterization of each component's performance was determined by two methods. The
first technique measures the threshold, slope efficiency, and modal characteristics of
each component when it is operated as a laser. Using this technique, we have measured
turning mirror losses as low as 0.10, Y-Branch splitting ratios of 60:40 (60% of power
continues straight and 40% is split off), and beam expanders with a 5-micron-wide mode at
one end of the device (1/e2 points) and 14-micron-wide modes at the other end. These
results were confirmed with injection-locking experiments. In addition, by using an
injected signal, we confirmed the performance of the forward-biased phase modulators.
A 7r - radian phase shift was observed for an 18 mA change in current. This phase shift
corresponds to a 3 radian/C0 temperature coefficient. Finally, we characterized
5-micron rib lasers and laser amplifiers using these techniques. In general, the
threshold current densities were higher for the lasers than expected (200-300 A/cm
while the slope efficiencies (0.5 W/A) were similar to the larger, 60-micron-wide,
oxide-defined devices used to characterize each wafer.

The Unit Cells were tested by injecting a signal from a frequency-stablized laser diode
while monitoring the optical spectrum and the fringe visibility. The power of this
signal varied from 1 to 20 mW. Figure 4 is an optical spectrum of an injection-locked
Unit Cell. The vertical axis is 5 dB/div and the horizontal is 10 nm/div. Calculation
from this data shows that 0.8 of the power being detected by the spectrum analyzer is at
the same frequency as the master oscillator. This result is in reasonable agreement with
a mcasurcmcnt based on the visibility ot the fringes iii the far-field.
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Since the emitters are equally spaced on the Unit Cell, the output is in the form of a

classical Young's interference pattern. Figure 5 shows four sets of fringes for a

working Unit Cell without collimating lenses. The fringes in Figure 5a are formed by

interfering emitters 1 and 10, which are separated by 9 mm. The visibility of the

fringes is calculated by taking the ratio of (I ax_ in)/(Imax+Im) and is

greater than 0.7. Figure 5b results when the phase ront formed y all 10 emitters is

flat. Figure 5c is the interference pattern for all ten emitters the phase front across

the array is random. Figure 5d results when the phases of all emitters are equal. This

interference pattern was obtained with the Unit Cell operating at 300 mW CW with only 0.6

mW (2 mW incident on the input port) injected by the master oscillator. The Unit Cell

electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency was estimated to be 13%. The phase alignment

was performed by adjusting the forward bias on each modulator by hand. The fringes were

stable in position for time periods as great as one hour. The fringes shifted their

position only when the master oscillator changed frequency.

EMITTER NUMBER ONE AND TEN FOUR ADJACENT EMITTERS

TEN EMITTERS -PARTIALLY PHASED TEN EMITTERS - FULLY PHASED
1/3 WATT

Figure 5. Interference fringes between emitters on a Unit Cell: a) emitters 1 and 10;

b) emitters 1-4 phase aligned; c) emitters 1-10 randomly phased; and d) emitters 1-10

phase aligned.

Summary

An integrated optics technology has been described that was used to build a linear
optical phased array. This Unit Cell consisted of several waveguide components that were
integrated onto a single chip. With only a few milliwatts of injection power, the Unit
Cells operated at 300 mW CW with greater than 0.80 coherence across the output aperture.
This corresponded to a 13% electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency.

The high power capability of these arrays suggests that laser communication systems,
optical scanning systems, and laser radar systems based on laser diode arrays are
feasible. In addition, the integrated optics techniques developed for the Unit Cell are
sufficiently generic for application in high-speed optical interconnects for computers,
high-speed optical computers, and multiplexers for optical switching networks.
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Abstract

Dominant mode linewidth and relative intensity noise of a ridge-waveguide diode laser were
measured under variable optical feedback phase. Comparing the results to single-mode laser
linewidth theory three feedback regimes are clearly identified and characterized.

Int:oduction

Fabry-Perot type diode lasers are widely used in fiber optic communication systems at 1.3 tim
where chromatic dispersion of conventional fibers is minimal. These systems are deteriorated by
small but inevitable amounts of parasitic feedback 1.2. On the other hand controlled feedback can
improve the laser's characteristics 3. Therefore detailed information about the feedback behavior
is needed. Theoretical and experimental work so far focussed mainly on single-mode lasers 4.5.6.
Our work concentrates on coherent feedback effects and correspondent experimental results.

Device under test

The laser under test was of metal-clad ridge-waveguide type7 . Without feedback the sidemode
suppression was more than 14 dB and the linewidth about 120 MHz for the chosen operating point.

Experimental set-up

To obtain exactly defined coherent feedback a short external cavity consisting of a collimating lens
and a piezo-translatable plane mirror was assembled to the laser. Feedback phase could be adjusted
using a special mirror position control scheme with a resolution of 10 nm. Feedback intensity was
varied by tilted neutral density filters.

The experimental arrangement, sketched by Fig. 1. allows to use part of the emission for inten-
sity noise evaluation while spectral analysis can be performed simultaneously. A grating spectro-
meter measures the longitudinal mode spectrum and selects a single mode for linewidth determi-
nation. Linewidth is measured either with high resolution using a self-heterodyne set-up s or by a
confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer that is also used for monitoring the relative optical frequency
deviation.

MODE SPECTRUM

PABRY-PEROT_ DELAYED
INTERFERO- GRATING SELF-

METER SPECTROMETER HETERODYNE
SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM

LINEWIDTH LINEWIDTH
(medium resolution) J (high resolution)

RELHiTIVE NOISE DIODE LASERSHR
INTENSITY MEASURING EXTERNAL
NOISE SUBSYSTEM (OUT) CAVITY

Fig. 1 Scheme of experimental saet-up
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Feedback strength

For characterization of the feedback strength we use the feedback parameter C given by 5

x X I - R ("C - a,, a - * - 0 V I a (l)

where a. includes all field attenuation effects of the external cavity, T . is the external cavity
roundtrip time, t the laser roundtrip time, R the power reflectivity of the laser facet and a Henry's
linewidth enhancement factor.

Results

For s m a I 1 feedback intensity (C-0.15) Fig. 2 shows linewidth Av vs. feedback phase change Aqx..
Av is the solitary laser linewidth. The dotted experimental values correspornd well to the solid line
that was calculated using single-mode laser theory .

Av- AM • [I - C cos (A ,,)] - 2 ,  
(2)
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Fig. 2 Linewidth vs. feedback phase change for small feedback (C - 0.15)

Linewidth varies smoothly between 90 and 166 MHz. For the same amount of feedback the optical
frequency deviation, plotted also against feedback phase change in Fig. 3, shows a sinusoidal

400 ,
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-200
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-400 I

0 2 3
Feedback Phase Change / 2v rad

Fig. 3 Optical frequency deviation vs. feedback phase change for small fadbock (C 0.15).
Note: Positive frequency deviation means decreased optical frequency. Unscaled: linewidth.
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variation with an amplitude of 300 MHz. Linewidth is plotted unscaled for comparison. Note that
low linewidth coincides with the rising slope of frequency deviation. (Such diagrams giving the
relation between linewidth and optical frequency are important for the development of automatic
linewidth control schemes.)

In the case of m e d i u m feedback intensity, exemplified by Fig. 4. the linewidth varies with
feedback phase change from 50 MHz to very high values. We have fitted a theoretical curve (solid
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Feedback Phase Change / 2 rad

Fig. 4 Linewidth vs. feedback phase for medium feedback (C 0.85)

line) using Eq. (2) with C-0.85. Linewidth does not reach its theoretical minimum due to poor
sidemode suppression that results in enhanced mode partition noise. Between the rising slopes
linewidth is lowered by external cavity mode (XCM)-hopping Though not totally resolved the
effect becomes obvious in the time-averaged intensity spectrum. Fig. 5. The splitting of the
emission line extends over a few GHz and varies with feedback phase 6

.

0.8

• , 0.4
C,

1326.6 1327.4

Wavelength /nm

Fig. 5 Intensity spectrum showing XCM-hopping for medium feedback (C - 0.85)
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For I a r g e feedback intensity the laser linewidth could be reduced to 2 MHz by varying the
feedback phase. This is shown in the upper part of Fig. 6. The dots represent measurement data,
the solid line calculated data using Eq. (2) with C-13. Again the lowest theoretical value is not
reached because of mode competition. It is especially important to note that the measured data do
not represent the same longitudinal mode. As feedback phase increases, mode switching occurs
with a steep rise in linewidth After a small amount of further phase increase, another mode
becomes dominating, again with low linewidth. The measured relative intensity noise (RIN), see
the lower part of Fig 6. shows that this mode switching is accompanied by a sharp increase of
mode partition noise. measured at 100 MHz within a bandwidth of 2 MHz. Note that the phase
regions in which mode hopping occurs are of different extension.

3Q F 1

. 22

12 . 1 • 1

7 -

- 7- K
6. iI I t

0 05 1 1.5 2
Feedback Phase Change / 21 rad

Fig 6 Llnewidth and Relative Intensity Noise (RIN) for large feedback (C - 13)

Discussion

Plotting linewidth according to Eq. (2) as function of the feedback parameter C the diagram of
Fig 7 results Here the solid lines border the area in which a single-mode laser's linewidth lies,
the exact value depending on the feedback phase. A multimode laser shows the same behavioy
only for sufficiently low feedback parameters C. In this case the laser is continuously tuned in
frequency and linewidth. therefore the term "tuning region* seems appropriate. In the medium
feedback regime line-splitting with values up to the XCM spacing occurs. However, our measure-
rnen % sugge-t that mode hopping may occur already for Ccl. For larger feedback parameters (C1I)
longitudinal mode transitions took place and the laser was multimode within large feedback phase
regions These regions became small.r for increasing feedback intensity , so that sudden longitu-
dinal mode jumps happened, if the feedback phase changed only slightly at critical values. For C
around 10 the term "Fabry Perot mode (FPM) switching region* was chosen.

In conclusion the above exemplified cases characterize a typical FP diode laser's feedback
behavior for a practical impcrtant range of feedback intensity, stressing especially the influence of
the feedback phase that is of essential importance for both parasitic near reflections and short
external cavities
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NEW METHOD FOR THE MINIMIZATION OF THE LINEWIDTH
ENHANCEMENT FACTOR OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

By J. Brachetti. W. Heinlein. University of Kaiserslautern,
Fachbereich Elektrotechnik

Postfach 3049
D-6750 Kaiserslautern
Fed.Rap. of Germany

Abstract

The linewidth enhancement factor a was numerically calculated using a new method based on the solution of the
rate equations Results show that a can be considerably reduced by increasing the volume of the cavity.

Introduction

:n opticai communication systems the spectral linewidth is desired to be very narrow. Due to the carrier dependence
of the refractive index of the active laver in semiconductor lasers, however, there is an additional linewidth
broadening So a way to a reduction of the linewidth by reducing the linewidth enhancement factor is of great
interest rhe subject of this paper is to present a numerical method for the calculation and minimization of the
_newidth enhancement factor a.

Linewidth Enhancement Factor

* o. newidtn enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of the change in the real and imaginary part of the
complex refractive index due to fluctuations in carrier densityt

A n'Cn )= Ann)(1

An (n )

T"-e nasic idea of the method presented here is to calculate numerically the fluctuations of the carrier density
remiesented bv its maximum and minimum and hence to determine the change of the complex refractive index.
Assuiig a itnear dependence of the real part on carrier density and expressing the imaginary part in terms of the
galn rhe finai equation for a is obtained:

2( KCn -n
a =max emin (2)

c g~n mmmx ) g(n .mir

For an explanation of the variables see Table i

fable i
meaning of symbols in Eq. I 3

n- n-in" complex refractive index of the active layer
no carrier density or number of carriers (in Eq.3)
nemax nemir range of fluctuations of the carrier density
g gain of the laser medium
S, number of photons in the mode v
F. , F, Langevin noise sources in the electron and

photon equations
K constant of proportionality (see Eq.3. of Ref.6)
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Multimode Rate Equations

The maximum and the minimum of the carrier density is determined from the solution of the multimode rate
equations including Langevin sources. The rate equations presented here follow the notation of Marcuse 2:

d I (t) I ne _-Z g,(ne)$v + Fe(t)
e I SP

v (3)

d_ = E5 pv( ne )  - _(g\,( ne ) L )S\ F\(t)
dt ng

Caiculated Gain Function

The gain function is a very important parameter within the rate equations as well as for the evaluation of the m factor
as given in Eq.(2). So special care was taken to determine the spectral gain under the assumption of a parabolic
sz.uc:ure of the conduction and valence band. The analytic function approximating the numerical calculated gain
:s given in F.q. (4) and (5) 3 "

C Tp kT (4)

D, ), ),, ),p-_a/_L bj )  
)2) 7AIID } h(i) (5)

n e  = 1.4 .10 I s  cm - 3

- 1.0 101 cm - 3

U 0.6 10 i s cm - 3

0.1

z

- WAV-LI2NGTH LAMID IU

O.;9 1.04 J.'12 1.2 1k a1.44 1 .52

Fig I Gain function vs wavelength calculated under the assumption of parabolic bands
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In Fig. I the gain from Eq. (4) is plotted versus wavelength for carrier densities of 0.6. 1.0 and 1.4 1018 cm-3 . The
main characteristics of this gain function are the spectral shift of the maximum, the nonlinear increase of the
maximum with respect to carrier density and the spectral asymmetry of the gain.

Measured Gain Function

The modelling of the gain from Eq.(4) seems quite reasonable with regard to gain measurements 4 which are plotted
in Fig. 2 for a mushroom type laser diode5 . As can be seen from Fig. 2 the spectral shift of the gain maximum has to
be taken into account.

U

-4 __ 15_ _2_.

21~ '.A A 71"A m_ __ _ lit__

i

-120 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-122 .... .. __

9260 1270 1262 1290 13eu~ 131e 13120 1332 1340

WAVELENGTH / NM

Fig. 2 Measured net gain versus wavelength for various injection currents (lf,.,-26mA)

With the parameters of the calculated gain function fitted to measurements simulations were carried out for varying
geometrical structures of the cavity of the laser diode in order to determine the fluctuiations of the carrier density.
An example of these simulations with the paramatpr% of Table 11 is -;hown in Fig 3.

T able Ii
values of parameters used in the simulation in Fig.3

y = 0.62 w = 2 11 m
T = 293 K d = 0.2 tim
Ea 0 (1945 eV (T=.Innk) L. = 250 VjM
AEg -18 meV R R 2 --0.3
al = 2.9S46- 10 10 VMa = 25 cm

b,= 6- 107n = 3.52
a2  = 0 584077 n I,=4

b2= 2.49554 -107 T 11P 3 na
IfiP=1.2331 Vrn I/Iih= 2

AXD = 64 nn f_ 100 MHz
f)= +1 .(t= I mnA
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Fig. 3 Time dependence of the number of carriers and photons in the -2. -1 and main mode (total number of photons
is plotted additionally).

The upper curve represents the number of carriers from which the maximum and minimum is determined.

Numerical Results

With these values of carrier density and the corresponding gain m factors were calculated from Eq. (2). In Fig. 4
results are plotted versus the volume of the cavity. Here the rectangular cross section was kept constant. The width
was w - 2 gm, the thickness d - 0.2 lim. So the volume was increased by increasing the length.

4I

LIHENIDTH ENHANCEMENT FACTOR

a ALPHA

) effective ALPHA (X-PoI.)

effective ALPHA C-Pol.)

a-
-J

CAVITY VOLUME / UI3I

Fig. 4 Linewidth enhancement factors versus volume of the cavity. Intrinsic a factor (lower curve) and effective a
factors (upper curves). ( X-axis in lateral direction)
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As can be seen by increasing the cavity length from L - 250 Izm to L - 600 pm a can be reduced from 5.8 to 3.6. The
upper curves represent effective a based on the calculation of effective refractive indices that were determined
from the model of the active rectangular dielectric waveguide?

In Fig. 5 the dependence of , on the width of the active stripe is plotted. For larger volumes of the cavity there is
no significant dependence on the stripe width.

I II I

LINEJ4IDTH ENHANCEMENT FACTOR

SV IG tin 73

cc

V = 200 un3

MIDTH OF THE ACTIUE STRIPE N / UH

Fig. 5 Intrinsic linewidth enhancement factor m versus width of the cavity for a volume V - 100 pm 3 and
V - 200 L.m3 respectively.

Alto. no significant dependence of a, on the injection current above threshold can be evaluated (Fig.6).

SI

LINEMIDTH ENHANCEMENT FACTOR

......-.. .- --- . . .. ........ - -

"" U = 100 Uui 5

,-j

V 290 UR
3

I / ITH

Fig. 6 Linewidth enhancement factor a, versus the injection current C biased above threshold).
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Conclusion

The method presented here permits the calculation of the linewidth enhancement factor m for a specific device and
therefore the optimization ( with regard to a reduction) by the variation of material, geometric and operational
parameters. The result is that the a factor can be decreased by increasing the volume of the active cavity.
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LASER DIODE PHASE LOCKING USING PROTOREVRACTIVE COUPLING

Paul D. Hillman and Michael Marciniak

Kirtland Air Force Base, NM 87117-6008

ABSTRACT

Several authors have reported strong frequency pulling while coupling laser diodes using phase
conjugation. However, to our knowledge, no one has proven stable phase locking by interfering
the laser outputs to show stable fringes. We have been successful in showing a stable lock, and
compare our geometry with those proposed previously.

Contents and is parallel to k 1 -k . The intensity of the
interference pattern aiong the normal to these

I. Introduction plages is shown in figure 1 and is proportional to

II. The Photorefractive Effect sin (x). The light produces electron-hole pairs.
111. Previously Reported Photorefractive Coupling of The positive charges drift toward the low intensity

Diode Lasers regions producing planes of positive and negative
IV. Conventional Coupling of Diode Lasers electronic charges replicating the fringes. The
V. Photorefractive Coupling of Diode Lasers charge distribution yields an electric field,
VI. Discussion according to Poisson's equation, which is shifted

ViI. Conclusions 1/4 period or 90 from the charge pattern. The
electric field induces an index of refraction change

1. Introduction through the Pockel effect. The net result is a
volume index grating with repeating planes of high

Laser diodes show great promise because of their and low refractive index, parallel with the original
size, efficiency, and ruggedness, but are limited in fringe or intensity pattern, but shifted by 900.
their output power due to facet damage at high out- This shift is important in analyzing two beam
put densities. Use of larger facet areas yields coupling.
lasers with uncontrollable transverse modes and poor
wavefront quality. Mliny manufacturers offer arrays I

which add the power of "n" individual diodes inco- I
herently, or coherently if the lasers are close I
enough on the chip so evanescent waves out of each w
gain section couple nearest neighbors. Unfortunate-
ly, :n the latter case, although the nearest neigh- I I I
bors are phase locked (coherent with one another) I I
they are very often 1800 out of phase resulting in a + +

two lobe far field pattern. Another disadvantage to p(X)
this cncne pack arrangement is the problem of heat - i

sinking the device. If "n" individual diodes could I
be made both coherent and in phase, higher bright- I I

ness could be obtained when their outputs are com- __ a
bined into a single beam. Photorefractive coupling E(x

of individual lasers accomplishes this and several
advantages will be discussed.

II. The Photorefractive Effect I

To understand the relevant photorefractive phe- An(x)

nomena that occur for laser coupling, five concepts I i I
must be brought forth. These include: index grat-

ing formation, degenerate four wave mixing, two wave
mixing, beam fanning, and phase conjugate rings. In Fig. 1 Formation of a photorefractive index grating.

the following discussion all signs (charge, C-axis, (From ref. 1)
etc.) relate to BaTiO . For other photorefractive
materials they may be ifferent, but this in no way Degenerate four wave mixing is one means of
changes the general conzepts which are presented producing a phase conjugate beam. In figure 2 there
here. are 3 beams incident on an appropriate nonlinear

medium, two pump beams, kI and k , and a pignal beam
If two coherent waves overlap, they will inter- k . The fourth beam is the exiC beam k . The two

fore to produce light and dark areas, or fringes, pump beams are antiparallel and all incident beams
These fringes are not two dimensional as is usually should be of the same frequency. As depicted in

thought since most observations are done on a figure 2 (top), if the first pump beam and the sig-
screen, but they are three dimensional in space. If nal beam are coherent they will interfere and pro-
the waves are plane waves, the fringe intensity duce an index grating by the photorefractive effect.
pattern is a layered stack of high intensity and low The second pump beam, antiparallel to the first,
intensity planes. The normal to these planes (or will Bragg reflect (scatter or diffract) from this

the k vector) is normal to a vector which bisects index grating into the direction from which k came.
the k vectors of the two original beams (k1 and k2 ) A useful property of this interaction is that if the
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two pump waves are phase conjugates of each other beams interfere and produce an index grating in the
(their wave fronts are exactly opposite, for example photorefractive material. Due to the index grating
one is converging the other diverging), the result- being 90 phase shifted toward the +C axis from the
ant index grating will not be flat planes but will interference fringes, and reflection from any grat-0

o

have a shape due to the wavefronts of both tne pump inq causing a -90 phase shift, the beam propagating
and the signal beam. When the second pump wave more towards the -C axis (beam 1) experiences no
reflects from this grating, the aberration of the phase change upon reflecting from this grating.
pump waves cancel and the resultant beam, k , has a This beam combines with the transmitted beam (froms
wavefront exactly opposite the signal's wavefront. beam 2) constructively. However, the beam propagat-
This is known as phase conjugation. This property ing more towards the +C axis experiences a 1800
is imporLant because the signal injected into a phase shift and combines with the transmitted beam
laser to phase lock it should have the same spatial (from beam 1) destructively. The net effect is that
mode profile as the laser itself to obtain good it appears that the beam propagating more towards
coupling. Another useful property of four wave the +C axis (beam 2) is amplified and beam I is
mixing is that the pump beams can be of higher power depleted. There is no crosstalk between the two
than the signal beam. Under this condition, the beams' wavefronts. Beam l's wavefront will be im-
beam returned antiparallel to the signal beam can be printed onto the formed grating. When beam 1 is
much stronger than the signal beam and it appears reflected from the grating this wavefront shape is
that the signal beam was reflected back onto itself subtracted. This leaves beam 2' with just the wave-
with better than 100% reflectance! front of beam 2. The net useful result is that a

weak diffraction limited beam may be amplified by a

strong highly aberrated beam with very little detri-

kI j k2 mental effects to the wavefront.

kg= k-k ,  2
STRON I STRONG

kk

WEAKK

ks rig. 3 Two beam coupling, aberrated beam 1

amplifies unaberrated beam 2.

Fig. 2 Degenerate four wave mixing, (top) k Beam fanning, figure 4, was the initial photo-
interferes with k to form the grating, (bottom) k2  refractive effect observed. It was initially

interferes with k to form the grating. thought to be laser damage to the crystal. By
s sending one beam into a photorefractive crystal, any

Returning to figure 2 (bottom), the signal beam scattered light that overlaps the original beam and
can also interfere with the second pump beam, and is also propagating more towards the +C axis than
produce an index grating. In this case, the first the original beam is amplified by two wave mixing.
pump beam reflects off the grating to produce the In easily obtained geometries, this fanned light can
phase conjugate of the signal beam. Which case comprise 20-300 and fully deplete the input beam.
predominates can be determined a priori by having The beam will not fan beyond the C axis, thus the
one of the pump beams incoherent (but of the same dotted beam, in figure 4, is not amplified.
frequency) with the signal beam or rotaLing its
polarization perpendicular to the signal's. When The above phenomena and/or concepts can be com-
using a photorefractive crystal, the spacing of the bined to show how a self pumped phase conjugate ring
fringes or the angle the grating vector makes with works. It is quite useful since only a few milli-
the crystal's C axis will help determine the domin- watts of input power are required, and because it is
ant case. In the former case, either too wide (too equal path, a source with a broad linewidth may be
long of a diffusion distance for the charges) or too phase conjugated. As depicted in figure 5, the
narrow (too high of a spatial frequency) spacing of incoming beam is transmitted through the crystal,
the fringes may render one case less prominent. In around the ring counter clockwise and reenters the
general, it should be remembered that the angle the crystal as beam 2. Beam fanning also occurs with
signal beam makes with the pump beams is unimport- some exactly antiparallel to beam 2. The fanned
ant, the phase conjugate beam is always reflected light transverses the ring clockwise and enters the
back onto the signal beam! crystal as beam 3. Beams 2 and 3 have travelled the

same distance, they interfere and create an index
Two beam coupling relies, as the name implies, on grating by the photorefractive effect. This grating

just two coherent input beams, figure 3. The two is initially very weak, but the incident oeam Bragg
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that the frequencies of the two lasers were pulled

to be the same and, at the same time, that the res-
pective outputs show stable fringes when interfered.

k, - Unfortunately, the two groups (3 and 4) rep rting
diode laser phase locking only showed frequency

- - pulling of the two sources (and only on a medium

resolution monochromator, not a high resolution
C _instrument) and not the interferometric data. The

geometry and results from references 3 and 4 are
summarized in figures 6 and 7. Because of the
nonlinear nature of the semiconductor gain medium
and the time delayed feedback (see section IV),
questions about the locking phenomena with diode
lasers remained.

Fig. 4 Beam fanning, the crystal edges are beyond LASER2 tomonochromator
the edges of the figure. B a 4 T,/ 3

4 3_
reflects from this initial grating (with no phase LA 1 2-

change) causing beam 3 to now be much stronger. The LA R1 C-OX-S 3process eventually stabilizes; the two counter prop- tomonochromafor

agating beams in the ring become nearly the same
itensit. The resultant phase conjugate beam can
he as nuch as 60% of the power of the incident

bea'. The output beam is the coherent ddition of
the input that is divided into two beams, one that
travels around the ring clockwise, the other counter
clockwise, and recombined at the grating.

, 2 T3
7 - -

i tel

N L I I I

2 839 841 843 845 847 849

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig. 5 The self-pumped phea:e conjuqate ring. Fig. 6 (Top) Phase locking geometry, (bottom) a)
uncoupie laser 1 without phase conjugate feedback,

The main use of such a ring, as fjr as this paper h) uncoupled laser 2 without phase zonjugatc feed-
is concerned, is that inside the crystal, figure 5, back, c) laser 1 coupled to laser 2, d) laser 2
there are two counter propagating beams that are coupled to laser 1, e) laser 1 with phase conjugate
phase conjugates of one another, exactly the re- feedback, laser 2 off. (From ref. 3)
quirement for the pump beams in degenerate four wave
mCxinq! Sending a beam from a second laser into a The early results of ref. 3 were very encouraging
photorefractive crystal with counter-p-npagat-inq to many in the laser diode field as a possible way
pump beams will yield a phase conjugate beam back to phase lock several low power diode lascr6 which
into the second laser with its same mode structure, could then be combined into one beam with high
but the photons would be from the first laser. As brightness. Note that the arrangement in figure 6
discussed earlier, this beam must be coherent with is much like that suggested in the last section of
at least one pump beam at first, i.e. the lasers this paper, and that the C axis in figure 6 was
must already be, at least partially, coherent (phase reported using a convention opposite than what is
locked) for this to happen. usually used. The authors of reference 3 concluded

that laser 2 became coherent to laser 1 due, ini-
III. Previous Photorefractive Coupling Experiments tially, to fanned light from laser 1 injection

locking laser 2 slightly. Thus, coherent four wave
In the last three years several groups have sug- mixing could occur yielding stronger coupling.

gested or reported use of photorefractive techniques
to phase lock lasers: M. Cronin-Golomb et.al. 6 s. We tried repeating this experiment, but with two

Segev et. al. 4 White et. al. , J. Fetnberg , M. major changes. To obtain the strongest fanned light
Krame§ et. al. , S. Stynklar et. al. , A.M.C. from laser 1 onto laser 2, we placed laser 2 such
Smout , and M. Ewbank . Cronin-Golomb et.al. that its beam was antiparallel to that shown (see
reported that they phase locked two GaAlAs lasers, fig. 9) . Further, we used Sharp LT015 lasers which
Segev et. al. reported locking two GaAlAs laser lase on a single transverse and single longitudinal
arrays, references 5-7 reported phase locking other mode when free running. Our initial results also

laser systems, dye and argon, while references 8-10 showed the strong frequency pulling. The spectra of
suggest other geometries. References 5-7 show both the lasers were almost identical, however, our
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single longitudinal lasers became multimode (other
longitudinal modes began to lase). Often just two

A ,modes were observed. Ltinder a variety of differentV %path length conditions, we tried interfering the two
laser outputs and did not find stable gringes (nor
unstable ones as mentioned by Feinberg due to the

"'W possibility of an approximate 1 Hz frequency differ-
ence between the two lasers). These negative
results caused us to review the literature on
conventional phase locking of diode lasers.

IV. External cavities, injection locking, and mutual
coupling of diode lasers using conventional

optics

External Cavities and injection locking proper-
ties of semiconductor lasers have been extensively

studied over the last decade. We can't possibly
review all this work but we can present results

which define conditions that must be met for phase
locking of laser diodes. In particular, laser

diod nossess unique featur-- (contrary to most
- Igas, solid, and dye lasers) that are driven by the

carrier dependent refractive index. This is known
as the linewiotn enhancement or ar t.guiding factor.
As pointed out LI Dente et. al. and Tkach and
Chraplyvy , diode lasers are very sensitive to even

small amounts of feedback. At less than -80 db,
some line broadening can occur. Larger amounts of

- feedback cause the power spectrum to become very
wide and chaotic. A small change in the photon
density in the semiconductor laser cavity will

perturb the carrier recombination rate, the carrier
density, the effective index of the gain medium, and
therefore, the properties of jpe laser. In the
model presented by Dente et. al. , which correlates
well with experiments, reduction of the antiguiding

factor reduces the feedback sensitivity and ti-
model then predicts "normal" laser behavior.

Moeller et. al.
1 3 

and Petitbon et. al.
1 4 

describe
theoretically and verify experimentally the injec-

_ -tion locking properties of diode lasers. In these
experiments, one laser, the master, is optically
isolated from the other, the slave. The master
injects a signal into the slave to phase lock it. A

portion of each of the master and slave outputs were
overlapped and the fringe visibility (V) measured to

k I give a quantative description of the lock quality.
JJ This lock quality was measured as a function of the

frequency difference (6) between the slave (with no
injection) ana tLe master f£L Aeral values of
injected power or coupling (c). The region of 6 and
c space in which locking occurs is referred to as
the lock band, the width of the lock band at con-
stant coupling is referred to as A6) . As the

injected power increased, two phenomena were promi-
nent: the highest visibility occurred at larger

- I detunings between the free running lasers (6), and

the width (or spread of permissible detunings, A6)
- became wider. Representative values at weak coupl-

ing were 6 = 0.2 GHz, A6 
= 

0.8 GHz, V = 0.6, where

at strong coupling 6 = 15 GHz, 66 = 5 GHz, V = 0.8.
J Such a plot is shown in figure 8. At all but the

lowest coupling levels, the master laser must be at
a lower frequency than the slave for a stable lock.

a.(R til i$H=.. 1h}t. iii), It should be noted that the actual feedback and
coupling levels are extremely difficult to measure

Fig. 7 (Top) Phase locking geometry, (middle) experimentally since the level is predominately

Speczra of the two A-'ays prior to locking and dependant on that fraction of the injected energy
during locking, (bottom) far field of "slave" array which couples into the lasing mode.
before and after "phase locking". (From ref. 4)
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Fig. 0 Typical locking bandwidth for injection Fig. 9 Schematic of photorefractive coupling layout.
lockintj of diode lasers, the shaded region is where

a lock occurs. (After ref. 14) (0.9 GHz) . Both lasers were operated near 60 mA
(1.2 x threshold). The lasers were mounted on

T:- anove predicts a difficult scenario for thermoelectric coolers which were mounted on water
mutual locking of lasers, which may also be !coked cooled brass blocks. Following the conclusions of
at ds concurrent injection locking. In this case, the last section, each laser was each placed about
coth lasers "see" each other. At perfect coupling 12 cm from the crystal, the total separation was
and with low reflectance coatings on the front diode about 24 cm, significantly less than the coherence
facets, the geometry may act as one long cavity but length. The apertures in figure 9 were used to
with two senarate gain regions. The problem in this control the coupling strength. The path length from
7ase occurs because locking will more than likely each laser to where the two output beams were inter-
only occur under similar conditions (6, c) described fered was made the same by adjusting the corner cube
for injection locking. If laser 1 is considered the in the one arm. The interference fringes were mag-
master, its frequency should be several GHz lower nified and projected onto a CID video camera. The
t/ar laser 2 to obtain a good lock. But we can just Fabry-Perot was not used during this experiment.
as easily consider laser 2 the master, and if Note that this geometry is slightly different from

< v 2, the asymmetry results from the injection that in figure 6 in that laser 2 is on the far side
locking experiments show a poor lock. This paradox of the crystal from laser 1. This should, as
requires operating in the locking band space where 6 explained before, make no difference. Laser 1
can be both negative and positive simultaneously so presumably produces the pump beams via the phase
either laser can be considered the master or slave, conjugate ring and laser 2 provides the signal in a
Thi only occurs for weak coupling (on the order of four wave mixing geometry. The angle between the
10 ) and where A6 > 6 and 6 Z 0. signal and pump beams is not critical. This loca-

tion is better since the fanned light from laser 1

Other requirements are necessary in the mutual into laser 2 is stronger for initial injection
coupling case. If laser 1 is to make laser 2 locking of laser 2.
coherent with itself, the photons striking laser 2's

facet should be coherent with those currently being The procedure was as follows: after initial
emittec by laser 1 (and visa versa). Therefore, the alignment and assurance of a phase conjugate return
two lasers should be no more than the longer of the to laser 1 from the ring, laser 1 was blocked from
twu coherence lengths of the lasers apart. Further, the crystal. This allowed laser 2 to erase the
the photons returning to laser 1 also need to be in gratings formed. The temperature and current of both
phase with those being emitted by laser 1, so the lasers were tuned such that both were single mode
two lasers also need 1t o be an integer multiple of and of the same frequency within 0.04 run or 1.8 GHz,
1/2 apart. Moeller has measured the locking the resolution of the monochromator. Laser 1 was

bandwidth of two diodes that were mutually coupled then unblocked from the crystal. Fringes were soon
using conventional optics. The coupling was found (< 2 seconds) seen on a TV monitor connected to the
to be very critical. The lock quality increases at video camera. Slight current tuning (< 1 mA) of
first then decreases as the coupling is increased, either laser maximized the fringe visibility. How-
Moeller's results generally agree with the above ever, after about one minute the fringe visibility
discussion. With these points in mind, furtheL went to zero and no amount of tuning of either laser

ptbotorefractive coupling experiments were recovered the fringes. It was found that blocking
undertaken, the ring mirrors and repeating the procedure yielded

fringes that did not lose visibility after 5 min-

VI. Photorefractive Coupling of Laser Diodes. utes. Thus, the lasers were definitely coherent or
phase locked. Figure 10 shows the spectra of laser

A schematic of our setup is shown in figure 9. 1 (top), laser 2 (middle) and the image of the over-
Sharp LT015 GaAlAs lasers were chosen since they lapped beams while the crystal was blocked from
were single longitudinal and single transverse mode, laser 1 (no coupling). Figure 11 shows the same
high power (30 mW), and had the front facet antire- when the crystal was unblocked from laser 1; the
flection coated. These lasers are index guided and fringe visibility was about 0.4. The break up of
nave a V-channel substrate inner stripe structure, the laser spectra vertically (parallel to the
The measured coherence length was near 1/3 meter monochromator slits) is because the light from each
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Fig. 12. Coupling of just two input beams, the
crystal edges are beyond the edges of the figure.

" i the relation,

combined beam pattern

k - k =k k - k (1)
Fig. 10 Spectra of laser 1 (top), laser 2 (middle), 1 2 g 3 4

and overlapped beams, no coupling case. These two gratings reinforce each other and direct

most of the beams' energy into their direction,

causing them to build up and to deplete the other
gratings. If k and k3 are nominally of the came
wavelength the beams are directed toward each other
_ _y this grating. The Leams do not have to be

- coherent for this phenomena to occur. In fact, if

wavelength they are, two beam coupling may predominate. An

4 nm I advantage of this technique for laser coupling is
the simplicity of alignment, the two output beams
from the lasers just have to overlap within the

Laser2 crystal. This reduces the alignment constraints
over conventional optical coupling by at least one
dimension.

Note that the grating with its k vector in the

same plane as k and k is not the only one to
satisfy eq. 1. Jince thlere is scattering of each
beam out of this plane, there is also some fanning

- out of this pla:.e. This allows k2 (and k 4) to be a
combined beam pattern locus of rays that trace an ellipse. The ellipse is

almost continuous going from antiparallel to k3 (kI )
Fig. 11 Spectra of laser 1 (top), laser 2 (middle), to the transmitted portion of k1 (k ) as its
and overlapped beams, photorefractive coupling vertices (see . . Statman and B. Liby(16T or G. q
allowed. Salmo et. al. ). S. Sternklar and B. Fischer

state that slight focusing or spatial filtering the
laser was brought to the monochromator via a fiber input beams prevents this out of plane diffraction.
bundle; the bright spots are indivtdual fiber ends
imaged onto the entrance slit. Initially the It should also be noted that our final geometry
crystal was cooled to 110 C as recommended by is the same as that shown in figure 7 with one small
Cronin-Golomb et. al. , it was later found that exception, ref. 4 states the C axis is in the same
cooling the crystal was unnecessary. direction as Z. Our experience and the above theory

requires that the C axis lie between both input
VII. Discussion beams such that both beams can fan into each other.

This arrangement has become known as the Double
The above results are puzzling in two aspects: Phase Conjugate Mirror (DPCM). As presented, it is

a) how do the two beams couple in the experiment not a true four wave mixing interaction. At first
without the ring, and b) in the first experiment, glance, one might think the interaction regions in
why did the visibility decrease to zero after one the mutually incoherent beam combiner and the bird-
minute? wing conjugator 1e the same type of coupling.

however, Yeh et. al. point out that in these geom-
The coupling of two beams is depicted in figure etries the coupling regions may be true four wave

12. Both beams enter the crystal and fan toward the mixing iperactions. On a final note, Sternklar and
C axis. The fan is almost continuous. Each fan ray Fischer demonstrate that this geometry phase con-
is related to a set of gratings due to interference jugates the wavefront of each input beam with no
between the scattered light and the original beam cross talk but with the other beam's photons.
(see figure 4 and the discussion in section II). Therefore, the beam injected into each laser should
Each beam creates several sets of these gratings, match that laser's mode. This may be the t ohni-
There is only one pair, one from each beam, that has que's biggest advantage over conventional coupling.
the same direction and spacing. This pair satisfies
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The other question p,,sed at the beginning of this VIII. Conclusions
section was, "Why did the fringe visibility drop
after one minute with the ring in place?" Figure 13 We have demonstrated coherent operation of two
shows the spectra of laser 1 (laser 2 off) as the semiconductor lasers using photorefractive coupling.
yhase coijugate beam builds in intensity. Each The lock was stable for over five minutes. Cooling
trace is taken in 1/30 second and the vertical off- the crystal was unnecessary. We believe we are the
set of each trace represents time (15 seconds per first to accomplish this. At the same time, we came
trace). The feedback causes the spectra to wic~en to the conclusion that at the weak coupling levels
considerably. In the geometry with the ring, t:e required, the lasers need to be closer than their
DPCM builds vt cy quickly (< 2 seconds) and the coherence length. We also conclude that for mut-
lasers phase lock. After a minute, the self-pumped ually coupling diode lasers, the locking band is
ring phase conjugator builds to a point where the very small.
spectra becomes wide enough that the coherence
length of the lasers becomes shorter than their Starting with lasers that, when free running, are
separation and the phase lock is lost. Due to the much more than several linewidths apart, frequency
DPCM still providing strong coupling oetween the pulling requires fairly strong injection to bring
lasers, they still emit the same spectrum or fre- their frequencies together. This strong injection
quencv. However, they are not phase locked. Closer causes strong linewidth broadening which reduces the
exari:.aticn of figure 6 shows that due to the two coherence length; and hence destroys the lock.
nirrcrs, laser 1 is essentially pumping the crystal Lasers integrated on the same chip should not have
from t~ie lower right and this geometry therefore this problem.
at ill contains a DPcM. This explains the observed
coupling r,-orted in ref. 3. Finally, it should be remembered that although

two sources may have the same nominal wavelength,

they are not necessarily coherent or phase locked,
which is a necessary condition for beam combining to
obtain maximum brightness.
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Fiber Lasers: Past, Present and Future
Elias Snitzer

Polaroid Corporation, 38 Henry Street, Cambridge, MA 02139

Abtacs
With the development of low loss fibers and the availability of laser pump sources, there has been a renewed interest in rare

earth doped glasses in fiber form which can be operated W. Of particular interest have been neodymium emitting at 1.06m
and 133pm and erbium at 1.55m. The latter two are in the wavelength windows that are currently used in fiber optics for
telecommunications. The interest in neodymium emitting at 106pum is for the same motivation as large neodymium glass systems,
mainly for its efficient conversion of pump to laser light output. After a review of the early work on fiber lasers, the current activity
with various rare earth fibers will be described. The laser devices to be described are CW oscillators, amplifiers, mode locked
outputs, and second harmonic generators.

Introduction
Continuous wave rare earth fiber lasers in low loss glass are the most recent development in glass lasers. In this paper a

brief history is presented of the different "eras" of glass laser development. This is followed by a description of the early work on
pulsed fiber lasers. Finally the results of selected experiments performed at Polaroid are presented.

The work on glass lasers is primarily work on neodymium lasers emitting at 1.06pjm. While neodymium has been made to
emit at 0.9 and 1.4pm and laser emission from other rare earths has been obtained, such as from ytterbium, holmium, erbium,
praseodymium, samarium, and thulium, the high efficiency and ease of operation of neodymium at 1.06pm has made this glass
laser continue to be the one of greatest interest. Erbium emitting at 1.54pAm has received attention as an eye safe laser for range
finding applications. More recently both erbium at 1.551m and neodymium at 1.33pm have received attention because of their
potential use as optical amplifiers in a communication system.

History
The earliest phase of rare earth glass lasers started with neodymium emission at 1.06Am. 1,2 In the early 60's the focus of at-

tention was on scoping out the possible laser systems. Lasers were a new technology which received a great deal of attention
from the scientific community, in part because of generous government funding. This work established the various lasing ions
and their characteristic wavelengths of emission. Configurations and host compositions were explored that showed better thermal
behavior, that is materials and configurations that showed minimal wave front distortion under high pumping conditions. There
was also attention given to self Q-switching glasses which resulted from transient color centers that showed saturable absorption.
In the first two references below the first one emphasizes the materials characteristics of glass lasers and the other emphasizes
the device aspects.

The second phase of glass laser work was a device emphasis that resulted from the recognition that one could readily make
high power pulsed lasers in the long pulse mode (- Ims), 0-switched, with or without mode locking, or in oscillator-amplifier com-
binations. For glass lasers the applications that emerged were in the three catagories of

1. range finders,
2. materials processing, such as welding and cutting,
3. high temperature plasma formation.
In the first two categories the different specifications required for different applications led to trade off choices between

neodymium in glass vs. neodymium in YAG. In those situations in which low threshold and CW or high repetition rate applica-
tions were important, YAG with its considerably larger gain cross section per ion and better thermal conductivity often ended up
being the preferred host. However, where larger pulse production was called for, where cost was an issue, or where mode lock-
ing could take advantage of the broader fluorescent light, the vitreous host was preferred. There were some areas where the
choice was made based more on taste. For example, small Q-switch range finders for use in field military applications tended in
the US to be YAG devices. Whereas in Western Europe the preference was for glass lasers in which the gain cross section per
ion was made larger by the selection of special hosts, such as AI-Li-Mg silicates or phosphates. In materials working applications,
the activity was divided between glass and YAG with more of it directed towards YAG in the US, but the converse was the case
in Europe, including the Soviet Union.

The growing use of laser range finders and the concern for laser eye safety resulted in a search for eye safe laser range
finders. 3 This lead to an erbium laser emitting at 1.541m which could be readily Q-switched. 4 It was eye safe because of the
water absorption in the eye preventing focusing of the energy on to the retina.

In the late 60's, range finders and materials working became established commercial activities, and the focus of research at-
tention shifted to the generation of high temperature plasmas, particularly for controlled thermonuclear reactions (CTR). Although
also promoted in Europe, soon Lawrence Livermore Labs was a dominant player in this activity, not only by the large amounts of
money spent for glass laser development and procurement, but also by the technical leadership on rare earths in glass, device
analysis and experimental work.5.6 There was also a considerable activity in the Soviet Union on glass lasers for materials pro-
cessing and in particular large oscillator amplifier combinations for CTR.7

The overwhelming materials concern for CTR was for a low non-linear index of refraction so as to get the highest possible
light intensity without self-focusing and its consequent glass damage. This calls for low values of n2 in the equation n = no + n2
E2, where no is the index of refraction for low intensity light and E is the electric field for the light wave. A second consideration
for CTR applications related to high gain cross section glass. It is determined by the oscillator strength for the transition, which
implies short life time for fluorescence, and narrow line width at 1.06pm. Although fluoride glasses looked promising, the difficulty
in their fabrication in large sizes precluded a serious pursuit of these hosts. Of the oxides, alkali phosphates became the prefer-
red host. Where the original potassium barium silicate had a gain cross section for neodymium at 1.06pm of 1.5 x 10-20 cm 2, a
typical new phosphate host gives a cross section of 4 x 10-20 cm 2 .

The next major development was the CW fiber laser, of which this report is an update. Fiber lasers had been investigated
earlier, and more of these early experiments will be discussed presently. The initiation of this phase of glass laser work resulted
from the recognition that with laser diodes to provide high brightness pumps at 0.8/pm, where neodymium is strongly absorbing,
and with the development of low loss glass fibers of predominately fused silica as the host, in small diameters there is not a
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serious problem with heat loading and CW operation is readily obtained.8 The era of the end pumped CW fiber laser was initiated
by Stone & Barrus in 1973 and activities have since been undertaken in a number of laboratories, such as University of
Southampton, British Telecom, Bell Labs, Stanford U., NTT, GTE and of course Polaroid. Of particular note is the extensive work
at U. Southampton. 9

Before describing in detail some of the results obtained with the CW fiber lasers, some of the general characteristics of these
devices that distinguishes them from other lasers are noted. The most obvious feature that has already been alluded to is the
ability to make a CW device. Another interesting characteristic is the ability to pump these devices well above threshold. For ex-
ample, with reflectors that are 98% on a single mode fiber we have obtained thresholds for laser action as low as 75MUW. Yet the
laser is capable of being operated with a pump of several hundred mW without saturation or degradation due to thermal effects.
Another distinction of these lasers is that the host is a low loss glass, which leads to the situation that if microbends are avoided
the losses are not dependent on absorption or scattering along the length of the fiber, but instead depend on the end reflectors.
Both the values of their reflectivities and the perpendicularity of the end surface relative to the axis of the fiber are important.

Early Fiber Laser Work
The early fiber laser work utilized a flash lamp.10 The first reported activity demonstrated single mode operation in fibers that

were small enough to exhibit one or a few modes of operation in the device. Later there developed some specific interest in
device applications for fibers. It is interesting that one of the applications was to use the fiber laser as a power amplifier. The
idea was to start with a suitable coherent light source such as for example the HeNe laser emitting at 1.0621.m. A neodymium
fiber could be used to amplify this light and still preserve the coherence inherent to the HeNe laser. The experiment that was
done used a single mode fiber with a 15Am diameter core and gave 40dB of gain to increase the HeNe output of 230AW up to
0.6W.11 The output from the amplifier was demonstrated to have a coherence length in excess of 12.2 meters with a Michelson
interferometer. In a second experiment, a InAso. 17Po.83 laser diode operating at 1.0631m had 4MuW of its output focused into the
same fiber amplifier for 47dB of gain to produce 0.2W of output. 12

In another early experiment, the fiber laser was used as the preamplifier in a detection system. In such a device, the signal S
is amplified by a gain G. In addition, the spontaneous emission due to the inversion associated with the laser constitutes an input
noise N which experiences a net gain of G-i. The output is given by S G + N(G-1). It can be shown that the spontaneous
emission noise N, when expressed as photons emitted per second, is given by the product of the optical bandwidth (AP)
multiplied by the number of propagating modes.' 3 For low noise, the cross section can be reduced to single mode propagation.
In addition to limiting propagation to a single mode, narrowing the optical bandwidth would further reduce the noise. An alter-
native strategy would be to use a post electronic detector which can discriminate against the DC spontaneous emission. Under
the latter conditions, the noise is the fluctuations in the number of photons arriving in a given time period. The basic strategy of
the use of a fiber laser preamplifier is to amplify the signal to the point where the noise of the input impedance in the post-
electronic detector is not limiting, but instead the limitation is associated with the spontaneous emission noise. This in principal
would allow one to detect only a few 10's of photons in a pulse with bit error rates of 10-9 or less. In 1969, such a detector was
used to detect a 0-switch neodymium glass laser pulse with a line width of 10nm with a detectivity of 4 x 103 photons in the
pulse. A value which is not very exciting today but in '69 was an achievement.

Current Fiber Laser Work
Although a number of glass lasers had been made to operate, the emphasis has been on neodymium at 1.06Mum and 1.33M.m

and erbium at 1.55Mm. One of the wavelength bands for communications is in the region of 1.3Mum. While neodymium has a
fluorescence in this region for the 4F312-4 11312 transition with its peak at 1.33/=m, the typical behavior in an MCVD prepared
aluminosilicate host is laser emission at the longer wavelength of 1.4Mum. This results because in the 4F3/2 state there is not only
the downward transition to give gain but there is also the 4G7/2 state at a higher energy value which provides more absorption
than gain at 1.33M.m. The reverse is the case at 1.40Mm, because the excited state absorption is at the edge of the gain transi-
tion. There has been a recent interest in the heavy metal fluoride glasses as the host because the absorption lines are narrower
and shift slightly such as to permit gain at 1.33MAm. 14

Figure 1 shows the energy level diagram for the first three pump absorption bands and the transitions responsible for the
observed laser emisssion of Nd in silicate glasses. Figure 2 gives the corresponding absorption specturm. The concentration of
1.1 x 1020 Nd ion/cc corresponds to approximately 1.5 wt % Nd203. The limit of solubility for Nd is Si0 2 alone is very low (of the
order of a few hundred ppm). While low loss fibers can be made with this low concentration and still absorb essentially all of the
pump light in end pumping, the advantage of the higher concentration is that it shortens the length of the device and also makes
possible a substantial simplification in the pump by permitting the use of double clad, offset core configurations, which will be
discussed later. It is customary to add small amounts of other constituents, such as GeO2, P20 5, or A1203 , which affect the index
of refraction of the core and the thermal properties of the glass.

The fluorescent spectra for the aluminosilicate glass described is dependent on the pump wavelength. This is shown in Fig.
3. Other compositions have been made which exclude aluminum but have small concentrations of phosphorous which do not
have a wavelength dependent pump characteristic. This points to a single site for Nd in a Si-P host but to multiple sites in Si-Al
hosts.

Most of the work done in this laboratory has pumped with laser diodes operating in the region of 0.8Mm or the krypton ion
laser emitting at 0.752 and 0.79 9Mim. The core-cladding numerical aperture (NA), is defined by (n?-ng)l/ 2 , where nl and n2 are the
indices of refraction for core and cladding. Typical NA's were from 0.1 to 0.15. The cladding diameter could be of the order of
100m up to 3mm. The large diameter cladding had a number of attractive features. The rod diameter was large enough so that
it was not necessary to put a polymer buffer coating on the outside of the rod to avoid breakage. This made it possible to place
the rods in a vacuum chamber for deposition of dichroic reflectors on the ends of the rods without concern for out gasing from
the buffer coating. Also, with such a large area it was possible to grind and polish flats that were within 5 minutes of perpen-
dicularity to the fiber axis. Lasers of this construction were operated with lengths between 5mm and 30cm. When pumped directly
into the core, dichroic reflectors were used on the end of the rod. In Table 1 are given the values for the reflectivity used for laser
emission in the three neodymium bands and the threshold values for laser action. In Fig. 4 are given the laser spectra at 1.06Mum
for three different values of the pump relative to threshold pump power Pth. Slopes above threshold for laser emission vs. absorb-
ed pump power higher than 60% have been observed.

An important parameter is the value of gain in a single mode fiber per absorbed pump power. The gain is related to the
parameters of the fiber and neodymium properties by: Gain (dB) = 4.3 P (A h P)-1 (a 7-) F, where A is the area of the core, h v the
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energy of the pump photon, a is the gain cross section for neodymium in qlass (about 2 x 10-20 cm 2), r the fluorescent lifetime of
neodymium (approximately 0.4 ms) and F is a factor that takes account of the field distributions for both the pump and laser
emissions. 15 By pumping through a fiber of the same NA and diameter as the neodymium fiber, the measured value was
0.47dB/mW for a fiber with an NA of 0.15 and core diameter of 4Mm.

Figure 5 shows a configuration in which a frequency selective element in the form of a thick film hologram grating is incor-
porated in the cavity to give stable laser emission at 1,083.41 ± 0.01 nm for possible use in a magnetometer based on optical
pumping of helium.

By use of an acousto-optic modulator within a cavity with end reflectors 150cm apart, for a single mode laser fiber length of
5cm and a lens used to collimate the divergent beam from the end of the rod, mode locked emission was obtained, whose
characteristics are shown in Fig 6. The pulses are 0.1ns in duration, which is an order of magnitude shorter than previously
reported mode locked fibers.16 The shortening of the pulse width is due in part to less dispersion in the shorter fiber, which in
turn is made possible by the higher concentration of Nd.

A major problem in the use of fiber lasers is end pumping. If the fiber is single mode, this requires a single mode pump
source. Since there is always some loss in power conversion from pump to laser, the brightness of the laser output is less than
the pump. To solve this problem, fibers were made which consisted of the neodymium containing core surrounded by a first clad-
ding of lower refractive index, which in turn was surrounded by a second cladding of still lower index.17 Pump light is focused on-
to the first cladding. The index of refraction scans on a preform from which this fiber was made are shown in Fig. 7. The area of
the first cladding is one hundred times that of the core. The neodymium containing core of high index of refraction is offset from
the center of the first cladding. If this was not done, the skew rays, which constitute the bulk of the light incident of the first clad-
ding, would miss the core. From measurements on the preform it can be established how absorbing the core is. The best absorp-
tion of pump light would correspond to a uniform dispersion of the same amount of neodymium through the first cladding. As
compared with this theoretical best value it was found that with the core in the center of the first cladding the absorption per unit
length of pump light is reduced to less than 5% of theoretical best value. By offsetting the core as shown in Fig. 7, the absorp-
tion increased to 27%. This points up the very significant advantage of high concentration of neodymiur". If only a few hundred
parts per million concentrations are used, the fiber lengths for 10dB of pump power absorption would be many hundreds of
meters. In comparison, with the higher concentration in the Al-Si glass, 8 meters of fiber were adequate to give a threshold of
7mW and an output of 49mW fc,. 120mW of absorbed pump power for an overall efficiency of 41%.

A number of experiments were performed on erbium fibers to give laser amplification or oscillation in the region of 1.55Mum. 18

Figure 8 gives the absorption and fluorescent spectra for 3 x 1019 erbium ions per cc in A120 3 doped Si0 2 glass. By pumping in
the region of 1.47-1.51jMm inversion could be obtained in this 3 level system. The data obtained for various pump bands is shown
in Fig. 9. A color center laser was used to generate the pump power and its output was focused onto the fiber core. The spread
in the pump data is an indication of the experimental error associated with this end pumping experiment. The ability to pump at a
wavelength so close to the laser emission at 1.55Mum is due to the broadening of the upper and lower manifolds. In another set of
experiments an MCVD fabricated fiber with 1.5 x 1019 Er ions/cc and 9.5 x 1020 Yb ions/cc gave laser action in erbium at 1.55tm
by first pumping the ytterbium, which subsequently transfers its energy to erbium.

A very interesting observation has been made in second harmonic generation in fibers in which there has been "optical
damage". 1 9 In order to produce second harmonic generation, it is necessary that the material lack a center of symmetry both
microscopically and macroscopically. In addition, it is necessary to phase match the fundamental and second harmonic
wavelengths. For large single crystals the latter implies that the indices of refraction at the two wavelengths be the same. This
can be obtained in some non-cubic crystals by matching the extraordinary ray at one wavelength to the ordinary wave at the
other wavelength. Glass lacks a center of symmetry microscopically but the random matter of glass makes it a centro-symmetric
material on a macroscopic scale. The experiments were conducted with fibers whose cores were circular, single mode and low
NA, and the core material was initially homogeneous and istropic. It was found that after illumination for several hours with high
intensity Q-switched, mode locked light from a YAG laser, the fiber was capable of producing second harmonic when illuminated
only at 1.06Mum. The original observations were made on glasses which contained in the core GeO2 and P20 5 -19 In Table 2 are
shown the results of some experiments in which the constituents added to Si0 2 are listed in the first column. The NA for the
fibers were all about 0.12. The peak power for 1.06Am light is given in the second column. The illumination was done with 5% of
0.53M.m light added to the 1.06r light to shorten the exposure times as described by Stolen and Tom. 20 The conversion to the
second harmonic is shown in the third column. Other laboratories have obtained substantially higher values than shown in col-
umn 3; however, column 3 does indicate the relative importance of the additives in fused silica that are responsible for the self-
organized, second harmonic generating fibers. Glasses were prepared which contained either only GeO2 or only P20 5 or both
with silica. The effect was even larger for GeO 2 alone than with both the germania and phosphorous present. With only
phosphorous, there was no observed second harmonic light. An alumino-silicate was prepared which produced some 0.53Mm light
but considerably down from the germania containing glass. The biggest surprise was that by the addition of 1/2 wt % Yb203 to
the alumino-silicate glass, there was produced a readily measurable amount of second harmonic emission. This suggests that the
optical damage which makes the effect possible is not peculiar to germania but is generic to a family of possible defects in glass.
The apparent lack of phase matching has been explained on the basis that the non-linear tensor which relates the fundamental to
the second harmonic could have its sign reversed by the process of optical damage in step with the reversal in phase between
the fundamental and second harmonic emissions. 20
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LASEREMISSION AT CORE GLASS
REFLECTIVITY 1.O6pm 0.9051Am 1.41.m Slot PLUS
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8.1 Pg0, 40 Kw < 10-10

2.7 A1203 40 Kw 10-0
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Table 1 Values for the end reflectors and 0.5 Yb*03 25 Kw 2 X 104

threshold powers for cw fiber laser emission Table 2 Self-organizing second harmonic
from Nd at 1.06, 0.9 and 1.4 pom. generating single mode fibers.
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PHYSICS OF FIBRE LASERS
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Abstract

Monomode fibres doped with rare-earth ions provide many attractive features as laser devices,

including pumping by diode-lasers, wide tuning capability, Q-switched and mode-locked operation, and offer

an effective route to new laser transitions. This paper highlights some of these features and provides

illustrations taken from recent experimental results.

The glass fibre laser, invented by Elias Snitzer
1  

in 1961, has been the subject of considerable

recent interest since the demonstration by Mears et al
2 

in 1985 of monomode fibre laser devices based on

silica fibres. Monomode fibres doped with rare-earth impurities offer a number of features which make them

attractive as lasers or amplifiers and the aim of this paper is to highlight some of these features and

provide illustrations taken from recent experimental results. We also provide an extensive bibliography

relating to fibre lasers.

Some of the features of interest are listed below:

Simplicity of fabrication

* Excellent optical quality

* Freedom from thermal distortion

Low threshold, allowing pumping by diode lasers, cw operation of 3-level lasers, and offering

possibilities for new laser transitions

* High gain

* High efficiency

* Wide bandwidth, thus allowing significant tuning ranges, and short pulse operation via mode-locking

" Compatibility with monomode fibre devices such as couplers, modulators, integral grating devices etc.

" Low loss, thus allowing the use of long-fibre lengths, with consequences such as large nonlinear

effects, large dispersion, ability to pump via weak absorption, etc.

For silica-based fibres, various fabrication techniques have been described (see Urqhart
3 

for a recent

review). These include a variation on the MCVD process in which the dopant is introduced as a vapour
4
'
5
,

and a more versatile solution-doping technique
6
,
7 
which allows the dopant to be introduced from solution.

The latter technique ha allowed co-doping with different ions, at concentration levels sufficient to
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achieve an efficient energy-transfer laser, as for example in the Yb:Er system
8
. For fibres based on

fluorozirconate glass, quite different fabrication techniques are required, involving casting in a mould to

make the preformi. and techniques for fabricating monomode fibres are still at an early stage of

development. Fluorozirconate glass fibres offer features which extend the capabilities of silica fibres,

such as good IR transmission to longer wavelengths
9 

and reduced rates of nonradiative decay as a result of

the lower phonon energies. A consequence of the slower non-radiative decay is that laser emission has been

observed in fluoride glass fibres from levels which in silica decay too fast to permit lasing. The table

below lists those transitions reported to have lased to date (Dec. '88) in both silica and fluoride glass

fibres.

Ion Transition Host Wavelength (pm) References

Nd3* F3/2 _ 4F11!2 SiO, 1.055 - 1.14 1,2,7,10-26

4F3 2 - 419/2 SiO 2  n.9 - 0.95 27-29

4F 4113/2 Si0 2  1.39 30

r 4113/2 - 115/2 Si0 2  1.53 - 1.60 33-41,8

Pr
3
- ID2 - 3F4  SiO 2  1.084 42,43

1D, - 3F, SiO 2  0.886 43

Sm
3
- 4G5/2 - 6H9/2 SiO2  0.651 44

Yb
3
, 

2
F5/2 -

2
F 7/2  S10 2  1.01 - 1.162 45,48,43

0.974

Tm
3
' NH4 - 3H6  SiO 2  1.88 - 1.96 50

d
3  4

F3 !2 - 11/2 Fluoride 1.05 55

F3 2 - 413/2 Fluoride 1.35 31,32
F3/2 - 1/2

4 4Fr3- 4 113/2 - I15/2 Fluoride 1.56

4111/2 - 1132 Fluoride 2.7 53

H0
3
+ 517 - 18 Fluoride 2.08 54

5
S2 , 

5
F4 - 515 Fluoride 1.38 54

Tm
3
' 

3
F4 - 3H5 Fluoride 2.3 52

Below we list some comments on the more noteworthy features of these transitions.

The Nd
3 + 

4F3/2 - 111/2 transitinn at around 1.06 pm is one of the most extensively studied transitions,

having been implicated in each of the key developments of fibre lasers
1
'
7
'
10

'
2
. Operation on this

transition has been demonstrated over a wide range of conditions. These include diode-pumped

15,11,16 mod-loked, tne 20,21
operation Q-switcheinoperation

I  
mode-locked operation

1 7 1 9
'
1 4  

tuned uperation and

superfluorescent operation
22

. Operation with various resonator configurations has been demonstrated,

including resonators with butted mirrors, with mirrors directly coated on the fibre ends
23

, single
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longitudinal mode operation in a fibre incorporating an integral grating
24

,25, single longitudinal mode

operation in a Fox-Smith resonator incorporating fibre loops as reflectors
2 5

. A summary of the performance

characteristics reported to date include: thresholds of well below I mW, efficiencies of - 50%, single

frequency operation with linewidth of - I MHz
25

, mode-locked operation with bandwidth limited pulses of 20

psec
19 , 

cw output power of 10 mw when diode-pumped 
14

, peak output power of 1 100 w from a Q-switched

diode-pumped laser
16

, peak powers of - I kw in a mode-locked, Q-switched, diode-pumped laser
14

, tuning over

a range of 70-80 nm
20

'
2 1

. These results indicate some of the potential of fibre lasers.

For the Nd
3 + 

4F3/2 - 419/2 transition at - 0.9 pm, the lower laser levels lie in the ground manifold and

therefore result in a 3-level character, due to the significant population in the lower laser level.

Following the first observation of lasing on this transition in a fibre laser
2 7

, tuned operation has been

demonstrated
20 ,2 1

, Q-switched and mode-locked operation
28

, and diode pumped operation
29

. Generally

performance levels are somewhat below those achievable on the 
4
F3/2 - 4111/2 transition as a result of the

3-level character.

The Nd
3 + , 

4F3/2 - 4113/2 transition, in the 1.3 pm region, suffers from excited state absorption
2 1 

(ESA),

a cause for some disappointment in view of the potential applications in optical communications for sources

and amplifiers in this region. Lasing on this transition has been achieved in silica fibre
30

, but the ESA

forces operation at wavelengths too long (- 1.4 pm) to be of interest for optical communications (this falls

in a region of OH absorption). Fluoride glass fibres offer better prospects with reduced ESA problems, and

shorter wavelength operation (1.33 -1.35 pm)
3 1

,
3 2 .

The Er
3 + , 

4113/2 - 4115/2 transition at - 1.55 pm is of particular importance as it falls in the so

called third transmission window of silica based communication fibres. Several different pump lasers have

been used, the first operation being obtained with a 514 nm Argon laser pump
33

. An important breakthrough

was made with the demonstration of pumping by a GaAlAs diode laser at 807 nm
34 ,3 5 

since this offers the

prospect of a very convenient package for in-line amplification in optical fibre communication systems

operating at 1.55 gm. A problem that has been identified with pumping around 800 nm is that of ESA, of the

pump radiation, which reduces the available gain
36

. Despite this the diode-pumped Er fibre amplifier may

still prove to be a successful device, as the increased pump power requirements enforced by the ESA may be

met using high brightness diode arrays which allow a significant fraction of their output to be coupled into

a monomode fibre
37

'
14
. Meanwhile alternative approaches which reduce the ESA are being investigated. One

of these
38 

involves pumping with 980 nm radiation, for which ESA is absent, and has resulted in high gain, 24

dB for 11 mw of absorbed pump, i.e. 2.2 dB/mW. Another approach involves the use of fibre co-doped with Yb

and Er, in which pumping takes place into the absorption band of Yb which then transfers its excitation to

the Er
3 9

. The broad absorption band of Yb (- 0.8 - 1.06 pm) allows pumping in regions away from the Er ESA.

Results form this Yb:Er fibre include efificient pumping in the wavelength range of diode lasers (- 0.8

)40 NdYAG and NdYLF lasers
8
'
4 1 

and demonstrate that the solution doping technique can achieve dopant

concentrations sufficient to allow efficient energy transfer.
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While the Nd
3 + 

and Er
3+ 

fibre lasers have so far received most attention there is a growing list of new

fibre laser transitions, some of which have not previously been observed to lase in a glass host. An

example of this is provided by the Pr
3 + 

transitions 2 - 3F4 (- 1.084 m)
4 2 

and ID2 -
3
F2 (- 0.886 pm) 4 3 ,

both of which have operated in a silica fibre, pumped by a cw Rhodamine 6G laser, but had not previously

been reported in a glass host. Another example is provided by the Sm
3 + 

doped fibre laser
4 4

, operating on

4G5/2 69/2 transition at 0.65 gm, this being the first report on lasing on this transition in any

host and the first example of visible fibre laser.

Other transitions recently observed to lase in fibres include the Yb
3+

, 2F5/2 - 2F7/2 transition
4 5

, which

in fact has two resolved transitions, a broad one centred at - 1.064 gm (4-level laser) and a narrower one

at 0.974 pm (3-level laser). The 4-level transition has previously been observed to lase in bulk

glass 
46

,
4 7 , 

but not the three-level transition. Some interesting features of the Yb
3+ 

fibre laser are the

very wide tuning range achieved (1.01 - 1.16 pm)
48

, in part due to the absence of any limitation due to ESA,

and the observation of efficient superfluorescent emission on the 3-level (0.974 pm) and 4-level (1.04 pm)

transition
49 .

Tm
3

, provides another interesting example. When pumped at 797 nm it has produced lasing
50 

on the 3H4 to

3H6 transition at - 1.85 pm. This (3-level) laser transition has previously been operated in pulsed fashion

in bulk glass by Gandy et al51. The fluorescence emission in the fibre covers the range - 1.7 Mm to 2.2 Mm,

thus offering this as a potential tuning range and with the additional attractive possibility of diode

pumping. It is interesting to note that fluorozirconate fibre doped with Tm
3+ 

has instead operated
5 2 

at 2.3

pm on the 
3
F4 - 3H5 transition (we have used the level notation of Gandy et al51 rather than of Esterowitz

et a1
52

), since the 3F4 level does not undergo rapid non-radiative decay as in silica glass.

Further examples of the additional laser transition made possible by reduced non-radiative decay rates in

fluorozirconate glass fibres are found in Er 
3 +  

on the 4111/2 - 4113/2 transition at 2.7 pm
5 3

, and Ho
3+ ,

with transitions at 54 at 2.08 pm, 517 - 518 and at 1.38 pm, 5S2, 
5
F4 - 51 5 .

Summary

Developments in fibre lasers are taking place rapidly, with new laser transitions demonstrated and

improved powers, efficiencies and gains. Fluuorozirconate fibres in particular offer the prospect of many

more laser transitions with possibilities for energy transfer and up-conversion. Developments in diode

lasers, enabling more pump power to be launched into monomode fibres
14 

will play an important role in the

future. New fibre geometries like the double-clad fibre
5 6 

can also lead to efficient utilisation of pump

power from high power diode arrays. With the increased power levels now being achieved in fibre lasers,

particularly in Q-switched and/or mode-locked systems, nonlinear effects will become increasingly accessible

and increasingly important.
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FLUORIDE FIBER LASERS

Leonard J. Andrews
GTE Laboratories, Incorporated

40 Sylvan Road
Waltham, MA 02254

Abstract

Silica telecommunications optical fibers show remarkable properties as lasers and traveling wave optical
amplifiers when doped in the core with luminescent rare earth ions. Practical application of such fibers, especially in
communications systems, is currently impeded by inefficiencies associated with excited state absorption (ESA). We
show through Judd-Ofelt analysis that it is possible to mitigate the effects of ESA through the proper choice of glass
matrix. This has led to the demonstration in fluoride fiber of the first neodymium glass laser to operate within the 1.3
micron telecommunications channel and to the substantial reduction of ESA at the 0.8 micron erbium pump band.

Introduction

In recent years, a great deal of progress has been made in developing optical fibers as host media for rare earth
ion lasers and optical amplifiers. The particular advantages of these devices stems from the small core dimension found
in single mode fiber which has a typical diameter of less than 10 microns. Such small active volumes permit not only
high levels of optical excitation density and excellent coupling between pump and laser modes but also rapid thermal
dissipation of excess heat that prevents catastrophic stress fracture of the glass. It has been possible to routinely
demonstrate c.w. three level lasers1 , tunable lasing over linewidths broadened by ion-amorphous host interactions 2 , and
sub-milliwatt lasing thresholds3 , performance that is not feasible with bulk glass formats.

Considerable interest in these developments has arisen in the area of telecommunications because of the
possibility of fabricating luminescent fiber amplifiers that can operate on optical signals directly without the need for
photonic/electronic conversion. Impressive demonstrations have already been reported for erbium-doped silica fiber
that show gain in excess of 30 dB 4 , efficiency of 2 dB/milliwatt pump power 5 , and very low noise6 when such fiber is
operated as a single pass, traveling wave optical amplifier. It is to be emphasized that this performance is achievable in
a device that has no inherent polarization sensitivity and can be spliced into existing fiber networks with essentially
negligible coupling loss. The two principal issues that remain to be overcome in order to make erbium fiber amplifiers of
substantial practical interest are the low efficiency of the device when optically pumped at 0.8 micron, the nominal
operating wavelength of AIGaAs laser diodes, and the small bandwidth of the 1.55 micron gain region which is only 3 nm
for silica fiber amplifiers. We will show that the former characteristic can be improved by changing the erbium ion glass
host from silica to certain non-conventional compositions such as fluorozirconate-based glasses, and, although it will not
be described in this paper, we have also discovered that it is also possible to improve the bandwidth by at least a factor
of three through similar changes in glass host.

The other rare earth ion of interest for telecommunications applications is neodymium because it has a
luminescent transition centered near 1.3 micron, the "second" transmission window in optical fiber. The technology for
neodymium fiber amplifiers is less developed than for erbium devices because in standard silica fiber the 1.3 micron
luminescence has no optical gain within the communications window 7 . This situation is caused by a competing ESA
which prevents gain at wavelengths other than at the red edge of the emission near 1.4 micron, a wavelength of no
interest for communications. As is the case for erbium, this obstacle can be at least partially overcome by the judicious
choice of non-conventional glass compositions.

Judd-Ofelt Analysis

The poor pumping efficiency of erbium ions at 0.8 micron and the lack of gain at 1.3 micron for neodymium ions
are both manifestations of absorption between the metastable upper laser level populated by absorption of pump
photons to still higher levels of these ions. These excited state transitions give rise to absorption bands that accidentally
lie near 0.8 and 1.3 micron for Er3 + and Nd 3 + , respectively. It is a characteristic of rare earth ion transition arising from f-
electron configurations that the energies of the transitions are relatively insensitive to the ion host. This means that it is
unlikely that the accidental degeneracies can be removed by differential shifting of the relevant ion states in various host
materials, and this expectation was confirmed by us through a comparison of the ground state absorption of these ions in
a variety of glasses. It was discovered that while small energy shifts could be induced by changing glass composition,
the shifts among the various bands was very similar so that the relative spacings remain largely unchanged.
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On the other hand, it is known that the linestrengths of f-electron transitions are somewhat sensitive to the ion
surroundings, so that the possibility existed to lower the intensity of deleterious ESA transitions through the judicious
choice of host materials. Fortunately, a very useful semi-empirical theory was developed in early 1960's independently
photonic,,electronic conversion. Impressive demonstrations have already been reported for erbium-doped silica fiber
that show gain in excess of 30 dB 4 , efficiency of 2 dB/milliwatt pump power 5 , and very low noise6 when such fiber is
operated as a single pass, traveling wave optical amplifier. It is to be emphasized that this performance is achievable in
a device that has no inherent polarization sensitivity ,nd can be spliced into existing fiber networks with essentially
negligible coupling loss. The two principal issues that remain to be overcome in order to make erbium fiber amplifiers of
substantial practical interest are the low efficiency of the device when optically pumped at 0.8 micron, the nominal
operating wavelength of AIGaAs laser diodes, and the small bandwidth of the 1.55 micron gain region which is only 3 nm
for silica fiber amplifiers. We will show that the former characteristic can be improved by changing the erbium ion glass
host from silica to certain non-conventional compositions such as fluorozirconate-based glasses, and, although it will not
be described in this paper, we have also discovered that it is also possible to improve the bandwidth by at least a factor
of three through similar changes in glass host.

The other rare earth ion of interest for telecommunications applications is neodymium because it has a
luminescent transition centered near 1.3 micron, the "second" transmission window in optical fiber. The technology for
neodymium fiber amplifiers is less developed than for erbium devices because in standard silica fiber the 1.3 micron
luminescence has no optical gain within the comm,,cations window 7. This situation is caused by a competing ESA
which prevents gain at wavelengths other than at the red edge of the emission near 1.4 micron, a wavelength of no
interest for communications. As is the case for erbium, this obstacle can be at least partially overcome by the judicious
choice of non-conventional glass compositions.

Judd-Ofelt Analysis

The poor pumping efficiency of erbium ions at 0.8 micron and the lack of gain at 1.3 micron for neodymium ions
are both manifestations of absorption between the metastable upper laser level populated by absorption of pump
photons to still higher levels of these ions. These excited state transitions give rise to absorption bands that accidentally
lie near 0.8 and 1.3 micron for Er3 + and Nd 3 + , respectively. It is a characteristic of rare earth ion transition arising from f-
electron configurations that the energies of the transitions are relatively insensitive to the ion host. This means that it is
unlikely that the accidental degeneracies can be removed by differential shifting of the relevant ion states in various host
materials, and this expectation was confirmed by us through a comparison of the ground state absorption of these ions in
a variety of glasses. It was discovered that while small energy shifts could be induced by changing glass composition,
the shifts among the various bands was very similar so that the relative spacings remain largely unchanged.

On the other hand, it is known that the linestrengths of f-electron transitions are somewhat sensitive to the ion
surroundings, so that the possibility existed to lower the intensity of deleterious ESA transitions through the judicious
choice of host materials. Fortunately, a very useful semi-empirical theory was developed in early 1960's independently
by Judd 8 and Ofelt 9 that made it possible to calculate rather accurately the integrated intensity of induced electric dipole
transitions between f-electron states of rare earth ions. This treatment provides a powerful tool for identifying glasses that
have improved properties relative to silica in terms of reduced ESA intensity.

In the customary formulation of Judd-Ofelt theory, the electric dipole linestrength for transitions between rare earth
f-electron levels is expressed in terms of a linestrength function Sm, which is given by the summation over the so-called
Judd-Ofelt parameters and the doubly reduced matrix elements U(i) as shown in Equation 1.

Sm = y ni 11 U(i) 112  Eq. (1)

i =2,4,6

Essentially, the Qi contain atomic radial integrals and are determined empirically for each ion/host combination by fitting

simple ground state absorption (GSA) spectra. Using the set of three Qi and the doubly reduced matrix elements, which
are regarded to be host independent, the oscillator strength of the electric dipole transition between any two ion states
can be calculated using Equation 2 in which v is the frequency and J is the total angular momentum quantum number of
the initial state.

2
f = 8 mv Sm Eq.(2)

3 h (2 J + 1 )
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Judd-Ofelt theory Was used to calculate the ratio of ESA/GSA oscillator strengths in the 0.8 micron region for

several Er3 +containing glasses, and a partial summary of the results are contained in Tablel.

Table 1. Judd-Ofelt Parameters (X e20 cm2 ) and Calculated ESA/GSA Oscillator Strength Ratio for Er3 + at 0.8 Micron.

4113/2 - 2H11/2
glass 22 04 n6 4115/2 - 419/2

borosilicate 1 0  2.9 0.4 0.2 1.75
phosphate 1 0  3.7 0.8 0.8 1.19
fluorophosphate 3.4 1.8 1.2 0.99
fluorozirconate 2.5 1.4 1.0 0.98

It is evident from Table 1 that it is possible to improve the ESA/GSA ratio to the point of making the relevant transitions of
equal strength by changing glass composition. The current results for pumping Er3 + silica fiber at 0.8 micron show that
amplifier operation is marginally efficient at this wavelength, so that it can be expected from the results of Judd-Ofelt
analysis that a substantial improvement in amplifier efficiency can be realized in non-conventional glass fibers.

A similar analysis was performed for Nd 3 + in glass, only in this case the linestrength functions were compared for ESA
and emission at 1.3 micron. Some of these results are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Judd-Ofelt Parameters (X e20 cm2 )and Calculated ESA/Emission Linestrength Function Ratio for Nd 3 + at 1.3
Micron.

4F3/2 - 4G1 1/2
glassl 1  Q2 L4 06 4F3/2 - 419/2

silica 6.0 4.7 4.1 1.08
phosphate 3.3 5.0 5.6 0.56
fluorozirconate 1.7 3.3 3.9 0.48
fluorophosphate 1.4 4.0 4.6 0.42
fluoroberyllate 0.2 3.9 4.6 0.28

As Table 2 suggests, silica is among the poorest choices for a 1.3 micron laser host because of the unfavorable
intensity of the ESA. It fact, these results provide a satisfying rationale for the observed performance of Nd 3 +in silica,1

and suggest that there are many glasses that should do better at 1.3 micron.

Erbium3+ ESA Spectra

To test the predictions of the Judd-Ofelt analysis for Er3 + glasses, ESA difference spectra were measured for both
a standard germania doped silica fiber and a fluorozirconate fiber of composition (in mol%) 53 ZrF4 - 20 BaF 2 - 4 LaF3
- 3 AIF3 - 20 NaF (ZBLAN). The results are shown in Figure 1 where the difference spectra represent the change in
fiber absorption constant A a between fiber optically pumped at 514.5 nm by an argon ion laser and umpumped fiber.

Aa is related to the difference in cross sections by Equation 3 and is positive for increased absorption and negative for
bleaching.

A cx = ne I (Ge - lg) Eq. 3

Figure 1 shows the origin of the inefficiency for 0.8 micron pumping. In spite of the presence of a GSA band
centered near 0.8 micron the, ESA difference spectrum shows only the presence of increased absorption when the silica
fiber is optically pumped indicating that the ESA overwhelms GSA in this wavelength region. This result confirms earlier
work at British Telecom 1 2 where the silica spectrum was first measured. Another ESA band also appears near 0.85
micron. By contrast, the ESA difference spectrum of the ZBLAN fiber only shows the 0.85 band. The region near 0.8
micron, although noisy, clearly demonstrates the absence of increased absorption indicating that the ESA and GSA
intensities must be approximately the same. These results provide a clear qualitative confirmation of the Judd-Ofelt
analysis, and strongly suggest that substantial improvements in Er3 + amplifier pump efficiency at 0.8 micron will be
realized in non-conventional fibers.
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1.3 Micron Neodymium (3+) ZBLAN Fiber Laser

In the case of Nd 3 + , the prediction of Judd-Ofelt theory was tested by conducting. a laser experiment in a non-
conventional fiber. For the test, it was convenient to fabricate a multimode fiber of fluorozirconate glass containing Nd 3 +
in the core. In ZBLAN glass, it was calculated that the integrated emission linestrength at 1.3 micron is about a factor of
two greater than the ESA linestrength so that lasing should be feasible. Using the doped ZBLAN fiber, a simple
broadband Fabry-Perot cavity was constructed with the fiber longitudinally pumped at 514.5 nm. Figure 2 shows the
spectral output of the cavity, both below and above lasing threshold. Below threshold, the spontaneous emission
spectrum is recorded, whereas above threshold the band collapses showing stimulated emission centered near 1.34
micron in the untuned cavity. Just above threshold the lasing is centered at 1.33 micron. This is the first demonstration of
a glass laser which operates within the 1.3 micron telecommunications window 13 .

It is noteworthy in Figure 2 that the peak of the fluorescence does not correspond to the free running laser wavelength.
This mismatch is most likely caused by residual ESA which forces the peak gain region to lie to the red of the
spontaneous fluorescence peak. Experiments are now in progress to accurately map out the gain region in these
devices, although it now appears from a study of the 1.3 micron emission in a number of glasses that gain to the blue of
1.30 micron is unlikely.

Summary

Through the use of Judd-Ofelt theory as a predicative guide, it was shown possible to circumvent shortcomings of silica
glass as a rare earth ion laser host for applications that are important for telecommunications. Fluorozirconate glass in
particular was demonstrated to have properties superior to silica in terms of favorably perturbing rare earth ion radiative
transition strengths to make possible improved luminescent optical amplifiers that operate at the 1.3 and 1.55 micron
telecommunications windows.
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Figure 1. ESA difference spectra for Er3 + in germania doped silica fiber (upper) and ZBLAN fiber (lower). The absence
of the 800 nm ESA band in ZBLAN fiber indicates closely similar GSA and ESA intensities in the fluoride glass.
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Figure 2. Spectral output of untuned Nd3+ ZBLAN fiber laser below threshold showing broad spontaneous emission and
above threshold showing bimodal stimulated emission at 1.33 and 1.34 micron.
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Abstract

ProperL "s ot avai lable tiber ampl ifiers and their relative advantages for optical fiber communications
are, revie''ed. Emphasis is on erbium-doped fiber amplifiers operating in the secondX= 1.5 gm telecommunication
'.ein~o.e. he chiractL.ristics of this type of device as well as the main experimental results reported to date
are summarized and put in perspective with the field of semiconductor amplifiers.

'ptical amplifiers are ol great importance in the field of fiber optics communications. They can be used
tor loss compensation in long haul fiber links

1
, or as digital regenerative repeaters

2 , 
or as preamplifiers

tor cnhancing signal-to-noise ratio during detection
3
. A major advantage offered by direct optical

amplitcation is the possibility of amplifying simultaneously several channels without the need of
optoelVctronic conversion and high-speed electronic interface. Semiconductor amplifier technology has
7citur .d considerablv (see for instance refs. 14-5]) since the realization of the first GaAs laser diodes

At about the same time, the first rare-earth glass lasers in 19616 started research on glass
ber aiTl if iers aid laser sources 

7-8
. With the availability of low-loss single-mode fibers (1970), fiber

nonlinir optics using Raman, Brillouin and four-wave mixing effects
9 
offered new possibilities for light

-r-eration and amplification. More recently (1985), modified vapor-phase techniques for fiber fabrication
10

ha%, ],.d to the realization of a large variety of rare-earth doped fiber sources and amplifiers (see for
insta3ice ruf. II1'. 'ith this perspective in mind, one may wonder what alternate solutions or possible
acvanta.s for fiber optic communications may now be offered by fiber amplifiers.

in this memorandum, the performance and capabilities of fiber amplifiers based on nonlinearities and
rare-earth doping are reviewed. The main focus is on erbium-doped fiber devices operating in the -_ 1.5 Pm
telecommunication window, with a summary of various signal amplification experiments reported to date.
Expirim-ntal results obtained on signal amplification are detailed. A low-noise, high-speed signal
amplification experiment at 2 Gigabit/s is also reviewed. The main features of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
are then compared with semiconductor amplifiers.

The t.o main single-mode fiber amplifier types are (a) nonlinear fiber amplifiers and (b) doped-fiber
amplifiers. Devices based on stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering (SRS, SBS) and stimulated four wave
rixing (SF.<M); belong to the first type. Neodymium (Nd) and erbium (Er) fiber devices (see for instance 37
11 ,12 ) belong to the second type. Table 1 summarizes the main features of SRS, SBS, SFWM and

Erhium-doped amplifiers. For the nonlinear types, the operating signal wavelengths are determined by the
chi ce of the pump way'length (SRS, SBS) or the phase-matching conditions (SFPM), and are therefore tunable
over the teo fiber telecommunication windows (A = 1.3-1.5 pm). Since Nd-doped fibers operate outside the
Le I communicat ions windows near X 1 .06 pm, the main effort is on Er-doped fiber amplifiers which operate
nears 1.53 cm. A second criterion is the pump power requirement for achieving sizable signal gain
(i.e. G > 10 dB). For SFPM, SRS and SBS, the pump powers are of the order of OOW, IW and 1OmW,
respectively. For Er-doped devices, pump powers are less than 100 mW. Other important aspects are the
required fiber lengths, the gain bandwidths and the gain sensitivity to signal polarization. For the four
types of amplifiers, the fiber lengths range from Im to 10 km, the gain bandwidths from 10 MHz to 12 Tflz, and
only the Er type is intrinsically polarization insensitive (as discussed further below). For SRS, SBS and
sfPM, as applied to nonpolarization-maintaining fibers, however, the effect of polarization scrambling results
in a polarization insensitive (and reduced) gain. Figure 1 summarizes the main -xperimental results
in terms of gains and related pump powers that have been reported over the past decade for nonlinear fiber
amplifiers. The figure shows that SRS and SFPM can achieve gains in the 30-50 dB range with pump powers
above 1W and IOOW, respectively. These experiments required high-power CW or pulsed lasers and are not
practical for communication applications. However, SRS can exhibit useful gains (-.5 dB) for fiber loss
compensation with pump powers in the 100 mW range. SBS can provide 15 dB to 20 dB gains with pump powers
in the I mW range. This indicates the possibility of practical laser diode pumped amplifiers.

Some qualitative and quantitative comparisons are made in Table 1. For instance, the advantage of
SRS is its large gain bandwidth (12 Tllz), but its disadvantages are the long fiber lengths (km range) and
relatively high pumping powers (Watt range). Practical applications of SRS to optical communications seem
thus to be limited to signal boosting and possibly to compensation of fiber loss in long-haul links, through
distributed gain. Laser-diode pumped SRS amplification of WDM optical channels using 60 mW pump power was
reported

13
, giving a 5 dB increase in output signal powers. Loss-compensating, distributed SRS gain is14

also amenable to soliton pro agation , and has been recently demonstrated with 300 mW pump power for a
400) km-long fiber distanceI 

. 
On the other hand, SBS is characterized by a comparatively narrow gain band-

width (typically 10-100 MlHz), which can be broadened by pump modulation
1 6

. Thus, the use of SBS imposes
a limitation in signal bit rate, and requires accurate pump and signal frequency control. The advantage of
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equivalent to best anti-reflection coatings on semiconductor devices. The figure also shows that in the
high saturation output power regime (i.e. 5 dBm to 410 dBm), the fiber gains are usually higher
(i.e. .0 dB to 8 dB) than semiconductor gains.

The noise properties of Er-doped fiber amplifiers have been investigated by a few authors through
measurements of signal-to-noise ratio and bit error rates (BER). Digital signal transmission experiments
utilizing Er-fiber amplifiers were performed at rates of 140 Mbit/s28.30,32 and up to 2 Gbit/s

25
,
4 2

.
As a whole, these early experiments demonstrated the low-noise capability of Er-fiber amplifiers, as
well as the possibility of their application as signal boosters or preamplifiers for improved signal
detection in actual digital transmission systems. Figures 5 and 6 show results reported at 2 Gbit/s
with a llm-long Er-fiber amplifier pumped at 514.5 nm

25
. Comparison of the input and output bit

sequences of the fiber amplifier (gain = .15 dB) in Fig. 5(a), as well as the corresponding output
eye diagram (Fig. 5(b)), show the gain linearity and the immunity to intersymbol interference and
patterning effects. Figure 6 shows a series of BER curves as a function of detected signal power,
corresponding to different input signal powers. A PER of 10-9 was achieved with -27 dBm signal input (and
with -30 dBm signal input with noise filtering), which represented a +3 dB (resp. +6 dB) improvement in
receiver sensitivity

2 5
. Further experiments have yet to be done in order to assess whether fundamental

differences in noise properties exist between Er-fiber amplifiers and semiconductor devices. Crosstalk
effects in Er-fiber multichannel amplification are under investigation

4 2
, and are expected to exhibit

qualitative differences with semiconductor amplifiers, due to the nature of the laser systems involved.
It is clear however, that the Er-fiber amplifier is well-suited iL, wavelength divisi-n multiplexed (WDM)
communications, owing to its large (2500 GHz) gain bandwidth

2 5 ,2 8 ,4 2
.

An important advantage for the fiber amplifier is its insensitivity to signal polarization. The gain in
semiconductor amplifiers is known to be polarization-sensitive, due to a finite ratio of confinement factor
of the TE and TM polarization modes

4 4
. However, there are alternative means to reduce this effect, for

instance by increasing the active laver thickness
4 4

, at the expense of the amplifier gain, or by using a

Faraday rotator
52

, which introduces some excess loss penalty. In the case of Er-fiber amplifiers, however,
the gain was found to be intrinsically polarization-insensitive

25
, even for fiber lengths as short as 1m

4 2
.

This property can be attributed to both the cylindrical fiber geometry (for which the TE and TM transverse
modes are degenerate), and to an intrinsically isotropic laser gain. This last property is observed at
least in the highly multimoded pump regime. Linearly polarized pumping may result in some amount of
polarization sensitivity, owing to possible cross-section anisotopy in the Er:glass, and this point is
currently under investigation. Another advantage of fiber amplifiers is the low insertion loss penalty.
The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss penalty is typically 10 dB for semiconductor amplifiers coupled with either
microscope objectives or tapered fiber microlenses

4
8,50,5

3
,
54

. A lower bound of 6 JB for the fiber-to-
semiconductor-to fiber coupling loss

50 
seems to be a fundamental limit imposed by the differences in

transverse mode geometries. In the case of the fiber amplifier, where the fiber mode size is 1.5 Pm may
differ somewhat from that of standard communication fibers, we evaluate this overall coupling loss to be
of the order of 0.5 dB, owing to the good mode matching that can be achieved between standard fibers and
the fiber amplifier types. Note that some additional excess loss (of similar magnitude) will be
necessarity introduced by fiber splices and by the multiplexer oupler used to combine the pump with the
signal.

In conclusion, we have shown that fiber amplifiers constitute an important and attractive alternative
to semiconductor amplifiers. Indeed, keeping the focus on 1.5 pm erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, which seem
at present to be the most amenable to practical laser diode pumping operation, their advantages reside
in the simplified device manufacturing, in the possibility of low insertion loss in fiber systems and in
intrinsic polarization insensitivity. A drawback is that rare-earth-doped fiber amplifiers are not
available at present at the dispersion-free 1.3 pm wavelength, in use in most fiber communication systems.
Further, their optical pumping requires the use of high-power laser diodes, whose long-term reliability is
still uncertain. Both long-haul, point-to-point optical communications and fiber local area networks at
1.5 jm are potential applications for Er-doped fiber amplifiers.
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REQUIREMENTS

SIGNAL GAIN POLARIZATION POTENTIAL
WAVELENGTH PHASE PUMP FIBER BANDWIDTH SENSITIV!TY APPLICATION

MATCHING POWER LENGTH

S RAMAN LONG HAUL

SCATTERING TUNABLE NO 1W 1 Km 12 THz YES LINK LOSS
COMPENSATION

S BRILLOUIN WAVELENGTH

SCATTERING TUNABLE NO 10 mW 1-10 Km 10-100 MHz YES DIVISION
DEMULTIPLEXING

S FOUR PHOTON TUNABLE YES 100W 10m 2.5 THz YES
MIXING

RARE EARTH 1.5 ptm

(Er
3 ) DOPING FIXED NO < 100 mW 1-10m 65 THz NO LOCAL AREA

NETWORKS

Table 1 - Single-mode amplifiers features.60 I I I I
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J.Hegarty 85 Y.Tamura 87

C 40- M.Ikeda 81 L.Mollenauer 88
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Fgure 5 - Signal amplification experiment at 2 Gbit/s in an Er-doped fiber amplifier: (a) oscilloscope

traces showing input and output ASK bit sequence (Ilor. scale: lns/div); (b) eye diagram

of output signal (Hor. scale 200 ps/div, arbitrary vertical scales). The pump wavelength

was 514.5 nm and the gain *15 dB (after ref. [25]).
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ULTRAFAST NONLINEARITIES IN OPTICAL FIBRES

J.R. Taylor
Femtosecond Optics Group, Physics Department

Imperial College
Prince Consort Road

London SW7 2BZ

England

Abstract

Several schemes foc the generation of ultrashort pulses using nonlinear processes in optical fibres ace

described. These include the pulse compression mechanism of high order solitons, essentially at a fixed
wavelength and the generation of frequency tunable femtosecond pulses using soliton-Raman shaping mechanisms.
Both single pass and oscillator arrangements are described, while in the normal dispersion regime a disper-
sion compensated fibre Raman ring laser was used which was capable of generating picosecond pulses for

soliton studies.

Ultrashort pulse generation from high order solitons

In 1973 Hasegawa theoretically proposed [1] that the balance between self-phase modulation broadening
and group velocity dispersion compression in the region of anomalous dispersion in a low-loss optical fibre
led to the evolution of self-sustaining propagating pulses, the so-called solitons [2]-[4]. Higher order
solitons than the fundamental are self-maintaining in the sense that their pulse shapes are periodic with
fibce length on propagation, for a particular power, despite the fact that they undergo a series of narrowing
and splitting on passage. In 1980 [5] the first experimental observations were made of the pulse compression
and splitting nature of the soliton effects in a single-mode optical fibre. In that work, observations of
solitons of N_ 4 were reported. Pulse restoration at the soliton period was first demonstrated by Stolen et
al [61 using the same colour centre laser source. Extreme picosecond pulse narrowing was subsequently
reported by Mollenauec et al [7] through the generation of higher-order solitons (N>4), and results on
solicring of the initial 7ps pulses from their colour centre laser were presented.

The availability of dispersion-shifted optical fibres [8] enables soliton generation and compression
studies to be carried out in the 

1
.
3
mum region as well as at the previously investigated 1.55"ni wavelength.

Recently, in a scheme similar to that reported here [9], a compressed c.w. mode-locked Nd:YAG laser genera-
ting 2ps pulses was used to produce pulses as short as 90fs through a high-order soliton (N=7) effect at

1.32orm in a single-mode optical fibre.

It has been shown that the minimum pulse duration achieved during the "breathing" of a multisoliton is
approximately given bytmin="to(4.1N)

-
l where t 0 is the input pulse width and N the order of soliton.

Clearly the lowest pulse durations are achieved with minimum input pulses and the highest soliton number and
hence the highest powers possible.

The experimental scheme is shown in Figure 1. A c.w. mode-locked Nd:YAG laser was used as the initial

source of 90ps pulses at IOOMHz repetition rate with an average power of 1.8w, corresponding to a peak power
of 200W. The pulses were optically compressed by means of an optical fibre-grating pair pulse compressor
[10]. It is sufficient to mention here that for 800mW coupled into 200m of fibre (dispersion minimum around
1.5,gm) and a 2.5m overall grating separation, pulses as short as l.lps (assuming sech

2 
pulse shape) were

derived. The compressed pulses had an average output power of 550mW, corresponding to a peak pulse power of
5kw. These pulses were then coupled into a piece of single mode fibre 40m long, with zero dispersion at

1.27jm, an effective core area of 96Am
2 
and a dispersion value D=-5ps nn-lkm

-
1 at 1.32,/m, while the loss

was <0.5dB km- at 1.32Am. A maximum average power of up to 170mW was coupled into this second fibre, which
corresponded to 1.6kw peak power. Temporal measurements were made by means of a second-order autocorrelation
technique in the background-free configuration, using a <l00,km thick LiIO 3 angle-tuning crystal which gave a
resolution of better than lOfs. A 0.25m scanning spectrograph in conjunction with a Ge photodetector was
used to simultaneously record the pulse spectra.

2J
0' ~ LGCK<ED FISE

I Nd Ai 13opriCO PRESO

Figure 1.
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Lhe soLiron peLiod Z© [2 ] for the fibre pacaiietecs and pulse-duration listed above was approximately
152z anJ :,e fundamlental soliton power 8.2W. For peak powers up to 1.6kW coupled into the fibre, a soliton

Nter X=-4 is pcedired, corresponding to a tneoretically predicted [7] compression factor (75/'e O ) of 57 at
the LDlor [ tiCs sotiaai narrowing.

As observed previuusly, the experimental compression ratio for a given soliton numbec agreed quite well
wimn theoretically predicted results [1]. However, the position for the optimal narrowing length disagreed
Dy a factor Ct 2.,5 [11]. rhe optimal tibce length was determined empirically in a fibre-cut back process.
Auzocurelat ns =7 the pulse profiles on exit from the second fibre were recorded as the fibre length Z was
.aried. The s ci rapd soliton-formation process in the initial few metres of the fibre was observed [111.
However, rfac :he s in desccioed above the optimum length was found to be llm and pulses as short as 18fs
,see Fiqure 2] were venecated using this fibre length, corresponding to a measured compression factor of
mimes sixty.

As c.an he seen from Fio ure 2, one soliton pulses were situated on the top of a broad pedestal lasting
i.7ps and accou~nting for 69* of the total energy. This resulted in the peak powers of the l~fs soliton

cussbeinci 29_.3kw. At l.32}i.m, a pulse of l8fs corresponds to four optical cycles. However, although
u ltrashort pulses even with reduced pedestals can be generated [12], the wavelength of the radiation is
oasicaliy tixec to that of the input pulse. For many applications, frequency tunable sources of ultrashort
;Dulses are preferable and methods of generating these are described below.

cingle pass soliton-Raiman generation

Furc relatively long picosecond pulses propagating in moderate lengths of single-mode optical fibre,
stimulated Raman scattering is a dominant loss mechanism, with Stokes frequencies being generated with hi~ h
conversion efficiencies. For silica-based fibres, the peak of the broad Raman-gain band is around 440cnf1

[12J, but large Raman gain is possible for substantially smaller frequency shifts. The high Raman gain has
led to the fabrication of fiore-Raman la.ser zsyzoets [13], whicui, o~wing to the relatively large gain baridwmdth
of the Raman process, were recently shown to generate subpicosecond pulses in a dispersion-compensated fibre-
Raman oscillator operating in the region of positive group-velocity dispersion [14), and a similar system
will be described below. For standard silica-based fibre, the dispersion minimum wavelength \Qis in the
region of 1.32,gm. Therefore, for a pump or incident laser wavelength in the region of the dispersion
minimum, the generated Raman signal will be in a regime of negative or anomalous group-velocity dispersion.
Vysloukh and Serkin [15] and Dianov et al [16] first indicated that this could give rise to self-compression
of the amplified Raman component through a soliton-compression mechanism. This was subsequently demonstrated
in the fibre-Raman amplification s5oliton laser by Islam et al [17]; the pump and Raman wavelengths, which
were in the normal and anomalous dispersion regimes, respectively, straddled the dispersion minimum such that
oth components effectively prcpagated with nearly equal group, velocities. The pump wavelength was provided
from a tunable colour-centre laser, and, with proper cavity adjustment, the laser generated powers of approxi-
mately 1mW in pulses of 25Ofsec duration. Zysset et al [18] have shown, in a single-pass arrangement using
lpsec pulses from a frequency-tunable dye laser, that Raman pulses as short as l6Ofsec can be generated. In
a ring resonator they obtained peak powers of 2kW in S0fsec pulses.

However, obtainir.g frequency tunable, soliton pulses wmith durations in the regime of lO0fs can be
simplified, through the use of a single pass generation technique. The basic experimental arrangement
consisted of a c.w. pumped actively mode locked Nd.YAG laser, operating at 1.32,.km, generating 90pa pulses
with an average power of -1.8W, at a pulse repetition rate of 100MHz. The pump radiation was coupled in
various lengths of single mode optical fibre, and the output was examined both spectrally and temporally
with resolutions of O.lnm and 20fsec respectively. Single mode optical fibres with various physical para-
meters were investigated. However, initial results were taken with a standard, single mode in the region of
1.3 iAm non polarization preserving fibre, with a 7,,"~m core diameter and a <1dB/km loss at 1.32),iM.

Streak camera records revealed that the transmitted pump pulse, at high average pump powers exhibited
severe pulse depletion, to the base line level, and conversion efficiencies to the broad band Raman signal
exceeded 60%. Figiire 3 shows a typical spectrum recorded for an average pump power of 700mW at I_32 O4m in
200m of single mode fibre.
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16CC nm - nm

Figure 3.

The Raman band extended from just above 1.32pm to - 1.54jLm, centred around a broad maximum at 1.41gm.
On reduction of the pump power, the extent of the long wavelength component of the Raman signal decreased,
with .he maximum remaining around 1.41im. The feature at 1.32 ,m corresponded to the fundamental signal,
while that at 1.295,"m was associated with the short wavelength component of the modulation instability [19].
To the long wavelength side of the fundamental, the component of the modulation instability acts as a seed
pulse for preferential Raman gain and is indistringuishable in the broad Raman band of Figure 3.

In the temporal domain, Figure 4 shows a typical background free autococrelation trace of a 210fsec
pulse spectrally selected from the broad Raman continuum.

z "-p= 210 f s
L.J

TIME
Figure 4.

In the region of 1.4 4 m, a 200fs pulse requires - 35nm spectral bandwidth to support the pulse. The
Raman continuum extended from 1.33yAm to beyond 1.5Am, celarly well in excess of the required bandwidth.
This is because the total spectrum is not solely associated with a single pulse. In fact, several single
solitons exist in the generated band. This is clear from the fact that it is possible to generate tunable
femtosecond pulses simply by using a spectral window to tune across the output spectrum, the corresponding
pulses in the time domain are similar to that shown in Figure 4 [20,21].

For the experimental conditions described above, the soliton generation processes evolves from modula-
tional instability [21,22]. The gain process providing amplification to the temporal modulations gives rise
to compression and the formation of several solitons randomly spaced at various wavelengths. These solitons
propagate with differing velocities giving rise to collisions and further spectral broadening.

However, modulational instability is not a prerequisite to initiate the process. It is possible to
obtain similar single pass spectral and temporal behaviour by using a pump pulse in the normal dispersion
regime. In this case it is pure Raman scattering which initiates the process [23], and under these circum-
stances the pump power levels to achieve threshold for continuum and ultrashort pulse generation are
considerably high than for the modulation instability seeded case. In the latter, for a 3.3km fibre, 15Ofs
fundamental solitons can be formed at an average pump power of only 20mW (lOOps, pump pulses at 1.32j/m).

Fibre-Ring Soliton Raman Laser Systems

Following single pass soliton-Raman Generation, if the Raman signal emerging from the fibre is directed
back to the fibre input in synchronism with a fundamental pump pulse, then where preferential amplification
of the reinjected Raman signal is greater than the cavity losses, the establishment of laser oscillation is
possible. Due to the very high gain of the SRS process, fibre Raman laser action can be obtained at
relatively modest pump power levels.

The simplest cavity configuration is that shown in Figure 5. A beam splitter BS (100% at 1.32.m, <5%R
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at 1.4 qm) was used to direct the fundamental pump pulses via a X20 a.r. coated microscope objective 5I,
into the Raman active fibre. Various lengths of fibre were used, with the similar parameters to t=se
described above. At the fibre output, another X20 objective L2 was used to collect and collimate the
Raman radiation, which after reflection off two aluminium coated mirrors M, redirected the Raman signal via
the beam splitter BS into the fibre input focussing microscope. Synchronism of the returning Raman signal
with the input fundamental pump pulse was achieved by adjusting the fibre laser cavity length while
observing the leakage transmitted and reflected returning fundamental radiation off BS. Cavity length
adjustment was achieved by placing the fibre output end-lens assimbly L2 on a translation stage with micron
pcecision drive control. Coarse cavity adjustment was chieved by observing the temporal overlap of two
componenets on the synchroscan streak camera. Final cavity adjustment was then obtained by precision control
3f the cavity length while monitoring the output power and soliton-Raman pulsewidth. Due to the long Raman
interaction length, femtosecondsoliton-Raman laser action was possible over a wide range ( cm) of cavity
mismatch. However, the degree of the pedestal on the autocorcelation traces was more critically dependent
on exact cavity match.

Figure 5.

The operation of the fibre laser systems was particularly dependent on the fibre length. for short
lengths, modulational instability was the dominant single pass generation mechanism and on reinjection of
the single pass signal in synchronism with a pump pulse, the modulational instability acted 1s a preferential
seed for Raman gain, with resultant laser action taking place in a band separated by 150cm from the pump
peak, instead of at the peak of the Raman gain around 440cffl [24].

For substantially longer fibre lengths, laser operation on the band corresponding to the peak of the
Raman gain was observed. This is illustrated in the spectra of Figure 6, which corresponds to a 30Om fibre
pumped in the single pass and resonator geometries, at an average pump power of 400mw. In single pass,
under these conditions a single pulse with a pedestal of 5% of the autocorrelation intensity and duration
of iOOfs can evolve, as described in the first section. However, it is the modulational instability
seeded Raman gain process which was responsible and operation was in a broadband around 1343nm (see Figure
6(a)). with feedback, true Raman amplification centred around the maxima of the gain (-'44Ocm-l) occurred
with the lasing Raman band extending from 1384nm to 1420nm, with a half width of 25nm, capable of supporting
80s pulses. lypically pulses of 150fs-18Ofs were generated, with pedestals of 5-7% appearing on the
autocorrelation traces. The threshold for oscillation in the ring geometries was <20mW, and output pulses
with peak powers in the kilowatt regimes were generated.

C(a)

(b)

Figure 6.

Cascade Raman soliton fibre lasers

In the positive group velocity dispersion regime, the propagation of "long" picosecond pulses in single
mode optical fibres can lead to substantial conversion efficiencies into the higher Stokes orders through
the cascading process. However, in the negative group velocity dispersion regime the efficient generation
of ultrashort Raman pulses through the soliton shaping mechanism prohibits the higher order generation
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cascade process, since the interaction distance of the femtosecond pulses is prohibitively short for further
efficient Raman generation. Consequently a fibre with a zero dispersion wavelength around 1.3)Am would not
allow ettficient 1.5wm second Stokes generation from the soliton Raman pulses at 1.4/4m.

Optimization of fibre design and contruction [8] permits the manufacture of single mode optical fibres
with specified zero dispersion wavelengths from 1.27,gm to 1.55.m. Consequently cascade generation can take
place in the positive group velocity dispersion regime and after generation of the Stokes order above the
dispersion minimum, the cascade will cease. In this way broad tunability of the soliton-Raman operating band
can be achieved.

To investigate the cascade-Raman soliton generation process the cavity configuration of Figure 5 was
used, with the inclusion of a 5)-4m thick pellicle which acted as a bandwidth limiting Fabry Perot device and
also permitted with coupling of radiation from the cavity. A 600m length fibre was used, which was single
mode at 1.32/gm with a 74 m core diameter. In the spectral region 1.2,Qm to 1.65)m the loss was less than
0.6dB/km, except around l.39,m where the loss due to OH absorptionincceased to 2dB/km. The fibre had an
optimized structure for dispersion minimum in the region of 1.46,gzm, thus ensuring a positive group velocity
dispersion of the first Stokes Raman band around 1.4/Am and negative dispersion for the cascaded second
Stokes band at 1.5,,Mm. The dispersive values were 5ps/nm km and -2.5ps/nm km at 1.4 Fm and 1.5Am respecti-
vely. A typical average power coupling efficiency through the fibre lens coupling system of -40% was
achieved.

Figure 7 shows the output spectrum in the feedback ring geometry. In the single pass condition only the
tondamental F and first Stokes bands S1 were observed at the average pump power level of 500mW. Oscillation
on the third Stokes band was only observed at the highest pump power level of 550-600mW.

S, S,

E7E
a i I ! E

S3

Figure 7.

Autococrelation revealed that the second and third Stokes components had durations of 200fs and 230fs
respectively. In addition, the pedestals of the autocorrelations were substantially reduced. From the
relative beights of the soliton part of the pulse to the non soliton background pedestal, it was calculated
that approximately 85% of the Raman energy was in the soliton pulse. The threshold for laser action on the
S2 band occurred for a fundamental pump power of about 150mW and for about 400mW average pump power, in an
optimized system, up to 100mW average putput power in the second Stokes band was obtained. The average
powers in the third Stokes bands were much lower being around 3-5mW.

Synchronously pumped, dispersion compensated fibre Raman ring lasers

In the normal dispersion regime, the combined effects of self phase modulation and group velocity
dispersion give rise to temporal broadening of pulses. As was shown above with anomalous dqersicn the
fibre acts as a distributed compressor and a balance can be achieved between the dispersion and the non-
linearity, giving rise to solitons and pulse compression. In order to overcome the problem of dispersion,
for normally dispersive fibres it is possible to insert a negatively dispertive delay line which compensates
for the combined effects of the self phase modulation and positive dispersion and permits the generation
of subpicosecond pulses. This was originally demonstrated by Kafka et al [25] and recently by Dianov et al
[26], for operation around l.lAm. We describe a similar system operating around 1.4)}m which is a simple
and potential source of soliton pulses.
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Figure 8.

The schematic of the synchronously pumped intracavity dispersion compensated fibre Raman ring laser is
shown in Figure 8, the c.w. mode-locked Nd:YAG laser operated at 1.32ym, generating lOOps pulses at a 10OMHz
repetition rate and with an average output power of -2.0W ( 20OW peak) was used as the pump source. The pump
radiation was directed towards the fibre input using beam splitter BSI, with reflectivity nominally 100% at
1.32,Am and 5% at 1.4,Lm, for 450 angle of incidence. A x20 broad band anti-reflection coated microscope
objective Li was used to focus the pump radiation into the fibre. The fibre used was 400m long, non-
polarisation preserving single mode at 1.32Aqm, with a core diameter of 7pAm. In the spectral region
1.2,,m to 1.65JAm, the loss was less than 0.6dB/km, with an exception in the region of the water absorption
l.39,um where the loss rose to -2dB/km. The fibre was tailored to have its dispersion minimum in the region

of 1.46k4m which ensured efficient Raman generation and positive group velocity dispersion in the region of
lasing operation around 1.4y4m.

On exiting the fibre, where typically an overall power coupling of 40% was achieved, the radiation was
collected and collimated with an indentical microscope objective (L2) as used at the input, and directed via
aluminium coated mirror Ml through a negatively dispersive delay line, comprising a pair of diffraction
gratings in a single pass configuration. The gratings were of holographic type with 12001/mm and approxi-
mately 70% diffraction efficiency at 1.4,gm at 75% angle of incidence. Mirror M2 directed the radiation
from the dispersive delay line through an aperture (which selectively defined the wavelength on interest),
and via beam splitter BSI, back into the input focusing microscope objective. A 2nm band pass dielectric
filter central at 1.4)mprovided output coupling from this fibre ring oscillator. By mounting the fibre
end-lens L2 assembly on a translation stage which was driven with micron precision, synchronism of the fed
back Raman signal with the input pump pulse was achieved to obtain the maximum output signal.

For a particular pump power, the grating separation and cavity length were adjusted for minimum
duration output pulses. In the experimental situation described here the optimum grating separation was 18cm.
For grating separation of 10% to 15% either longer or shorter than the optimum value, the fibre Raman ring
laser produced pulses much longer than the optimum duration of 2.7ps. The pump power coupled into the
dispersion shifted optical fibre was kept at an average power of 400mW, which is approximately the Raman
threshold value for this fibre length. In the single pass arrangement no signal around 1.4p4m was observable.

Typically the average output power of the otimized laser system was 20mW, in pulses of 2.7ps, and the
spectral bandwidth was 2nm, determined by the intracavity filter. Tuning could be achieved by moving the
aperture across the intracavity dispersed spectrum. Figure 9 shows a typical autocorrelation of a generated
pulse at 1.39,um. It should be possible through system optimization and removal of the intra-cavity band-
width limiting device to generate sub-pico-second pulses in this regime. However, the picosecond pulses
generated with peak powers of 10OW should find application in studies of soliton propagation and semi-
conductor spectroscopy.

(a)

[P=27ps

0 -JH- - 32ps --- ....
Figure 9.
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Picosecond Laserinduced Orientation of Nematic Liquid Crystals
H.J. Eichler, R. Macdonald

Optisches Institut, Technische Universitdt, D-1000 Berlin 12

Abstract

Laser-induced dynamic gratings in the nematic and isotropic phase of a liquid crystal
5CB using 532nm laser pulses are investigated. It is shown that optically induced mo-
1-cular reor-_--,+4ion in the nematic phase as well as pretrnsitional orientation
(optical Kerr effect) in the isotropic phase of a liquid crystal is possible in less
than lOOps if sufficiently intense laser fields (= 1OOmJ/cm 2 ) are used. Experimental
data obtained from self diffraction experiments agree well with calculations starting
from a unified theory of molecular alignment.

Nonlinear optical processes in liquid crystals have attracted strong attention becau-
se of large nonlinear susceptibilities )(3) both in the nematic mesophase and the
isotropic phase1 . These nonlinearities are approximately independent of wavelength
over the whole visible and near infrared region in contrast to other materials with
large nonlinearities 2 . In nematics, unusually large optical effects based on optical-
field induced molecular reorientation have been observed by using low power cw-laser
beams3 but reorientation will also occur if short laser pulses are used, as has been
demonstrated with nanosecond pulses recently4 .

The dominant contribution to the optical nonlinearity in the isotropic phase comes
from the optical-field induced alignment of the anisotropic molecules, known as pre-
transitional behaviour or the optical Kerr effect 5 . This effect has also been inve-
stigated with nanosecond laser pulses, e.g. in degenerate four-wave mixing
experiments6 . The molecular orientation induced by stepwise optical excitation is bu-
ilt up to steady state with a time constant of some 10 ns for the optical Kerr effect
and of some 100 ns for molecular reorientation processes in nematics (depending on
optical field strength). So the 10 ns laser pulse duration in the previous short pul-
se experiments 4,6 is smaller or comparable to the molecular orientation build-up
time.

In the present paper it is shown that molecular reorientation or field-induced ali-
gnment of molecules will also occur when much shorter laser pulses of about 80 ps are
used. The optical field needed for picosecond orientation (= GW/cm 2 ) is somewhat hig-
her compared to similar experiments with nanosecond lasers (= MW/cm2). In our experi-
ments we used a two-wave mixing arrangement and measured the self-diffraction effi-
ciency of a laser induced dynamic grating corresponding to a transient, spatially pe-
riodic molecular orientation in a thin film of the cyanobiphenyl 5CB. Experiments ha-
ve been done in both the nematic and the isotropic phase. The spatially inhomogeneous
alignment under the influence of an optical field can be described by the unified
theory for nonequilibrium phenomena in both the nematic an isotropic phase of a li-
quid crystal7 . This theory leads to the well-known Erickson-Leslie approach for the
nematic phase, where the dynamics of reorientation are described by a torque balance.
On the other hand, one gets a similar equation for the alignment tensor in the iso-
tropic phase, describing the dynamics of field-induced molecular alignment. Both
effects, reorientation and alignment, lead to changes of the refractive index of the
liquid. Considering two incident linearly polarized laser beams interfering in the
sample, the resulting intensity fringes modulate the refractive index to form a
phase-grating. The self-diffraction efficiency of such a thin phase-grating is given
by

8

= (ED/EI)
2 = (6T/2)2 2(.d.6n/)2

where 6n denotes the amplitude of the index grating, d the sample thickness and the
laser wavelength. ED is the optical field diffracted into the first diffraction order
from one of the input beams, e.g. E1 . For simplicity E1 = E2 is assumed. It should be
noted that eq. 1 is valid only if the phase ampliutde of the grating &4J 0,1 which is
satisfied in our experiments. The amplitude of the laser-induced index-grating 6n is
calculated in the following for both phases.
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a) nematic phase: Consider two laser beams incident on a homeotropic nematic film as
shown in Fig.l. The dynamics of the molecular reorientation angle 8 following the Er-
icksen Leslie approach is given by 7,9

3K <") 0 1
- K( 2 + 2o)E- E: Ea c OS2B + 2 sin2 0 (2)

where flow and inertia effects have been neglected and we made the one-elastic-
constant and the small angle approximation, sin G = 8 which is valid in the following
wave-mixing experiments. K is the elastic constant, I the effective viscosity coef-
ficient and ea = 611 - E± the optical dielectric anisotropy for perfectly aligned
molecules. G is the reorientation angle of the dirertor L measured from initial ali-
gnment and 3 denotes the anige between optical axis and the initial alignment. Expe-
rimentally ( is the angle of incidence (Fig.l). An approximate solution of eq.2 under
hard boundary conditions (8(z=O)= 0(z=d) = 0) is 0 = T(t) cos(gy) sin (zrt/d) where q
= Jkl-k 2j is the wavenumber of the interference pattern which is assumed to vary
along the y-axis. The interference pattern consists of a contribution modulated with
cos (gy) riding on a constant background level which is neglected here. Neglecting
higher Fourier-components an equation for the time dependent amplitude T(t) is obtai-
ned (see ref.9 for details)

t

T(t) - 6 n) -  F(t)exp(-(t - t'/i)dt' (3)

where F(t) : Soca E(t) 2 sin(2) and i =In/{6oca E2 cos 2P - K(q2 + rt2/d2 )}. T is a
time constant characterizing the build up of the reorientation process in presence of
an optical field. In our experiments eoEaE 2cos 2P >> K(q 2  + rL2 /d2) so
T = In/6o a E

2 cos(23), i.e. the elastic behaviour of a nematic does not affect the
build-up time if sufficiently high fields are used. The reorientation decay time TD
is also given by T setting E2 = 0 to give D = 0 ,'K(Vq + R2 /d 2 ). Th orientation decay
is forced by the elastic torques. In our experiments e.g. E = 109V/m, d =A= q/2T =
304m, K = 8 x 10-12 N, In = 0,01 kg/ms, ca = 0,62 result in i = 200 ns whereas TD =
100 Ms.
The build-up of the reorientation angle 8 described by eq.3 follows the incident
energy /E(t)2dt if the pulse duration TD<<i which is the case in our experiments
with picosecond optical fields E(t). The time constant T plays no role in this case.
The amplitude T(t) reaches a maximum at the end of the excitation pulse t = T and
decays exponentially with the relaxation time ID for t > D if a square excitation
pulse is assumed so that E(t) = E = const. during the pulse Ruration. For this case
the amplitude 8max of the reorientation grating in the center of the sample at the
end of the laserpulse is obtained by integrating eq. 3 to give

0  -1 F_ e E 2
T sin(2B) (4)Gmax Y n eo a p

The change of the refractive index 8n for a given small angle 8 is 8n = / nlln2ea,  8
sin (23) where nj = /: and n,,= leii so that the amplitude of the index grating at the
end of the incident laser pulse becomes

6nmax = (v2_T) LoEa 
2n nl-2 En-E 2Tp sin(2,) (5)

Substituting eq.5 into eq.l gives the self-diffraction efficiency for the laser indu-
ced phase-grating as a function of laser intensity and the angle of incidence (. Some
corrections have to be taken into account for comparisons with experiments, e.g. one
has to integrate eq.l over time if the diffracted energy is detected in a self-
diffraction experiment (see ref.10 for details).

b) isotropic phase: Ordering in molecular orientation for the isotropic phase of ne-
matics can be described' by an alignment tensor av which is a traceless symmetric
tensor associated with the anisotropy of physical properties, e.g. with optical an-
isotropy

u V = e a (6)

where F = l/3vzevv is the isotropic part of the dielectric tensor, ca = e61- E. the
anisotropy for perfectly aligned molecules and 68v the Delta-Kronecker symbol. The
birefrigence induced by ordering is 6nuV = 1(ev- iv )/n = lea a /F where A is the
refractive index of the isotropic liquid. The components of the alignment tensor auv
under the influence of an optical field are calculated from a differential equation
similar to eq.2
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T Aa - 1 Aa ] (E) = 0 (7)a t + AaU a V 2oE a (kTN) E - 6! EV

where T. is a "naked" relaxation time, la the correlation length, k the Boltzmann-

constant, T the temperature, N the number density and A = Ao(l-T*/T) where A o and T*
are constants. The term with Aa v can be neglected in our experiments, because typi-
cal grating-constants are in the magnitude of im whereas the correlation length la is
of molecular dimensions. So eq.7 reduces to

1a F(t) (8Da1t + 1 av F . (

where i = ia/A is the effective relaxation time, = aNkT the effective viscosity
and Fv = LEV - 54vE the optical field tensor. The solution of eq.8 is a convolution
integral similar to eq.3. In our experiments E = E-ex and alignment occurs only in x-
direction. So the amplitude of the induced birefrigence grating at the end of the la-
ser pulse becomes

6nma C Fc 2 (671i)-I E 2T (9)
max c - P

Eqs. (9) and (5) predict that in both phases of a liquid crystal optical nonlineari-
ties will occur instantly with the optical field if picosecond pulses are used. The
amplitude of the induced index grating as given in eq.(5) and eq.(9) is in the order
of 8n=10 -1 using standard values like n.= 1.5, n,,= 1.7, n = 1.6, ' 0,001 kg/ms and
E = 108V/m, IP= lOOps. So self-diffraction effects should be observable in dynamic
grating experiments with ultrashort laserpulses.

The experimental arranaement is schematically depicted in Fig.l. A mode-locked Nd:YAG
laser with pulse selection emits a sinale linearly polarized pulse which is amplified
and frequency doubled, so that green (532nm), 80ps FWHM laser pulses with energies up
to 6mJ per pulse are obtained. Symmetrical splitting mirrors M produce two beams
which are slightly focused onto the sample to form an intensity-grating. The angle
becween tho two beams is 1 deg and the focused spot size is about 0.75mm (e-

2

-diameter). Homeotropic alignment of the nematic 5CB is used in films of 30m
thickness, kept at constant temperatures of 250 C and 400 C for the isotropic phase. 0
is varied from 0 to 40 deg. The input energy and the first order diffracted energy
are detected by calibrated Si-photodiodes. We first measured the diffraction effi-
ciency depending on input energy. The results are shown in Fig.2 for the nematic and
for the isotropic phase, exhibiting a nearly quadratic dependence as described by
eq.l combined with eq.5 or eq.9. Sample damage occurs at high energies Win of about
5mJ. For the isotropic phase the input energy has to be limited further because of
the appearance of additional defocusing effects at Win 2mJ leading to ring structu-
res in every diffracted beam behind the sample as reported recently for similar expe-
riments in silicon11 . To compare theoretical values and measured values we fitted the
effective viscosity coefficients to In= 0,015 kg/ms for nemaic 5CB which agrees
well with measured comparable flow-viscosities in cyanobiphenylsi and Ji= 0,003
kg/ms for isotropic 5CB which is 3 times smaller than measured viscosities for the
optical Kerr effect with ns-laserpulses6 . However this determination6 of the viscosi-
ty Ji is more indirect because Yi is calculated from the measured parameters 1 and A.

The evaluation of Ji from eq.(l) and (9) is possible only if no additional nonlinear
effects, e.g. deformation of the electronic cloud of the molecules, are present. Such
effects are not considered in our model. Using nanonsecond pulses, electronic nonli-
nearities play no significant role at least near the clearing point5 . However, in our
experiments, electronic nonlinearities may be more important than in experiments with
nanosecond laserpulses because of higher optical fields using picosecond pulses. As a
further proof of the molecular reorientation model describing the observed self-
diffraction nonlinearity, the diffracted energy was measured in dependence of the an-
gle of incidence 0.

The diffraction efficiency depending on 3 is shown in Fig.3 for both phases. As pre-
dicted by eq.l and eq.5 the nematic diffraction efficiency varies as sin 4 (20) whereas
there is no dependence on 0 in the isotropic phase. It should be noted that even with

= 0 deg (normal incidence) we get a weak diffracted signal with the nematic sample
in contrast to eq.5. This can be explained by fluctuations n the initial alignment
or other grating effects. Beside of electronic nonlinearities finite absorption and
temperature grating effects are also possible. However, it is well-known that cyano-
biphenyls absorb very little in the green and observation of detectable temperature
effects is only possible with additional dyes to enhance the absorption1 3 .
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The agreement between the experimental and theoretical dependence of the diffraction
efficiency on the angle of incidence for the nematic phase strongly supports our as-
sumption that the observed self-diffraction effects are due to molecular orientation.

In conclusion, strong optical nonlinearities in a picosecond self-diffraction experi-
ment associated with optically induced orientation processes in the nematic and the
isotropic phase of a liquid crystal have been observed for the first time. It has
been shown that the theoretical orientation build-up times of more than lOns do not
preclude molecular orientation by picosecond pulses. Comparing the induced nonlinea-
rities for both phases, the main difference is given by a strong dependence on the
angle between the optical field and the director in the nematic phase and in somewhat

Sff,-~t ffec-tiw ",cosities. The measured self-diffraction efficiencies are in
good agreement with theoretical expectations. Financial support from the Deutsche
Forschungsgemein'chaft is gratefully acknowledged. The liquid crystals were kindly
supplied by BdH Chemicals and Hoffmann LaRoche. We thank Prof. G. Heppke and Prof. S.
Hess for helpful discussions and M. Glotz for build up the laser system.
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POLARIZATION EFFECTS ON THE POPULATION AND ORIENTATIONAL GRATINGS
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A theoretical study of the nonlinear polarization in a

-olecular ceJium is presented. The medium is described by

:n ense7ble of two-level systems and is subject to rota-

i iffusion. The model is valid far or near reso-
n nce, -3s well. It is only assumed that time variation of

field envelopes and rotational diffusion constant are

la thur the transverse decay ratc r . The nun-
Snear colarization is expressed as a function of the

ed polarizations. The results are applied to a four-

wave mixing experiment to discuss the influence of the

rot-tional diffusion. se evaluate the contribution of the
F lat on and orientational gratings. Their influence is

I. Introduction

i- :-a. n 2 s ceen used extensively these last few years . From the large number

D sea atrainatle by this type of spectroscopy, generation of

SI te signals has been successfully used in many works [1]. The particular case

S".aw f:r-'ive mixing is of great interest for data processing [2] and spectros-

"c [3].s of field polarizations are relevant to select different types of

.. of particular interest to prevent the build-up of a thermally induced

" easure resonant susceptibilities [4]. On the other hand, the physical

-y used to discuss four-wave mixing experiments introduces the concept of

is, two beams create a grating of population and /or orientation, while the
rat with the grating, giving rise to a diffracted beam. Of course, these

'- l n t on the field polarizations. For molecular media in liquid phase,

-u g-itings can be affected by rotational diffusion. Theoretical descriptions of

1:1;-o:-<i ;nItl gratings in picosecond excitation-probe experiments have been already made by

-I' auhor [5, 6]. Recently Wherrett et al . [7] gave a theoretical description of
• 'nt f ar-wave mixing including rotational diffusion in molecular media. Later on,

"' y :ptp~ I~] -hir results to an excitation-probe experiment.
,in goal of the present work is to give a comprehensive and general description of

. i'-' ai~r effects in four-wave mixing. To this end, and taking advantage of the

±.~r Iac ]eoplsed by iherrett et al. , we introduce a phenomenological diffusion term into

s i y atr ix equations of the material system and fields. Next, we calculate the

r -expression of the third order term of the density matrix assuming that time

V.,riation -) the pulse envelope and rotational diffusion constant are much smaller than the

rranzverse decay rate . All along, we do not introduce the rotating-wave approximation.

rh f our resul ts are valid for near and far-resonance cases, as well. Then, we
n J-r ,,ir cticular situation of a four-wave mixing experiment. Depending on the

v- ir- pot ions of the exciting beams, we define the different situations that can

:,.: '-,d ty the population and/or orientational grating pictures and evaluate their

- ' c)ntriutions. It, is shown that the rotational diffusion constant plays a

role in elucidating typical physical situations.

II. Theory

nonlinear mediui is constituted by an ensemble of N two-level systems. Each of them

i.-; -. racntrized by a dipole moment a. longitudinal and transverse decay rates rl and I
r-spetliveiy, and final ly, transition energy ti52 1. This material system interacts wit

h' ml,-J heams. Therefore the total electromagnetic field E(r,t) can be written as
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nt ep :-:-:.i-] (2)

e .c .s-.nscnt : he c=. ex c on" nqat P pat fon the unit polar ization vector And
, f r ont e tire Wpen:de:n ! i 1 an .,:or. over we assume that the perturbatior-al

A7 :a. 2 r. ! u. -a n. :I :'d-order I t er t ive solution for, the density matri x.
can be taKen i.t . :- ou.nt by introducing a puenomenological diffusion

-er- '-h -.e :tnAlix equia .7 - s . :t is also assumed that orientational diffusion
r<s A :-.7 s-- t i " -r cesses which ar'e inwvpendent of the applied fiedIs. Therefore,

, e eX...210 satisfy the equations, if p n,t ,)

- i 1 i Th L
. ... . .. - A

) (4)
. . :- ii (5 )

i_ -'2 i 1 , -, L"a " . - 1

'e r e n. orient r' 1 .n Ir -ndin r ts f fthe A pIo e o n
t  

de-fine d w th res ec '
--e------y ' . nd n are -he onienrtationil di ffOsin n consT ants ,n2.

S s ne p:: 3ce pera' r A- spheriOl c ordinates. H{i n n-er-sents the i 'te"nc .-
-D six e :e-ern s. ihe diLc e a]p 'oxiz ation i akes thu folm

-. Kr~~ exr [iwti

* ]~z-, XL [: - -i7.] .(6)

ere s. r. n s he j ni t v e c c r in the direction of the dipole moment Z which can ,
W r :- te.T :s u }, Z -L. i is assumed that has no diagonai elements. :he difl s i< vn

S;:st~n s " L" and 1i in"duced in the relations (3-5) have been wi tten in n gene'n
-zly the ebye model [8] . we now assume that rotational diffusi o L i

:-:e 4-,,_er -f e, e -ec - onic state of the molecule, i .e., . I :.. nc ta nh I- y
t- -f . The polarization 7, is large compared to D [92190 Then 2 equations (3-5) can V
e:< 'es eJ in-'- -he form

ra, , ,, , s', t,6 ,$) 2 a t ,, , s r,t,",

C. L , 1, 2,, - o I A , w n ,t,7,) (7)

r' , .' , ,t t I w-t, 8, )s(r't (8)

ne :-: iyw r .t is the population difference betwee. the excited state and the
r , un a lfJ sg f r iven ;alu's of e and I In addition, a (Ir t ,e, ) corresponds to the12 '
-'-hence IefineI in tne fra-e rotating at the transition frequency 21 . Thenefore, we ha

t e I-el t rns

r35 i -t £ 5 (9). . , :,, • a . - t 9,¢ - 011(  ,' 9

a nrj,-- r it exp ( t (10)

- . pessiwn of the function s(rt,%,5 is given by

L [. 1E ( ' : 1. n, t x } -11)

:. - . -. . . .. (12)

cc r (13)

i 3 n V'es not irtr d n 'w ' n- rn tat ing:-wave approximat ion. ,hnen :ntrndui I n-y

z rr X p

r, - Ir''-- 0r - n n . (7) and (8) is -aa Iy anhieved it iv

,,.-,, , I. ,'. f dtfI'd n it '
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x ex; p -:,  - exp 3 1 - I (t-t )] Y , Ce 10

r s 1 27r t
1 s t 1  (14)

r w r s t,, )exp[-T2(t-tC]dt (15)

.re the wel l-kncwn spherical harmonics and w is the initial value of the

erence. n the case of a uniform orientationa distribution we get

0 r e e "c es we havC 0 -,,e 0. Using relations (14) and (15) and assuming r

- arge onor hr t . the tfiree variation of the fields amplitude, the perturbative solutions o
qs. (7) iml (8) o:1 to the third order are readily obtained. To zero order, we get the

t o. t e th r order

r f s -cr- we ave a contribution to coherence only,

C ft

,t)exp[-i(O t-k .r)] (16)

7s nted a t relation (16) giving the coherence to the first order is not

IenJenr of the diffison constant. With this result, we obtain the second order contri-

r~te, , - - 2 Ls { (& ,¢ ) . ) (C C e ,4) .c ) )fl Cr8 (t) +--Cc ". 8) f2, t)]

Cr 2 a, 8 1 a B 2 a.
2
,B

X xpl-iA -A )t]expF-i(k -ka) .1 + [g e,e). ) ( e,e). C ' t)
6 CL aa~,~ g1 ,B

S  
x Fexp--i(A -A t]exp[-i(k i- ).r]

- ~ . ' "~ a x - agl (  a ( . s g ,B a ,t-

3g hz ., c ( Cc)g) 
7

t +4C4.t 8 Ct:

z exp i A -. (17)

we hie various functions f (r,t) and g. iaS 
( r

t) are given by" i,a ,

-, t )t' 
r  

exp f-[r1 -i ( LA,)] (t-t 1 )}

X IL "-, -i 
l~ exp[-6D(t-t )]]dt (18)

' ta)1CCr I )exp -[ -iCA8- )] Ct-ti1
Y,-1 5l-i [-61,: t-tl) dt 1 19rc I (19)e~

',-r - 2 , .'e have also defined the following quantities

it -ill X = m,B-

:he fnc-ions 
f
. rt) and g. (C,t) previously defined take into account the various

e r a r i ne of t hiaulsed fiel s8 It is important to note that the terms involving

t and g, as.rt) are predominant in the case where the orientational diffusion

: _i n i S zer, i .e. for systems where no rotational diffusion takes place. On the

r
'

n fm ',t) and g2 ae(St) are predominant when D is important. At this stage of
hei i, th sole ass'umption which has been introduced on the field amplitudes is

'm er t' i' variations are smaller than the transverse decay rater " This assumption

e u to introduce mathematical simpiificetions due to the fact that s(r,t,0,0) can be

zractd fro the tire integration giving I (r t ,) We now assume that the timeSproduct (t' it " 12

rf h r c r ) r t ) i s also much smaller than r Therefore, as a
of the refularization properties of the convolution, the functions f it^ (J,t)

will have a slowly varying time dependence with respect to the one duA to .
"Silla noted that this assumption which considers that the time variations of the fe d

'ids r rt-uqh smaller than r2  is frequently encountered in many picosecond

xperir,n's perfcrmed with organic materials [IO] . As a consequence, all effects due to the
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dephasing time 1 2 are neglected in our theoretical model. We are now able to

calculate the third order- term of the density matrix. Using relatior (17), this last term

takes the form :
iwo 3(r tB,$) - Ii I> I

I2 rt 12 12
4 h a ,B ,y

A , rLr -i A exp E-i (A -A t] exp[-i(k - a ]

Lr"' (B -A -A ex~ ( B-a- y Bte p i k -a )7

Y
Ba~y r, t, ,0 )y expiA -A - + Qt]exp-[i(k + ).]

-A +A a y a

B iA a y
Bexp [i A -1, -2 Q tj e x p i +k .] (20)

Ith e definitions

a , B l'f B

3 ¥ B 2 ,y8 ay B

ard

I Ye, ,:~ i, 1,2 (23)

" 9 "t g2 ( t)F [ (e 0 ICE ] r( (22)
3 2 a Y Y

F'ro m the expressions (16) and (20), w e are now a blIe t o calculate the corresponding
polarizations . At this end , we must average over all possible orientations of the dipole!
moments. This is accounted for by considering the ith-order averaged polarization terms.I

(i (r t )  f2 d ¢ D 2 d O0 s in 0 [ p12 1 ' ' ) 2 ' ,
o 0 1 1+ 2 1

x C- ( -, I , ,3 (23)

The total averaged polarization is given by

P( r,t) C(r)( ,t) + P(3)(rt)

By introducing the expressions (16) and (20) into the relation (23), we obtain the final

result .

(!)~ ,r t 2 1 t )_ e 2+ a 2 i r' exp[i ( wat-k r)

E 2+~ a F -il ] +a ( ' t)exp[-i(wat-k .r)])} (24)
2 2 C

.(1). . ij;' ]
Prt = 1 - 1 r~(rt)xp12t rg

aia n 2

____-i( -Aa ' -ill a )-rA t) r] (

2 a 2 -

Ay ' ; _ - i( -A A ) -( _ C
y 2+ B Y a F2+i +
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1 1
iiN - I -a -' -(A -fl -9 C

I B Y 2 "

x - . t~j~k ). t} (25)

0,,r .yrt) and B ( r t) are vectors and are defined by the following
-X S s " I-: S

7I , (a+F 1  (r t)f' Cr,t)+F ttgl r t-" S ,- " B r at( ,(~ )

I r r tf Cr }

L- r r , , C

t~ ) f2-a 8'-
" ttF*S)t Y ( (t 2f l , ,) (r t )+ F # t*O(r't)glY6( r t

Y Cr,- F (r,t)f r t ) (rt)
71z- B ByL)5Y ,aa 9, y-

ryc tg 1 ,yg Cr ,tCF)}~

+ Y , t g2 Y 6(26)

, : . . . 1 L, y ( r t ) + l g 2 , a a ( r , t )] F ; t ,( r , t )

7 1 , -

.y a~t aB

.2e rea1 tis (25), (26) and (27) give the general expression of the third-order nonlinear

pc,'ri2 ofor an isotropic medium subject to rotational diffusion.

III. Application to Degenerate Four-wave Mixing

e I Z; now apply our general result to degenerate four-wave mixing. We consider the

e -,'t etry where the medium is excited by two counterpropagating pump beams

and by a probe beam E phase-matching condition,

-.ns associated to the terms k -k +k and k -k +k in relation (25) must be
r nd k are the wave vectors {espec ively associated to the pump beams and

r-)-3

nerefore, the nonlinear polarization reduces now to the expression

r 't, r [ - 211 exp i Ewt-(k 1 -k 3 +k 2 ).r] +c.c. (28)

where , is the field frequency. Also we have A 12- and B2 = w 21 + w The vector C(r,t)

is defincJ by the relation

2 4

- "[1 2 i 
I
[(F+Fi-K - 2 r ....ef 1 ,3 1 Cr t)+ lCr ,t)fl,3 2 (r, t)J+.2F C ( , t g1 ,21(r,t)C]

2 r tCf- 31
(  

t) 
)

. 1 (r , tf,31(r. ....t)+ 1C(r t)fl, 3 2 ( t)]+2F* (;,t)gl 2 1 Cr,t)]

.f (r t)l
21,31 21

r 'r , (29)
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The expression (28) combined with the relation (29) gives the general form of the nonlinear
polarization for an isotropic medium subject to rotational diffusion. In order to discuss
the physical meaning of this expression we first introduce the limit D=O where no
rotational diffusion takes place. Then the quantity C(r,t) reduces to

r(i )(L 3 .c 1 C 2 + 1)2+2 1 2 1

x [ {(F+F-)[ 2  (,t)f 1 , 3 1  ( ,t)+ 1 C ( ,t)f 1 ,32(C,t)j + 2F't 3 (;,t)gl,2 1 (;,t)}] (30)

Let us now consider the configuration of field polarizations defined by

; 1 = 0 and Z r =0
3 1 3 2 2 1

The term t)(r,t)f1 ,3 (r , t) can be interpreted as the diffracted signal of the field E (r,t)
by the pophulation grating resulting from the interaction of the nonlinear medium wih the
superposition of fields E 3 (r,t) and E (r t). The term 1 ,tlf 1  2 (rt) does not correspond
to a population grating due to t~e 'fact that E(r ,t) an' E 2(r, t) have orthogonal
polarizations. This is clearly demonstrated by taking an average over the dipole
orientations in expression (17). Let us define the quantity
(2)- 21 T ()-

( 2 ,t) 12S d fS'd e s i n w (2) ( ,t'e, ) (31)
0 0

where the overbar denotes the average over the angular orientation and w (2)C,t,S,¢) the
second order contributions defined by the relation (17). By taking advantage of the

relation

) B a
,  

.

we get

P 1 1 2 1
w ( (r t - 2 C,A B

+ 'CE Eg " t8 [g t+ g2, r t) F,*exp(2iwt )exp C-i~k )r]

I3t a 6

+ E-C E'- )[g, (r;t)+g- ([t) Feexp(-2iwt)exp[i(k ± )"r2} (32)

This averaged quantity is non zero when the product C . is different from zero. The term
containing the factor exp[-i(k8 -k ).;] corresponds to a spatial modulation of the averaged
population difference. The twS oher terms are different due to the oscillating factor
exp(2iwt) or exp(-2iwt) and can be neglected in the case of near-resonant excitations.
Therefore, we recover a spatial modulation of the population difference which is consistent
with a oopulation grating. It must be noted that the quantities [fl B (r,t)+f (;,t)] and

[ga (itt)+g2 ct (
,

t )
] are independent of the diffusion constant

t 
as can 28el seen from

rehct{ons (18]'and (19).
Therefore, it is clearly shown that t (r,t)f 3 2(r,t) cannot be interpreted as resulting
from a population grating because the condii~on C *.E - 0 is satisfied. However, this
cross-polarized field superpositi", induces an orienta~ional grating [iE] which diffracts

(r,t). At this point, we would like to emphasize, as a consequence of the different types
oi terms in the expression (30), the coexistence of population and orientational gratings.

In fact, their contributions could be of the same importance. Finally, the third term
2F -,t)gl 1 r( t) of the relation (30) can be neglected in the case of resonant
exci ations.'2-Both pump fields having orthogonal polarizations, their superposition can
generate an orientational grating. Let us now consider the configuration of field
polarizations corresponding to

" =0 , ' 2 0 and 'l.:2 = 0

This configuration can be described by similar considerations developed previously. The
particular case with E C 0O, E.c = 0 and E 0 is quite different. The terms
associated with f .3 1 i q d ren e te

SJ 3 1 (r,t) and f2 3 2 Cr
'
t) can be related to orientational gratings, but the

quantity 2F' 3 (rig Cr,t) doe not correspond to a static population grating. Instead,
we have a moving gX_ aing oscillating with pulsation 

2
w. This is clearly shown by

considering relation (32), where for this particular configuration of field polarizations,

only the factors exp(2iwt) and exp(-2iwt) give a contribution to the averaged population
difference. This point, already mentioned by different authors [12] is rigorously
established here.
Let us now consider the case where the orientational constant D is very large. Then C(r,t)

can be written as
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: 1-; < . " I

I J (1 't f2  32( 
t

. .21 (33)

r corresponds to the diffraction of F2(r t) by the population grating
n. superposition of E2(r t) and E (r,t) interacting with the medium. The

ci similar fashion 'y exchanging EI(r,t) and I (r,t) in the

abveAain we have a moving population grating described by the third term of

exp' ession (33). It is interesting to note, that orientational gratings do not play a

ole in te case of high values of 2. This is due to the fact that the spatial modu)ation

Po pol rzation resulting of the superposition of two cross-polarized fields is

!estr when orientational diffusion is important.
(33) must be related to the one of the third-order nonlinear polarization which is

is,? - in 3rn work s. zor an isotropic medium, and assuming a phenomenological description,

n.de nonlinear polarization is given by [13]

-3 1 2 + ( E C(E E )E; (34)

whe nnecessary notations heve been dropped. A and C are constants depending upon the
ar mechanism of nonlinearity. In our case, A and C are time-dependent functions of

mvn 7ics of the medium. If the time variation of the envelopes of the fields can be

neeC with resoect to the dynamical time scale, the coefficients of the terms

E F C and E C ).E in relation (33) are equal. Consequently, in the case of rapid
.3 2 1

r t itoa diffusion, the structure of the third-order polarization (33) is identical to
-Ie one of tne classical expression (34). Moreover, in both expressions, the contribution

asso-iated with a given polarization is a function of the overlapping of the sole fields

generate the grating. In the classical case, the overlapping is included in the

sc aar product of the fields, while in (33) it is a multiplicative factor. The situation is

1li*e different when there is no rotational diffusion. While the general structure of Eq.
(3A) ! st I I -atisfied by C(r,) in Eq. (30), we do not have any longer the one-to-one

- rrespondence between a particular grating and the overlapping of the fields which

z e r-te the grating. Here, for a given choice of the field polarizations, all the
over7 appings participate in the third-order polarization of the medium. It is of interest
o3 mote that this physical situation cannot be dealt with classicaly.

IV. Conclusion

e ave presented a general expression of the third-order nonlinear polarization for an

:sotrnopic medium subject to rotational diffusion and interacting with three pulsed fields.
.his theoretical model can be used to study the influence of field polarizations and rota-

tional Jiffusion constant on the conjugated field by solving propagation equations (14).
"The extreme cases of large- and zero-rotational-diffusion constant are attainable by this
model. They correspond to liquids with rapid rotational diffusion and to dipole glasses

with fixed dipole moments randomly oriented, respectively. From this unified treatment any

physical sample experiencing four-wave mixing can be interpreted in terms of population
and or orientationa gratings depending on the particular polarization configuration chosen

in the experiment. Also their corresponding contributions have been evaluated.
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Introduction

Recently, organic materials have been studied in spite of practical usefulness of
inorganic materials such as lh m liobate(LiNbO ) and potassium dideuterium phosphate
(KDP) for frequency doubling. " 3 Organic matarials have several virtues in comparison
with inorganic materials, such as nonlinear susceptibilities, a high speed optical response,
and a high optical damage threshold. In this study, we tried to combine the virtues to
waveguide structure. Waveguide structures have also advantages, such as to realize a high
optical density, an integrated tical devices, and especially a phase matching by mode
dispersion of the guided waves. Actually this study is concerned with optical parametric
interaction between different frequency guided waves. The paramrtric interaction
substantially accompanies the sum or the difference frequency generation ; amplification
of low level signal wave.

5 ) , 6 ) 
In this paper, we report our experiments about the optical

parametric difference frequency generation in a 2-methyl-4-nitroaniline (MNA) thin film
waveguide.

Waveguide preparation and experimental setup

As well known, the largest element of SHG tensor of MNA crystal, d 1 1 is 2.5x10-
1 0

(m/v)
and the figure of merit is about 2000 times larger than that of LiNbO 3 .)

A thin film of the MNA single crystal was prepared by a two step method. First, a
polycarbonate stripe spacer was inserted between two pylex substrates to form a tapered
capillary gap. The substrates were dipped into a molten MNA liquid. The molten MNA in a
bea~er was controlled at 130

0
C and filled into the gap by a capillary effect. After it

was cooled, as the second stage mosaic like microcrystal film in the gap was recrystallized
to make a large thin single crystal film. Typically we could get a tapered MNA single
crystal film from 0.

3
Am to 1.0um in thickness, and it is available structure for the phase

matched optical parametric interaction by using a dispersion of effective index.
The experimental setup for optical parametric difference frequency qeneration is shown

in figure 1. The pump source was a tunable pulsed dye-laser (Rh-6G) which was excited by
a XeCl laser. The laser has a tunable range from 580nm to 600nm with power 12.5kW. The
signal source was a cw He-Ne laser (1150nm). Both pump and signal waves were coupled into
the tapered MNA waveguide by a traperoidal rutile prism. The wavelength of the generated
idler wave (difference frequency wave) was measured by a monochromator with a
photomultiplier and a boxcar integrator.

Dye Laser

(580-,600.)m)

aperture photomuttiptieryo.. /2 _ e r r  
.. ..-% -

He.Ne/ r"monochrou_ -.'J D ",,. lens mafor --

laser .. in .-
(1150nm) IR:pass fitter -, l m a.pered MNA box car

Scrys taL / g ngrtorr-- waveguide

pen recorder

Fig.1 Experimental setup
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Optical parametric interaction

When two waves, the pump wave of frequency wP and the signal wave of frequency Ws are
launched into a nonlinear optical materials, the signal wave can be parametrically
amplified accompanying a new wave, so the called idler wave. The idler wave is the
difference frequency wave wi. A relation is held among these waves as an energy conservation

P - G s = Ci. (1)

and phase matching condition (momentum conservation) to maximize the effect is given,

A 3 = 0 P - 0 s - 0 i = 0 (2)

where 0p, O3s and 13i are the propergation constants of the pump, signal, and idler wave
respectively.

Results and discussion

In car experiments phase matching among the three waves was observed by adjusting the
thickness of the MNA waveguide. Figure 2 is mode dispersion curves of the propergation
constants of three waves corresponding to the thickness of MNA waveguide. Actually the
phase matching was realized by adjusting the tapered waveguide thickness as shown in
figure 3. The dush line in figure 3 was given by parameter fittings such as the beam width
of the light source, the fundamental Gaussian beam, the tapering inclination of the
waveguide,and so on. Both lines show good agreement of the peak point and half widths of
two curves. The peak was located at the thickness 0.489Am. It was a phase matched point
in the dispersion curve of figure 2.

1. 2 5 4 0I r I

X .579.6nm W .0.498 pm
-Experiment

---- Theory

0.6-sit led ide wv vr

22

0.40

--- ider(1169nm)
------------------ signaL(llS0nm)

-pup(579.6m~n)

1.5 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.9 2.0 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0,56

Effective refractive index Tikeso N m

Fig.2 Mode dispersion curve Fig.3 The characteristic of phase matching
Intensity of idler wave versus
the thickness of MNA film

Figure 4 shows the certification of the idler wave for the pump wavelength from 580nm
to 595nm, and the wavelength region of idler wave was from 1173nm to 1233nm. The solid line
is the theoretical curve by equation (1). Both lines give good agreement.

In our experiments the gain of idler wave was very small because of the insufficient
coupling efficiency and the insufficient propergation length. To realize an efficient gain,
it is necessary to refine the techniques of crystal growth and to use a more efficient
coupler, for example, a grating coupler.

Recently, we newly established an efficient second harmonic generation using a grating
coupier. Figure 5 shows the waveguiding mode lines of SHG. This pump source was Nd:YAG
laser, its wavelength was 1064nm, and second harmonic generation was 532nm.
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Conclution

'.-e fabricated a thin film of MINA single crystal waveguide with taper from 0.3AIn to
1 .0 Ltm, and observed the phase matched difference frequency generation in the tapered MNA
single crystal waveguide with the tuning range from 1173nm to 1233mm.
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DEGENERATE FOUR-WAVE MIXING WITH THE USE OF INCOHERENT LIGHT
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Abstract

We study ultrafast relaxation dynamics by degenerate four-wave mixing with incoherent
light. We apply the Kerr-shutter configuration, which has the advantage of easy alignment
to obtain better signal to noise ratio (S/N) than ordinary forward degenerate four-wave
mixing (DFWM). By means of this technique nonresonant optical Kerr relaxation time in CS2
was resolved to be 1.7±0.1 ps. We also applied this technique to dephasing measurements.
The dephasing time of cresyl violet doped in a PMMA film obtained by this method was
compared with the result from ordinary 2-beam DFWM. Finally the dephasing time in CdS
microcrystallites was obtained to be 230±20 fs.

1. Introduction

Ultrafast dynamical properties of optically excited states have attracted interest and
they have been studied by many groups. In condensed matters relaxations are very fast
because of the strong interaction between the like or different excitations and because of
high density of energy levels. Therefore picosecond or sometimes even femtosecond time
resolution is required for the studies. These ultrafast phenomena can only be resolved
using optical nonlinear effects, because usual electronic instruments do not have such a
ultrahigh time resolution. In ordinary time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopy, the time
resolution is limited by the temporal width of pulses. Nowadays, the development of
femtosecond lasers has realized ultrashort pulses as short as 6 fs [1]. However, such short
pulses can be obtained only with a very sophisticated apparatus. The largest drawback of
femtosecond lasers is the limited wavelength of the laser oscillation.

Recently incoherent light has been utilized for the ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy
by means of transient coherent optical effects (2-14]. Temporally incoherent light with a
wide spectral width has a much shorter correlation time (1c) than its temporal duration, and
incoherent light can be considered to generate macroscopic polarization in the similar
manner to a train of coherent short pulses with pulse width equal to Ic" The time
resolution of the measurement using transient coherent phenomena is determined by Tc.
According to this principle, experiments with ultrahigh time resolution can be performed
much more easily by using cemporaliy incoherent light.

In the early stage the application of this technique was limited to dephasing time (T2 )
measurements by degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM). The first proposal was made by MORITA
and YAJIMA [2]. They investigated theoretically electronic T2 measurement under the
assumptions that the envelope function of the electric fields of incoherent light is a
complex Gaussian random process and thqt ic is much shorter than the relevant relaxation
times. ASAKA et al. measured T2 in Nd3

+ doped glass by accumulated photon echoes according
to the same principle [3]. Nowadays many studies on electronic dephasing are reported.

This technique has been applied to studies of not only electronic dephasing but also
vibrational dephasing [4], electronic population relaxation [5], nonresonant optical Kerr
relaxation [6], and luminescence lifetime [7]. As an incoherent light source, an
incompletely mode-locked cw dye laser or a home-made dye laser pumped by a nanosecond-pulsed
laser can be used. We have only to remove the tuning element from these lasers to obtain
ultrahigh time resolution by extending the laser spectral width. In addition incoherent
light source in the method is widely tunable. This is the main reason why we applied this
method to the study on CdS microcrystallites which will be described in Chap. 5.

However, since the peak power of incoherent light is low, the intensity of the signal
generated by incoherent light is much lower than that by ordinary femtosecond pulses. Thus
we applied DFWM in the Kerr-shutter configuration, which has advantages of easy alignment
and high signal selectivity. In the present paper we study DFWM using incoherent light in
the Kerr-shutter configuration, especially its application to the dephasing time measurement
[8]. We will describe a theoretical study in Chap. 2. We study optical Kerr effect in CS2
in Chap. 3 and electronic dephasing in cresyl violet in Chap. 4. The application of the
method studied in Chap. 4 to the measurement of dephasing time in CdS microcrystallites will
be discussed in Chap. 5.

2. DFWM in the Kerr-shutter configuration

We apply DFWM in the Kerr-shutter configuration (Fig. 1) using incoherent light to
measurements of various ultrafast relaxation times. A single beam of linearly polari7ed
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light is divided into two. One of them (probe beam) is variably delaycd and focused onto
the sample. The other (pump beam) is polarized 450 with respect to the probe beam and
focused at the same point. The signal transmitted through a crossed analyzer is detected as
a function of the delay between the two beams. Because the signal and the probe beams are
collinear in the Kerr-shutter configuration, the direction of the signal can be easily
identified, and the signal is detected selectively.

Ik2

Fig. 1: DFWM in the Kerr-shutter configuration

The third-order polarization induced by total electric field E(r,t) is written in the
following equation.

+XE(r,t' )E*(r,t")E(r,t')exp[-i~j(t-t1+t"-t")] ] (I)

where g(ACA) is the distribution function of the frequency difference between the transition
frequency of the two-level systems and the laser frequency, with inhomogeneous width Q. TI
and T2 are the longitudinal and the transverse relaxation times of the relevant transition,

The electric field of the incoherent light is given as the sum of the pump and the probe

fields

E(r,t) = eiE(t)exp[i(klr-wt) ] + e2E(t-t)exp[i(k2 r-wi(t-!)) ] (2)

where ei is the unit polarization vector of Ei, and in this configuration ely =e 1 y = I
for the-pump polarized 450 with respect to the pro be; e~ 0; e~v = 1 for the pr6e with
vertical polarization. Since we detect the signal in the same direction as the probe beam
in this configuration, we pick up the component with wavevector k2 . When the system to be
studied has an extremely large inhomogeneous broadening, (1) is rewritten as

1 *

2 Xe2eleiE(t'-t)E(t")E (t"+t'-t)

I 
*, ,,

+ Xee 2e1 E(t')E(t"-t)E*(t"+t'-t) 1 (3)

Nonvanishing components of a fourth-rank optical nonlinear susceptibility tensor Xare
x Xx X .y X X~ ~, and those obtained by permutation among indices x,y, and z.Here we e n of Xi ki as the index 1 associates with the complex conjugate of

the electric field E , which meand bhat time ordering of three electric fields starts from

the right-most index 1 and proceeds left to index j. We must be careful in specifying index
ordering. These tensor components are considered to be independent of time development.
Dynamic response in all tensor components is picked out as a common exponential factor, thatis, a single set of T I and T2 can describe the relaxations in isotropic media. This
polarization has two terms. The first one is contribution of Kerr effect. The pump induces
anisotropy in the sample resulting in the rotation of the probe polarization. This
contributes to constant background in accumulated photon echo. The second term is due tocoherent coupling. The pump and the probe make a transient grating in the sample and the
pump is diffracted into the probe direction. Since only the x-polarized light is detected,we take the x-component of the polarization. Therefore,

(Xe 2elel)x = (Xxyxy + sxyyx)/2

E(ree) = e1 (~xpikrW + X2~-~x~~krwtT) (2)

h2rx xxyy + xyyx)/J
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And we define "polarization factor" g as,

g = ()xxyy + Xxyyx ) / (Xxyxy + Xxyyx )  (5)

In the following chapters we study two special cases; 1) non-resonant optical Kerr effect
and 2) accumulated photon echo.

3. Nonresonant optical Kerr effect

3.1. Kerr study on simple molecular liquids
After the direct temporal measurement of the Kerr relaxation time in CS2 was reported

[15], molecular dynamics in various transparent liquids has been investigated using
ultrashort pulse lasers [16]. Nowadays four relaxation times are reported. These are
associated with 1) a picosecond relaxation by molecular orientational diffusive motion, 2)
an intermediate relaxation of hundreds fs by intermolecular interaction, 3) an ultrafast
relaxation around one hundred fs by libration, and 4) an instantaneous response of
electronic nonlinear polarization. These time constants can be resolved also using
incoherent light.

When the incident light is far off-resonant with the system, T2 does not appear in the
response function. Even iii aonresonant case, induced polarization is written in the same
form as Eq. (3) after T2 is set to zero. Kerr relaxation is assumed to be a single
exponential decay with a time constant TKerr. Thus T I is replaced with TKerr in Eq. (3).

p(3)(t) dt'exp[-(t-t')/TKerr] [E(t--)E(t')E*(t') + g E(t)E(t'-IT)E*(t')] (6)

The signal intensity, which is proportional to the statistical average of I[P(3 ) ]x1 2 , is
given as

.t .t
I(3) (7) x dt' ds'exp[-2(2t-t'-s')/TKerri

[ < E(t-I)E(t')E*(t')E^(t-I)E*(s')E(s ')  >

+ g < E(t)E(t'-t)E (t')E*(t-T)E*(s')E(s') >

g < E(t-T)Et')E*W)E*(t)E*(s'-T)E(s') >

+ g2< E(t)E(t'-T)E*(t')E *(t)E*(s'-T)E(s') > ] (7)

We assume that E(t) is a complex gaussian random process and ic is much shorter than TKerr.
Using the factorization property of random gaussian process, we get signal intensity
against I using incoherent light as

I(-) = 1 + g(g+2)IG(1)1 2  + (21c*/TKerr)exp[-t/TKerr] ( > ) 0) (8)

where G(u) = <E*(t)E(t+u)>/<E*(t)E(t)> and Ic=J IG(u)I2du. We take the

definition of tc as a temporal width (FWHM) of IG(t)1 2 . We can determine tc from the
dittracted intensity proportional to IG(1)1 2 by the thermal grating in dye solution at room
to iperature. When we assume that )G(T)1 2 is a Gaussian function, 1c = (-/2sf -T)tc"

The factor g is calculated to be 1/6 with the tensor components of nuclear origin [20].

3.2. Experimental
We measured Kerr relaxation times in liquid CS2, which is one of the most famous Kerr

media. Incoherent light around 590 nm was provided from a broad-band dye laser pumped by a
nanosecond excimer laser. Its repetition rate was about 10 Hz. The dye laser had no tuning
elements and t c was about 300 fs. Its end mirror was an aluminum mirror with high
reflectivity and its output mirror was simply a glass plate. The laser beam which was
linearly polarized by a Glan-Thompson prism was divided into two with equal intensity. One
of them (probe beam) is focused on the sample through a polarizer. Then it is directed to a
photomultiplier through an analyzez. The other (pump beam) is polarized 450 with respect to
the probe beam using a Fresnel-rhomb pair, variably delayed with a translational stage and
focused at the same point on the sample. A focusing lens and a pinhole were used to collect
the signal efficiently and selectively. The signal was detected as a function of the delay.
The electric signal from a photomultiplier was amplified with a home-made amplifier, and A/D
converted data was stored and processed in a microcomputer. The system was automatically
controlled by the computer. The experiment was performed at room temperature.

3.3. Results
Figure 2 shows the obtained data with the long tail coming from Kerr relaxation. Its

time constant was 1.7±0.1 ps, which is very close to 1.50±0.05 ps reported in Ref. [17].
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This picosecond relaxation is considered to be associated it k molecular reorientation. The

intensity ratio of the Kerr signal to the background is ic /T err according to Eq. (8). The

better S/N is attained using incoherent light with the longer tc, on the other hand, the

shorter resolution time with the shorter Tc . We could resolve only the slowest relaxation

time, because of disturbance due to a coherence spike near zero delay.

Ln6

CC

000- _ •

10-21 C C I

0 1 2 3 4

De~ay (ps)Fig. 2: Semi-logarithmic plots of the delay
Dela -c ps)time dependence of signal intensity

obtained from CS 2

3.4. Coherent coupling in Kerr effect

This cohe ence spike stands for the squared autocorrelation function of the incoherent
light IG(1) 15 and it is due to coherent coupling effect between pump and probe beams.
Coherent coupling in optical Kerr effect in transparent media was pointed out where
dephasing is instantaneous [18]. On the other hand in systems resonant with the incident
light, dephasing is not instantaneous. This leads to phase-memory effect on the cohereLu
coupling contribution to the signal intensity.* When 'Cc is much shorter than T2, coherence
spike has an asymmetric tail. This tail offers us a dynamical information about dephasing

process.

4. Dephasing Measurement

4.1. Accumulated photon echo
For T2 measurement, the elimination of excitation pulses by polarizers was suggested in

forward ?hree-pulse echo experiments [19]. The scheme of this method is similar to
heterodyne-detected accumulated photon echo experiments. The signal intensity, which is
proportional to the squared absolute value of the third-order polarization, is finite only
when the pump oeam is present. We calculated the signal intensity as a function of the
delay time (1) of the probe beam with respect to the pump beam for a two-level system and

demonstrated that T 2 can be obtained from the trace.
Since temporally incoherent light can be regarded to be composed of pulses randomly

distributed in time, this method is a type of accumulated photon echo experiments [10,11],
of which signal can be heterodyne detected by the same equipment as a pump-probe experiment.
The heterodyne detected signal is proportional to the nonlinear polarization induced in the
material. It decays exponentially with a time constant T2/2 when the system can be
described by a simple two-level model with a broad inhomogeneous width. In the heterodyne
method, phase-sensitive detection technique using a synchronously-pumped mode-locked dye
laser with a high repetition rate and a lock-in amplifier are necessary to be applied to
eliminate constant background. As a result SIN can be improved. on the other hand, when a
nanosecond dye laser with a low repetition rate as 10Hz is used as an incoherent light
source, scattered background noise makes it difficult to obtain high SIN.

Here, we make the following two assumptions for the system to be studied,

a d (i) L Q >> T2 -I1

(ii) T, >> Ic, T2

These assumptions satisfy the conditions necessary for accumulated photon echo. We
implicitly assume constant populations of relevant levels in the material because of a long
duration of incoherent light. Hence in case ultrashort pulses with low repetition rate are
utilized, T2 cannot be measured in the Kerr-shutter configuration.
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Assumption (ii) allows us to rewrite (3) with the electric-field autocorrelation function
G(u) = <E (t)E(t+u)>/<E (t)E(t)> as,

[P(3)(t) x .2xdt'exp[-2(t-t')/T 2 ] [E(t'-I)G(t-t') + g E(t')G(t-t'-I)] (9)

We study dephasing in molecules doped in polymers and dephasing in semiconductors. In
both cases Xx h  x hence g is equal to ity 20]. The signal intensity, which is
proportional Ux he statistical average of [P lxi , is given as

t .t1(3)(t) dt' ds'exp[-2(2t-t'-s')/T 2 ]

[ G(s'-t')G(t-s')G(t'-t)

+ G(s'-t'+1)G(t-s'-I)G(t'-t)

" G(s'-t'-t)G(t'-t+i)G(t-s')

+ G(t'-t+t)G(t-s'-T)G(s'-t') 3 (10)

When I is much shorter than T2, G(u) can be replaced with a delta function 6(u). After
some calculations, we get the normalized signal intensity as follows.

I(-) = 1 (t < 0)
(11)

I(t) = [1 - 2exp(-21/T2 ) ]
2  (1 > 0)

Usually we measure T2 by ordinary 2-beam DFWM, detecting signals in the directions of
2kl-k 2 and 2k -ki . In ordinary 2-beam DFWM, intensity profile exhibits a single exponential
decay with a time constant T2/4. Even with the same T the former have slower component of
exp(-21/T 2 ) due to cross terms between background and iecay than the latter exp(-41/T 2 ).

4.2. Two-component decay function
The response function in Eq. (1) is not always a single exponential. In this section we

take an arbitrary response function A(t-t'+t"-t.") in stead of exp[-(t-t'+t"-t')/T*]. When
the autocorrelation function G(u) can be replaced with 6(u), Signal intensity I(It is
expressed as

I(') = [ A(O) 12 ( < 0)
(12)

I(T) = [ A(0) + 2A(2t) 12 ( > 0)

Lateflye discus dephasing property with two decay components with T2 (1) and T2(2)T2(1 < T2(2) s) as22

A(2(t-t')) = flexp[-2(t-t')/T 2
(I ) ] + f2exp[-2(t-t')/T 2

(2 )] (13)

where fi is the amplitude of each exponential factor. The substitution of Eq. (13) into Eq.
(12) yields

I(1) = [ fl + f2 ] ( < 0)
(14)

I(t) = [ fi + f2 + 2f exp[-2T/T 2 (1)] + 2f 2exp[-21/T 2
2 ) ] 2 (- > 0)

These equations will be referred in Section 4.5.

4.3. Experimental procedure
In order to verify the applicability of the above method, we tried to measure T2 in

cresyl violet doped in a PMMA film at 2K. The dephasing of cresyl violet has been studied by
photon echoes [14]. Cresyl violet has a bottleneck level with a long lifetime. Even if T,
is short, accumulation of the transient grating occurs with the long lifetime of the
bottl-neck.

The experimental apparatus is the same as described in Chap. 3. An incoherent light
soir-e -as a broad-band dye laser pumped hv a nanosecond N2 laser. The sample was immersed
in superfluid liquid helium. A Babinet compensator was used to suppress the background due
to the birefringence in the eight windows of the vessels.

4.4. Results
Figure 3(a) shows the result with two decay components. Signal intensity profile of

photon echoes has two components. The slower and faster components are due to the zero-
phonon line and the phonon-sideband, respectively. The saturation intensity of zero-phonon
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line is lower than that of phonon side-band. Thus the excitation intensity should be low
enough not to saturate the zero-phonon line. As the excitation intensity is increased, the
relative intensity of the faster decay component becomes prominent. We compared the data
obtained by the former configuration (Fig. 3(a)) and that by ordinary 2-beam forward DFWM
(Fig. 3(b)) with the same sample. We should compare the decay time constants of long tails,
because the faster decay property corresponding to phonon side-band depends on the
excitation intensity. In addition, a sharp spike due to the light diffracted by a thermal
grating, may overlap near zero delay. The dephasing time for the long tail was 57±1 ps by
the Kerr-shutter configuration and 56±8 ps by the ordinary 2-beam forward DFWM. These two
values agree with each other within experimental errors. This Kerr-shutter configuration
enabled us to detect the signal with much lower excitation intensity or much lower
repetition rate than the other DF4TM configurations previously applied using incoherent
light. The data obtained by 2-beam DFWM has poor S/N, even though the intensity of incident
light in 2-beam DFWM was six times as that in the Kerr-shutter. As j result the relative
intensity of the long tail is smaller in the 2-beam DFWM than in the Kerr-shutter. Actually
we could obtain better S/N by the Kerr-shutter configuration than the other.
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1-2 L+ . + Fig. 3: Delay time dependence of signal
0 10 intensity at 2K obtained from cresyl

violet;
Delay i (ps) (a) by the Kerr-shutter configuration;

(h) by ordinary forward DFWM with two
orthogonally polarized beams

4.5. Discussion
We cannot determine T directly from the slope of a simple semi-logarithmic plot of

signal intensity obtained by a Kerr-shutter experiment, since the signal is the squared sum
of constanit background and decay term. We estimate T2 after some numerical data processing
as follows. The obtained data contains other background noise such as scattering or leakage
from the analyzer. The signal is normalized at zero delay after all background is
subtracted. The normalized signal intensity corresponds to

nor (t =(1/8)[ [1+--2 expf-21/T (1) ]+-2 fexp[-2t/T 2 (2 ) J]2 - ] (15)•1+f- I+r x f 2 / 2 1

where f=f 2 /fl, Inoi(V=1, I nor(00)=0. When we fit ?iT2 for( lower component at large ,, th
third term with T 2  can be neglected because T 2  T 2  . Thus. we can estimate a P2
by means of tho least-squre method from the slope of the [)lot of the right-hand side of the
following equation against I, which is shown in Fig. 3(a).

-21/T 2  = ln[ /8 1 nor ( )+1 -1 ] - ln[ 2f/(I+f) ] (16)
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Here fitting parameters are T2 and f.
In accumulated photon echo we always assume that TI is much longer than T2 and 'Eq. Under

this assumption we consider the background term to be constant, so T2 can be determined from
the tail. Signals obtained by heterodyne detection depend on T1 as well as T2 . Any
fluctuation of the background affects the decay profile. In order to determine T exactly,
information about T, is necessary. We also assume extremely large inhomogeneous groadening.
Finite inhomogeneous width was discussed in Ref. [12]. The same treatment is needed for the
present study.

The obtained value 57±1 ps at 2K is shorter than 100 ps at 6K reported in Ref. [14].
There are two reasons for the disagreement. The first one is due to the difference in
matrix, since dephasing takes place by interaction between excited electron in dye molecules
and phonons in the matrix. The matrix is PVA in Ref. [141 while it is PMMA in the present
study. Secondly the temperature of the sample may be higher than 2K. Laser light can heat
up the sample immersed in superfluid liquid He. We did not measure the temperature change
induced by the heating. This increase in temperature may induce faster dephasing.

5. CdS Microcrystallites

5.1 Introduction
Semiconductor microcrystallites are considered to be among promising materials used in

nonlinear optical devices because of their large nonlinearity due to excitons confined in
the particles. Many groups have been studying physical properties of microcrystallites
using commercial semiconductor-doped glass filters . Phase decay in microcrystallites has
also been studied. TOKIZAKI et al. investigated the dephasing process in a commercial
filter [21]. These commercial filters can easily be afforded as samples containing
microcrystallites of CdSxSei- x . However, since excessive amount of zinc is used in the
manufacturing process, microcrystallites with different stoichiometries such as ZnS and ZnSe
are contained. Therefore commercial filters are not appropriate for the investigation of
the basic properties of microcrystallites. In order to discuss physical properties of
microcrystallites, it is necessary to study with a well-defined stoichiometry [22]. Thus we
prepared pure CdS microcrystallites doped in a polymer film by "precipitation-in-gel" (PIG)
method [23]. in the following chapters we report measurement of the dephasing time (T2 ) in
CdS microcrystallites using temporally incoherent light.

5.2. Experimental procedure
The absorption spectrum of the sample in Fig. 4 exhibits a shoulder around 420 nm which

corresponds to the exciton absorption. The width of the shoulder is estimated as about 40
nm. If the particle size is uniform, exciton absorption should appear with a narrow peak.
ALIVISATOS et al. reported homogeneous line width of CdSe microcrystallites to be 17meV
(4nm) [24]. Hence the particles in this sample may have a broad distribution of diameters.

The experimental apparatus is the same as described in Chap. 3. An incoherent light
source was a broad-band dye laser pumped by a nanosecond excimer laser. The laser dye was
stilbene 420 selected to be nearly resonant on the exciton absorption. The correlation time
Ec was about 120 fs. Samples were immersed directly in superfluid liquid helium.

UjU
S1.04

0

m 0.5

Fig. 4: Absorption spectra of CdS micro-
360 400 440 480 crystallites doped in a polymer film;

WAVELENGTH (nim) solid line: at 4K;
dashed line; at room temperature

5.3. Result
We could successfully detect the signal of the DFWM by the new method using the Kerr-

shutter configuration, while we failed in the ordinary 2-beam forward DFWM configuration. It
is because quick and precise alignment can be done in the former method. That is why we
called the new method "signal-selective". Two decay components can be seen in the obtained
data from CdS microcrystallites with a mean diameter around 50 X (Fig. 5). From this trace
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we estimate the decay-time constant to be 230±20 fs for the faster component. This value is
shorter than that of excitons confined in a GaAs quantum-well which is reported to be a few
picoseconds by SCHULTHEIS et al. [25]. Since their sample contained a single quantum-well,
they could tune the wavelength of the incident laser beam just resonant on the lowest level
of the exciton absorption and dephasing becomes longer. However, the exciton absorption of
our sample is inhomogeneously broadened. Thus we also excite higher levels of excitons and
the dephasing of the higher levels may be faster. On the other hand, the homogeneous line
width reported in Ref. [24] represents a dephasing time of 80 fs. Dephasing time obtained
indirectly by hole-burning is shorter than that obtained by DFWM. Systematic errors tend to
broaden hole width. This means underestimation of dephasing time.
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REMOTE SENSING OF WINDS AND PARTICULATES

USING A CO 2 DOPPLER LIDAR

Madison J. Post

NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory

Boulder, Colorado 80303

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to summarize how we have applied the technology of pulsed,
coherent, infrared Doppler lidar to making measurements of atmospheric winds and aerosols.
In 1981 we built a hybrid lidar with components from the United Technologies Research
Corporation.' In 1985 this systeii was upgraded with an injection-locked transmitter built
by Spectra Technologies, Inc. to increase power output and to advance technology for
possible application to space-borne systems.2 Difficulties we encountered with the newer
technology centered around frequency stability, both inter- and intra-pulse, due to mode
purity and coupling between the power oscillator and the injection oscillator. These
problems limit the accuracy of our wind measurements to about 2 in s- and prevent the
expected increase in sensitivity to backscatter because signal processing bandwidth could
not be reduced to match the transmitter pulse-shape bandwidth. However, the new system is
still a significant improvement over the old, and we have gained valuable knowledge for
designing space-based hardware.

A Doppler lidar works by transmitting a pulse of frequency-pure radiation that is scattered
in all directions by particulates carried with the wind. A telescope collects the small
fraction of the energy that is scattered directly backwards, and this energy is mixed with
a highly stable, frequency-offset laser on the signal detector. Motion of the particulates
along the beam will impart a Doppler frequency shift to the backscattered signal, so by
measuring the beat frequency on the detector as a function of time delay, we measure the
radial wind component as a function of range. A computer-controlled scanner, a real-time
processor, and a color display 3 greatly enhance the utility of the system, permitting a
scientist to survey the 3-D wind or aerosol field with breadth and flexibility, or to
examine an interesting feature in greater detail. Real-time displays of intensity (aerosol
scatter), mean radial velocity, or spectral width can be formatted as PPI, RHI, AZ-EL
(raster), Range-Time, or VAD scans, and vertical wind profiles can be calculated within 2
minutes of data acquisition.

Field Work

We have used our Doppler lidar to observe many examples of previously unknown or
undocumented atmospheric phenomena. Unfortunately, the color displays that depict the new
data cannot be reproduced in this paper, but the references will give interested readers
access to the data.

Between 1981 and 1984 we acquired over 600 vertical profiles of aerosol backscattering from
the Boulder-Denver area. 4 These occurred during the interesting time that included the
eruption of the El Chichon volcano. From this large data set we were able to glenn
information about diffusion and purging processes on a global scale, both in the
stratosphere and in the troposphere, surmising that tropopause folding plays a significant
role in these processes. Also, we observed that often the statistical distribution of
backscatter at a given altitude was log-normal, indicating that mixing processes are
multiplicative rather than additive in nature. We also discovered what appears to be. a
background signal intensity level--a floor below which the backscattering mixing ratio
seldom falls.s Other aerosol-related field programs include a month-long observation of
visible ind rib-visible cirru;s i,- central Wisconsin in 19876 (the FIRE parogram), and
measuring many properties of aerosols and clouds at wavelengths of 10.59 and 9.25 microns
from the volcanic mountain of Mauna Loa in Hawaii as part of 1988 MABIE (Mauna Loa Aerosol
Backscatter Intercomparison Experiment).
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Inl 1984 we part icipated in a1 Mult i-agency ASCOT (Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain)
experililent in the Bruish Creek basin in western Colorado, measuring the development, decay,

nodmeaderngsof the elevated nocturnal dirainage flows that occur in such terrain.7 Later
thant year we traveled to western Texas aind observed the passage of a dry-line front that
triggered the outbreak of severe weather to the north. 8 We have detected and analyzed
severn 1 wind--shear reited eve-nts, inc luding clear-air downibursts ,9 and the co'l.ision of
outflows froml independent thunderstorms.10 The development and decay of coastal breezes in
ct'iplex terrain w-re studied in California." In Colorado ,,e captured the structure of a

dcwslpewindqtorm. observing periodic cohierent gusts And A. leeward rotor for the first
til.1 Par1t ic. ill, t ion ill A boundanry layer experiment in Kansas ( FIFE) showed our capability

to Iraur omenituml flux,13 while our work in the 1987 Deniver brown cloud pollution study
helped us understand the nocturnal low-level reverse flows and the effects of high-rise
buiildings on mixNing and transpo-f 14

Corta in ly there- are many more observations of this type to be made in the future to
Ito,-ase, our underst anding of micro- and mesa-scale processes. However, the largest payoff
woo iid occur if such a system could be placed] in Earth orbit to measure wind profiles
plobalx 'P ; first. proposeFd this application in 1978,15 and NASA hiis recently taken up the
cause, withI itsa LA,'S' progam.'6 Numerical weather forecasters have studied the impl icat ions
of Rn n ood winld datan on a global basis to input into prediction programs. They have
cnnf 'ded tint wind- are the muist import ant single input to current numerical predict ion
1c1.ls . a11d that withi global wind profiles achievable fromt a LAWS instrument, the accuracy
()l -;seafh-Ir predict ions wvould increase significanitly. 1
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ABSTRACT

Depolarization by atmospheric single and multi-step backscatter process is analyzed for
its impact on a polarization discrimination DIAL lidar system designed for molecular air
pollution monitoring. In this system polarizers are used instead of lossy narrow-band
filters in the optical receiver. It is shown here that in this type of system undesirable
depolarization effects are primarily caused by single step (180* ) backscatter from
non-symmetric small Mie particles, and from two step backscatter from particles of all
sizes.

Single step backscatter depolarization is shown not to vary with receiver acceptance
angle, for the small receiver angles required to encompass typical outgoing laser beam
divergences. For multiple backscatter processes expected depolarization is proportional to
the square of the acceptance angle for typical visibilities.

Backscatter models developed were confirmed by field tests over Km ranges using a
flashlamp pumped dye laser lidar at 4500A with a beam divergence of 0.5 mrad. Depolarization
of less than 1% was obtained by limiting the acceptance angle to 1 mrad with no significant
signal reduction. Depolarization was confirmed to vary with the square of the angle for
larger angles.

The results demonstrate that a DIAL system using polarization discrimination to separate
backscatter signals will not be significantly affected by depolarization effects as long as
receiver acceptance angle is small enough to eliminate multiple backscatter.

I. INTRODUCTION

I21,3
in existing Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) systems used for molecular air pollution

monitoring (Fig.l), laser pulses are emitted simultaneously or sequentially at two
close-lying wavelengths. The output wavelengths correspond to a peak and a trough in the
absorption spectrum of the pollutant being monitored. The concentration of the pollutant
along a sample region is determined by measuring the relative attenuation of the lidar
backscattered signals from the beginning and end of the sample lengths at each of the
wavelengths. To discriminate between the two close-lying probe laser wavelengths,
narrow-band filters are generally used in the lidar receiver. This approach prevents the
DIAL technique from being readily used in a more versatile tunable wavelength mode.
Furthermore the requirement for two narrow-band filters makes the technique impractical and
difficult at near UV wavelengths where only relatively wideband filters are readily
available. The wider bandwidth prevents use of both wavelengths simultaneously, which is the
prefered mode of operation. Furthermore narrow-band and UV filters are lossy and their use
results in additional penalties in system sensitivity.

To overcome these limitations and expand the versatility and applications of DIAL lidar
systems, a polarization discrimination approach is used (Fig.2). In this approach, the lidar
outputs at the two close-lying wavelengths are emitted simultaneously, but orthogonally
polarized with respect to each other. The premise of the polarization discrimination scheme
is that backscattered signals retain sufficiently the initial polarizations of the outgoing
signals to permit polarization discrimination techniques to be used alone to separate the
return signal at each of the two wavelengths. Thus the backscatter signals can be separated
by using linear polarizers at the -idar receiver and a relatively large bandwidth filter
which can accomodate the two probe wavelengths, to reduce daylight background noise to
acceptable levels.

For a polarization discrimination DIAL scheme of this type, the depolarization inherent
in atmospheric backscatter process is clearly of key importance as a potential source of
error, and is the subject of this paper. An examination of atmospheric features is carried
out in section II to determine the factors affecting polarization retention in elastic
backscatter. The primary mechanisms expected to be responsible for depolarization of
backscatter lidar signal received are identified and their combined effects are analyzed in
the context of their impact on a polarization discrimination DIAL scheme. Based on that
analysis a backscatter model is developed for the depolarization expected.

Section III describes the experimental demonstration of a polarization lidar system and
the field tests on atmospheric depolarization carried out with the complete system
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operating at a wavelength of 4500A. Section IV presents the experimental results which
confirm the backscatter model developed and shows values of depolarization under various
scattering conditions.

II. ATMOSPHERIC DEPOLARIZATION PROCESSES

The physical processes that can cause depolarization in atmospheric elastic backscatter
which are considered here include clear air turbulence, molecular (Rayleigh) scattering,
particulate (Mie) scattering from symmetric and non-symmetric particles, scattering by large
particles and multiple scattering.

For clear (molecular) air turbulence, expressions for the mean square polarization angle
fluctuation have been obtained* showing a -A" dependance, and found to give less that 10.9

rad/Km rms change in polarization angle for optical wavelengths,j\. Therefore the
cross-polarized components of backscatter produced will be 180dB below the backscatter of
the original polarization and negligible as far as practical lidar considerations are
concerned.

Rayleigh theory developed for the scattering of linearly polarized light by isotopic
non-conductive particles with size small compared to the wavelength of the incident
radiation predicts no depolarization from backscattering. However, due to the actual
anisotropy of the atmospheric molecules , a contribution to the total depolarization should
be expected from Rayleigh scattering. The amount of depo'arization can be expressed by the
linear depolarization ratio 6 equal to I. /I, , where Ip is the intensity corresponding to
the scattered field component which is parallel to the incident field, and I. the intensity
corresponding to the component of the scattered field which is perpendicular to the incident
field (cross-polarized). The depolarization ratio can be calculated for scattering by single
particle using Stoke's parametPrs (Ip,I¢ ,U,V) to express the polarization properties of each
field i.e. incident and scattered, and a scattering matrix depending on the scattering
geometry and the properties of scatterers. The matrix elements are functions of the
polarizability tensor5 of the individual molecule and their values as well as values of & in
the visible region 5000-6000A have been reported6 for molecules such as N.,02 ,CO2 , and H-O.

Assuming as is reasonable with the small Rayleigh backscatter cross-section, that only
singly scattered radiation is relevant to the lidar signal received, the weighted sum of 9's
for the air molecules turns out to be gy 0.015 which is in agreement with the value
0.014 measuredr for dry air. Condidering however that for typical 10Km visibility at 5000A
the Rayleigh backscatter coefficient is less than the Mie backscatter coefficient by a
factor of 20, the affective contribution from Rayleigh backscatter to the total
depolarization resulting from both Rayleigh and Mie backscatter will be ER.,Y/20. This amount
of depolarization is expencted to have negligible effect on the accuracy of a DIAL system
measuring pollutant concentration.

The next scattering process considered is particulate (Mie) scattering. Mie theory
developed for spherical, homogeneous, isotropic, dielectric particles with radius comparable
to or larger than the wavelength of the incident radiation predicts no depolarization for
single backscattering of linearly polarized light. In general, however, atmospheric
scattering is not isotropic and particles are not spherical and dielectric. Therefore
depolarization must be expected from Mie scattering which is more important due to the
nigher scattering cross-section associated with this process, compared to Rayleigh
scattering. At this point it is interesting Lo consider two categories of Mie particles:
symmetric and non-symmetric.

In both cases for a single particle a scattering matrix A can be defined relating the
incident field E to the scattered field E' by the relationship

E c A j21 A 2 2 1j cj

where p and c indicate components of the field parallel and perpendicular respectively to
the plane of scattering. The plane of scattering is determined by the directions of
propagation of the incident and scattered fields.

For Mie particles with reflectional symmetry about the scattering plane it can be shown
that the scattering matrix? is a diagonal matrix. In that case incident radiation with
electric vector parallel or perpendicular to the plane of scattering will not by
depolarized. It is therefore clear that for forward scatter or backscatter there will be no
depolarization by particles which have rotational symmetry with the axis of rotation
oriented parallel to the direction of an incoming beam.

Thus water droplets which are spherical or spherical dust particles will cause no
depolarization of backscatter at the direction of an axis of symmetry of the particle.
However in the general case of non-symmetric particle(s) or groups of symmetric particles
randomly oriented the backscattered radiation will be depolarized.
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For particles where the radius of curvature is much larger than the wavelength of the
incident radiation (large particles) it is reasonable to consider the scattering from their
surface in the context of scattering from a plane. In that case theoretical results9

indicate no depolarization for 1800 backscatter while scattering at other angles will in
general be depolarized.

As a consequence of the above discussion, the two expected main sources of
depolarization in signals backscattered to the lidar receiver can now be identified;

The first one , is the depolaiization of single step backscatter radiation from
non-symmetric particles, where the wavelength A,is not much smaller than p , the radius of
curvature of the particle reflecting surface; In that case the backscattered component
would be, as discussed, depolarized.

The second source of depolarization is multiple scattering resulting from both
symmetric and non-symmetric particles. Under these circumstances the light scattered more
than once at angles other than 1800 (backscatter), or 0* (forward scatter), will be
depolarized; Again, it can be deduced, because of the random orientation of particles and
scattering angles, that backscattered light scattered more than once reaching the lidar
receiver will generally be unpolarized. Because the backscatter coefficients are all
relatively small, for typical visibilities (5-20 Km), multiple scattering resulting from
more than two interactions can be neglected.

Clearly detected depolarization resulting from multiple scattering, will be decreased
i' the acceptance angle of the receiver, is reduced from - , Fig.3 to 3 ,since the multiple
scattered component in the total backscatter received is reduced; Furthermore, since the
amount of multiple scattering entering the receiver is approximately dependant on the area
-n the backscattering plane that is viewed by the receiver it can be expected to increase
with the square of the receiver field of view o , at least for small receiver acceptance
angles, until intensity along the scattering plane starts to be decreased more rapidly, by
the inverse square law and hence reduce the rate of increase of the polarized backscatter
with acceptance angle.

Thus the total depolarized backscatter is expected to be the sum of the single step
1800 backscatter processes from non-symmetric particles, plus the component due to multiple
(two-step) scattering from both symmetric and non - symmetric particles; If the field of
view, K is larger than the outgoing beam divergence 0, the first component due to single
step backscatter will be constant as the receiver acceptance angle K is further increased;
Thus the total depolarized portion of the lidar return under these circumstances will have
a component constant with increasing o , (beyond o =V) due to single step 1800 backscatter,
plus a component that increases initially approximately with 0(' then more slowly due to
multiple (two-step) backscatter process;

Without knowing the density distribution of non-syametric particles, and the relative
density of symmetric ones it is not possible to make an estimate of relative magnitude of
the components;

III. THE EXPERIMENT

To demonstrate the viability of the polarization discrimination scheme, the lidar system
was designed for, the detection of NO 2 with the two close-lying wavelengths situated at
4478.5A and 4500A corresponding to an absorption peak and trough respectively in the NO 2
absorption spectrum. The polarization discrimination DIAL lidar system consisting of a
flashlamp pumped dye laser transmitter and an optical receiver is illustrated in Fig.2. The
main elements of the system are discussed briefly in this section, with consideration given
to their features, which impact on the polarization discrimination scheme.

The Lidar transmitter shown in Fig.4 is a flashlamp-pumped organic dye laser system
(model DL2100B made by Phase-R Co) capable of producing short laser pulses (250 nsec) at
power levels of the order of 1 MWatt. Two diffraction gratings are used in the laser cavity
as tuning elements for wavelength selection and for reduction of the dye laser output
linewidth to desired level. The gratings are used in a Littrow configuration with the Blaze
angle in the first order. With the organic dye 7-diethylamino -4- methyl coumarine
dissolved in methanol at concentration 3xl0"5 M/1 maximum output energy was obtained
consistent with less than 10A linewidth in the wavelength region near 4500A. The
temperature of the flowing dye was kept at 15eC where the dye was found to operate more
efficiently. To obtain laser action at two orthogonally polarized wavelengths
simultaneously, a dielectric coated polarizing beam-splitter was selected and used in the
laser cavity. With the beam splitter each of the two wavelength lases along one of the
polarizations and the two output beams are polarized at right angles to each other.

The two gratings were adjusted to have their groove profile perpendicular to the
direction of polarization of the incident beam determined by the orientation of the
intracavity polarizing element. That was found to give the best diffraction efficiency for
the gratings used. Measurements of the laser output showed no detectable swing in
wavelengths or change in peak output from shot to shot, while the polarization extinction
ratio was found to be less than 10"5 for both polarizations. The output beam divergence was
found less than I mrad. From the described transmitter design it is clear that the system
can be adjusted to transmit two orthogonally polarized beams at the two wevelengths 4478.5A
and 4500A suitable for NO, concentration measurements, or to transmit one polarized beam at
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4500A by using one grating for atmospheric depolarization measurements. To guide the laser
beam from the laser output to emerge colinearly with the axis of the lidar receiver, front
surface aluminum mirrors were used as shown in Fig.2. It was found that the minimum
depolarization from reflectior occured when the direction of polarization of the incident
beam was parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The depolarization under
these circumstances was found to be too small to be detected, in contrast to other relative
inclinations of the plane of polarization and the plane of reflection where depolarizations
as high as 2-3 percent were detected. Accordingly the orientations of the mirrors used to
deflect the beams were arranged to comply with the above requirements for minimum
depolarization by ensuring appropriate orientations of their planes of incidence to the
polarizations of the two outgoing wavelengths.

In the optical receiver shown schematically in Fig.2 the backscattered light is
collected by a telescope. The primary lens is an acrylic Fresnel lens with diameter 15
inches, thickness 1/8 inch and focal length 24 inches. To eliminate spurious light, an iris
was placed in the plane containing the circle of least confusion of the Freshel lens. By
varying the iris diameter, the receiver field of view can be narrowed or expanded. The
backscattered light collected by the primary lens is collimated by a second lens 1.5 inch
in diameter. The collimated light is then split according to polarization by means of a
Glan-Taylor polarizing beam splitting crystal which has a principal transmittance ratio of
approximately 106 . The angular orientation of the crystal was adjusted to give maximum
transmittance for backscattered fields retaining the polarization directions of the
outgoing beams. Each of the separated beams is directed to a separate photomultiplier
Amperex 56 AVP) with wideband filters at the imput. The photomultiplier signal is
displayed on Tektronix type 549 storage scope and recorded photographically. Again from the
receiver design it is clear that the receiver '-n be used to separate and measure the
backscatter returns from orthogonally polarize, ar outputs at 4478.5A and 4500 for DIAL
applications, or separate the parallel ano e cross-polarized component from the
backscatter of a single linearly polarized lidar output at 4500A, for atmospheric
depolarization measurements. Although the lidar transmitter and receiver systems achieve
what is required of them for use in a polarization discrimination scheme it remains to
determine in the experiment whether external factors related to atmospheric scattering
properties permit practical implementation of the scheme.

Using the polarization discrimination DIAL system field tests were carried out from the
CCNY Laboratory window to measure atmosphericdepolarization. The lidar system was operated
i. a serie of tests at a wavelenth of 4500A. The transmitted signal was sent out at one

polarization and the received signal detected at the same polarization (for reference) and
the cross polarization, to observe the depolarization effects due to the atmospheric
backscatter, as function of the field of view of the lidar receiver.

The field of view of the receiver was varied by means of the variable aperture iris at
the focal point of the Fresnel lens collector. The aperture of the iris could be varied
from 1 cm down to zero.

To determine the receiver field of view, as a function of iris diameter, a Helium-Neon
laser was mounted in front of the telescope and its inclination varied and measured with
respect to the lidar receiver axis to determine the maximum acceptance angle for different
iris apertures. A typical lidar return obtained with receiver field of view of 1.5 mrad on
a relatively clear spring day is shown in Fig.5. Returns at that time were very steady,
giving less that 2 percent variation from shot to shot for the same aperture setting. The
parallel and cross polarized returns were obtained simultaneously for both the parallel and
cross polarized components.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the series of tests at 4500A are shown in Fig.6, where the

depolarization,E, of a signal backscattered from a distance of approximately 1 Km is
plotted as a function of the receiver field of view,c. Below 1 miliradian setting, the
signal decreased rapidly as the receiver aperture decreased below the divergence of the
outgoing beam.

To further analyze the results, they are shown in Fig.7 plotted on log-log coordinates.
It can be seen that up to a field of view of 6 miliradians, the depolarized signal
increases approximately as the square of the field of view (receiver acceptance angle).
Beyond that, the depolarized signal ceases to increase as rapidly. These results are in
conformity with the simple geometrical picture, explaining the depolarization as the sum of
a single step (1800) backscatter process plus two step scattering from all other particles.

As can be seen from the results, by limiting the field of view to approximately 1
miliradian, or easily larger than the minimum necessary to encompass the transmitted beam
divergence of 0.5 miliradians, the depolarization, 9 , was less than 1% at no significant
reduction of the polarized signal power.

The results demonstrate that a DIAL system using polarization discrimination to separate
backscatter signals will not be significantly affected by depolarization effects as long as
receiver acceptance angle is small enough to eliminate multiple backscatter.
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APPLICATIONS OF VISIBLE AND NEAR IR
DIODE LASERS IN ATOMIC PHYSICS

J. C. Camparo
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P.O. Box 92957, Los Angeles CA 90009

Abstract

()\cr the past several years diode laser use has been expanding into both the basic and applied realms of
aitoimic physics. To date near IR diode lasers have found application in the cooling of atomic beams to tempera-
turc of only a few degrees Kelvin, and they are being incorporated into the development of next generation
atomnic clocks. In the present paper the diode laser characteristics that are of particular importance to the
atomnic physicist will be outlined, and two examples of the use of diode lasers in atomic physics will be reviewed.

I. Introduction

The credit for the first successful atomic physics experiment employing a semiconductor laser belongs to
B cer artd Diels.t who in 1968 used a rapidly pulsed GaAs laser to generate photon echoes in a cesium vapor.
More significant than any claim of primacy, however, was Bolger and Diels recognition that diode lasers had
urique characteristics that could make them attractive for atomic physics research; in their specific case it was
t,, ie uque characteristic of a very rapid dynamic response. Yet despite their impressive demonstration, the next

e,, c~e \ ars saw relatively little application of these devices to problems in atomic physics research. This is not
that diode lasers were completely ignored by the atomic physics community: Bykovskii and Velichanskii in

t S\% iet Lniotn (and their colleagues), as well as Arditi and Picque in France performed a series of important
inrscatinn~s with diode lasers throughout the seventies. 2 Nontheless, when compared with the dye laser, the
diode lt,cr's itnlLtiCce on the course of atomic physics research was insignificant. Apparently, the diode lasers
that ,kkere available during this period were just too difficult to work with,3 and did not offer enough of an advan-
tage over the dye laser to justify the extra experimental efforts that were required for their atomic physics appli-
cations. All of this changed in the early eighties with the introduction of commercial, room-temperature, single-
niode AIGaAs diode lasers, and today a growing number of atomic ph)sics research groups are taking advantage
of the unique characteristics that these devices offer.

In the following sections of this paper I intend to discuss these room-temperature, single-mode diode lasers
with regvard to their application in atomic physics. In section II some characteristit. of the diode laser that are
partict.lirly attractive for atomic physics research will be discussed. Though the specific itcms considered in this
section \kill not exhaust the list of possibilities, they will nevertheless convey a sense of how the atomic physicist
perceives the diode laser in relation to his investigations. To clarify this perception two examples of the diode
laser', use in atomic physics will then be presented in section IllI. Finaly, in section IV the diode laser's future in
atomic physics will be assessed.

II. Some important diode laser characteristics

/1, .Virrow ',o'_ t ll
Thc !inewidth of a single-mode diode laser ,vL is determined by quantum noise in the laser cavity, and is

theretore dcs,-rihed by the modified Schawlow-Townes relationship: the linewidth is proportional to the rate of
flouresccnce into the lasing mode and inversely proportional to the number of laser photons in the cavity. 4 This
simpl. relationship, however, is complicated slightly in the case of semiconductor lasers, due to the fact hat the
active region's index of refraction depends on carrier density. Specifically, though individual flourescen, hotons
may add egligihle random phase to the field, the fact that the carrier density undergoes relaxation osci, ations
after a flourescent evcnt ir-plies that the phase of the entire laser field is also rr,dulated after a flourescent
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ettnt. This modulation significantly enhances the phase noise of the laser, and results in AIGaAs laser
I ilCwidths roughlv ah. order of magnitude larger than what would be predicted by the modified Schawlow-
lownes relationship alone: AvL(Observed)_w 10 - 100 MHz.5

Diode laser linewidths narrower than this can be achieved, however, by employing simple optical feedback
techriques. In essence, by reflecting laser light back into the active region a "normal" two-mirror diode laser
,:t\ it\ is turned into a three-mirror laser cavity, and this reduces the quantum noise limited linewidth in two

iaxs.( ' First, since the third mirror is typically placed at macroscopic distances from the diode, the three-mirror
cavit, modes are more closely spaced than in the two-mirror case, which implies that the flourescent photons are
distributed over more modes in the feedback situation. Consequently, the fraction of total spontaneous emission
erlterirne the single lasing mode is reduced. Additionally, since the longer three-mirror cavity stores more
eergv, the number of photons in the cavity is increased. As an example of the type of linewidth reductions that
:ire possible. Dahmani et al. 7 were able to obtain estimated diode laser linewidths of approximately 20 KHz
Ljlite casily using an external etalon for optical feedback.

Ltscr linewidths of 10 Mil Iz or less are more ,haa auquaie for nany types of atomic physics experiment.
Fuir example, laser spectroscopy is an important aspect of modern atomic physics, and one can show that the
natural linewidth A.L. of an electric dipole transition connected to an atomic ground state ( I > ) has the form:

4 7rrc gI
AV N  - f,

2 2

x here r is the classical electron radius, f is the transition oscillator strength and gi is the degeneracy of the iih

.tare' tor strongly allowed transitions (f- 1) in the AIGaAs wavelength range this expression yields ALN - 15
%l1lz. Consequently, for atomic physicists interested in high resolution spectroscopy, the diode laser is an
extreinelv attractive source of narrow-band optical radiation.

IT addition to spectroscopy, atomic physics experiments employing optical pumping can also require narrow
lianctwitdh lasers. As an example, consider optical pumping of cesium, illustrated in Fig. 1, which has application
t, atoic clock. Primarily as a result of the hyperfine interaction between the magnetic moments of the cesium
nucleus and the valence electron, both the ground (62S1/2) and first eycited sttes (62P1 / 2 and 62 P3/ 2) of cesium
are split into various hyperfine levels which are labelled by a total atomic angular momentum quantum number
F.tl Since the energy level splitting between the two ground state hyperfine levels is only about 10- 3 kT at typi-
cal experimental temperatures, atomic population is equally distributed among the various Zeeman sublevels of
the,e huperfine states iii thermal equilibrium. (The Zeeman sublevels are labelled by the azimuthal quantum
numher mF.) Consequently, the atomic system is incapable of absorbing microwave radiation corresponding to
thi.s atomic ground state hyperfine transition at 9193 MHz.

-_, 
_
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It an \tGa-s diode laser (nominal ouput power - 10 mW) is tuned to the 62P3 / 2(F=4) - 62 S1/ 2(F=4) transi-
• at , 2. I nm, then after several absorption and emission cycles a significant population imbalance between
the er0Lind state F = 4 and F = 3 hyperfine manifolds will be created. This ground state optical pumping occurs

lan atomi in the excited state can decay into either of the ground state hyperfine manifolds, and because
01, i,.rr0%k laser linewidth ensures that population in the F=3 hyperfine manifold will not be excited.11 The
&te , tii1 of the atomic ground state population in the F=4 hyperfine manifold can be experimentally moni-
,ored h? obser, in the corresponding decrease in laser-induced-flouresence (LIF) from the optically pumped
enlemilc of cesium atoms. Now consider applying a microwave field to the optically pumped ensemble. It' the
nicrO', a\ e frequency is within - 10-7 of the ground state hyperfine transition frequency, then atomic population

%H rctn to the ,tically absorbing F=4 hyperfine manifold, and there will be an increase in the detected LIF.
In an optically pumped atomic clock, the increased LIF signal can be used to stabilize the output of a quartz
cr'.,r! otacillator to the atomic transition frequency, and the stabilized quartz crystal frequency can then be used
t, _ 'it n -S :ra-tanle atotmic time scale. 12

I.t, ;'toic phsics applications wavelength tuning of the diode laser is typically accomplished by varying the
daL,, t 'pi erature. For the binary III-V semiconductor compounds an increase in the material's temperature

in ai reduction of tile bandgap energy, 13 which in turn results in a shift of the gain curve to longer wave-
\dditionallv, the material's index of refraction is temperature dependent, 14 so that an increase in

: 'eraire ields an increased optical length for the laser cavity, and hence a shift of the cavity mode wave-
For ,-\l(aAs lasers the peak of the gain curve and the cavity modes shift at rates of approximately 0.25

,:, A" and O.ittl nm,/ C, respectively. '1 Since the peak of the gain curve snifts to longer wavelengths faster
the. cavity modes, diode laser tuning curves are characterized by mode hops, which occur when the peak of
tin curve ,.hitts from the jih cavity mode to the (M + m)ih cavity mode. Though typically m = 1, values of m

cr than unity as kkll as negative m values have been observed.'() In general, however, the tuning curve takes
wi the "staircase" appearance illustrated in Fio. 2: i) mode hops have positive values of - 0.3 nm, ii) the continu-
.. tanm!,w ranges are on the order of 0.1 nm, and the full staircase may span a range as large as 10 nm. It is

innmrtarit to note that at AIGaAs diode laser wavelengths the continuous tuning ranges correspond to - 50 Gliz
;a.ree n.e,,,,ncv changes, which for many atomic physics experiments is a fairly broad continuous tuning inter-

COTINJUOUS TUNING REGION

r

00 3 n'

MODE HOP REGION

- INJECTION CURRENT

F-iy|ire 2. lllustrative diode laser tuning curve.

In diode lasers two major sources of heat are nonradiative recombination of carriers and photon reabsorp-
if (n. 17 Since hoth of these heating processes are linear functions of the injection current, to first order there is a

a;nr rclation'hip between diode laser optical frequency and current. Consequently, in a typical spectroscopy
",,perit:::,t the ,iinal from an atomic ensemble (e.g., LIF) is plotted as a function of injection current. To cali-
irate thi ,ipectrumr it is standard practice to employ the laser's transmission through a high finesse Fabry-Perot
a, n a freoluency marker: every time the la.er scans a frequency interval equal to the free-spectral-range of

the taculo, a mark is made on the atomic spectrum. It is with regard to this calibration procedure that diode
have an additional advantage for laser spectroscopy.
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In a recent series of experiments the continuous tuning region's degree of linearity was investigated for
several TJS diode lasers (Transverse-Junction-Stripe). Specifically, a quadratic relationship between optical
trequency and injection current was assumed, and the magnitude of the quadratic coefficient was estimated.
The results showed that for an approximately one milliamp current change, the quadratic coefficient had a value
less than 0.2% of the linear coefficient, which for these lasers is - -9 GHz/mA (the value of 0.2% was set by the
experimental precision).18 With regard to spectroscopy this result suggests that if one knows the value of the
linear coefficient, perhaps by calibrating the diode laser with some known atomic energy level spacing, one can
do awav with the requirement for a high finesse etalon in many atomic spectroscopy experiments.

(C. Rapid !D'tmic7 Response
\\ ith rceard to atomic physics the most important dynamic variable of the diode laser is its wavelength, and

this can he either modulated or chirped rapidly by varying the laser's injection current. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
ihe diode laser's modulation depth (d v/di) as a function of modulation frequency f, is essentially described by
three seperate regimes of operation. 19 For modulation frequencies below about 100 KHz, modulation of the
iniection current results primarily in a modulated heating of the diode laser (i.e., "thermal" regime), and modula-
tion depths of approximately 3-10 GHz/mA for AIGaAs are not uncommon. However, for modulation frequen-
cies much higher than this the thermal response of the laser is too slow to keep up with the modflated injection
c.urrent, and a "second-order" effect becomes important: the dependence of the semiconductor's index of refrac-
tion on carrier density. In this "carrier" regime modulation depths of between 0.1 and I GHz/mA are obtained
for AlGaAs. The modulation bandwidth of the diode laser is defined by the relaxation oscillation resonance of
the laser, and is typically around a few gigahertz.2° In addition to modulation, rapid sweeps (or chirps) of the
laer's optical frequency can be induced by applying asinl current pulse to the diode laser, and rates of 200
%I zll/sec have been reported in the literature. 21

RELAXATION
I OSCILLATION

RESONANCE

1 0-: 1 0 -- THERMAL

REGIME CARRIER
REGIME

01
0 103 10 9

MODULATION FREQUENCY f (Hz)

Figure 3. Typical AIGaAs modulation depth vs modulation

frequency curve.

The intrinsic rapid dynamic reponse of the diode laser is a fairly n,- .cteristic among light sources
used in atomic physics. Lenth has shown that diode lasers can be empuy,. without any great effort for optical
heterodyne spectroscopy, which is both a rapid and highly sensitive spectroscopic technique;22 Camparo has
discussed the possibility of optical adiabatic-rapid-passage using diode lasers, which results in a population
inversion between the two levels coupled by the laser field; 2 and as demonstrated by Bolger and Diels the diode
laser can be easily used to generate photon echoes in atomic systems. 1 Additionally, the ability of the diode
laser wavelength to rapidly tune across an atomic transition could allow investigations of the transtent behavior
of atomic structure. 23 For example, consider an atomic system that experiences a perturbation starting at some
time t,, perhaps an electromagnetic perturbation. 24 Taking advantage of the diode laser's rapid chirping
capability, an experimenter could tune across the atomic transition at time t, >t o, and again a short time later at
time t,, and then again at time t3 >t 2. I, this way it would be possible to obtain information regarding the evolu-
tion (if atomic states following the perturbation. The diode laser's rapid dynamic response therefore has great
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utility in atomic physics, and may prove to be one of this laser's most important characteristics for atomic physics
applications.

III. Two Atomic Physics Applications of Diode Lasers

A. Cooling and Trapping of Neutral Atoms
Recently, there has been considerable interest in the ability of lasers to both produce and trap ultra-cold

atomic ensembles, 25 and potential applications of these "laser cooled" samples range from manipulating
antihydrogen to advanced atomic clocks. 26 As an example of laser cooling consider a beam of cesium atoms
interacting with a counter-propogating laser beam, which is tuned to the cesium first resonance transition
(62 P3/2 - 62S 1/2) as illustrated in Fig. 4. in tihis particular example cooling is a consequence of the conservation
of linear momentum during the photon absorption process: on absorbing a photon of momentum h/a the cesium
atom's velocity must be reduced in the direction of propogation by approximately 0.35 cm/sec. After a relatively
short stay in the excited state (- 30 nsec) the atom will emit a flourescent photon; and since this photon can be
emitted into 4 ir steradians, the reduction of cesium velocity will on average persist. By scattering many photons
in this way the beam of cesium atoms will be slowed.

Pi = hlX p, = mv

(b)

4- G
Pa = mv - hX

(c)

Figure 4. Laser cooling. (a) photon absorption, (b) photon emission,
(c) average velocity reduction.

Though the above description of the cooling process may seem simple enough, its practical realization often
requires the laser to possess certain characteristics. In order to stop a thermal cesium atomic beam with a most-
probable speed of 2.3 x 104 cm/sec (T = 150 °C) over a one meter path length, it is necessary for the laser to
have an output intensity of between 10 to 100 mW/cm 2. Additionally, there : a Doppler shift of the atomic
transition to the blue due to the fact that the atoms are moving towards the light source (- 300 MHz for a ther-
mal cesium beam), and as the atoms slow this Doppler shift will change. Consequently, in order to keep the
laser tuned to the atomic resonance it is often necessary to chirp the laser frequency, and for the case considered
here the required chirping rate amounts to - -30 MHz/msec. Thus, laser cooling can require an optical source
with both a respectable output power and a relatively rapid dynamic response.

As previously mentioned diode lasers possess both of these characteristics, in addition to their low cost and
ease of operation, and quite recently this laser's capability in the area of laser cooling was demonstrated. Using
commercially available diode lasers Watts and Wieman 27 slowed and stopped a thermal beam of cesium atoms.
Additionally, Wieman's group demonstrated that this slowed beam of cesium atoms could be loaded into an
optical trap,28 where three orthogonal beams from a second diode laser formed the confining potential well.
Loading the trap several times, Wieman and his associates obtained a sample of 50 million trapped atoms,
cooled to a temperature of - 100uK. These results not only illustrate that diode lasers can cool and trap atomic
species, they indicate that laser cooling can be done "easily" and inexpensively. This is important, since there are
applications of laser cooling where the use of several expensive laser systems would be impractical.

B. Optical Pumping in Atomic Cocks
By international agreement the second is defined as the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation

corresponding to the Cs133 ground state hyperfine transition, 12 and this definition is realized in Cesium-Beam
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atomic clocks similar to that shown schematically in Fig. 5. Here, an oven produces a thermal beam of cesium
atoms with both hyperfine levels evenly populated. The beam passes through the inhomogeneous field of an "A-
magnet," where atoms in the F=4 state are guided into a microwave cavity of the Ramsey design, 29 and atoms in
the F = 3 state are deflected into the wall of the vacuum chamber where they are gettered. (It should be noted
that the guiding ability of the A-magnet is a function of the atomic velocities, and that these are approximately
MLxwell-Boltzmann distributed.) If the microwave radiation in the cavity corresponds to the mF=O - mF=0
ground state hyperfine transition, which to first order is insensitive to magnetic fields, then on exiting the
microwave cavity there will be an increased density of atoms in the F=3 state. The beam then passes through
the inhomogeneous field of a "B-magnet" which guides atoms in the F=3 state onto a detector. Consequently,
the signal at the detector can be used to stabilize the source of microwave radiation to the Cs133 hyperfine tran-
sition frequency L hfs, and the stabilized microwave source can then be used to generate a precise time scale.

A-MAGNET BMAGNET

I-- T - - t DETECTOR

OVEN
MICROWAVE CAVITY

-__IL -

OVEN AMAGNET TRANSITION B-MAGNET

Figure 5. Conventional Cesium-Beam atomic clock.

The performance of the atomic clock is specified by its frequency stability and frequency accuracy. 30

Frequency stability refers to the variance of statistical fluctuations associated with a measurement of the cesium
ground state hyperfine transition frequency, while accuracy refers to an uncertainty in the magnitude of
systematic frequency offsets that exist in the device. With present technology, metrology laboratories typically
achieve a frequency stability of - 10-14hfs and a frequency accuracy of - 10-13vhfs for the Cesium-Beam
clock.-3

PHOTODETECTOR

MICROWAVE CAVITY

OVENP

F 4/-----

DIODE LASERS

Figure 6. Diode Laser Cesium-Beam atomic clock.
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In order to improve the realization of the second, several metrology laboratories throughout the world are
building the next generation of Cesium-Beam clock, and as illustrated in Fig. 6 this atomic clock will use diode
lasers both for state preparation and state detection.31 As noted above the geometry of the present clock design
only detects a small subclass of atomic speeds. Furthermore, only 1/16 of all atoms emitted from the oven can
contribute to the clock signal (i.e., those in the F=4, mF=0 state). Thus, at present there is an inefficient use of
beam flux. However, by replacing the A magnet with diode lasers all atoms will be optically pumped into the
(F=4, mF=0) state, and the full velocity distribution from the oven will contribute to the clock signal. This will
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the device, and hence the frequency stability. Additionally, optical pumping
and the elimination of the A and B magnets are expected to significantly reduce the magnitude of several impor-
tant sv tematic frequency shifts in the Cesium-Beam clock, yielding an improved frequency accuracy. 32 Expecta-
tions are for an order of magnitude improvement in both stability and accuracy with these next generation
Cesium-Beam atomic clocks employing diode lasers.32

IV. Present and Future Trends

As evidenced above, diode lasers are rapidly becoming an important tool for the atomic physicist. This trend
is not only a result of the desirable characteristics of the laser, but is also driven by the fact that modern diode
lasers are very inexpensive and fairly simple to operate. In this sense the impact of the diode laser on experi-
mental physics can be likened to the impact of the personal computer on theoretical physics. With the advent of
the personal computer, theorists found themselves in possession of an inexpensive yet powerful computing
machine, and today a host of modestly funded physicists are conducting important theoretical investigations.
Similarly, diode lasers are allowing "small-scale" researchers (i.e., experimentalists with modest financial
resources) to make significant research contributions. However, even for well funded research facilities, the low
cost and ease of operation of diode lasers can be of consequence. For example, a little more than a decade ago
multi-laser experiments requiring the use of four or five single-mode lasers would have been considered as
impractical, even ill conceived. Today, however, this need not be the case, as long as several of the lasers can be
diode lasers. Thus, one can anticipate an ever widening role for the diode laser in both basic and applied atomic
physics research, and as these devices push to higher powers and shorter wavelengths one can only expect this
trend to be accelerated.

The future, however, is not without its darker aspects. Clearly, diode laser wavelengths are not driven by
applications in atomic physics; yet as far as the atomic physicist is concerned the premier parameter describing
the diode laser's operation is the nominal room temperature emission wavelength, about which he can only
expect to tune by + /- 5 nm in order to reach his specific atomic transition. Consequently, even though the tech-
nology may exist to fabricate a diode laser with a specific nominal wavelength (e.g., by an appropriate choice of
Al in the active region of an A1GaAs device), the laser may not be commerically available, and the atomic
physicist may therefore be unable to perform his research, This is unfortunate not only for the physicist
performing basic research, but also for the industrial scientist. For example, though theory indicates that diode
lasers could yield several orders of magnitude improvement in the performance of commercial atomic clocks, 33

manufacturers are hesitant to commit R&D resources to this clock's development since there is a possibility that
the required lasers will not be available in the future. Thus, though there is certainly a bright future for diode
lasers in atomic physics, the question of whether this future includes a device employed to its full potential
remains to be answered.
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OPTICAL FEEDBACK EFFECTS ON SINGLE FREQUENCY SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

R. W. Tkach and A. R. Chraplyvy
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Crawford Hill Laboratory

Holmdel, New Jersey 07733

Abstract

The effects of optical feedback on the spectra of single frequency semiconductor lasers are reviewed
in terms of their impact on systems requiring spectral purity and stability. Effects are described,
for feedback levels from -90 dB up to -8 dB.

Optical feedback effects on the spectra of single frequency semiconductor lasersl can severely degrade
the performance of these lasers in applications such as coherent lightwave systems, or interferometric
sensors, which rely on the spectral purity of the emitted light. It has been observed that feedback
levels as small as -80 dB can significantly narrow or broaden the laser line *dth. The rich variety
of effects, arising from optical feedback can be categorized into five distinLt regimes, depending on
the feedback level and the distance to the reflection 2 . The five regimes of feedback effects are:

Regime I: at the lowest levels of feedback, narrowing or brnadening of the emission line is observed,
depending on the phase of the feedback. Effects are observable below -80 dB feedback level.

Regime II: at a feedback level which depends on the distance to the external reflector, the broadening,
which is observed at the lowest levels for out-of-phase feedback, changes to an apparent splitting of
the emission line arising from rapid mode hopping. The magnitude of the splitting depends on the strength
of the feedback, and on the distance to the reflector.

Regime III: as the feedback is increased further, at a level which does not depend on the distance
to the reflection (approximately -45 dB), the mode hopping is suppressed, and the laser is observed
to operate on a single narrow line. Rayleigh backscatter from optical fibers falls in this regime,
and causes dramatic frequency shifts in the laser output 3 .

Regime IV: at a feedback level which does not depend on the distance to the reflection (approximately
-40 dB), satellite modes, separated from the main mode by the relaxation oscillation frequency, appear.
These grow as the feedback increases and the laser line eventually broadens to as much as 50 GHz. This
has been termed "coherence collapse'4 .

Regime V: extended cavity operation with a narrow linewidth is observed at the highest levels of
feedback, usually greater than -10 dB; typically it is necessary to antireflection coat the laser facet
to reach this regime-.

These five regimes of operation are experimentally very well defined and the transitions between therr
are easily identified. Figure 1 shows the feedback power ratios at which the transitions between regimes
occur as a function of the distance to the reflection.
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Abstract

The problem of the scattering by air that has been locally heated by aerosols irradiated by a short
pulse is addressed, through use of the heat conduction equation and scattering theory. The resulting air
scattering cross-section increases as the square of the absorbed fluence. After a pulse, it irkcreases to
a maximum and then decays as the inverse of time. For absorbed fluences greater than 2j/cm4, the air
scattering cross section can exceed that of the aerosol itself. For multiple irradiation pulses, the air
scattering cross section increases logarithmically. For an aerosol cloud, the maximum air scattering
cross section corresponds to the smallest size in the distribution, but the maximum occurs at a time
corresponding to the largest size. The heated air scattering cross section then decays exponentially
after the thermal wave from an aerosol reaches one third of the interparticle spacing.

Introduction

When a high energy radiation puis. propagates through aerosols in air, the heat absorbed by the
aerosol heats the air surrounding it, changing its index of refraction, which can then cause subsequent
scattering of light. In the following, the time-dependent light scattering cross section is calculated
for the heated air surrounding an aerosol for pulsed irradiation whose pulse time is much smaller than an
air diffusion time ID = a2/Ka here a is the partjcle radius, and Ka is the thermal diffusivity of air.
For example, for Ka = 0.176 cmy/s and a = 5 x 10- cm, TD = 1.4 Asec. It is initially assumed that the
aerosol does not evaporate. (The effect of evaporation is discussed at the end of the paper.) The
purpose of this work is to determine the dependence of the scattering cross-section on the irradiation
fluence, its time dependence, the effect of the size of the aerosols and their heat capacity, and a
typical distribution of aerosol sizes. Specifically, it is desired to understand the conditions under
which the air scattering cross-section can exceed that of the aerosol. In addition, the heating of the
air can cause collective refractive effects such as thermal blooming; thus, the rate at which a
distribution of aerosols transfers its heat to the air is also of interest.

The heat transfer from the aerosol to the air is based on continuum physics, e.g., no temperature
discontinuity from the aerosol to the air adjacent to the @erosol. The size distribution o. aerosols used
indicates a maximum number of density at a radius of 10-? cm; the mean-free-path in air at sea level is
smaller, 0.65 x 10-5 cm. However, at higher altitudes, this approximation should be replaced. The heat
transfer rate to the air would be reduced, but its heat capacity is also reduced, as well as its index of
refraction. These conditions can easily be analyzed within the framework of the present paper. The
present paper uses the results of reference 1, in which the scattering of a monodisperse was considered.

Scattering Relations

For the scattering, Fresnel diffraction gives a relation between the near field electric field Enf
and the electric field in the far field Eff as follows:1

Eff J Enf ikx dA (1)

A1

In Equation (1), it is assumed that light is propagated from or to an aperture of area A1 . This is
an important consideration. For if the entire atmosphere within the aperture area were uniformly heated
normal to the aperture area, the net phase shifts due to changes in the index of refraction would not
result in any scattering. In Equation (1), r is the distance to the aperture's focal plane, r > Al/X, A
is the wavelength, kX = 2r/A, 0 = 1ex + jOy, r = ix + jy, dA = dxdy and z is the direction of propagation.
We are interested in the peak intensity tn the far fied; e.g., 8 = 0; the decrease from its maximum value
is attributed to the scattering cross section of the heated air. Enf is evaluated in a plane just
downbeam from the aerosol. The disturbed air causes a phase shift 0 given by:
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L : - An (x, y, z) dz (2)

where An is the change in index of refraction of the air. The limits of integration are not actually
± w; they extend over the length of the optical path. If the incident light electric field is Eo , then:

Enf = E0 exp (iO) (3)

Substitution of Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1) yields:

An (x, y, z) dz

Eff - E f e dA (4)

Al

In equation (4), it is assumed that the electric field Eo is constant. Since the scattering is
weak, the exponential is expanded as follows:

-iE0 C1 2

Eff - 0 f [1 + ikA J An dz - k2 (f An dz) 2 ] dA (5)

Al z z

The far field intensity I is given by Eff Eff*, which from Equation (5) becomes:

I= X2R2  [A,- k 2 (j An dz) 2 dA+ k (I f An dz dA)2/A (6)

X2R2XAIz A1z 11A1  A1

E0
2 A1 is the optical "power" through the aperture of the viewing optics. The second and third

term thus represent the scattering cross section os of the disturbod air surrounding the aerosol; e.g.,

os = k 2 fz( An dz) 2 dA - k 2 f f An dz dA)2 /A, (7)
z

A1  A1

It is important to retain the second term on the right hand side of Equation (7). For example, if
the optical path is uniformly heated, if only the first term on the right hand side is retained, the
scattering cross-section would be finite. The second term caused the scattering cross-section to go to
zero, as it should.

As a check on Equation (7) we evaluated the cross section of a sphere of radius a in which An is
uniform. The result agrees with previous derivations2 .

a2
a a -77

as = kX2An2 f 2 wir d77 [ An(r) dz] 2 
= 2rkx 2 a4An2  (8)

0 ~-ja12 - 72

Note that the second term in Equation (7) - 0 for Al -
a , corresponding to a single particle.

The index of refraction change is caused by the heating of the air by the hot aerosol. The speed
of an acoustic wave associated with this heat deposition is much faster than thermal diffusion, hence the
heating is essentially isobaric, so that,

An = Ap a _ AT

(n - I)a pa Ta
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for small temperature changes where Ta is the initial air temperature. Equation (7) then becomes:
k2(n " 2 . fC

as T-2 a f (f AT(r) dz ) 2 dA- (f AT(r) dz dA) 2/A I  (10)

a Al -1  Al -C

We next solve for the temperature field surrounding a single aerosol particle.

Air Heating by a Pulse-Heated Aerosol

To proceed, a model of the aerosol is chosen, as a homogeneous sphere of radius a. The initial
temperature To of the aerosol is given by:

AT 3 JQ a
AT0 =4 

pppa (11)

where J is the irradiation fluence, Qa is the absorption efficiency, and pp, Cp are the aerosol mass
density and temperature, respectively. The thermal conductivity of the aerosol is much larger than air,
hence the aerosol is taken as isothermal. The solution for CW laser heating of a particle and the
surrounding air has been given by Chans; differentiation with respect to time of that result should then
give the desired relation, as follows:

2 u

Go U2 - 2

AT (r, t) ATo e'u2 e du (12a)

and

AT(>: t) = A T0e- t/7 (12b)

where T = a2 Pp Cp/ 3ka and 0 = (r- a)/l4Kat. However, Equations (12a) and (12b) do not satisfy exactly
the following boundary conditions:

4 pa3 8T(a.t) -4ira
2 ka aTaTr, at a T (a, t) (13)

where ka is the thermal conductivity of air. However, Carslaw and Jaeger 4 have also given the solution
corresponding to both the case of CW heating and "pulse" heating in the form of a Laplace transform. For
the latter, the inversion of the Laplace transform gives the aerosol temperature history as fol'nws:

-Katu
2

2bAT 0  u 2e du

Ta f-Cu - b)2 + u2 h14

0

where b = 3PaCa/P Cp. The results of Equation (14) were compared to an exponential decay in Figure 11.
It is seen that hey agree only for small ratios of ,eat capacity b. For b << 1, the integrand of
Equation (14) becomes a Dirac delta function - 6 (bl/5) and Equation (14) reduces to Equation (12b).
Because aerosol heating corresponds to b << Equation (12a) was used to determine the air temperature
field. The integral of Equation (14) becomesd,':

2et/ e [(t/r) I/2 + i] (15)
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where w(z) is tabulated in reference 6. However, for convenience, Equation (14) was evaluated
numerically using Simpson's rule. Some temperature distributions are shown in Figure 2. The temperature
field was then integrated along the propaga ion direction, squared, and integrated over the area norma
to the istance of propagation. The resulti is shown in Figure 3 as the integral I(t) = f(J AT (r)dz)l

dA/AToa for aquqous and siliceous aerosols I . It can be seen that the scattering cross-section and time
both scale as b-1. These are therefore collapsed as shown in Figure 4. The ordinate spread corresponds
to the curves of Figure 3. Also shown in Figure 4 is the curve corresponding to a point source of the
same total heat capacity.

Fur a point source, the temperature distribution is given by:

2 -r2/4Kat

Aa(r, t) = ( P a )  (4 3/ 
(16)

and the temperature integral becomes:

( (fAT dz)2 dA = ( a2Qa )2  1 1 (17)
aa PaC a 81Kat A1

The actual curve is lower because heat is transferred to the air more slowly.

b " C a 3

00167 P P .

- 1". 00
0.1

Carsiaw & Jaeger

Cisa &" 
'e

Fxponent DOcay b' - .- "

3k, 0.1

0 1 3 4 5 6
1", lmll 'im, /

Figure 1. For large ratios of heat capacity, Figure 2. Comparative temperature profiles at
aerosol temperature decays exponentially, maximum air scattering cross section.

*1 - 3$W0 (Aquaeous)

Ma C. 1Kg5ousC

Figure 4. Single aerosol-air scattering
Figure 3. Thermal contribution to cross-section increases, then

scattering integral, decreases as 1/time (initially).
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The ratio of the scattering cross section of air to the extinction cross section of the aerosol
particle itself is then given by:

a s  9 7(n - 1) 2 j2 Q2 a
9a2Qext a a I(t) (18)

ra2Qext -42Ta 2Pp 2CP2

which is independent of a except for Qa- Note the quadratic dependence on J. For the middle curve in
Figyre 3, for a siliceous aerosol, Imax = 3400, ppCp = 2.6, (n - 1) = 2.7 x 10-4 , Ta = 293°K, X = 1.06 x
10- cm, then

2  -0.388 (J Qa)2  (19)ta2Qex
t

This is less than unity fgr dQa < 1 j/cm 2 ; but exceeds unity for JQa ? 2 J/cm 2. The peak time tm =

500 a2Ka, is 0.28 As for a = 10- cm (0.1 Am).

Aerosol Size Distribution

A typical aerosol distribution is shown in Figure 5, for the Southwestern part of the United
States7 . Of interest regarding thermal blooming is the rate of cooling of an aerosol distribution since
this heat is transferred to the air causing not only scattering but also collective effects for coherent
light. It was assumed that due to the pulse irradiation, the temperature increase of each aerosol was
identical, corresponding to volumetric absorption. The results are shown in Figure 6. It is seen that
the e-folding time is about 60 usec. The corresponding scattering is shown in Figure 7. The long time to
reach the maximum is governed by the largest size aerosols in the distribution, because they have the
largest heat capacity and release their heat to the air slowly. The low peak scattering cross-section
occurs because of the time distribution of peak scattering cross-section. The curve is dashed towards
long times because of the decay is exponential for long times as is given later.

0CO00 NUMBER CONCENTRATIO.4 DISTRIBUTION

AVG -V4AX.--
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F . Z .2 after Om, Poise

z
AVG NUMB: 340.
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Figure 5. Aerosol size distribution, Figure 6. Cooling of a measured aerosol size
Southwest U.S. distribution - single size.
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$  
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)  
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Figure 7. Scattering cross-section for air for an
aerosol size distribution - short times.
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The scattering cross-section for the size distribution was also calculated for repetitive
irradiations, equally spaced in time as characterized by a pulse repetition frequency, for a total time t.
The scattering cross-section at time t is spown in Figure 8. For a single particle and an infinite number
of pulses, an asymptotic limit was foundp. However, an actual aerosol distribution will not have a
homogeneous spatial distribution. Thus, as more pulses accumulate, some small volumes will become hotter
than others. Then those volumes of air will scatter light. It is therefore believed that an asymptotic
value for an infinite number of pulses will not exist for an actual aerosol distribution.

4P6F 1 in 'bt 1
25 -ab(PRF)

1 6

- 4.86 x 1013~ 20 -200b b1 58 x10 1 8  prio

. 010 100

-0 10-3 10-
2  

,A 1 10

Time after Start, sec

Figure 8. Effect of repetitive pulses on air scattering
cross-section - measured aerosol size distribution.

Effect of an Aerosol Spatial Distribution

As indicated previously, for a single particle, the scattering cross-section will decrease
inversely with time. However, after a time the air heated by one aerosol will be affected by neighboring
particles. To gain some insight into this, a cubic infinite array of monodisperse aerosols were modelled.
It was assumed that the distance between aerosols was 2b, and a cubic volume of initially heated air was
2a on a side. The temperature distribut'on was taken as:

AT(x,y,x,t) = 2 2 2 A (t)cos(kirx/b)cos(lry/b)cos(irz/b). (20)
k=O 1=0 m=O klm

The heat conduction equation was then solved with the result:

Aklm (t) = Bklm exp[- Kar 2 (k2 + 12 + m2 ) t] (21)

where:

8AT0 sin(kna/b) sin(lira/b) sin(mwa/b)

klm - w3klm [1 + 6(k)] [I * 6(0)] [1 + 6(m)]
After maximum scattering, the scattering cross-section for a single aerosol decreases as:

aJQ 2

o k2 (n - ) 2  2 (23)
a ir 2 a

where:

c sin 2 (kra/b)2 2
c D 2  exp (- 2Kark t/b) (24)
k=56
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For very large spacing b, equations 23 and 24 simplify to:

a2 2

as = k, (n - )2 (oa ) (c' + C'2  (25)

M - 22K 2t/b2

c'= . e (26)
m=1

The results are shown in Figure 9. They clearly show the inverse time dependence until the thermal
wave from one aerosol reaches about one-third of the distance to its nearest neighbor. Then, the
scattering cross-section decays exponentially.

o0. K0 2t/b2  
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Otmensionless Time, . Ka.
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2

Figure 9(a). Temporal decay of Figure 9(b). Temporal decay of Figure 9(c). Temporal decay of
scattering of a scattering of a scattering of a
monodisperse cubic monodisperse cubic monodisperse cubic
spatial distrib- spatial distrib- spatial distrib-
ution - short times. ution - intermediate ution - long times.

times.

Aqueous Aerosols

Thus far, only non-evaporating aerosols have been considered. However, the same techniques have
been applied to an aqueous aerosol, which was completely evaporated by an irradiation pulse0 . The model
was that the droplet was evaporated into a sphere of heated water vapor, which then cooled by conduction
to the surrounding air and diffusion. The scattering cross-section initially stayed constant but then
decayed inversely with time. This result is now used to calculate the resulting temporal evolution of
transmission. A typical result is shown in Figure 10. It can bee seen that evaporation greatly improves
the diffraction-limited transmission, provided that recondensation does not occur in the time interval of
interest.
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Figure 10. Optical transmission pre- and post-droplet evaporation.

Conclusions

The problem of light scattering by air which was heated by non-evaporating aerosols irradiated by
short pulses has been modeled, and the model solved. The results predict that the air scattering cross
section increases to a maximum value and then decays inversely with time. The maximum air scatteripg
cross section can exceed the aerosol extinction coefficient for an absorbed fluence greater than 2 j/cm .
These results were used for a typical aerosol size distribution. Multiple pulses can cause the effective
cross section to become much greater than for single pulses. Finally, a spatial distribution of aerosols,
the cross section will decay exponentially when the thermal wave from one particle reaches about 1/3 of an
inter-particle spacing. For aqueous aerosols which are evaporated by the pulse, optical transmission of
diffracted-limited light is improved considerably.
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Abstract

We discuss an experimental method for picosecond ultrasonics measurements

in the subterahertz frequency range in thin films. We have applied this

technique to thin films of polythiophene and polyacetylene and obtained the

longitudinal sound velocity at about 5 GHz. The spectral dependence for the

detection of the photoinduced strain waves is demonstrated and explained.

Introduction

Ultrasonics has long been an important tool in both applied and

fundamental science. The range of frequencies used in ultrasonic
1

measurements is from 1 MHz to about 10 GHz . Recently a method has
2_4

been developed to extend this frequency range to the terahertz region
using picosecond techniques.

In this communication we describe the picosecond ultrasonic technique and

its applications to thin films of conducting polymers, such as poly-
thiophene (PT) and polyacetylene (CH)x In particular, we show the

existence of periodic oscillations in the induced transmission AT(t). By

measuring the polarization properties of the oscillations we prove they are

due to a time-dependent strain in the thin films. We discuss the strain

oscillations optical spectrum and the conditions under which the

oscillations can be detected. In addition, the strain oscillations are used

to measure the longitudinal sound velocity in thin films of two different

conducting polymers at high phonon frequencies.

Phonon Generation and Detection by Picosecond Light Pulses

2 4

In our studies we have used the polarized pump and probe technique with

subpicosecond pulses. The generation and detection mechanisms of the strain
waves are described schematically in Fig.l. The pump pulse is absorbed

-1
within the optical skin depth a (= - , where a is the absorption
coefficient at the pump laser wavelength ). Most of the energy absorbed is
released very quickly to phonons due to hot carriers thermalization and fast
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Fi.l: The experimental arrangement for measuring picosecond ultrasonics in
thin films, using photoinduced changes in transmission. is the
optical skin depth. The N-shaped signal is a propagating strain
pulse.

geminate recombination. This energy raises the layer temperature and sets
up a stress as a result of thermal expansion. The stress produces a strain
pulse propagating into the film, normal to the excited surface. The strain
pulse bounces back and forth in the film by reflection off the interfaces.
Its amplitude decreases in time due to acoustical attenuation and partial
transmission into the substrate.

A second light pulse is passed through the film at a later time t. This
(probe) pulse is produced by dividing off about 10% of the energy in the
pump pulse and then introducing an additional optical path before the probe
pu'se reaches the sample. The transmission of the probe pulse through the
film is measured as a function of the time delay introduced. The optical
transmission T is sensitive to the motion of the acoustical pulse because
the optical constants of the film, particularly the absorption coefficient
a, depend on strain. The modulation AT(t) in T is caused 3y the modulation
Aa in a as follows:

AT(t) - f Aa(z,t)dz - S U (z,t)dz - rM<n>(t)d (1)

where the integral is over the film thickness d, and <n> is the average
strain in the film at time t. 'hile the strain pulse is propagating in the
film, <q> is essentially constant. However, when the pulse is reflected off
the free surface, the propagating strain pulse becomes inverted, changing
the sign of <5>.
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If one surface of the film is free, the other rigidly attached to

a substrate with a high acoustical impedance, the sign of <n> changes

once every round trip of the strain wave, and, as a result, there will

be oscillations in AT(t) with a period

T = 4d/v (2)

where v is the longitudinal sound velocity.

Experiment

In our pump and probe experiment we have used a mode-locked
Nd:YAG (Quantronix) laser which synchronously pumps a (Coherent) dye laser
producing light pulses typically of 2 picosecond duration at a repetition
rate of 76 MHz. The wavelength of the pump and probe beams can be tuned
from 560 nm to about 670 nm. The intensity of the pump beam is modulated
at 4 MHz using an acousto-optic modulator, and the in-phase AT(t) of the
probe pulses is measured using a moderately fast Si photdiode, a frequency
tuned preamplifier and a fast lock-in amplifier (5202 PAR). AT(t) has been
measured with probe beam polarization either parallel to the polarization of
the pump beam (I),or perpendicular to it (1). The samples were transparent
thin films (d 1000A) of unoriented polythiophene (C2H2S)x,

electrochemically polymerized on conducting glass substrates. A film of
cis-rich (CH) , polymerized on a sapphire substrate using the Shirakawa

method, was also used in our measurements.

Results and Discussion

In Fig.2 we show the response AT(t) of a thin film of PT at 300K up to 450
picoseconds using a laser wavelength for both pump and probe beams of A -
608 nm. AT(t) is induced very quickly at t-0, followed by a fast decay, but
increasing again and producing a damped oscillation with period r - 200±10
psec. Similar effects were also observed in thin films of of (80%) cis-
rich (CH)x at 620 nm (Fig.3). The peak of AT(t) at t - 0 is of electronic

45
origin ' and its fast decay in both PT and (CH)x has been attributed to

geminate recombination. This fast response is polarized -- AT - 2AT± so

that a photoinduced dichroism is generated at t-0 This is not surprising
in conducting polymers since they are in the form of long quasi-l-D chains
grouped into single crystal fibrils which are isotropically distributed in
the thin film planes. In Fig.4, on the other hand , we show that the
photoinduced oscillations are unpolarized -- AT - AT. (at about 150 psec),
and they therefore cannot be of electronic origin. Moreover, the period r

2

increases linearly with the film thickness d, in agreement with Eq.2.
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Fig.2: Transient AT/T in a thin film of polythiophene at A - 608 nm

with pump and probe polarizations perpendicular to each other.

Fig.3: Transient AT/T in a thin film of 80% cis/20% trans-(CH) at A - 620

nm with pump and probe polarizations perpendicular to each other.

We attribute the oscillatory response to strain pulse propagation, as

discussed in the previous section. Using Eq.2, the measured r and the film

thickness, we can derive the longitudinal sound velocity for strain waves at

frequency v. We calculate v - 10±1 A/psec in PT, and v - 15±5 A/psec for

(CH) at v - 5 GHz and 3.7 GHz, respectively. The uncertainties in v are

due mainly to uncertainties in measurements of the film thickness.

The period of oscillation in the (CH) film depends on the

cis/trans percentage. r decreases with the isomerization from cis to trans,

as shown clearly in Fig.5. The measurements were repeated on the same film

after 3 weeks (curve (b)) with r - 160 psec, and after one year (curve (c))

with r - 110 psec. Since the film thickness remains constant during

isomerization, the only logical explanation for our findings is that the

sound velocity increases with isomerization. At this point, the reason for

this is not clear. We also found that the strain-induced AT(t) response

decreases with the isomerization. This is clearly shown in Fig.5, where the

various responses were normalized at t -0.
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I' /
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TIME DELAY (ps)

Fig.4: Transient AT/T in a film of 80% cis/20% trans-(CH) xwith

perpendicular (±) and parallel (11) pump-probe polarizations at A

620 nm.

9 Gis -rich (GH)x
300KA =585 m

4-3

-40 0 40 eo 120 160 200 _________________
TIME DELAY (ps) 0 100 200 300 400

TIME DELAY (PSEC)

Fig.5: N'oralized A T/T(t) of the same (CH) xfilm as in Fig.4: a) one day, b)

three weeks, and c) one year after polymerization.

Fig.6: Same as Fig.2 for the PT film, but at A - 585 rim.
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and 6. The derivative t is also shown.

A more striking finding concerning the appearance of oscillations in
AT(t) is shown in Fig.6. We measured LT(t) on the same film as in Fig.2,
but with laser wavelength A = 585 nm; there is no sign of any
oscillatory response at :his wavelength. This strange spectral dependence
of the oscillatory response of AT ( - T osc ) is related to the derivative of

the of the film's absorption. From Eq.l we get

-da da dEAT 2<1> _2LE<17> (3)
osc di dE di(

da dE

where a is the derivative of a at the probe wavelength and T- is the
dE

deformation potential of the film. From Eq.3 we see that the appearance of

strain-related effects in AT(t) depends on d- ; -pecifically, AT(t) will not
dE

contain any oscillatory response for probe wavelengths where - 0. The
dE

absorption spectrum a(w), and its derivative ! were measured for the PT

film using a Cary spectrometer and are shown in Fig.7. The oscillations
in a(w) are probably due to phonon sidebands associated with the
exciton transition at about 600 run. These are not related to interference
effects because the energy period does not depend on film thickness. The
derivative clearly shows three such oscillations with an energy interval of

almost 185 meV. From the spectrum of d we would expect AT to be
5osc
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maximum at about 610 rum, and to be nearly zero at about 585 rum. This is in

agreement with our findings, such as AT(t) shown in Figs. 2 and 6. In fact,

we were able to obtain a complete spectrum of AT(t)osc over the range from

565 to 650 nm; the spectrum is in qualitative agreement with Fig.7 for 2
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A bstract
We derive the analytical solution for a self-phase-modulated and self-steepened pulse

propagating in a nonlinear X - medium. The calculation is performed in the plane-wave
approximation for dispersionless medium but with material relaxation present.

In this lecture, we consider the propagation of an ultrashort pulse in a X 5 -  medium (six-photon

mixing). We perform this calculation in the plane wave approximation i.e transverse effects are

negle,:,ed for a dispersionless medium. i.e sample is thin, but where self-steepening, i.e high intensity
beam, and material relaxation, i.e characteristics material relaxation time of the order of pulse

duration. are important. Physically, our calculation is applicable, for instance, in cases where the

nonlinearity is due to two-quanta photogeneration of nonequilibrium carriers in certain
semiconductors . We will show that for large intensities, the pulse may self-steepen due to the

lowering of the pulse peak group velocity caused by self-phase modulation, which qualitatively is

similar to the same effect observed in X 3)- medium as was shown in (2, 3, 4). This amplitude self-

steepening leads to an asymmetry in the spectrum (5, 6) The incorporation of finite relaxation time in

the expression of the Kerr index of refraction also contributes to the asymmetry of the spectrum and

to its dovnshift (towards the Stokes side). Finally we use our derived expression for the amplitude

and phase of the pulse to obtain the Young interferometer intensity distribution for this pulse (7)

In the phenemenological model that we consider, the nonlinear source term for Maxwell's
equation is taken as:

nnE 1-' E - c, E - Eg
c at2

i.e we are taking the first two terms of the noninstantaneous nonlinear polarization, where C] is the

first moment of the delayed response kernel, it is essentially equal to the material response time. n4

is the nonlinear Kerr coefficient, n is the linear index of refraction of the material and c is the speed of

light in vacuum. This phenemenological model is valid for pulse duration longer than the material

response time.
We will solve Maxwell's equation by the method of multiple scales (8) " We neglect diffraction

effects and group velocity dispersion in our calculation. We introduce the normalized electric field 1,

such that E = E0 D where E0 is the amplitude of the irc:oming pulse, and the normalized coordinates Z=

Z/VgT and T = t/T where t is the incoming pulse width. Maxwell's equation, in the normalized

coordinates is then given by:( 2 
2

b _ a_ 14 D [21
, O  aFJ a T aT

where the dimensional parameters e' and y' are given by:
4n., !Efli 13 1

n
[41
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The method of multiple scales introduce the scaled variables T1 , T2 ...... and Z,, Z2 ....... where Zn

= (W')"Z. A consistent expansion in powers of C to second order give the following differential
equations:

a_- 0 
[5-a]

dVI

ocx K - [5-b]
- - - aOv I  ~

j oa ( a [6-al
a 2

oI , a - K 8 2K 3 @a 16-b]
---- - ---- = - -- a + "Ky a -

-) 2 AUi au,

where U n =Zn -T n  VI =Z n ,  K = w0t, wo is the pulse center frequency and the normalized

electric field is written as:

D A (U1 , V1. U,. V,) exp {iK U0) [7l

A = a exp ti () [81

In the physical corrdinates U and V, the amplitude a and the phase a of A, then obey the
following quasi-linearized partial differential equations:

Oa 5 a ia [9]

" __ --- Ca 0 -dV 2 U

0(1 F ' 4 ~ct K ' 4 K 8  3 a [ 1012 -k-3 a 8. C' a ' + 2 K y' E'a -

)v a u -D- u

The U-partial derivatives, appearing on the left hand side of eqs. [9] and [10], are responsible for self
steepening and the term proportional to y' expresses the finite relaxation time of the medium. We
notice that, in this model, the finite relaxation time has no effect on the amplitude equation.

To discuss the impact of self-steepening and finite relaxation time, we shall index a and aX by
two dummy indices where the first index refer to self-steepening and the second to finite relaxation
time. Fach index takes the value (0, 1) for the effect being (absent, present). Ilt should be stressed
that we can directly solve eqs. [91 and [10] in the most general case but we are going through these
intermediate steps to clarify the role and meaning of the different terms in the equations]. We will
now write the solutions in the four cases, for an initial sech pulse with zero phase:

(i) ' 0, CV <<1

[11-al
a(,. = sech (U)

- o0, a0  . . . . sech 4  (U ) [ 1 1 -b ]
K 2

(ii) 0, V<<

[12-al

a,., = sech (U) = ao,0
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EN 44a0 , I - sech {U) - 2 7' V sech 4 {U) tanh (U) [12-b]

(iii) I' = o

a = sech2 + I 4'V

(13-a]

- C 4 2 "f 
v

8f 0ct~ = 6U a1 ~( pV)dp - j- 'f (0q

- I -, C,0 ,}d

tanh Lsin o (U,V)l + - sin g(U,V) - -- sin [g( U,V') [13-b]
6 18

LI V 5 ' I
g,{U,V) = - a1 o(U,q)dq + sin (tanh U) [13-c]2

(iv) general case

" h (2 + V 5 41 114-alal,l I a,,.o =  sech2 U c 'V al~

cal. = cc1 , 0 + YIn (a, 1) yln sech tanh "  (sing(u,v))J [14-b]

The above general solution for the amplitude, derived under the condition of no dispersion, is
valid for all values of V < Vcrit, where Vcrit is the critical value of V at which the optical amplitude

shock develops. Physically, the above solution is smoothed at the shock discontinuity by higher order
derivatives in Maxwell's equation that are neglected in our present approximation. The value of Vcrit
is given by:

[151
CV = 59 = 0.349

In fig 1, we plot the amplitude for different values of LV. Self steepening increases with the value of
EV. The slope of the amplitude is given by:

a - 1/2

a, a . .1) 1/2 [161a- 4i~ 2
10 'Va l I( - a1 , 11 +6

where (-, +) corresponds respectively to U (smaller, larger) than -5 EV

2 -'V

In fig. 2, we plot ao, i - ao, o. This quantity, which represents the portion of the phase due to

nonzero relaxation time for V << 1, is approximately linear in U and with a negative slope, which
translates into a Stokes shift in the instantaneous frequency. This shift is similar to Gordon's self

frequency shift (9), derived for X3 material. In fig. 3, we plot a 0 , - ao,0 for different values of e'V to
qualitatively examine the effects of self-steepening on this Stokes shift.

In fig 4, we are plotting x, I the pulse total phase in the general case. (Henceforth, we will omit

the subscripts to refer to the general case). We note that the presence of the y'- term and the self-
steepening term shifts the position of the phase maximum from the U = 0 axis. Furthermore, the
maximum of the pulse amplitude and that of the phase are shifted with respect to each other, which

as pointed out in (7) leads to a shift in the positions of the interference fringes of this pulse, for a
Young set-up, from those of cw coherent light.
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The normalized frequency sweep for this pulse, obtained by taking the U-partial derivative of a,
is given, for the general case, by:

E- 1 4 a E' E' ( g) O( t g U] [171-- - a +cg + 6 a(COSg)- -1 a sin g) + ' a (tang) + a
au6 COS g 6 6 [a+1 u

In fig. 5, we are plotting this quantity. It should be remembered (5) that the maximum of this
curve determines in each case the spectral frequency extent on the anti-Stokes side while its
minimum determines the corresponding quantity on the Stokes side. As can be observed from the
figure, th nrmalized frequency sweep is asymmetric with respect to the U = 0 axis. This results in
an asymmetry of the spectral distribution between the Stokes and anti-Stokes portion of the

O:

spectrum. Furthermore, the absolute value of the maximum of - is always bigger than that

corresponding to its minimum value and therefore the anti-Stokes spectral extent is larger than the
Stokes extent. In fig. 6, these extrema quantities are plotted as function of c'V for different y's. These

extrema were also shown in (7) to determine the domain of F(x), the Fourier transform of the
visibility function of the Young intensity distribution with the general solution pulse as input. The
function F(x) is given by (7):

dU a 2 (U) cos y I + ac] exp(ixy)

F x) = 1181
dU a'(U)

Where y = KA/t and A is the time delay between the interferometer two paths. The domain of F(x)

lies between the lower bound 1 + ,_,) and the upper bound + . In fig. 7, we plotlies bewemh owrbud +(ax")

the envelopes of F(x) for different cases. The domain for each case, as computed in fig. 7, agrees with
the results of fig. 6.

The pulse spectral distribution is obtained by taking the absolute magnitude square of the
Fourier transform of the pulse electric field. In fig 8, the spectrum is shown for selected values of the
parameters . The important features found in our calculations are that:

1. As c'V increases, the spectrum is more asymmetric, and near the Stokes maximum extent the
spectrum falls off rapidly;
2. As y' increases, the spectrum is further shifted to the Stokes side and the maximum frequency
extents are consistent with the results of fig. 6.

To understand the role or the non-zero relaxation time in the Stokes shift, let us calculate the
mean frequency of the pulse normalized to the original center frequency. The normalized first
moment of the frequency can be written in the time domain representation as:

f(I1+ aaa 2dU

K J a 2 (U) dU [191
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for small CV, this quantity, for the X(5) medium, is given by:

4ira K' 0.3 y'(C V) [201
E'N << I K

the second term on the right hand side corresponds to the numerically computed Stokes shift. It
should be noted that this shift is linear in the thickness of the material, and in the relaxation time and
is quadratic in the intensity.

In conclusion, we presented in this lecture, the analytical solution for a pulse propagating in a

(5)

X - material with nonzero relaxation time in the regime where both self-modulation and self-
steepening are present . As noted earlier, this theory can be tested in certain semiconductors with
two-quanta photogeneration of nonequilibrium carriers.
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Fig. 4 The pulse normalized total phase as function of U.
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Fig. 7 The envelope of the FOUTier transform of the Young

visibility function.
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Abstract

Both fluorescence emission spectra and fluorescence lifetimes are measured for
hezu~a~)pyrene in aqueous, methanolic, liposome and microsome environments and are used to

d1fferentiate the orientation and site position within the bilayer membranes of liposomes
in' miorusomes. This study lends credence to the characterization of carcinogenic active

sites within the membranes of cellular macromolecules.

Benzo(a)pyrene (BP) and many other potent polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons generated

,v incomplete combustion of carbonaceous materials have been considered as major air pollu-
tints in the United States and have been widely implicated in occupational and cigarette

smo-:e-induced lung cancer 1
- 5  

BP is not carcinogenic per se. It is normally metabolized

t) non-toxic electrophilic products by a mixed function enzyme system cons sting of the
memr rane ound cytochrome P-450 and a NADPH dependent cytochrome reductase ' . Through

same unknown mechanisms, however, BP can also be oxidized to proximate intermediates by the

same enzyme system. These intermediates are believed to be epoxides or free radicals which
readily react with cellular macromolecules, thus initiating the development of tumerigenic

lesions
6 1  

. Chemically speaking, this route of activation should be a very minor side
reaction of the normal detoxification, otherwise smokers would be certainly doomed to have

lung zancers. The proximate carcinogens thus formed should be very scarce. This makes

tneir in vivc characterization extremely difficult.

The active site in the P-450 is known to be spacious enough to accomodate limited

reorientation of the substrate molecules to yield positional isomeric products, but it is

also restrictive enough to permit stereoselectivity . In other words, the conformation of

the 9P molecule in the activated complex determines the route of oxidation. Apparently,
most of the conformations led to non-toxic metabolites, but a few specific conformations

witn very remote chance of existence may give rise to proximate intermediates. Information

aboit possible orientations of BP in the activated complex may be ultimately essential for
mechanism elucidation of its activation and detoxification. Unfortunately, conformation

study of the short-lived activated comdlex requires very sopnisticated instrumentation such
as picosecond time-resolved spectroscopy or low temperature site differentiation techni-

ques. Details about the activatcd complex topology in the membrane would be required for
data interpretation. However, if the BP molecule is transferred directly from the membrane
to thp P 450 active site, and if its orientation prior to binding to the active site is

preserved in the activated complex, then the BP conformation in the activated complex may

be predicted from the BP orientation in the residence site in the membrane. This hypothe-

sis, of course, will depend upon whether BP in different residence sites is differentiable

and whether the P-450 binding of BP is distinguishable. This preliminary report is to
investigate the differentiability of the reactive BP in terms of spectral and temporal

characteristics.

Materials and Methods

Benzo(a)pyrene (BP) and L-a-phosphatidyl choline (PC) were purchased from Aldrich and

Sigma, respectively, and were used without further purification. Because of its potent

carcinogenicity, BP was handled with great cautiun and used solutions were collected and

stored in a labelled waste bottle for further treatment. Liver microsomes from maternal

rats were donated by Dr. Wong, Pharmacology Department, University of Florida, Gainesville.
The protein contents were estimated to be 25 mg/mL. No further purification was

performed. Preparation of BP solutions and suspensions were described elsewhere 12

Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) was used as the buffer for all measurements.

A Spex Fluorolog Fluorimeter was used for steady state fluorescence measurements. The

fluorimeter was not equipped with a stirring device. Solutions were stirred manually for
30 a after mixing or before each spectral scanning. An excitation wavelength of 378 nm was

used.

Time-resolved measurements were carried out with a laboratory-constructed fluorimeter

(Fig. 1). A pulsed nitrogen laser (PRA) with a nominal pulse width of 0.2 ns was employed

for excitation. The temporal BP emission was detected with a streak camera (Hamamatsu,

Tokyo, Japan) and the streak signal was displayed on the monitor and later processed with
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i IW'-P" ueing a Stanford SR245 interface module and a new version of the incorporated
, St f i r'd Eese.ch Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). The software provided multiple

x e,-. iin f r each fluorescence decay curve.

Results and Discussion

n e ig ting tne temporal characteristics of BP emissions, it is perhaps

t rev ew a few steady state spectra. Curve B in Fig. 2 is the emission

<p : - t" cfP ,n in aqueous suspension. The region 400-450 nm corresponds to emission of
P u '.,u s which can tumble relatively freely. In aqueous suspensions, BP

ir e zcarce because )f the high hydrophobicity of the hydrocarbon. Most of the BP

g ... I In e! eJ in the form of microcrystallites. The closeness of these BP

' z3e r suII's inr, thi t'e formation of excimers upon irradiation. The excimers emit a
, i tV-" Y r band with a maximum at 490 nm and a shoulder at 520 nm. Emission

:3 ?s given as curve C; the soluble BP emission is greatly enhanced,

u ci gn ger r'Jmber of freely tumbling 3P molecules in the system. This is
3 1 , wh -I Mo0St 5 P molecules are "dissolved" in the midplane of the lipid

Te exm-r eisson is seen to be unaffected. Since excimers can be formed only
g e gr inl state BP molecules very close to the excited BP molecules and since

F "r )c rY/st i_'ite e re believed to be dissolved under the experimental conditions,
a r : r -,e-3 interpretation of the excimer emission would be that it originated

mloleces trapped near the glycerol backbone of the bilayer. The lateral
e 2,. t )f t h es e B m e -u es is limited and their reorientation is restricted. The

t w spectr bl banJs indicates distinguishable differences in the residence

t--3e exci:ers or their molecular conformations.

T coaome sriutions have some residual emission (curve A of Fig. 3) probably due

n ie fluorescence of the proteins, but it is not significant as compared with

17 e- )n e her in the aqueous phase or in liposomes. This background emission is
in -i' time-depenjent spectra, a few of which are reproduced in Fig. 3. This set

1 3f ' e - 4-2-2 reco-ded at various times after a 10 LL aliquot of a BP suspension was

1:t , -e into a .00 mL ouffer solution containing 4,t wL of the original microsome solu-
P rn ri D .- LI each sc an, the solution was stirred for about 30 s. The 520 nm excimer

r irsd is metab)ism proceeded, whereas the 490 nm band increased slightly with

en..tlly reached a constant value. This indicates that all BP excimers do not

2nt entical ways toward the P-450-reductase complex and that those excimers emit-
o' r d nm are most likely the reactive species. Recently, Nelson et al., studied

-et-ire t,)ology of 34 different vertebrate cytochrome P-450 proteins and proposed a

iimea )n model in which the P-450 may be envisioned as a thick triangle lying flat
Si, mnembrane surfaice with the heme group situated in the plane of the triangle facing

, *brne :urfloe. Lipid soluble substrate molecules approach the heme from the mem-

ane 1 and, therefore, the active site and the possible access channel should be below
-2 :r, -3 n,1 facing the membrane. The P-450 is anchored to the membrane by two NH 2 -
r 1 t.ransnembrane helices. This model is agreeable with our experimental results
n~ite that the reactive BP molecules most likely reside near the membrane surface

,177! lso nave the most probable orientation.

ole ules in different environments normally exhibit different spectral characteris-
1iCes. Their excited states may also have different lifetimes. To differentiate the BP
excmera in the membrane, it is essential to study their relaxation behaviors. The follow-

i 71g r:esults may not be conclusive enough to provide positive site assignment of the

exc_ nero but lo give some interesting information.

Fig. 4 shows the fluorescence decay of BP in methanol solution. An exponential func-

ton u ith three terms is used to fit the curve. Only a single lifetime of 6.7 ns is obser-
vel, indicating one BP species or one environment for BP in the solution. Since the time-

r-es)vled fl iorimeter has not been precisely calibrated, lifetimes are expressed in terms of
nin numbers in all the figures. Based cn the company calibration of the streak camera, a

ln ipproximat,-ly corresponds to 0.1 ns.

When there are two or more residence sites for BP in the system, particularly when BP

in these sites are kinetically interchangeable, the fluorescence decay curve will be the
re:ult of overal I relaxation of all involved BP species. The lifetimes obtained from

fiting the decay curve are, therefore, the combined results of the individual relaxation

c)nstints. More information will be required to deconvolute these relaxation constants
f'em the measured lifetimes. For simpliu-ty, it is assumed here that the interchange of BP

among sites is relatively slow compared to the fluorescence decay of excited BP
molecules. That is, the residence sites of BP are inarpendent, and the overall decay curve

i: simply the mum of individual relaxation of BP in difterent rites.

urve-f itting of BP relaxation in aqueous suspension (Fig. 5) shows three distinct

lifetimes of 23. , 11,1 and 8.6 nm, respectively. The 23. 4 ns is probably due to
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background fluorescence which has a decay time of 22.5 ns, when pure buffer solution is
used. The 8.6 ns, comparable to the 6.7 nm in methanol solution, could be assigned to the
soluble FP and the 11.1 ns to BP in microcrystallites. When a large amount of PC liposome
was mixed with BP suspension in the PBS solution (Fig. 6), two lifetimes of 1.0 and 12.2
ns, respectively, were observed. However, when the amount of PC was reduced, a lifetime of
5.0 -s rather, than the 12.2 ns was obtained. Our previous report

1 2  
showed that the BP

excimer emission (both the 490 nm and 520 nm bands) decreased as the BP suspension was
mixed with liposomes. As the ratio of lipid-to-BP increased, the excimer emission
increased, passed through a maximum, and decreased again. If the short lifetime could be
assigned to the water-soluble BP, the long lifetimes of 11.0 and 12.2 ns might be assigned
to BP associated with the bilayer.

When microsomes were mixed with BP suspensions, the relaxation lifetimes were
kinetically dependent. At about 1.5 min after mixing, a short lifetime corresponding to
the water-soluble BP, a long lifetime corresponding to background drifting, and an inter-
mediate lifetime of 10.0 ns were observed (Fig. 71). At around 8.5 min, the lifetimes
became 8.), 10.1 , and 12.7 ns, respectively (Fig. 7b). These three lifetimes converged to
a single lifetime of 10.4 ns after 13.5 min of reaction had elapsed (Fig. 7c). Three dif-
ferent lifetimes of 10.7, 11.4, and 12.4 ns, respectively, reappeared as reaction was
allowed to proceed over twenty minutes. The kinetic measurements (Fig. 3) showed that the
BP excimers emitting a 520 nm were almost totally consumed in 18 min of reaction. The
disappearance of the 12 ns lifetime' seemed to support its assignment to these excimers.
Its reappearance at longer reactions times could be attributed to the redistribution of BP
in the membrane.

The above preliminary assignment is only speculative; its consistency with other
evidence is encouraging and justifies further investigation. Polarization measurements and
fluorescence line narrowing studies are now being considered. We hope more accurate site
differentiation and molecular orientation may be obtained.
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LASER VAPORIZATION FOR SAMPLE INTRODUCTION IN ATOMIC
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AUstrac

The use of a laser to ablate or vaporize a solid sample for subsequent introduction to an atomic or mass spectrometer for metal
determination will be discussed. The advantages, disadvantages, instrumentation, possible mechanism of vaporization, analytical
performance characteristics, and selected applications will be further presented.

Introduction

Despite the widespread use and acceptance of atomic and mass spectroscopy for metal determination, a major limiting factor
for direct determination is the introduction of the sample, particularly a solid sample. A potentially useful technique for sample
introduction of solid samples is laser ablation or vaporization. The versatility of laser ablation for sample introduction is
summarized in Figure 1 and the advantages and disadvantages are summarized in Table 1.

Mass Spectroscopy
TechniqueI

Sample tntroduction Laser

Ablation

AAAS Technique F

Atom Reservoirs

Figure 1. Atomic and mass spectroscopic techniques used with laser vaporization for sample introduction.

Table 1

Advantages and Disadvantages of Laser Vaporization for Sample Introduction to Atomic and Mass Spectroscopic Techniques.

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Directly applied to solid samples with little or no 1. Standardization is difficult to achieve particularly if the
sample preparation. sample to be analysed has an unknown and complex matrix.

2. Can use conducting and non-conducting samples. 2. Laser is expensive and leads to more complex instrumentation.
3. Can investigate surface heterogeneites in solid samples. 3. Detection limits are, generally not as low as established
4. Mass of a few microgram or less required. solution techniques (one to three orders of magnitude).
5. High irradiance of laser will produce an efficient 4. Precision typically 2-10 %, if hetergeneites do not exist

vaporization stage. (compared to < 1 % for established solution techniques).
6. Separation of vaporization and atomization-excitation 5. Accuracy typically ± 5 % compared to < 1% for established

stage may allow these separate experimental stages to be solution techniques.
optimized for improved signal and accuracy. 6. Small portion of sample may not be representative of bulk

7. Hard, polymeric and high molecular weight compounds
are vaporized.
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Instrumentation

The most frequently used lasers in atomic and mass spectroscopy when combined with sample introduction by laser
vaporization are summarized in Table 2. Laser vaporization hasbeen coupled with the direct current plasma (DCP) 1, inductively

Table 2

Most Frequently Used Lasers in Atomic and Mass Spectroscopy.

1. Nd : YAG (1.064 jam)
2. CO2 (10.6 gim)
3. Ruby (0.694 gim)
4. Nd : Glass (1.064 gim)
5. Nitrogen (0.337 gim)
6. Rare Gas / Halogen Excimer (Argon Fluoride : 0.193 gim)

(Krypton Fluoride : 0.248 Im)
(Xenon Chloride 0.308 gim)
(Xenon Fluoride 0.351 gim)

7. Dye (0.220-0.740 gim)

coupled plasma (lCP) 2, microwave induced plasma (MIP) 3, flame4 and electrothermal atomizer (furnace)5. Atomic emission (AES)
and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) are widely used but atomic fluorescence spectroscopy(AFS) has found limited used with
laser vaporization. The laser parameters which can effect the vaporization parameters are summarized in Table 3. The type of sample

Table 3.

Laser Parameters which can Effect the Vaporization Process

1. Wavelength mass ablation rate, m (kg / s cm2) = 110 ( Pa /1014) 1/3 (X) -4/3
Oa is absorbed flux, W/cm2. m would increase at shorter wavelengths
and subsequently give higher sensitivity (more sample vaporized).

2. Pulse Rate The higher the pulse rate, the greater the amount of material removed
and subsequently the greater the sensitivity.

3. Irradiance The greater the irradiance the greater the amount of material removed
from the surface, and subsequently the higher the sensitivity.

in particular, the hardness can effect the signal1 .

Mechanism of Vaporization

Despite the potential, attraction and use of laser vaporization for sample introduction in atomic and mass spectroscopy, the
exact mechanism is unknown at present. A schematic diagram of the proposed steps is shown in Figure 26.

Analytical Performance Characteristics and Selected Apotications

The detection limits for various metals using laser vaporization for sample introduction to atomic spectroscopic techniques is
shown in Table 4. In general, detection limits are in the low ,ug/g levels. Precision is typically under 10 %, accuracy at low levels of

Conclusion

Laser vaporization for sample introduction in atomic and mass spectroscopy will continue to attract attention of analytical
chemists. Improvents in instrumentation and an understanding of the exact mechanism of the process will lead to more widespread use
and acceptance.
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Formation of an
Analytical Laser Plume Comments
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Heating and

Thermionic Emission No Visible Destruction of the Surface
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Further Heating
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Partitioning of Analyte between Phases

(6) 1
Formation of Plume Atmospheric Pressure Shock Wave can Form
& Shock Waves

r(7)1
Atomization, Excitation
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of steps which can occur in the laser vaporization of a solid sample 6 .

Table 4

Detection Limits for Various Metals Using Laser Vaporization - Atomic Spectroscopy

Metal Analysis Method (gig/g [ppm])
lCP1  lCP 2  DCP MIP E" FLAME ICP-MS

Al 20 2 9.3 11 -

P9 - - - - 0.3
As 2

Bi - - - 0.2
:I 8 0.6 48 - -

Cr 10 1 31 - 20 -

Ou 9 0.3 21 2.4 7.2 10
Mg 1
Mn 3 0.3 18 37 20
Mo 20 2 30 - 10 -

Ni 20 1 32 12 24 -

Te - - - - - 0.3
V 20 1 - - -

Zn - - 22 50 -

Zr 50 - - 0.3

1. 0-switched.
2. Normal

Detection limits were taken from literature. Due to differences in instrumentation
/ operating conditions they should not be directly compared to each other.

± 5 %, and linearity over several orders of magnitude above the detection limit. The application of laser ablation in atomic and mass
spectroscopy has been in major, minor, and trace metal determination in solid samples, organic and biomolecular analysis, and in
photophysical and kinetic studies 7 .
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Abstract

The laser is an ideal ignition source for energetic materials. It permits precise control of the
ignition energy, and parameters such as the ignition threshold and the time to ignition can be
determined. Optical fibers are used to deliver the ignition pulse and to monitor the time required to

complete the burn of the energetic material. The light emission from the interaction of the Q-switched
pulse from the Nd:YAG laser with two secondary explosives, pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) and
1,3,5-triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB), has been spectrally resolved using a 0.25 m monochromator with an

optical multichannel analyzer detector. These spectra show definite band structure, which indicates
that these experiments may lead to an understanding of the ignition chemistry.

Introduction

The properties of energetic materials, such as their ignition threshold, the time required for
ignition to begin, and the burn rate of the material, are of primary importance to understanding these
materials and how the devices that contain thei function. The laser is an excellent ignition source for
these materials. The laser energy can be vcsy carefully measured and precisely controlled. By
carefully adjusting the laser energy, tiie ignition threshold for the material can be determined. An

optical fiber delivery system is used to direct the laser pulse to the material. By using this fiber
and a second fiber to monitcr the burn of the material, details of the ignition and burn can be obtained
with each shot. Sever' energetic materials h-ve been ignited in this manner using the un-Q-switched
pulse from the Nd:YAG laser. The light flash produced ii the ignition should contain information on the
chemistry of lhe ignition as well as provide timing information. This ignition light was investigated
by spectrally resolving the emission created when a Q-switched pulse from the laser impacted the surface

of a pellet of a secondary explosive. The preliminary spectra taken from two different secondary
explosives have indicated that considerable information may be obtained when the light emission is

recorded under high resolution.

Experimental Results

The ignition of the energetic materials with the un-Q-switched pulse of the Nd:YAG laser was
performed in the apparatus shown in Figure 1. The pulse from the Nd:YAG laser was reflected from the
high reflector(HR) for the 1.064 micron wavelength, and coupled into the optical fiber with the
appropriate lens. About 10 % of the laser pulse was split off and sent to a photodiode (not shown) to

monitor the pulse and mark the initial time. The ignition light from the energetic material came back
out of the fiber, was recollimated by the lens, was sent through the HR for 1.064 microns, and was sent
to a second photodiode to record the ignition time. As the material burned to completion, an optical
fiber at the end of the component transmitted the light to a third photodiode to record the function

time of the device.

EG&G Mound Applied Technologies is operated for the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No.

DE-AC04-88DP43495.
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Figure 1 - Laser ignition apparatus.

An example of the type of data that is recorded is shown in Figure 2 a-d. The figure shows data
from a small test device containing the pyrotechnic titanium potassium perchlorate. The first three
sets of Figures (2 a-c) show only the laser pulse which was delivered through a 600 micron optical
ficer, and the ignition light that was transmitted back out through this fiber. The three traces
represent laser energies of 53, 72, and 100 millijoules, respectively. The laser pulse in Figure 4d was
delivered through a 300 micron optical fiber and had an energy of 26 millijoules. The "breakout" light
is superimposed on the laser pulse record, but the timing mark for the completion of the burn can still
easily be measured. This system is currently being used to evaluate several pyrotechnic materials.

In addition to providing a timing mark indicating the start of ignition, the ignition light may
contain information about the ignition chemistry. The chemical species produced during the interaction
of a laser pulse with an energetic materials is being investigated using emission spectroscopy. By
spectrally resolving the ignition light, it may be possible to identify specific chemical species,
leading to an understanding of the laser initiation process. Comparison of energetic materials
(secondary explosives and pyrotechnics) is possible, including the effects of various additives.

This technique was evaluated by spectrally resolving the light emission produced when a laser
pulse impacted a pellet of a secondary explosive. A schematic of the apparatus used to perform these
experiments is shown in Figure 3. A 10-ns Q-switched pulse from a Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm was
focused onto the surface of an explosive pellet in such a manner that it would not detonate. An
evacuated chamber houses the pellet to prevent any interaction with the air. A quartz window allows the
laser pulse to enter and the emission light to exit. The emission light is focused onto the end of a
fiberoptic bundle, which transmits it to a 0.25 m monochromator. An optical multichannel analyzer (OMA)
serves as the detector of the resultant spectrum. The OMA allows the simultaneous acquisition of
approximately 300 nm of the spectrum, thus providing an efficient technique to study such fast events.

Figures 4 and 5 show the laser interaction emission spectra of pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN)
and 1,3,5-triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB), respectively. Both spectra cover the wavelength range from
360 nm to 660 nm. There is a definite band structure in each of these two spectra that needs to be
investigated under higher resolution to make an identification of chemical species. The band structure

of the two spectra is also quite different, which would be expected since two explosives are very

different in chemical structure.
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Figure 2 - Laser ignition data records.
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Figure 5 - Laser interaction emission spectrum of TATB.

Conclusions

Two different, but complementary, experiments have been established to evaluate the laser
initiation of energetic materials. In one experiment, ignition thresholds and timing information on the
interaction of the laser pulse with the energetic material can be obtained. In the other experiment,
'he ignition light is spectrally resolved to evaluate the ignition chemistry. Excellent spectra can be
obtained, and future work should permit the identification of chemical species produced in the ignition.
Experiments that temporally resolve the light produced in the ignition are also planned to further
evaluate the ignition chemistry.
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Abstract

A techuiq.ue for optically exciting and detecting vibrational resonances in transition state (TS)
configurations of chemical reactions is described. By dressing the TS with intense infrared (1R)
picosecond pulses (>GW/cm'), for well-defined reactant initial conditions, resonant TS interactions
such as absorption and stimulated emission can become manifested by measurable changes in the
reaction rate and the product rovibrational distributions. In order that all TS configurations evolve
during this pulse duration, a conventional pump-t-probe sequence using ultrashort pulses is used
to initiate the reaction and to detect a product energy state after some time t that is short relative
to the IR pulse duration. The transition states, therefore, evolve in an intense, but effectively
continuous wave IR radiation field. The essential features illustrating the TS spectral lineshapes
and experimental conditions were modeled by adopting a radiation-dressed potential surface and
evaluating the vibrational transition probability by an exact density-matrix solution. Results are
presented to describe, (1) the conditions under which significant TS transition probability occurs,
and (2) how a frequency-resolved vibrational spectrum can be interpreted in terms of the detailed
shape and dynamics of the reactive surface.

plex [NaKC1]t must be the absorbing species. These wing ab-
sorptions in the reactive complex have the same physical basis

Introduction as collisional line broadening. Polanyi focussed on a complemen-
tary approach, searching instead for wing emission eminating from

During the course of a chemical reaction, a transformation of the [FNaNa] t reactive complex. These early studies were marked

molecular bonds occurs which leads to structural configurations by exceptionally weak signals that rendered analysis rather ten-

that are intermediate between reactants and products. These ex- uous. Only since 1987 have major advances been made in the
ceedingly short-lived structures have come to be known at "tran- endeavor to detect transition states. Polanyi, et a).' have pro-
sition states". While it is true that the region known as the tran- vided a convincing demonstration of detection, by multiphoton
sition state can be rather diffuse and span a large configuration ionization, of a transient [HDD]t configuration in the exchange
(or phase) space, the potential surface is believed to show ripples reaction H+D 2 -IID+D. However, the technique only probes
and shallow minima which can enhance the transient lifetimes of for TS geometries that have Franck-Condon overlap with the ex-
certain structures. The direct detection of transition states (or cited and ionic bound states of HDD. This experiment has yet to
"reaction complexes") is considered one of the most important resolve any resonances of [HDD]t from which to obtain structural
goals in chemistry and physics today. and dynamical information. Valentini and Nieh 7 have recently

One of the most fruitful approaches for obtaining transition reported the remarkable observation of collisional resonances in
the H{+H 2 reaction that correlate with enhanced production of

state information has been to use crossed molecular beam sys- the(v=1) aeageiov al catei ane Atou, o

tems to study the product angle-velocity distributions following tI(v=l) averaged over all scattering angles. Although, not a di-

monoenergetic collisional excitation.1'2 State-to-state studies of rect observation, this result is, nonetheless, the most convincing
measurement of vibrational structure in a TS. In another clever

reactant and product energy levels has also provided informa- application, Neumark, et al.' formed stable anions of CIHC1- and
tion that could be interpreted in terms of unique transition state then recorded photoelectron spectra to the unstable neutral corm-
properties.' The crossed beam and state-to-state experiments, plex CIHC1. The broad, but resolved spectrum is argued to repre-
however, do not directly observe the transition state, but rather sent vibrational information on the transition state region of the
derive detailed understanding via information obtained about the reaction C[+HCl. The inevitable question regarding methods that
products. rely on bound-unbound transitions, however, is to what extent the

Frequency-Domain Techniques: Brooks 3'4 and Polanyi5 '5 and detected unbound geometry represents simply a Franck-Condon
their coworkers, using frequency-domain techniques, were the first projections of the bound state.
to report evidence for spectroscopic detection of a transition state. Time-Domain Techniques: With continuing advances in ul-
The most compelling evidence by Brooks, et al.,4 for TS ab- trafast laser techniques, it is only natural that interest in time-
sorption is an experiment based on the reaction K + NaC1 + domain techniques would ensue in the hunt for transition state de-
hv - KCI + Na*. They observed emission from the Na D tection. Zewail and coworkers have surged to the forefront in this
line for hv excitation wavelengths that were off resonance from endeavor with a number of important developments in 1987 and
either reactant or product and concluded that the reaction com- 1988.9-11 Principal among these are results for the unimolecular
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dissociation of ICN9 and ('1131" using a pump-t-probe scheme Concept of Experiment
in which the probe frequency is tuned off-resonance of a reaction
product. In so doing they observed signals that rise and fall with
delay time t representing a transition state geometry that "'passes We describe a technique that can provide vibrational spec-

through- a resonance with the probe frequency. The detection tra of transition states. The central idea here is that excitation

scheme is a variant of Brook's technique of using product enis- of short-lived TS vibrations can become "imprinted" onto long-

siou to detect wing absorptions attributable to a collision complex. lived properties of the products (i.e., action spectroscopy) that

Instead, the reaction is unimolecular and initiated by a subpi- can be routinely detected as a change in reaction probability

cosecond pulse. This has the advantage of providing very high or rate, and/or product rovibrational distribution. It has been

instantaneous densities of transition state structures and the un- recognized theoretically 12 - 14 that intense laser fields can inter-

questioned benefits of time-resolved information. Using this same act with transition states and influence the course of a chemi-

iechnique for the dissociation of Nal, Zewail and coworkers" have cal reaction. The reactive-complex absorption wings, observed

observed a periodicity in the formation of product Na due to a by Brooks 4 and Zewail - " for electronic states, are an example

small nonadiabatic transition probability for reaction that occurs of this phenomenon, in the sense that these absorptions produce

e ich time the vibrational motion of the excited Nal encounters a electronically excited product. Work in this laboratory has shown

surface crossing transition region. that the conditions of a CV radiation dressed TS can be realized
experimentally, in a manner that is sensitive to the detection of

ibrational resonances in the TS." The requirement of intense IR
radiation (>GW/cm 2), during the course of the reaction, is satis-
fied by using short (e.g., picosecond) pulses. In order that all TS

Transient Vibrational Spectroscopy configurations evolve during this pulse duration, a conventional
pump-t-probe sequence using ultrashort pulses is used to initi-
ate the reaction and to detect a product energy state after some

te optical detection of transition state cotfigurations re- time t that is short relative to IR pulse duration. As represented
ported thus far have generated enormous excitement. However, schematically in Fig. 1, the presence of the w long-pulse across
there are still certain limitations to be overcome before they pro- the w,-r-wp short-pulse interval describes a reaction that evolves
yile uniquely descriptive ,dictures of the transition state region, in the presence of an intense CW radiation field.
I-or instance, electronic transitions measure the energy differ-
ence, between two different potential energy surfaces (PESt; yet Several modes of detecting TS vibrational resonances as a

iieiTher PES is likely to be known in the region of the transi- function of w and r can be envisioned to resolve the resonance

rion tate. Likewise. the use of bound-unbound transitions faces frequencies, each providing unique details of the TS reactive PES

lranck-('iqdo restrictions that can severely limit the range of and the coupling of vibrational energy to the reactive coordinate:

I S gometries that are actuall% detected.

(1) Enhancement of reaction probability P(w,r) or
rate k(w), due to TS absorption: This mode is particular
sensitive if the excitation energy w, is below the reaction
threshold.

(2) De-enhancement of P(w, r) or k(w), due to stim-
ulated emission from collisionally excited TS vibrations:

kThis variant would permit direct detection of the colli-
sional resonances observed in molecular beam scattering

. experiments.
1

,
7

(3) Excitation or de-excitation of product rovibra-
I tional energy corresponding to TS absorption or stim-

Cot N ............. ulated emission, respectively: The induced changes in
I the product state distributions can be correlated to the

actual vibrational coordinates, amplitudes of motions.

\ --- and angular momenta corresponding to the particular
TS resonance.

(4) Ultrashort w pulse that may be positioned
within the reactive t period to probe early and late TS
configurations. Exceptional time resolution (< 100 fs)
will be required, because the TS vibrational spectrum
will be dominated by the most stable configuration.

), CO eop The vibrational TS spectra are further enhanced by limiting the

distribution of reactive trajectories so as to probe specific regions

Fig 1. Schematic of 3-pulse sequence for detecting vibrational of transitional configuration space. This can be achieved by study-

resonances in transition states and reactive intermediate com- ing uiimolecular reactions, or oriented bimolecular reactions initi-

plexes The pulses w, and wp refer to excitation of reactant and ated by dissociating a molecule in a suitably chosen van der Waals

product, respectively Idealized vibrationally adiabatic surfaces mixed dimer' s (e.g., XA - BC - [A ... B ... C]t - AB + C).

(..i(t) and ;2(t)) for the (A. B.- C asymmetric stretch are A quantitative model for establishing the necessary experimental
drawn to correlate with reactant and product vibrations, conditions, as well as interpreting the TS vibrational lineshapes,

is presented later.
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tonian (in frequency units) may be written as
Experimental Arrangement

The three-pulse sequence diagrammed in Fig. 1 will be gen- R 'H"(0 + -m1 (l)
erated by a picosecond Nd:YAG laser pumping a combination of 7-o = Tq +,a+a -  (1)
tunable optical parametric devices and a tunable ps dye laser. u = (t) - . ( a + + a-)
An arrangement, which makes use of the Nd:YAG fundamental
(1064 nm) and the second (532 nm) and third harmonics (355 7-f, consists of the nuclear kinetic energy operator Tq and the
nm) is given in Fig. 2. Our approach takes maximum advantage field-free radiation Hamiltonian where a+ and a- are the photon
of the high pulse energies provided by our pulsed and amplified creation and annihilation operators. The interaction Hamiltonian
mode-locked laser. Typical pulse energies and pulsewidths in the H,,t contain the dipole operator it and laser electric field strength
standard configuration are included in Fig. 2 for each stage lead- , (we assume a single mode and polarization). Operation of - on
ing to the three pulses, ,;, w, and wp. the matter-radiation basis states gives the diagonal energy matrix

The source of vibrational excitation in the transition state elements,

will take the form of 15-20 ps tunable IR pulses of about 1-2
mi/pulse. This is generated by a standard nonlinear paramet-
ric methodi" which uses the intense 1064 nm Nd:YAG pulse to (nX 21.(t)).n) = W 2(0 +w
generate two sum frequencies in the IR with a tuning range of (n- 1,x2I7-fo(t)Iy ,n - 1) = w2 (t) (2a)
1.5-5 Im. Modest focussing to beam diameters less than 1 mm where In) and In - 1) are the photon states in an n-photon field
gives the necessary > 10 GW/cm2 pulse energies to vibrationally (where we consider only one-photon transitions). The interaction
excite TS configurations. The pump (w,) and probe (w) pulses of the dipole moment with the incident radiation field has only
require a large visible (VIS) and ultraviolet (UV) tuning range. the off-diagonal elements
This is provided by a short-cavity dye laser, pumped by the 532
nm Nd:YAG output. A second source of tunable visible frequen-
cies is available by pumping an optical parametric arrangement (n. .iifT,1(t)Ix 2, n - 1) = (n - 1,Xfl-iini(t)lJi, n) = '(t)"
with the 355 nm Nd:YAG harmonic. 2

(2b)
The time dependence arises from the effect of the reactive tra-

Theoretical Description jectory velocity vector v(r, t) on the coordinate dependent Hamil-
tonian. The radiation-dressed lower surface is shifted from the
uncoupled surface (given by TqlI't) = wily 1)) by the radiation

In this section, we provide the beginnings of a quantitative frequency w. If the dressed lower surface approaches or crosses

basis for interpreting the TS spectra. The model calculations to the upper surface then, depending on the interaction strength It

follow not only demonstrate the soundness of the experimental a mixir ofatate ocurnwih make iberantion .

approach. but make the physical connection between observed a mixing of states occurs which makes possible a transition.

spectra and the detailed dynamics of a collision complex on a The mixing of the basis states gives the correct shape of the
reactive potential surface. PES in the vicinity of the crossing. The true eigenfunctions I\')

and energies r' can be solved for the time-dependent Hamiltonian
elements above, and are given by

The Photon-Dressed Potential Energy Surface

The essential features illustrating vibrational correlation, TS xl) I)cO + X2)sinO

spectral lineshapes, and experimental conditions can be viewed Ixk) = -IX)sin 0 + IX2
) cos0 (3)

by adopting a simple model for a radiatively dressed PES and where
evaluating the transition probability by an exact density matrix
solution. This is an appropriate representation because the in- tan20 -
tense IR pulse w appears as a constant radiation field over the Q(1)
short detected reaction period t, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For 7',[2(t)

2 -
vibrational excitation on the same electronic surface, the Hamil- Q= (' - wt) -
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Rotation Matrix Solution 4.0

We find it advantageous to use the density matrix formalism
for evaluating population probabilities or densities. The time-
dependent probability of populating the upper level can be eval-
uated by solving the density matrix equation = i[p, Hi for the
element P22. This formalism has the advantage of leading to a so- 3.0
lution that is completely general for all models of the PES surface
and interaction strengths. Without presenting the full details s :
here, we solve for the four elements of p by casting them as a
column vector and applying an appropriate transformation s to
help decouple the equations. One obtains, 0.

2.0

(t,) = R (t, tj)(t,)

P (t, tJ = exp i C(t)dt (4)

1.0
-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0

where A is the column vector {pi I-p22: i(p 12 -P21): p12+P2t } and log T(ps)
C follows from the transformed equations -10 = iWA. The evalu-
ation of the evolution operator R(t,., t.) is essentially intractable = 1) or stimulated emission (Ap(l) = -1) as a function of
except for the simplest lamiltonian time dependences. However, laser power density and quasibound lifetime r. Parameters used
in the appropriate representation," R(t, t.) takes the form of a in the contour plot were p(t) = 0.2 D, w = 2020 cm- ', and
rotation matrix that can be expressed conveniently by a piecewise -k(t) = ak[(2t/) - 1]

2 + bk where a, = 80 cm
-

n, b, = 1000
product of rotation matrices cmn

-
. and u2 = 160 cm

- 
, b, = 3000 ci

-
'

.

where rx(tn,to) is obtained from the elements of the product
over incremental time intervals during which R is approximately natrix Q(t, t,) by the expression
constant. The coherence properties and their intermediate role in
the time-evolved transition probability are fully preserved by this 1  [(q2 + q22) - (q72 + q. 1)] (s)
treatment.

The vibrational transition probability at the end of a reactive
trajectory is evaluated by solving for the population difference Model Calculations
Pit - P2., For the initial condition p 12 (t.) = P2i(to) = 0, the ril

element of the product matrix R(t, tJ must be evaluated. The
product of matrices in Eq. (5) can be reduced to a product of 2x2 The above model will serve to demonstrate the experimental

technique represented in Fig. 1 by addressing two important ques-
mat rices Q(t,,. to) = H Q(t,, t.-t) consisting of the elements tions; (1) under what conditions will a significant 'I'S transition

probability occur, and (2) can a frequency-resolved vibrational
spectrum be interpreted in terms of the detailed shape and dy-

l b 7 1 nainics of the reactive PES? These points are examined in Figs.
q(r,) = q(r) = cos -on2 2si 3-5. Although, we shall use a general strong-field, coherent den-

sity matrix solution, we adopt a simple model for the reactive
qi2(r,) = q2 1(r) = isin 0, siln -bir (6) trajectory in that we assume localized trajectories, no decay or

relaxation processes other than reaction, and simple functional
forms for the potential surfaces.with terms definedl as

The calculated results are based on a shallow potential well

tanO- in the TS region for a particular vibrational coordinate on the
ground electronic surface. We assume parabolic well depths of

(tI) =w 2(tI) - ,(t) - 0.01 eV and 0.02 eV for the vibrational levels ' and v+ 1, and a
b(t) [,1(1)1(21 + f(t)2] /2 dipole miotnent of 0.2 D. These values are consistent with [Fhlll.]t

i= +in the "+llIF reaction. Transition probabilities P(c, r + I) are

calculated as a function of Ill laser power density I (f, x 1112),
where r, = t, - t,- and the bar represents the average value and trajectory time through this region (i.e., quasibound lifetitle
ove.r the r, interval. Tlhe general solution for Ap = pit - p22 is r). We assume that regions ouitside of tle well are vanishingly
lin given by short-lived.

The results in Fig. :3 indicate lhat significant values of
Ap(t,,) = r1 (t ,, t,)p(to) (7) I'(vu. + I) occur over a range of modest experimental condi-

lions. For instance. P(ru + 1) > 0.25 for I = 100 (;W/cm2

and r > 301 fs. The oscillations that are observed along r (shown
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iun'bed up due to tie log scale) are analogous to Iiabi cycling,
Slhich for resonance conditions occurs at frequency po_ For dy-
ianic trajectories, the resonance condition is rapidly detuned by
lie changing potentials, however. phase accumulation can still

lead to off-resonance oscillations provided that pc, > Q. In re-
alitic svstenis. the coherences will dampen rapidly either by (i)
7, miieclianisms, in which case the oscillation region reduces to
the aturation condition I' = 0.5. or by (ii) very different v and
r I quasibound lifetimes, in which case the shorter-lived state
wcill behave irreversibly. making possible situations approaching
' =1

lthe bandhape for t lie TS vibrational transition v - v + 1
i cihateil for excitation over the entire quasibotind lifetime in

1i. The spectruin reveals a distinct lineshape that does not
change forni as a function of laser ield. The spectra are therefore
interpretabe in teris of t lie shape and dynamics of the transient
vibrational potential: power broadening, at the high fields shown,
does not contribute to the lineshape.

Fig. -1 represents tlie experiment in which the the IR pulse 2250
duraion is long compared to the reaction time so that all TS 2050
configiirations evolve in an intense, but effectively CW laser field. 109, 1.0 1850
An exceptionally more powerful (and more challenging) adapta-,( . 1

iion can be conceived based on the use of ultrashort pulses (e.g.,
< 200 fs) that are narrower than the quasibound lifetimes. The

pulse can then be positioned at discrete intermediate time in- Fig. 4. Calculated transition state vibrational lineshapes. Con-
tervals along the reactive trajectory and in principle probe for tinuous excitation over a trajectory liftime of 250 fs. Peak tran-
different TS configurations. The recorded vibrational spectra will sition probability was P = 0.89 Other conditions were I = 100
vary depending on where along the reactive PES the excitation G\V/cm 2 and those in the caption to Fig. 3.
takes place. This concept is similar to the 2-pulse sequence in-
froduced by Zewail and coworkers9 - li for electronic transitions
in product absorption wings. The calculated time-dependent vi-
brational spectrum in Fig. 5 demonstrates the considerable detail
and iiinique information that can be obtained regarding the dy-
iahiics and shape of the potential surfaces. The two-dimensional
_%t vibrat ional spect ruin in Fig..5 represents the direct change

it vibrationial frequency that occurs during a reactive trajectory.

Vibrational Correlation

he transition-state vibrational absorption technique de-
,crilwd here is. in a sense, a state-to-state measurement, with the
important difference that we consider state excitation of the TS.
J he correlation of TS vibrational excitation to measurable rovi-
brational excitation in the products is a "half collision" process
that is physically not unlike that which occurs in unimolecular
dissociations. Using this as an analogy, we can put forth a frame-
work for the state-to-state half-collision reaction probabilities for
vibrationally-excited TS reactions [ABC(v' )t -AB(v)+C. In or-
der t- present expressions that convey physical insight, we sim- 0
plify the problem by invoking the collinear and quasi-diatomic ap-
proximations. The former assumption is realistic in so far as the 1,0 2250
tninium reactive PES is usually along the collinear coordinate t(00 2050
in the cotuplete reactive hypersurface. The latter approximation (car,
assumes that the bond that breaks is a normal vibrational coor-
dinate. The state-to-state reaction probability Tee is then given
by the integral overlap of the initial and final wavefunctions

Fig. 5. Calculated transition state vibrational lineshapes. Dis-
St crete excitation over 200 fs intervals as a function of time dur-

Ta,. ]]dRdr k '(R, r)k (R, r) (9) ing a reactive trajectory of lifetime 2 ps. Peak probability was
P = 0.10. Other conditions were I = 100 GW/cm2 and those

where we have defined the coordinates R and r as the internuclear in the caption to Fig. 3.
distances A-B and B-C, respectively. The wavefunctions X de-
scribe vibrational and translational motion and can be rigorously
solved by Schrodinger's equations using a lamiltonian contain-
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Abstract

The determination of optical absorption of mirrors and other low absorbing
materials used in laser optics requires an highly sensitive method. Among the
photothermal techniques used for spectroscopic investigation, the photothermal
deflection (mirage) seems to be the most convenient one for such a
characterization. We first recall the principle and the main detection schemes
of mirage spectroscopy. We then describe the two experimental set up we have
developed to perform reliable low absorption measurements in coatings and
bulky materials at two different laser wavelengths (633 nm and 1.06 pm). The
high signal to noise ratio achieved allows for instance the detection of
absorption losses as low as 10-6 in dielectric coatings deposited on silica
with a 30 mW incident power.

1 - INTRODUCTION the detection. The diffusion process does
not affect this kind of measurement.

During the last decade photothermal For absorption losses measurement of
methods have been applied to a large number laser materials, we have used the mirage
of physical problema and materials detection (4] which has been proved to be a
characterization, such as : spectroscopic very sensitive, non contact, photothermal
investigation, thermal parameters determi- technique for the low absorbing materials
nation and also non destructive evaluation spectroscopy [5]. The aim of this work was
[I]. first to study multilayered coatings

We would like to present here the deposited on silica such as mirrors and
results we have recently obtained in laser antireflective coatings ; these coatings
materials inspection especially for the being made of stacks of low and high
determination of absorption losses in these refractive index dielectric layers. We have
materials, also checked bulky materials used in laser

Let us recall the principle and the optics such as silica and non linear optics
sensitivity of a classical optical method materials.
for determining the absorption of low
absorbing samples : the absorption value is
deduced from the comparison of three 2 - PHOTOTHERMAL SPECTROSCOPY BY MIRAGE
measurements : measurement of the incident, DETECTION
transmitted and reflected powers. Thus, the
accuracy becomes very low for absorption of Both modulated and pulsed excitations
the order or smaller than 10- 3  time the have been used in this work. We first
incident power and can be strongly affected consider the case in which the absorbing
by diffusion losses. In the case of laser sample is illuminated by a modulated light
mirrors, the techniques based on cavity source.
decay time measurements [2, 3] are highly
sensitive. However these measurements 2.1. Thermal waves detection.
integrate all the optical losses (absorp-
tion + diffusion + transmission) and the In order to understand the photothermal
absorption component cannot be separately detection in the frequency domain, we have
reached. to introduce the concept of thermal wave.

In a photothermal experiment, a part of For a space region periodically heated
the whole absorbed power being converted (frequency f) by a planar source, the
into heat, the resulting temperature temperature variations behave like a damped
variations, which are proportional to the wave (Fig. 1)
absorbed power, are detected. Thus the
photothermal signal is directly created by T(x,t) = To exp(-x/ji) cos(2mft - x/p) (1)
the power absorbed in the sample and the
sensitivity of the method only depends on Both the expunential damping and the
the incident power value and the noise of propagation of this wave are monitored by a
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1 2.2. Experimental schemes.
T/T x X For spectroscopic characterizations

T=T. e ;cos(211ft- using mirage detection, two experimental
schemes can be considered [7] (Fig. 2).

0.6. t=O 
2.2.a. Transverse detection.

In the first one (Fig. 2a) called
transverse detection, the beam propagates

0.2 t=1/4f in front of the heated sample surface and
probes the gradient in the fluid adjacent
to the absorbing sample. This scheme is

1 -- ------ --- usually used wheni the light source is a
classical incoherent one, such as a
monochromator or a Fourier transform
spectrometer, or when the sample is opaque

Fg__i - Thermal wave spatial for the probe beam or has a bad optical
distribution of the periodic temperature at quality. For one dimensional heat
two different times, for a planar heat diffusion, the beam deflection e is given
source T. cos2nft located at x = 0. by

characteristic length U called the thermal L Zn T
diffusion length and defined by 8 - (3)

n 3T ?x
1 = (D/nf)1/ 2  (2)

where L is the interaction length between
D is the thermal diffusivity of the the probe beam and the thermal gradient.

medium where the wave propagates. The From the 'n/ ZT values reported in
thermal diffusion length roughly corres- table 2, we notice that for transverse
onds to the thickness of the layer which is detection the use of a liquid, e.g. CC14,
periodically heated. rather than air as deflecting medium leads

Some examples of p values are given in to a large enhancement of the sensitivity.
the table 1 for three media : gas, liquid
and solid at two frequencies.

(a) Position

f = 10 Hz f = 100 Hz

Air 0.8 mm 0.25 mm
Pump loserI A - ,Sm l

CC14 0.06 0.02 orBroodbond S
I Isource 

Probe
SiO2 0.16 0.05 Chopper

i "'loser

Table 1. Values of the thermal
diffusion lengths in various media, at two
frequencies.

Among the various ways to detect the Position sensor

sample heating the mirage detection probes
the thermal gradient associated to the
thermal wave [4]. A laser beam (probe beam) Sample

which propagates through this gradient is loser
deflected because the thermal gradient
induces a refractive index gradient. The
beam deflection is then measured by a
position sensor and a lock in amplifier. Probe loser
The sensitivity of mirage detection is
usually limited by the noise of the optical
bench which is used to perform this
measurement. In our laboratory we have
built a mirage cell, described in ref. (6],
which leads to the ultimate sensitivity
which can be expected for such a detection. Fig 2 - Experimental schemes of
The noise corresponds to the shot noise of photothermal deflection spectroscopy
the position sensor illuminated by the a) transverse detection,
probe beam. b) collinear detection.
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bn/ T (K-1) the TM.o mode. The gradient is created both
by the gaussian spatial profile of the

Air -10- 6  excitation and by the radial heat diffusion
from this heated region.

CC14 -5 10- 4  We have used such a collinear scheme for
laser materials characterization. This

SiO2 10-5 detection is suitable for experiments
carried out with modulated as well as
pulsed excitations. For the simple case of

Table 2. Temperature coefficient of index a bulky low absorbing sample and the two
of refraction for various media. kinds of excitations, the theoretical

expressions of the beam deflection have
A very important application of this been previously given (5, 101

scheme is the amorphous semiconductor films
spectroscopy (8, 9]. As an enample, Fig. 3 - With a modulated source, at high
shows the photothermal spectrum of a 500 A frequency, when the thermal diffusion
thick film of amorphous silicon deposited length of the probed medium is much smaller
on silica. This data well illustrates both than the gaussian pump beam radius, the
the sensitivity, better than an absorbance deflection amplitude 8 is given by [5]
of 10-5, and the large dynamic of the
photothermal deflection spectroscopy. L n ap - x.

A large number of laboratories working = - - 4 - exp(-2xo./a
2 ) (4)

in the field of semiconductor thin films n aT 'fPCa L a2

are now using transverse mirage detection
for subbandgap absorption measurements. where L is the sample thickness, Po is

the incident laser power, a is the optical
absorption coefficient, 9 C the heat

ABSORBANCE capacity per unit volume, a is the pump
beam radius at 1/e2  intensity, x. is the

S. separation between the intensity maxima of
the pump and probe beams which are assumed

a-Si fIm : to be parallel.
8 exhibits a maximum for x* = a/2 which

(500A) is the position of the maximum gradient of
the pump beam profile. Indeed, at high
frequency the radial temperature amplitude

*distribution is well described by the pump
S •beam intensity one.

- With a pulsed source, the energy
3 deposited in the sample during the pulsei0-3  6 creates a gaussian temperature distribution
* which spreads when the heat diffusion

* occurs. The time dependence of the
deflection is given by (10]

L 'an 4aEo 2xo
e (t) = - - - exp 2x./(a,+8Dt) (5)5 ~n 'aT nFC (a2 +SDt) 2

0-

where E. is the pulse energy.
Figure 4 shows the signal behavior as a

hv(eV) function of the time, calculated from this

-0.6 1.6 2;6 equation, for two probe beam-pump beam
distances. If the probe beam is located at

Fig. 3 - Photothermal spectrum of a 500 A the maximum slope of the pump beam profile,
thick amorphous silicon film deposited on the curve a is obtained. From the pulse,
silica. The exciting source is a Fourier the thermal gradient continuously decreases
transform spectrometer and the film is while the heat diffuses. When the probe
immersed in CC14. beam is removed (curve b) a maximum appears

in the time dependence. The amplitude of
2.2.b. Collinear detection. this maximum decreases when the distance x.

is increased.
The figure 2b shows the collinear If the sample is an absorbing coating

detection in which the probe beam deposited on substrate, Eq. (4) and (5) are
propagates through the sample and probes more complicated, but the behaviors of the
the thermal gradient in the sample itself. deflection signals are governed by the same
This scheme leads to a better sensitivity parameters (the absorbed power (or energy)
than the previous one when the pump beam must be put in place of aPo (or aEo)) and
can be strongly focused, e.g. laser beam in exhibit qualitatively the same features.
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and is modulated by a chopper at 200 Hz.
Signal (a.u.) The lens which focusses the pump beam can
a be moved with an accuracy better than 1 pm

in order to reach the maximum signal
amplitude. This amplitude being proportio-
nal to the absorbed power constitutes the
measured quantity for a given coating.

At 200 Hz, the thermal diffusion length
P is much larger than the coating
thickness. A substrate thickness of the
order of p is then periodically heated and

Sb the radial temperature gradient is mainly
probed within the transparent SiO 2

- substrate. Thus the signal depends on the
thermo-optical properties (an/aT, D, PC) of

1 2 t(ns) the subsLrate alone.
Fig. 4 Theoretical time dependence of the The measured quantity is proportional to
collinear detection signal in a low the absorbed power in the coating but also
absorbing thick sample with a pulsed depends on a lot of thermal, optical and
excitation at t = 0 and for two pump-probe geometrical parameters for which an
beams distances accurate determination is critical. The

a) x. = a/2 ; b) x0 = a. simplest way to deduce the absolute value
of the absorption from the measurement is
then to calibrate the set up. For such a

3 - EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND RESULTS calibration, the photothermal signal given
by a strongly absorbing coating deposited

We had to determine absorption losses in on the same substrate is measured. On the
laser materials at the working wavelength other hand, this coating absorption can be
for two kinds of lasers : laser-gyro which easily determine by a classical reflection
uses a He-Ne laser (633 nm) and Nd3 YAG transmission measurement. For instance, the
laser (1.06 Vm). coating used in this work absorbs ten

percent of the incident power.
3.1. Laser-gyro mirrors characterization. Finally, the sensitivity reached by

using this set up corresponds to absorption
The aim of the first study was to build level as low as one part per million and

a set up which enables us to measure the measurements are reproducible within a
optical absorption losses in laser-gyro few percents. Let us point out that the set
mirrors smaller than ten part per million, up is now setting in an industrial
Since such losses strongly affect the environment where the same satisfactory
performances of laser-gyro, it was of great performances are obtained.
interest for SFENA Company, which builds
this device, to get close to a production 3.2. Nd3  YAG laser materials characteri-
line a fast, sensitive and accurate way of zation.
characterizing the absorption losses.

The collinear detection set up is shown The second part of this work was done in
in Fig. 5. The main component part is the the framework of the EUREKA project and was
previously mentioned low noise compact devoted to the absorption losses determi-
mirage cell [6]. Since the multidielectric nation of new YAG laser materials :
mirrors under test are highly reflective at mirrors, antireflective coatings and
He-Ne laser wavelength, a laser diode "transparent" materials used in laser
(780 nm) for which reflection level is optics. Such measurements are made
rather small is used as probe laser. The necessary because these various components
pump beam comes from a 30 mW He-Ne laser belong to the part of the future

multikilowatt YAG laser and that a high
level of absorption losses may induce
severe irreversible damages.

For this characterization, we have used
2 4 < a set up design similar to the previous one

- (Fig. 5). However in this case the pump
beam comes from a pulsed YAG laser. This
laser usually gives a few nanosecond
pulses. In order to avoid optical damages
of the samples due to high peak power, the
Q-switch in the cavity has been suppressed.
Thus the laser works in the relaxed mode
with a pulse duration of about 100 ps. The

Fig. 5 - Experimental set up for absorption pulse energy is 30 mJ and the pump beam
measurements of laser-gyro mirrors : radius 60 Um. The signal of the position
1) He-Ne pump laser, 2) chopper, 3) lens, sensor is amplified by a broad band
4) compact mirage cell, 5) lock-in ampli- amplifier and stored by a digital
fier, 6) focused He-Ne pump beam, 7) laser oscilloscope. Then, the signal is averaged
diode probe beam.
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At last, let us point out that with thissignal (a.u.) set up we have been able to measure the
absorption coefficient of several millime-
ters thick samples of silica and of non
linear optics materials. In this case, pump
and probe beams intersect in the bulk of
the sample and calibration is performed by
using water which gives a very strong
signal at 1.06 gm. The signal equivalent to
noise corresponds to an absorption
coefficient of a few 10- 6 cm-1 for a sample
which has the thermal properties of silica.

0.5 t(MS) 4 - CONCLUSION

The reported results shows that
Fig.6 - Photothermal signal vs time, after collinear mirage detection is a very
100 scans, for a mirror of 20 ppm sensitive and quantitative method to
absorption level. determine very low absorption losses in

coatings and also in bulky materials. The
for a number of pulses in order to get a two described set up enables us to measure,
suitable signal to noise ratio, for a coating deposited on silica,

Figure 6 shows the signal as a function absorption level as low as 10-6 by using a
of the time, after 100 scans, for a mirror 30 mW modulated laser as pump beam and
which absorbs 20 ppm of the incident 10-7 with a 30 mJ pulsed laser.
energy. The maximum amplitude is reached
after 100 ps which is about the pulse
duration. During the pulse the heat REFERENCES
diffuses in the media over a distance of
about 10 pm. Since the coating thicknesses
are of the order of or smaller than 1 pm, 1. "Photoacoustic and Photothermal
the main component of the deflection signal Phenomena".
comes from the substrate. The measured Springer Series in Optical Sciences.
quantity for a given coating is the maximum Vol. 58, edited by P. Hess and J. Pelzl
signal amplitude and as previously the set (Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1988).
up is calibrated by measuring a strongly
absorbing sample. For a coating deposited 2. J.M. Herbelin, J.A. McKay, M.A. Kwork,
on silica, the lowest absorption level R.H. Ueunten, D.S. Urevig, D.J. Spencer
which can be detected by the set up is of and D.J. Benard.
the order of 10-7. Appl. Opt. 19, 144(1980).

We have checked a lot of coatings :
monolayers, mirrors and antireflective 3. P. Elleaume, M. Velghe, M. Billardon and
coatings made of various materials. Some J.M. Ortega.
typical results are reported in table 3. Appl. Opt. 24, 2762 (1985).

4. A.C. Boccara, D. Fournier and J. Badoz,
Coating Material Absorption Appl. Phys. Lett. 36, 130 (1980).

(ppm)
5. A.C. Boccara, D. Fournier, W. Jackson

MgF2 4.7 and N.M. Amer.
ZrO2 6.6 Opt. Lett. 5, 377 (1980).

Mono- CeO2 340
layers Y203  9.5 6. F. Charbonnier and D. Fournier,

A12O3 22 Rev. Sci. Instrum. 57, 1126 (1986).
Ta2 03 5
SiO 1 7. W.B. Jackson, N.M. Amer, A.C. Boccara

and D. Fournier.
TiO2/SiO2 19 Appl. Opt. 20, 1333 (1981).
TiO2/SiO2 120

Mirrors ZrO2/SiO2 10.3 8. N.M. Amer and W. Jackson, in
Ta205/SiO2 14.3 Semiconductors and Semimetals, Vol. 21B,
Ta2O5/SiOz 7.5 ed. J.I. Pankove (Academic Press, New

York, 1984) p. 83.
Antire-
flective Ta205/SiOz 8 9. K. Driss-Khodja, A. Gheorghiu and
coating M.L. Theye,

Opt. Comm. 55, 169 (1985).

Table 3 - Composition and absorption values 10.0. Benchikh, D. Fournier, A.C. Boccara
for various kinds of coatings deposited on and J. Teixeira.
silica. J. Physique 46, 727 (1985).
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Abstract

A unified description of the photothermal phase-shift, deflection, and lensing spectro-
scopies is given. Both cw and pulsed cases are considered.

There is presently an extensive interest 1,2,3 in the techniques of photothermal spec-
troscopies, as many applications of these techniques have recently been found. Photothermal
spectroscopies consist of three separate but related techniques: photothermal phase-shift
spectroscopy, photothermal deflection spectroscopy, and photothermal lensing spectroscopy.

The basic idea underlying these techniques is simple: A laser beam (pump beam) passes
through the medium of interest. The laser is tuned to an absorption line of the medium,
and the optical energy is absorbed by the medium. If the collisional quenching rate in the
medium is much higher than the radiative rate, most of this energy appears in the rota-
tional-translational modes (heating) of the molecules. The heating of the medium modifies
the refractive index of the laser irradiated region. The change in the refractive index
of the medium is detected by a second (generally a HeNe) laser beam (probe beam). Three
distinct methods of monitoring the refractive index change of the pump-beam-irradiated
region are considered. In photothermal phase-shift spectroscopy (PTPS), the refractive
index change is measured directly by placing the sample inside a Fabry-Perot cavity or in
one arm of a Michelson interferometer. The refractive index change produces a change in
the optical pathlength which is detected as a fringe-shift. The probe beam produces the
interference fringes while the pump beam causes the refractive index change. In photo-
thermal deflection spectroscopy (PTDS), a deflection of the probe beam is observed. The
pump beam has a spatial profile (generally assumed to be a Gaussian), therefore, the re-
fractive index of the pump-beamirradiated region also acquires a similar spatial profile.
This non-uniform refractive index causes a deflection of the probe beam, which can easily
be detected by a position-sensitive optical detector. The signal is proportional to the
gradient of the refractive index. The non-uniform refractive index also produces a lensing
effect in the medium. A probe beam passing through the medium changes shape, resulting in
a change in the intensity of the probe beam passing through a pin-hole. In this technique,
the signal is proportional to the second derivative of the refractive index. This tech-
nique is called the photothermal lensing spectroscopy (PTLS). Historically, the three
photothermal techniques have been discovered and developed separately. PTPS was discovered
by Stone 4 and by Davis 5 , and has found applications primarily in analytical chemistry.
PTDS was discovered by Amer, Boccara, Fournier and collaborators 6,7,, 9 and has been
found to be a very useful diagnostic tool. PTLS is the oldestI0 '1 and has found appli-
cations, among other things, in analytical chemistry and in the measurement of collisional
relaxation rates of molecules1 2.

We have recently developed a rigorous theoretical model of this subjectl3- 17 . A unified
treatment of all three detection schemes (PTPS, PTDS, PTLS) is given. No approximations
are made, except that the medium is weakly absorbing. The theory is valid under the most
general conditions, i.e., for both stationary and flowing media, and both pulsed (any pulse
length) and cw (modulated as well as unmodulated) excitation. The theory predicts many
interesting effects. In this paper we give a brief outline of the theory and describe
some of the important results.

Central to the photothermal techniques is the creation of a temperature distribution
by the absorption of the pump beam, and its subsequent evolution due to thermal diffusion
and forced convection (flow). This temperature distribution is given by the solution of
the differential equation

1 7

-DV' A + 1Q0, ()
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where T(r,t) is the temperature above the ambient, v is the flow velocity of the medium
which is assumed to be in the x-direction, D is the diffusivity, p is the density, and C
is the specific heat at constant pressure of the medium. The first, second, and the
third terms on the right in Eq. (1) represent, respectively, the effects of the thermal
diffusion, flow, and the heating aue to the pump beam absorption.

We assume that the pump beam propagates through the medium in the z-direction and it is
centered at the origin of the coordinate system. We further assume that the medium is
weakly absorbing. If the pump laser is a pulsed one, the heat produced per unit volume per
unit time by the absorption of laser energy is given by

Q(x,y,t) = al(x,y,t)

2aE0 e-2-+- y2) /a2 for 0<t_<t

i a2to (2)

0 for tO ,

where a is the absorption coefficient of the medium and I(x,y,t) is the intensity of the
laser beam. Implicit in Eq. (2) is the assumption that all of the absorbed laser energy
is converted to heat and only a negligible portion is radiated as fluorescence. It is fur-
ther assumed that this conversion of optical energy into heat takes place in a time scale
much shorter than the typical thermal diffusion time in that medium. The total energy in
eac laser pulse is assumed to be EO . The spatial profile is assumed to be a Gaussian with
]/e -radius a. It is further assumed that the laser pulse turns on sharply at t=0 and
turns off sharply at t=t o . The assumption of a rectangular temporal profile is a good one,
if the rise and fall times of the laser pulse are very short compared to the thermal diffu-
sion aT ,nvection times. Solution of Eq. (1), with the source-term Q qiven by Eq.(2) is
found to be

T(xyt) = 2aEo 1
ItopCp [a2 + 8D(t-t)]

x expl[ -2([X-Vx(t-)] 2 + y2 ) / (a2 + 8D(t-t)}l dt

for t> 0  (3)

For a short laser pulse (to<10 s), Eq.(3) can be written in a closed form 1 3 . However, for
loncjer pulses Eq. (3) must be integrated numerically. This integration may be conveniently
performed using one of the commonly available subroutines in IMSL (International Mathematics
and Statistics Library). Equation (3) predicts that the heat pulse has a nearly-Gaussian
spatial profile, it moves downstream with the medium, and as it does so, it broadens due to
thermal diffusion1 3 .

In many situations it is more desirable to use a cw laser source for the pump beam.
Photothermal signals can be measured conveniently if the cw laser is amplitude modulated at
some frequency ., because then a phase-sensitive detection can be used. In this case, the
source term may be written as

Q(x,y,t) = 2 aPav [e.2(x2+y)/a2 ] (1 + COS Wt), (4)

7ta
2

where Pav is the average power of the pump beam in the presence of the modulation. The

spatial profile is again assumed to be Gaussian with i/e2-radius a, and the degree of mod-
ulation is assumed to 100%. Solution of Eq. (1), with the source term given by Eq. (4), is
found 1 4 ,17 to be

T(xyt) t a (1 + cos t)
tpCP [a2 + 8D(t-T)]

x exp[ -2([x- vx (t - 1)12 + y2 1 / { a2 + 8D (t-z)) I dr. (5)

The integration over T may be performed using the 64-point Gaussian quadrature14
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COLLINEAR PTPS

7 SAMPLE CELL

PROBE M3, 10c/

M2 0

(a) co 1c/

APERTURE 1c/

PHOTODETECTOR

(b) 
0

P -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

(q)A'PI)Fig. 3: Computed values of the RMS PTPS
signal for cw excitation and for flow
velocities as labeled.

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of
photothermal phase shift
spectroscopy (PTPS) experiment.
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x0O
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TIME(ms) -125 375 875 1375 1875 2375
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Fig. 2: Computed PTPS signals with pulsed excitation for a (a) stationary
medium, and (b) for a medium flowing with a velocity of 2 rn/s.
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(i) Photothermal Phase-Shift Spectroscopy (PTPS)

A typical experimental arrangement for PTPS is shown in Fig.l. The sample cell is placed
in one arm of a Michelson interferometer. A change in the refractive index of the medium,
caused by the absorption of the pump beam, is detected as an intensity change at the detec-
tor. M4 and M5 are dielectric mirrors which totally transmit the probe beam and totally
reflect the pump beam. Broken lines show transverse PTPS while the solid lines show the
collinear PTPS. The intensity change at the detector is given by1 5 ,17

6V(x,y,t) = V cOsI(OA - OB) - y (x,y,t) (6)

where V is a constant that depends on the intensity of the probe beam and y(x,y,t) is the
phase difference introduced by the pump beam. (' -¢B) is the phase difference between the
two interfering waves in the absence of the pump eam, and it determines the "operating
point" on the intensity curve (Fig. l(b)). If (,A-¢B)= m, the operating point is either
p or p', and the intensity is quite insensitive to small changes in y. On the other hand,
if (;A-;B)=(m+/ 2 )7, the operating point is either Q or Q', and the intensity is quite
sensitive to small changes in y. The phase difference y(x,y,t) is given by

y (x,y,t) = 4n_ An(x,y,t)ds (7)

where the integration is carried out over the path of the probe beam. The change in the
refractive index n(x,y,t) is given by

An(x,y,t) = (no- 1) T (x,y,t) (8)
TA

where TA is the ambient temperature. Therefore the PTPS signal is given by (assuming)¢-B =(m+1/2),)

= V sin 47 (no p T(x~y~t)ds (9)

where T(x,y,t) is given either by Eq.(3) or by Eq.(5). For the collinear case the pump and
the probe beams are both in the z-direction (ds=dz), and for the transverse case the pump
beam propagates in the z-direction while the probe beam propagates in the y-direction
(ds=dy) . The integration over ds in Eq. (9) is straightforward.

Figure 2(a) shows the pulsed PTPS signals for the collinear case calculated using Eq.(9)
for a stationary medium (vx=O) . Four curves are shown, for x=0,a/2,a, and 2a. The signal
has the largest amplitude for x=O, since the change in the refractive index is the maximum
at this position. The intensity of light at the detector suffers a transient change when
the pump laser is fired and returns to its original value as the heat diffuses out of the
region. As the distance between the pump and the probe beams is increased, the signal
becomes smaller and broader. When the probe beam is outside the pump beam (x=2a), the
heat arrives at the probe beam position via thermal diffusion, and therefore the peak signal
occurs later in time and it is weak and broad. Signal shapes for a flowing medium
(collinear case) are shown in Fig. 2(b). The flow velocity of the medium is assumed to be
vx= 2m/s. A positive value of x corresponds to the probe being downstream from the pump
beam. Signal shape is essentially the spatial profile of the pump beam broadened by
thermal diffusion.

Some of the predictions of cw collinear PTPS are shown in Fig. 3. RMS values of the
PTPS signals have been plotted against the distance between the pump and the probe beams,
x, for a modulation frequency of 10 Hz. This distance has been expressed in units of the
l/e2-radius of the pump beam. The distance x is taken to be positive downstream. Four
curves are shown, for vx=O, 1 cm/sec, 10 cm/sec, and 1 m/sec. As the velocity increases,
these curves become more and more asymmetric with the signal extending far to the right
side (downstream). Low and zero velocity curves show interesting undulations. These un-
dulations are a direct consequence of the change in temperature distribution as the pump
beam intensity oscillates1 5 .
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COLLINEAR PTDS
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Fig. 6: RMS values of the computed cw
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labeled.
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Fig. 5: Computed PTDS signals for pulsed excitation in a (a) medium
moving with a velocity 2 m/s, and (b) in a stationary medium.
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(ii) Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy (PTDS)

The propagation of an optical beam in a medium of inhomogeneous refractive index is
governed by the equation

1 3' 17

d (nd6 n (10)
ds- ds

where :*is the perpendicular displacement of the beam (see Fig. 4) and n is gradient of

the refractive index perpendicular to the beam path s. The refractive index n(x,y,t) is
related to the unperturbed refractive index no (in the absence of the pump beam) by

n(x,y.t) = no + a- r T(xyt)a

Therefore, for small deflection, the deflection anqle , in the x-direction may be written as

an a aT(x,y,t) ds (12)
xy't) 0 1 path ax 

where T(x,y,t) is given either by Eq. (3) or by Eq. (5). The differentiation with respect
to x can be performed inside the T-integral, the integration over ds is straightforward
(ds=dz for collinear and ds=dy for transverse) and the t-integration is performed
numerically.

Fig. 5(a) shows some of the results predicted by Eq. (12) for the pulsed excitation.
The transverse photothermal deflection has been plotted as a function of time for different
positions of the probe beam. A positive value of x corresponds to the probe beam being
downstream from the pump beam. We note that as the probe beam is moved upstream, the signal
becomes smaller and narrower quickly because the heat has to diffuse against the gas flow.
As the probe beam is moved downstream, the signal gets stronger at first and then acquires
a shape which is essentially the derivative of the spatial profile of the pump beam (which
is assumed to be a Gaussian here). As x is increased further, the signal becomes broader
and smaller due to thermal diffusion. Fig. 5(b) shows results similar to those of Fig. 5(a)
but in a stationary medium (vx=O in Eq. 12)). In this case, the signal is zero for x=0
because hT/;c is zero at this point, and reverses sign as x changes sign, as expected. For
small values of x(0<x<a) the signal consists of a sharp deflection of the probe beam shortly
after the pump laser firing, followed by a gradual return of the probe beam to its original
position on the time scale of the diffusion time of the heat out of the probe region. The
signal attains its maximum value for x=a/2 where the gradient of T(x,y,t) is a maximum.
For larger values of x, the peak of the signal occurs later in time, and the signal is
broader and weaker, as expected.

Figure 6 shows the cw PTDS signals for the collinear case. RMS values of the deflection
have been plotted as a function of the distance x between the pump and the probe beams for
four velocities vx=O, vx=l cm/sec, vx=10 cm/sec, and vx= Im/sec. Solid lines are for modu-
lation frequency of 10 Hz while the dotted lines are for 100 Hz modulation frequency. As
the flow velocity of the medium increases, the curves become more and more asymmetric, as
expected. Note that for large velocities, the signal downstream becomes very small even
though a significant temperature distribution (above ambient) exists. This is because the
gradient of the temperature in this region is very small. In order to understand the dip
in the signal at x=a(vx=lm/s), one st examine the change in the temperature gradient as
the pump laser intensity oscillatesT . We also note that as the modulation frequency in-
creases, the signal amplitude in general decreases, and for vx=O, the signal peaks occur
closer to x=a/2 because the heat is able to diffuse only a shorter distance during the
modulation cycle.

(iii) Photothermal Lensing Spectroscopy (PTLS)

Figure (7) shows a typical scheme for the detection of a thermal lens. A thermal lens
(sample with the pump beam passing through it) is placed a distance zI in front of the probe
beam waist. A screen with a pin-hole is placed a distance z2 in front of the thermal lens.
Intensity of the probe beam passing through the pin-hole is observed by a photodetector.
If the focal length of the thermal lens f>>z 2 (which is generally the case), and z2>>zl
(which can generally be arranged), then the signal s(t), defined as the fractional change
of the probe beam power at the photodetector is

1 6 ,1 7
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S(t) =1 (I I + 1 )(13)
f,,(t fy (M

where fx and f are the focal lengths of the (astigmatic) thermal lens in the x- and the y-
cirections. They are civen byl

6 ,17

= - an ( 2T(xyt ds (14)
f, 'IT Jath aX

2

and

a n 2T(xyt) ds. (15)

f j T I . Jvh
fy path Y

The PTLS signal is then given by Eq. (13), with Eqs. (14) and (15), and T(x,y,t) given by
either Eq. (3) or by Eq. (5). Aqain, the differentiations with respect to x and y can be
performed inside the --inteqral,the integration over ds is straightforward, and the
f-intearal is evaluated numerically.

Figure 8(a) shows a few typical pulsed PTLS signals in a stationary medium for the
transverse case. The fractional change in the power at the detector has been plotted
against time. A negative value of the signal corresponds to a diverging lens, while a
positive value corresponds to a converging lens. For 'xl <0.5a, the photothermal lens
behaves like a diverging lens. For 1xl=0.5a the signal vanishes at t=0 (because the second
derivative of temperature is zero at this place). However, for t>0 some signal gets gen-
erated by the heat diffusing out from the inside of the pump beam. Forixl>0.5a, the photo-
thermal lens behaves like a converging lens. Figure 8(b) shows pulsed PTLS signals in a
flowing medium for the transverse case. In this case, the thermal lens travels downstream
with the flow of the medium. The signal at x=3a shows the shape of the signal due to the
entire lens. The thermal lens is a diverging lens in the center while it is a converging
lens in the wings.

Figure 9 shows the cw PTLS signals for the transverse case. The RMS value of the signal
is plotted against the pump-probe distance for modulation frequency of 10Hz. A stationary
medium, and flow velocities of 1 cm's, 10 cm/s, and 1 m/s are considereo. The signal is
symmetric about x=0 for vx=0, and this symmetry is lost as vx is increased, as expected.
The apparent symmetry of the signal for vx=l m/s is fortuitous. For vx=O, the signal con-
sists of three peaks; the central peak corresponds to a diverging lens while the side peaks
correspond to a converging lens. For higher velocities (vx>10cm/s), the peaks on the left
correspond to converging lenses, while those on the right correspond to diverging lenses.

The work described here is derived from References 13,14,15, and 16. Collaboration of
Reeta Vyas, Allen Rose, and Brian Monson is greatfully acknowledged. This work was support-
ed in part by Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, and in part by Arkansas Science
and Technology Authority.
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Abstract for which Ii T = I %%here T is the duration of the collision.
l:ing R.dberg atoms in strong microwase fields we hase Approximating T by b v v being the collision \ elocit., and using

Tudied r[.J atisel% asisted collisions in wthich the field is too r - b in ItI leads to the requirement
strng to be treated ;erturbatisely. Collisions in which the stimu-
lated emission ot ul, to four photons are absorbed hase been .% b - I -

obsers.ed, and a theory based on resonant collisional er.,rnb\
transfer betw een dressed atomic states has been developed to fit
the data. This yields iminediatel. b2 

= lyi:, . For R\1,dber atomi

1. Introduction P - n2, so b2 = n4/v. The collision time T is obtained using this
value of b,

A Radiativelv Assisted Collision is one in which two atoms n,
absorb or are stimulated to emit a photon during the collisicn. T = (3)
This process was first discussed under this name by Gudzenko and v."2
)l akos lenko.' Since typical atomic collisions do not last very long.
-10- 2s, an intense laser is needed to drive the process, and after The cross section oo is given by b2 ,
the development of intense tunable dye lasers it was studied
experimentally by seseral research groups, beginning with the = (4)
work of Falcone et al. 2--  There is, however, an alternative v
approach to studying this process, line broadening, in which, in-
stead of hasing few atoms and many photons, there are many For typical thermal velocities, which arel0- 4 - 10-3 atomic units,
atoms and not few photons. In the perturbative limit the two and n - '0, we find cross sections of 1092 and collision times in
approaches lead to the same result as has been shown by Gal- ann 20wefdcrssctosf 5A ndolionimsnaghe ead othe sexcess of Ins. Such collision times are several orders of magni-

,,e ntude longer than typical atomic collision times, making Rydberg
atoms excellent candidates for the study of radiative collisions. In
fact collision times in excess of 0.1 us have been observed.7 A
radiative collision, in which the energy resonance is produced with
a microwave photons is shown in Figure 1. The dipole-dipole
interaction of Eq. I is replaced by

Ht r A(5)
A-

_____ ,Here ,2 is the ns-np transition matrix element of one atom, and
M2 and ,3 are the ns-(n-l)p and (n-l)p-(n-l)d transition matrix

Figure I - Energ, level diagram for two ns atoms to collide while elements of the second atom, E is the microwave field amplitude
emitting a photon. This leaves the atoms in the op and (n-I)d and A is the detuning of the virtual intermediate level. For this
states collision to be as probable as a ns + ns - np + (n-I )p resonant

collision the factor ma E/A must be of order one. This require-
If we return to the radiative collision point of view, it is ment gives us a requirement on the microwave electric field

apparent that a major problem is the fact that the short duration
of atomic collisions requires enormous optical powers to drive a E= . (6)
radiativelv assisted collision. Let us consider doing analogous j1a
experiments with Rydberg atoms. For a start we consider a reso-
nant dipole-dipole collision process. The dipole-dipole interac- The field required may be estimated, using A = I cm - and
tin matrix element is approximately given by p, - 400 eao, to be - 50 V/cm which is a power level of - 6

W/cm 2, many orders of magnitude below the powers used in the
tI - 'pz2 (I) optical experiments. We note that the estimate of Eq. (6) is to

r pro,4uce a radiatively assisted collision as strong as a resonant
dipole dipole collision, a distinctly nonperturbative situation. Tie

where p and P2 are the transition matrix elements of the two col- power levels mentioned, 6 W/cm2 are modest, so it is not unrea-
liding atoms and r is the internuclear separation of the two atoms. sonable to consider exploring the regime in which the microwa\e
We may derive a cross section by finding the impact parameter b field has a strong effect on the collision.
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II. Experimental Approach and Observations One of the first results obtained with the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 4, recordings of the 22s +22s - 21s + 22p colli-

In Figure w we show Na enerex levels in an electric field. sional resonances with and %ithout microwave power incident on
In a field the ISp and 1p le\0s both shift to higher energies, and the casitv. 0 The trace without microwaves has four collisional
at a field of -400\ cm the Iss state is mIivav betsseen tile two p resonances corresponding to the fact that the electric field lifts the
states. Allowing resonant collisional energy transfer in the colli- degeneracy of the [ml = 0 and I levels of the p states. 0 The two
siOn of too Is atoms. At slightl, lower fields collisions which central resonances and overlapped in Fig. 4. The most interesting
become resonant upon the stimulated emission of one, to, or aspect of Fig. 4 is the fact that the one photon radiatively assisted
three microsas e photons can be obsersed. The experiments ale collision signal is nearly as large as the resonant collision signal
c:l'ed out b exciting atons to the 1Ss state and detecting those with < I mW of incident microwave power.
:atom< \hich hase been collisionalh transferred to the 18p state.

369 - -
370 22s - 21 p and 22p
371

372 1 P 0

3 7337 , ! 14G+
-395 - 85 z

39715'

-4191 T
421~t~n~

-422 70 90 110 130 150

0 100 200 30 400 500 600 El/cmn

ELECTRIC FIELD V r)

[Ie - Energy, lesel diagram for Na as a function of electric Figure 4 The 22s+22s 22p+21p resonant collision signals %kith
tiud The four sets arrows indicate the resonant collisional energ, and without ImW of microwave power. With ImW of microwave

t:t r processes. The short bold arrows indicate how man. power the radiatively emitted collisions are nearly as probable as
mi:ro5a,,e photons are emitted, zero to three the resonant collision process.

1 he experiments are carried out using the apparatus show.\.nt I i I.,ticli is descibed in detail elsess here. ' An effusive fn Figure 5 w.e show a series of recordings for the 18s + 18s
l, t \,, a atomespasses through a microwase cas ity where te 18p + 17p resonances.' 0 It is convenient to label the four colli-

5 if \:I cloins ted b 'es tou g te rp iropga ti~ g ,i\ pulsrd LI te sional resonances as (me,m,)k where m1 and mA are the imis ttod the 3p an3pnstransitins pencshaped sr values of the upper and lower p states and k is the number oft-~a tuned to tihe 3,s-ap and| 3p-ns trainsitions. AX pencil shaped

,,Iume ,f excited ns atoms is excited. The excitation takes place . k
in c 'ilitsed nticrow.ave and static fields, and collisions between microwkave photons emitted. In Fig, 5 the (0,0) resonances are

excited atoms are allowed to occur for lits, at which point the marked by an arrow and the number k, which is in the range zero
microvase field is sw.itched off, and a high voltage pulse is appl- to three. Examining Fig. 5 we note that the collisions involving
ied to the septum in the cavity to field ionize only those atoms more microwave photons become generally more probable as the
,khi,:h hae made the transition to tlte np state. There is a Imm power is increased. However on closer inspection we see that the
dianeter hole in tile top of the cavity allowing ions formed at a k = 0 resonances disappear, at E.. - 150V/cm and reappear at
ttcrosa,.e field antinode to reach the detector, A static field, Emw = 150V/cm. Similarly the k = I
:pplied1 b, putting a soltage on the septum, is slovly scanned to resonances disappear at 150V/cm. We can also see that all reso-
tuen, thrughl the collisional resonances. The microwave cavity is nances shift to lower static fields with higher microwave power.
a pice ot \f R90 wvaseguLide 20 cm long closed at the ends. It is Finally we can see that in many cases the resonances become more
,,per'ited n -iE,5 , modes, where n is odd. to produce an antinode symmetric and narrower at higher microwave power. In Fig. 6
of the mi-rosvae field at the center of the cavity. At 15.4 G~lz k
the as it% has a Q of 2300 allosving microwvave fields- I kV cm to we plot the magnitudes of the -0,0k signals as a function of the
be produed. This corresponds to intensities slightlv in excess of rnicroswase power to show in a more systematic way the variation

ic I S, oIr og , of the observed radiatively assisted collision cross section with

1 imicrowave pover. The observations shovn in Fig. 5 are not
Iu,"h I Atunique but are similar to those obtain for other states.

Ile,~~o. 7cc -----

LLs

Figure 3 - Schematic diagran of the apparatus
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Figure 5 The 18s+18s - 18p+17 p resonant collision signals for Figure 6 - Observed and calculated \alues of the cross section for
several 15.4GHz microwave field strengths (a) 0,(b) 13.5V/cm, (c) zero photon (resonant) collisions (0, -) one photon assisted
50V .n, (d) 105V/cm and (3) 160V,/cm. The arrows, numbered collisions (0 - - - ,), two photon assisted collisions (A,- - I

k and' three photon assisted collisions (a ,
by k, point to the (0,0) resonances, the lowest field members of
each set of four resonances corresponding to the four possible If we insert the wavefunctions of Eq. (7) into Eq. (I) \e
combination of m values of the p states. have a description for resonant collisions of dressed atoms. If we

consider the resonance in which k photons are emitted. the reso-
Ill. Theoretical Description nant contributions to the matrix element are

The observations Fig. 5 show that the radiative collision PJ 8 FVA
cross sections equal or exceed the resonant collision cross sections. H E A J (A F)
In such a case the microwave field can not be treated as a small

perturbation. To account for the strong effect of the microwave The k photon resonance thus corresponds to the coherent sum of
field we have treated the radiative collisions as resonant collisions all process in which a net of k photons are emitted, and the colli-
between microwave dressed atoms. We here outline the theory.' 0  sions between many sets of sidebands contribute. as shown b\ Fiu.
Our treatment starts with the observation that, in the static field, 7. Eq. (8) may be simplified to
the s states have nearly no energy shift while the p states exhibit
large Stark shifts, which are to a first approximation linear as
shown by Fig. 6. When a microwave field is added to the static _lLd O VB IF F
field the energy of a p state oscillates synchronously with the FI - Jk j - F + F-F(CM
microwave field. Stated another way, the energy of a p state is NF
modulated by the microwave field. To a good approximation the
wave function of atom A in a p state in a microwave field E Following the reasoning leading to Eq. 4 we conclude that the
sin.,t is given by 12 radiative collision cross section Ckis given by

aWVA F)dV d\'
Xmw = xe-iWA

t 
E Jm ( - F s ), F) eim" (7) k k ( d [A 

+  
F

OF S VA I5 FS F1 +\FV 
1 (0

where dWA/dFF- is the field derivative of the energy of Atom A i.e. the radiative collision cross section is related to the resonant

at the static field F,, and WA is the energy at the static field F.. collision cross section by a Bessel function. Using a sightly more
A similar expression is found for Atom B. sophisticated theory the solid lines of Fig. 6 have been calculated

to show the dependence of Ck on microwkave pow\er. As shown
by Fig. 6 the calculations are in excellent agreement with the
experimental results.
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\\e tu;rn no~k to consider t~s o )thler aspects of Fig. 5. First.
tie >h itt of the resonances to lo\\er static fields is an AC Stark
shift %%hic:h is vell accounted for I)\ a more exact theoretical
treatment titan g.isen here. Second the counter intuitive fact that
thle resonances beconte sharper and less ss timetric at higher
nticro~kave pow\ers can be understood b\ referring to Eq. (5). In
a radiati\ e collision there are tw~o parts to the interaction a dipole
dipoie part and ai radiativ e part. At lowv microw\ave powers tile
raidiatis e part is small requiring a large dipole dipole part, or the
clo~e approach of the two atoms. Thle close approach increases
the p~olAbilit\ of' collisions in the reoion w\here the interatomic
ro-tels are no! flat, le ading to ans nietric resonances. It also
ineani c:ollm'ons ot shorter duraition, or ss ider collisional reso-

IV. Conclusion

In sumn it seemns that Rvdberg atoms and microw\ases pro-
ide an ?\cellent ss stemi in %% hich thle stud\ radiative collision

proces e5 in a ts\stentatlc fashion. \\ hile date ottl a1 few experi-
nonts nas \e heen done, they itas e stimulated thle development of a
Floquet theory along much the same lines as those used to treat
other higher field phenomena.
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Abstract

Single molecules of aniline were stepwise solvated with solvent shells AM. consisting of either
NH3 , N.H 4 , CH 3 OH, or H2O and studied by mass-resolved one- and two-color resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization (REMPI) and electron impact (El) ionization. The influence of microsol-
vation was investigated for the processes of unimolecular dissociation and intracluster dissociative
proton transfer. Dissociative proton transfer from aniline to M, to form H+M, was strongly
dependent on M proton affinity, which for a particular solvent generally increased with n. Con-
sequently, a solvent size threshold for formation of H+M, was observed for NH 3 (n _> 3), N2 114
(n _> 2), CH 3 OH (not seen, n > 4), and H20 (not seen, n > 4). Calculated enthalpies of these
reactions, using a model that accounts for the energetics of stepwise solvation, displayed excellent
correlation with the observed results. In a second experiment, the solvation of the well-known
C6 H5 NH + -- CsH + + HNC dissociation revealed a striking electron transfer mechanism whereby
solvation with N2 H4 led to extensive formation of HNC.A + . Although all the solvents studied have
ionization potentials above that of aniline, only N2H4 has a value less than that of the fragment
C, H6 .

(REMPI). We also compared these results to the chemistry
Introduction of microsolvated aniline formed by electron impact (EI) ion-

ization.

One of the fundamental issues in reaction dynamics is
understanding how solvent molecules influence the proper- There are only a handful of studies in the literature that
ties of a chemical reaction. This has traditionally been in- focus on the reactivity of large aromatic molecules in micro-
vestigated by comparing the kinetics of gas phase reactions solvent shells. Most of these tend to deal with so called
to that in solvents of varying viscosity.' In a recent study, "soft" chemistry (e.g., charge transfer and intermolecular
we have refined a technique to sequentially solvate single re- vdW bond dissociation. However, a few notable studies of
active molecules with one or more solvent molecules.2 The hydrogen bond dissociation,3 proton transfer reactions, 4 '5

technique relies on the ability to form molecular clusters in a and microcluster crystallization 6 deserve citing. In the
supersonic expansion. Clusters of solvent molecules, seeded pr( nt investigation, emphasis was placed on how sequen-
with a single reactive solute molecule, can be formed under tial solva'ion promotes or quenches "hard" chemistry (e.g.,
the appropriate expansion conditions and sample mixtures, fragmentation and rearrangement). Aniline was chosen for

this work because its unimolecular ion fragmentation prop-
We present results for an investigation of the reactivity erties have been extensively studied."'8 The molecule also

of a single aniline cation seeded within a solvent shell MnI of permits a stud), of intracluster acid-base type chemistry
varying size (typically n = 1-10) consisting of either NH 3 , such as dissociative hydrogen transfer from solvent to form
N2 H4 , CH 3 OH, or H2 0. 2 The reactivity of cations was cho- protonated aniline cation and dissociative proton transfer
sen because the microsolvated reactant cation and the sub- from aniline cation to solvent to form protonated solvent.
sequent formation of charged products could be monitored Our success in stepwise solvation provides us with the op-
by time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry in the molecular portunity to systematically observe a gas phase reaction
beam apparatus. The cations were formed with specific ini- evolve toward solution phase behavior (i.e., "dissolve") on a
tial energies by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization molecule-by-molecule basis.
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Experimental ......

The supersonic molecular beam time-of-flight (TOF) I
mass spectrometer has been described before 2' 9 and is il- I
lustrated with a few recent modifications in Fig. 1. The f , "
vacuum system consists of differentially pumped source and --"---"C
ionization chambers. A temperature-controlled magnetic >_ >"
solenoid pulsed nozzle in the source chamber is used for the - I
supersonic expansion which enters the ionization chamber [

through a 1-mm-diam skimmer. The extent of clustering is " >

very sensitive to the relative delay between the excitation
source (laser or e- beam) and the pulsed valve firing is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. By exciting at the extremities of the gas -
pulse. it is possible to suppress larger clusters and still form I I /
a high yield of the singly solvated dimer. This should prove
important in photodissociation experiments by helping to 0 1 2 3 4 5
remove interferences from dissociation of larger clusters. 8. . . . . . . . . . . ..80 _24080 120" 160 180" 2410

The acceleration grids for the TOF mass spectrome- ION MASS
ter consist of the standard three-grid configuration. We use
1-cm grid spacings, a 1-m drift tube, and typical extrac- Fig. 2. 1-C REMPI TOF mass spectra (MS) of aniline-
tion and acceleration fields of 100-200 V/cm and 1500-2000 (NH3 )l clusters as a function of the overlap of the laser

V/cm. respectively. Deflector plates are used near the ion pulse with the temporal profile of the pulsed valve (PV)

source to compensate for the forward velocity of the molec- output. Conditions were w, = 294 nm, 0.05 mJ/pulse, 50

ular beam. Ion signals are collected by measuring current p He.

versus ion TOF using a microchannel plate detector. Mass
spectra are recorded using a 125-MHz bandwidth transient
digitizer interfaced to an IBM AT computer. The laser pulses were mildly focused by using a 30-cm

focal length spherical lens positioned to bring the light to
a focus about 3-5 cm before crossing the molecular beam.
For the 2-color (2-C) REMPI experiments, the w 2 pulse was
typically delayed (optically) by 3 ns from the w, pulse. The
laser pulse widths are about 4-6 ns. A pulsed EI ion source

PULSE TIMING NETWORK COMPUTER INTERFACE with scanning electron energy capabilities 1° was also em-

BOXCAR TRANSENT ployed for these studies.
INTEGRATOR DIGITIZER I

PREAMP COMPUTER
AND MChemistry in Microsolvents

CLA LE7SER PUJLSED
COTLE NOZZLE UIU~Sivsiae novn ~
SCANNER CONTROLLER XWe itwo reactions i microsovated

ER aniline cation; the proton or acid dissociation reaction

N YAG SYSTEM C6 HNH -* CsHsNH + H+ (1)
LASER fiiii iij 10 in

B DYE dissociation
LASE E -ION OPTICS

T SUPPLY

DYE C6 HSNH +  , CsH + + HNC (2)
LASER PULSED

t e BEAM
xnY ET BS (CONTROLLER which is a well-known gas-phase reaction/.'8

Fig 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus. In the Dissociative Proton Transfer
present work, 2-C excitation was achieved using a single
dye laser and the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th harmonic of the Nd:YAG The first reaction is particularly interesting because it
laser. Symbols are defined as follows: MCP = microchan- can become favorable in the presence of solvent molecules
nel plate detector; PMT = photomultiplier tube; TMP of sufficient basicity. The interesting question is how large

=turbomolecular pump; DP =diffusion pump; BS5 ==bmspiter; pump; EXT = wavlenthfxtesion componnS = a solvent shell is required to observe an acid-base reaction.beamsplitter; A EXT = wavelength extension components.

Free jet fluorescence detection was not used in the present
study.
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A thermodynamic cycle appropriate to reaction (1) can
be written that gives the gas phase reaction enthalpy M

AH, = Ip(H) - Ip(A) + DH(A{-HI) - DH+(M) (3)

The Ip values are ionization potentials, and the D values
are bond energies which are written to be interpreted as a
hydrogen affinity (DH) and a proton affinity (DH+). The - - i CH3 OH
addition of terms to include the energetics of stepwise sol- 3
vation has been derived previously 2 , and is given by,,U

n 32 .... .... :6,,n .......l ... .. ... .. ... .......... .....
i=2 ......

(4) NH3
Here, the AE terms are solvation energies for successive
addition of M to A + or H + , respectively. H Mn

The appearance of the product HM in the REMPI H + MnTheapeaane f te rouc HM, n heREPI3 4 5 6 7

mass spectra for Af=NH 3 , N 2 H 4 , and CH3 OH is presented _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._I

in Fig. 3. From these and other spectra, the following ob- 40 80 120 160 200

servations are reached; (i) H+M. formed from A+ • M. pre- ION MASS
cursor was observed for NH 3 and N 2 H4 with a solvent size

threshold of n > 3; (ii) no protonated solvent H+M, was
observed for CH 3 OH or H 2 0 up to values of n = 5, rep- Fig. 3. 1-C REMPI/MS of A+Mn clusteis showing evi-

resenting the limit to acceptable signal-to-noise for these dence for a critical solvent size in various solvents for dis-

solvents, sociative proton transfer to form tl+M. Pulse energies
were about 1.0 mJ (295 nm) for M = NH 3 and CH 3 OII,

As expected, proton transfer from aniline to 1M, to form and 0.40 mJ (233 nm) for N2 114.
H+MA was strongly dependent on M. proton affinity, which
for a particular solvent generally increased with n. A small
solvent threshold size for formation of H+Mn was observed
for the more basic solvents NH 3 (n = 3) and N 2 H 4 (n = A+Mn - At-HI + H+Mn

2). The less basic solvents CH30H and H20, however, did 4
not induce an acid-base reaction for solvent shell sizes up

to n = 4. Qualitatively, it was found that as the solvent M

basicity increased, the number of solvent molecules required .. NH3
to initiate an acid-base reaction decreased. 6 "CH 3 OH

Brutschy et al.' recently reported evidence for a thresh- 2- 0 H 30H

old solvent size effect in the dissociative proton transfer in- 20 ' H
volving toluene and p-xylene solvated with NH 3 , CH 3 OH,

and H2 0. The relative ordering of the n threshold values =. 1 d ":". .

for the various solvents was consistent with that observed a .. "
in the present work, although the absolute values in the A .. =. Aniline
former work were shifted to smaller n. These results are 0 . ... . -. - ------

in accord with the model for stepwise solvations developed "'-J
above. Calculated microsolvation enthalpies A//s. are rep- -1 " ' A
resented in Fig. 4. A3=AToluene

A notable feature of the calculated results is the pre- 2 1 1 1
dicted increase in enthalpy at the first level of solvation -2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
n = 1 due to stabilization of the reactant side of reac-
tion (9) without an offseting stabilization of the products.

Subsequent solvation, however, stabilizes the products to
a greater extent than the reactants so that the overall in- Fig. 4. Calculated stepwise solvation enthalpies as a
fluence of solvation is to increase Kq relative to the gas function of solvent and shell size n for dissociative proton
phase. A second feature is that the ordering of exother- transfer. Calculated results are compared for A = aniline

micities, NH 3 > CH 3OH > H2 0, is in agreement with the and toluene. The lefthand most data are for the gas phase

present results and those of Brutschy et al.' This trend is reactions.

most strongly correlated with the proton affinity D11+(M).
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A third feature is that the calculated solvation enthalpies
AH, are more exothermic for A=toluene, thus explaining
the smaller threshold values of n reported by Brutschy et
a). for that system. The calculated curve for the reaction
involving toluene-(NH3 ), is plotted in Fig. 4, although the
calculated curves for all solvents are shifted in energy from
the aniline-(NH 3 ), data by essentially a constant represent-
ing the differences in the 1, and hydrogen bond dissociation
energy DH(A{-H}) of the aromatic cations. ® ... harge

®) transter,,"I

Dissociation Induced Electron Transfer

The second reaction was studied with the original in-
tent of examining solvent quenching of known gas-phase dis-
sociation. In the course of this work, we observed a strik-
ing electron transfer mechanism that was strongly depen-
dent on the properties of the solvent. This is diagrammed
schematically in Fig. 5. The aniline cation is represented Fig. 5. Pictorial view of the process of dissociation and

by AD+ which dissociates as indicated above to C5H+ and electron (or charge) transfer in microsolvated molecu-
a lar clusters. AB+ represents the aniline cation dissociat-

HNC. represented by A+ and B, respectively. Two differ- ing to C5116 (A) and IINC (B). The solvent molecules
ent product pathways were observed, depending on the sol- A! are shown preferentially bonded to B as determined
vent molecule .I. When solvated by NH 3 , CH3 OH, or H 2 0, experimentally.

AB+ was observed to dissociate to the usual uncomnplexed

gas-phase products A + = C 5 I + and higher threshold en-
ergy ions. When solvated by N2H4 , the positive charge was
observed to jump to a solvent molecule in the course of the
dissociation. The dissociation-induced electron transfer can
be very efficient as shown by the mass spectra in Fig. 6. ANILINE-(N 2H4)
For REMPI excitation at 233 nm. the electron transfer oc- 59
curs with near unit probability, as evidenced by the strong 93
HNC.N 2 H4 signal at mass to charge ratio m/q = 59 and the
near absence of the C5 H+ signal at m/q=65. These results 32 233.2 nm
occur because the aniline cation suddenly dissociates into 1.6 mJ
two fragments that have larger ionization potentials (In,). > 25 psi He
The solvent molecule N2 Hi has a lower I than C5H6 and is .
in effect ionized by the product C5 H+ . The NH 3, CH 3OH,
and H,20 solvent molecules, on the other hand, have higher
values of 1, and hence electron transfer to these solvents is 266.0 rm
not energetically favorable. An interesting sidelight is that 2.0 mJ
these results demonstrate that the bonding site for the first 12 psi N2
few solvent molecules is the amine group and not the aro-
matic ring of aniline. 2  +

I I _ HNC M +

0 I I H+ M
1 2 3

Summary and Conclusions
20 40 60 80 100 120

ION MASS
The influence of microsolvation was investigated for

unimolecular dissociation and intracluster bimolecular hy-
drogen transfer and proton transfer. The solvation of uni- Fig. 6. 1-C REMPI/MS of A-(N 2 1t4), clusters for dif-
molecular dissociation revealed a striking mechanism for ferent excitation conditions. The appearance of the frag-
electron transfer from fragment to solvent that depended ment clusters IINC.(N2., 4 ) is evidence for a dissociation-
strongly on the properties of the solvent molecules. For acid- induced charge transfer mechanism. Numbers over peaks
base type reactions, distinct evidence for critical solvent size denote amu.
effects was obtained that correlated well with characteristic

properties of the solvent (e.g., ionization potential, proton
affinity, bond energies, etc.). These results systematically
illustrate how a gas-phase reaction evolves toward solution-

phase behavior (i.e., "dissolve") on a molecule-by-molecule
basis.
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Abstract

Five new 7-julolidinocoumarins were prepared. All compounds also had substitutions in the 3-position where a carbonyl group adjacent
to the ring was required for significant spectral red shift, effective fluorescence, and effective lasing. 4-Methyl-7-julolidinocoumann-3-
carboxylic acid showed an absorbance maximum at 425 nm and lased in the 502-538 nm range with a quantum efficiency of 0.27 at 524
nm. 7-Julolidinocoumarin-3-carboxylate methyl ester showed very similar properties.

Introduction

There is a need for efficient, stable, bleach-resistant laser dyes in the green-yellow portion of the spectrum for biophysical experiments.
We synthesized five new 7-julolidinocoumarins and determined their spectral properties and lasing characteristics. The compounds were
synthesized with several goals in mind, namely, to obtain longer wavelength lasing dyes with high extinction coefficients, longer
fluorescence lifetimes, and high quantum yields, with better solubility in a variety of solvents.

Materials and Methods

The chemical structures of the five new 7-julolidinocoumarins are shown in Fig. 1. The detailed synthetic procedures will be published
elsewhere. The compounds were purified by combinations of recrystallization from organic solvents and preparative thin layer
chromatography. Chemical structure was confirmed by combinations of elemental analyses, mass spectrometry, NMR, and IR analyses.

7-Julolidinocoumarin Derivatives

R4

R3 Dye R3  R4
1 C02H CH3

2 C02-CH 3  H
3 CH 2 CO 2H CH 3

' 4 C2 H4 CO 2 H CH3
5 S03H CH3

Fig. 1. Chemical structure.

Absorption spectra were determined on dye solutions in spectral grade dimethylformamide or dimethylsulfoxide using a Perkin-Elmer
Model 552 spectrophotometer to better than 1 nm resolution. Fluorescence spectra were determined in a SLM-Aminco Model 500C
spectrofluorimeter at room temperature. Lasing was induced by a flash lamp or argon laser, or particularly by a compact 2 mW pulsed
nitrogen laser (Laser Science Model VSL-337) used in conjunction with a compact dye module (Laser Science Model DLM-120). This
configuration offered versatility and interchangeability with easy access for changing dye solutions and optimizing lasing output.

The nitrogen laser was internally triggered at 20 pps giving 3 nsec pulses, 20 p1. The dye laser module was tuned by a micrometer-
driven grating using Littrow configuration optics. A beam expander/collimator was used to minimize stray light and direct the laser beam
onto a side-on Hammamatsu R282 photomultiplier. Lasing intensity was measured in terms of photon counts versus wavelength in 2 nm
increments. The results were not corrected for the spectral response of the photomultiplier nor for wavelength-dependent differences in
grating efficiency.

Lasing efficiency was determined by using a radiometer (United Detector Technology Model 81 optometer) and comparing the outputs of
the nitrogen and the dye lasers. The wavelength-dependent response of the detector was corrected with P -alibration curve supplied by the
manufacturer.
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Results and Discussion

The absorbance spectra of the five new dyes yielded excitation and emission maxima listed in Table 1 along with those of five related
7-julolidinocoumarin dyes previously studied. 1,2 A carbonyl substitution at position 3 results in a significant red shift of the dye in the
absorption spectra. Introduction of a methylene or ethylene bridge between the 3-position of the ring and the carbonyl group vitiates these
effects.

Table 1. Some Spectral Characteristics of 7-Julolidinocoumarin Dyes

Longest Fluorescence Extinction
Absorbance Emmission Coefficient

DW Peak (nm) Maximum (nm) 104 M- 1 CM- 1

1 425 487 24.4
2 440 503 14.9
3 282 360 9.8
4 278 361 8.1
5 285 307 10.0

Coumarin 102 390 468 2.2

Coumarin 314 437 478 4.5
Coumarin 334 452 491 4.1
Coumarin 343 440 482 4.3
Coumarin 338 433 473 4.3

The lasing characteristics of dyes 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Both dyes lase in the range 502 to 538 nm although
the 3-carboxylate methyl ester has a somewhat broader lasing range (FWHM 26 nm). The quantum efficiencies of the two dyes also are
similar at 27% measured with a power meter. Thus these dyes are very efficient and can be pumped with a low power pulsed nitrogen
laser or low power flash lamp.

I .9 -1 0.91"

/V

0.7 0.74

IwoI

0 06 0.6-

00

00.4

o 0. V 0. -

5 SI 520 5,5 54 S5 WO 510 2 5. 54 5M

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2. Lasing characteristics of 5.6 mM dye I Fig. 3. Lasing characteristics of 8.4 mM dye 2
in dimethylformamide. in dimethylformamide.
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ANIONIC AND ZWITTERIONIC STRUCTURAL EFFECTS IN SOME PYRIDINIUM OXAZOLE LASER DYES

R. F. Kubin, R. A. Henry, M. E. Pietrak, and D. E. Bliss
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ABSTRACT

We have looked at changing the anion of several cationic pyridinium oxazole laser dyes as well as
at a zwitterionic form of these same dyes. These modifications might greatly improve dye lasing out-
put. Our initial studies had shown that some of the pyridinium oxazole dyes had very long lifetimes but
only a moderate output. Additionally, in the past, we had found a little effect upon changing anion but
had noted dramatic improvement in output using detergents with some dyes. Results of the lasing tests
showed that for one dye the zwitterionic dye form had an exceptional output of over 100 mJ for a 60 J
input in our system. This is the first dye to actually exceed the output and to have a longer lifetime
than rhodamine 6G. This was not a general result. Other zwitterions tested showed no exceptional out-
put. Additionallywe noted essentially no change in output with change in anion. These results
reinforce our earlier conclusion that only by affecting the electronic environment of the actual
chromofluor does one change its lasing parameters.

INTRODUCTION

This laboratory has recently made a study of 25 pyridinium oxazole dyes. 1 Several of these dyes
had extremely long lifetimes as measured in our dye laser. In each case of a long lifetime, the dye was
in either ethanol or methanol with argon as the cover gas. Lifetimes were not always determined with
air as the cover gas; however, in most cases with air the observed lifetimes were much less. Cover gas
effects are somewhat subtle, running the range from no effect to a factor of ten plus in improved output
when argon is the cover gas. 2 Additionally substituent effects have been noted for several auxofluors
attached to the oxazole ring. 1 Because the pyridinium oxazole dyes are salts, solvent plays an impor-
tant part in the ability of the dyes to lase. The possibility exists that different anions could change the
photophysical properties of the dyes. We do not observe the anionic effects noted by Kauffman and
Bentley with respect to the mesylate anion or the propanesulfone zwitterion over the tosylate anion. 3

We have observed that unless the electronic environment of the dye is changed appreciably the dye
photophysical properties are stable.1  Only small, although measurable, changes have been found
between the tosylate and perchlorate salts of these dyes.1

EXPERIMENTAL

Our dye laser system is a Phase-R DL10Y laser head in a triaxial configuration. The cavity has a
100% reflector wide band rear mirror and we use output couplers with 20 to 90% reflectivity. For most
of the dyes we have tested a 50% output coupler produces the highest output. Occasionally, as in this
study, an 80% output coupler gave the highest output with some dyes. Temperature of coolant and dye
solution can be controlled separately to 0.010C. 4 Quantum yield measurements were made using a Spex
F222 fluorimeter with quinine sulfate as the comparison standard. For the latter measurements, the
dye concentrations were in the 10-7 M range with peak absorbances of 50.014. For the laser tests ,dye
concentrations were 2 x 10- 4 M, unless otherwise noted.

RESULTS

The basic dye molecule is shown in Figure 1 with the substitutions germane to this work. Based
on the results of Kauffman and Bentley, 3 Kauffman5 suggested that we try a zwitterionic dye form for
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Structure

\/ \/-C e \ B AE)

2 4

Group Location

A B C 2 4_ _

Mesylate Methyl Methoxy .....

Tosylate Methyl Methoxy .....

Zwitterion Methoxy....
Tosylate Methyl Methoxy Ethylene bridge
Tosylate Methyl F .. I -.
Perchlorate Methyl F Ethylene t.ridge
Tosylate Methyl F ... Methyl

Zwitterion F ... IMethyl
Zwitterion F Ethylene bridge

Mesylate Methyl n-Butoxy ... I ..

Figure 1. The Basic Pyridinium Oxazole Dye.

for Ox 2. (The short form nomenclature follows Reference 1, see Figure 2). Also suggested was the

mesylate anion (methanesulfonate). Figure 3 shows the variants of the basic dye investigated in this

Oxi1: H
Ox2:CH 30 0-

0 \ / / \ /NCH3
CH3 ia/ 0

Ox 20: H- N 0CH3 - 0Ox 21: F- \ / / \AN 3\ / ~ //\ N 3

CH3  CH3  so0 N ~'/0
La / 03 fOx 13: 13A-cH2-cH2- CH3 L / 503

2,4 bridge Ox~ 15: -CHCH- 0

0 ~Oxl13A: C104

FI-C H3  - 0 - G
F\N CH3 _ 0H

a \ / /NOCH3 0 0- /NO H 0

Ox 16 C3-S3O1 H &0

Figure 2. Comparison Dye Structures.1
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- O0 - Ox 2A: -CH 3 , CH 3SOP3 F- 14 0 C N-(CH2)3SO 3

/ ' I O 2Z3: -(H 2)3S0?

Ox 16Z3

\N \/ \ N-(CH 2)3SO 3  N-CH3

CH 3  Ox 20Z3 C1o 4~Ox 17

N(CHHF /C N-0 2)3S0 3  0 -

/ N " / / -N /N-CH 3

CH 3  Ox 21Z3

- Ox 27 Ox 27Z3 CH 3  
S3

n-C 4H9 0O 0' r " /,N- -CH3  -(0H2)3 -SO3 Ox1A

CH 3S0 3

Figure 3. Dye Structures for this study.

work. For all of the data reported here, argon is the cover gas. We have found in the past,1 ,6,7 that the
use of argon as the cover gas can improve energy output by from 50% to a factor of 10 and improve
fluorescence quantum yields by as much as 75% depending on ihe dye and the solvent. Some dyes have
been unaffected by the use of argon to exclude oxygen. Table 1 gives the actual energy output observed
for the dyes in this study as well as the comparison data from earlier studies. Except for Ox 2Z3 all

TABLE 1. Energy Output of Laser Dyes Related to the Basic Pyridinium Oxazole Dye.
The cover gas is argon.

Eneroy Energy
Dye Solvent In, J out, mJ Dye Solvent In, J Out, mJ

Ox 2 EtOH/H 2 0 40 36.4 Ox 17Aa EtOH/H 20 60 33.1
Ox 2Aa EtOH/H 20 60 76.9 Ox 20 EtOH 55 37.4
Ox 2Z3 a  EtOH/H 20 60 106.3 Ox 20Z3 a  EtOH 60 24.7
Ox 12 EtOH 35 41.0 EtOH/H 20 60 37.8
Ox 13 EtOH 45 37.5 Ox 21 EtOH 55 42.2
Ox 13A EtOH 45 44.9 Ox 21Z3a EtOH 60 40.3
Ox 16 EtOH 60 30.7 Ox 27a  EtOH 60 76.9
Ox 17 EtOH 60 19.1 Ox 127Z3 a  EtOH 60 58.3
a Present work.

the zwitterions have essentially the same or somewhat less output than the tosylate salts. (Except for
Ox 13A, the perchlorate salt, all earlier work in Table 1 is for the tosylate salt). In the case of the
Ox 2 series, the tosylate at the same energy input would have a somewhat larger output than the
mesylate. The zwitterion, Ox 2Z3, had the highest output of any dye we have observed. Under the same
conditions, rhodamine 6G put out 100.2 mJ. Actually Ox 12 has the largest slope efficiency of any of
the pyridinium oxazole dyes tested, but Ox 12 has a small lifetime and was not tested previously at 60 J
input. Table 2 lists the lasing parameters for the dyes in this work along with three comparison dyes.
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TABLE 2. Lasing Parameters for Dyes in This Study. Solvent is ethanol
unless otherwise indicated, cover gas is argon

Dye 1000 Ka  t, J 1/c MJ/l FOM kJ/I

Ox 2 EtOH/H 2 0 2.63 26.2 438 1,152
Ox 2A EtOH/H 2 0 2.29 26.7 >>10,000a

Ox 2Z3 EtOH/H 2 0 2.57 18.7 >>10,000a
Ox 20Z3 0.71 23.9 >>10,000 a  ...
Ox 21Z3 1.13 22.0 1,493 1,672
Ox 16Z3 1.77 22.2 25.2 44.6
Ox 17b EtOH/H 2O 0.64 29.1 18.0 12.0
OX 17A EtOH/H 2 0 0.89 21.4 0.005 0.004
Rho 6G TFBC 3.35 15.9 345 1,200
a K is the slope efficiency, t is the threshold, 1/C is the lifetime, FOM is the figure

of merit.
b From Reference 1.
c From Reference 8.

The fluorescence quantum yields of the dye variations are summarized in Table 3. With one
exception, all the zwitterions have quantum yields >0.9. In the Ox 2 series, the tosylate and the
mesylate have essentially the same quantum yield.

TABLE 3. Absorption and Emission Wave Length Maxima and Fluorescence Quantum
Yields (FQY) for Selected Pyridinium Oxazole Dyes in Ethanol Under Air.

Dye Absolute Peak, nm Emission Peak, nm FOY

Ox 2 410 567 0.73
Ox 2A 411.2 565 0.76
Ox 2Z3 409.7 563 0.92
Ox 16Z3 417.7 520 0.86
Ox 20Z3 389.7 491 1.03
Ox 21Z3 387.0 495 1.01
Ox 27 411.2 571 0.83
Ox 27Z3 411.8 567- 0.91
Ox 17A 410.6 534 0.99
Ox 12 452.2 584 0.65

DISCUSSION

In our previous work1 (Figure 1), A was generally the tosylate anion and the pyridyl nitrogen was
quaterized with a methyl group in the B position. We found that substitution of a fluorine atom,
methoxy or phenoxy groups for hydrogen in position C improved output and lifetime over the unsubsti-
tuted dye in a given solvent. Aliphatic substitution at the 4 position on the oxazole ring increased both
output and lifetime. At the same time, substitution of F at position C reduced the output and lifetime:
however, these parameters were both still greater than the basic dye, Ox 1. Bridging the 2 and 4 posi-
tions between the phenyl and oxazole rings produced results dependent upon the degree of saturation of
the bridge. Compared to Ox 2, an ethylene link (Ox 12) greatly improved the slope efficiency while
reducing lifetime significantly. Also compare Ox 13 and 13A with Ox 1. A vinylene link, Ox 15, showed
an improved slope efficiency and was one of the dyes with a superior lifetime. On these dyes simulta-
neous substitution of a fluorine atom in position C considerably reduced both output and lifetime,
though the resulting dyes are still better than the basic dye. Table 4 gives the lasing parameters taken
from Reference 1 for comparison purposes. All the changes discussed affected the basic chromophore
and influenced the lasing parameters strongly.
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In sharp contrast to these results, changing from the tosylate salt to the perchlorate produced
only small changes in the lasing parameters (compare Ox 13 and 13A in Table 4 and 1). Also see the

TABLE 4. Lasing Parameters for Comparison Dyes Used in This Work.
The solvent is ethanol and the cover gas is argon unless otherwise

noted. Taken from Reference 1.

Dye 1000 K t, J 1/C MJ/I FOM kJ/I

Ox 1 0.56 31.4 35 19.6
Ox 2 1.53 22.1 10,000 15,300
Ox 2 Methanol 1.0 15.6 10,000 10,000
Ox 3 2.1 23.8 485 1,018
Ox 4 1.12 25.3 32.8 36.7
Ox12 3.00 21.8 188 564
Ox 13a  1.64 22.5 3.2 5.2
Ox 13Aa 1.84 22.1 1.7 3.1
Ox 15 1.29 25.8 10,000 12,900
Ox 16 0.85 26.8 61 52
Ox 20 1.57 26.8 704 1106
Ox 21 1.63 26.0 10,000 16,300

a Ox 13 and 13A not properly distinguished in Reference 1. Also note errors
in parameters for Ox 13 in Reference 1.

differences between the tosylate and mesylate salts, Ox 2 and Ox 2A (Table 2) Though the thresholds
are similar, the slope efficiency of the mesylate is actually somewhat less than the tosylate. The big
improvement is observed in the lifetime. It is noted that the lifetimes of Ox 2A, Ox 2Z3, and Ox 20Z3
are >>10,000. What this number means is that over the test period no decay was observed in the dye.
These dyes were tested from 1.5 to 4.5 million shots at 10 J input at 25 Hz with no loss in output.
Thus only with Ox 2Z3, the propanesulfone zwitterion, do we observe enhanced output and that of only
about 20%, not the 2.5 times observed by Kauffman and Bentley. 3 The other zwitterionic dyes actually
had slightly reduced outputs compared to tosylate or mesylate salts, even for Ox 27 where an n-butoxy
was substituted for methoxy to try to improve solubility.

These findings reinforce our conclusion that only by changing the electronic environment do we
affect the lasing parameters. Changing anions has little affect on the lasing parameters. Using a
zwitterion only in one case, the only dye tested by Kauffman and Bentley, lead to improved performance.
To see if more understanding of the complex effect of the zwitterion on the electronic environment can
be gained, these dyes will be submitted to calculation of molecular orbital parameters
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FROM COMPUTERS TO HOLOGRAMS: 3-D IMAGING OF 3-D COMPUTER GRAPHICS

John R. Andrews
Webster Research Center

Xerox Corporation
800 Phillips Rd MS01 14-20D

Webster, NY 14580

Abstract

Holography offers the opportunity for hardcopy and mass producible autostereoscopic 3-D viewing of images
created with computer graphics. This talk will cover recent advances in holography for displaying 3-D computer
graphics: wide viewing angle planar format holograms, geometric accuracy, and automated production using liquid
crystal spatial light modulators.

I. Introduction

Three-dimensional computer graphics is of growing importance in a wide range of fields for both technical and
non-technical applications. Some of these areas include computer aided design/engineering/manufacturing
(CAD/CAE/CAM), architecture and facilities management, cartography, medical imaging, advertising and
entertainment, and science (crystallography, pharmacology, etc.). Most large manufacturing companies rely heavily on
3-D computer graphics tools: CAD, CAE, and CAM to speed the process of bringing products into the marketplace.
Visualization of the 3-D designs with the retention of the depth information could speed all of these processes. Other
technical and non-technical business activities and even education can benefit from 3-D visualization. Each of these
potential applications areas will require different things from holograms made from computer graphics imagery.
However, the extent to which holography and in particular holographic stereograms can aid the visualization of depth
will depend on how effective the display is and how quickly it can be created. The subjects for this paper, wide viewing
angle and geometric accuracy, address the effectiveness of the display, and spatial light modulator writing of
holographic stereograms addresses the issue of rapid creation.

II. Holographic Stereograms

The key depth que, absent from normal photography, that holography can provide is the small differences in the
views for the left and right eyes, parallax. Normal holography requires a real 3-D object to record full parallax. An
object created in a computer may not exist in the real world, making normal holography impossible. Holographic
stereograms synthesize three-dimensional views by incorporating parallax, at least in the lateral plane, as a series of 2-
D projections from different viewing locations.' The role of holography in this instance is to record the numerous
views and the optics to enable restriction of observation to the view that would be seen by each eye at its location if
the object were really in front of the viewer. The 2-D projections used to make holographic stereograms can be the
result of photography of a real object or scene or the computed projections of an object in a 3-D computer graphics
system. There are several commonly used processes for accomplishing this task. The one discussed here is a two-step
process.2 In the first step the film strip that contains the sequence of perspective views is projected onto a diffusing
screen with coherent light. A movable slit placed over the holographic recording plate restricts the exposure by both
the scattered fight from the diffusing screen and the reference beam to a narrow band. The sequence of perspective
images is recorded on neighboring segments of the master hologram. The perspective change between images,
Image magnification, and slit width are adjusted so that when the master hologram is reilluminated with the
reference beam, a virtual image of the subject having normal horizontal parallax is seen. The second step converts the
laser viewable hologram to an image plane hologram that is viewable in white light. To accomplish this the master
hologram is illuminated with the conjugate reference beam to form a real image of the diffusing screen that is
composed of a superposition of the entire sequence of views. This real image is holographically recorded with the
holographic plate at the location of the image of the diffuser. This image plane hologram is viewable in white light
when it is illuminated with the conjugate beam.

Ill. Wide Viewing Angle

The viewing zone for second generation holograms is the size of the viewing window formed by the master
hologram. The angular range of viewing the master hologram is determined by the relative size of the master and
image plane holograms and the distance between them. The required illumination of the master and image plane
holograms without either reference beams overlapping the other hologram limits how close the holograms can be
placed to one another. Figure 1 illustrates this geometric constraint. One can show that the maximum viewing half-
angle is related to the reference beam angle 0 by the following relationship:

(m - w)
tanz= - tanO (1)Imre w)

where m is the master hologram width and w is the final hologram width. From Eq. (1) it is evident that the relative

widths of the master and final holograms is the major determining factor in the final viewing angle. For a reference
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beam angle of 450 and mlw = 2, 4 = 18.4 and for m/w = 4, p = 31'. A second consideration that limits the quality of the
holograms over wide viewing angles is related to the angular dependence of the light scattered by the diffuser. This is
illustrated in Fi . 2 for three different types of diffuser. For a Lambert's Law diffuser the intensity falls by half at an
angle of 60'. The wide scattering angle means that the peak scattered intensity in the forward direction is relatively
low leading to long exposure times for the holographic recording. Also these diffusers tend to have low spatial
resolution due to multiple scattering. By using less diffusing material both of the negative effects can be reduced at
the expense of a sharper fall-off in the scattering pattern and consequently a narrower effective viewing range. Fig. 3
shows a holographic stereogram having a viewing angle >60'. In this hologram the image is created by computed
projections of a 3-D object in a computer. The edges of surfaces are represented by the visible lines and all of the
hidden lines have been removed. In this example, where a flashed opal glass diffuser was used, the effect of the
decrease in the scattered light intensity at large angles is minimal.

REFERENCE
WIDEST BEAM

WvIEW B.0 SCATTERING BY VARIOUS DIFFUSERSVIEW 
1.0 \ I.. I I I I

0.9 -LAMBERT'S LAW
I(e):I(O)cose

0.8 "FLASHED OPAL0.8- GLASS

-.-SAND BLASTED
O . \GLASS \
0.6-

T0.5
m - w N

<04

IMAGE 0.2 \
PLANE 02 \ - .

0.1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
MASTER ANGLE (deg)
HOLOGRAM

Figure 1 The disposition of the master and image Figure 2 Scattering distribution for various
plane holograms to determine the diffusers (after Ref. 3).
viewing angle.

Figure 3 Photographs of a hologram from three
viewing locations.
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IV. Geometric Accuracy

Holographic stereograms that are created from projections of the 3-D object appropriate to photographic or visual
imaging provide accurate representations if the viewer's eyes are located in the plane of the master hologram. At
other locations the image is made up of a composite of portions of images from different viewing locations. The
composite images result in distortion in the geometry that increases with the distance of the subject from the image
plane : The push for a wide viewing angle in the final hologram leads to a situation where the viewing location is tar
from the master hologram, thus causing large distortion of the image from its original geometry. This situation is
depicted in Fig. 4.

In most ases it is desirable to be able to accurately reproduce the geometry of the object that was created in the
computer This can be done by developing an imaging model that incorporates the horizontal parallax of the
holographic stereogramr s. A model for imaging by holographic stereograms can be understood by examining Fig. 5.

-EYES Eye Points

I 1 4 I MASTER
S .. . HOLOGRAM

PLANE

/ RECONSTRUCTED
"v" - \IMAGE

n' n ... Master Hologram

j JAOLn Image Plane

Figure5 An appropriate imaging model for
holographic stereograms has the image

Figure 4 The viewing of an image through several plane for any slit hologram contain
sht holograms in the master. segments from various eye points.

The image stored in any segment, n', of the master hologram consists of segments, n", that are obtained from a range
of eyepoints, n The correct image plane film strip is obtained by segmenting the normal photographic perspective
images and rearranging them into a secondary set of images that each have components from the range of eye
ootrits , This new film strip can then be holographically exposed in the usual way. In Fig. 6a a photograph of a
,)olographic stereogram made using the normal photographic perspective views is shown. Note the shrinking of the
dtmeris'ons for portions of the subject that come out of the plane and expansion of portions of the subject behind the
i!ane in Fig 6b a photograph of a holographic stereogram is shown where the normal perspective images have been
orocessed to form the film strip of secondary images as described above. The hologram made using the image
pcess. -r alnnr-ithm gives accurate geometric depiction of the subject.

V. Holographic Stereograms made Using Spatial Light Modulators

The use of photographic methods to accomplish the conversion of an incoherent CRT image to a coherent image
offers resolution that exceeds any available computer display and has very high contrast (>100) and continuous gray
scale However, the time lag because of the film processing, the cost of film and processing, and the need for human
involvement to load and unload film at both the photographic and holographic stations reduces the convenience of
obtaining hard copy 3-D images of the 3-D computer graphics We have been examining the use of spatial light
moduiators (SMLs) as a direct interface between the computer graphics and the holographic exposures in making
holographic stereograms. "e use of SMLs could enable rapid, inexpensive, and automatable conversion of
computer graphics into holograms.

Spatial !ignt modulator technology is progressing rapidly from low resolution and low contrast to levels of
performance that show promise for use in holography and coherent optical processing applications. For instance the
currently available generation of SMLs are 2-D matrix addressed liquid crystal displays (LCDs). For instance the Kodak
Data Show, contains a Japanese-made LCD and contains the necessary interface for computer graphics. Some of its
characteristics are enhanced graphics adapter (EGA) data, 640X480 pixel resolution, 20.3X15.2 cm area, measured
contrast ol 16, and 8 gray levels The EGA format is a standard for IBM PC® and compatibles and seems adequate for
many computer graphics applications. Interface for Apple '' PC's are also available The contrast of 16 measured at
514 5 nm is stil much lower than available with photography, but can prove adequate in some holographic
applications

The exoerimental arrangement that we use to make holographic stereograms using the LCD is shown in Fig. 7 An
SV P C compatible is used to drive the LCD The computer calculations that provide the perspective images are

D CDCa y Pr.formed on a mainframe computer or stand alone workstation and transferred to the PC ?or the
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holographic steps. The PC controls the holographic exposures and slit motion as well as providing the graphics driver.
The projector optics are modified from the 35 mm film projection optics. For the large format LCD, a telescope
provides a plane wave at the input side and a diffuser at the output side provides a holographic image plane that is the
same size as the LCD. A photograph of a hologram made using this technique is shown in Fig. 8. For simplicity this
image is a single view of the chess game from a single viewing location. Note the reasonable visibility of the image,
and the smoothness of the diagonal lines. The contrast is still substantially smaller than that available from the
holographic process and provides the most significant limitation to the use of this technology. It is anticipated that
further developments will provide commercial SMLs with both higher resolution and increased contrast.

Figure8 A picture of a hologram made using a
spatial light modulator.

VI. Conclusions

High viewability of holograms is an important factor in increasing their potential use in the work environment.
This paper has discussed two aspects of viewability, limits on the viewing angle for planar format holographic
stereograms, and obtaining geometrically accurate images from computer graphics. The ease of making holographic
stereograms will place a limitation on the availability of holographic imagery in the workplace. The demonstration
that currently available spatial light modulators can be used to make reasonable holographic images indicates that
SLM technology is close to having a substantial impact on holography.
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Abstract

Real-time holography has been performed in SeGe thin films. Particular attention has
been paid on recording based on crystallization. The main mechanisms involved in the pro-
cess are discussed: the laser-induced temperature profile, the kinetics of crystallization
of Se, the laser-induced crystallization and the diffraction efficiency of thin mixed gra-
tings. The holographic recording properties of SeGe thin films will also be presented.

Introduction

In the perspective of the work, real-time holography is taken in its less restrictive
sense which is development-free holography. It has its main applications in non-destructive
testing and in optical mass data storage, its main advantages being cost effectiveness,
time effectiveness and the simplicity of the process. Of course, the process describded by
the more recent and more restrictive definition which involved dynamical gratings has a lot
of advantages and applications such as real-time signal processing, phase conjugation and
optical dynamic interconnection, nevertheless we will restrict ourself to the former sense.

The optical recording media that will be used efficiently in real-time holography have
to fulfill a number of requirements. Amoung them, one may noticed a good chemical stabili-
ty, a good thermal stability, a low energy consumption, a high generated optical contrast, a
fast recording process and a low cost. The erasability may be required in some applications
and has a strong importance in optical data storage. For erasable media, a fast recording
process is needed and no mechanical deformation should occur during writing or erasing.

First demonstrated by Ovshinsky and his group1 , the laser induced reversible phase
transition is an interesting means to store information, since it has the possibility of
being erasable. The standard reversible amorphous to crystalline phase transition is

schematized in Fig. i. An intense short laser pulse is used to melt the recording media in
a very short time with the minimum energy possible. The fast cooling that follow freeze the
media which end up in the amorphous phase. The crystalline phase is obtained by the illumi-
nation of the media with a somewhat longer but less intense laser pulse. The intensity of
the laser should be at a level such that the temperature of the media is just above the
glass temperature transition for the time, governed by the pulsewidth, required to allow
crystallization to occur. This process has the advantages of being erasable, all optical
and often faster than other erasable scheme.

AMORPHOUS

T ,/ T --- -

T T

(Q) (b)

i I! I

II ' _

(a) CRYSTALLINE (b)

Figure 1. Reversible laser-induced phase transition.

The purpose of the work presented here was double. First, we wish to investigate the
optical recording properties of SeGe thin films and second, we wish to understand more
deeply all the aspects of the recording process. The choice of the material was dicted by
the fact that Se has been found to be a good recording media2 - , but the lifetime of the
stored information is too short 4 due to the low crystallization activation energy (Ea) of
Se. The use of Ge to form SeGe alloys is investigated as a means to overcome this problem.

The other aspects of our work was dedicted to the identification of the mechanisms

involved and the relative importance of the relevant parameters. The evaluation of the
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optical recording properties along with the modelling of the recording process were also
part of that work. Although holographic recording based on amorphisation were realized in
SeGe thin films 5 , this paper will focus its attention on the crystallization process.

Physical mechanisms involved

Laser-induced temperature profile

The photo-induced phase transition is more a thermally induced phase transition where
the laser is used as a heat source, than a truely optical induced process. Thus, the evolu-
tion of the laser-induced temperature profile is an important process to understand. The
problem is schematised in Fig. 2, it is assumed to be an unidimentional problem since holo-
graphic recording were performed in SeGe thin ilms with spatial frequency up to 600 1/mm
without degradation of the diffraction efficiencyL and the absorption in the thin film is
governed by the Beer-Lambert's law.

1I.e"C in Se
Figure 2. Laser-induced temperature pro-

- - -- - file.

u 1

The resolution of the heat diffusion differen- 050
tial equation with Newton's law of continuity _ -1 6x 10'
at the interfaces (see equations 1) has been 045 t - 2it0-
acheived using the Green's functions method 6 .

The resulting equations have been used to 02

simulated the temperature field in Se thin 035
films deposited on glass substrate. A typical
results is shown in Fig. 3. From those calcu- V 0.30 ."
lations it is clear that the holographic -
recording using a cw laser is an isothermal 025

process. It is also evident that for pulsed 0
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mainly the cooling behaviour. S015
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Figure 3. Temperature profile in 200 nm thick 00-- -- - _
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Kinetics of crystallization of Se

The kinetics of crystallization may be successfully described by the empirical equation
of Avrami (equation 2.a) combined with the Arrhenius law (equation 2.b).

r 1 - exp(KtnA) , (2.a)

K Ko exp(-Ea/RT) , (2.b)

where r is the crystalline fraction, K is the reaction rate, nA is the Avrami exponent, Ko
is the rate constant, Ea is the crystallization activation energy, R is the universal gaz
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. For an isothermal process, the logarithmic
expression of that equation (equation 3) leads to the determination of the Avrami exponent
nA and the crystallization activation energy Ea.

ln(-ln(l-r)) = ln(Ko)-(Ea/RT)+nAln(t) , (3)

Standard differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) experiments have been performed on the
selenium powder used in our work and it was found 4 that Ea = 55.1 KJ/mol and nA = 3.24.

The Fig. 4 shows the x-rays diffraction pattern for the as-deposited (a) and after
annealing in an oven (b) Se thin film, from that figure it is easy to conclude that the as-
deposited film were amorphous while the annealed one were crystalline showing prefered
growth along the (100) and (101) direction of the hexagonal structure.

ZA
U, A

20 20 40 20 20

(a) (b)

Figure 4. X-rays diffraction pattern of (a) as-deposited thin films and
(b) after annealing at constant temperature in an oven.

The DSC experiments were inappropriated for kinetics study of thin films. Based on the
approximations that the optical constants n and k vary linearly with r and that the optical
transmittance vary linearly with r, a very low intensity optical transmit ance technique was
developped to investigate the kinetics of crystallization of thin films . Both approxima-
tions were found to be valid on the investigated range of parameters using the Maxwell-
Garnett theory and the standard thin films interference calculations.

1.0 LT38Z /T358K
A T=363K
- T368K a 0
a Tz373K

0.0 Figure 5. in(-ln(l-r)) vs In(t) for Se
thin film held at 100 C during
the deposition and annealed in

a A an oven at constant temperature
T.

-1.0-

Aa 0

-20
3 4 5 6

Ln(t)
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It has been found that properties of Se thin films (such as oxydation speed) depend
strongly on deposition conditions (such as substrate temperature). Thus a detailed study of
the kinetics of crystallization in Se thin films that were deposited under different subs-
trate temperature condition was realised. Typical results are shown in Fig. 5 and a summary
of these results is presented in table 1. One may notice the increase of Ea with the tempe-
rature at which were held the substrate during the deposition.

Sbtae 10 'C 20 'C 35 *C 50 'C

temperature

Average value of nA
for annealing at 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.4
80, 90, and 95 "C Table 1. Kinetics properties of Se

thin films vs substrate
Value of nAfor temperature during the

annealing 2.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 deposition.
at 100 .C

Activation energyI

( mo I) ii 157 167 191 245

Laser-induced crystallization

TIME Im,n)
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0,024 -

(%022- 250 mW/cm" (f.M. SC0aM20M.n)

0.2 50 mw/cmi (time scOiuo mn - 23 6*

0.1 Za

~~0e . ~~Pattern b ~ ,..-

04004 60 40 20

0,002 2 29
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- - -,I.. . I5~298*
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U' V) V. V.

48,2 9 6550 a87*

X-'~V ra Difrcto X- ray Diffraction

6040 2 040 20
29 2e

(C) (d)

Figure 6. (a) Variation of optical transmittance of Se thin films for X-ray dif-
fraction analysis experiment; (b)-() Patterns of X-ray diffraction analysis
of Se thin films; (b) I = 250 mWMm t = 1.5 min; (c) I = 250 mW/cm2 , t =4 rnin;

Wd I = 250 MW/cm2 , t = 24 min.
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Laser annealing was also performed on Se thin films8 . At an intensity of 250 mW/cm 2 at
488 nm, the transmittance of the laser beam decreases for a period of 4 minutes and then
remains fairly constant (see Fig. 6.a). X-ray diffraction patterns were taken at different
steps during the laser annealing, it was found that laser-induced crystallization was the
mechanism responsible for the variation of the optical transmittance. It was also noticed
that until the transmittance reaches it final value, the crystallization occurs along the
hexagonal (100) direction. After that, several peaks, corresponding to different crystal-
line orientation, appear on the x-ray diffraction pattern (see Fig. 6 b-d). The same expe-
riment has been performed on Se. 91 Ge.9, the crystallization was also identified as a (100)
hexagonal Se. Opposite to Se, no other crystalline orientation were seen for long laser
exposure time.

Diffraction efficiency of thin mixed gratings

Generally, the diffraction efficiency of thin gratings is developped in two specific
situations: the phase grating and the amplitude grating. In SeGe thin films a much more
realistic description will involved both phase and amplitude modulation of the wavefront.
The transmission Tr through the thin grating is described by equations 4.

7 7 .,'A' } xp< L 2 y/A)] ) (4)

where y is the coordinate parallel to the grating vector, Tri are constants related to the
real part of the transmission, Di are constants describing the phase content of the trans-
mission and A is the step of the grating. Since Fraunhofer diffraction may be described by
Fourier transform, one may use the convolution theorem to obtain the the diffraction effi-
ciency of the grating9 (see equation 5).

r 12
L (5)

where ai are Bessel function of the itn order. A plot of the diffraction effiency in func-
tion of the phase modulation is shown ±n Fig. 7. In the even more realistic description of
the transmission (see equation 6), the first order diffraction efficiency is thus given in
equation 7, where Ii are modified Bessel functions of the ith order.

,--+ - ; A ex ( J.a - . ,os(2Yy/A)] (6)
,- 1' U I

{ [ [ [ ](7)

0.35

0.30

z 0.25
w

S0.20- Figure 7. Diffraction efficiency of thin mixed
w I , o0.43 gratings vs phase modulation, for
z different amplitude modulation.
0 0.15

To Teo=1-0u/

0.10 ,'

0.05*

0.0
0 2 4 6 8 10

The optical recording properties

Holographic recording with a cw laser

Holographic recording were performed in SeGe thin films using a cw Ar+ laser at 488 nm8.
The recording angle was 140 and the reading was performed at Bragg angle with a HeNe laser
eam (632.8 nm). The diffraction efficiencies vs exposure time for different writing beams
intensities in Se thin films are plotted in Fig. 8. As expected, a higher writing beams
intensity results in a faster recording process. One may also notice the presence of an
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optimum intensity for the writing beams, 0020
revealing the importance of the crystalliza- -

tion within the interfringes spacing. The 0018 - 390 W/cm

measurement of the MTF of Se thin filmsvas 0016 280 "W/Cm'
also been performed and is shown in Fig. 9. 200mW/cm2

The bandwidth of that media is thus estimated z 0014 125 mw/cm2

to 800 1/mm. Fig. 10 to 12 show the diffrac- I - /

tion efficiencies vs exposure time for diffe- 0012 - /

rent writing beams intensities in different 0010
alloys of SeGe. As the Ge concentration -

increase, the maximum diffraction efficiency c 0008 -

decrease. Nevertheless, it is still desira- 0

ble to add a small amount of Ge to allow 0006

crosslinking of Se which increase the stabi- 0004 /
lity of its amorphous phase.
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Figure 8. Diffraction efficiency vs time,
in Se thin films for various
writing beams intensities.
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Holographic recording based on amorphisation

Holographic as well as bit-by-bit recording has been realised in SeGe thin films using
amorphisation induced by a short laser pulse 5 . Fig. 13 shows the experimental setup for
holographic recording and Fig. 14 gives a typical dependence of the diffraction efficiency
vs energy density of the writing beams. The low efficiency approximation of the diffraction
efficiency ( l-I/Io, where I. is the ith order of diffraction) has been used to determi-
ne 7. Erasing time shorter than 50 ns has been demonstrated in those media using the bit-
by-bit recording scheme.

He-Ne
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, z \
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Figure 13. Experimental setup. Figure 14. Diffraction efficiency vs inci-
dent energy density, in Se50Ge50
thin films.

The influence of the substrate temperature during the deposition

As it has been mentionned previously, the properties of the thin films were found to be
very dependent on the deposition conditions such as substrate temperature. The optical
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Figure 15. Optical constant vs substrate Figure 16. Diffraction efficiency vs time,
temperature during the deposi- for Se thin films deposited on
tion. substrates held at different

temperature.
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constant for example vary considerably with the temperature at which were held the substrate
during the deposition (Ts)1 0. That variation is presented in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the
evolution of the diffraction efficiency with exposure time for Se thin films deposited at
different T. T values between 350C and 500 C seem to be the optimal deposition condition.
For T>600 C, sublayer of crystalline Se are formed.

Conclusion

Hologiaphic recording were realised in as-deposited amorphous SeGe thin films by means
of laser induccd crystallization. Deposition conditions has been identified as very criti-
cal paramoters. Ts was an example of that dependence. The use of Ge to increase the stabi-
lit: of the amorphous phase of Se thin films has the effect of lowcring the maximum value of
the diffraction efficiency.
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REAL-TIME PATTERN RECOGNITION USING PHOTON-LIMITED IMAGES

G. Michael Morris
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Abstract

The spatial coordinates of detected photoevents in a given area convey information about the classical irradiance of the
input scene. In this paper the effectiveness of photon-counting techniques for image recognition is discussed. A
correlation signal is obtained by cross correlating a photon-limited input scene with a classical intensity reference
function stored in computer memory. Laboratory experiments involving matched filtering, rotation-invariant image
recognition, and image classification are reported. For many images it is found that only a sparse sampling of the input
is required to obtain accurate recognition decisions, and the digital processing of the data is extremely efficient. Using
available photon-counting detection systems, the total time required to detect, process, and make a recognition decision
is typically on the order of tens of milliseconds. This work has obvious application in night vision, but it is also relevant
to areas such as robot vision, vehicle guidance, radiological and nuclear imaging, and recognition of spectral
signatures.

Often input scenes contain a vast amount of information, which tends to make pattern-recognition decisions laborious
and time consuming. In traditional digital pattern recognition methods, one digitizes the input scene using a two-
dimensional detector, e.g. a solid-state photodiode array and a frame store. If the detector consists of, say, a 1000 x
1000 array of detection elements, then one has to process a million points of data. This is too much information for even
very large computers to process in real time, so one generally transforms the input information into some sort of feature-
space representation, e.g. through the use of edge-enhanced images, and makes the recognition decision based on
this reduced data set.

We are investigating an alternative approach to the pattern recognition problem in which low-light-level (photon-
limited) images are processed using photon-correlation methods1 -3 . In this scheme photoevents are detected at the
maximum rate the detection/computer system can handle. One collects photoevents until there is enough information
about the input scene to achieve an acceptable error rate for the given recognition task. Our studies indicate that in
many cases only a sparse sampling (a small number of detected photoevents) of the input image is needed for accurate
image recognition; hence, the time needed to detect, process, and make a recognition decision can be quite short,
typically a few tens of milliseconds. In effect, this approach to pattern recognition lets nature randomly sample
(compress) the image data from the input scene. The computer collects enough information (photoevents) to achieve
the required error rate for the task, then makes the recognition decision. Key features of the method include: efficient
data compression and processing; minimal hardware requirements; and operation with either laser or natural
illumination.

A schematic of the two-dimensional, photon-counting detection system used in our experiments is shown in Fig. 1.
An incident photon ejects an electron from the photocathode via the photoelectric effect. The ejected electron, e,
impinges on a stack of microchannel plates, which produces an output charge packet, G e. The electron gain G is
approximately ten million. The resulting charge packet is distributed to four electrodes located at the corners of a
resistive anode, then amplified using a charge-sensitive preamplifier. Position-computing electronics (operational
amplifiers) are used to calculate the location of the centroid of the charge packet. The x and y coordinates of the
centroid are sent to the computer for subsequent processing and/or display.

Resistive
Microchannel Anode

Phoatocathode Plates

Sensitive I Comptdirg
G Preamplifier Electronics

voltage Powercnitie
qvider Spl

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a resistive-anode, photon-counting detection syst-m.
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N=20M

N;4K

N=1K

Fig, 2. Images of engraved portraits obtained using a two-dimensional, photon-counting detection system: first
column, portrait of George Washington; second column, Abraham Lincoln; third column, Andrew
Jackson. N is the number of detected photoevents over the entire image: top row, N = 20 million-, middle
row. N = 4,000: bottom row. N = 1,000. The spatial coordinates of each detected photoevent are digitized
to 8-bit accuracy.

Images obtained using the photon-counting detection system of Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. The total number of
detected photoevents in each image is indicated. In each image there are 256 x 256 resolution cells.

A correlation signal is formed by cross correlating a photon-limited input scene with a classical intensity reference
function stored in computer memory. Laboratory experiments involving template matching, rotation- and scale-invariant
mage recognition, and image classification have been performed. The performance that can be obtained in template
matching experiments is illustrated by ROC curves in Fig. 3 The curves in Fig. 3 are based on experimental values of
trne mean value and variance of the correlation signal that was formed using the image of Washington (N=20 million
photoevents) as the reference function and photon-limited input images. In Fig. 3, N indicates the total number of
photoeventS detected in the input image. Notice that when N = 1000 (see bottom row of Fig. 2), the probability of error in
re ;ognizing Washington is ony 1 in 100,000. If the detector is operating at a rate of 100,000 counts per second, the
total tine to collect and process the data is 10 milliseconds.
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Fig. 3. ROC curves for the portraits of Washington and Lincoln for different values of N.

It is desirable, of course, to have a recognition system that can tolerate variations in input images, which are not
important as far as a recognition decision is concerned. These variations can be divided into two basic categories:
geometrical distortions of the image (e.g., rotation, scale, and position) and intrinsic variations of the image (e.g.,
changes in illumination, image clutter, and object occlusions). One could approach this problem by using multiplexed
filters in which a separate reference function (filter) is used for each variation of the input object, but this leads to a
computationally intense system design that is difficult to implement.

A more elegant approach to the problem of image distortion is to choose a reference function (filter) that produces a
correlation signal that is invariant to the distortion of the input image. The theoretical and experimental results of our
studies of invariant filtering are well documented in the literature. We have been quite successful in designing such
filters for operation in the low-light-level correlation system. Rotation-invariant filtering using circular-harmonic filters4,
rotation and scale invariance using Fourier-Mellin descriptors5 , and image classification6 have all been demonstrated.

Recently, we have also demonstrated a two-stage, template-matching procedure using photon-limited images 7 . In
this scheme an input scene is searched using a small window (reference) function that is moved to various offsets within
the input scene. The cross-correlation between the reference function and the input scene at a given offset is estimated
by sampling the input using a small number of detected photoevents. The photon-limited correlation signal is used as a
similarity criterion for comparing the input with the reference function. In the first stage, a small number of detected
photoevents is used to find probable locations for the reference function. The threshold of the first stage is set to
achieve the desired probability of detection. In the second stage, the locations identified in stage one are examined
using a threshold and number of photoevents needed to obtain the required probabilities of false alarm and detection.
Laboratory experiments have been conducted using a variety of images: simple objects, satellite images, and objects
(trucks and tanks) contained in a cluttered background; this technique appears to be a promising method for correlation
tracking in vehicle guidance.

In summary, we have found that a sparse statistical sampling of an input image is, in many cap-- 'ficient to achieve
accurate results for automatic target recognition. The principle is similar to that of statistical - , or quality control
of manufacturing processes or for election polls, i.e., accurate measures of a process can b,., .. ed using a small
number of statistical samples. As a result of the sparse sampling and simplicity of the processing (table lookup and
addition), the time needed to detect, process, and make recognition decisions can be quite short, typically, in tens of
milliseconds or less. The hardware requirements are minimal (the processing power of an IBM PC-AT is quite
adequate). Finally, the system is intensity based, therefore scene illumination can be provided by either laser or natural
light sources.

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Army Research Office and the New York State Center for Advanced
Optical Technology.
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Abstract

A number of optical techniques for the characterization of industrial materials, such as
polymers, composites and ceramics, will be discussed, including light scattering, thermo-
elastic and thermographic methods.

Introduction

Laser-based imaging techniques' are receiving an inrreasing amount of attention for the

in-situ characterization of industrial materials because of their noncontact and noninva-
sive nature. Such characteristics make the laser-based approach convenient for continuous
quality and process control because of their direct applicability to products which may be
at high temperature, of difficult access or continuously moving along the production line.
This paper reviews recent developments at the Industrial Materials Research Institute on
laser-based characterization techniques including laser-ultrasound surface-acoustic-wave
(SAW) velocimetry, photo-thermal methods and light-scattering analysis.

Polyblend analysis by light-scattering techniques

The great majority of polymer blends are immiscible from the thermodynamic standpoint
and may be conceptualized in terms of relatively large deformable domains (usually in the
order of microns) in a sea or matrix. The morphology of a blend may be changed drama-
tically depending on the processing conditions or material composition employed. Such
changes are significant since the size and shape of the minor component is very important
to the final performance of the product

2 .  
It is evident therefore that it is important to

develop instruments which can rapidly analyze a polymer blend with respect to particle size
and shape.

In this study polycarbonate/polypropylene blends were prepared to yield three different
levels of domain size. The shape of the dispersed phase was maintained spherical. The
three preparations may be denoted as blend 1, blend 2 and blend 3 in order of decreasing
domain size, as shown in Fig. 1.

A number of optical techniques can be used to characterize polymer blends 
3
. The

noncontact nature and in-situ applicability of the optical techniques make them quite
attractive for in-plant quality and process control applications. A substantial amount of
work has been done in the field of small-angle light scattering which is essentially based
on angularly scanning the Mie-diffraction pattern under polarized-light conditions (see
Fig. 2). The applicability of such an approach is, however, limited to relatively thiin
films or very low second-phase concentrations in order to avoid multiple scattering effects
which would smoothen the single-particle angular pattern to a cosine-distributed Lambertian
angular pattern. Multiple scattering becomes significant at extinction values (i.e.
attenuation of the undeviated light beam) of the order of 20%4. At such relatively low
attenuation levels, small-angle scattering due to surface roughness is normally a major
source of angular pattern perturbation. Such a noise source is usually eliminated by
placing the sample between flat glass plates using a matching-index liquid to avoid reflec-
tions at the glass-sample interfaces. This is obviously not convenient for on-line indus-
trial applications.

A more powerful approach for particle diameter evaluation in polydisperse blends is
based on spectral analysis. If the light wavelength is varied, the spectral attenuation
will be large for wavelengths much smaller than the particle diameter and small for wave-
lengths much larger than the particle diameter, as shown in Fig. 3. By measuring the rela-
tive spectral distribution of the light transmitted through a polymer-blend film one can
thus obtain particle size information irrespectively of the film thickness or of the rela-
tive amount of the two a parated phases.

When the spectra of these polyblend films are considered, Fig. 4, a much stronger
attenuation is observed at low wavelengths because of scattering by the dispersed poly-
carbonate particles (the refractive indices at standard conditions of polycarbonate, 1. 59,
and polypropylene, 1.49, are sufficiently different to produce significant reflections at
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the particle-to-matrix interfaces). As we can see, the attenuation range is gradually
displaced toward longer wavelengths as the average particle diameter increases, corres-
ponding to a displacement of the cutting edge of the extinction-ratio curve, Fig. 3. Such
spectra can thus be used to obtain particle size information.

Further information can be obtained by light scattering on the average aspect ratio of
the second-phase particles present on the blend. Molten flow during extrusion or molding
often results in a certain degree of directionality for the minor phase depending on the
hot stretch ratio (11SR) during forming (see Fig. 5). In this case, three sheets of 10%

polvcarbonate 90'. polypropylene material were obtained with an HSR of I, 5 and 10.4 respec-
tively for the three ribbons of nearly 200, 100 and 70 pm in thickness. Electron micro-
graphs (longitudinal sections) of ribbons extruded at the three hot stretch ratios are
shown in Figure 5. In the absence of stretching (HSR I), there is a combination of
spheres, ellipsoids, and fibers near the edge of the film. At HSR 5 the polycarbonate is
highly extended at the edge. When highly stretched at an HSR of 10.4, the minor phase was
in a highlv extended fibrous form.

A single-side approach was developed for the analysis of sheets of any thickness and
with little dependence on the surface finish conditions. The depth of the material below

the surface which can be probed by this method is of the order of a few mm, depending on
the optical penetration depth of the light beam in the polyblend material. The basic prin-

ciple is illustrated in Fig. 6 in the case of a polyblend containing fiber-like particles
parallel to the sheet surface and oriented in a direction (a) perpendicular and (b)
parallel to the plane of incidence of the laser beam. It can be understood from such a
diagram that the incident beam is preferentially scattered in the plane U perpendicular to
the fiber direction. Moreover, light scattered by the fibers in the plane y parallel to
the fiber direction will hardly be intercepLed by the camera aperture. A directional

pattern elongated in the O plane is thus expected when the illuminated volume is imaged by

the camera.

Fig. 7 shows some examples of the pictures seen by the camera in the case of the above

mentioned PP/PC ribbons of HSR=5 (Figs. 
7
a and 7b) and HSR=l (Figs. 7c and 7d). In all

cases the laser beam was incident from the left, at 450 from the normal, and the fiber-like
particles were oriented in a vertical (a and c) or in a horizontal direction (b and d) in
the plane of Fig. 7. In other terms, the plane of incidence of the laser beam was perpen-
dicular to the fiber orientation (direction of incident beam 0 = 45', P = 0) for Figs. 7(a)
and 7(c), while corresponding to the t plane containing the fiber direction (laser beam at

= 0, - 45') for Figs. 7(b) and 7(d). The elongation of the scattered-light pattern in
a plane perpendicular to the fiber orientation, as discussed with reference to Fig. 6, is
evident in these images.

The elongation and the direction of orientation of the particles in a polyblend material

can clearly be inferred by an analysis of pictures of the kind shown in Fig. 7. It should
be stressed that pictures such as (a) and (b) in this figure should be identical if the
material were isotropic. By comparing Figs. 7 a and b with c and d we can see that the
directionality of the patterns tends to disappear as the HSR, and thus the aspect ratio of
the fiber-like particles, is reduced.

Thermographic characterization of composite materials

When nontranslucent materials are to be inspected, such as graphite-fiber filled compo-

site materials, light scattering methods can no longer be used. In these cases, spot-
heating thermographic methods can be resorted to for fiber directionality analysis. 4
typical configuration is shown in Fig. 8. The inspected part is spot-heated by a narrow
laser beam or other point heat source, and the heat-propagation pattern is analyzed by an
1R camera. If the material is oriented, such as a unidirectional graphite-epoxy sheet, an

elliptical thermal pattern will be observed, with the ratio between the two principal axes
(b/a) being related to the square root of the thermal diffusivities in the longitudinal and
transverse directions. This may be used to evaluate the orientation of extruded or molded
parts, or the relative thermal conductivities of the filler and the matrix in a composite.

Such an approach was investigated in the case of steel-fiber-filled polypropylene sheets

with different steel concentration and orientation. Steel fibers neariy I mm long are
incorporated in the polymer matrix to obtain good thermal and electrical conductivities for
specific applications. Strong anisotropy may affect the conductivity properties if the
fibers are not randomly oriented.

Some typical results obtained with black painted steel-polypropylene sheets spot-heated
with a 0.5 W focused laser beam for 30 s and observed with an IR camera are shown in
Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a the filler is preferentially oriented in the vertical direction; Fig.
9b corresponds to nominally random-orientation samples. The filler orientation can he

clearly evaluated from the elllp.icity of the thermal pattern, particularly in the case of
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hi h steel concentration where fiber-to-fiber near-contacts are relatively frequent. Such
i nItterns could be used to evaluate fiber concentration uniformity and local anisotropy by
annin the heating beam over the inspected part. This technique can be extended to a

throe-dicensional fiber-orientation evaluation at different depths below the surface 5.

The 5asi principle of our approach is the following. If a laser beam is focused on the
j rf ice ot a composite sheet, the ellipticity of the thermal pattern which is observable by
Ii 1R c iera around the heated spot will D determined by the anisotropy of the material

sittIted in Lhe im1eliate vicinity of th heated spot. As the thermal front propagates
dee er and deeper withi i the material, the appearance of the pattern will be affected by
ci ccessive layers situated deeper and deeper within the sample. This makes it possible to
ibtain three-dimensional filler orientation information on the inspected sheet.

The capabili ties of such an approach are illustrated in Fig. 10. A double sheet
p s.1, of tIa layers, each 2 mm-thick and containing (00, 900) mutually perpendicular
2 r , i ned to be surface heated by a focused, step-heating source. After a short

h , in tine period, t 2/ r, where . is the sheet thickness and aT its transverse
Lt'ie r ia1 iffijsivity, only the first layer interacts with the heat flow, so that the eccen-
t r iiy tv ends to the square root of the assumed value 2 of the ratio between the longitu-

inal ndi lie transverse (i.e., in the plane normal to the fiber direction) thermal conduc-
i it i e ii the composite material. The eccentricity which is referred to is the ratio b/a

e t he principal axes of the isotheris. The lower eccentricity value observed at
rt r disances f rom the heated spot (along the longitudinal axis) is related to the

n"ct i n the miodel e f an isotropic surface film, nearly 200 em-thick on each layer,
r e rc en ii- the average thickness of polymeric material which is normally encountered
hov t Ie ib ers . -t longer heating periods a strong eccentricity is still visible at a
i t i no fro the heated spot sm ller than the sheet thickness. At larger distances,

eer the eccentricity tends toward the unity value which is expected for the average

i) o-isotr)pic properties of the ( 
0

, 90") sheet. Consequently, a plot of the eccentri-
v v. radial distance at the surface of an unknown sample makes it possible to evaluate

1 irect i onal properties of the material at different depths below the surface.

The viabi lity of rhis basic concept was verified on a number of samples comprising two

hets f nominally unidirectional, 2 mm-thick, steel-polypropylene samples with respec-
tve> I hand 15'_ steel concentration bonded in a (0', 900) configuration. The samples
vre hel in a horizontal plane in order to avoid thermal-pattern distortions related to
i r-coivection effects above the nearly 0.5 mm-diameter area of the black-painted sheet

irta'e heated by the 0. i W Argon laser beam. Moreover, time-domain image-subtraction
nehods bef ore and after heating were used to compensate for reflectivity and camera-
roso)nse nonuniformities across the imaged field.

A tnical nl)t of the thermal-pattern eccentricity vs. radial distance, as obtained

ondr stationary spot-heating conditions, is shown in Fig. 11. The eccentricity observed
ith the' inidirectional (single-sheet) sample assumes a relatively constant value of the
rir )f 1.2 typic al of the 1)7 steel concentration. The lower values of the eccentricity

t i n~ne ci )ser to the heating spot may be explained in part by the existence of a thin
i tropi Iayer on top of the fibers, and in part by the finite diameter of the heating

Dem, hs effect was evaluated to an error of 4% at a distance equal to three times the
het in ' oerce radius.

'.hen a second sheet of perpendicular orientation is bonded on the bottom of the
sn~ec'ted sheet, the eccentricity values recorded near the heated spot are hardly affected,

,hi le the values far from the center gradually drop in agreement with the theoretical

nodel . Such an approach thus appears to provide a rough evaluation of the average degiee
oI fiber )rientation at different depths from the surface, in spite of the strong disper-
sion o f the data which is mainly related to the statistical fluctuations of the fiber
distrib t ion wi thin the material.

Laser-ultrasonic characterization of materials

Fiiure 12 showi a typical setup for the generation and detection of ultrasonic waves.
E2asti wiaves are generated in a laser-irradiated opaque material both because of thermo-
elastic-stress mechanisms. The transient stres . field produced near the surface by the
heating bean generates longitudinal, transverse and surface acoustic waves, each with
characteristic directivity patterns.

Surface-acoustic-waves (SAW's) are particularly convenient for the detection of open-
surface cracks or near-surface defects, as well as for materials characterization by
acoustic-wave velocity and attenuation measurement with one-side access to the workpiece.
Sach waves may be focused by suitably shaping the laser-irzadiated area to obtain a conve-
nient directivity pattern.
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A particularly simple apparatus for laser generation and detection of focused SAW's is
shown in figure 13. A multimode Nd:YAG laser, giving typically 15 ns, 0.1 J pulses, is

expanded by a Galilean telescope and focused through a negative axicon on the surface of

the sample, where it produces typically a 15 mm diameter, 0.2 mm wide annulus. The
diameter of the annulus can be varied by displacing the axicon longitudinally. The
telescope decreases the beam divergence by an amount equal to its magnification. This

results in a sharp annulus even with a multimode laser source.

The ultrasonic pulse can be detected on the center of convergence of the ring-shaped

wave by a noncontact optical probe. A number of optical techniques can be used to probe
acoustic waves, including knife-edge, diffraction, as well as position-sensing and

velocity-sensing interferometers. In our experiments, a position-sensing Michelson inter-

ferometer was used with a sensitivity of 0.02 nm in a 30 MHz bandwidth when precisely

focused on the surface.

Laser-generated ultrasound can be applied to a variety of industrial metrology tasks,
such as surface crack detection or the detection of subsurface delaminations

6
. An applica-

tion to coating thickness evaluation by ultrasonic velocimetry will now be described.

It is well known that materials coated with layeri of different acoustic properties are

frequency-dispersive when the acoustic wavelength is of the same order of magnitude as the
coating thickness. The thickness or the acoustic properties of the coating layer can thus
be evaluated by measuring the surface wave velocity at different frequencies. Noncontact,
single-shot probing of laser-generated surface waves for such an application is an attrac-

tive possibility.

Some typical waveforms obtained at the centre of the laser-generated converging wave on

electroplated copper samples with different coating thicknesses are shown in Fig. 14. The
dispersive effect of the coating becomes increasingly evident as the coating thickness is

increased. The temporal delay of the high-frequency components with respect to the low-

frequency main pulse in the Ag-plated sample is apparent in Fig. 1
4
c while in he thick

Cr-plated sample, Fig. 14f, the high frequencies precede the main pulse. This was expected

because the short wavelengths tend to propagate mainly within the coating which has an
acoustic velocity lower than the substrate in the case of the Ag-plated sample, and higher
than the substrate in the case of the Cr-plated samples. Coating-thickness evaluation can

be performed from such waveforms by flight-time measurements, but better sensitivity can be
obtained by time-resolved spectroscopic techniques.

Conclusion

Laser-based techniques are an attractive approach for the characterization of industrial

materials. A few laser-based techniques coupled to either light-scattering, thermographic
or ultrasonic methodologies have been described in this paper. The main interest of these
techniques is their noncontact nature, making then a potential candidate for on-line

inspection tasks.
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Fig. 5: Electron micrographs obtained in
the center of a longitudinal section of

93% PP/7% PC (by volume) extruded ribbons
with HSR values of (a) 1,(b) 5, and (c) 10.4.

b IR camera S lf d

-- - -- Fig. 7: Image obtained with an apparatus
of the kind shown in Fig. 6 for PP/PC
ribbons drawn with an HSR equal to 5
(pictures a and b) and I (c and d). The
He-Ne laser beam was incident from the
left at 45* from the normal, and the

Fig. 8: Schematic setup for the thermo- fibrillar particles in the ribbons were
graphic analysis of phase orientation in orlented either in the vertical (a and c)

composite materials, or in the horizontal (b and d) directions.
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Abstract

Because components containing energetic materials function in a rapid and often violent manner,

spe iia zet diagnostics are required to study these events. Laser illuminated high speed photography

has recently been used to record the functioning of these devices. A copper vapor laser capable of

producing pulse rates of up to 10,000 pulses per second has been synchronized with a high speed film

camera to record multiple laser illuminated images of the functioning component. This type of

rhotography allows us to distinguish between hot particles and cold particles, measure burn rates,

detec t t"e effect of composition changes on performance, and observe the effect of design changes.

Recent examples of tre application of this technique are discussed.

Introduction

The evaluaticn of the 'unctioning of devices containing energetic materials is of primary

iPcortance in deter-mining the effect of cesign or composition changes. Laser illuminated high speed

pnotography using a copper vapor laser has recently been applied to this type of evaluation. The laser

is ca'pable of operating at 10,000 Hz, but is operated at 6,000 Hz for most applications. At this pulse

rate the laser has an average power of 30 W. Because the 30 ns pulse width of the laser essentially

freezes all motion of the functioning component, it provides detailed images that were never before

possible. The peak power of each laser pulse is approximately 170,000 W which provides ample

illuminatior. for the photography. Recent examples of the application of this technique 'o two types of

igniters will be presented.

Experimental

The optical arrangment used cc film the igniters is shown in Figure 1. The laser beam is

cylindrical

sphericheat

lens

component

/~mirror

input beam
ICu VAPORI

Figure I - Optics for high speed filming of components.

FO&O -Iound 4ppied Technol cies is operated for the U. . Department of Energy under Contract .

DF-ACO-88DP4 3i95.
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~ viR ii~ni ~l-yiirdr~Cleins comibination to illuminate the space above
7'.............. 3he-t passes across the component, a portion of it is capturad

u10 .b,-,.2,<i irDunl to illuminate the body of the component. This
lim:: ti~ ti.2 rlyuseful in filming such comporents. In an orientation

.- t on- < u w IM-'r re-iOrdS the component and a f ielo of view of approximately
i2- . w I g';t si. 'ternrng "lii Scattering) from the smoke and particulates illuminated by

I.: i'~ew 2r t~ in~trnal structuIre (a cross-sectional view) of the igniter

!~<~~t' *e dsm: ci yea *Ine I is or w ith an, appr opri ate del ay t hat i s set to a
Dr he ~ieispeed. This ensures that when the laser pulse is at the

snuter is operl .inil the laser illuminated image is recorded. The shutter
scnirequir ing tnat the timing be quite precise. The camera is a

S- i' -'v iies Dne t ri4gge r plIse to) the la ser per fr ame of hi gh s peed f ilm. When an
n tnis c-era, fl frm iagsrerecorded. For this work a 16-aided

gsarerecorded ' Dr franc. Since only one trigger pulse is provided per
;3 oc illuminated, tnc other image is not. This provides a direct

ns-r 3non s-!lmiae images. .uc :i a comparison is extremely useful in
s 71i w r indi po ar t Ji ale-s and- for observi nE condensed phases versus gaseous

Result s

a It from eversildifferent types of experiments on igniters were presented at the
a ideotape that was made by transferring images from the high speed films to video by a

Exar~ies of two different igniters taken from the films are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

i gniter with glas-ceramic o losure diu K. Figure 3 - Igniler with metal closure disk.
illuminated. No self illuminated image Righ.t image is laser illuminated. Left image

b e r'-- .-) r is from self illumination.

lw ) fig i'-.a ohe(w th gni ters fired on the bench top at ambient pressure. The powder loads in the
9 gn i terS wr', 5; Iri , nu t they had different closure disk assemblies. The igniter in Figure 2 had

":iooure iswhereas the igniter in Figure 3 had a scored metal closure disk. The
o iarlv shnw4 t'e~ effect of changing the closure disk aesembly. The metal closure provided

cf rc-.-r f'r 'n- bining of the energetic materials, and as a consequence the device produced
a N~--or arA fllam, temperature and functioned approximately three times more rapidly.
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wi ,; -3) fircd under confinement in a plastic block. An example of this is

Figure - Igniter from Figure 2 fired under confinement. Image is a

combination of laser and self illumination.

ne t se'j for th s ex eriment was the same igniter shown in Figure 2. As would be expected, the
r tonel much more rapidly when it was confined. When the igniter shown in Figure 3 was fired

4 r iment, there wa, consilerable self-illumination that tended to obscure the
p., rr e , D r jr. Recent filming of this igniter using a very narrow band (I nrm) interference filter

for examining tre igniter flames when they are fired under confinement.

Conclusion

Te' vue of the copper vapor laser to illuminate and photograph the functioning of comoonents
etis materials has clearly been demonstrated. The dramatic effect of changing the

-ss-mbiy on an igniter could readily be observed. The function time for the two igniters could
et~-'-e diectiy from the film. The structure of the flames from the components is clearly
-an so3

0
d be helpful in modeling these reactions. By comparing the laser-illuminated image to

t is self-iliuminated, information on the character of the flame can be determined. The
e e beween not and cold particles, for example, was clearly visible.
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THE INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT SCATTERED FROM A RANDOM SOLID

MEDIUM WITH STATIC SP'ATIAL FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SCATTERER DENSITY

by M. Kazmierczak and T. Keyes

Department of Chemistry, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215

Laser light propagation in a random solid medium of a finite size gives
rise to scattering speckle patterns. Their statistical properties are well
known. However, little attention has been paid to the statistical descrip-

tion of the angularly resolved laser 3peckles. It has recently been shown
that the angular speckle obtained from a finite size random system can be

analyzed within the framework of existing statistical theories but only in

a specific range of scattering angles. It is thus our task to investigate
the scattering intensity distribution beyond this range. The scattering

volume is partitioned into constant phase slabs occupied by scatterers at
a iensity which changes from slab to slab. These static spatial fluctuations
are assumed to be Poissonian. This model enables us to derive the distri-

bution of the scattered electric field which is represented by the Edgeworth
series with skewed Gaussian leading term. Next, we obtain the cumulative

distribution of the intensity as a function of scattering angle. The theore-

tical results are discussed in conjunction with data obtained from numerical

simulations.

Light scattering from solid, optically transparent materials has recuntly become a sub-

ject of a great interest. Some materials of this type (e.g. glasses, glass-ceramics), due
to their inhercnt structural randomness, uniquely scatter light, giving rise to patterns

represented by rand)m fluctuations of scattered intensity. These patterns, known as laser-
speckle, are generated as a consequence of scattering of a light beam travelling through

the medium by scatterers placed more or less randomly in it. Thus, the structure of the
speckle pattern reflects the type of the spatial distribution of scatterers as well as

their optical properties. The speckle pattern has been shown to be extremely sensitivc to

any kind of ordcr which may occur in a sample.
I - 7

Speckle patterns can be obtained at fixed detector position by moving a sample perpendi-

cularly with respect to the propagation direction oi an incident light and measuring scatte-
red intensity at each sample location. Plotting the intensities versus sample position will

result in a typical speckle pattern with characteristic rapid intensity fluctuations.
Similar pattern can also be produced by plotting the intensities measured at various scatte-

ring angles.
In spite of the vast literature concerning aspects of laser speckle, little attention

has been paid to angularly resolved speckle patterns or the dependence of speckle proper-

ties on scattering angle. The latter has been shown to have a considerable impact on the
quantities that are applied in an analysis of speckle patterns.

8 ,9  
Also, the scattered

intensity distribution has been shown to vary with a scattering angle. For large scattering

angles this distribution obeys negative exponential statistics, provided that only sigle

scattering is present. At small angles, the intensity distribution will decay non-exponen-
tially.

Conditions that lead to a non-exponential distribution of intensity have been discussed

by many authors2,5,6,
8 
who have emphasized the role of a nonuniform distribution of phases

associated with elementary scattered waves. We have recently analyzed the problem of the
phase distribution in the context of its dependence on the scattering angle.

8 
We were able

to derive exact formulas which allowed us to keep track of the transition of phase distri-
bution from its (nearly) uniform to nonuniform regime with scattering angle. The transition

angle, named the critical angle 9c, appeared to be dependent on the linear dimensions of

the scattering volume, the number of particles active in the scattering process, and an
incident wavelength. Only those intensities which have been scanned at angles > > fc obey

exponential statistics.

In the following we attempt to analyze the form of a joint distribution function for
the real and imaginary components of the scattered electric field which is expected to be

obtained for 0<! . Let us assume that the scattering volume is divided into slabs and

write real, E1 dmagnay,, components of the field that is due to scattering from a
single slab containing N scatterers, each of a size smaller than the incident wavelength

EN = E0 if1 1  (a)

N ENE = --. Eif 2 ( i) ( ib)
2 o26
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where Vis the amplitude of an elementary electric field scattered by ith scatterer, and
f () f(14' ire real and ac rYcomponents of the phase function, respectively.

1 1) icaric t erist ic m unct ion can be expressed for a single slab in the following forum

i: N K K fdVd Ep(y') p( Eo) ex p[i( K E N + K,,E N] (2)

where pkE )) and 1p(y) are distrihuti on densities of field amplitude and phase, respectively.
it i s p)ossblIe t o de teLr m ine th1ie characteristic function for the total electri~ (N isid that

emeru4es f rom thme scat te rin volume provided that the nature of fluctuations in F K I K 2)
over the slabs is known. *ilhose fluctuations are caused by spatial dist ribut ions of scatte-
rers kWhiCh in1trodulc different optical paths in different slabs) as well as by the number
of SCatterers which vary from slab to slab. We assume that this number is governed by a
Poisson! distribution. Ihlen the total characteristic function is given by the series

wh7'ere \<N> stands for the averane number ot scatterers in a slab. Inserting Eq.(2) into

Eq . ( 3) 1 and usin,~ Eqs( la, b) we obtain

= 17 (E )(2xpi E o( K I4

In the derivation of Eq. (4a) we have assumed the complete statistical independence (incohe-
ronce) of elormontarv f ids. These add to produce the fields E I and E 2 . It is easy to obser-
ve that if the number of scatterers is large then the right-hand side o f Eq. (4a) can be
approxi--ated h's- an exponential function

~ ~2~ /p""'N + Kx fd~dE p(Eo)p(1l")exp[iEo(K1 f (Y) 4 Vf(9) (4b)

h e ioint Probahilit.% densit-y tor toe total fields E and E2 cam be calculated by taking
the lourier transform of the function (4u))

P(E 1 I,, 9 ) =(4A 2 ) -I dK IdK 2 exp [-i(K IE I + K 2E2 )A F(K 1 ,k ) (5)

Let us expand the exponential function in the integrand of Eq. (4b)

ex- p LE o( Kf (Y) + K f(')) =Y(iE K )L/m,!(iEK )m2/m;2,!fmlfm2 (6)
2l 22 l l oo12 1 2

MIM 2

Then the in te nra 1 in Eq (4tb) reads

f'd dEp(Eo)p((P)exp [iF (K 1 f 1 + K 2 f2 )](7

<N EI Ki) m m !(iK2)m/m2!Mm m

where the joint amplitude-phase average is definied as follows

M I m L\dP~ p (E ) p( )F m 1 m2fm1I(y) fM2 ((0 (8
mmm 0Nf~d o 1 2(8

It is worthwhile to note that according to the -,v definition we have

Mo 00 N.>; M110 E IF'> ; M I KE 2 > (9)

Using Eqs(6)-(9) in Eq.(5) results in the expression

P(EE 2  = (47t 2) 1fdK IdK 2 exp[-i(K I E I + K 2 AE 2 )] (10)

exp ! K 2M2  -K K 2  - K KM 1 1  exp(S)

whore

AEI= El- (11)

AE2= E2- (E 2 )

denote the fluctuation in the fields E 1and E 'and
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expis) = I + _ (iKI)m'im !n 0 + __ (K 2)
1
1/m 2 !M 0

12)

+ (iK l )in ! (iK 2)m 2 /m, III + R
1 = 1 2 mlm 2

Thus. Eqs(9l and k1l2) produce five independent integrals with an extremely complicated
structure. The calculation of the joint probability is straightforward but tedious and
yields the result

P ( E .E,, (K, eX1+%-(AI.10 - 2AF .IF '4 + AE M )21MI I I 11 2 20 13)
l + A + B + C + R,

W he r o
w ncrM

' 0 0 02 - '1 (14)

he parameters A.B aind C can be expressed by the following series, involving powers of the
scattered field f luctuations and the averages given by Eq. (8)

A I--- )mLm]t- - 2 s2] Is

m=3 s=0 ) (

(nC-s ) 1) (im12 2 
2s

511M2 a,1 S2

> 125'--2s,,s+s 2 -m 1 1Lm2lls2 5b)

m~r 1 10i

w.hne r e
U = (AE 2MIt - AEIMo0 2)/M: U = [U(AE 2 M1 1 - AEI M02)- (16a)

1 i = (AE1M1 -AE 2 M2 0 )/M; L = [L(AE 1 MI1 1  AE2M20)]
-  16b

The parameter B can be obtained by replacing U and U in Eq(15a) bv L and L, respectively.

The contribution of A, B and C to _(EI,E 2 ) can be analyzed with respect to their dependence
,n (N . Since U - /N - I 

and L- <N? - 
wtile ' and t have a very weak dependence on KN>, then

the terms in the series A and B vary as <N>
s - r . Analogously, the series C contains <N' in

power (I+s -m.+s 2 -m2). Hence, the powers of (N> appearing in all three series indicate that

the contriution they make to P(E ,E2 ) decreases as <N> increases. The series remainder R
(which corresponds to the term R in Eq. (12)) decays much faster with "IN> than A, B or C.

If we assume, as we did before, that the number <N" is large then all the series can be
completely ignored. The probability density P(EI,E 2 ) becomes the bivariate normal distribu-

tion

1 2 2
P(EIE 2 ) = (27M[ )- exp$ -(AE M0 2  - 2AEIAE 2 111 1  + AEM20 )/2M- (17)

In order to proceed with the analysis we must specify the parameter M as well as the

mean fields <E > and <Eo>. The latter are negligible at angles &.,', i.e. in the case of a

fully developeA laser speckle. However, if the scattering experimeni is carried out at

< !9 then both <EI and <E2> differ from zero due to some phase coherence in the scatte-
red light. *hus, one is able to observe at G the transition of P(E 1 ,E2 ) from a Gaussian to
a normal distribution provided that number o? scatterers is large enough.

Since below & both (El> and <E> depend on the scattering angle 6 then their determi-
nation by Ejs(B) and (9) requires t e knowledge of the relevant phase probability density

p(92) = p(4(Es)). We have recently derived such a distribution for a cylindrical scattering
volume of base radius r and height I illuminated by a laser beam if wavelength ),8. We were
thus able to calculate <El> and <E 2 > for arbitrary angle

E E> = 2<N, Eo>o(A ")j 
1  

()q Ia)

I.- = < , .J 1  (4' 1 N Jb)
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where ( ind J Ix) are Bessel functions, and

1= (2(/X.)rsinG 19

( 192
7L2 = /,t I s in-(012)

WeC ha1ve Ils I ana;),1 d n ume i Lca t Iv thlie p araiime t er w whi chI a 1ppea r ed t o b e i nd ep1)e n de n L )f MI
bea.se 0 0- -iov hence, >h-<I>/2 where (I> stands for the mean scattered intensity.

Eav'ia I Srivel taie joint probability density for E and E , Eq. (17), it is straightfor-
ward to calculate the probability density for the scattered Intensity. We replace E and E

in u. I) by PI sinm. resspectivelv, where q) denotes the overall phase ot the"
c atterec clectric field. Intec:ration over 4) results in the intensity probability density

expre;ed hv the Rico distribution that is the function of the scattering angle

Pe) = 1 1exp+-(I <KNX2/i> (2aI1) (20)

wrre x (yi is the m oified Bossel function, and a is civen by the formula

aI 2= j S / 2) J 1 (4?1) 1 /4 1  k _l

qg. (20) also provides an ins i, t into the role of the proper choice of thy an le in scat te-
rinc exper irents. Thus, i.nT experiment at a certain an tie with a ,civen scatteri, .calune mnit
bri n intensities tuiat are distributed in s;ome pzrticular cann-r. if the next exper i, , - +
:arrie' out under the same conditions and with an identical material but the scatterin4 vo-

lu-ie is or different linear dimensions then the intensities obtained may obey a new distri-
but ion. he chance in scat terino volume results in a chance in the critical an,, It,

L!ereacinc this voLume increases e Therefore, one has to change the observation angnle in
orrder to cot the intensity distribution matching that of the first experiment.

Cu.-ulative intensitv distribut ion can be calculated using Eq. (20) in tie fo11owinic formu-

la

p(f l ) = dIP(l) ( 22

0

which yields

p \ In) = exp -(1 + KNyo/KT"
0 (23)

n

n k

",is [unction has been tested against simulation data obtained for cylindrical scatterinci
volumes pnprIlated by randomly distributed point scatterers. Simulated volume (40 cubic
microns) contained 20,000 scatterers and the incident wavelength was O. Ijtm. 'hese parameters
correspond to G : 60. Fig. I presents a comparison of the negative exponential statistics
and the distribuion of Uq. (23) with the actual inteasity distribution obtained from the
simulation at a scatteiin- angle 6= 50. As expected, the exponential statistics strongly
deviated from the simulated intensity distribution. Eq.(23) provides a much better approxi-
mation to that distribution. However the approximation is not satisfactory over the entire
rance of intensities studied. A remarkable divergence from the simulation curve is observed
for intensities I >(Q>. The possible reason could reside in the approximation of Lq. (4a) by
Eq. ( b) which is based on the assumption that the number of scatterets is very large. This
was certainly nut the case in our simulation. Another conceivable cause could be tihe choice
of Pois.on distribution for the scatterer number tluctuation in slabs. We have no pertinent
experimental data available to test further the applicability of our theory. We belie e that
it would work better in the case of real multi-scatterer systems, for which Eq. (23) was
der i v d.

In conclusion we have shown that in the case of single scattering from volumes containing
a large number .of raudouly jled scatterers the intensity distribution turns out to diverce
from the negatlve exponential distribution for scattering angles smaller tuan & . Our
analysis also shows that the discussion of experimental intensity distributions must reco.-

nize the role of observation angle. inappropriate choice of the latter may result in bizarre
behavior of the intensity distribution. The presence of a critical angle is a comiion feature
of any real (finite) scattering system. Since the critical angle is in range of angles
easily accessible to most spectrometers (300 - 40')8,9 the design of an experiment has to be
performed with a great care in order to avoid statistics deterioration be coherence effects.
These efifects were also shown to disturb the intensity statistics in the multiple scatte-
ring. 

iO  
The above analysis was intended to describe the intensity distribution that would

be oberved at s 0 < Applying: simple arguments we were able to show that this distribution
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differs remarkably froa negative exponential statistics. Our intensity distribution partial-
]y matched the distribution obtained from simulation. The lack of a complete agreement was
presumably a consequence of finite size effects in the simulation.

1.0
histogram - simulation
dash - Eq.(23)

0. solid - exponential stats.0.8

- 0.6 -

o 0.4 -

0.2

0.0
0 12 3

FIG.. Comparison of intensity statistics(simulation) with Eq.(23) and negative expcnential.
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Summary

In this paper we describe our efforts to establish a biological "standard" for polarized
light scattering from microorganisms, which could serve as a "calibration" for the
experimental setup, much like polystyrene spheres are used for similar purposes in physical
experiments. We measured the S3 4 element of the Mueller scattering matrix for a lysogenic
E.coli K12 bacterium and established the conditions under which the signal is reproducible
between different laboratories. By varying biological parameters which influence the
cells, we have begun to achieve some insight into what determines the signal.
Specifically, we varied the size distribution of the bacteria by changing the growth
conditions. Small changes in growth conditions gave rise to easily measurable changes in
the signal which had not previously been predicted.

Introduction

Since the mid-seventies several investigators have repojtd "organism-unique" polarized
light scattering signals as a function of scattering angle . It was suggested that one
could identify (fingerprint) micro-organisms by the signal. However, after these many
years of investigation, no-one has yet published a unique scattering signal that was
reproduced in other laboratories. Nor has anyone reported the effects of various
parameters on the signal so that one might understand the sensitivity of the signal to
slight variations, such as; size distribution, DNA content, growth conditions, etc. In
this report we give examples in which relatively small changes in growth conditions (i.e.
the stage of growth and growth medium) produces changes in the scattering signal which are
larger than changes which others have indicated can distinguish between similar organisms.
The signal evaluated is the angular-dependent Mueller matrix S?4 element. The 16-element
Mueller matrix completely characterizes the elastic light scat ering properties of any
object, being defined as the matrix which transforms the 4-element Stokes vestor which, in
turn, completely characterizes the intensity and polarization state of light .

To obtain reliable signals one has to understand the experimental set-up very well and
recognize the various artifacts that could impact the final signal. In addition, one has
to understand the biological parameters very well and recognize the effects of different
preparation procedures. In other words, in order to establish whether or not one can
"uniquely" identify a micro-organism by measuring a Mueller matrix element one needs
expertise in experimental physics as well as in microbiology. If it turns out that the
signal does not uniquely identify the organism, one must establish what the limitations
are. In that case, it would be useful to identify groups of organisms that produce similar
scattering signals.

Experimental Set-Um

At the University of Arizona we used the experimpntal apparatus set up several years ago
by Huffman which is described in detail elsewhere4 'J . A similar apparatus was set up
recently at the Uniformed University of the Health Sciences (USUHS). In it, a HeNe laser
beam is modulated by a time-varying retarder that converts the linearly polarized beam into
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a beam that alternates between left and right circular-polarized light at a frequency of 50
kHz. The scattered light passes through a linear polarizer at 45 degrees to the scattering
plane, and is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). With a lock-in amplifier the 50
kHz component is measured. By electronically keeping the dc component of the PMT-signal
(proportional to SI1 ) constant in the particular configuration, one measures the following
combination of ratrix elements:

(S14 + S3 4)/(S 11 + S3 1 )

Since for our system S14 and S3 1 are negligible, this may be approximated by:

S341S11

The signal is expressed as a percent of the maximum value obtained after placing a
quarter wave plate in the forward direction between the sample and phototube for
calibration.

Biological Preparations

For our standard scattering organism we chose Escherichia coli K12 with heat-inducible
lambda virus incorporated in the main chromosome. This E.coli was obtained from Dr. A.
Faurelli at USUHS and is identified as X 2712ts. Some of the advantages of this bacterium
are that one can easily induce the expression of the virus, thus ensuring (with a large
probability) that indeed one has the correct bacterium and not a look-alike contaminant
that was grown instead. Upon induction the lambda virus genes are transcribed and within a
known Line (about 30-50 minutes, depending the temperature) 100 to 200 viruses have been
formed in the bacterium and burst open the cell. This last step is easy to "eyeball" since
it gives rise to a sharp change from a cloudy suspension to a clear one.

It is well-known that the volume and contents og an E.coli cell can be modified greatly
by simply changing the medium in which it is grown . Some other simple modifications
giving rise to measurable changes in the cell include the stage of growth, the growth
medium, the growth temperature, etc.

In general when one starts growing bacteria
the cells ate in a "lag" phase, that is they stationay
are not directly dividing. After this initial 1.0
phase the bacteria enter into the "log" phase 0.8
where the bacteria are actively dividing with /

the number of bacteria growing exponentially /

(t - ra- of -rnwth i3 chnracterized hy the 0.4
"doubling time"). After the concentration of
bacteria reacbeF a certain value, the bacteria
start to interact and the rate of growth ONlys
ecreases, until the bacteria stop dividing ! 0.2

M
and the bacteria are said to have entered the
"staticary" phase. Figure 1 represents a
typical -rwth curve, with the effect of 0.1
induction also portrayed.

The E.coli K12 was grown at 30 degrees C, 0 0.05 -
in LB broth with vigorous shaking. Stationary 0og
phase bacteria were generally harvested after
growing the culture overnight. The log phase
cells were harvested when the optical density 1ag
(O) of the sample was 0.05. The cells were
centrifuged at about 3000g and the pellet
resuspended in 0.9% NaCl (pH=5.7) at an OD of I I I I
0.05. The E.coli B/r was grown in an enriched 0 1 2 3 4 5
mediur and in a minimal glucose medium ("rich"
and "pcor" media) at 37 C. Time (h)

FIGURE 1. TYPICAL BACTERIAL GROWTH CURVE.
Lag phase, the bacteria are not yet actively
dividing. Log phase, the number of bacteria
increases exponentially. Stationary phase,
the bacteria stop dividing. Induced/lysis,
the lambda virus replicates and bursts open
the cell.
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Exoerimental Results

The E.coli K12 and BDr were used as described above, at the USUHS and the University of

Arizona.
Figure 2 shows the results of a reproducible signal between the two laboratories.
Figure 3 shows the effect of "stage of growth" on the signal.

Figure 4 shows the effect of different growth media on the signal.
Figure 5 shows the S34 signal obtained at wavelength 633nm (HeNe) and at 442nm (HeCd).

7.5

50

~/

0.0 '

',€ -2.5
M 25 --- USUHS

-5.0 UofA

-7.5 i I

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Scattering Angle (degrees)

FIGURE 2. REPRODUCIBILITY OF $31 OF E.coli K12 BETWEEN LABORATORIES. The solid line
represents dat& obtained at the USUHS and the dotted line data obtained at the U of A. The
bacteria were in early log phase (see text).

7.5

5.0

-2.5 --

U3 - early log phase
-5.0- - .... stationary phlase

-7.5 -,

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Scattering Angle (degrees)

FIGURE 3. EARLY-LOG AND STATIONARY PHASE E.coli K12 S 4 AS A FUNCTION OF SCATTERING ANGLE.
The solid line reprePnts the early-log phase and the otted line the stationary phase.
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7.5

5.0-

S 0.0 -
// f/ SI

-2.5--

v minimal medium-5.0-
rich medium

-7.5 I I I I I I

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Scattering Angle (degrees)

FIGURE 4. EFFECT OF GROWTH MEDIUM ON S3 4 OF E.coli B/r. The solid line was obtained
growing the bacteria in a minimal glucose medium and the dotted line growing the bacteria
in an enriched medium.

7.5

5.0

1.4 0.0 "
. \ . /

-2.5 ,

)633 
nm

-5.0 ....442 nm

-7.51 i i

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

'Scattering Angle (degrees)

FIGURE 5. EFFECT OF LASER WAVELENGTH OF S3 4 OF E.coli K12. The solid line was obtained
using HeNe red and the dotted line HeCd blue.
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Discussion

The results of this paper indicate that a "standard" for S 4 scattering can be
established. For the standard we chose the lysogenic E.coli R12, because the purity of the
sample can easily be verified by inducing the lambda virus expression. The S34 signal,
as a function of scattering angle, within the same laboratory as well as between the USUHS
and the U of A can be reproduced with the peak locations within 1 degree for angles less
than 90 degrees, and the peak heights within 1 percent.

The reproducibility is very sensitive to the growth conditions of the bacterium. The
best reproducibility could be established when the E.coli was actively growing in
"log-phase" with an optical density of less than 0.05 (about 10 million bacteria per ml).
Furthermore, the temperature, the growth medium, the aeration, the dilution factor and
dilution medium influence the final scattering signal.

From the data collected thus far it appears that the S3 A signal is strongly dependent on
the average size of the bacteria. Size distributions for .coli B/r, grown in different
media, are well documented. In "rich" media the cells may be 1.6 times larger (volume)
than in "minimal" media. The scattering signals show a substantial shift, with the
"larger" bacteria yielding more peaks and each shifted towards smaller scattering angles
relative to Lhe peak position for the "smaller" bacteria. Similar shifts could be
accomplished by changing the laser wavelength.

When the signal was taken with bacteria grown to the "stationary" phase the peaks were
shifted substantially towards larger angles relative to the peak position established with
"log-phase" growing bacteria. This also is consistent with size variations as verified by
microscopic examination.

To further our understanding of the S31 signal we are pursuing modeling and study of
different shapes of bacteria and other ceils. In addition we are changing the contents of
the bacteria in order to establish the sensitivity of the signal to the inward structure.
First indications show that the internal structure does not significantly effect the signal
at visible wavelengths. However, a shape or size change, accompanying a change of
contents, will significantly effect the overall signal.

The opinions or assertions contained in this paper are the private views of the authors
and are not to be construed as reflecting the views of the Uniformed Services University of
the Health Sciences or the Department of Defense.
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OPTICAL METHODS FOR MEASURING ROTATIONS

Erik STIJNS

Vrije Universiteit Brussel, ALNA-TW,
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Abstract.

:,''.-v' w> ds en o:' diffe rent optical methods used to measure rotations. Both
-L " ni "nodrn" tuchniques are described ; the physical principles are outlined,

:avs on the applications ; performances and limitations are compared.

Classical methods.

angles and the measurements of rotations are old mechanical pro-

p I s t ;ay to do it is to take a rotatinp, drum, on which an index is engraved;
"7 ' t ian be improved with the help of vernier scale. The angles can be

Jr ,edd y using the sc-called small an devider. Resolutions down to 0.1 second
art- d 'ro. 1. Such small angles can also be measured with an autocollimator;

an electronic autocollimator if the position of the reflected beam is measu-
.I s 11 ard,or an array of detectors (fig. 1). Resolutions go from 0.1 to 0.001 arc

, -f. . _rcrdor to automate those measurements different methods are used ; we will
s-, r e the optical ones. Let's mention for instance the optical shaft encoder,
.r sl ;tted wheel, fixed to the rotating object, chops a light beam into pulses. By
.s in the number of polses one can calculate, after a calibration, the angle of rotation

t 
'f' r volut:ons.

volts

l1t) arc sec

"h-7at ic Ilect onic au ,ollimat ,'

output vs angle
Figure 1

. -r ay ot measuring rotations is the Moir6 technique. A grating, fixed to the
n o* mz oh heot, passes by a fixed grating of the same period. Moving one grating with
r, .er 't t,) the other gives light pulses, as one can easily check.

1r order to measure fast rotations, one often makes use of the so-called optical dero-
tator, of hich the stroboscope is the best known example. Flashes of light are sent to-
,ard:; th, tariff , object ; the period of those flashes is adapted so that one observes a

7iem r! L ationary object, in which case the rotation rate of the rotating object can be

It s ms 'here are n,) problems for measuring fast rotations or large angles. The pro-

blems real: omes when one wants to measure small angles or slow rotations. This brings
us to he m rn section of this paper : indeed optical methods are the only methods which
al lows The measurement of very small anles.
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s snaft encoder Moir technique Optical derotation

(Stroboscope)

Ire - Figure 3 Figure 4

Interferometric methods.

honse optical reasurements are based on interferometry this implies that one invari-
lv .ses ' laasr as a light source. Indeed, one needs a light source which gives a well-

defined optical beam with a good longitudinal (and sometimes also transverse) coherence.
The high brightness vf the beam is moreover an additional convenience.

d
-d*

d7
dd

a : schematic b : output at detector vs distance

Figu-e 5 : Michelson interferometer

The basic set-up of the Michelson interferometer is shown in figure 5a. When the last
nirror is displaced over a distance d, the irradiance at the detector changes as a sine
square function. The distance d* between two successive maxima corresponds to half a wave-
length, which implies that the sensitivity of a simple Michelson interferometer for measu-
ring lLnear displacements goes down to about 1/4 um. By usig simple geometrical tricks, it
is possibie to increase the sensitivity by powers of two ; and by electronically interpo-
lating between fringes (ref. 3) the resolution goes down to a small part of a fringe. In
this papo r however we are not interested in translations, hut we want to measure rotations,
so we have to transform the translation into a rotation. That can be done in various ways;
le can only give a few of them.

Figure 6 Figure 7
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The most direct way is to insert, into one of the arms of the interferometer, a device,
the optical path of which depends on the angle of rotation : figures 6 and 7 show two pos-
sible set-ups. The resolution of the set-up of figure 7 is 0.02 secarc (ref. 4). These
schemes, however, have the inconvenience that you have to put something in the arms of the
interferometer ; this is easily done in a lab, but it makes the method not interesting for
applications in an industrial environment. For those applications it is better to separate
the rotating device from the rest of the interferometer. A possible set-up is shown in
figure 8 ref. 5). Two retroprisms are mounted on the rotating object, while the rest of
the interferometer forms a fixed unit. When used in conjunction with an up-down counter,
the set-up is insensitive to vibrations ; a typical instrument gives 10000 fringes per
degree of rotation. A more sensitive set-up, but also more difficult to align, is the so-
called Optical Sine Bar, shown in figure 9 (ref. 6). Its resolution goes down to 60 msec
of arc per fringe, and that's a very small angle it is the angle giving a displacement of

mm at a distance of about 3 km

rotatinrg

[. [ - . _ _ _ -- - .- 4

fixed g €

Figure 8 Figure 9

Closely related to the interferometric methods are the doppler methods. A linear move-
ment of velocity v gives a (up or down) shift in frequency df according to df/f v/c.
Because df cann't be measured directly, one mixes the shifted frequency with the original
-ne, in order to create a beat note. The mixing is usually done in a Michelson-type device
(fig. 10) and so we are back to the interferometer.

The transformation of the translation into a rotation can be done in different ways
we describe here only one of them (ref. 7). The laser is put in a magnetic field, which
splits the laserline in two frequencies fl and f2, each of them having another state of
polarization ; a Wollaston prism send each of the two frequencies to a perpendicular mirror
(fig. 11), mounted on the rotating device. If this device translates, the two frequencies
undergo the same dopplershift dfl = df2. If, on the other hand, the device rotates, dfl

df2 ; a new beat note (dfl - df2) is created, by which the rotation can be calculated. The
sensitivity goes down to 0.1 see of arc (ref. 7).

v fl

f + df

f2 + df

Figure I Figure 11
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Inertial rotation sensors.

'p to now we have been concentrating on relative rotations, by which we mean that the
rotat ,ors are measured with respect to a given reference frame. The rotating set-up is
linked to the fixed reference frame by means of light beams (fig. 12). In inertial rota-
tion sensors (IRS), on the other hand, absolute rotations are measured, i.e. rotations with
respect to "fixed" stars of the universe (whatever that may be). The basic principle is
the Sagnac effect. We will explain this in a classical way ; it can be shown that the
v[assioal fortula is indeed a first-order approximation of the correct formula derived from
the 4eneral theory of relativity (ref. 8).

(a) (b)

F)e Figure 13

Co)nsider a -losed optical loop or ring, with perimeter P as shown in figure 13. Light
oa!r go around the loop in a cw or a ccw direction. Suppose now that the ring rotates with
a rotation rate 1 , and look at the cw wave starting from point A. By the time the light
arrives at the next mirror, this mirror moved a little bit. So for the cw wave the peri-
meter P seems to be increased by an amount dP. For the ccw wave on the other hand,
the perimeter is decreased by the same amount. It is easy to show that dP : 4AJ-/c with A
the area of the loop and c the velocity of light. This is now exploited in the Sagnac in-
terferometer (fig. 14a) ; two counterpropagating beams are sent in the interferometer. By
measuring the phase shift between them at the output, the rotation rate can be calculated.
This interferometer is not at all sensitive : A = 1 m2 and .A = 270 0

/sec gives only a dP of
about one tenth of the wavelength. The sensitivity can be increased either by putting the
laser in the interferometer itself (the lasergyro) or by using a multiturn loop (fibre-
optic rotation sensor). In a lasergyro (fig. 14b) the change in length is transformed into
a change in frequency by virtue of the formula dP/P = df/f. So the cw and ccw waves now
have a different frequency ; mixing them at the output gives a beat note with frequency
f = 'A(L/p >. With the same numerical values as in the previous example, one finds a beat
note of about 7 MHz. It should be clear now that such a device allows very small rotation
rates to be measured ; as an example it is used to monitor the rotation of the earth. A
real lasergyro has a number of errors, among which the so-called lock-in. Indeed, due to
the nonlinearity of the laser gain cell, the two counterpropagating waves are coupled.
When the beat frequency becomes too small, the two waves lock together, and the gyro is
useless. By a number of clever tricks this mode-lockin region can be displaced : the laser-
gyro has now become a reliable instrument, with a sensitivity greater than 10-3 °/h, and it
is used on different types of airplanes (ref. 9).

, (b)

(c

a)

Figure 14
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Another waY to increase the sensitivity of the original Sagnac interferometer is to use
a multi-turn opt ical fibre (fig. 14c). A set-up with, e.g., lOO) turns and an area A of
I,', c 2 gives, for a rotation rate of 15 '!h (7 rotation of the earth), a phase shift of
1,-4 rad, a measurable value. The fibre rotation sensor shows no lock-in, because the

light source is -utside the ring ; so it is easier to build. On the other hand, a shift of
an interfrence pattern is more difficult to measure than a frequency and the overall sen-
siti vI y of a fibre gyro is less than the sensitivity of a lasergyro.

Conclusion.

We can conclude that the mariage of optics, basic physics, and clever electronic- has
lead tc new reliable instruments, with sensitivitieswhich were unbelievable before the
adven- of the laser. However there still is a long way towards the ultimate sensitivity
needed for some vtrv exci ting experiments in basic physics 'ref. iO).
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETER SYSTEM TO

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FLOWS

Joseph A. Nouri
Mechanical Systems Manager

SCI Technology, Inc.
P.O. Box 1000, Huntsville, Alabama 35807

Abstract

A three-dimensional, tri-orthogonal, two-color, and Bragg-diffracted laser Doppler
velocimeter system has been developed to measure simultaneously the three components of
local mean velocity (u, v, w) and the associated turbulent quantities. The system is
designed to measure flow parameters in very complex and highly three-dimensional, in both
the mean-flow and the turbulent structure, internal and external flows. The developed
system has successfully used to study the secondary motions by both the Reynolds-stress
gradients and pressure gradients, corner flows, and turbulent boundary layer flow cases.

Introduction

Many important and practical engineering problems in industry involve very complex and
three-dimensional turbulent flows. For example, most aircraft or general industrial
installations have flow passages wherein hot gas passes through cascaded vanes geometries
for extracting power and for flow turning purposes. The heat and/or mass transfer from
the vanes is a critical feature of the installation which directly determines the durability
and survivability of the cascade system. Moreover, the efficiency of the blade system to
extract power, in the case of a turbine blade configuration, or to turn flow depends
strongly on the degree and intensity of secondary and corner flows passing through the
blades [1, 2]. This type of flow may represent stalled boundary layer flow and so the
lift of the blades can be seriously degraded. It is clear that the evaluation of such
complex fluid flows require physically perceptive analytical tools, generally as computer
codes based on the flow field data of high quality for 3-D flow predictions, in order that
engineers and designers can optimize blade configuration, staging, blade clearances, and
inlet and outlet flow passage geometry [3, 4, 51.

The quality of three-dimensional laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) measurements depends on
several parameters determined by the transmitting and receiving optical configurations and
the principle of signal processing. In applying the 3-D LDV technique for accurate and
successful measurements in internal and external flow problems, conditions under which the
measurements are carried out need to be fully considered. Also, it is of vital importance
to know whether the system will satisfy the measurement requirements and what the optimum
system concern should be focused on the flow measurement region and its accessibility for
laser beams either through optical windows or through transparent sections [6].

This paper will describe a newly developed 3-D LDV system which is capable of
simultaneously measuring the three components of velocity and providing the corresponding
quantities of the turbulent fluid motion.

System Description

A schematic diagram of the newly developed 3-D LDV system is shown in Figure 1. A
commercially available Argon-ion laser is used as a light source for the system. The laser
produces a high power visible output at six simultaneous wavelengths from 514.5 nm to
457.9 nm in the portion of the full visible spectrum. The two strongest wavelengths, namely
the 514.5 nm green line and the 488.0 nm blue line, are chosen by using an internal prism
wavelength selector. The approximate output power is 43% in the green line and 20% in the
blue line at full rated laser power.

In general, the optical system that can be used for the LDV measurements varies
considerably based on different flow situations. In the present system in order to control
the divergence of the laser output in the transmitting optics, a beam collimator is mounted
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Figure 1: Three-Dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter System.

to the output aperture of the laser. The single collimated beam is separated into a green
beam and a blue beam in an enclosed color separator module. Inside the module, as shown in
Figure 1, the incident beam first is passed through a Brewster 60-degree angle dispersion
prism and the dispersed colors are then reflected off a front surface beam-director mirror
into a second 60-degree prism which is used to make the incident and transmitted beams
coaxial. The output beams are parallel which can be adjusted in terms of spatial separation
and position relative to the input beam.

To measure simultaneously the three orthogonal components of velocity in the same probe
volume, it is necessary to generate three superimposed sets of interference fringes. This
can be accomplished by applying the dual-beam optical frequency shifting technique where a
single 2-D ultrasonic Bragg cell modulator is used [71. The Bragg cell functions as both
the beam splitter and the frequency shifter. Each crystal of the Bragg cell is made to
oscillate in an odd overtone by a power amplifier referenced to a Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
oscillator. The quartz transducers are cut for 5 M z. fundamental frequencies and are
operated in third and fifth overtones to produce frequency shifts in the beams of 15 and
25 .z..

As shown in Figure 1, the two-color separated beams produced by the color separator
module are passed into the Bragg cell's optical quality window and four equally intense
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beams for each color beam are produced. Thc two green pairs of beams operating at a single
wavelength are frequency shifted by the Bragg cell driver with carrier frequencies of 25 and
15 MHz. representing the x- and z- components of velocity, respectively. The third
orthogonal component, representing the y-component of velocity, is formed using one of the
blue pairs of beams at 488.0 nm with a frequency shift of 15 MHz.. Thus, frequency
differences in orthogonal beam pairs are 15 and 25 MHz.. Non-orthogonal beam pairs have
frequency differences of 10 and 40 MHz. and signal currents generated at these frequencies
are removed by electronic filters after photo-detection. The four parallel green beams are
then focused to a common point by an achromatic transmitting tI=is while the two parallel
blue beams are brought to the same point by another achromatic transmitting lens after being
rotated by a dove prism.

The probe volume in the present 3-D LDV system is composed of three superimposed sets of
interference fringes. As shown in Figure 2, these interference fringes are produced by the

Zy

M 

Travel

GenBeams

y

Green FringesZ

Transmitting irror
eTravel Probe zvolume Ay

X Travel

Y
Blue

Green Fringes Beams

ijro DoeBlue 
Fringes

Prism

Transmitting Mirror
Lens

Figure 2: Formation of Three Supreimposed Sets of Interference Fringes in the

Three-Dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter System.

intersection of six laser beams whose region of intersection is the measurement volume. The
fringe pattern at the beam crossing point can be defined as a set of planes that slice the
probe volume into a set of bright and dark areas. Each plane is normal to the plane defined
by a set of crossed beams and parallel to the axis of the beam bisector. The intensity
distribution for each pair of beams in the fringes is a sinusoidally modulated Gaussian.
When a particle of size comparable to the laser wavelength light passes through these areas,
it scatters light whose intensity varies within the Gaussian envelope [8].

For the collecting optics of the 3-D LDV system, two receiving lenses with a set of
coated plane mirrors are positioned it an off-axis angle of 15-degree- -... llecl. 4n the
forward direction, the light scattered by particles traversing the probe volume in three
different directions orthogonal to each other. Two photo-multiplier tubes are used as
photo-detectors to convert the collected scattered light into an electrical signal. Narrow
band interference filters of I nm bandpass are placed between the limiting aperture and the
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photo-tube of each detectors to reject all light except the desired colors. One signal
detector is used to receive both the x and z frequency shifted component signals while the
other one is used to receive only the y component signal.

in order to scan a desired flow field, the laser, the transmitting optics, and the
receiving optics of the 3-D LDV system can be mounted on an optical platform. A typical
platform is shown in Figure 3. The optical table is usually placed on a milling machine

/_Square Beam Structure

Collecting
Optics t T Laser D

Optical S e p a l o
tm io. A c r s Probe devRail Volume

Transmitting ta
Optics

volmeCtly a ate 2-D Bragg Cell e

ptica ositioning Platform

Zn Mounted on a Milling Machine Bed

Figure 3: Typical Engineering Layout of the Three-Dimensional Laser Doppler
Velocimeter System Optical Platform.

automated by thre onron szee linear magnetic scales, and computer controllers
to provide three orthogonal directions of motion. A computer software is developed to
control the drive system of the 3-D optical positioning table and a three-axis digital
positioning readout system is used and programmed to display the position of the probe
volume in the test section. The acquisition and the spatial positioning of the LDV probe
volume are completely automated to minimize operator errors and the time required for data
acquisition.

In the application of the present 3-D LDV system for measuring the fluid flow components,
the existance of particles moving with the medium is essential because they are the source
of Doppler shifted scattered light. The quality of the LDV data can be substantially
improved by carefully controlling size, composition, and concentration of the particles
in the fuid. The amount of light scattered from particles traversing an optical probe
volume depends on the geometric diameter of the particle and its refractive index. It
should be emphasized that the particle lag effects are significant when the fluid motion is
transient, such as in the turbulent motion, accelerating and decelerating flows [3]. Also,

the LDV results can be adversely influenced if the partice concentration is higher in one
region of flow than in others. This phenomenon is more significant in viscous flows and
may occur independently of particle lags. To eliminate this effect, the seed particles
need to be well mixed with the flow medium and this can be achieved by uniform distribution
of the particles upstream of the test section.

The velocity data for the 3-D LDV system are acquired by three standard high-speed Burst
counters. Each counter is actually a combination of two time period counters each of which
performs a signal period measurement. These time period counters are designed to start
simultaneously but one counter, called the short fringe counter, stops after fewer fringe
crossings that the sfcond COULLter, called the lon~g fringe counter. For simultaneous signal
detection of the blue and green probe volumes, the signal time period measurement process is
performed on each of the three velocity channels. As shown in Figure 4, the active pulses
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Figure 4: Block Diagram of the Three-Dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter
Signal and Data Processing Systems.

from "he three burst counters are passed to the "Simultaneity Checker." The computer is
programmed in advance to record only those velocity data for which the three active pulses
are coincident for at least one instant in time and for which an aperiodicity fail pulse is
not produced by any of the burst counters [2].

In order to obtain the mean value of a velocity component, the turbulence intensity and
other related parameters from the counter signal processor of the 3-D LDV system, it is
necessary to apply a statistical analysis of the data. If N measurements of independent
events is representative of the fluid flow velocity distribution function and if ui ( i = 1,
2, 3 . ..... N) are the individual velocity measurements, then the time-averaged mean and

mean-square velocity of the x-component of the velocity V = (u, v, w) are given by:

, N N

7 2 = N 2 NU (U. ) Ati] /  Z: (Ati 1 (2)

where the sums are taken over all measurements, the result ui being associated with time
Delta (ti). In addition, the root-mean-square value and turbulence intensity can be written
as, - 1221

,2 2 ] N= A(u 2)1/2 = u { [ Z (ui - u)2Ati]/ Z(Ati)] 3/2)

-7 112 - N N(u' )//u Z (uiAti)]/ x (At i ) } (4)
i=l 1 1 = ) 1

Similarly, the above quantities can be written for the y- and z-components of fluid
velocity. Other statistical quantities of importance in the turbulent field, such as the
average kinetic energy of turbulence, can be derived directly from the above equations [3].
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Conclusions

An advanced dual-beam Bragg-diffracted two-color laser Doppler velocimeter system has
been designed and developed to take simultaneous, three-component orthogonal velocity
measurements and the corresponding turbulent quantities in complex three-dimensional
internal and external viscous fluid flows.
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ABSTRACT

\c report a simple theoretical model for the calculation of the dependence of filter quantum efficiency
,us ser pump power in an atomic Cs vapor laser-excited optical filter. We present the calculations for a

filter transitions that can he used to detect the practial and important frequency-doubled Nd lasers. The
.lilts uf these calculations show the filter's quantum efficiency versus the laser pump power. The laser pump

er s required range from .7 to 15 mV per square centimeter of filter aperture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

arttun-i m tdwide-field--of-view, narrow-banidwidthi atomnic resonance opti el filIters with fast

rlresponses are needed as receivers for optical communications,'i remoute sensing. aiid laser radar."
tt,!ic Cs vapor laser--excited optical filters (LEO~s) are, in principle, narrow-baiidvidi ihO - i)

IIfew(2.T sr), and higli-quantumn-fficiency filters. LEOFs offer siiiltaneoul 'k the re'soluition of
a ertinterferomneter and an ideal field of view. Thus these devices are idealix ,uitcd f,,.r extratting

! ,irruvbaindwidth signals buried in strong noniresonant background radiation.

N irrvw-b'indwidth operation of aii atomic vapor LEOF was demonstrated first by [ clbwa ih K et al.3 and
i enl' by Chung and Slia. 4 LEOFs are atomic resonance optical filters that iiphut' i absorption)
7th- ir~t cxctted state of an atomn to a higher level as the signal transition. To wltieove fficierit aid

exk itaitn of the Cs(Cp) atomns, a narrow-bandwidth laser is used as the pitnip i i itlti
*I - In,) require a high-power puitip la:ser; on the contrary, reliable, efficient.lo-;.v 'ti~tic~

Klen iU~ed to pulnip L FOFs 4 The ability of LEO Vs to be puitpedl by diiide L -i iIii' the
_, these o'ptical filters In this paper we deoscribe a theoretical model fr .iL ..)ii,i AI 11 uc

., _Iter quatituni efiinyversus laseor putit power in an atomnic Cs cap- 1.111 ' lb. 1,
!tsiett t that ("an bE, Usedi as filtors for dotibled Ndl In the follu~i" i. 1.> NA alil t-I.

II 13ASIC PHIYSICS

Ji~i Lx ic of tie narrow-bandwidlth frequency upshifting process in the Cs LEt) iV is I t ilost rat >1 *Lk
a igle filter transiti in Fig. 1. Ground state Cs atoms are exci tel to Owe (sI t' tato b, t), Oll

'n f di Jde-lnser photons. 'Ihe frequency upshiifting occurs when the tignial I'i *. i!t a!b<(iw b -:1
'P. to ld2D3 .2) transition at 53-1.2 11im. Whbent the CS(tIld) atonIis ale t"kli ' ill, :11 111

'ignificatit collisional deactivation, radliaticel% decay to tOw rip levels <wer t7 ( ,eik 1
* photons. The Cs(np) atens. in turi, decay subsequently to the gn<e'i itv and tmiit

cv-t r an slIa ted (violet) photons on the Cs( np to 6s) transitions. I'liese violet 1)101ixi , t. a.
ib;A,, of signal photons absorbed and are typically wavelen gthi shifted to tlie blio 1).\ ii i- tlii ii: K 1:
t," fthis large spectral shift, simple colored glass filters can effectively discritiiniati ec j~ife

t! . A diton, and unshifted noise photons. The response timie of t his 53-I2-nit fil ti is deteririiid
lit v thp radiative lifetime of the Cs( Ild) level, which has been calculated5 to ha. 5, 1I us.

1i 71p - 6s) transition is one com;ponent of the upshifted (violet ) phiotoins. Ihowi I 7p atotiis are2
,* in ' I' pi ius a moun ts via thle followin'g sCeence of react ions. (W\e livi ye r cit 1.k nIisur IUR thli

e~~xrcesin ftb. 6) First, the steady state population of C>(ofp) is hilgh eutig7 tIt .I
* . f (s. d )atioms are produicedl via the react ... 1.

'i )) C-'61p) -- +ss s C d)

- it 1 r5 of the CS(6d) atoms decay radiatively to the Cs(7p) level. As a result this is a Steadv state
v t 4 photons on the Cs(7p) Cs) 401U-ntni transition. If -hbl-nm photons are cletdfor our'sigia

flV., nId conistitute a significant steady state back ground noise. Thierefore, the Cs( 7p -l I raia~t ion is not
-,das upshifted signal photons. Bhy excluding this process, the noise of the lEO F can he limiited by the

ke r ii td radiation that is within the signal bandwidth.

I able I sunmmarizes the available filter transitions for a Cs LEOF , compatible d~i'li Nil last rs ani tic
..'lquantum efficiencies for those transitions. Cs LEOF receivers can be designted f,. r d 'itIld Ndl H I- '.

N.\ aid Cr GSGG. I have only investigated 3 of the 6 potential filter transitiuns li;iis tI 1w esa 111.t1
:1iilable oitlv for the 3 of the transitionis in Table I.

Ill. THEORETICAL MODEL

A\gain as an example, consider the 53,1.2 nmi Cs transition. The intrinsic quantum cfficiettcv is defiried as
ih-: number of violet photons emitted per blue-green photon absorbed. InI the aKi)tot 4f collisiiial

Itivation of the Cs levels of interest, the intrinsic quantum efficiency for eacit of the vi! it upl t., Us
-,. tttsCall be calculatetd simply from the products of the branching ratios of the (* I Id t- rp antI the

y , ie Cs('np to 6s) transitions for (S < n < 11).5 The total filter quantum efficienick 1.- 3", It 1 ii kltl b
.hg11 the quantum efficiency of these transitions. However the Cs( tll to 6p I rtiall>1 i , t!!c e

i(jnt ut of the Cs (ld) level. In fact, there is a 557c probabili tv that the radiati i. t\~ , .f the C('ci lid
will occur throuight 534'-nmi photon enmission Therefore, thle (It tiatin efficiettee f-r ; I i t 1,' sign
iiireascod by a factor of 2 if we trap thle 53.1-nmn photons inside our L101 cl

WVith clever optical and geometrical designs, the reemitted 531-nm photons cani be (-flu.t itt l trappe-d
riode the cell and can, for all practical purposes, be assumed to be completely converted into x ilk phlotonts

[lie ideal cell quantum -fficiency (IQ E), which includes the t'ffccts of the trapping i-f illnn 1111 ht oix,. is
agt
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Votal Quantumn Ef ficienicy
I'.: - -5{'5-1 nrni)()

Iitih 531 Iurn) represents thle branching ratio for the 534-nm transition.

I lr'sthe Cs; transitions anid their wavelengths, identifies the doubled INd laser that canl he turned to
transition, anid finally gives the ideal cell quantum efficiency (IQE) for each transition. The

1li-it urn efficiencies range from 12%/ to 19%.

lQ can be achieved only wthen (1) every signal photon incident up)on the Cs cell is a bsur bed anid (2)
% 1., n emitted by a Cs atomn escapes from the cell. In a practical system, niit her of t hese
i: i st rretlv valid. Therefore we dofine a realizable quantum efficiency (RQE[ that aceujunts for

>e a. .pt :.neffects as

j1

* ' 'i' a otsignal waxvelength, Aj is the wax elengt of v iolet (upshiftcd signal) phiArn5 that must
C is (veIl to be dletected, anid lt(A ) and P(A 1) are the transmission pr-babili ties for s;gnal

i, t llit,.,ns, respectively. The first factor in Eq. (2) represents thle probabilit.v that an incidvint
ok be absorbed in thle ce ll, and( tire second term represents the pruba bill t thalt ai violet pht,,ofl

f. : tlie Cs cell.

Oitthe, signal phojton, bandwidth is much less than the absorption lmnewilth. l( ers law E1-q.
I calculate anl accuratc transmission probability, P(A-), for the signal 1)1.1 ts. a~s it

.n..:(A:),I 3

01- dcnsitv ,f CS(up) at-lls OA,) is tire absorption cross section for tire sionral ph t i>.ad uis
litaic, travelced by the signal phLonls inl tire CS cell. B~ecause all tile Cs 11i %ka;lls. exctept of

'' 'vewiidu',are! hi.rl', refleetirig at the signal wavelength., tire shortest (litantiv thiat a sigual
1a:nd escape fronr tile cell is twxice the cell lengthl, nanreiv, 2L. Because the Cs Jlevi is

iteabso)rption of puirtp riaser radiation, the required laser pumntp power is sct 1).% deftiining tire
)f ti ransinssion probabri tv '1(,A ) for signal photons thIroiugh tire Cs cell I br> r>

ft 4 the Cs LEGI.

<ha it i( )that the violet photons, enmitted onl Doppler-broadened resultan( c Itt.viii vncape
,ile has beer solve b Ku pfra n ite Substituting their se-ries I it1,eit fo-r tire

i:t:ti amid Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) e obtain for tire F{QE

5 1X Cok(-i)ki1[a(Aj)nc~r]k

j Y A )n G r]E k

m-0

I 7F )-I ri j

''vi'on ensity of grounid-state Cs ato,., 7,A(j) isthe absorption c-c', section f <,r violet phiot'.',i
i: I ' t radius of tire CS cell.

.7.dl .k l-ed to evaluate the laser pump power required for our Cs LEOF. In our simiplified model for
-LfI el make the following assumptions: (1) radiative loss processes are tire dioninanit decay
11 f.,, t~xted Cs atoms, (2) the Cs cell walls have a fixed reflectivity R,, at the prrmp-laser- wavelengthl
t, :,the C s(6p) population is unifornrlv excited in the cell. Under those conrditions, all of which are

th, rtiierotorr gas pressures of a Cs LEOF, we need to replace only the Cs purirp photons that escape
j'll v',Iurme. 'Then the nminimum laser pump power required for a LEOF is

1. (I- Lrrr2 hlvjA,ff, (7)

1. -r is the2 cell volume, hvP is the energy of the pumip-laser photons, anti A,.!ii is tire effective
iicUs rmission coefficient for the resonance-t rapped pumped photons inl tire Cs celLV For a
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Doppler-broadened atomic transition and a long cylindrical cell, by substituting the equation of Holstein 0
it

and Bieberman and Eq. (3) into Eq. (7), we obtain the equation for the laser pump power required per unit
area:

P R i)hv , ad- 1.6{-in[e( (8)

- 2((Ap) nosrllr l1n(Ap)nesrjl/ 2)(Ao)' (8)

where Arat is the Einstein A coefficient for Ai photons.

IV. DISCUSSION

Both Eqs. (4) and (8) depend on the n6sr product and are transcendental. The plot of RQE versus laser
power per square centimeter of cell aperture for the Cs 534.2-nm transition is typical. Figure 2 was obtained
b.% evaluating Eqs. (4) and (8) as n6sr was varied. Figures 3 and 4 are similar plots for the other transitions.
flhe ground-state Cs atom density and cell radius product nos, r varies from 1010 atoms/cc to an upper limit

,)f 1W)13/cc. The upper limit is not set by collisions 12,13 but instead I have arbitrarily cut off "he calculations at
a grmund state atom density, where the realizable quantum efficiency (RQE) is too low to be interesting. For a

12-in cell diameter, this corresponds to operating temperatures of between 19 and 690C, respectively. The
rvsults of these calculations are shown in Fig. 2 through 4, where the lower vapor densities are on the ltft-hand
side and higher vapor densities are on the right-hand side.

As we move to the left on the curve in Fig. 2 through Fig. 4, there is relatively little change in the t{QE,
but there is a significant reduction in the required laser pump power. The relatively slow decrease of RQE as
the ground-state atom density is increased occurs because the absorption cross sections for upshifted signal
photons, a(Aj), are low enough that the escape probability for Aj photons varies only slightly as ncr is varied.
Iowever, the rapid reduction of the required pump power as n6sr is increased is a direct consequence of the
rInich higher absorption cross section for pump photons. The fact that a(A0 ) is 285 times greater than the
largest c(Aj) cross section causes resonance trapping of pump photons to become significant long before there is
signficant self-absorption for the upshifted signal photons. A general characteristic of allowed radiative
transitions is that the longer wavelength resonance transitions are stronger than the shorter wavelength
r,y.sonance transitions. Therefore, for any LEOF using resonance pumping For excitation, the required pump
),wer can be significantly reduced through resonance trapping.t 4

Table II lists the transition, the ideal cell quantum efficiency (IQE) and the 90% and 50% maximum
realizable quantum efficiency (RQE) operating points. The table is presented to illustrate two potential
operating conditions for a Cs LEOF. Note that at the 90% maximum RQE points the pump power required is
rwghly 6 mW/cm2 at the 50% operating point it is roughly .8 mW/cm 2 for the 534 and 526-nm transitions.
'1T 510-nm transition has its 90% and 50% maximum RQE points at 15 and 1.9 mW/cm 2, respectively. The
hi( her pump power for the 540-nm transition is a direct consequence of the lower Einstein A coefficient for the
51)-nun transition. This again points out explicitly the dramatic trade off of RQE versus laser pump power
p,)ssible with the Cs LEOF.

In this case, a sufficient increase in n6sr can cause a factor-of-2 reduction in the RQE, and this
simultaneously results in reducing the required laser pump power by a factor of 6. This is more than
2-orders-of-magnitude reduction of required pump power for the Cs LEOF without using resonance trapping
t, recycle the resonant pump radiation. Because simple, reliable, single-frequency laser diodes are
(ommercially available from several vendors at the tens-of-milliwatt output levels, they can be used to pumip
high-quantum-efficiency Cs LEOFs. In fact, the use of a diode laser as a pump source will make these filters
practical outside the laboratory environment. The Cs passive atomic resonance filter has a signal bandwidth of
1 5 pin, full width-at-half maximum (FWHM), however, because of the hyperfine structure of the Cs ground
state there are several doppler resolved transitions. Only one of these transitions will transmit the signal but
they will all transmit noise photons. Therefore, the noise bandwidth is roughly 12 pm for the passive Cs
ce:iver. Thus for the Cs passive receiver the transmitter must be tuned to within 1.5 pm, while noise is

transmitted over about 12 pm. In contrast, for the alkali LEOFs the noise and signal bandwidths are both .6
pin, because the hyperfine structure of the Cs(6p), Rb(5p), and K(4p) levels are much less than the doppler
width of these transitions. Thus a Cs LEOF can offer six filter transitions for doubled Nd:lasers and has a
i,,lse bandwidth factor of 20 less than the noise bandwidth for a passive Cs filter. The ultimate sensitivity of
licse devices can, in principle, be as sensitive as the Cs passive atomic resonance filter.1

The author acknowledges the excellent technical assistance of Mr. Mark R. Gallant. The author wishes to
thank R. Anderson of the Naval Ocean Systems Center for many fruitful discussions.
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TABLE I

CS Compatible doubled Ideal Cell Quantum
Transition Wavelength nm) Nd Laser Efficiency

(6p2P 1/ 2 -11Id2D3 /2) 534.2 Nd:BEL .12

(6p 2P 1/2 - 12d2 D3/2) 525.8 Nd:LNA .13

(6p 2p 1 / 2 - 12s2S 1/ 2) 540.4 Nd:LNA .19
(6p 2P3 / - 12d2 D51 3 2  541.6 N:N

(62P 1 2  1d 2
5/2,3 / 2 ) 53. Nd:BEL

(6p 2 P 1/,2 - 13s2S 1 / 2) 530.3 Nd:Cr:CSC3G

1) Table I identifies the doubled Nd lasers that are compatible with specific Cs transitions and
the ideal cell quantum efficiency for those transitions.

TABLE 11

Ideal Cell 90% RQE max 50% RQE max
Wavelength nm) OE RQE P17,r 2 mW/cm2  .Q r2 mW cm

525.8 .13 .11 6.5 .06 0.9
540.4 .19 .15 15 .08 1.9
,534.2 .12 .12 5.2 .05 0.7

2) Table 11 lists the transition wavelength, the ideal cell quantum efficiency (IQE) and the g0%
and 50% maximum realizable quantum efficiency (RQE) operating points.
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INTRINSIC QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

Rb +L/  L/

10S
9p

8p
s = 532 nm (0.46)

SIGNAL PHOTONS (0.02) 2xRb(5p)
FROM DYE LASER 7p \,_.,

k u  (0.03) 5d
UPSHIFTED SIGNAL 6p
PHOTONS 421 nm

4d

780 nm
PUMP LASER

Rb

TOTAL QUANTUM EFFICIENCY = j QE j= 0.07

LEOF-89-0009

Figure 1. Partial energy diagram of Cs indicating the two dominant processes when 534-nm
photons are absorbed in an actively pumped Cs. The numbers in parentheses are the quantum

efficiency for generation of the associated violet photons following the absorption of a blue-green
photon.
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LOG [LASER POWER(W/cm 2 )]

Figure 2. RQE versus laser pump power for the 534-nm transition when the cell signal
transmission probability, P(A0), is 0.1 and the reflectivity of the cell walls at the pump
wavelength, R, is 0.98.
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O 50% max .
I"Cesium
/ 526 nm
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cm2
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-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0

LOG [LASER POWER(W/cm
2 )]

Figure 3. RQE versus laser pump power for the 526-nm transition when the cell signal
transmission probability, P(Ao), is 0.1 and the reflectivity of the cell walls at the pump
wavelength, R, is 0.98.
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Figure 4. RQE versus laser pump power for the 540-nm transition when the cell signal
transmission probability, P(Ao), is 0.1 and the reflectivity of the cell walls at the pump
wavelength, R, is 0.98.
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electrically quiet power source is mandatory.
Abstract However, noise originating in the plasma may be

minimized by exercising control over the Thevenin
A light emitting diode (LED) monitors the current of resistance of the power supply. This is achieved by
a high power HeNe laser. This LED in combination electrical feedback. A novel method for monitoring
with a se,,-d LED, photodiodes and operational the plasma current directly is offered along with the
Liiiplifies f'im o tLA ckig loop which stabilizes the associated tracking controller. The approach can be
I ' effective over an electrical bandwidth extending from

Key Terms D.C. to beyond 20.0 Megahertz if the outlined
precautions are addressed. Specifically, the

Feedback, Helium/Neon, Laser, Stabilization, Tracking frequency response characteristics of all components
Loop. comprising the electrical feedback loop must be

significantly better than the bandwidth to be
. Introduction controlled. Furthermore, electrical connections to

the laser tube and the laser tube itself must be
luch interest has recently been shown in stabilizing treated with regard to high frequency electrical
gas discharge lasers [1,2]. The impetus for this performance. A high voltage vacuum tube (triode or
pursuit stems from a wide variety of new and tetrode) is located physically close to the laser tube
heretofore difficult scientific applications: gravity and provides the required electrical current control
wave detection via multiple pass interferometers, as a shunt element to a high impedance power
high performance strap down gyroscopes, high source. Proper design rules out unshielded high
capacity communication systems and emerging optical voltage power wire loops of any significant (2.0 cm
data processing techniques represent but a small or more) length. At frequencies of several
cross section of the field. Such systems specify Megahertz the inductive reactance of such "flying
stringent requirements for the light source with leads" renders the feedback ineffective.
regard to coherence (spatial and temporal), phase
stability and narrowness of spectral width. II . Backgtrotund
Commercial manufacturers of gas discharge lasers
have already demonstrated considerable effort in The subject laser for this study is the Spectra
stabilizing their products. This is noted in the Physics Model 907. Intended for commercial
inherent mechanical integrity provided by the tube applications it is similar to the more popular model
envelopes, permanent magnets distributed adjacent 107-B2. Two units available for testing exhibited
to the tube's longitudinal axis for unwanted TEM. optical power outputs of 38.0 and 40.0
(Infrared) wavelength suppression and proportional milliwatts when operated at rated current (11.5
electronic feedback control for surrounding case milliamperes). These lasers utilize tubes which are
temperature. This last method does much to thwart approximately 1.0 meter in length. The surrounding
cavity length induced variations from ambient case is equipped with a resistive heater. Case
changes. As expected, thermal time constants are on temperature may be accurately maintained at any
the order of seconds. This is a consequence of the temperature from 60.0 to 140.0 degrees centigrade
involved masses (case, heater, thermistors and laser via a second order proportional controller. Infrared
tube) along with the thermal resistance linking suppression magnets are provided along the length
components. Thus, slow variations in laser output of the case. Established study goals includc: 11
power attributable to temperature changes may be Maintain the highest optical output power at 632.8
actively minimized. A technique exhibiting faster nanometers consistent with tube longevity, 2)
response times has recently been reported which Establish a beam amplitude ripple of less than 0.5
utilizes a servo controlled end mirror [2]. This percent over the range of 40.0 Hz to 1.0 KHz, and 3)
method invokes a thermally compensated Provide a beam amplitude noise of less than 0.5
photodetector to sample the actual optical output of percent over the range of 10.0 Hz to 20.0 MHz.
the laser. These two final specifications represent a 6.0 dB

improvement over previously demonstrated
With cavity, case and thermal designs addressed the performance.
remaining concern rests with the characteristics of
the supporting electrical power source for the !I, Theory
plasma. The theme of this proposal suggests that
the electrical model of the laser and its power Low frequency optical power variations and certain
supply must be treated as an integrated electrical contributions to the finite spectral width may be
system. Electrical noise will manifest itself as regarded as "sidebands" to a mean dominant
optical noise. The D.C. power source may be wavelength (i.e. a "carrier"). The nonlinear
modelled as a Thevenin equivalent circuit. An
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,I! r. I,' th' plasmla then~l Provides a IV. Monitoring Methods
I htreid *x ing. "linlinlizing

rt' it fit tii herefore resulIts nf a Certainly, optical power variations may be sampled
1 1 ~ ~ ii tIti:dpritx Ranodomi cnrrent with thle aid of a photodetector. However, these

1 It .1 n. t a toni ower variations (i.e. devices provide integration over wide optical
Pishing" refers Lo bandwidths. Therefore, bandwidth reduction from

b , s ib-Ab the same current this monitor is not possible. Alternately, an optical
'I' L t II tI .qi,- c od elationl). C'ommion spectrum analyzer may be configu red based upon an

h -- s -011 i nt coeifficients of interferonmeter invoking mechanically imparted
(L/ ml ii innpure [I]. Wideband dloppler shifts. This is depicted in Fig. 3. The

ll~~i 1, t' lL CtS r the plasmna ad dres s following legend is applicable: PET is a piezo
f .1 ri.:t!I: i.l fbi' toni ions. On1ce anl electric transducer driven by function generator VD.

1 1 ii e o, tirs, its alttendant optical Thle transducer dlisplaces mirror M. A second mirror
t n it oltIv,.' to) 'be. NIncfrth edbc and beam splitters (BI.S.)I permit combining a

I s Ii 1 ' , I . iiJ i , , \tm nmic (active) doppler shifted beam with a sample of the main beam
J11 t'q di I t ililikiii'liIng coirf-ilt at photodetector (P.D3.). The electrical output of this

- .~. >-~.ur i i i~~, r gntein thle detector is a spectral representationl of the optical
or 0,, io5-r tot itself'. out put of' thle laser. It may be displayed directly on

Ziff osi Ii loiscoipe \with the aid of synchronization
ext e i ingfro 4 hsetw monitoring methods

V, klovltsare, indireit (or secnuidary I techniiques. Cf electrical
2 0 cotiLtrot is to he exercisedl o ver the plasma current, a

d ir-ct Ior priimiary t paia!nietor variations monitor is
miesuitabule. If a light eimittinig diode (LED) is

5 0 pldiuid lit electricalI series iwith the laser tube (Fig.
- - -- -I.!, nt Lwbilliai uc is at measure, of the plasma current.

Cl mlintiiuuf'rom t his LEDI may be o~ptically coupled
a oetto.Thus, tile electrical signal from

____________________________I I, phiotdeloei'ti is a measure of thle plasma

phoodtoc~r- ;ne available I-Il with frequency
t- lils~ etrlirg beyond 1000 tMl1Z. This

I"I , aproch t iiasuingplasma current inherently
pr,%ids eoctica islaton etwen hehigh voltage
(5.0kilvo[s) o ,r surc an lo leelnonitioring

it A 7 I

': h.ti is n( ;and E

cFig.~let to. blsm Curn onitoring Method

I ti -i c I iiod il o 6-th



V. Power Sources actLIlly s ,p1rtS to eg:tti\ e feed lc, 1. ' .Js. " 1,,
o\tei'ul lo p o)\ inusly adjusts plaoo.rr'eo,t. The

Commercial pox, er su p 11 1 r f) r s disc i'c ge laserb i tertnal loop, towe'er, 'osist ,
!tolode t%-) ' Io K . dcs:5 ,,.-: 1) Brute foir,. atd, 2) 1 FD/photodete (to - ,oombi l io. I, I ' > , lopdaorce
Sw it,'hitog. The br te fore c fi.o'uration ottsists of amplfier iH, icl I lhe LED/photodetector and
:. tep uop tratsf tllel" "for .,per'ltiol from the 50.0- amplifier used to monitor the plasma curreut. ' he
C10.0 HZ p o'wor r Lo t r '' ier, and a filter. Laser output signals of both amplifiers is compared in a
,,porating current is established with either a series third difference amplifier. The difference signal
ballast resistor or a current limiting impedance supplies current to subsequent transistor amplifier
within the transformer itself. The switching system stages which control the vacuum tube arid voltage
rectifies and filters power supplied by the mains and the current to the second LED. Thus, the
immediately to yield low ripple direct current (D.C.). brilliancy of the second LED "follows" the brilliancy
The available D.C. is used to power a high frequency of the first LED. The known nonlinear effects of
(several to tens of kilohertz) oscillator. This in the optoelectronic components are thus minimized b%
turn drives a high frequency step up transformer this tracking and comparison action.
followed by a second rectifier and filter. High
frequency components are made physically small and It must be stated that all optoelectrooic devices and
highly efficient. Both designs (brute force and amplifiers must support a frequency bandwidth in
switchers) require a starting circuit which initially excess of 100.ONtz. Many commercially available
produces a voltage impulse above the striking high frequency solid state amplifiers are suitable.
potential for the laser tube. Once established, the External frequency compensation is required. With
plasma is maintained at the quiescent point and the regard to high voltae vacuum tubes the situalion is
"starter" has no further function. Voltage also encouraging. A popular Varian tetrode
multiplying rectifier sections are incorporated into 14CX250B) has been tested as a suitable candidot.'.
many designs to provide the necessary high This device will operate up to 500.0 >1Hz.
potentials.

Current regulation is usually applied on the low V-1,

potential (primary) side of the step tip transformer. *V, V,

Ferroresonance is common for stabilizing the input Inp,<.*

voltage to a brute force supply. Regulation V
adjustment applied to a switching power supply is a
form of duty cycle control: For example, pulse TOVACUUM

width modulation IPWM, constant frequency). v¢F, vvv, TAoOE

LE0 LASER 
LED

, 0, :, Fig. 6. Trackinq Controller.

VI. High Frequency Considerations

Fi. 5. Power Supply with Wideband System implementation is supported by the
Regulation. availability of optoelectronic devices responding to

high modulation frequencies and the availability of
widebarid amplifiers. Therefore, overall success of

The disadvantage associated with both of these low performance depends on the proper iterfac- of
level regulation schemes manifests itself with slow components. .\dherence to high frequency
(milliseconds to seconds) speed of response. Voltage fabrication techniques is mandatory. This includes
step up transformers, low pass filters and current ground plane establishment, physically short
limiting devices all have extremely limited frequency interconnections and proper placement of
respr ses. Thus, a high level wideband current components. The complete system must be colocated
regulation scheme is proposed (Fig. 5.1. This system with the laser head itself. Additionally, the laser
presumes that a voltage higher than the required tube must be electrically treated to, support high
laser operating potential is available and that the frequency signals introduced on the high voltage
plasma has alr'eady been established. The output power feed. The conductive length of the laser tube
impedance of the high voltage power supply is made possesses considerable inductive reactance aLt high
deliberately high with the addition of a series frequencies. This undesirable characteristic
resistance. A vacuum tube shunting the laser thus prevents efficient transmission of high frequercy
exercises control over the plasma current. The signals. A suggestion to remedy this effect employs
tracking controller shown in Fig.6. provides the a conductive sleeve around the las.,r tube. Surh A-

required interface between the aforementioned sleeve may be formed with the exteral aplicatio
L FD/prhotodetector combination and the high voltage of a chemical compo rd which is elect rically
vacuum tube regulator. The tracking controller conductive. Aquadag is a commercially axailable
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product suitable for this purpose. The coaxial
geometry established by the plasma and the sleeve
constitutes an RLC transmission line. With proper
termination, high frequency system performance is
established.

V11. Summary

This report presents feedback control concepts and
high frequency concerns as applied to stabilizing a
gas discharge laser. Subsections supporting the
system have been individually tested with expected
results. Further study will attempt operation of the
complete system. At that time overall performance
will be noted, documented and reported. The
authors wish to acknowledge with much appreciation
support provided by Mr. Jim Nyikos. Discussions
with many persons at Spectra Physics proved
motivating and enlightening.
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Abstract

Combination of a Q-switch modulator and an optical second harmonic generator in the
same crystal promises to be a useful way of laser operation with high efficiency second
harmonic output. Basic e.o. problems in development of the combined Q-switched frequency
doublers are presented.

1.Introduction

Optimum electrooptic cuts, i.e. crystal safpjs oriented to have minimum half-wave
voltages, were theoretically analyzed earlier #. Recognizing that the optimum orien-
tations of KDP (potassium dyhidrogen phosphate)-type single crystals are near to tne
I.type (ooe) phase-matching directions (Fig.l.) for optical second harmonic generation
(SHG), the idea of combining a Q-switch modulator and an optical SHG has been emerged:

-1,2)
3 =3450 1,2)

Popt = 41.50 1,2
V 'pm 41.20 at 1.06 4)
V = 11.7kV at 0.63 1,2)

elec trodes

Fig.l. Orientation of optimum and SHG cuts and data for comparison.

The SHG crystal supplied with electrodes (Fig.l.) is placed in the laser cavity between
a polariser and the rear mirror. The crystal is aligned for SHG direction. If a voltage
of quarter-wave is applied on the crystal, the laser is closed. At desired level of
population inversion the voltage is suddenly removed (switch-off operation) and devel-
opment of the laser pulse starts with a simultaneous conversion of the fundamental into
the SH wavelenght.

Inspite of simplicity in the principle of the combined Q-switch-SHG operation, several
problems arise in practical performance of electrooptic operation and also in development,
conversion and coupling out of laser pulses. Problems concerning Q-switch 3peration will
be considered here, while the latters are to be discussed somewhere else.

3

2.Influences of birefringence on the electrooptic operation

Unfortunately, birefringence of oblique cut KDP frequency doubler can significantly
restrict the Q-switch operation. When light propagates obliquely to the optic-axis short-
comings, such as increased temperature sensitivity, decreased extinction and ray walk-off

m)The research has been sponsored by the National Research Found of Hungary under grant

number 446/86.
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caused by natural birefringence influence on the electrooptic operation. Since the
benefit of combination of Q-switching and SHG in a single element would be conversion of
laser radiation without increase of the number of the optical elements in the laser reso-
nator it should be avoided to apply methods which use additional elements for birefringen-
ce compensation.

The following possible influences by birefringence on electrooptic operation has been
considered and experimentally investigated:

- ray walk-off
- alignment of the crystal
- temporal and spatial variations of temperature
- parallelism of optical faces
- grown in birefringence nonuniformities.

3.Experiments and discussion

For considering the aspects of birefringence compensation one of our standard fre-
quency doubling KDP cut uqd earlier to convert the near infrared output of a high-power
Nd-glass laser to visible") has been examined. The experiments are performed in the
common crossed polariser intensity arrangement. The incident He-Ne beam is polarised
along the bisector of the X1 and X2 axes. The intensity of the transmitted light is
measured by a photomultiplier.

Two, normalized modulator characteristics are depicted in Fig. 2. One of them is
taken with the narrow, 1 mm diameter beam of a He-Ne laser. The second one (dotted line)
is measured with an expanded, collimated beam filling the full aperture of the crystal.
It is worth remarking the good agreement of the measured half-wave voltage with the calcu-
lated one.

J

1 p0"

/

0,5

11.3kV

5 10 15 U[kVI
Fig.2.Normalized modulator characteristics

The influences oa the electrooptic behaviour of the SHG crystal, as mentioned above,
result from the fact that the light propagates along a birefringent direction.

3.1 Ray walk-off

The poor extinction with the narrow laser beam is partially due to the ray walk-off,
i.e. separation of directions of the ordinary and extraordinary rays. This effect is
decreased by beam expansion, when the rays can interfere because of their overlapping.
This condition is usually fullfilled in modulator crystal with higher aspect ratio.
Nevertheless, in the case of switch-off Q-switching operation, when the crystal is
crossed twice by the light, the walk-off developed in the first pass will be automati-
cally compensated after the refleciton on the rear mirror during the reversed crossing
of the crystal.
However, it seems to be more complicated to avoid other influences of birefringence.
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3.2 Alignment of crystals

The alignment of the Q-switch-frequency doubler crystal in the laser cavity is exclu-
sively determined by the orientation condition of SHG, i.e. the light must be progagated
along the phase matching direction.

3.3 Temperature and angle tuning of the electrooptic working point

Due to the birefringent SHG orientation the linearly polarised fundamental light
arrives back at the polariser usually polarised elliptically, therefore the resonator
will be only partially opened after switching off the closing voltage. To ensure the
optimum condition for development of giant pulse we must tune the working point of the
electrooptic modulator to total opening when no voltage is applied.
Retardation determining the ellipticity is expressed as

where t and X are the lenght of the crystal and the wavelength, respectively. The angle
- and temperature -dependent effective birefringence in good approximation is given by
fhe following expression where the temperature dependence is implied in the (ne-no)
birefringence:

An(W, T)1 (n-n,)sirN (2)

Really, tuning the working point by slowly heating the crystal or changing the angle for-
med by the beam direction with the optic axis, a regular oscillation of the transmitted
light intsnsity is observed. The period of the oscillation is estimated in the order of
1OK and 0 .1 respectively. The observed values are in agreement with the "half-wave tem-
perature"of 1.050K and "half-wave angle" of 00.032 obtained from calculations based on
temperature and angle dependence of the effective birefringence. The calculated values
can be considered as upper limits under which the correct working point can be set by
tuning the birefringence.

3.4 Influence of parallelism of optical faces

Inspite of expectations no significant improvement of extinction (Imin/Imax) by cor-
rect setting the working point is obtained. it is probable due to no atiafy±ng parallel-
ism of optical faces. In principle, from a rough estimation an extinction 1:25 requires
for the dimensions of our sample a parallelism of about 10 seconds.

3.5 Effect of grown-in nonuniformities

In addition, grown-in nonuniformities of birefringence can result in further spoiling
of extinction. Probably in good optical quality KDP crystals this effect can be neglected.

2.6 Temporal and spatial variation of temperature

Racalling the role of temperature the effect of stationary temperature distribution
and that of the temperature fluctuations must be distinquished. Neither of them is ob-
served in our experiments. According to the best 1:15 extinction, variations of tempera-
ture as high as 0.30K could be allowed.

4.Conclusions

Due to the oblique cut the Q-switch operation will be restricted by the natural
birefringence as compared with the conventional, optic-axis cut modulators. Shortcomings
by natural birefringence such as increased temperature sensitivity and spoiling of ex-
tinction could be improved by temperature stabilization, angle tuning and careful proc-
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essing of the combined element.
On the other hand, explotation of the transversal drivivA configuration offers opera-

tion at lower voltages by elongation of the optical path.- ) However, the elongation
results in increased temperature and angle sensitivity.
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Abstract

Phenomena of Piezo-Electrically induces Strain-Optic (PESO) effects in linear electro-
ontic crystals are rewieved. Disturbance of PESO influences on the operation of electro-
cotic devices is discussed, and simple methods for suppressing these effects are demon-
strated. Utilization of PESO phenomena for control of laser radiation is proposed.

1.Introduction

Piezo-Electrically induced Strain-Optic (PESO) effects can significantly influence the
optical response of linear electrooptic crystals to electric fields. The way these proc-
esses affect the optical response is determined by the electromechanical acoustical, and
optical parameters of the crystal samples. In addition, the optical behaviour of the
electrooptic devices depends sensitively on the orientation, shapes, and size of the
electrooptic samples and temporal characteristics of driving signals.

influences by the PESO-phenomena on operation of electrooptic devices may be inter-
esting in two practical aspects. On the one hand, acoustic waves generated by the elec-
trical driving signals can strongly disturb the electrooptic control of light via the
strain-optic effect. At driving frequencies in the range of piezoelectric resonances, a
regulate control is hardly possible without special preparation of the electrooptic
samplesl . Switching Q eration of electrooptic modulators is often limited by transient
piezooptic influences?). On the other hand, by utilizing these effects, qpecial low
voltage modulator operating at piezoelectric resonances can be developedT).

2.PESO influences on electrooptic operation

In the early 70's numerous reports concerning disturbing PESO influences on the opera-
tion of electrooptic devices were published. Characteristic influences observed by our
group in longitudinal Z-cut samples made of KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate) and
isomorph crystals are shown in Figure 1. Figure l.a.) shows the light transmission of a
00 Z KDP cell (dimensioned 15x15x25 mm3 and supplied with end-plate electrodes with a
13 mm circular aperture opening) between crossed polarisers. The exposure light is from

a Q-switched ruby laser with a delay of 2 microseconds after switching on
the cell a driving pulse of 12 kV and 500 nsec (The photo is the 3rd frame of a "ine-
film" on acoustic propagation taken in 1 microsecond steps on shot by shot basis 4);
Figure l.b.) is the light transmission distribution along the diameter of the circular
aperture detected by a linear array of silicon photodiodes5); FigureL.c)is the response

a.) b.) c.) d.)

Figure 1. PESO influences in longitudinal KDP Z-samples

The research has been sponsored by the National Research Found of Hungary under grant
number 446/86.
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of a cylindrical ADP cell (diameter of 12 mm and length of 25 mm) with ring electrodes to
the 12 kV, 500 nsec drivinf pulse. The light is a narrow (1 mm) He-Ne beam incident on
the middle of the aperture ); Figure l.d.) is the averaged transmission distributip due
to the 1st overtone (3rd harmonics) of piezoelectric vibration of a 00 Z ADP samplel).
(The photo was taken in an expanded He-Ne beam; it is worth to notice that the transmis-
sion of the sample of 15x15x25 mm dimensions is 4-fold overdriven by the low voltage,
20 V amplitude RF signal at the 138,7 kHz resonance frequency.)

The piezoelectrically induced acoustic waves due to the strain-optic effect not only
disturb, but in unfortunate situation can make impossible the normal way of electrooptic
operation. Unfortunately, the best electrooptic materials, such as KDP-type crystals used
to control of operation of high power solid-state lasers, LiNb03, a versatile material
for electrooptic modulation in the visible and near-infrared, and CdTe, a perspectivic
electrooptic material at C02 wavelength, are strongly piezoelectric.

The operation of electrooptic devices made of these electrooptic crystals is disturbed
by the PESO effects in the time range of travelling time of acoustic waves across the
crystals. The characteristic range is in the microsecond and submicrosecond order of
magnitude depending on the dimensions of the modulator crystals. In frequency domain the
PESO resonances are in the 0.1-10 MHz range.

3.Conventional methods for reduction of PESO influences

As a practical way to reduce the effect of6argustic waves, a mechanical clamping of
the modulator crystals was very early applied ' ". Clamping by stiffening the crystal
decreases the amplitude of acoustic generation and shifts the piezoelctric resonances to
the higher frequency range, Shortcomings of induced mechanical stresses and contributed
technological treatments make it inconvenient.

Other mphods, such as embedding the modulator crystal in acoustically absorbing
enviroment0) or deposition of acoustically matched antireflective layers on the faces of
the crystal7 ) were also reported.

Instead of rectangular modulator crystals, cylindrical ones were used in longitudinal
Z-cut KDP-type modulators8 ). Only moderated improvement was obtained. However, shaping
the modulator crystal slightly conical and embedding it in silicon rubber bed, a fairly
good suppression, in the range of lower frequencies, was achieved. Due to the cylindrical
and conical shaping, excess technological treatments are required.

Trials are known, which treate the problem in the aspects of electronic driving.
LiNb0 3 and DKDP Q-switches in voltage switch-off regime were switchedno biased voltages
to compensate optical bias by slowly releasing piezoelectric stresses9 . Shapingq$f laser
pulses with programmed driving to balance the PESO influences was also reported±O

Limitations in time and place restrict further discussion of solutions reported so far.
However, it is tought that problems on PESO influences just today often emerge. Disturb-
ing resonances observed in the 1-10 MHz range in CdTe modulators devoted for intersatel-
lite communication links were earlier reportedll). According to o r knowledge, a satis-
factory suppression of these influences has not been solved yet1 2 . Data on unsatisfac-
tory PESO behaviour of electrooptic modulators can be found in the up to date catalogues
of leading electrooptic firms as well.

Following up, methods, simple in principle and technology, will be demonstrated for
reduction of PESO influences.

4.Reduction by orientation, shaping, and dimensioning

The prevention of intense acoustic generation by orientation of electrooptic samples
is considered. Due to the fact that KDP longitudinal Z-cuts, independently of the orien-
tation of their lateral faces, are electrooptically equivalent to each other, qarch for
lateral face orientations with reduced acoustic wave generation was performed. 1) Consid-
ering that results only for O°Z and 450Z lateral face orientations are reported, the
effect of the orientation of plane lateral faces on the acoustic generation has been
analitically investigated.

Really, as the result of calculations shows in Figure 2., the efficiency of the
acoustic generation exhibits a significant dependence on orientation. A couple of shear
(T:transversal) and compression (L:longitudinal) waves is generated with displacement
vectors in the XY-plane. The strain generated by unit driving voltage on a free, plane
lateral face is illustrated as a function of cf , the angle formed by the X-axis and the
normal of the lateral face. The direction dependence of the inverse phase velocity is
also depicted.

A significant reduction is expected by change of the conventional 00 orientation of
the lateral face to the 450 orientation. To demonstrate it, pulse response oscillograms
are shown in Figure 3. For comparison the pulse response of the cylindrical ADP Z-cut
is also depicted (To have better resolution ADP crystals of high piezoelectricity are
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used: see that the PESO response of the 00 Z-cut, inspite of that amplitude of the driv-

ing pulse is under the dynamical half-wave voltage, is overdriven)

y -

'eSs(10 2-) /v

50 T _.
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//

-- "
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Figure 2. Orientation dependence of strain and inverse phase velocity

12 kV
500 ns

I Fs/div

Figure 3. Pulse response of 00, 450 and cylindrical Z-cut

At first, comparison of 2nd peaks of the 1st and the 2nd oscillograms is considered.
They are PESO openings of the closed modulators due to the plane waves crossing each
other in the middle of the aperture. The amplitude and delay of the PESO peaks determined
from the oscillograms agree well with the analytical calculation. The physical inter-
pretation of the lower amplitude and the earlier appearance of the PESO peak in the case
of 450 orientat;on is reasonable: 450 compression waves are of lower amplitude and higher
velocity than 0 ones owing to higher resistance of the crystal against compression. The
3rd oscillogram taken with the cylindrical crystal of Figure 1.0.) demonstrates a moder-
ated reduction of amplitude and a broadening the PESO peak as it can be concluded from
the orientation dependence.

The fairly high 3rd opening and the small amplitude 4th one of the 45 response have
been experimentally identified as the effects of two-dimensional shear waves generated in
the edge region of the lateral faces. The waves causing the 4th peak must be pure shear
waves generated just on the edges, according to their travelling time. The high amplitude
acoustic waves giving rise to the 3rd peak and rather spoiling the improvement expected,
seem to be generated in narrow, near edge regions. The assumption is confirmed by the
oscillograms shown in Figure 4. taken with a sample of 15mR x 25mm rectangular aperture
instead of the 20 mm x 20mm square cross sections of the 0 and 450 samples. The effect
of the near-edge waves is separated into two weaker peak.

Further improvement can be achieved by inclination of the laterral faces to the
Z-axis when the length of overlapping of the acoustic waves along the optical path will

decrease. In such a way distribution of the PESO effect of obliquely propagating acoustic

waves can be ensured as it can be seen in the last photo of Figure 4.
Similar or higher degree of reduction is observed in the case of periodical driving.

Only by orientation, shaping, and dimensioning, improvement more than two order of mag-

nitude can be achieved.
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2iFure 4. Separation of the effect of edge waves

..ulti-element modulators with distributed PESO influences

. universal method for reduction of PEOC influences on operati n of modulators con-

sisted of two or more electroontical elements has been developed
1 3). In contrary with

conventional multi-element electrooptic modulator constructions, used often to decrease

driving voltage or compensate birefringence, when identical electrooptic crystal samples
are applied, the modulating elements must construct to be different in their PESU re-
sponse.

ilicity of the method can be easily demonstrated in the frequency domain. -he modu-
lator crystals are optically arranged seriesly, but electrically are connected parallel.
2he required driving voltage will be proportional inversely to the number of modulator
crystals because of summation of the electrooptic effects, i.e. phase shift or retard-
ation. Preserving the identical electrooptic behaviour of the modulator crystals, the
dimensions determining the piezoelectric resonance vibrations are varied to detune gradu-
ally the piezoelectric resonances of the individual modulator crystals. Whereas, the
direct electrooptic effect of the individual modulator crystals is summed up, the PESt
contributions are distributed over a broad frequency range with amplitudes inversely
proportional to the number of modulator cells owing to the decreased driving voltage.

Influence of PESO transients generated in electrooptic shutter operation similarly can
be distributed over the aperture by proper dimensioning the transverse (aperture) sizes
of the individual electrooptic elements. The more the number of the elements, the higher
the reduction will be.

6. _,n possible role of PESO phenomena in control of laser radiation

The possibility of low voltage light modulation with PESO modulators working at piezo-
electric resonances was very early recognized. Since the beginning of systematic search
for laser radiation control3 jevices, a respectable number of reports on different PESO.
devices has been published.

inspite of the benefit of low voltage modulation and simple construction, PESO devices
are hardly applied in laser technique. Pobable it is due to modulation of narrow bandwith
at discrete frequencies, nonuniform transmission owing to the resonance patterns of stand-
ing wave vibrations and also the moderated efficiency of generation of higher frequency
vibrations.

However, it is believed that there are regimes of laser control where PESO devices
could be applied. A comprehensive survey of earlier experiences and recent attempts to
exploit the benefits of PESO phenomena in control of laser radiation are to be published.
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ABSTRACT

Optimum filter, decision threshold and local oscillator power for binary ASK-coherent optical receiver
have been obtained using calciulus of variation. The optimisation is to minimise the probability of error
(Pe) in the presence of laser phase noise (LPN), shot noise, ISI, dark current and coloured Gaussian thermal
noise.

I - INTRODUCTION

Generally coherent optical communication systems are very sensitive to the laser phase noise of the
transmitting and local lasers. It has been experimentally demonstrated that an optical heterodyne ASK
system can tolerate a relatively large phase noise varaince within the transmitter and local oscillator [1].
However, as the optical source power is very small (of order of a mW), the received power available for
detection purpose will be quite small. The detection process is accompanied by various types of impairments,
this fact necessitates a very careful design of the receiver for ASK-optical heterodyne communication
system.

To accomplish the receiver optimisation, the laser phase noise has been assumed to have a zero-mean
Gaussain probability density function of variance \

2

(

This paper gives a systematic approach for the design of a near optimum digital receiver for optical
heterodyne ASK signalling scheme. This receiver is near optimum in the sense that it provides a performance
of lowest Pe.

2 - RECEIVER ANALYSIS AND THE PROBABILITY OF ERROR

We assume a receiver model of the form in figure (1).

Received / Photodiode Random Amplifier
Laser pulseit
P(t)

Local laser

Filter Decision
Output

h(t) Unit

Figure 1. Laser receiver model

The optical pulses are detected and the decision unit samples the filter's output every T second to
determine the ais values, deciding upon ai "i" or "0" in accordance with the sampled value being above or
below the threshold F. The signal processing involves some errors caused by: (I) laser phase noise;
(2) shot noise; (3) photodiode multiplication noise; (4) ISI and (5) thermal noise. In the model of figure
(1), the input to the decision device is due to the sum of independent contributions from the signal optical
power and various noise components in such optical receiver. At the receiver end the rate of signal photon
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arrival is

Yt (t) = (Ps/hu) Z ajP(t-iT) .......................... (1)

where ai is the received pulse amplitude, which has one of the binary values (1,0). P(t) is the received
optical pulse shape. hu is the photon energy. T is the pulse duration.

t n I-,-- 'h I a cr 's cvw 7nY r -ig and r^! 1,.4 , ztablc in its outpdt power PL, the rate of phut 'electr ;

generation from the photodiode (with wide bandwidth) is given by:
+00

r (t)=(nG/hulF) (
2
PsPL) cosQ E a P(t-iT) ............... (2)

G is the average avalanche gain (in case of PIN-photodiode G=[), n is the detector quantum efficiency and

(d = w[F t + a ........................ (3)

wIF is the frequency difference between the local laser (LO) output and the received signal photon frequency.
a accounts for any phase mismatch due to the phase noise at the mixing surface between the LO and the coming
optical signal. Ps is the received optical power.

The wanted signal component Ys(t) at the input of the decision unit is given as follows:

4 +00

YS(t) = (nG/hu) (2PsPL)- cosQ E ai P(t-iT)*h(t) ........... (4)

* stands for convolution and h(t) is the filter impulse response. The total noise variance of both states

(ON (1) and OFF (0) are [21

v
2  

V
2  

+ V
2 

+ V
2 

+ V
2  ......... for OFF-state

o os L d th

.............. (5)
V2 =V

2  
+ V

2 
+ 2 + V

2  
.......... for ON-state

I Is L d th

where VIs is the signal shot noise variance and given as:

2+x fy h

V
2  

= 2DPS  G B t (t) h2 (t-T) dt ...................... (6)
Is S

(all integration signs are understood to have -- to +- limits) where D=(n/hu) and B=I/T.

The local laser shot noise variance is:

V = 2DP Gh
2 + X  

B h dt2 W. . ...................... (7)
L L f

The shot noise due to the multiplied dark current is given by following:

Vd = 2DP G
2+ x  

B h 2(t) dt ...................... (8)
d f

where Pd is the equivalent power due to the dark current.

The coloured zero-mean Gaussian thermal noise has a variance

V
2  No B f(h2(t) + (h

2
(t) / W

2
)) dt ............... (9)

th N0

where No and W
2 

are some parameters related to the type of preamplifier.
0

When the laser phase noise is considered as an independent source of noise and has a zero-mean Gaussian

pdf [31 then the average Pe will be:
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Pe (P1/2) erfc [(Y1 - F)/(2(V2 + V1 yl))1/2

+ (Po/2) erfc [(F - Yo)/(2(V
2  

+ 2 2 ))1/2
0 ) . (10)

where P. is the probability of sending j=(O). In the above equation obviously there is no possiblity
cv i,,inate complci e ofect cf LP': by increasing thL optical pwer. Hc"ver, it ,would be possible

to mitigate this effect by the proper choice of the extinction ratio.

3 - RECEIVER OPTIMISATION

According to equation (10) Pe is a function of the decision threshold Fo local laser power PL and a
functional of the filter impulse response h(t). The optimum receiver will now be defined by minimising Pe
relative to these parameters.

3-1 Optimum Threshold

The optimum threshold F0 will minimise Pe such that:

22 21i/2
(Y1  - F,)

2  
(Fo  - Yo

)2  
(V

2  
+ V2

2 +(V
2

1
2  ) Fo+ =In [ ] ............. ( 1

(V2 + V2 yl) V yo)V + 2 y2)1/2
IV V,, 1V

2
0Y

2
0) V 0 1

When best sensitivity to be achieved the shot noise due to the local laser illumination should dominate
over all other source of noise. This implies

VI V0  VL  and VL >> VP Y1 , VP Y0

then,

Fo = (YI + Yo) 
/  

2 if Po = PI .................................... (12)

In a similar way we can deduce the condition for optimum local laser power:

(V 2 + V 2 Y2 (V' + V
2  

Y
2
)

Yl - (Y Po = Yo- (F-Yo) P1 (12)a

(V2 + V2 y) Y-F)V 2 y)

3-2 Optimum Filter

If an optimum threshold and optimum PL are chosen the Pe depends only on h(t). Pe is then a functional of
h(t) and variational calculus technique can be used to find optimum filter. We obtain the differential
equations:
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[(ai + ao)V2 - (a1 - ao)/ rR/2 ) P(t) - 2 V2.1 I C (
2
PsPL)

1
1
2

+ ((al + ao) PP(t) + 2ps I + 2P, + 2P + (No/DGX+2))SGx+ 2 
h(t)

= 2(No /0 ) h"(t).................................................. (13)

where I i ai P(t-iT)

The numerical solution of equation (13) ho(t) represents the near optimum filter impulse response ho(t) is
the function that minimises the Pe in (10). In order to find such a solution we need a prior knowledge of

F)I(V2 
+ V2 Y

2
)./2, (F _ y)/'+ y)/2, V/(V2 + V2 y)1/2 and Vo/(V2 + V2 y2)1/21(L0 1+Vo/(d 0 0

However, cte first pair of parameter can be considered as the degree of performance and could be setted to
equal R. While the second pair of parameters represents the degree of laser phase noise contribution and
could be setted to equal to some other contrast r.

Equation (13) includes all the important factors that effect the performance of optical ASK-coherent
receiver system, namely: laser phase noise, quantum noise, multiplication noise, dark current, coloured
Gaussian thermal and itersymbol interference. Since P(t) represents the received optical pulse shape, so
the effect of cLe propagation channel (optical fiber or air) may be included by convolving the transmitted
laser pulse shape with the impulse response of the propaeation channel.

4 - PRELIMINARY RESULTS

When we consider a relatively practical case in which () W0  i.e. when the Gaussian thermal

noise is a white noise and (2) there is a local laser shot noise domination. Thus, ho(t) can be obtained
analytically as follows:

h(t) (( (aj -a) /2 Rr - (a1 + a) V') P(t) - 2V0 I) (2PsPL)1/2 (14)

((aj +a o ) psP(t) + 2psl + 
2
PL + 2pd + No/DG+x

2
) (DGx+

2
)

This includes all impairments mentioned above.

5 - CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Pe minimisarion has been applied to optical receiver optimisation, accomodating all important noise
sources encountered in optical ASK-coherent communication system. A general filter-design differential
equation has been derived, its solution corresponds to the near optimum receiver filter. The technique
has been applied to receiver for paractical case, for which an analytical solution has been deduced.
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Abstract

Advances in Practical Laser Safety have not kept up with advances in laser technology.

This paper studies some -f these areas such as degradation products, reflected or scattered

radiation, radiation measurement and formal risk assessment (including the determination of

nominal hazard distances/zones, NHD/NHZ's) in order to establish laser safety schemes.

Introduction

The expansion of lasers into industry is usually accompanied by grave concern regarding
the safety aspects of such systems. In fact, a potential customer is ,ften detered from
using laser technology because of the cl plications and difficulties such ne, technology

may bring. Laser safety standards( I form a sound basis from which the relevant
precautions may be taken. Powever, they are not readily understandable or "user friendly".

They also do not fully cover the areas that may be of interest to the potential customer
or laser user. The purpose of this work is to look, from a user's viewpoint, into some of
these areas with a view to compiling -, ictlcal laser safety schemes. Particular reference

is made to the problems associated with the two common high power industrial lasers, the

Neodymium YAG (Nd:YAG) and Carbon Dioxide (CO 2 ) lasers.

Laser Safety

The primary problem the laser user is faced with once the installation, operation and

production aspects are overcome is how to ensure continued safety in normal use, day to day

maintenance and, as appropriate, any on site servicing of the las product. In order to

satisfy the requirements stated in the national safety standard
(I -3 ) 

the user will need to

become familiar with:

a. How the standard applies to the specific laser chosen.
b. How the standard applies to the system being used.

c. How the standard affects the environment the laser system is

placed in.

The laser manufacturer usually supplies support information detailing laser
classification and hazard assessment. Laser safety is not pe4 t cularly well supported in

journals Suitable references for practical aspects include , with text books on the

subject Several organisations now operate laser safety courses(
1 0

-
1 2  

and there is

at least one commercial laser safety computer programme in existance (13) However, some of

the practical problems a potential laser user faces may not be addressed. For example:

Question:

What are the requirement measurements?
What is required to make the measurements?
What measurements must be made to fully evaluate the hazard

potential?

Are there any by-products or degradation products which need

assessing?
What auxillary protection or housings are necessary?
What material should be used for a protective housing?

What is the nominal hazard zone/distance?

Five separate topics are addressed in an attempt to answer sme of these queries.
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1. Measurement

Instrumentation is necessary to measure laser power or energy if comparison to the laser

safety standards is required. To the scientific community such instrumentation is

commonplace and selection of instrumentation with the prefered or desirable requirements is

not a problem. However, the newcomer or industrial laser user, is overwhelmed, firstly by

the range of instrumentation (Figure 1) and secondly y 3he actual method of measurement to

be in accordance with the laser safety standards.( To assist the choice, the user

commonly needs to know what laser power or energy is emitted and occasionally requires

details such as the mode structure of the beam or its alignment (particularly with high
power CO 2  material processing lasers). The user must select the instrumentation which

"'e,,r- rhv ' ght wj"el -igth, power and/or energy, panwkthst and the required maximum
power density and is of a suitable ergonomic design. 

1'l1' t Having made this hoice the

meter must then be used to measure the laser radiation. The American Standard(1) explains
that measurements shuuld only be attempted by trained or experienced personnel and puts the

onus on the laser classification scheme to minimise the need for laser measurements and
calculations by the user. However, if measurement is necessary (for example, to calculate

Figure I Illustration of some of the wide range of instrumentation available for measuring

laser power or energy

hazard distances or zones for a system) the laser should be "adjusted to the maximum output

for the intended use". This means that in no circumstances will the output exceed this

maximum level even if any mirrors are knocked or switches altered. A differentiation is

also made between "intrabeam" viewing (where the eye is exposed to all or part of a laser

beam) and "extended source" viewing (radiation that can be resolved by the eye into a

geometrical image) in the 0.4 to 1.4 um wavelength region, in most cases the "irradiance"

is measured (in W/cm
2
). Complication is introduced because a "limiting aperture" is

required. This is the circular area over which irradiance (or radiant exposure)

measurements should be made. The measurement is then made with instruments that average

over circular areas defined by the "effective limiting aperture". This diameter is

usually a 1 mm aperture for CO 2  lasers when viewed by the eye directly. This is a small

enough aperture to detect "hot spots" in the beam. The beam at this wavelength is not

focusable onto the retina (sensitive part of the eye). Similarly a 7 mm diameter aperture

for visible and near infra red lasers (0.4 to 1.4 tim) is used. There is an increase in

irradiance from the cornea (outer part of the eye) to the retina. This corresponds

approximately to the ratio of the pupil area to that of the retinal image. This increase

arises because at these wavelengths radiation which enters the pupil is focussed to a
"point" image on the retina. The pupil is a variable aperture, however a 7mm diameter

pupil is usually considered as a "limiting aperture" as this is a worst case condition.

7mm is derived from figures obtained from young eyes where diameters of this order have
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been measured. Larger apertures must be used if the output is intended to be viewed with
optical instruments, excluding eye glass lenses. Smaller diameter apertures may also be
used provided correction factors are applied to ensure the required accuracy of
measurement. If the entire beam enters the aperture no correction for beam size or
"homogeneity" is necessary. Fur large beams the cross section should be sampled to obtain

the maximum reading. Figure 2 shows the arrangement used for measurement for the purpose of
laser classification. For extended sources in the 0.4 to 1.4 ilm region the radiance may be
measured. Care must be taken to ensure that the appropriate aperture and "solid angle of
acceptance" (or conical field of view) is used.

From this information the

user can identify the
requisite measurements and

r__ /P_/--COLLIMATING LENS methods necessary. However,
(P=5 DIOPTERS OR i t i s n o t d i f f i c u l t t o

GREATER) appreciate that the newcomer
may be overwhelmed by the

technicalities and phrases

SOURCE DETECTOR used. It is also difficult to
know how these measurements

apply in the particular

SOLID ANGLE OF installation or application.

ACCEPTANCE CIRCULAR If the correct measurement

APERTURE STOP procedure is followed then the
laser power or irradiance will
he measured in accordance with

the relevant laser safety
standard. This value may not

Fig. 2. Arrangement used for measurement be the same as specified by
for laser classification purposes. the laser manufacturer, but it

will he the value required for

any hazard calculations

(section 3).

To summarise the user needs to:

1. Check the laser is at maximum output for the intended use.
2. Verify if the condition is intrabeam viewing or extended source viewing (1,5) if the

laser emits in the 0.4 to 1.4 pm wavelength region.
3. Use the appropriate limiting aperture (Table I).
4. Check that the instrument averages the measurement over the area of this aperture.

Check that the whole beam enters the aperture, if not, then the area of the beam that
gives the maximum reading must be measured.

Other factors need to be

checked about the
instrumentation:

Maximum Aperture Diameters (Limiting Aperture)
for Measurement Averaging 1. The instrumentation must

be calibrated sufficiently
well, ideally to permit

Exposore Vrible a,d Medium and o v e r a l l m e a s u r e m e n t
I)uralion. t Ultraviolet Near Infrared Far Infrared Sulmnitlnweer accuracies of ±2n7 wherever

Measurement (S) (0.2 to 0.4pr) (0.4 to 1.4pm) *1.4 to WO'pm) (0.1 to I hm) possible .

EyeMIE 10%o3 x 10' Imm 7 mn I hnnm II nlll 2. The instrumentation mustfbe suitable for, and
Skin MPE IO'to 3 x IY Imm Imm Inm Ilmm calibrated to the right

Iaser { wavelength.

(:lasificatiln 10't 3 % 10' 50 mm 50 mm 50 n, 50 3 T h e d e t e c t o r m u s t b e

perpendicular to the beam

when measuring.

Table. 1. Selecting the appropriate limiting aperture 4. The instrument must

APPLICABLE TO THE AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD (1) average the measurement
ove r the whole o f the

circular area defined by
the appropriate aperture

used.

2. Reflected/Scattered Radiation

There are many situations where reflected or scattered radiation presents a serious

hazard. The design of protective enclosures for material processing applications using
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either Nd:YAG or C0, lasers is of paramount importance. In 1983, Rockwell R J and Moss C E
(17) reported that during Nd:YAC laser welding (after the welding event was initiated) the
radiation levels measured were a function of the base material, direction of travel,
distance and angle of detection, and laser power. Rockwell et al did not measure the peak
levels produced during the laser welding event. These values would be higher and would be
produced just on the onset of laser welding (Figure 3). The levels of the radiation
measured were dependant upon the direction of the weld. The radiation levels were 25%
higher when the metal was moving 5owards the worker. The highest irradiance level measured
at Im in the work was 10.6 mW/cm . Rockwell demonstrated that for typical Nd:YAG welding
values (the reflectivity, p = 0.8, Power = 30OW and a viewing angle of 450) the scatter at
I 'istance , f Im is approximately 3.2 mW/cm' (both experimentally and theoretical ly). The
skin Maximum Permissible Exposure (M.P.E.) is 10

3  
mW/cm

2  
for long term exposure at a

wavelength of 1.06 .m. The hazard distance may then be calculated to be 5.7 cm. For the
eve the M.P.E. is 0.22 mW/cm 2  

which gives a much larger hazard distance of 3.8m. The work
therefore cincludes that whilst radiation emissions from the plasma and molten metal does
not warralnt 1 a~8r concern, workers must use the appropriate safety protective
evewear. ,, , ' The skin hazard is usually much lower. This is aided by the user
often being sited at the operating console which is commonly over im away from the

machinerv area. However, there have been occasions when the operator has been exposed to
significant levels of radiation, despite Rockwells findings. In welding the levels are
dependant upon the weld geometry and configuration. Burns have also been caused by metal

shapes falling through the defocussed beam after the shapes have been cut, and also from
materials with irregular surface geometry.

( 19
) The concept of a Nominal Hazard Zone (NHZ),

or distance (NHD) helps with the visualisation of the extent of the hazard with respect to

a laser. However, some materials are more reflective at a given wavelengLh, than other
materials. The surface finish or coating of a material also has an effect on this
reflect ivi ty. The degree of risk is therefore dependant upon the material used. Figure

1(a) shows he theoretical reflectivity of different metals to a CO 2  laser (wavelength
10.6 .m).(

0  
Figure 4(b) shows the materials in order of highest to lowest risk, based on

experimental dta.

INTENSITY As the temperature increases the
BACK- ONSET reflectivity of the material generallyGROUNO OF BACKGROUND decreases, so once a cut or process is
LEVELS WELDING STEADY LEVELS initiated then the hazard decreases.
(NO INITIAL STATE FINAL (NO(NOINTIL TAE INL NOThis is until the cut material drops
WELDINGI DECLINE REGION DECLINE WELDING) This i un the ct Ter repsI I Iaway from the workpiece. Then there is

I the possibility of the material passing
I through the beam to give a stray

PEAK I Ireflection, if the laser is still

switched on, as the piece falls.

I Since an enclosure is usually

SS necessary for material processing
a lasers to protect against s t ray

I I reflections the enclosure material must

be resistant enough to withstand the
laser beam. For CO 2  lasers,

L, polycarbonate is recommended as a clear
IIenclosure material. (

6) Polycarbonate
-. has its limitations but is generally

k Imore resistant than materials such as
B acrylic for this purpose. For Nd:YAG

a lasers expensive plastic or glass

m t materials which often incorporate
TIME filter or doping materials may be

purchased (e.g. the Schott Glass KG3 or

KGS) to serve as window materials
Fig. 3. )istribution of optical radiation (variation of intensity with usual y in a metal housing. The

time) produced from a tYpical laser welding event (171. select ion of appropriate eyewear is

also important to the user, however,
there is sdequate documentation

elsewhere, regarding the suitable choice ( 1 , 7 , 8 0 ,
'

2 1 ,2 2 3  
and explanation of such terms as

optical density".
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For CO, Laser
.Aluminium Stainless Steel Highly Reflective

*Reflectivity(%) Low Carbon Steel (oxidised

Material CO 2  Nd:YAG black surface)

Brass Cast Iron
Low Carbon Steel

I" Carbon Steel 95% 63% Carbon Fibre(Polished) Stainless Steel 63% 53% Ceramic Less Reflective

(Black Oxide) Stainless For Nd YAG (based on Rockwell's work (17))
Steel 25% 10% Platinius Highly Reflective

Iron 94% 65% Stainless Steel
Nickel 96% 74% Mild Steel I
Titanium 84% 60% Aluminium Less Reflective

Brushed 'luminium 92% 75%
Gold 98% 98%
Copper 98% 98%

*Reflectivity decreases with heat

Fig 4(a) Theoretical Reflectivity of Fig 4(b) Reflectivity of different metals
different metals at room to a Nd:YAG and C0 2  laser radiation
temperature (20) based on Experimental Data

3. Nominal Hazard Distance/Zone

The concept of Nominal Hazard Distance (NHD) or Zone (NHZ) or has recently been accep}
as a way of conveying the hazard distance or envelope around a laser. RockwelliW
discussed the Lens Expansion Numerical Simulation (LENS) equation:

R = F/b (4P/ - MPE)
1/2  (I)

where R is the safe range beyond the focal point (cm), F is the focal length of the lens
(c ), b is the beam diameter of the incident of focusing lens (cm), P is the power in the
Lase beam at the focusing lens (W) and MPE is the Maximum Permissible Exposure level (in
Wcm ).

This is also in the American Standard
l )

NOHD I 1.27 (cm) or f/a /1.27 6 (cm) (2)
MPE MPE

where the MPE is the Maximum Permissible Exposure limit (irradiance), 6 is the total power
in the beam (W), 0 is the emergent be i divergence, f = focal length of the lens, NOHD is
the nominal ocular hazard distance and a is the laser beam diameter (atmospheric
attenuation is not taken into account(1)).

Whilst the concept of Laser Power and Beam Diameter are understood by most users, what
these actually mean in terms of the safety standard may not necessarily be the same. This
is of particular significance when trying to calculate the Nominal Hazard Distance or Zone
from the eluations above. Examples of these caiculations are also given in the American
Standard."i The user would automatically assume that the power of a laser was 5kW if
it was stated by the manufacturer as such. Similarly, if the beam diameter was 45 mm this
would then be assumed as correct. Using these two values, an Maximum Permissible Exposure
(for both the eye and the skin) of 0.1 W/cm

2  
and a focal length lens of 11cm, a nominal

hazard distance (NHD) of 6.17 m may be obtained. If the energy distribution across a beam
were uniform then this value would be acceptable. However, the energy distribution across
a beam from a laser operating in the fundamental transmission mode (TEMo0 ) is not uniform.
The TEM 0 mode is a common mode for many industrial material processing lasers (except at
high powers > 3kW). The energy distribution usually has a Gaussian profile described by
the expression.

I = Ioexp - 2(r/w)
2  

(3)

where To is the irradiance on axis, I the irradiance at a radial distance r from the axis
and w is a measure of the beam radius. Most manufacturers defini the beam in terms of
its total power (or energy) and its dimeter as measured at the l/e points (points where
the beam irradIance has dropped to I/e of its peak value, I/10  = 0.14) so the ?r-q defined
contains 86.5% of the total power in the beam. If the average power is then calculated
simply by dividing the total power by the beam area (at the I/e2 point) then the peak
irradiance will actually exceed the average value (by a factor of two). For safety
reasons, therefore, the beam diameter in the standards is defined by the I/e point (I/ 0  =
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0.37, the area so defined contains 63.2% of the total power). If average power is defined
in this way, then it is exactly3 equal to the peak value, hence it provides a safer upper
limit for maximum irradiance

For lasers where the beam profile is not a single mode then careful radiometric

measurements to determine the effective beam diameter divergence and maximum value of
irradiance or radiant intensity (energy per unit area) is necessary.

The I/e beam diameter may be calculated from the I/e
2  
beam diameter by a straight

division of ,2, provided the beam profile is a Gaussian form. For example where the
manufacturers quote a beam diameter of 45mm then the i/P beam diameter is more likely to he
32mm. This would give a Nominal Hazard Distance Zone of 8.73m which is considerably
greater than 6.17m, the value cal ulated using I/e

2  
beam diameter. Since it is very

difficult to calculate the I/e beam diameter for a non Gaussian beam, even if the I /e 2 
beam

diameter is known, accurate measurements must be made to determine the effective l/e value.
Hazard assessment based on calculations from equation (1) is, therefore, not as straight
forward as it first appears for non Gaussian beam profiles. Beams with complex mode
structures can represent a hazard well beyond any nominal hazard distance/zone calculated
on the conservative Gaussian beam model due to the existance of local "hot spots" in the
beam cross section. Similarly, the value of power used in the equation may not be the
correct value to use. For example a 5 kW laser from a manufacturer may not be 5 kW as
measured (see Section 1 Measurement) with a Imm aperture and appropriate instrument at the
point in the beam which gives the maximum reading.

Secondly, manufacturers tend to quote a lower power than the laser initially gives (to

ensure it will actually give at least 5 kW if it is a 5 kW laser). In both cases if a
higher power reading is measured the Nominal Hazard Distance or Zone will increase. It
must be noted, however, that on safety labels for laser classification the maximum power
stated on these is not the output power of the laser and is usually well in excess of what
a laser will give. Perhaps, therefore, it should be suggested that this value is used,
even though it may give a more restrictive Nominal Hazard Distance or Zone than necessary.
The determination of the Nominal Hazard Distance/Zone can form part of a more formal risk
analysis to be applied where the laser is integrated into a semi or fully automated plant
and/or Is interfaced with programmable electronic systems. This is explained more fully

elsewhere.(23,24)

4. Degradation Products

When cutting, welding or any other laser-target interaction process is occurring,

potentially hazardous fumes and vapour may be produced. Very little information is
available regarding the nature of these fumes. Generally the fumes have been compared with
those arising from normal welding or thermal cutting processes. The standards recommend
the use of adequate local exhaust ventilation. The levels of the fume should be below the
"threshold limit values" (TLV) (levels above which the fumes would be harmful). Some work
has been reported on fumes from plastics namely Acrylic and PVC. Doyle and Kokosa (25)

report that 98% methyl methacrylate, with small quantities of benzene and toluene was
detected during laser cutting of polymethylmethacrylate (acrylic). The remaining 2% of the
vapour consisted of particulate aerosol matter, comprising of a complex mixture of
polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (of size <2.5 m). Doyle and Kokosa also analysed the by-
products from laser cutting of polyvinylchloride (PVC) and detectel Hydrogen Chloride (a
very corrosive gas which forms hydrochloric acid when dissolved in water), benzene,
vinylchloride (both known carcinogens), propene and toluene. These gases were combined
with a 12% fraction of parti ulate polycyclic hydrocarbons and 14% shortchain polymeric
materials. Powell et al

(  
6) report some of these Findings and conclude that the by

products of all polymer cutting will contain a percentage of carcinogenic hydrocarbons.
Work done on synthetic leather with a polyvinylchloridu base

(2 7 )  
detected a wide range of

products ranging from aromatic hydrocarbons to metal particulates (e.g. lead and titanium
which are components of stabilisers and colouring pigments of the synthetic leather). The
same workers detected metals ranging from chromium, nickel, cobalt and iron to aluminium,
molydenum, copper, and tungsten on laser processing of several different metal alloys.

For the user it is important to consider that "adequate" fume extraction must be used.
Factors that need to be considered include:

1. the quantity and nature (particulate or vapour) of the by-product.
2. the interface between the extraction system and any shielding or assist gas.

Both factors influence the design of the local exhaust ventilation and therefore must
both be assessed to ensure adequate fume extraction is present.

Materials such as stainless steel, zinc coated steel, nickel alloys, marine plywood, ABS
(a plastic), melamine (Phenylfuraldehyde coated), PVC and fibreglass have been monitored in
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typical industrial locations with the fume extraction turned both on and off.

Preliminary results indicate that with the fume extraction off chromium, nickel and

cobalt are present in quantity during Nd:YAG cutting of Nickel alloys. Similarly, for mild

stainless and zinc coated steel high amounts (close to the threshold limit values, TLV) of
iron were detected during CO 2  laser cutting. For stainless steel high values of nickel and

chromium were also found. This implies that fume extraction is necessary even for

materials such as steel (since the level of iron fumes is very high). Similarly, for some
of the "exotic" metals, fume extraction is necessary since low quantities of toxic metals
(e.g. cadmium) may be emitted. Some metals in particular present more of an occupational

health hazard if they are present in higher valancy states than the normal ground stateof
the material. The threshold limi: values of these metals are therefore much lower than
other metals which do not have these potentially toxic higher valancy states. Particular

care must also be taken when laser processing PVC since hydrochloric acid may be formed.

Suitable filtering systems must be used in most cases to prevent potential emissions to the
outside environment.

5. Laser Safety Schemes

To summarise all this information is only of use if it is collated in some easily
accessible, workable form. The problems dealt with have generally been applicable to
Nd:YAG or CO 2  material processing lasers. Similar practical difficulties exist with lasers
used for other processes (e.g. medicine, printing, recording). The need for fume
extraction may be required or, perhaps another aspect, such as measurement may be also
necessary. In medical applications of laser beams it is imperative that the measuring
equipment is accurate as well as being used in the proper way otherwise harm to the patient
may be the result. For helium neon, argon and other visible light lasers reflected or

scattered radiation may be important particularly in determining whether a system may be

used in applications such as non destructive testing or process control.

The topics covered have given the potential user an insight into some of the problems or
queries that may arise. There are, however, many other areas that lack practical advice and
understanding. Questions may arise such as:

What sort of interlock is necessary?

Where may interlocks be brought from?

What protective clothing is needed?
Who supplies this protective clothing?

In an attempt to cater for these aspects as well, laser safety schemes are being
compiled with a view to incorporating all such data. These will be both written and
computer based. One element well progressed is an attempt to compile the standards into a

database which can be interrogated using a personal computer. The information will be

accessed by a user who has an application and wants to know what lasers and what safety
precautions are necessary, or by a user who has a laser or material, and wants to know what
application, or laser, and safety precautions to use. Details of this work will be

published in the coming year.

Conclusions

This paper is presented to put across some of the pcactical problems associated with

laser safety. The consideration of measurement, reflected and scattered radiation are
imperative when formulating laser hazard zones. Degradation or by-products from laser
processing are becoming increasingly more important as environmental considerations are

becoming stricter. The potential laser user is confronted with a wealth of standards,
references and information on laser safety. This is, however, not only overwhelming but

often not readily understandable or accessible. This has therefore lead to the development

of laser safety schemes which, will it is hoped, be of practical use to the laser user in

the future.
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Abstract
The experimental research on laser angioplasty is limited, at present, by the risk of

mechanical or laser induced perforations, particularly in the case of coronary arteries.

To get rid of this dr wback here a new fiber optic probe is described, characterized by a
corolla shaped output beam and by no axial radiation. The probe consists of a conical fiber
tin inserted in a particular quartz microcapsule. Its optical behaviour has been studied

both experimentally and theoretically, using a ray tracing method. The results of some

tests carried out on aorta wall from a cadaver seem to confirm that the new; probe minimize

the risk of vessel perforation, while its diameter is suitable even for coronary applica-

tions. An improved version of this new probe is also under test utilizing a multiple fiber.

This device should allow the treatment even of a limited portion of the vessel wall.

Introduction
The recanalization of arteriosclerotic vessels by laser angioplasty is very promising

although many questions have not exhaustive answers yet; for example a lot of experi ents

must be done to investigate the ablation of arteriosomatic plaques by laser pulses ( sand

the possibility of selective light absorption by the application of specific stains ).
At present this investigation, particularly in the case of coronary arteries, are limi-

tec by some technical problems. Among hm6 the risk of mechanical or laser induced perfo-
rations is likely the most serious ( ' ).A number of modified fiber optic delivery sys-

tems are under study, however the safety problem is still open.
In the following a new fiber optic probe is described which is expected to minimize the

risk of vessel perforation, while its diameter is suitable even for coronary applications.

The new probe and its optical behaviour
The laser induced perforations are likely due to the high power radiated on axis by the

bare fibers. Indeed, referring to Fig. la, even if the output beam is coaxial to the vessel,
however it can pass beyond the arteriosclerotic area and perforate the vessel wall, expe-

cially in the case of bends and bifurcations. This risk could be avoided if the fiber radia-

ted a corolla shaped beam without any axial beam, as sketched in Fig. lb.
Actually a class of 7fiber tips radiating light mainly along a cone coaxial to the fiber

itself is well known ( ). These tips, consisting of cone or truncated cone terminations
have been tested in the past e.g. in gastroentherology to remove occluding cancers (
They have been also suggested to treat obstructions in blood vessels or bronchos. Unfortu-
nately their shape enhanches the risk of mechanical perforation and of tip breaking. More-

over the conical terminations still radiate on axis a non negligible part of the light, spe-
cially in the case of truncated cones.

To get riO of these drawbacks, the new probe still has a conical tip but inserted in a
quartz microcapsule. This capsule is obtained from a small capillary tube which is suita-
bly sealed on the top to get a toroidal lens, Fig. 2. This lens structure prevents the on
axis radiation , generally increases the off-axis angle and tends to collimate the outpuit.
As a consequence, the new probe gives rise to a sharp corolla shaped beam. If this beam

impinges on a screen, a crown light pattern is obtained, as shown in Fig. 3 , where the
screen was about 5 cm far from the probe.

A typicall overall radiation diagram shows a dark axial cone with half aperture in the

range 30-60 degrees depending on the angle of the conical termination and the shape of the
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toroidal lens on the top of the microcapsule. This dark cone is surrounded by a bright crown who-
se angular thickness is only 5-6 degrees at 3 dB , thanks to the collimating effect of the
toroidal lens.

In the new probe the laser power is spreaded over a relatively large solid angle in compa-
rison with the case of bare fibers. It should be a further advantage of this probe, reducing
the risk of perforation due to power fluctuations or wrong firing while the investigation
about the suitable power densities for the angioplasty treatment should be made easier.

A theoretical model of the new probe was carried out where the propagation was obtained
by ray tracing, while the intensity distributions were derived by associating a weight to
each ray according to the following procedure: every ray incoming into the conical tip is
assumed to carry the power intensity proportional to the gaussian factor p = exp-(e /eo) 2

where e is the angle of the ray with respect to the fiber axis, and 0 is the standard devia-
tion of the aaussian distribution representing the output from a bare fiber. If T is the
transmittance of the whole system, cone plus capsule, the output intensity associated to the
ray will be : T'p. Then, taking the origin of the polar coordinates on the base of the cone,
we sum all the contributions Ti , Pi of the rays travelling at an angle (e, e + be) where A8
is an angular step arbitrarily chosen and e is now an integer multiple of be. Finally the po-
wer intensity I = Zi Ti Pi is attributed to the angle e. A typical exar, le of the obtain-
ed results is shown in Fig. 4. The aperture of the conical tip was 16 degrees. The profile
of the microcapsule, that is the toroidal lensshape, was derived from a magnified picture of
the sample which has been used subsequently for the experimental tests (Fia. 4a).

A meridional plane with the ray tracing is depicted in Fig. 4a, while in Fig. 4b the ra-
diation intensity I, plotted versus e (continuousline), Is compared with the experimental
measurements (dots), carried out by feedina the orobe with an argon laser. The agreement is
pretty good despite the rough approximation of the theory. The darker zones in the ray tra-
cing of Fig. 4a fit quite well with the 3 dB width of the two intensity peaks in Fig. 4b.

The behaviour of the new tip in aqueous environment has been investigated by the previous
theoretical model. The results, summarized in Fig. 5 show that water, which is usually pre-
sent in the vessels during the plaoue treatments, is not expected to make the probe per-
formance worse. On the contrary the intensity peaks (Fig. 5b) look sharper than in the pre-
vious case of Fig. 4b.

In order to make evident the key role of the toroidal lens in determining the output
beam shaping, a bare fiber has been inserted in a microcapsule instead of a conical termi-
nation. Then the measured radiation pattern has been compared with the theoretical curve
computed by the procedure above described. The results are summarized in Fig. 6. Even in
this case a corolla shaped beam is obtnained but the half aperture of the dark cone is redu-
ced: a typical value is about 20 deorees as shown in the figure.

Preliminary tests on aorta wall 9
Som- ?reliminary tests have been carried out utilizing the new probe (9) characterized by a
0.2 mm core fiber and by a microcaluile of 1.2 mm diameter. A seament of aorta wall from a
cadaver was opened longitudinally and fixed on a cork board with the lumen surface facing
outward. This sample was irradiated in different points with argon laser light delivered by
the fiber with the new probe and, for comparison, bya bare fiber (Fig. 7). Three different
energy levels, 50, 75 and 100 J, have been used givingrise to different craters on the aorta
wall (Fig. 8) . As summarized in Fig. 9, in the case of the bare fiber the crater diameter is
almost insensitive to the pulse energy, while its depth increases up to one millimeter with
an evident risk of perforation. On the contrary in the case of the new tip, the crater enla-
rges with the energy (Fig. 9), while its depth, which is almost uniform at the periphery,
increases slowly, therefore it can be kept under control.

An improved version of the probe
The probe considered up to now is characterized by a single fiber coaxial to the micro-

capsule. Moving this fiber off-axis the intensity distribution of the corolla beam becomes
inhomogenous and eventually only a sector of the corolla is still bright. Therefore if a
multiple fiber is inserted in the microcapsule in which the individual fiber are distributed
in a ring arrangement, the output corolla beam is expected to consist of several sectors
each illuminated essentially by a single fiber of this rina.

It is evident that on varying the ccuolincm between the source and each fiber one should get
only a partial illumination of the corolla beam. These effects have been seen experimentally
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by insertina three Q-Q 100-140 Om fibers with flat tips into the microcapsule. The jacket
was previously removed for about 3 cm length and the fibers have been tightened by a thermo-
shrinked tube. Fig. 10 shows the spot obtained on a screen normal to the probe; a) when only
one fiber is coupled to the source, b) when all fibers are feeded. The irregularities in the
light pattern are due to the difficulties of perfect positioning the fibers in the capsule.In
practice smaller fibers would be necessary. However this qualitative test confirm the possi-
bility of side radiating only on a particular area correspondino to the arteriosclerotic
plaque.

Conclusion
A new fiber probe has been designed and fabricated for the laser treatment of arterio-

somatic plaaues in coronary artheries. This new probe is able to side irradiate the vessel
walls with good uniformity. Thanks to the lack of the axial beam, the risk of laser perfora-
tions should be minimized even in case of vessel bends or bifurcations. The risk of mechani-
cal perforations and of fiber tip breaking should be also minimized by the rounded protective
capsule.

The optical behaviour of the new probe has been investigated both experimentally and by
ray tracing procedure. Although this theory is based on simple approximations, the results
are in pretty good agreement with the experimental measurement.

Preliminary tests carried out on segments of aorta from a cadaver seem to confirm the
expected advantages of the new corolla irradiating fiber probe.

An improved version of the probe could be fabricated by inserting a multifiber in the
microcapsule instead of a single fiber. It should allow the operator to side radiate only a
particular area of the vessel correspondino to the arteriosclerotic plaque.
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COROLLA -SHAPED
LASER BEAM

ATHEIROMATOUS
PLAQUE ATHEROMATOUS

LA §J P BARE FIBER - Ew FIBER TIP

B

A

Fiq. 1 - a) Bare fiber radiating mainly on axis. There is a serious risk of
perforation of the forward healthy tissue.

b) Special fiber tip radiating sideways a "corolla" shaped beam with
no risk of perforation.

Fig. 2 - The new probe for laser angiopla- Fig. 3 - Crown light pattern on a screen
sty, consisting of a conical ended illuminated by the new probe. The
fiber inserted in ouartz microca- screen was about 5cm far.
psule. The PCS fiber has a core
diameter of 200um; the overall dia-
meter of the capsule is 1.2mm. The
"toroidal lens" on the top of the
microcapsule is clearly visible.
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Fig. 4 - Optical behaviour of the new probe in air.
a) Meridional plane with the ray tracing. the profile of the toroidal lens

was derived from a magnified picture of the sample which has been used
subsequently for the experiment.

b) Experimental measurement (dots) and corresponding theoretical curve of
the intensity I versus the radiation anqle e.
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Fig. S - Behaviodr of the new probe in aqueous environment.
a) Meridional plane with the ray tracing.
b) Theoretical curve of the ratiation pattern ( I plotted versus e )
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Fig. 6 - Optical behaviour of the new probe if a bare fiber is inserted in Lhe
microcapsule instead of the conical tip.
a) Meridional plano with the ray tracing.
b) Experimental measurement ( dots ) and corresponding theoretical

curve of the radiation pattern ( I plotted versus e

Laser el Laser
50J, 75J, 100J 50J, 75J, 100J

Modified fibre Bare fibre
(200Urn) (200pm)

Aorta
n -5

Fig. 7 - Sketch of the tests performed on a Fig. 8 - Set of craters obtained on a post
post mortem aorta segment with a mortem aorta segment with the pro-
bate fiber and a modified fiber. cedure outlined in Fig. 7.The new
The argon laser pulse of different probe was used to get the top row
energy gave rise to the set of craters while the bare fiber to
craters shown in Fig. 8. get the bottom row craters. The

energy of the pulses increased
from lpft to right ( 50,75 and
100 J respectively ).
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Fig. 9 - Diameter, size and depth of the craters shown in Fig. 8

Fig. 10 - Spot obtained on a screen normal to the pr )e the squared hole at the
center of the screen corresponds to the axis of optical sisten)
a) When only one fiber is coupled to the source.
b) When all fibers are feeded.
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Abstract

The world literature of biostimulation properties of coherent light has been summarized and our
experience with the He-Ne laser 1632.8 nm (nanometer)1 at 2-15 mw/square centimeter (milliwatt) output
has been described. In general, the clinical use of the He-Ne laser at lower 2-5 mw/square centimeter
output has been found useful for stimulation of wound healing and collagen deposition in skin and
subcutaneous tissues. On the other hand, at a higher output (5-15 mw/square centimeter) this laser is
capable of penetrating tissue effectively and may be used for producing sensory nerve blockade and
providing a surcease of pain in those patients with specific nerve or neuritic pain problem. Furthermore,
other clinical uses of the He-Ne laser are under investigation.
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A growing number of clinical reports claim beneficial effects due to Helium-Neon laser irradiation in
pulses of 1 to 5 mW. Claims range from enhanced wound healing to regeneration of collagen in skin
epidermis. Widely varying treatment cycles were used clinically and with different techniques, making
correlation of results difficult, if not impossible.

1I-6
The most relevant in vitro studies are available, and there appears a correlative consistency under

the following assirr is:

1 . Coherence is essential for non-thermal collagen stimulation;

2. The collagen stimulation is correlated with mRNA, but not with mDNA or any of the enzymes studied;

3. The effects are frequency dependent; and

4. Collagen inhibition and/or destruction occurs at higher exposure levels when temperature increments
occur.

However, Karu and Letokhov 6 confidently deny the specific relevance of coherence and proceed to
show enhanced DNA responses in HeLa, E. coli, and Yeast for both coherent and incoherent light, but
with important frequency variations in the visible range. They did not observe collagen and their
organisms do ro have collagen. Therefore, the Russian work does but directly contradict the three
positive claims for collagen stimulation by coherent light effects in normal eukarotic cells. Their
exposure levels were in the range of 1 mJ/cm2 to 10 mJ/cm 2 . Curiously, results for the exposure of
HeLa cells to a He-Ne laser at a fixed fluency of 10 mJ/cm 2 and varying intensity shows a threshold
response at 1 mW/cm 2 . The authors also claim considerable success in treating gastric ulcers with
incoherent red light, but mostly with combined medical therapies.

Boulton and Marshal 2 found that the enhanced proliferation of human fibroblast cells due to pulsed red
light occured only for the coherent laser irradiation. They applied 15 minute exposures of pulsed red
light arid observed the cell counts after 24 hours of incubation. The occurrence or non-occurrence of
enhancement is statistically significant, although the reproducibility of the cell counts is somewhat
debatable. Apparently, a growth factor is generated during the 15 minute irradiation period, while the
1 mW CVI He-Ne laser was chopped into 3 ms (millisecond) pulses at 100 Hz (hertz) to aive 90 mJ/cm 2 in
15 minutes at 0.1 mW/cm 2 .

The Nd:YAG laser experiment 3 showed a marked decrease of both collagen production and DNA
replication in human skin fibroblast cultures, whereas no such decreases were noted in cultures heated to
the corresponding temperature by incoherent light. The 60 W CW-Nd:YAC laser outputs at 106L1 nm.
With an intensity of 389.6 W/cm 2 , exposures of 3 to 12 seconds give 1.2 to 4.7 x 103 J/cm

2 . This is
roughly one thousand times more exposure than either the He-Ne or Ga-As experiments. It was
surprising that the incoherent source had no effect at this level of exposure, but the coherent effects
were confirmed.

The procollagen mRNA experiment 4 was based on biopsy specimens taken from wounded pigs. They
compared mRNA levels found in unexposed controls, with the incoherent tungsten lamp, and the He-Ne
laser. The incoherent exposure showed a slight enhancement, but the laser exposure demonstrated a
marked effect for both type I and type III procollagen mRNA.

5.
The In Vitro paper gives additional results of the effect of the He-Ne laser on human lymphocyte

rpsponse. The authors found inhibition of both lectin stimulation and spontaneous lymphocyte
proliferation in vitro under low level exposure to Ga-As laser light. Similarly, the functional immune
response to antigen stimulation was diminished as a result of laser irradiation.

Thomas Lam et al1 tested four human fibroblast cell lines under two lasers:

1. A continuous wave He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm with average power of 1.56 mW. The cell lines were
irraidiated at 0.883 mW/cm 2 with total exposures of 0.053 to 1.589 J/cm

2 ; and

2. A pulsed Ga-As laser at 904.0 nm with 200 ns at 73 Hz and average power of 0.03 mW. The lines
were irradiated at 0.222 mW/cm 2 with total exposures of 0.0133 to 0.40 J/cm

2 , after correcting for a
misunderstanding about the average power.

Both lasers caused enhanced procollagen formation without any observed effect on the specified enzyme
assays. The cell temperature was not appreciably influenced by such low level radiation. The Ite-Ne
laser showed a maximum enhancement at exposures of 0.15 J/cm

2 , while the Ga-As laser showed DNA
suppression at greater exposures.

The difference between the He-Ne and the Ga-As laser is most remarkable, and certainly deserves
further exploration and verification. Cell line 1 had the highest initial collagen level and was more
difficult to stimulate, whereas cell line 3 had the lowest initial collagen level and showed the greatest
amount of stimulation (i.e., 36 times). Only cell line 2 was tested for DNA, and acain the lasers showed
differing results.
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Table I: Statistically Significant Results Versus Controls

Cell Line He-Ne Ga-As

1) (High Col.) =Col. 2 x Col.
2) Inc. Col., =DNA Inc. Col, Dec. DNA
3) (Low Col.) 36 x Col. =Col.
4) No obs. Inc, Col

List of Variables Occurring in the Experiments

Cell line: species, passage, clone, stability, etc.
Substrate/ suspension
Trypsin procedure
Growth medium
Laser/incoherent source
Laser: frequency, intensity, exposure, spectral purity, amplitude stability, noise, single/multimode,
CW/pulse, etc.
Dynamics of response: multiple exposures, incubations
Types of Observation: cell count, collagen, DNA, mRNA, enzymes, etc.
Use of Controls: statistical significance, reproducibility.

Why Coherent Liqht?

Three laboratories have found that coherent red light produces a biological effect that is not produced
by incoherent light of the same frequency and intensity. The low intensity behavior rules out two photon
absorption, and both one photon and two photon absorption occur without regard for coherence.
Coherence means that the electric field can act as a classical force. The electric field due to a single
photon is indeterminate; if the phase is known, then the amplitude is unknown, and vice-versa. A
coherent state of many photons builds a classical representation of the electric vector; having definite
phase and amplitude. Low frequency fields are usually coherent multi-photon states because the sources
are driven by classical forces. The individual low frequency photons are below the energy threshold for
easy detection. Laser coherence implies coherent optical photons with enough energy to act like photons
and drive a classical force. The question is, "How does this force act to produce biostimulation?"

The ind 49ed dipole-dipole forces were discussed along with several othe 4 speculative ideas by
H. Frolich. At high frequency the induced forces are proportional to R instead of being
exponentially reduced by the static coulomb screening. It is very tempting to assume that these long
range frequency dependent forces should play a role in the recognition processes before the stereographic
effects can come into play. For example, a procollagen molocule needs to find the collagen fiber before
thermal degradation occurs, and the resonant laser-induced forces should be helpful. Mitosis could be
another example. The induced dipole forces might influence the assembly of mRNA or distort the
superhelices enough to cause nicking. A caveat must be mentioned: There is no real evidence that this
type 9 f2 iig range force is effective biologically. It is more likely that polyelectrolyte effects are hard at
work.

The various frequency ranges are listed in the table below. However, it is difficult to cope with all

the phenomena occurring in a span of 14 orders of magnitude.

Table 2: Frequencies and Wave Lengths for Major Regions

R2nge Frequency Wave Number Microns Other

Visible 6 x 1014 20000 5 500 nm
IR 3 x 101 10000 1 1000 nm
VI, 6 x 10 3 2000 5
THERMAL 3 x 1013 1000 10
VIB 3 x 12 100 100
MM 3 x 10 10 1000 1 nm
MW 3 x 1010 10000 1 cm
ELF 30 10000 km

The mechanism of biostimulation must have an energy path - i.e., causal connection. Somehow, the

incoming optical energy must be converted to:

I . an electronic excitation;

2. a super-thermal vibration;

3. a sub-thermal breathing mode; or

4. molecular transport and assembly.
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The red photons are rather low for electronic excitation. Furthermore, there are no known red
chromnphores, and electronic and sub-thermal vibration transitions do not depend on coherence.

Casc 3 and 4 are relevant. Ramon scattering with excitation of the degenerate sub-thermal breathing
modes becumut, a coherent process, and an increasing electric field will split the degeneracies and lead to
a non-linear response. This type of Ramon scattering may include the effect of induced dipole-dipole
rtorces in a polymer molecule, although this effect has not been established.

The mechanism of phutostimulation must start somewhere. Frequently, we expect to initiate cell
rt,_.prses externally and then trigger a response in the cytoplasm; but a photoreaction in the DNA or the
chro mratri complex might be tha -ryger. It is also reasonable for laser light to interact directly in the

topla1si ndrt or receptor proteins.

Direct p1hotureaction in the cytoplasm or membrane receptor protein is a logical candidate for the initial
step, since it is sospectec that both collagen mRNA any chymotrypsin (an enzyme) are structurally
modified by red light. The evidence as regards mRNA shows that He-Ne laser light (632.8 nm,
13.8 mV., 10 J cm) on rat liver MIA causes increased U% absorption at 260 nm.

Possible Loin Frequercy Mechanism

Vost lipid membranes arid biopolymers are negatively charged arid associated with a nearly equal
numbtIer of positive counter ions. The cell membrane polarizes the adjacent layer of ionic media and
(oenerates a strong static electric field. A low frequency external field induces cyclic counter ion flow
trim pole to pole around the cell membrane. The coefficient of diffusion and the diameter of a typical cell

1pv a courItter ron resonance frequency of roughly 20 cps. Water flow is induced along with the ions.
The ions )nd the induced v.ater move through a forest of transmembrane proteins and polysaccharides.
The "Lltrcachin polymers are stressed and dragged towards the poles, where they accumula, producing
thre cappi g phenormena seen in fluorescen)t studies. the oscillating flow liberates bound CA and causes
irruversibla dispersal. Clearly, we have started a significant cell response without resorting to photonic
trursit ir S.

At 210 cp- the irduced counter ion flow tends to cancel the external field so that the applied electric
clekc cues [ot penetrate to the interior of the cell. However, a low frequency magnetic field, or a
s(,me ,hat higher trequency electric field, will penetrate the cell membrane and induce effect -n the
scural mrnembrares and variously dispersed polyelectrolytes in tne cytoplasm. A variable magnetic field
will penetrate everything except a superconductor, or a large conductor with appreciable eddy currents.
flerrce, if variable magnetic fields are applied, we expect the Faraday-induced electric fields inside of the
Cell.

A Plausible Erzyi.e Mecchanism for Low Frequency Biostimulation

,Athrough an enhanced enzyme activation was not reported in the laser cell culture experiments, a key
step may have been overlooked. Increased amounts of collagen mRNA were observed, and low frequency
oxperiments found increased activity of ornithine decarboxylase (=ODC), enolase, and ATPase, along with
increased amonts of cAMP, hyluranatic acid, and mRNA.

The first stage in the cascade of enzyme activity is activation of a cAMP-dependent protein kinase. A
hormone or netrotransmitter binds to a specific receptor protein located on the outside of the plasma
membrane, the first messenger never enters the target cell. The hormone-receptor complex diffuses to
an adenylate cyclase in the plane of the bilayer. Adenylate cyclase contains at least two subunits. One
possesses catalytic activity, and the other is a regulatory protein. The regulatory protein binds GPT.
Only then does tire catalytic protein become active, forming cAMP from ATP. The regulatory protein can
hydrolyze GTP, end once GTP has been hydrolyzed, the catalytic subunit is no longer active. [One
mecharism is throurh G protein activation by the frequency-dependent coherent light at 632.8 nm
wavelencrth. I An enormous range of hormones also alter the activity of adenylate cyclase in higher
organ isms.

The second stage in the enzyme cascade is the activation of a protein kinase by cAMP. Cyclic
AMP-dependent protein kinases are tetramers composed of two catalytic and two regulatory subunits.
Cyclic AMP binds to the regulatory subunits, and the inactive protein dissociates into active catalytic
subunits and rec'ulatory subunits bound to cAMP. The newly phosphorylated protein thereby produces a
physiological or metabolic response.

Clinical Considerations - He-Ne Laser

We have utilized the He-Ne laser (at 632.8 nm) 2-15 mW over 1-5 cm areas, from 10 seconds to 5
mir-utes over repeated areas in a variety of medical conditions. Absolute indications for the use of the
He-Ne laser in medicine are:

Wound healing. In over 150 patients with severe decubiti deeply penetrating into musculofacial planes
up to 10 15 cm deep and 3-8 cm in diameter have been treated with uniformly dramatic increases in
granulation tissue and decubiti healing.
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The following case is illustrative of the effects of the He-Ne laser upon wound healing:

The case is that of a 50-year-old male with adenocarcinoma of the kidney with metastasis to the spine
and resultatnt paraplegia. The patient received irradiation to the spine and was concurrently treated
with recombinant Interferon Alpha. He developed decubiti (bed sores) in 1987 on both buttocks that
would not heal. In fact, they were grossly infected and the plastic surgeon had placed him on a
medical treatment plan from January until the August 1988.

From January to August 1988 the decubiti simply grew larger and became even more grossly infected.
On August 18, 1988, the left decubitus measured 4.5 inches deep and was 3.5 inches wide; the right
decubitus measures 3.5 inches deep and was 3 inches wide. He was started on He-Ne laser treatment
twice a week for 1-3 minutes per area at 5 mW output 632.8 nm. After the second treatment the pus
and purulent material which filled both ulcers was no longer present and has never reappeared
(although the medical management has not changed).

In the second week nodules of pink granulation tissue could be seen sprouting from each side and the
base of the ulcer, and the following week spicules of granulation tissue were joining across the
midline. Gradually, week by week, the granulation tissue filled in, along with the epithelium. By
mid-October, the patient was able to resume work (sitting six hours a day). This is generally
contraindicated in patients with routine decubiti mananement. Furthermore, by November 15, 1988,
both decubiti were essentially healed.

Pain mananement. Early in the course of wound healing it was noted that patients noted a remarkable
reduction of pain in the neurotomes treated with the He-Ne laser; this occurred without a loss of
sensation. Therefore, In order to clarify pain pathway mechanism a normal ulnar nerve was stimulated
via the He-Ne, and conduction velocities were recorded in the routine manner. The data are both
biologically accurate and conform to the clinical observation.s. The followinq data is a summary rf
conduction velocity of the ulnar nerve irradiated with the He-Ne laser.

Ulnar Nerve Stimulation Effect of He-Ne Laser

ST!MULUS IN Z SECONDS

CONDUCTION TIM;E
LATENCY AMPLITUDE VELOCITY EXPOSURE DROP IN MS

5.3 20 uV 49.0 M/sec 0 0
5.6 20 46.4 30
5.8 20 44.8 60
5.9 20 44.1 120 -10

Treatment of Pain Syndromes. Following the studies noted above, over 50 patients (450 patient
treatments) have been irradiated with the He-Ne laser with an astounding 90% relief of pain. These
patients were carefully screened prior to inclusion into the study, however, and only those cases of
posttraumatic neuroma pain, post surgical neuroma, carpal tunnel syndromes, it ;ercostal neuralgia, and
specific bone metastasis (rib) pain were included as a part of an ongoing clinical research project.

Additional medical applications of the He-Ne laser are part of extensive clinical evaluation at Baylor
Col!egL of Medicine.

This work has been generously supported by:

Baylor College of Medicine
The Institute of Rehabilitation and Research
Medcci Foundation.

The lasers utilized have been manufactured to specifications developed under FDA manufacturing codes
by Bioquantum Technologies.
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ABSTRACT

Low energy laser irradiation is promoted as a safe and effective treatment for a multitude of neurologi-
cal, soft tissue and musculoskeletal conditions. Unfortunately, although a wide variety of laboratory
and clinical effects have been reported, a mechanism of action is not established and therapeutic effec-
tiveness is controversial. This paper briefly reviews the current clinical and experimental status of
this interesting therapeutic approach.

INTRODUCTION

Early research with low energy lasers in the mid and late 1960s began in eastern Europe and Russia with
initial efforts emphasizing wound healing, analgesia and cellular processes.],2 Over the years, this
early activity has been supplemented further by research in that region, as well as, around the world.
Nevertheless, despite a variety of interesting findings (Table 1), a mechanism of action is not
established, treatment effectiveness remains arguable and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for
clinical use does not exist.

Currently however, low energy lasers (defined here as those with powers <50 mW) are used in many
countries to accelerate wound healing, lessen pain and reduce inflammation in both animals and
humans. 2 ,2 1 -24  In the United States "laser" treatment is less common and powers, for the most part, are
restricted to powers of a milliwatt.

2 5

TREATMENT RATIONALE AND MECHANISM OF ACTION

Two basic questions are appropriate when considering the potential effectiveness of low energy laser
treatment: (1) does a significant amount of radiation reach the tissues being treated and, if it does,
(2) how might a biological effect be produced? The first of these issues is addressed by considering the
optical characteristics of tissue. The second, that of a mechanism of action, is more difficult.

The optical characteristics of tissues have been studied in detail. As a result, while light
transmission, absorption and scattering are complex functions of tissue structure, pigmentation and wave-
length, a number of general statements can be made. For example, a "window" of sorts exists for most
soft tissues in the 0.60 to 1.3 um portion of the spectrum that includes most low energy lasers in clini-
cal use. More specifically, the intensity of a beam in this region dpcreases by about I/e (i.e., 37%) of
its initial value at depths of 0.75 to 2.2 mm.6 More 2 graphically, about 1% of energy in a beam in the
0.605 to 0.850 um region penetrates the human chest wall and a 1 mW HeNe laser (0.632 um) easily trans-
illuminates a finger.

Thus, it is possible to accept that low energy laser radiation penetrates soft tissue well enough to
deliver a reasonable amount of energy to superficial nerves, wounds and joints such as those in the hands
and feet. Penetration to deeper depths is less and treatment effectiveness more problematical.

It is important to realize that, by definition, low energy laser treatment takes place at such low inten-
sities that any effects that may take place result from the direct effects of the irradiation and not as
the result of heating. 18, "30 For example, if all the energy of 1 50 mW laser beam (a power at the
upper end of the low energy laser range) striking the surface of a two centimeter diameter area the skin
for a minute is absorbed within a centimeter of the surface, the cilculated tissue temperature elevation
is less than 0.30 C. (Experimental measurements are in agreement .vith this expectation; minimal to 0.50
C temperature increases occur following irradiations at these energies.1 3 ,3 1 ) For the sake of com-
parison, common physical therapy agents such as hot packs, ultrasoind and shortwave diathermy may raise
tissue temperatures by 50C or more.

3 2

It should be remembered that nonthermal photobiochemical processes occur throughout nature and are not
uniquely associated with lasers. Ultraviolet light, for example, tans skin and kills germs with wave
length specific reactions. Similarly other processes such as phot)synthesis, vision and Vitamin D meta-
bolism are more efficient at some wavelengths than others.
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Although generalized heating does not occur, localized warming of subcellular structures is possible and
may be capable of altering metabolic function. Restrictions, however, limit the magnitude of possible
temperature inhomogenuit S.3 3 For example, if the thermal relaxation time of an object is long compared
with the treatment time warming occurs; if a relaxation time is short relative to the treatment time,
little heating can occur. Specifically, small structures, such as mitochondria, which have large
surface-to-volime ratios would be expected to have short relaxation times.

This expectation is correct. Relaxation times for objects of these sizes are known: nanoseconds for sub-
cellular structures, microseconds for cells and milliseconds fo 100 um tissue components.

33  Thus, for
example, is it known that a XeF laser pulse of 0.05 to 0.4 J/cm over 20 nsec can damage and kill melano-
cytes in the skin. 33 Exposure to similar energy levels occurs in low energy laser treatment, but
requires seconds. Since seconds are many tirits longer than the relaxation times of these structures,
selective heating during pulsed or continuous wave length low energy laser therapy is minimal.

iving cells maintain electrical gradients across their membranes and it is tempting to consider whether
laser irradiation can disrupt these potentials. Focused high power laser bgams can produce intensities
of 1015 W/cm 2 36 and have corresponding electric field strengths of 6 x 10 V/m. This is equivalent to
a 4000-6000 V potential difference across the dimensions of a typical cell and is obviously large in com-
parison with the 50-70 mV potentials maintained by cells themselves. Beam intensities of low power
lasers, on the other hand, are routinely less than 6 W/cm2 and have corresponding electric fields of
about 50 V/m. These fields are equivalent to 0.3-0.5 mV across a cell; a value that seems unlikely to
perturb membrane potentials.

If low intensity laser irradiation does produce nonthermal reactions, the mechanism may involve either
(1) properties of light in general, (2) the properties of laser radiation: collimation, coherency and
monochromaticity or (3) the fact that lasers produce radiation that is more intense and/or more highly
polarized than is normally available from other sources.

Information exists abnut these issues. For example, coherency and polarization may not be important as
some studies report producing stimulative effects with noncoherent light. ,2,10 ,3 7- 39  In addition tissue
scattering rapidly degrades beam coherency and low energy laser experiments are often done with fiber
optic delivery systems which lessen both collimation and coherency. Given the number of studies which
find stimulation of cellular processes following irradiation with very low energy noncoherent muoochroma-
tic sources, it may be that all that is needed is light at a specific intensity and wavelength. 0

LABORATORY AND CLINICAL RESEARCH

As might be expected for a controversial technique, the research literature is fragmented and
conflicting. Much work is poorly described and clinical evaluations, particularly in the earlier stu-
dies, are often neither controlled nor blinded. More recently research rigor and quality has improved.
Nevertheless, as the following paragraphs illustrate, a multitude of scattered, and potentially incon-
sistent, results are reported.

Neuronal Function

Rochkind et a], for example, reported improved peripheral nerve regeneration in rats whose crush injured
sciatic nerves were subsequently irradiated with a 17 mW HeNe laser. 4 0  Additional work by the same
group, using the optic nerves of rabbits (as a model of CNS injury), also showed improved recovery and
function following irradiation with a similar laser over a 8 to 15 day period. 4 1

On a somewhat more applied level, some investigators find that low energy laser irradiation generates
action potentials and suppresses clonus in humans. 4 0 - 44 Other studies, however, may not replicate these
results.4 5  In the same vein, some researchers report increased distal nerve latencies following
irradiati n,4 2 144 while others find no change in either nerve conduction velocity, or action potential
amplitude 7 following irradiation and no benefit in the treatment of median nerve compression neuropathy
(carpal tunnel syndrome).

46

Pain

Whether low energy laser irradiation produces analgesia also remains controversial. Thus, while some
investgiations find no effect from low energy treatment, other describe pain reduction in animals as well

as in a variety of human musculoskeletal, rheumatological and neurological conditions.

Musculoskeletal pain, in particular, has been an active area of study. Several studies, 4 7 ,4 8 ,4 9  for
example, report 60-30% reductions in osteoarthritic pain following treatment with a variety of lasers
(Hele, Nd:YAG, and aAlAs) and different techniques. Additional controlled studies of osteoarthritis and
sports injuriesS,5 as well as uncontrolled studies with as many as 1600 subjects 2 4 ,5 2 also find treat-
ment beneficial. However, not all investigators find low energy laser effective gnd invstigations of

epicondylitis,29 as well as knee and thumb osteoarthritis may not detect benefit.
5  5

Neck pain, headaches and back pain 2 3 ,48 ,4 9 have been studied in poorly controlled groups with 60-80% of
the subjects reporting partial or total relief following treatment. Successful treatment of shoulder
pain, tendonitis and periarthritis is also reported in uncontrolled trials 48 ,4 9 ,56 Other studies of tri-
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geminal neuralgia, post herpetic neuralgia, radiculopathy and diabetic neuropathy also find 40 to 80% of
those treated reporting some benefit.2 8 ,4 7 ,48 ,49 While results such as these are intriguing, the studies
are limited and can only be used to suggest further evaluation.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis is another area of active investigation. One of the first controlled studies was a
double blinded investigation of 30 patients reported in 1980.68 At the conclusion of the experiment, the
investigators reported a lessening in hand joint warmth, lessened pain, reduced erythema and improved
function. With the exception of a decrease in platelet aggregation, laboratory and x-ray studies were
unaltered.

It is significant that this study used a Q-switched laser at energies of 15-25 J. As such, it does not
represent most low energy laser treatment since it involved higher energies than normal (15-25 J rather
tnun '-4 J) and extremely short pulse durations.

Otner blinded studies of rheumatoid arthritis have been preferred with HeNe, GaAlAs and GaAs lasers at
energies well within low energy range. 2 2 ,58 ,59 ,60 Most of the studies find treatment produces at least
some lessening of pain, increase in function and/or reduction medication use. Some also report altered
laboratory parameters such as the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), white count and C reactive pro-
tein (CRP) although a consistent pattern is not apparent. Whether or not these changes will prove to be
clinically significant, remains to be seen.

Wound Healing

Acceleration of soft tissue wound healing (particularly within the first several days of wounding) is
often reported in small animals such as rodents 4 ,38 ,3 9 ,6 1,6 2 as well as in humans (e.g., skin, mouth and
cervix)2,496, 6 3  following low energy laser treatment. Unfortunately, the fact that many of the eva-
1 ations are poorly controlled and incompletely described makes interpretation difficult.

It may also be significant that the more successful studies are often done with animals such as rabbits,
guinea pigs and rats whose skin is quite loose and heals in large part by contraction. Experiments with
pigs, which have a more adherent skin and may serve as a better human model, tend to be less encouraging
and may show little or no benefit. 28 ,6 4 -6 7

Safety

Since thermal damage and tissue destruction is not an issue with low energy laser therapy, safety issues

center on protecting the eye (due to the sensitivity of the retina as well as the focusing ability of the
cornea and lens) from direct exposure to the beam. For example, a brief glance at a I mW HeNe laser beam
can produce a headache and protective lenses should be worn when using even the lowest powered lasers.
M6tagenic and carcinogenic concerns are periodically raised but it should be remembered that lasers are
prevalent in everyday life (bar code scanners, pointers, etc), industry and surgery, and that there has
been a dearth of detrimental side effects.
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TABLE I -- CELLULAR EFFECTS OF LOW ENERGY LASER IRRADIATION

Phenomenon Change and Model Laser
(References) Reported

Collagen Increase Human fibroblasts, HeNe
and protein & rabbit skin, HeNe+GaAs
synthesis Decrease human synovium, Nd:P04 glass

(3-8) Bovine cartilage Nd:YAG

RNA Synthesis Increase Mouse skin HeNe
(3)

Cell Proliferation Increase Mouse fibroblasts, Ruby
(9-11) & Human lymphocytes HeNe

Decrease GaAs

Cell Granule Increase Mouse mast cells HeNe
Release

(12)

Cell Motility Increase Human Sperm Kr
(13)

Membrane Potential Increase Rat liver mitochrondria, HeNe
(14-16) Human fibroblasts

Cell Binding Increase Human lymphocytes and HeNe
Affinities fibroblasts

(16,17)

Neurotransmitter Increase Acetylcholine Ruby
Release (guinea pigs)

(78)

Oxyhemoglobin Increase
Dissociation

(19)

Phagocytosis Increase Human leukocytes Ruby
(2)

ATP Syntheses Increase Rat liver mitochrondria HeNe
(14-15)

Intercellular Increase Mouse retina HeNe
Matrix

(20)

Prostaglandin Increase Rat skin HeNe
Synthesis

(6)
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SMALL ARTERY REPAIR WITH THE C02 LASER
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and Anthony J. Comerota M.D., F.A.C.S.

Temple University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA 19140

ABSTRACT

Conventially sutured small arterial anastomoses have a high failure rate. Laser fusion arterial anasto-
moses of 1-2 mm. vessels have been successful and suggest a possible role of the laser in decreasing the high
failure rate of small vessel anastomoses. We have, therefore, undertaken a study to examine if laser fused
arterial anastomoses are feasible in 3-4 mm. vessels. Our short term data not only supports the feasibility
of laser fused arterial anastomoses in the size range but also suggest that the healing process involves less
inflammation and consequently less stricturing.

INTRODUCTION

Small vessel vascular repairs, though easy in principle, continue to vex even the best surgeons.
There has been much improvement both in technique and materials since Alexis Carrel first introduced his
triangulating technique in 1902. Nonetheless, early failures of distal small vessel bypasses are still
common. It seems clear that we are a long way from the perfect anastomosis. Both systemic and local factors
are involved in these early anastomotic failures. Hypercoagulable states and thrombocytosis enhance systemic
thrombotic potential. Locally, the transmural passage of the needle induces multiple sites of injury to the
arterial wall. The presence of suture material may incite inflammation, harbor infection, lead to granuloma
formation, and alter or inhibit normal healing. In small vessels even apparently minor defects or trivial
inflammation may result in anastomotic failure. Laser fusion of tissue eliminates the local injury induced by
needle and suture. This has prompted us to investigate laser fusion as a possibly less traumatic method of
performing vascular anascomoses.

THE LASER

Since the first report of laser vascular repair in 1979 (1) several investigators have studied laser
vascular repair in search of the ideal technique for performing a vascular anastomosis (2,3). Amoung the
currently available lasers, the C02 laser has several merits which make it an excellent choice for vascular
repair. With its 10.06 um. wavelength, the C02 laser is primarily absorbed by water and its tissue interac-
tion is not chromophore dependent. Consequently, the ubiquity of water in tissue results in the avid absor-
ption of the laser beam near the vessel surface. This qhallow depth of penetration permits very precise
control of the tissue effect. Water absorption of the C02 laser energy also results in the rapid dissipation
of heat generated by the photothermal laser, thereby minimizing injury to adjacent tissue. Finally, the C02
laser has milliwatt capability allowing the surgeon to fine tune the power output to 1/1000 of a watt ( 1
milliwatt ).

POWER DENSITY

A standard Sharplan 1040 C02 laser is attached to an operating microscope with a microslad containing
a 390 mm. lens; with this set up, we have performed laser anastomoses of transected rabbit aortae. The laser
power is set at 200 mW. Periodically the power delivered is checked with an external meter. The 300 wm.
coupling lens of the microslad creates a 420 um. spot diameter which yields a power density of 145W/cmT .

Energy fluence, per se, is not an end point in the creation of an anastomosis. Instead, the visual-
ization of light brown vessel edges melted together is used.

TECHNIQUE

The anastomosis is performed in four steps. First, the divided ends of the rabbit aorta are brought
into tension-free approximation with the aid of an Acland clamp. Next, three 10.0 nylon mattress sutures
are equidistantly placed as stay sutures. The placement of the mattress sutures everts and coapts the vessel
edges. Eversion of the vessel edges increases the surface area to be fused together. The third step involves
placing diverting tension on the stay sutures in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the vessel.
The final step is simpl, ' he directing of the laser beam to weld the vessel edges together. The laser power
is continuously applied until a light brown color is seen along the vessel ends, which signifies fusion.
Upon completion, an appropriately constructed laser fusion anastomosis should not appear charred or stenotic

Fig. I ).
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RESULTS

In a series of twenty-o rabbi laser dnastomoses constructed using this techniquel there was a I00'
success rate and a 100. patency rate, from d days to 6 months. Healing was assessed histologically from 7
days to 6 months postoperatively. A few additional anastomoses were performed to assess the acute histology
at one hour.

Immediately after laser fusion, the flow surface in the area nf the anastomosis is denuded of endothel-
ial cells. The exposed collagen is dotted with only a few small platelet aggregates. Few viable cells remain
in the media, and collagen in both the media and adventitia appears melted together. A "cap" of fused collag-
en bridges the adventitial surface of the vessel edges ( fig. 2 ). The initial injury caused by the laser is
therefore transmural, but there is no foreign material left behind to propagate further injury.

Histologically, at one week, there is minimal inflammation at the anastomotic site. The intima and
media are only slightly thickened. A coagulum of collagen bridges the adventitial edges of the anastomosis.
The only granulomas present are associated with stay sutures, not with the laser welded edges ( fig. a ).

Scanning electron microscopy of the flow surface demonstrates smooth exposed acellular collagen acutely
without significant platelet aggregations ( fig. 3 ). By one month the intimal surface is covered with endo-
thelium indistinguishable from that of distant sites. The only disruptions of the anastomotic site are the
crevices dug by the stay sutures.

CONCLUSIONS

Using a power density of 145W/cm 2 successful laser vascular anastomoses can be performed in 4mm rabbit
aortae. Patency rates are excellent. The histology and electron micrographs are extremely promising in terms
of the lack of inflammation, the lack of intimal and medial thickening, and the virtually flawless integrity
of the flow surface after one month. Like sutured anac..oses, failure rates are technique dependent, empha-
sizing the need to critically evaluate and to define -chnical method of laser fusion if these anastomoses
are to play a role in clinical surgery.
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FHg. 1. Apearance of a laser fusion anastomosis immediately after completion.

Fig. 2. Histological appearance of a laser fusion anastomosis on day 1. Note
the "cap" of collagen bridging the adventitial surface of the vessel edges.

Masson trichrome stain
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Fig. 3. Electron micrograph of the flow surface of the area at a
newly formed anastomosis. Note collagen is intact. A few scattered
aggregates of platelets cover the denuded subendothelium.

ts"

Fig. 4. Histological appearance of a laser fusion anastomosis at one week.
Note the prominent fusion "cap" on the adventitial surface and the lack of
inflammation. ( H. and E. stain )
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INDUSTRIAL LASER USE IN NAVY DEPOTS

Dr. Julius Alker
Industrial Engineer

Naval Air Systems Command
Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters

Washington, DC 20631-4300

Abstract

The United States Navy depots comprise the largest industrial complex on earth. They
rework and repair ships, aircraft, engines, electronic instruments and components.
Industrial lasers find increased use in these operations, such as, specialized, large
scale measuring instruments used in dimensional verification, laser robotic vision
controlled operations, scanners, and robotic depainters. A 3-D vision system combined
with a seven axis inspection robot and a sophisticated computer system reduced propeller
inspection time 90%. This combined with six axis robots shapes and balances ship
propellers. 3-D vision systems provide increased welding capabilities at Naval shipyards.
At the opposite end of the scale, laser scanners used in reverse engineering work to
0.002" tolerances and combined with CAD systems are programmed to provide shop level
drawings. Naval air depots have under development computer controlled equipment with
robotic laser vision systems. One system, a laser cutter and welder, will rework major
aircraft engine components. Pairs of self propelled laser guided robotic depainter units
are scheduled for operations in the mid 1990s. A robotic laser inspection and welding
system reduces repair times several hundred hours an engine.

Discussion

Introduction
With six naval aviatiou depots. eigh.t ship yards, an dvionics center, numerous weapon

and ordnance stations, ranges, laboratories and local repair and maintenance facilities
the U.S. Navy commands the largest repair, research and maintenance complex on earth. An
industrial complex of such magnitude routinely uses a number of laser cutting, welding.
measuring and other such equipment, most of which are found in many industrial
facilities. This presentation will deal with six specific types of equipment developed
for the U.S. Navy; a-ll use lasers vision systems in combination with robotics,
sophisticated computation equipment, and often with machining centers.

Robotic laser depaintinq
The U.S. Navy has the largest depainting activity on earth. In the equipment rework

or repair cycle paint is often removed from aircraft, ships and components. Current
depainting metnods use liquid chemicals, producing a large amount of hazardous liquid
waste and also increase the total volatile organic compound levels in the air. This
method must be eliminated in some areas of the country. The currently practiced
alternate method to chemical depainting, abrasive blasting, produces a large amount of
solid waste, which is easier to handle than the liquid and gaseous wastes derived from
chemical depainting, but still constitutes waste elimination problems. The new method of
aircraft laser depainting uses vehicles provided with a laser vision system able to
determine the composition of the target area. The equipment is first flooded with xenon
white light to standardize wave length, as the spectral analysis uses the reflected wave
length emitted by the target area. The system can distinguish among paint, primer, and
different substrates. Thus, it can be programmed to remove paint only, or paint and
primer. When the comDosition of the target is determined, and plans call for its
removal, the 4-6kW CO, pulsed laser fires to remove the paint of lcmt?' area at a time.
Operations are performed in a controlled environment constructed of five minute laser
resistant walls, eliminating the release of organic compounds to the atmosphere, while
protecting people from laser radiation. Current plans call for one robot on each side of
the airplane (Figure 1). The operator positions the robots and then the automated system
removes all the required material within the reach of the robot (generally a 2 FT strip).
The operator will observe the operation and will be able to shut the cell down in case of
malfunction. This method will reduce aircraft depainting costs 60%. The expected
operational date for the equipment is January 1994.

Heat shield inspection/welding system
Inspection of engine heat shields is labor intensive, requiring 1,600 hours of

preparation per engine for the P-3 aircraft. Defects in the heat shield lead to serious
degradation of adjacent metal parts. To repair cracks the engine must be removed. If
there are no defects in the heat shield, engine removal is a waste of time. The
equipment under development will inspect and repair the heat shield of P-3 aircraft
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without engine removal. The equipment is of a robot mounted on an aircraft stand,
connected to a monitor and a microprocessor and supplied with a flexible multi-jointed
arm Litted with tive interchangeable end-effe:7tors. The tail pipe is removed (1). The
robot is mounted on the tail pipe mounting ring with the help of a keyway and key. With
the cleaning end-effector the heat shield is cleaned with brushes and a solvent (2).
Then the inspection end effector is mounted (3). Side looking charged couple devices and
the light delivered from a strobe light by fiber optics provide for vision. The
information is provided to the microprocessor and is stored in memory. The operator
notes the defects, if any (4). The defective areas are cleaned to bare metal by the
third end effector (b). After cleaning, a stainless steel mash is placed over the
detective areas and spot welded in place by a 1.5kW Nd:YAG laser through fiber optics, to
prevent interference with the microprocessor (6). Finally, water soluble, high heat
activated material is introduced into the mash (7). After the engines are fired the
water evaporates from the sealant and the stainless steel mash fuses in place. The
equipment is expected to be in operation by December 1990.

Cutti ng welding- wiork ceIi
A work cell has been developed primarily for the repair of jet engine combustion

c-hambers. It will be able to handle work pieces up to 500 lbs, if within a 4 FT cube.
'hIe principle is the combination of a 3 D robotic vision system with robotic cutting and
wolding. All these are controlled by sophisticated computer systems. The work piece is
placed on a two shuttle system, so that while one work piece is worked, the other one can
be loaded. The damaged areas are inspected and marked. The laser head is guided to the
possible defective areas. The five watt argon ion laser beam delivered by fiber optics
provides the light for the 3-D vision system. The vision system computer locates the
detective areas with the help of the lateral effect silicon photodiod. It tracks the
defect and determines whether it is a repairable or replaceable defect. Repairable
cracks are welded, while damaged parts are removed by the 1.5kW CO laser cutter.
Pressurized nitrogen purges the beam delivery system, keeping particles away from the
opti-s, while the weld is flushed by argon gas. The information on the cut is fed into
the computer, which guides an other cutter to shape a replacement part. This part is
titted by the operator aid welded in place. The entire system has unprecedented
capabilities, not measurable at this time. It is estimated that productivity will be
increased 100% with half the current staff. The system is expected to be in full
oporation by February 1989.

i-D Weld Seam Tracking System
The Naval 'lea Systems Command is developing a welder combined with laser visual

control for repairing small, irregular parts. The system provides a one pass laser
tracking system in the presence of the arc. The computer with the 10 milliwatt infrared
laser photodiod tracks the weld seam and identifies the weld type, measures the groove's
rnqe, depth, and width approximately three inches ahead of the torch. It takes pictures
at t/30 second intervals, feeding this information into the computer, which then controls
the six axis robot holding the torch. The operator can select the weld type and move the
wding system rapidly between areas using a six-axis joystick. The equipment is expected

h e in operati:on by 1992.

'er:;o engjneer ing
Th,. proqram has two robotic vision and scanning systems, both to be combined with

,n miuter aided design (CAb) now under development.
Th Nivil .e;a Systems Command's system will be used to plot ship layouts with the use

,t three strategically placed scanners using class I infrared photodiod lasers of 10
miiliwatr power, developing a three dimensional image of the area. The image is then
ronte] out, as is, or is transformed to working drawings by the CAD system..The

tel.rarties art, expected to be at the 0.1" level at 12 foot distance. This will help in
!h,, proparat ion for ship overhaul.

The Naval ,upply Systems Command developed a similar system for the Rapid Acquisition
'i Manntactiured Parts project. in this case four strategically placed scanners of one
milliwatt capacity infrared laser photodiods develop the image of an object with 0.002"
ac('uracy at tour foot distance. This system combined with a CAD will be used in reverse
,-nqln*eerinJ ot parts not available on the market. Expected operational date of the
inloqraterl systems is; January 1990.
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1,11 C b O ;i FROM 1,ASER BACK REFLECT I ONS

7K.b-rs~nneJ.N. Kamalu, W..Steen and R.D. Ifibberd
I::~<ra1 oll.reof Scionce, Technology, and Medicine

'etr or Robotics and Automated Systems
..~x§i: it ion ;Koad , Ilondon, S;W7 2BX, England

Abst ract

.ru,..~cn~ic~>is uec~euto aletect laser weld detects. The acoustic signal
c. 1ar : L i~L ~a nIle -I othe sensors. The feasibility of using the

*~1 ei k C) 1:. time nwld je .as0 syste for the control and monitoring of

Introduiction

LO.u:r' l i:r knowldACr bas:ed systems in manufacturing is
I si 1wihthe advent,' or ourrh generation fast computers. A

.'. :n. tindicat- thoe co noition of the process is an important aspect of any
-...... ~.s~csicmal-,s _-manatin1l from beam handling mirrors have been shown to

In -a~ . -* n~:onohthe: condition of the laser and the pjroc.'ss (1,2).
a' I-r h--s ot tnese acoustic signals in real time. monitoring of

Pr'i-on Is made with other available signals.

Ex;pe:r imreral

i X! rl-c- a rast axial flow type 2 KW CO2 laser, manufactured by
m aterial. -was mild steel. Argon was used as a shielding gas.

i rn' -.arleus seonsory signals which were investigated. Refering to
i :jroe_,.ctric dr-tctor which looks at the Co beam as emitted from the

a an.-al tract ion reflected from the KCL flt Sisaoapyroelectric
ick at the CO laser radiation reflected back from the workpiece. Again,

a n is r , 1 ct d off the KCL flat. S3 is a ceramic piezo-electric acoustic
ra n~. P .A ' which re spo nd s to hi gh fr eguen cy (>100 K lz) a co u sti c t ress

orcled copper mirror. S4 is also a similar acoustic transducer, which
a c wav*es which are generated by laser induced plasmas and transmitted

is a fast response silicon photo diode which looks at the visible
"e r si~ darlnc welding (4).

I .- rric dk-.-ctor system response was broad band (from 100 Kfjz up) to 5M~jz) A
a- o' ' ~a~ as the_ objective was to look at inherent temp~oral chaniges. The

.i dj-,r a.,_- non-resonant withn a broad band response betw.,een 100 Kfiz and 1.2
* .. *.ar .ilow rf rguecvnoise signals were not picked ufor example the noise from
,.LIaa I in n mirlror. All signals were time averaged using a fast r.m.s. device

pr - Co ;C,0

flat

V,-

S4 S

F I,; re I: E~xiwr ni m- n t a se-t -uip fG r I as, z-

- d men it erin't iqa' shiold nozeno,

W,; iipiece
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Siu;nal hrceits

-Ni risucr -iS 1i 1, -sonds to thermal 1 y induced stress waves in tb'e
71 crot- _11-ar Cau's cd o% hiq4 frequency intonsitN [yIuctuations in the beam.

i:'l 1 c flctain a ro inhe rent i n aI I la se rs and Lire caused b, (5)
s ~ ~ 1 N. nL do t~ rxa arc tr, - I-se modts 20 to 200 MIlLz relaxation osciIldLjuns and,
cd-N> ~ 1;1:- ii0,~ :u t cn-! ica.r qain saturat ion ( 50 KfIz to 5 MHz, variations in

"o XIII: I.., Courr1-1t 1-i1.ples, mechanical and therual instabilities 01 th-
a-r s-! -:,7 7 i., rto K1-z. I : U srticular relevance to laser welding are relaxation

* ::c n111_ ' In -mcod ov% ot i cal fEeed bac k ( 6, 7) Back reflections from the,
N> .. asr asitv. and ret urn an- am: li fid damped rX.tios

7 , cciI ti on s -I re Ci o n 8):

-1 1-,. 7 :rr. Jainin-, co-' iciert is qi.-en, ny:

cr537-7 t7t~ hi , u,~ is tb ca at thros_ hold, t is th- tl'.timr- of th-,
..........< !: c i --he photon cavit-y, lif-ti1,sEutos()a.d2)1n
tr 1 s-:rors: on-' to a step disturbance an such disturnanc..s are ca uIs

c ofr the eo Euaion r1) and 12 inC

7-s 1rs Lh- f rque:'cy h damped oscillations calculated by oqu at i on
i<- ~i ni r,-n-,:ads-mdth of7 the acoustic transducers, for value-s of q q 18 i)

F. . 1n d -c-0. 4nsec. , relevant to the laser use-d. Further, if th'- timo
-V . s- -_ 1CR r - 1ection disturbances are small compared to T in equaticn (2), th "

Nciiar-ar wi
1 

- s-tar-dand the beam intensity will be amrplirie, modulated accordino
s-I: -sawith a carrier Frequency given I- equation (1). This is

~l us itrd n * ur ). F-urther, according to equation (1), the carrien frequ(-n cy is
cr:_ rrr--1- aramere:rs. !t only depends on laser paramer-rs.

* .. -. tmodulation (bottom), due to relaxation oscillations wnicn 1---

r~ !I 7.....d s ur ,)arnc-s The top two traces show nartial modulation di to
iinr-Sno-, Signals are not time averaged. 1 msec. div, 50t) in di,

17 1nrrrI di st marc-s in the laser which give rise to r I axat ion
1 Ah, r iistniLitic's may also lie, within the response bandwidth of th-

l-c.a ar- yihr-nt fluctuations are generally, wf-ak-r tha n
d r, :_ I- r ion s a nd w i 1 1 ho of d i f f erent f requoncv i f c-au 1ib

r r 1,-i 1,r oscil la t ions.
T trs.;1, 92 aInd -iare rel ato to weld plasma staii i t-:. 'Is

*i ' r- of tb., s,'nsor -,I- monts is such that '-h. s-,nsor- C13111
mit-I y.;-lquat iis. li back n-,I Tco i i-

. . wh ich it-nis onl its d-ls i tv. Plasm r' s It) i I it.

17. 1 t h I oIn Ins fv,!, Ih- rt I) rh, I- aId 'd c- t

......... -o I r v. i r in i -i rc oh-i rati i i c t m.
h~ r. -I md
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ensor S3 is truly 'non-contact'. A disadvantage is that weak characteristics of the
laser are superimposed on the weld signal. Furthermore, damping characteristics of the
iirfor also affect the weld signal. These effects can be minimised by selecting a mirror
With ucient mass and, filtering the laser signals which are usually of a different

re que nc.
etectors S] and S2 require a beam sample but can be part of a feed-back lock system

(10). They are susceptible to damage by unexpected power spikes. Further, because the
pyro--lectric sensor element area is small, only a small area of the weld pool will be
iewed, whereas the copper mirror collects and integrates signals from the weld pool as a

whole. Therefore, an array of pyre-electric sensors or focussing optics would be required
to collect and analyse all the signals from the weld pool in the same manner as S3. An
array oL sensors would offset any errot introduced by the variation in the transducing

acLoss a single sensor element.
In summary, all detectors except S5 are a.c. driven, i.e. they respond to changes in

the measured phtysical quantities and not to absolute constant values. For example, the
co-electric detector generates a voltage proportional to the change in temperature of

its sensing element caused by a change in intensity of radiation incident upon it. The
sensitivity of the acoustic transducers drops sharply below 100 KHz i nd above 1.2 MHz.
nless otherwise stated, all signals presented are the time averaged r.m.s. envelope of a

hist frequency base signal.

Results and Discussion

-iiure 3 shows the effect of back reflections on the laser output stability. The
signals shown are from the optical signals S and S2. Initially, the beam was transmitted
through the lens assembly and 'dumped' The workpiece was then traversed under the beam
.or 'uead on plate welding.

Figure 3: The effect of back reflections on the laser output stability. 0.1sec./div.,
1.i . di:. SI (bottom), S2 (top).

The signals shown in Figure 3, are the time averaged envelope of a high frequency
(100 K~fz) base signal generated by the pyre-electric deteclors. The signal S1 (bottom)
increases during welding and remains low when the beam is 'dumped'. S2 (top), which
looks at back reflections, responds only during welding. The increase in the signal Si
during welding represents an increase in beam intensity fluctuations and not an increase
in laser power.

The observed frequency from sensors Si to S4 was 200 - 290 KHz. The calculated
requency from equation I is 350 KHz. The observed frequency was independent of weld

parameters. Frequencies up to 10 KHz were ooserved from the photo diode, S5.
Figures 4 (a,h), 5 (a,b) and 6 (a,b) are typical representative data acquired from a

number of observations which show the signal S3 compared with S1, S4 and S5. The signals
relate to bead on plate welding on a workpiece which was machined to reduce in thickness
in steps of 0.25 mm along the welding direction. The objective was to look at the signals
when the workpiece was brought in and out of focus during w-1 ding. With reference to
figures 4, 5 and 6, the following observations were made
a) The sharp pulses at regular intervals correspond + ,teps in the workpicce.
Therefore, a vertical distance of 0.25 mm is representee cy the pulse interval. 6 The Jons
focal length was 100 mm and the laser power density used was of the order 3 x 106 W1cmI .

b) There is no correlation between S3 and S5 as shown in figure 4. The position where
S3 is a minimum does not correspond to the position where S5 is a minimum. However,
metallographic examination of the welds showed that the position of minimum S3 corresponds
accurately to the position of deepest weld penetration.
c) There is no correlation between S3 and S4 as shown in figure 5. As was mentioned
earlier, 4 and S5 respond to plasma 'volum ' and 'intensity' in addition to 'stability'.
d) Good correlation was observed between S3 and S1 as shown in figure 6. Good courroltiutI
was also observed between Si and S2 (see figure 7).

As was mentioned earl ier, the signals from the, s,:nsors S1, S2 and S3 are only r-lated to
th, wld plasma stabl it . The, lasma density at a particular local area increases to a
critia I'alume and th,,n reduce.s in a chaotic manner by rarefaction due to th-
corrruo i ng chan pa, in r, flectivity and absor- ld las-r en,'rgy and, also -]ue- to molt ,rIol
dv>:,a~ . -n .i'hr id- of the focus, the [larma is Gihly unstabl,. For a (ndition oi
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.1-e t., n i-il t'chani.aos i n plasma dens ity will be smalIler and
.- -. ate or thn. 11ii h ihi r, resul t ing i n a more stable plasma.
.n.~:' L c aC s n ccI.a' aCk rI-' Flct ions are that the i ntensi ty futain

ill.n ad r frnunv o disturioancos entering the laser cavity will be higher.
* -c * , on): lraxinlti plas-ma a t7JilIity, t-he r.m.s. value of the signals

'I a :'Ti . al e tio ,h- smal or filuctuat ions and the signal envelope will
'-11 I modo Lot ion u-1 ;),, 'am causedc in a stochastic manner by the

:1, the 1-Lasnai o-'conlle -;tahl. Itocas in) is lower than the rate at which
-~~~ e'' "c-u ci 0't ). iheo ,it is ocsbeto infer which way the

1r,'c:ien o'a machin', I rm wide 'V' groove. The welding speed was 100
S [-:I,, qr 31,,,. alr iuja characte r ist ics aeshown on S I

..-ad on rlate weldinci at 20 F iqu re 4(b): Magnification of the focus
.os-e.was brouL1ht into area in figure 4(a), showing no corre-lation,

.. 1 -- t, 133 (tot,)) is high on botween S3 and S5.
* .. ci tc. Fcusand r._,duces to a

I, _C ..- r cs.c oton

S* .. Same as 4 (a) S. (c)ottom.) and bur () Saes5a. SI(bDottom) and
'4 'c. F,.f-nts ou~sidro in' ense plasma s4 (tp. The general shape-_ of 54 has

ir inr_ rot rS'.uidc 4, changjed.

c it6a): Same as 4(a). S3 (top) 1-igur- 6(b): Magnification of the, focus
2 :rot.Shows good correlation. i re a i n figqure 6 (a.
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U
I'i-.ur, 7: Weld ::ulse on a stationary target. Si (top), S2 (bottom). Shows good
cor-relation. 0. Iec. div., 1.0 v, div.

'ijune 8: Detection of a machined 'V' groove. S3 (top), 0.2 vidiv.; SI (bottom), 0.5
div., 0.1 sec. div., groove width = I mm, welding speed = 100 mm/sec.

Figure 9 shows the effect of mistracking during a butt weld. The weld plasma will be
!ess stable when the beam is on the butt and will become more stable as the beam 'wanders'
off the butt, resulting in a corresponding gradual reduction of the signal as shown.
owe~er, the 'noise' in the r.m.s. envelope remains unaffected because it is related to

the power density or a change in the focus position.
Fi ires 10 (a), 10 (b) and 10 (c), show weld pulses on a stationary target positioned on

either side of the focus and at the focus. The initial 'peak', which represents keyhole
initiating time, becomes a minimum at a condition of maximum power density. Usually, the
focus is found in an arbitrary manner by finding the position where a 'blue plasma' is
obtained. The weld pulses shown in figure 10 are within the 'blue plasma' region and the
'osition of maximum power density was determined with a resolution of 0.5 mm. Mild steol
tarers with polished surfaces were used.

Figure 9: Effect of mistracking. S3 (top) and S4 (bottom).

b C
Fiqur, 10: Weld pulses on a stationary target positioned on either side of the focus (a
and c) and at th, focus (b). Signal: 53, 50msec/div. The pulse starts from the left.
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PULSED CO, LASER PROCESSING OF THIN ION-IMPLANTED SILICON LAYERS

R. B. James
Theoretical Division

Sandia National Laboratories

Livermore, California 94550

and

W. H. Christie
Analytical Chemistry Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Abstract

e' _t 7.21 shallow ( 800 A) melt depths can be easily obtained by irradiating a thin heavily
-p p h a () laser Poise. Since the absorption of the CO2 laser pulse is dominated by

- - ~ .*~ ~he hem heating o((UurS primarily in the thindenraly opdfm.FrC,
~ui: I: : -.:ceding a threshold value, surface melting occurs and the reftlectiv:itv oF the iJHi
dent :-, -,a, abruptI"r to about 96 %. This large increase in the reflectivity acts like a

-. ir i" ill of the energy in the remainder of the pulse, thereby greatly reducing the
u - a ,l6,le to hrive the melt front to deeper depths in the material. Transmission electron

::'nded defects in the near-surface region after laser irradiation. and van der Pauw
e ' nee'"erify that 100/ of the implanted arsenic dopant is electrically active.

Introduction

P i-2L :,Le , ng of ion-implanted silicon has been applied extecrively to the fabrication of high-
etfii-' ol" ai cel 2.1 It has been demonstrated that pulsed laser annealing is superior to thermal
annealinl loL the Le-i al of lattice damage caused by ion implantation, electrical activation of implantqd
dopants. and presera':aion of the minority carrier diffusion length in the base region of the solar cell.-
Most ot t'- advantages of laser annealing over conventional thermal processing result from the localiza-
rion ot thermal effe rt associated with the laser pulse and the increased control of several critical solar
-ll parameters (e.g., junction depth and free-carrier concentration). 3

There e: :ists many reports on the use of pulsed lasers to melt ion-implanted silicon layers. Almost all
of these investigations have been conducted with a laser that has a photon energy greater than the bandgap,
such as a ruby or excimer laser. Unfortunately, the energy deposited from a ruby or excimer laser always
occurs within the absorbing layer at the surface, and one has little control over the penetration depth for
a fized photon energy. In order to melt extremely thin (! 800 A) layers with a ruby or excimer laser, ooe
has to precisely control the pulse-energy density at a value close to the melt threshold, vhich is generally
difficult due to beam reproducibility and spatial inhomogeneities. For low energy (< 10 keV) arsenic-
implanted Si samples, we show in this paper that a pulsed CO 2 laser is particularly suitable for forming
very shallow (< 800 A) melt depths by controlled heating of only the thin degenerately doped surface
layer. After laser irradiation the resultant profile of electrically active arsenic shows a region near the
surface having a concentration exceeding the equilibrium solid solubility limit and an intermediate region
in which the density falls rapidly toward the n-p electrical junction, both of which are important to the
manufacturing of n~pp solar cells with high conversion efficiencies.

For CO, laser radiation (X - 10 pm), the absorption of the pulse energy in a shallow arsenic implanted
Si layer is dominated by free-electron transitions within the conduction band. Since the free-electron
concentration in the thin surface film can be several orders of magnitude greater than the underlying sub-
strate, one can preferentially deposit the energy of the laser pulse in the thin film at the surface. If
the duration of the pulse is short compar ' to the time required to conduct the heat out of the shallow
surface layer, then the CO.,-laser-induced heating occurs only in the thin arsenic-implanted layer where the
free- artier density is large. Because molten silicon is metalic, the onset of surface melting causes the
reflecti.,ity of the sample to increase abruptly to about 90 %, which is much larger than the reflectivity
inn ree ,t i ub or -. :imer laser pulse. This large increase of the reflectivity upon melting acts like
a s 'i> - : cje : -)tuf the energy in the remainder of the CO laser pulse, thereby reducing the amount
of ener'4- 1iilable ro further heat the surface and drive the meit front to considerably deeper depths in
the -atu al. Fuir LtLth,.e, for applications where one has both heavily doped and undoped areas in the near
surfaEe rgion. one can spatially select the hea i y doped regions for beam heating, without causing signi-
ficant haring of the adjacent undoped material. - Thus, one can use a relatively large CO2 laser pulse
to simufrineousfy proce s many ion-implanted regions on the same or on different silicon wafers.

Experimental

A gain-vit-:heId, FE Co2 laser was used to generate the pulses at a wavelength of 10.6 pm. The laser
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. : r. ' : t .. :;r'gen onteiu in the gas mix, so that the amplitude of tile long tail on the pulses
S- ,_ . *, se. About 80; of tile energy in each pulse was contained in the form of a nearly

-a: , , L t- i. IVduration (FV'HM). The remaining 20f. of the pulse energy was in a second pulse that
ia ,ho 1 ,b a , ns from the first pulse and had a duration of 250 ns (FWHM). For the energy den-

.te i:i -his report. the second pulse makes a negligible contribution to the mplt depths and

L. ting. As a _.sult, the pulse-energy densities quoted in this paper are for the

"in the t- n i mary pulse only.
crpul pul . . - iverged by a spherical convex mirror with a 1-m radius of curvature. The diverging

be - !re ,o i-ated by a spherical concave mirror with 2-m radius of curvature. The collimated beam

: _ a C), laser beam integrator which spatially homogenized the beam to within +l0%. The
S.- .: ii- re las~r pulses were 12:<12 mm in the target plane of the integrator. The energy density at

Ii- :: luttaue ' was adjusted by using additional lenses to change the spot size and linear attenuators
i utora energy in each pulse. A photon-drag detector and volume absorbing calorimeter were

1.'i --Suoe t e tensity and energy of the laser pulses, respectively.
- e used in ex.periment were 34-um thick, boron-doped silicon (100) wafers which, prior to

i- OIa -a' , ttn. l an electrical resistivity of ?-3 1 ?-cm lt room temperature. This resistiv:ity corresponds
te .. eutration of approy;clatelv 6:ly , cm and hole mobility of about 35 5 cm I/-s. The sam-

iplanted )n one side with As ions at an energy of 5 keV to a dose of 2x10 cm , resulting
;!I i : _tottle lia is peaked at about 70 A from the surface with a standard deviation of about 25

I. iSe :v:t thermally annealed at 873 K for twelve minutes to increase the fraction of
- at-tenic and thereby increase the coupling of the CO laser radiation to the near-surface

:t ~tic t of arsenic near the peak of the implanted profile exceeds the solid solubility
L n rhe "e.nation of arsenic rich prccipitalbes in part of the implant layqr. Van der

- 1-_ L - T 1 t e thermally annealed samples showed a carrier density of 6.2x10 cm - , carrier mo-
r: -t heer resistivity of 335 9/sq.

"- , .- utrar ion it the first 3.9 A is grgater than 1N- cm so ht the absorptionltarit ct, t-e d h bsrtoet." laser radiation is large (> 2.:
4

cm
-

) near the surface The 1 lightly doped
i -an+iaten[ ro lt).6-pm radiation and has a value of less than 1t0 cm ar room rem-

-nergy deposition is primarily in the thin film at tile surface.

_ :ted n ait h%, CO, laser pulses at different energy densities. Van der Pau'.
he changes in the carrier concentration, carrier mobility, and sheet

:L ransrori infrared spectrometer was utilized to study the laser-induced modifica-
. -rties of the near-surface region. The microstructure of the near-surtace region

-:,:::-section transmission electron microscopy. Secondary ion mass spectrometry was
. - it " edistribution of the implanted arsenic and to investigate the possibility of con-

. l es by varying the energy density of the laser pulses.

Results and Discussion

P . . : . -. :<nts were performed on the laser- rradiated samples, and the results showed that

-I. OIeI s (FL) greater than about 5 J/cm , significant changes in the electrical groper-
Splanted layer occurred (see Table I). For values of EL between 5.0 and 7.5 J/cm , there

u::-ase in the electron concentration (N ) and a decrease in the sheet resistivity (p) with increas-
ig E: Fhe .r e :n N results from the pariial melting of the arsenic-implanted layer and subsequent

1i a ari "arioii .)t t q arsenic upon solidification of the molten layer. At pulse-energy densities
o]tt "bIan ij,)i: 7. 3Jcm' , 

the melt front penetrated to a depth exceeding the implantation-damaged
<urta, - l.i - . and 1()(-'' activation of the implanted arsenic was observed. At these higher values of EL,

Ih- iplal -, arsenic redistributes to deeper depths, and the electron mobility begins to increase mono-
tiiill 'i rhIt F due to the reduced rate of carrier scattering by the ionized arsenic dopants.

h2 "'(1 1a';r -induced melting of the near-surface region also causes significant changes in the infrared
opi -..: -t r ttes of the silicon samples. A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer was used to obtai

Ia ! , I. - i-'.Lct al properties of tire atsenic-implanted silicoa samples as a function of the incident pulse-

pne gv Aen- i . Here, EL is the energy density, N is the electron concentration, p is the sheet resistivity,
a1d P i - he -atrier obility,

215 -2 2
E (jicm 

r
) N (10 cm -

) p (Q/sq) u (cm /V-s)

().0( 0.62 335 30

4 . 4 0.65 318 30
2. 1.096 233 28

.1 1.62 135 29
6.8 1.81 14 33

2.00 92 34
2.01 4
2.00 51 59
S1.9 8 65
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i. t 1 11 ;11 i 11,11, 1 ;Iw cI I i t r III irrrt i I Id i d irull I In 1 ;IrIj! .iti tI r i Ii I'ld t ol 1,

I riti;m r Itin, and l ctliace spectra beforLe and after ILaser irradiat ion. Figure I shows the total ref lec -

taw (i- mid( It rwm i it tamce spectta in the 4w)) ton 24d cmi r anIg e f 111[I in L ia d ia t ed si Ii 1 le a I IIf a s I it 1)t1e i r -
I i jroi at I r B. 1.1 ,cItt . At ter irrLadiation at E L -8 .1 I/cm , t le t ota L ref lec tance was found t o change
fo I 14- t o 8 /.i n t le t otra t transm it talice changed t rom 22 Z to 14 % for t igh t hav ing a wavel Ieng thI o f

1(lit Wil Ithe iun-i (lae inl the tree -carrier absorption is consistent with the measured increase (- 221 7.) in
ll,,i oitt li cirlicoti a ri if the arson ici- implanted layer (see Table 1).

'do i;' *I I o;s --;eu t toll t 1 ansm i ss ion elect ron rici t)5copy (TEM ) to investigate the presence of e::t Ondodl
I t r I) t tIre ion11i itp IIarI Iti t i on1 -dariagei dl a ye r. FigUre 2(a~ is a1 mnicrograpli ii a spec imen that has been

i ratill itri1h Iri pil;( having anl energy dorisj ty o~f 8.1 i/cm. At tris pulse-enetrgy deinsi ty, tire surface
lyol oint'ilred ii' o:rciided uiefects wi th a tize [aiger trhan 2() A, which is the smialltest size that can be
(i 1.I ly t cciicd inl the fiti, I rog apli . L ii arid i t ion , tule vl dot i'atiw tneasiironior t s on t ire sanp le showed I ha t
ii I oh ito, i'll Lnlit -i ii1 ;(,Ili(- ws elecitr ically active. 'Pte TEM iiciograph, together with tlhe elecli in-al

irl. t,- r t1 I i i atI - rt th Ile on t tire i npilar t iron -damtagedi layerI was ietrotd by the! latin pit" aonl thai
l 1 itl I I'l I -jri I' aK .1 I -f I tw th ii tire mii o t lay5 r occotrtori.

-, It . i jiad i.1r a It8. . A/rmi aund tinr iwiritm in a iiittiir'o to / F li to ri iiririitr-o'c to

t , I I I , I IIrhe i tip 1,1ii t"r arI';oii i l. Fig.? 2(b) :;hrist, a toirs ;e-, lio iii M u i rri airli if It]r,
1" 1 lltitI Itt.1itttio it . Ai ;ei, -rich Ilirripi tates are itirsorvel toi erieltli of ablu ),-)t Aii 111 t iiiii l

m l It I ' i .

( 1,1it il 11 t)' I trietry fbfitS) win; icon to in leistitir ire arson ic pilot i loet horle 'Indl 'if l Ivicri
Ii r I r1 I i ll . I I t I .i I t-; it e shIown ii it Fig . I fot cet,,era I d i L iii en t ener gy iri I irs . Fri E 1, I etc I liii

n, [I I'Ii It i run i.ii it tiw irnpliirel ii x orbii-it iittiiti. [For hingir i liso eirgtI ue-ioci r;, lie
-11 ii t I mind t i) di I I Iir.;( to ri iiir l t p t - di in t it t hoi rpiti I Ia t i ol ri i t( ir e I It fI omil t aitr -;r eIirt o n L Ii
i i 1 1 'lit Illr i l ii it tiE he 1rea -mt fare rig i tin. " Tire aittirii t o ii Feri)~ t t i hit t i urn sa e1 lai veI y niii I I rt
pili.i11 i t I, ill iii t rarigi ofii to 8 Puint . For i , F 8 JI 1 :rem, lio( traxiinrr diepth ot Asn nlit tic j rrii
i ' I .i; i iit i r uit It cnote r~r iii y wit intirori a, intg El irn d I e ilr I o p r of over10 irntl A f ill piiI o error it
+qr I i ,i t -u It'' ' 1I i) J/i'm . No ciii fare sogiegatillt lelli'rvioi wit biitil tori ili HO/l Inl ire( ir ur i I I'Idli

0t-1I .i- .,Ii, imupitl -; pe itmens .

(:onc Iis, i o~is

we have/, 'flowntla t nxt I mmclv Inni I lrow mel It de~ntil r:mn 1wi e-ar;: -Ii. : rta i toid by Co ') lae a1111raAl log oi l
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a~s ec:tiE micrograph of a sample aftt ii radiat ion 1, t ,
Insiry of 8. 1 Jic.The bottomn photograph showas a different s'ampl2 that ' %I,

F ,1tell m1inutles at t QLr)Q einlg irradiated by a laser pulse at E£ 8. 1
1 i'4 s iir o:' Al AtiiO': in' each phloto.

AL [ -im-planted silicon layers. Similar results are expected for other silicon samples

a runi 1. eL ldoped surface layer and anl underlying lightly doped substrate. [he primary

)d -nri oft 1i.inrr a Cl) laser to achieve very shallow melt depths, as compared to a ruby or excimer

II e ti hir the puole energy is deposi ted only in the thin heavily doped layer at th', ;urface and the

1 ,ii'vlo.d 7elting of the surface layer causes the reflectivity to jump abruptly to a value of

srir )l . 1 Flu age and sudden increase in the reflectivity upon melting acts like a switch to reflect
m-sor )t rbe energy, in (le remainder of the laser pulse and thereby greatly reduce the amount of pulse energy

a i! OIe totL dii tung the melftfront to deeper depths. For a 60-ns pulse and pulse-energy densities (E L)
gi ea:- than abourt" J/cm.' -we find that all of the ion implanted arsenic is electrically active and the

iur;-i t tVi rgi on i 3 f ree o f any ex tended de fec ts .
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2 ARSENIC ATOMS IN SILICON AFTER CO2
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LASER MACHINING DEVELOPMENTS AT MCDONNELL DOUGLAS

Peter L. R. Hoffman
Senior Engineer
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McDonnell Aircraft Company
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P. 0. Box 516
Saint Louis, Missouri 63166-0561

Abstract

Tecnnological and economic pressures pushing laser technology into mainstream manufac-
turinA are reviewed. Laser machining and welding projects from McDonnell Aircraft (MCAIR),
McDonnell Dou-las Astronautics - St. Louis (MDAC-STL) , McDonnell Douglas Canada (MDCAN),
and Doujias Aircraft Company (DAC) are detailed.

Introduction

McDonnell Douglas Corporation appreciates the unique material processing capabilities of
lasers and in the past has applied them to solve specific manufacturing problems. Recently,
the loser has taken on a new role. Lasers are no longer viewed as a highly specialized
ma" macturing technology which are economical only in special cases. Instead, with the
advent of standard "off the shelf" Laser Machining Systems (LMS) , lasers are taking their
place o-i the shop floor along side Numerically Controlled (NC) Machining Centers and
varyious general purpose computer controlled production equipment.

Desy technological advances in combination with economic pressures have pushed laser
machning out of the specialty market and into mainstream manufacturing. Laser Machining
Systems awilable today are developed with ease of programming and dependability as a top
prio-ity. Machine tool builders have long since mastered the art of building rigid
machines capable of high loading and accuracy. However, making these machines easy to
progrgm aiid capable of moving from 200 to 300 inches per minute on complex curvatures was
in impossibility until recently. A new breed of multi-axis controllers are capable of
handling the vast amount of data required to move a LMS through a comple.m path at high
speeds. Look to the future to bring more sophisticated decoupled LMS control systems and
the introduction of high performance composites in LMS frames for stiffness to weight
capabilities well beyond metal based systems.

The economic pressures that have pushed laser machining into mainstream manufacturing
are world market based. European and Japanese manufacturers have been aggres ively exploit-
in; laser machining technology. The world wide distribution of industrial lasers and the
stiff international competition the United States faces is illustrated in Figure 11.

In addition to these international economic pressures, the defense industry is feeling
tae budget pinch out of Washington. Competition for the shrinking defense dollar is fierce.
The sporadic allocation of money by congress for defense spending is demonstrated by the
fluctuations in the Defense Budget Authority, Permission to Spend shown in Figure 2. Avia-

tion Week and Space Technology 1988 Aerospace Forecast issue states: "Congressional
defense analysts predict the downward trend in military spending will persist for at least
several more years, intensifying the competition for dollars among new weapons, combat
readiness, troop strength and research."z A flat or declining defense budget forces aero-
space firms to push for productivity improvements to allow them to remain competitive. New
technology, such as laser machining, is one way to improve productivity and survive the
tight budget years.

McDonnell Douglas is concerned with developing superior products from both a performance
and cost standpoint. For big ticket items such as advanced fighters, the total number pro-
duced is rarely over a thousand. Th- prodiction quantities are even lower in the commer-
cial aircraft, space systems, and some missile systems. Economy of scale can be applied on
some standard parts produced in large quantities such as fasteners and clips. However, the
majority of parts required to construct an advanced weapon system or commercial aircraft
are highly specialized and require a great deal of "touch labor". A Las-r Machining
Syqtem, with its flexibility, repeatability, and accuracy has proven to be a valuable tool
in today's highly competitive and volatile marketplace.
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ov>'.':1 i'.', o:'~'1e ~ ur MCD orr.e I I DOa LlIas components as the, prepare
1 i.0~i: li ias a stanlai-l pr diction operation. Activ.ities at McDonnell

ry D mon Lo D :las La.tl-onalatics - St. LoiMcDo-nnell Dou l1as Canada, and Douglas
.L) t:1 2.1 :'22 i 1 1 W I 12 JI d t~l 1 .

i -7 iA-2:gpan - St. Louis, %issoufi

has been ainl a - 1000 watt CO') laser trimmiuing system since 1976 to
uor L 0p1:0 r - 15 ve rt ical and horizontal stabilizer skins (Figure

Le1- Ior scii:oe-.ilmaskant (a chemiically resistant strippable
Lla pr arts in lato L985 (Fiquire 41. Both these systems represent

t 1 Po':mctsover thoir manual counterparts. In the case of boron/
iil~t to cut bornn fibers preclude the use of traditional ply

i'- po 1i saw) . For- chem-mill maskant scribind;, the use of overlay
h''r atoe boon roolaco1 wil an automated! 2-B Lasrr Scrlb, -. Sv Strcm,.

to 2 loao' .viron tental Control. System-1 (ECS) duct (Figure 51 is shaped
a'" -'nr1isti : or 7inf >0 1' process and subsequently welded. Tihe titanium

-7'- -'s'a r"I'l thlickness o' .03O The difficult trimi path requirod for this part
t~ tnin ;a 10 has lead1 to unacceptable !rind-to-fit tieiIrprn h two

t1. ile !uct, a sir '>2 master trim-, line will ho defined from MCAIR's
> vi ra: in <DD) abase (Fiure 6) . B''usin), a master trim line for

ii:utt I 1i mojth1 hialve s athe ECS duLc t, a n ex cellen1t f it LIP re s uIt s. Argon
-S11assist ;as to '2 1Ouc the creation of alpha case on the laser cut ocdie,

a.>:osortna Qiuc~J~t to be welded without su.bsequent edge preparati-on.
:i.h-I: ofrho du ~~ct beingj laser trimmed durinc; rec entlv performed

tI i s. u. h smart is carrontly underooi or the transformation from in-house
IL:" : t t uolaser trimniiingj.

ri~ :iii -'ra)cess Specifi~cation has been updated to include laser cuttin,,
i>i5_ L~"'t a:_ o and its aissociated Beat Affected Zone (HAL) Must be rerroved

1''c' t) ho structurallv accentable. 1!owcvcr, all new sheet i-petal pdits
. 1551:10: as 0>2 rr', secondar or nonstructural. The nonstructural sheet metal

- ; I 1j, S': C :t withiout any, subsequent edgie treatment.

.>O :1"J i:,laser weldrnl- is not vet qualifioid as an official MCAIR Process.
:11' i *icSC:related to Elloctron Beam (EBI welding, awl salse rcs
AIRli' s a arn t LBweldin-j uquipmient is shown in Figure 8. This equipment is

tp-,int-t--p,_)int strai :hit line mnovement. Set-up and pump-down time of the
ii.Ii'" ,:<sLB we 1dmn a slow and expensive process. Laser weldinq requires a

'''a t17 E -ac I -inj (.005" maximum gap). However, laser weldino requires no
jlo )uorn lawn. Both laser welding systems and EB welders are available with
1.i 'i ' L~s which eorfectivoly widen the weld path to acconmmodate foi, a less per fect

.11:.., 1 triPn:linj application involves an F-15E Eng;ine Access Door (Figure 91 . The
trt Ii ul7 ''i isi in a two-shoot superplastic forming, diffusion bonding (SPFB /B) pro-

''as. .1 1in:,th- inner sheet. between the stiffening ribs of the dloot is nut
r'' 1 1 Yr T-I' ire . nJ-e opticon which has been successfully demonstrated is to allow the

Lnn2i>9 e - fL1 1. 3/" high raised pocket for subsequent laser trimming. Figure 10
s~ics ':iPttcti -Iarticles laser trinmmed for proof of principle. The 6AL-4v titani-
tsr .100" thick at separations of .25", .50", and .75". im all three cases, the

a> u Itpper'a sheet -,:s trimmed without the lower panel sustaining any damage. Figure
'a ~iisa,,. tri:'minj of an 1-15U. Engine Access Door modified to model the proposed

2.152. :. _-)TpoIculat. Duce to, the cost involved in reworking the SPFI'DB tool, we are
I ~T1 : ir cst erFeCtiv_ Oness of this approarni. However, it demonstrates the applica-

*t it A i lasei7 trimming parocess r ,r future SIF,F3 mul ti-sheet aircraf t parts.

1~~T 'dona 0 >1as :,5t1 Ianan tics Copany_- St. Louis, Missouri (MDAC-ST1L)

'I:. ~ ~ ~ ' dio V-1i S troinau tics companyv - St. Louis has performed some interesting; laser
a i Ln ani -1 %so L <i n istudios i.n the development of a 29" longj ;eneric missile inlet uduct
1 L 12) . '5otar'1 cirn approaches were considered for the inlet duct-, cast titani-

t- 1t taniur' sheet -etal we ld:',ent. Tlhe main challeng;es faced in castin, the structure
.1)0 1 r,IAUCn ':its complex jeometry and thin wall requirements. As a titanium weldment,

Parchal'nqes irise in the weldin,: of titanium sheets varying! in thickness from .050"
*.200"fr' ''rid to endI. S;econdly, jainirij access to perform some of the welds is dif Ii-

It. Laiser trim'ini --id weldincg is an i heal solution to these challenges since the laser
:owrI'n b. i ;~ste') to compensate for the different thicknesses of the sheet m-,eta I reo-

n 'ats, in1 I n ilen iths can be selecte-d to a 1law ac:cess to ti 1 ht weld areas.
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S s a ' :easb2 - lit. tOr'- speci:11Cn PloveJUd out of 0 80'" 6AL-4V t~ tai ;n. The
',',- :iSO' t-, in )-.vall s; of 20" x 10" and a series of slot -or

lS 1 1r 1 I t iS - e1terlIi iie. The othcr rhneet "as laser triimmed to ail overall size of
23 -1 tes ot tabs that :orreconod with tho first shIeet's slots were included

a2, _;e 1osc two sheots w.2re fit to-lother and full penetration welds were made
ae no , L~s~e he Labs in.) slots CFi :ure 14) . This self-tooled tatD and slot

:,-I.S Jo' '-I"~iio rooJlCin: su-bstantial reductions in weold fixture tooling
.:i t, .oo Ie results achievedl in thus,, stoles, plans .-.. c btei -g madIe to

S_ . Jea1ch,__

S t tsei:', eis o' pot ahs 6 -' is Laser Machininr~l System 'or 3-:,
i, : : akant onl 2024-T"3 aI ilnuv i aicrat A hn concept sketch ol- the

L I~~~S how".~l in :'i oie15 Ai modol of the systo',- inclodint; its sopt.)ortll
Ii~ J'etis sho-; in 1 -i - 16. ho laser scii, ,.stem~ is par t

-~~~~~ _)at ti Cupr tecino h C-IT nilitarv. trans-
%"1 1 e SIllt 1ii a 3 - m11 er sc r oi n sv s tem.%, si t 4 4' xI 11 5 3' wok

4 I t 1L I 5 s i I b.?-S,! ill pace a) a razoir to -rio thin line t
a-S:,t :O' -- il-_Is' allt .-ilthout Ia oino the al:ii m substrate . DAd

L 3 L ilO' s- in s Iocl to 4 0' lo n 1-fort s 3 ne ;cibin : Beond the h i !h
_aSI -il a -i ).. parison to O LOtChiqICueS, a si 1 nJ Cal',t to,)l-

%,; es It S; mo C, bl totnI)late okSIU these la 1-e iai ICra st orts 00O

- -- aintalne_ This'system is currently up arnd running at DAC.

-; -a on to, Canada 01; tA,)

ii- pl mooionl being ieeaped at MDCA': La'ks aovanta; ufc tilo uniqlue
oininn, Iiooi 1 lows anl assembled win Ttin o h D-ccn-r

I n _ is .030 "hick 6061-T6 alumiinum~ win; tirc requires coou,h routin,. and finishl
nsL niw accoess panels and cut outs. One of many trim and dirill fixtures used tar

inesive -operation is shown in Fi-jure 18. The winoi tip's 24T3 alamlinuin
:irently require an additional formingj operation plus routina and dressing.

a :la et development at NIDCAN is to trim thle access doors and cut outs with a
In na l-ow co t nroduced by loser- machining Itypical1ly . 008") al lows an access

--- icu, atto be produced from the same formed part. Three times the heat affected
-11? 00 is c-.anuashy re-moved from the laser cut edqe while still remaining well under

.0 j" -030" oso tolerance. A do-abler is used to farm a sill for fastening the access
_i_(rs t,, the winil tin. In add~ition, over 390 pilot holes will be laser cut an the same

Successful feasibility studies were recently completed on an actual MD-80 wing, tip.
:,h sizai~e cost savin s projected 'for this application can be attributed to eliminating

Separate faurication o' the wino- tip access doors.

Concl1usiaon

:ictivities uiw erway at McDonnell Aircraft, McDonnell Pon-,Ts Astronautics - St.
L~-is, %Iconn(2Ll Dou Ilas Canada, and Douglas Aircraft - Lanai Beach represent a good start

tDwar_- the intredoetion of laser machiningj and welding into their manufacturinL facilities.
hose iil a a just a small sampling of numerous applications of lase technlog. o

laser tri oilin; an1 weloinq(, to take the important position they are capable of in the future,
Ic% i tmo"nt nvost be -ado today to devote the time and money necessary to develop applica-

t Cn ac!jstiv e-3omptent.
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Ii ,ure 17 -MD-80 Wing Tip at McDonnell Douglas Canada.

Figure 18 -Trim and Drill Fixture for the MD-80 Wing Tip.

1. e~lforte Associates, P. 0. Box 245, Sturbridge, MA 01566

2. Aviation *Vcck and Space Technologly - Aerospace Forecase and Inventory, March 1988
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DEVELOPMENT OF LASERS AND LASER TECHNOLOGIES
AT VUMA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

L. SENECKt, Dr.-Ing., et al.,
VUMA - The Research Institute for Mechanization and Automation,

915 28 NOV2 MESTO NAD VAHOM, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

A paper gives a survey of the most important results in the sphere of the laser tech-
nique and technology at VUMA. It comprises the results of the research and development cf
technological lasers and systems utilizing lasers in solving problems of production tech-
nolcgie. A non - fungible role of laser technologies, especially in the production of
electronic elements is being stressed.

1. Introduction

In recent years there was a great swing in using lasers in industry, particularly in
technology all over the world. it is linked with the successful development of the lasers
oeing divided into two main types:the gas CO2 lasers and solid-state lasers based on the
Nd:YAG crystals.

The gas CO2 lasers are used in various applications, mainly in mechanical engineering
sheet cutting, welding, thermal processing, film applicaticn etc. ).

The solid-state lasers are utilized in the production of electronic elements but alsc
in precision mechanics and in the fine-mechanical engineering.

There is a presuppose of using solid-state lasers of higher outputs also in the ma-
chinery.

Successful introduction of lasers into practice depends to a high degree on the
appropriate positioning mechanisms ( usually equipped with 'NC ) and working out of tech-
nology for individual applications.

At VbMA the development of laser-beam machining follows the development tendencies in
the world. At present it is aimed at the utilization lasers in machinery and micrcelectrc-
nics.

2. Gassions C02 lasers

On the field of the gassious CO lasers we have developed the lkW unit, which is used
for surface thermal processing, wel3ing, cutting and for other technologies end research.
It is an industrial laser operating at a continuous mode with an adjustable output of up
to 1000 W at a wave length of 10.6 um. It belongs to the category of gas lasers excited
directly by low-pressure electrical discharge with a high traversal gas flow rate through
an optical resonator and convective cooling. Active medium is created by CO, nitrogen and
He with a total pressure of 4.6 kPa. The optical resonator is unstable, confccal with vn
annular output beam with its 48 mm outer diameter.

The laser consists of these two essential units:
a laser unit ( a low-pressure container with a fen, a vacuum pump, a cooler, a discharge
chamber with the optical resonator )
- a power supply unit ( a transformer, a thyristor regulator, a rectifier, a filter, rEgu-
lating and control cirenits ).
The laser must be equipped for parsicular application with the appropriate technological
equipment. The technological accessories ( a positioning mechanism with the focusing op-
tics end a control system ) are completed individually according to technological opera-
tion and the users demands.

3. The solid - state lasers

At VUMA the development of the solid - state lasers came along with the
needs of the electrical engineering industry.
It was directed at the utilization in the sphere of the ceramic and metal material cutting
trimming of film resistors, marking and lettering of details etc. The laser incorporates
an active material ( in a given case it is a Nd:YAG crystal ), which is excited by optical
pumping through a discharge tube being closed with it in a pumping cavity.

A power source is designed for the excitation of the discharge tube and supplies the
energy. The continuous pulse width adjustment is used. The MU 1631 V pulse-laser pareme-
tres are as follows : pulse energy ......................... variable up to 9J

medium optical output ................ up to 50 W
pulse repetition rate ................ up to 130 Hz
pulse duration ....................... from 0.5 to 20 m s
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Fig. 1 The MU 1631 V pulse laser ope-
rates with the Nd:YAG crystal
at the wave length of 1.06 um

The design of the afore - mentioned laser ( Fig. 1 ) resulted in much new knowledge
giving us the opportunity of thinking how to achieve higher paremetres both medium output
parametres and pulse energy ones. The application efficiency of this type of laser depends
on the approach to an optical system fol laser beam transport and focusing and to posi-
tioning mechanism.

Another type of the laser developed at VUMA particularly for the pyrolytic graphite
machining is a ELB 001 A continually pumped Q - switched Nd: YAG laser ( Fig. 2).
His power output at cw and in a multimode ranges up to 100 W.

The discharge tube is supplied by a converter thyristor source with the utmost output
2x6 kW. The laser water cooling system is used.

The laser operates at a wave length of 1.06 4,um.
A modified type of a continually excited Nd:YAG laser was designed for the technolo-

gical trimming systems of the monolithic and hybrid integrated circuits (the LTM 1 and
the LTH.1 systems). A high-pressure krypton discharge tube through which the laser is
excited is placed together with the active material in an elliptic cavity, while, at the
same time, the cooling water is flowing through it. The pulse work which is necessary in
the resistor film trimming can ben done by Q-switch. The advantage of this configuration
is a convenient and fast control of time pulse sequence according to the controlsystem
commands. The laser operates at TEMoo mode which is necessary for a quality cutting in
the resistor film. Regarding this technological operation other laser parametres are op-
timalized as well. They are as follows:
- medium output at the pulse repetition rate

1 kHz .............................................. P = 1 W
- pulse length in the half s

pulse amplitude ..................................... ts. 250 us
- pulse repetition rate ...............................1 - 10 kHz
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Fig. 2 ELS 001 A is the continuously pumped solid-state laser with the
-switching by the Nd: YAG crystal. The output power is up tc ICC W.
The wave length is 1.06 um. The laser head is placed in the techno-
logical system for the machining of pyrographite. The head incorpora-
tes two holders with the mirrors of the resonator, the pumping cavity,
the acousto-optical modulator and a safety closing.
The output beam diameter is increased by an expander by means cf the
mirror and the focusing lens is directed at a workpiece.

4. The laser systems for microelectronics

:he zrecise adjustment of the resistance values in the resistor networks on the cera-
mic substrates is necessary in the electronic comoonents production, particularly in the
hybrid integrated circuits (HIC) and the D/A converters. The values of the resistances are
adjusted by creating suitably placed slots in the resistor material. The laser beam is
successfully used for this operation. The laser technology offers high productivity and
quality trimming and together with the automatic measurement device the high precision of
the resistance adjustment as well.

The LTM-l laser trimming system (Fig.3) for a 12-bit D/A converters was the first cur
system. It incorporates a number of subsystems the functions of which are coordinated by
the computer control system. A positioning wafer system offers the controlled movement in
the X, Y, Z and?axes. Two perpendicular optical systems of galvanometers fitted in a
block cf the focusing and positioning optics locate the spot of the focussed laser beam in
the working area. The current in the galvanometers and thus, in fact, the deviaticn of the
beam is regulated by the control system. The measuring subsystem controls and evaluates
the values of the adJusted resistances end offers the data br processing in the Ccntrcl
computer. The adjusted chip is connected as a functional one and its cutput voltage or cu-
rent is evaluated after individual laser impacts with the help of the converter with a
very fast conversion. The measurement device is connected through the parallel adopters
with the computer system.

New principles cf active trimming were used in designing the LTii-l >aser trimming
system for the thin-film resistors in the hybrid integrated circuits, thus the degree of
the auitoation process was increased.
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Fig. 3 The L-TM-1 laser trimming system for resistance adjustment
in the MDA 0565 and MDA 0566 12-bit fl/A converters

ri4 A generel view of the LTH-1 trimming system
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The LTH-l is a relatively complicated complex including the following items
- 9 u, v - positioning table for the laser beam positioning with the control unit
- a video - system - a TV camera and a monitor for the substrate positioning control and
monitoring the process

- the laser head fitted with the Nd:YAG solid-state laser operatihg with the Q - switch
at the TFMco - principal mode

- the sutstrate positioning table in the X,Y,Z, and#? axes controlled either manually by
F joy-stick or automatically by the control system

- a probe card with the contacts and an appropriate holder connected with a measurement
bridge

- and a control panel.
A SM 50/50 control computer operates as a central control system being connected through
a IMS-lI standard bus with separate functional blocks which are used for the lowest tech-
.iclogical level control. The measurement system is controlled by a dominant system. The
transmitted data directly control the operation o0 the analoque circuits of an evaluating
bridge and switching of the reed relays in the PIN electronics. The pins are connected
through these relays from which measured values are read.

The percent deviation from the set resistance value is the back infornation.
The control panel is directly controllei. in a similar way, the signals are transmit-

ted to it for lighting up the LED signalling diodes and the values of the functional
press buttons are read or the voltage values corresponding to the deviation of a joy-stick
for speed and direction control of the servo-mechanisms.

The positioning modul of the laser beam consists of two microcomputer positioning
regulators for the control in X,Y axes. These servo-systems are used for the movement cf
the focussed laser beam on a set contour. The control is autonomous and the central con-
trol system is required to set a desired position of speed and a so called control word.
The control word is communicated to the servo-system for the mode operation. Here are the
following mode operations:
1. Move to the desired position at max. speed without the control of technology.
2. Move to the desired position at the desired speed without the control of technology.
3. wove to the desired position at the desired speed with the control of technology.
4. The control on free coordinates by means of a control lever.
5. The difference member clearing.
6. Information calling on the momenta y position.
What do we understand by the conception of the control of technology? Because the laser
used operates at the Q - switched mode requires from the control system generation of the
switching pulses for the Q-switch. They are derived from the movement of the u,v - sup-
ports on which the rotary incremental sensors measure the position. Each information

from the sensor can generate a starting pulse. (The minimum pulse distance is 2eum).
Because the average spot width of the laser beam is from 15 to 210egm, it is necessary tc
control the spot overlap by individual laser "shoots". It enables the generation of the
starting pulse after a n-pulse derived from the incremental sensor. The maximum value
cf n can be 13.

The substrate positioning is an important function block. it is the servo-system
in X,Y,Z,p axes by means of which the u!.trate can be positioned. On the substrate there
is applied a contour under the laser head and the measurement points. The Y axis control
coincides with the laser beam positioning control.
The (X,Y,p ) axes are used in step drives in an open loop. The control pulses are gene-
rated over the IMS-II bus by the central control computer. The position is read in a con-
trol computer register.
In the LTH-l system the measuring bridge is used for resistances in the thin-film hybrid
networks.
The percentual deviation of the resistor value according to setting of the nominel value
can be measured.
The 12-bit A/D converter evaluates the final bridge misalignment. The process is based
upon a Kelvin bridge principle (measuring throught four wires) where the effect of the
leads resistance and the contact resistance of points is eliminated.

The accuracy of measurements for separate ranges is from 0.02 % to 1%.
For example in range from lO0aolOOklIthe highest accuracy is 0.05%.

The range of the accurdcy can be selected. At higher accacies the offsets of opera-
tion amplifiers and interference must be eliminated, thus the measurement is prolonged.
For the eliminating of the offsets it is necessary to measure at two polarities of the
supply voltage. The interference can be eliminated by the sampling of the output bridge
value or an active filter.

The work on the laser trimming systems of the resistors continues in the design of
the systems for the thick-film hybrid integrated circuits with the automatic loading of
the ceramic substrates with the maximum size of the substrate 6 inch in square.
The system LTH-2 is shown in Fig. 5.
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5. The laser marking and lettering of details

This technology appears to be very effective and perspective.
Here are its advantages in comparison with the classical methods of marking

- the material being marked is not affected by a mechanical tool therefore it is not
subjected to wear and damage

- high msrking speed
- the possibility of marking a wide range of metallic and nonmetallic materials
- quick change of the laser beam parameters by means of which the interaction radiation

process with material can be effected in such a way that it may be either melted down
or evaporated

- quick and comfortable change of the type, size and the way of marking from the control
panel

- the long life of the mark
- the possibility of the process automation.
A UP 1641 V silicon wafer marking system (Fig.6) was designed for the application in the
electronic components production.
The system operates with the Nd:YAG laser at the wave length of 1.064 um and is fitted
with a manipulator for automatic wafer marking with the diameter of up to 6 inch by means
of the system "from one cassette to another one". The mark is made according to a
SEMI - OCR standard.

6. Conclusion

The development of laser technologies in the sphere of electronics has achieved
important results. However, potential possibilities are not yet used.

The power CO lasers which can assure higher quality and productivity of labour, and
better utilization of material will be for the mechanical engineering of great importance.
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LASER DAMBAR AND FLASH REMOVAL FOR PLASTIC
MOLDED SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS WITH LEAD SPACING

UNDER 20 MILS

AILBE MILLERICK, Engineering Manager,
High Density TAB Package Engineering

Equipment Development Group

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. m/s 29-100

SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 95052-58090.

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

High power Lasers are increasingly being New silicon technology particularily in
used to replace conventional mechanical cutting t e A licon Secinegated
methods in the removal of extremely fine the field of Application Specific Integrated

features in electronics applications. Circuits (ASIC's) create demands for more

Current examples of this are in the area of compact packaging of Integrated Circuits.
photomask feature changing and metal trimming The requirement for higher numbers of
to effect changes in resistance values at the connections to the outside world from 84 to 400

silicon level in order to vary the performance of leads and short leads for faster signal processing

analog circuits. Such applications deal with has driven the footprint of molded surface

photolithographic features with 0.5 micron mounted components to approach the same

accuracy which do not necessitate the use of magnitude as that of the silicon. Silicon die sizes

vision systems to find imperfect features. of 500 mils square are now becoming common

National Semiconductor's Advanced place in ASIC's and as this happens; lead spacing

Packaging Equipment Group set out to apply lasers becomes finer; and large die size has a more

to the problem of leadframe feature removal in profound effect on the shrinkage variation of the

fine pitch packages. The system developed is fully plastic encapsulation material.

automated with high resolution parallel c.f. Figure 1. 180 lead TapePak®.
processing vision system, and magazine to This leads to two areas of challenge:-
magazine material handling.

The pitch becomes too fine for
conventional punch-die inter lead cutting;

The position of the features to be cut
becomes unpredictable as the package sizes
become larger.

Thus, the finest limits of
mechanical punch die material cutting
traditionally used for copper interconnect
removal have been exceeded, and the package
shrinkage variation exceeds required positioning
tolerances.

The development of a laser material
processing system has provided a flexible tooling
solution which is capable of removing dambars
between leads on 10 mil centerlines, and by
integrating it with a vision system the
dimensional variations caused by shrinkage can be
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recognised. Programming of the process toaccommodate new package designs, different die Frtpclmle uli iepcae
(DIPS), where lead spacing is 50 mils, the dambar

sizes (resulting in different shrink rates), and removal process is accomplished with mechanical
product changes can be accomplished in minutes, punch and die tooling. The punch removes the
as opposed to weeks or months of dambar and associated flash in one motion. In this
characterization and development of hard tooling case one may assume that each lead, and
for this purpose. associated gap between each lead, is 25 mils

wide. Then each punch is approximately 22 mils
wide and must be absolutely positioned +/- one
half mil. If the lead spacing is reduced to 15
mils, the punch width would be reduced to six and
one half mils (.0065 inch), or about twice the
width of a human hair ! The current carbide
grinding limit is .008 inches. Obviously, for high
leadcount, high density, encapsulated packaging to
be practical, this mechanical method is not
viable and non conventional solutions must be

National Semiconductor 180 Lead sought.

BACKGROUND Mechanical Punch Configuration.

Dambars are a leadframe feature located
just outside the area of the molded plastic IC .o- .0002" Stripper sliding clearance.

body. For this application the dambars are located
10 to 20 mils from the body. Their function is to
block (or dam) the flow of liquid molding
compound between the leads during the molding
process. Since dambars provide a direct electrical
path between leads, they must be removed
sometime after the molding process and before Punch Stripper Guide
electrical testing of the component. 

I

r ------- 6.5 mils

- m -. 4-- 7 mils best target.
8 mils with stack tolerance.

THE LASER PROCESS

To cut the one ounce cold rolled (2.8 mil
thick) copper dambar a 0-switched YAG laser

FIGURE 2: Leads on 15 mil centerlines beam is used.
joined by dambars. Molded body is above. The Laser resolution is .0004 inches.

Figure 2 shows copper leads joined by the Figure 3 is an example of the dambar
dambar. The dark area in the upper portion of the removal portion of the process. The focused laser
photo is the molded body encapsulating the die. creates a 1 mil kerf width separating the dambar
The black squares bordered between two leads, at either end from the leads. The dambar removal
the dambar, and the molded body is the flash tolerances are from flush with the lead to
that must be removed along with the dambar. The maximum .0005 inch protrusion.
lead spacinq is 15 mils, centerline to centerline.
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Galvo Mirrors.

For high response processing, the laser
beam is directed by a galvo mirror assembly,
while the part remains stationary.

Optimization of the cut path is important as
it affects the rate at which parts are processed
and process side effects.

The laser galvos scan more than 22 inches

to process the 180 lead part with 64% laser
cutting length efficiency. Vector co-ordinate
execution in non-cutting mode are completed
more rapidly (600X) improving time based laser

Figure 3: Dambars have been separated from efficiency to 99.97%.
leads with laser. Maximum permissible remaining
dambar is .0005 inch. This is 1200% faster than using servo X-Y

Laser System Block Diagram moving of the part.

Viin.
Due to the required accuracy of the procebs,

Factory Host Communications and the variation from part to part due to
IRS 232. shrinkage, a vision system is incorporated to find

t, selected reference points on the component.
68000 controller Because of the high resolution and speeds

required camera movement is impractical.
The vision system is directed by another

galvo mirror assembly. The field of view of the
owe ply. 6 vision system is .050 inch square. The vision

system has an array of 256 x 256 pixels, giving an
Vision Syst. edge detection accuracy of better than .0002 inch

1 -1 (2/10 of a mil).
Laser -_ The two galvo systems are calibrated to

each other, but work asynchronously. The vision
Galvomirrors. system finds reference points on the leadframe

while the laser system cuts relative from these
points. This "master calibration" need only be
done once, however it is updated periodically to

s r compensate for any drift of the two systems over
Part time.

The complete processing station is
Figure 4. SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM. contained in Class I housing to BRH standards, and

operator assistance is required only for the
SYSTEM APPROACH, loading and unloading of magazines of product.

Automatic magazine to magazine OBSTACLES OVERCOME
handling of the components in strip form is
essential for hands off operation. Components are Vaporized copper and molding compound
indexed one at a time into the lase site. waste generated by the process must be removed

in such a fashion that they are not permitted to
redeposit on the package. Remaining pieces of the
dambar, as large as 8 mils square, must also be
removed.
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Changing incident light angles associated
with galvo mirrors were found to provide
inconsistent edge detection by the vision system. . ?PssJ as a proucbm t
Therefore, top lighting, either pre- or post
scanning, was unacceptable. Back lighting was
found to provide a more stable image. The back Advantages.

lighting optics and debris removal chuck are
incorporated together in a single design.

Non contact process for fine pitch thin foil interconnect.

Process is
HIDDEN BENEFITS.

Fast prototyping of new packages is now Plastic resin removaland cutting in the same process

possible using the Laser system to configure the step.

leadframe and the package when molded oversize
from existing package tooling. Tape feature 1.0 mil laser beam diameter.

change without production mask investment is 0.2 mil resolution (image processor).

simple and quickly done. Flexibili

The flexibility of the system currently is CAD addressable.
capable of handling nine varieties of package with Process program parameters can be changed and stored

in software.
quick software change and minimal mechanical Cutting programs can be changed easily.

changeover.
Valuable engineering time and further Fast turn-around.

capital funds are no longer tied up for every new

design of package to be invented. Also, unused Packages can be prototyped quickly.

tooling, and spares, aren't sitting under-utilized Oddball pitchs and leadcount can be run without retool.

while production time is slack for a particular Minimum Heat Affected Zone.

product, as would be the case for hard tooling. Tape can be cut from foil for planar and bump

applications.

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS.

The limits of laser accuracy are far from

being exceeded. With one mil kerf width on high
power Lasers the limitation will not be the laser

but the system. Although it has never been tested,
it is estimated that dambars associated with lead

spacings of 2.0 mils could be removed by the
method described in this paper.

The flexibility of the laser system has

significantly reduced the prototype to product
cycle time that is required for new package
designs, and accordingly, the cost. One package
was completed in 8 weeks using the Laser to
prototype. The process of laser dambar and flash
removal produces consistent and superior
trimming quality compared to hard tooling.

It is a true non contact process.
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Abstract

The success of ,ne low power HeNe laser as a teaching tool in higher education is well
esta2lisned. We have extended the laser's use to secondary ecucation by developing a labor-
atory course having tile form of a collection of laser-oriented electro-optic exercises
wanicn are deacrioed here in broad detail. The exercises are designed to lead to student
reaearch projects. The essence of' this approach is to introduce the principles of optics
by studying ways of modulating and manipulating laser beams. The course has been demon-
strated in the form of nands-on workshops to groups of high school physics teachers who
nave enthusiastically endorsed it. The equipment used is a mixture of relatively expensive
items sucn as a laser and an oscilloscope, and an assortment of inexpensive items such as
small :otors ad polaroid sheets. Preparations are underway to "field test" this course
wlth high school students in a classroom setting.

Introduction

Tne ti- rity of optics in high school science education has been rejuvenated by the
mlcroeiectronic and laser revolutions. Uptoelectronics has become the leading edge tech-
n Dcgy for future generat ions oF computers. Laser applications are proliferating; the one-

e 'sclucion-looaing-for-a-problem" is now the basis for a host of new scientific and
irldustrial levices and processes. Opto-electronics, fiber optics, laser technology, and
t-, potential of optical computing have come together to create a "photonics" technology

ttromise to outstrip silicon in growth and importance before the 21st century. How-
ver , introductory physics courses in secondary and higher education reflect little of this

trend, apirt from the appearance of minor addenda to the traditional syllabus on "recent"
-e veI ents such as lasers, fiber-optics end, perhaps, holography.

iarticle describes an innovative high-school-level optics laboratory course having

laser applications as its main theme. Each laboratory exercise is centered around the use
ot _ne nelium-Neon laser as the key laboratory tool, and involves beam manipulation and
modulation as the primary study areas. The student investigates basic optical principles
using one of the Key devices which has given rise to the new optics and applies these prin-
ciples in simplified versions of photonic instrumentation and devices found in the "high-
tecn" world around them. With this approach we believe students will be inspired to
explore further the world of optics, and the emphasis on applications can be coordinated
with the introduction of other branches of science and technology. indeed, it is intended
that such further exploration be an integral part of' the course by having each exercise
lead to a student research project.

The course was designed and developed in 1988 by the authors, and has since been demon-
strated to British and American high-school physics teachers in the form of hands-on work-
shops. Twelve student exercises were presented and a detailed description of one can be
fconc in Ref. 1. The response to this technology-oriented approach to optics education has
5een very favorable.

The Laser-Based Course

Toe main "tools" of this course are a laser, an oscilloscope, a power supply, a function
generator, and a camera. Secondary items are photodiodes, low voltage DC motors, small
loudspeakers, a liquid crystal cell, lens and mirror holders, and an assortment of general-
purcose noiders. burette clamps are particularly useful.

The class starts with a brief introduction to lasers and laser light and, perhaps more

importantly, to laser safety. The CORD approach to laser safety
2  

is appropriate here;
students individually have to demonstrate their ability to operate a laser safely in per-
forming a series of simple specific exercises.

The remainder of this paper describes in broad terms the fifteen areas of study covered

sy the course.
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1. Using a laser for mEasuring large objects, and for studying beam divergence.
Initially the height of the laboratory and the length of a table at its other end can be

measured using triangulation methods, and this idea can be extended to measuring the exter-
nal dimen3ions of buildings. While doing this, the divergent nature of the beam will
become obvious, and its angle of divergence can be measured and compared to manufacturer's
"specs".

2. Using a laser to measure the optical properties of boundaries.
The directionality of a laser beam makes it a good approximation to a single ray. This

property, together with its high irradiance, makes it an ideal probe for studying the bend-
ing of light at boundaries. A tank containing scattering particles in water to pick out
the beam path as it bends works well. Cases that can be studied are refractions through a
glass prism, a glass slab, and a hollow prism, and reflections from single plane mirrors
and double mirrors. Total internal reflection is also a "natural" using this equipment.

3. Steering a laser beam with flat-surface devices.
The optical lever effect can be used effectively to reveal small movements of mirrors

attached to thermally expanding bodies, or to building walls, and also to study movement of
liquid surfaces. More interesting, however, are lightweight mirrors attached to motors or
loudspeakers; beams can be swept at constant angular velocity, swept back and forth, or
made to follow a cir'ular path. If two units are used, then Lissajous figures can be
formed, or interestirng but complicated patterns produced if the input to one or both the
loudspeakers are voice patterns or music. Rotating slabs and prisms are other interesting
beam-sweeping devices.

4. Steering a laser beam using curved surfaces.

The focusing and expanding properties of lenses are discovered by studying the ways they
"steer" or redirect narrow beams incident upon them (equivalent to rays). This leads to
the concepts of focal point, focal length, conjugate points, and the function of lens sys-
tems. The key item for this project is the use of a loudspeaker scanner which effectively
produces a fan of rays emanating from a point source. The lenses then focus or expand this
fan in a striki:ngly visual manner, allowing calculations of focal lengths, etc.

5. Guiding beams with fibers.
The importance of fiber optics in today's technology dictates that a complete section be

devoted to this topic. Large diameter plastic pipes and fibers can be used to demonstrate
the basic principles. Numerical apertures can be measured, and the use of a series of
fibers channeling into a common photodetector to measure the velocity of a body passing
their free ends makes an interesting project. The activity shown at the workshops involved
a tank containing three liquids which form layers having differing refractive indices, the
middle one being the highest. The beam directed into this layer is trapped, the layers
acting as a step-index fiber. What is fascinating about this arrangement is that in about
24 hours the layers diffuse partially into each other transforming the arrangement into a
graded refractive index (GRIN) "fiber". In this case the beam follows a sinusoidal shaped
path along the central layer. Measurement of the refractive indices of the liquids used
and the selection of alternative liquids, plus the development of a schlieren system to
visualize the boundaries between the liquids, all make for exciting extensions to these

ideas.

6. Using a laser for spatial character reading.
The high directionality of a laser beam makes it ideal for studying fine detail when

moving across an array of "characters". We have used stationary beams with moving patterns
and moving beams with stationary patterns.

One of the loudspeaker scanners can be used to scan a stationary pattern in the form of
a transparency, the transmitted beam then being collected by a positive lens and directed
onto a small stationary photodetector placed at the point of focus. In this manner a spa-
tial pattern is being translated into a series of electrical pulses. A stationary beam can
also be passed through a spinning transparent disk on which is glued an opaque letter(s)
before passing on to a photodetector connected to an oscilloscope. Rotating the disc at
high speed while slowly traversing the beam radially along it gives a slowly changing oscil-
loscope pattern which, if studied carefully, reveals what letter is on the disc.

7. Studying the profile of a laser beam.
The essence of this experiment is to direct the beam onto a scanner and then onto a

small photodetector. If the raw beam is to be studied, then it is necessary to allow a
long run between the scanner and the detector in order for the natural divergence to pro-
duce a sufficiently large spot to be studied. If a lens is used, then the run does not
have to be as great. In either case, a steady pattern can be obtained on the oscilloscope

for analysis.
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:3 n, n a laser to study diffraction effects.
Staniar F-'niofer diffraction patterns produced by the passage of a beam through sin-

e, 'e, andi m iti~le slits can be observed and analyzed by scanning them across a
1 Xe ooeteo r. Dif'raction gratings can also be used. One particularly interesting
cs- "" ex,>eriment involves using a loudspeaker to generate ripples on a water sur-

S a t, d tu ow lasr light is scattered off this "diffraction grating". The grat-
sn te varied by changing the frequency of the signal fed to the loudspeaker.

* "esn3 ff n also shows up well if the beam is allowed to shine onto a very distant
' 1 e e placed in the bean.

Sa laser to study rotational and vibrational motion.
-i -2eni ,e D,_ -.otors capable of 500 rev/s can be bought at most hooby shops or surplus

t_ . e a ngu -I lar velocities are voltage sensitive and they operate in the range O-3V
c:, :ni tne very safe. If a "floppy" isk of stiff paper with a slot cut out of it is

n ri te t: > le rotor shaft, then the beam is broken into a series of pulses, which can be
" e notion of rotating or vibrating objects. At the same time the chopped

o sa''id and displayed on an oscilloscope to determine the exact speed of the
one experient where the cnallenge of miniaturizing the system and the

if o s g a conventional light source might be considered.

1 . :'odulating a laser beam using polarizing sheets.
Sa" p ~in 'sheet is spun at a constant angular velocity in a laser beam already

I Ino t" I -r1Ze, tre the beam will have its irradiance modulated in a sinusoidal fashion
tne fre ;uency of the rotating sheet. The system hence acts as an optoelectronic

D3c a t D r , r efreuency of wnich can be varied by changing the DC voltage applied to the
e t very interesting effects can occur when this beam is now directed onto

a iss a _! ate t "ewster's angle. For instance, if the stationary polarizing sheet has
its _{i_-3 De- 1 icilar to the plane of incidence, then upon reflection of the beam off the

i nto the photodetector, a signal at twice the frequency of the spinner will be
o v erve. If the stationary sheet is turned through 90 degrees, then a frequency of four

t the sinner frequency will be seen. It is this sort of thing that we want the stu-
ts ,Dfind fDr themselves, and to work at trying to understand what is happening.

l1. A study of the effect of passing a laser beam through a liquid crystal cell.
a:'5  liqid crystal display cells, either removed from some old equipment or purchased

new,, rovide a very interesting and inexpensive way of modulating a plane polarized laser
7 eem. For transmission through the cell, the mirror glued to one surface must be peeled
off n elaced witn an ordinary polarizing sheet. The cell can be activated with a 7V
sinosoidal signal, mayce from the optoelectronic oscillator mentioned in Section 10! It is
an interesting siue exercise to find out which connector "pads" lead to which number seg-
ment . nce a segment is found, then the beam can be passed through it to be modulated. A
tai] experiment here is to increase the excitation frequency, study the response of the
cel, an plot a response curve.

12. Photodetector linearity.
Four lin'rity-eheck methods suggest themselves and probably they should all be tried.

.re first is to assume the law of Malus applies to the spinning polarizing sheet described
earlier ani to search for and evaluate any deviations from the expected sinusoidal curve.
,he second is to assume a Gaussian distribution of the beam irradiance in the "profile"
scanning experiment and again look for deviations. The third is to assume an inverse
suoare relationship between irradiance and distance along the beam at large distances or
along a beam expanded by a lens. The fourth is to stack neutral density filters in the
beam and note the corresponding transmissions as measured by the photodetector.

in the last two of the above activities, the chopper could be used to allow one to work
with pulse neigrts rather than DC levels.

13. beam absorption in various materials.
>! easuring the incilent and transmitted irradiances for various color filters, and vari-

ous numbers of the same color filter, gives good data for analysis. The exponential nature
of adsorption with distance traveled is clearly revealed, and the absorption of liquids
containing absorbing and scattering centers whose density might vary with time can be stud-
,ed. In addition, this is a good time to measure the reflectance of various surfaces such
as laser mirrors, aluminum mirrors, and so on.

All studies of this kind can well be done using pulse height analysis after first chop-
ping the incident beam.

14. Holography.
Even though hologram making was not possible at the workshops due to time constraints,

it will certainly play a major role in the development of this course. Holograms were
shown at both workshops and generated the usual excitement. The authors have both had
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experience it teaching holography classes and will probably concentrate in this course on
z:-!an I ormat Deni syuK ho lograms

Conclusions

Laboratory exercises relating to each of the areas described in ihis paper have been

developed and demonstrated before forty high school teachers. Following the demonstra-
tions, the teacers had a chance to operate the assembled equipment themselves, and it was
at this point, seeing their excitement, that we realized how valuable the laser could be as
a teaching tool in science and tecnnology education at the secondary school level. The
laser is an exciting, impressive-to-be-seen-using instrument, a fact which is very impor-
tan for tne age group being considered; and the highly directional interis2 beam can be

manipulated and modulated by a number of inexpensive devices to create a menu of exciting
and scientifically important exercises. We are very satisfied with the results to date.

.ne next step is to enlarge upon the laboratory notes we have written so far, and to
establish "laser labs" at a number of local high schools in order to evaluate their effec-
tiveness in a classroom setting. Preparations are under way with a group of high school
physics teachers to initiate a program in the Fall of 1989, and preliminary results should

De available in the Spring of 1990.
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Dr. Duarte:

In this introduction I would like to outline some very basic features of dye lasers

which make these stimulated emission sources rather unique. First, it is well established

that pulsed dye lasers can emit virtually at any wavelength from the near UV to the near

IR. This is possible due to the availability of a large selection of dye molecular

species. In addition, given the wide variety of pump sources, ranging from flashlamps and

excimer lasers to Nd:YAG and copper lasers, there exists ample choice in laser output

characteristics:

High peak powers

Large energy pulses (up to 400-800 J per pulse)

Short pulses (ns regime)

Long pulses (as regime, flashlamp excitation)

Pulse repetition frequencies up to 20 kHz (copper laser excitation)

High average powers (in excess of several 100's of Watts)
Broadband emission
Narrow-linewidth emission
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This flexibility is also reflected in the financial side where emission at a particular
wavelength can be achieved through several different combinations and integrated systems

offering significant contrast in capital and operational cost.

At this stage it is appropriate to indicate that the success of the dye laser is best

underlined by its use in a wide range of applications:

Study of fundamental physical phenomena
Numerous types of spectroscopy techniques

Medicine
Industry

Laser Isotope Separation (LIS)

LIDAR

Military

It is in part due to this wide usage of dye lasers, and the proliferation of

commercial manufacturers, that many people tend to dismiss the field of dye lasers as a
mature technology needing little further development and research. Certainly, I tend to

disagree with this perspective. Instead, I would like to advance the thesis that although
much has been accomplished in the physics and technology of dye lasers still a lot remains

to be done.

The latter point can be highlighted rather easily by focusing on a further example

which will illustrate the strength and the assumed weakness of dye lasers. For several
reasons, not explained here, in the past few years there has been considerable interest in

blue-green lasers. Now, let us consider a few tunable blue-green lasers together with
their transitions. It is clear that those lasers with atomic transitions can be tuned
within a few GHz while the molecular lasers, such as HgBr, offer a much broader tuning

range. However, in both cases the tuning ranges available are quite narrow when compared

with the continuous wavelength coverage (from 430 to 550 nm) offered by coumarin dyes.

Thus, the wide tunability advantage of dye lasers is made obvious. To this strength one

should indicate the immediate assumed weakness: the short lifetime of the dye. This is

certainly an area in need of fundamental research and more will be said later.

Now, I will focus on one aspect of dye lasers which has experienced significant

advances in the last few years: linewidth narrowing. Since the introduction of the dye
laser by Sorokin and Lankard in 19661 and until about 1972, dye lasers were known mainly

as a source of tunable-broadband radiation. It was not until 1972 that a most fundamental

laser characteristic, namely narrow-linewidth oscillation, was demonstrated by Hansch.
2

The development of the telescopic dye laser was followed by the introduction of the
grazing-incidence grating technique and multiple-prism grating oscillators. In the Table

we provide a summary of the performance of the different oscillators.

These dispersive techniques have been utilized to provide narrow-linewidth and

single-longitudinal-mode oscillation at reasonable efficiencies and low ASE levels (<10- 5

to <10-7). Moreover, in the case of high-prf copper-laser-pumped MPL and HMPGI
oscillators extremely stable single-longitudinal-mode lasing has been reported and
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Table

Cavity Type Linewidth % Eff. Pump Source Reference

Telescope 2.5 GHz 20 N2  T. W. Hansch,
300 MHzt 2-4 Appl. Opt. 11, 895 (1972)

MPL 1.6 GHz 14 N2  F. J. Duarte and J. A. Piper,
Opt. Commun. 35, 100 (1980)

Grazing- 1.25 GHz 4 Nd:YAG (2nd) M. G. Littman and H. J. Metcalf
Incidence Appl. Opt. 17, 2224 (1978)

150 MHz 3 Nd:YAG (2nd) M. G. Littman,
Appl. Opt. 23, 4465 (1984)

HMPGI 1.15 GHz 7-10 N2  F. J. Duarte and J. A. Piper,
Appl. Opt. 20, 2113 (1981)

MPL 60 MHzt  5 Copper A. F. Bernhardt and P. Rasmussen
Appl. Phys. B 26, 141 (1981)

HMPGI 400 MHz 4-5 Copper F. J. Duarte and J. A. Piper,
Appl. Opt. 23, 1391 (1984)

MPL 375 MHz Flashlamp F. J. Duarte and R. W. Conrad
Appl. Opt. 26, 2567 (1987)

%Incorporates intracavity etalon.

MPL (Multiple-Prism Littrow)

HMPGI (Hybrid Multiple-Prism Grazing Incidence)

documented utilizing interferograms resulting from the integration of several million
laser pulses.

The success of these techniques has been demonstrated by their adoption to other
laser systems such as TEA C02 lasers, excimer lasers, and solid state lasers. A parallel

development has been the theory of beam divergence and intracavity dispersion. A

particularly successful effort has been the understanding of multiple-prism dispersion.
3 -7

This theory has been extended to other laser and electro-optic applications.

The development of linewidth narrowing techniques has been supported by the advance
of wavelength tuning methods. Here, a comprehensive number of alternatives include

piezoelectric displacement of gratings, etalons, and mirrors and pressure tuning. This
field has seen the development of sophisticated electronic control systems and the
implementation of ingenious physical schemes to achieve synchronous tuning.

In this area it should also be mentioned that several studies on thermal effects (see

Refs. 8 and 9) have provided insight on design constraints for stable long term operation.
Also, recent studies on linewidth instabilities in multimode lasers have been done by

Westling and Raymer1 0 and Berik and Davidenko.11 Linewidth instabilities in double-

longitudinal-mode flashlamp-pumped dye laser oscillators have been reported by Duarte and
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Conrad 1 2 and Duarte et al. 13 These studies provide valuable information toward the
physical understanding of this phenomena which may lead to its eventual neutralization.

Now, let me return to the question of dye lifetime. Undoubtedly, this is a difficult

problem which, if solved, could provide a significant advance in dye lasers

(Dr. Pavlopoulos will discuss this later). At present we have seen that there are some

very effective alternatives in prolonging dye lifetime. First, we must ask the right

question. Here, the appropriate selection of pump sources is important. For instance,

direct excitation of the first singlet state not only improves efficiency but also makes

the dye last longer. Our experience with high-prf copper-laser-pumped dye lasers

indicates that the lifetime of rhodamine dyes is vastly superior for this type of

excitation than for UV excitation involving higher singlet states. Next, it appears that
the production of dyes with a higher degree of purity also helps as our recent experience

at Eastman Kodak suggests. Here, I refer to coumarin 314 T which has been found to
provide up to 50% more output than the parent compound under excimer-laser excitation and

to offer a X 2 lifetime extension under flashlamp pumping. Also, recent work by Everett

and Zollars 14 has demonstrated the effective use of dye purification systems that allow

extended periods of operation under flashlamp-excitation.

A more fundamental question in need of attention is related to the excitation

dynamics of pulsed dye lasers. Here we are in need of good workable and practical time

dependent semi-classical and quantum models.

Let me conclude by reiterating that although dye lasers have proven to be a reliable
and extremely versatile workhorse, a lot remains to be done. We should try to get this

message across to government and industry so that an adequate level of dye laser research

and development can be maintained in this country.

Dr. Aldag:

22d ; ea~r t, I part of this distinguished panel, but I believe we also

have a distlnquished audience. I see a lot of familiar faces in the audience from the
aser commurity. 1 will be concentrating on addressing some of the issues that Frank

Duarte pointed out in his opening remarks in terms of the flashlamp-pumped dye lasers that

we hive been worKing on at the Avco Research Lab. We actually got into the dye laser

business some 17 years ago with laser-pumped lasers using our Model C950 nitrogen laser

pumping a small "Dial-A-Line" dye cassette. We still do some laser-pumped laser work, but
we have become known for flashlamp-pumped dye laser work and it is this area on which I

will concentrate.

The demonstrated advantages that we see, some very obvious, include wavelength

agility; being able to tune to a particular wavelength either broadband or narrowband.
Wavelength diversity, is met by a whole spectrum of dyes available from the near UV to the

near IR. High energy, has been demonstrated at Avco with an output of 7 J per p'ilsed with

1% efficiency 15 and we're working on a system to yield 100 J per pulse. The Russians have

published a paper yielding 400 J per pulse, 1 6 but I don't recall there being any rep rate

involved in that particular situation. High Average Power was demonstrated at Avco at

1.2 J and 850 Hz - that gives us an average power in excess of 1 kilowatt. That, I think,

would qualify as a high average power dye laser. There is no reason why higher energy

pulsed devices cannot be operated at pulse rates from 10 to 100 Hz, so the opportunity in
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very high average power dye lasers exist and will probably be demonstrated in the very

near future. One of the real selling features of the flashlamp-pumped dye laser is the
fact that for many applications you can demonstrate the performance thct is required with

a single laser head. Therefore without an amplifier, without frequency doubling, and
without Raman shifting, you end up with a very compact system and very high system

efficiency. Finally, there is a scheme for replenishing the dye system, a system that we
devised at Avco which we call a f lter and feed system on which I'll make some comments on

near the end of my talk.

Flashlamp-pumped dye lasers were used in the laser isotope separation program at Avco
that went on for about 10 years. Four of these flashlamp-pumped dye lasers were used and

the beams were combined with a couple of dichroic mirrors and then sent to an adjacent
room where we had the atomic uranium vapor separation apparatus. These units operated at
30 Hz for 12 hours a day, for periods of years, demonstrating the extreme reliability and

ruggedness of the flashlamp-pumped dye laser. The flashlamp-pumped dye laser was actually

the ring oscillator of a very narrow bandwidth system. We used a frequency doubled YAG
laser pumping a dye cell and it is this low power dye cell which was tuned and narrowed
with gratings and etalons and then fed into the flashlamp-pumped dye laser ring to give us

the tuning capability needed. This type of injection locked tuning is certainly one way
to get around having damage problems trying to build a tuned power oscillator at very high

average powers. The flashlamp pumped dye laser that was used during this program, and for
many other programs, is what we call a MK V. It's a transverse flow design. The flow

comes-in and goes through some flow straighteners and then goes through a specially

designed nozzle with cooling ports through the pump region, out through an exit nozzle and
to an exit plenum and through a porous wall to isolate any downstream turbulence coming

back into the pump region. Pumping is done with two elliptical reflectors. This type of
configuration, where you're pumping a very small slug of dye, is ideal for applications

requiring high rep rates in order to minimize the flow requirements. The pulse width of
these devices were a nominal 1-2 microseconds. In one case we were using a blue green

laser dye and some integrating optics to demonstrate a uniform field. It was in this
device that we added a converter dye 15 (Stilbene 420) to the flashlamp cooling jacket in
order to demonstrate 7 J output with 1% efficiency. For higher energy pulsed systems

you have to design a device which has a larger volume of dye which is being pumped. For

this we use a multi-lamp non-imaging system that we have developed at Avco. With this
unit we have obtained much higher energies. As we outlined in our talk yesterday, 17 we

use a slab geometry configuration with a multi-channel dye cell approach. The center
channel being for the lasing dye, the outer two cells being for the converter dye. In
this case we have a more efficient collection of the converter photons for pumping the

laser dye. In addition, when we use the multi-lamp non-imaging configuration we improve
our pump efficiency over the elliptical pump efficiency of the MK V by a factor of 1.6.

So when we combine these two we expect to improve the dye laser efficiency from 1% that

we've demonstrated to 1.5%.

We have also demonstrated that the solvent can be recovered from these systems.

There are two methods that we commonly use in the laboratory for recycling our solvent.
The batch method is to have a large enough system to contain nouglr dye and dye solvent to

meet our experimental requirement. we have a built-in dye system in our laboratory and we
have a number of 55 gallon drums that we use for our different dyes. A more economical

approach is to use a dye replenishment system where we constantly take out some of the dye
solution containing good dye, bad dye, photo degradation products; filter all of it out
with a charcoal filter, put the clean solvent back into the system, but meter-in an
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appropriate amount of dye concentrate to maintain the dye concentration of the dye laser

device. In this type of nystem you do not operate at the optimum dye performance point.
You have to select the 90% point or 80% point depending on how small you want to make

everything. As an example of the sizes involved, I will give you a comparison of the
batch and the filter and feed systems for a system that has a mission requirement of 104

pulses and a dye life of 105 J per liter to the 90% point. In this particular system 625

liters will be needed to maintain that performance with the batch method. In a filter and

feed system the requirement is to have enough dye to meet your mission requirpment, which

in this case would be 30 grams of dye. Your volume is now dependent on the dye solubility
in the particular solvent. In this case, the 30 grams required only 3 liters of solvent,

together with the laser volume of 20 liters. Only 23 liters are needed compared to 625

liters. If we were to increase the mission requirement by a factor of 10, you see that

the volume required with batch approach increases by a factor of 10. With the

replenishment approach the 3 liters would become 30 liters and we have only 53 liters

required for the program.

With this, I think I should close my remarks, but I will be glad to answer questions

later.

Dr. Everett:

My recent experience is mostly the flashlamp pumped dye lasers. For these lasers

"high power" means more than 100 W average. Such lasers are usually less than 1%

efficient, meaning power inputs of at least 10 kW, and probably much more. I will

describe one such system now being installed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory to conduct
experiments. It will have 6 independent laser beams, each with over 5 J per pulse, 10
pps, in 2-ps pulses. Only two of the laser heads have as yet been installed, to make up

one beam. There will be 12 heads, 2 per beam, to provide more than 300 W total. The new

heads will be added above the existing ones, inside an emi box.

The laser heads are among the small items. We have the fluid piping, and the

modulators, which consist mostly of capacitors that store the charge for dumping into the
flashlamps. There will be 12 of these modulators.

The system was developed for a flammable dye solvent. Recently we found we could use

a non-flammable solvent of acetamide in water. The engineering would have been simpler if

we had dome so earlier. The lasers will dissipate 1/4 MW, running a 10-minute bursts.

The cooling system pumps water through the laser heads, and extracts the heat to store

temporarily in a 10,000-gallon underground tank. The dye handling system pumps 360 gpm,

and will recycle the dye solution in real time. The degradation products and

unfortunately the dye also, are taken out of the solution with carbon, as necessary, and

fresh dye added, all within the 4-minute round-trip time of the system. The optical

analyzers are essential for measuring the degradation and the dye content for control of

the process.

The pictures shown give an idea of the scale involved in fielding such a laser using

present-day technology. We are learning how to do it smaller and simpler if we had to do

it again. The overall efficiency is only about 1/10 of 1%. Because of the time-table, we

had to use brute-force engineering. There are ways available for increasing the

efficiency, perhaps 10-fold, which could be retro-fitted if more energy is needed for the
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experiments. I will mention these later. They would result in a much more powerful laser
in the same space and with the same power consumption. I will now address some of the

factors associated with such systems.

1. Spectral tuning for high power systems:

These systems typically work near the damage limit of the optics. Birefringent

filters and uncoated etalons are generally good for frequency control, because they stand

high power, have low loss, and can generally be inserted or removed without upsetting

alignment. Prisms tend to detune as they warm up from absorbed power. Gratings tend to

burn up. A single birefringent filter is useful for obtaining bandwidths between 0.1 and

1 nm. Narrower bandwidths are obtained by adding thicker birefringent filters or solid
etalons. Both can be readily tuned by mechanical rotation. With multiple elements, gang

tuning is required which adds complexity. Each successive element gives about another 7-

fold narrowing, with perhaps 7% loss in energy. At very narrow bandwidths (MHz or less)

the loss tends to increase more rapidly, probably due to incomplete spectral homogeneity

of the dye.

Another approach is to control the bandwidth with a low-power oscillator and then

amplify to reach high power. Then any frequency selective technique will do because its

efficiency no longer matters. But the multiple stages make for a complex system. An "in-

between" approach is to inject a large oscillator with a low-power signal of the desired

bandwidth to force its oscillation. In general the feedback swamps any further injection

after the initial tickler. The question then is how long does the spectrum stay locked to

the injection? The locking can certainly last for microseconds after injection of a 50 ns
pulse at the crucial time. However, it has been found that the locking is lost faster for

very narrow injected bandwidths (MHz or less). A multi-pass amplifier can be formed from

an unstable resonator with a small hole through the center of one of the mirrors. A low-
power controlled-bandwidth signal is introduced through the hole and amplified by many

passes as it expands in the so-called resonator. These devices have sometimes been called

injection locked oscillators, but their performance is better understood as multi-pass

amplifiers. The input must be sustained throughout the pulse unless the hole is very

small. When the hole gets smaller than the diffraction-limited core it evolves into an

injection-locked oscillator, and the analysis becomes complicated.

2. Beam quality:

Flashlamp-pumped dye lasers tend to have relatively poor beam quality, because of

aberrations in the medium. This gets worse when high power is required. The medium needs

to be flushed out between pulses. There is hope that phase conjugation will help.
However, the typical distortions generally seem to contain quite hig' spatial frequencies,

leading to the so-called "fried egg" nature of the far-field. This might have half the

energy in a blob of about 15 lambda/D and the rest in a broad background. But even if the

phase conjugation were to catch only half of the energy and put it into a tight beam, then

this would be useful. The Raman approach may become useful for cleaning up a beam after
it is generated.

3. Laser-pumping vs flashlamp pumping:

When pumping with a flashlamp, the size of the dye-cell must approximately match the
lamp for good coupling. With lamp-pumping the power density is generally far below

optimum. With a laser-pump a much small cell can be used, with greater efficiency because

of the higher power density, which in turn reduces the heat budget. These factors also
make for better beam quality. The laser-pump does not require good beam quality, and
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multiple laser pumps can be multiplexed into a single dye cell. Laser-pumped lasers show

a lot of further potential. For instance, at this conference last year, Avco Textron
described a laser-pumped laser which achieved excellent beam quality by supersonically

scanning the lasing beam through the medium during an extended pulse. Excimer and copper

vapor lasers make very good pumps. I will not enlarge on them because there are others
here much more expert than I.

4. Efficiency and scaling:

Given a good dye, the efficiency is usually limited by how hard it can be pumped.

With flashlamp pumping the source is the limiting factor, and even 1% efficiency is hard

to achieve. Spectral enhancement shifts unused light to the useful pumping spectrum and

thus improves efficiency. There is still a lot of unrealized potential for this approach.
With laser excitation, damage to the medium or to the optics is generally the limiting

factor, and more than 30% efficiency can be achieved within these limits. But the

efficiency of the laser pump should also be considered.

The dominating parts of typical flashlamp pumped dye lasers are the power supplies

and fluid-handling systems. This is because the supplies must typically provide at least
100 times the output of the laser (1000 times in the case of the example). Nearly all
this power becomes heat within the laser head, and must be carried away in the fluids. So

scaling is dominated by the supplies and fluid handling systems.

5. Dye lifetime:
Dye lifetime has been considered important and much research has gone to improving

it. However, cost of dye gets less as more is used, down to small numbers of dollars per
gm. But the solvent remains expensive to buy, and often more to get rid of. Fortunately,

very crude technology will get everything out of the solvent so new dye can be added for a
fresh start. When dye degrades, it is typically from a very small fraction of the dye

turning into a substance that absorbs at the lasing wavelength, thus destroying the laser

output. We would like to take out only the contaminant and leave the good dye. As yet,

there seems no practical process for doing this, but fortunately we can afford to throw

away the dye. Real-time cleaning systems using carbon (as used in water processing)

economically take everything out except the solvent. The equipment to renew the dye
solution is a relatively small add-on to a typical high-power laser system. It pays for
itself anyway in getting the initial crud out of the system and in allowing use of cheaper
grades of solvent.

Once committed to dye solution recycling, the most efficient dye and solvent can be

chosen regardless of dye life-time. This may for instance allow use of a non-flammable

solvent. Safety Officers provide a strong inducement to use a non-flammable solvent for

any big dye laser system, especially if the dye is pumped by flashlamps.

It is good practice to have an optical analyzer in the dye-loop to maintain a

continuous check of the absorption near the lasing wavelength. It must have a path-length

about as long as the laser to allow recognition of losses that can do significant harm
(i.e. less than a few percent loss per pass of the laser). This can often save the

worrisome question, "why isn't the laser lasing today?"

6. Ruggedness and reliability:

The lamps are usually considered the most fragile component of a flashlamp pumped dye

laser system. Most breakage of lamps occurs in shipping, and in installation. Once
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safely in place in a well-designed laser they tend not to break.

For specially demanding applications "end cap" seals are more rugged than other
varieties, and some lateral support might have to be engineered if the lamps are long and

skinny. However, the coolant usually gives some cushioning effect.

7. Fragility of the technology to competing approaches:

This is always a concern in any developing field. There is a strong desire to

develop solid-state lasers, pumped with solid-state diodes. Present approaches work best

in the near infrared, so for the near future the visible will be reached by frequency

doubling or mixing. Dye lasers will probably have an economic advantage for some time,

especially considering the exotic materials involved in the potential alternatives. There
is something to be said for a medium which is self-healing and readily replaceable, with

easy tuning.

8. Dye laser research in the U. S.: Are we doing enough?

The U. S. research seems very haphazard. Thank heavens for some small companies that

have been willing to operate on shoe strings while hoping for a bright future.
Fortunately some are now being rewarded in the medical field, but the medical field has no

urge toward powerful systems. The bigger dye laser technology that I am most aware of was
developed by industry with the mistaken notion that it would pay off in uranium

enrichment. One might say that a lot of our dye laser technology has come about by

mistake. This isotope effort is now being pursued in National Laboratories, and we hope

their experience will be better.

Dr. Tallman:

My background is of 35 years of engineering, last 18 in laser development. I am a

generalist, with depth in EE, material science, excimer lasers, etc. Specifically, I have

been recently responsible for a large high power dye laser system. The following comments

are concerns in the design, operation of this system.

We employ a XeCl Excimer (308 nm) transverse pumped dye laser using Lambda Physik

EMG203 MSC pump lasers. The dye laser was designed by LANL and consisted of a MOPA
configuration which initially was one oscillator and two dye amplifiers and as the system

became optimized we were able to eliminate the second amplifier and finally, were

successful in developing a single high power oscillator that met our requirement. We used

Lambda Physik's TBS dye in Dioxane and successfully operated this system for over a year

without major problems; however, there was considerable effort placed in the safety

concerns in the handling of large quantities of these flammable and toxic materials.

Briefly, I would like to identify the topics of concern and areas of study and

experience we had in this laser system:

I. CONTAMINATION AND SYSTEM CHEMISTRY:

A. Dye and solvent contamination

1) As received dye. Quality control in purity?
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2) As received solvent. What are the contaminants? What kinds of contaminants are
sources of performance degradation? What do you do to remove materials such as
particulates, cotton fibers from filters, water, other.

B. Dye solubility

1) How do you prevent undissolved dye particles from depositing on the windows,
with resultant window damage?

C. Pre-filtering, processing vs in-system filtering.

1) What filers can you use? Cotton produces particulates, Teflon? How stable is

the filter material with the solvent and dye and the products it's collecting?

D. Reaction of the solvent with the plumbing, pumps, filters, seals, "0" rings. How

clean is your plumbing o start with? What process should you use initially. How do
you flush and clean this system after it's been down and opened?

E. Effects of photochemistry in producing absorbers, chemical contaminants forming from

the solvent and dye. Non-linear effects in the dye laser performance. Dye and
solvent clean up systems. Metering in new dye to replace the chemically disabled

dye, removal of absorbers. Dye stability considerations.

F. Film deposits on the windows, reducing the transmission of laser pump and lasing
beams. Lowering of the threshold of damage in window. Removal of film deposits.

G. Dissolved air, in the solvent and its effect on the photochemistry of the solvent and

dye stability under intense UV pumping.

II. OPTICAL MATERIALS:

A. Damage threshold for high grade quartz, and MgF 2 , the effect of solvents on this

threshold and surface photochemistry. Flow design effects, boundary layer thickness
vs turbulence scrubbing (static vs flow damage threshold). Clearing ratio effects.

B. Photoproducts chemically attacking the optical surfaces.

C. Excimer laser beam uniformity considerations. Hot spots in the pump beam. Peak vs

average fluence. The use of pump beam homogenizers.

III. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:

A. Fire

1) We were handling as much as 90 liters of dioxane in the laser system. This

included the reservoir and plumbing system. A small leak in this system
operating at 60 psig with 60 gallons/min (4 liters/sec) presents a serious fire

potential. Vapor leak detectors, alarms, pressure, flow sensing. Ventilation

system.
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2) What do you do when you must disassemble the dye cell? How do you vent the

system safely? How do you fill and drain the system safely?

3) What if there is a leak and it flows on and into the large optical table with

its 1/4-20 holes every inch. (We filled every hole with epoxy.)

4) Can a stray beam or beam stop provide sufficient energy to ignite the solvent

vapors that might be at the cell?

5) At high flow rates dielectric fluids can generate very high voltages when

flowing in dielectric materials. We had sparks jumping from Kynar plumbing and

Kynar filter housings. Repeated sparking will produce a hole, and now you have

the three necessary items for a fire; an ignition source, fuel and oxidizer if

there is a leak to the room air. Threading a grounded wire down the plastic

tubiin is one soluticn, but be sure its grounded. We saw sparks flying all over

a Kynar filter housing even though the tie bolts were all wired to ground.

B. Toxicity

1) Dioxane is carcinogenic. It enters the body by oral and dermal routes. Eye

effects, lungs. Repeated exposure to low concentrations has resulted in human

fatalities. Organ chiefly affected are the liver and kidneys. Death results

from acute hemorrhagic nephritis. What protection do you use? Gloves,

respirators, remote fill and drain.

2) Most dyes have not been fully analyzed for their health hazards. Should be

treated as carcinogenic.

IV. EXCIMER LASER RELIABILITY:

A. Factors affecting the excimer laser run time at acceptable energy levels:

1) Gas Depletion of the halogen due to reaction with the metallic parts such as the

discharge electrodes.

2) Buildup of absorbers, chemistry with organic internal components.

3) Deposits on the excimer laser windows. Products from reaction with the metal

and organic internal components. The use of valves at the window for window

removal without contamination of the rest of the laser with moisture. Window

purging? How effective? How should it be done.

4) Gas clean up systems, electrostatic precipitators? External cryogenic traps.

What contaminants can be trapped, what about the alternative of hot calcium chip

furnace for removal of contaminants. How reliably can one inject the halogen.

B. Electrode wear. Pin preionizer electrode wear. Lifetime of electrodes, bearing,

etc.
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C. Industrial laser performance specifications. What are reasonable expectations in

continuous run times? What are the expected downtimes and operating costs in

dollars/hour?

Dr. Paisner:

Frank, I don't know if we have the largest average power dye laser system in the

world, and Henry's laser was very impressive, especially having been demonstrated many

years ago. However, it will certainly be true that in the near future the laser at

Livermore will be the largest dye laser system in the world. We have currently achieved

performance levels of 900 W average power in a multicolor beam and 600 W in a single color

beam at repetition rates in excess of 4 kHz. I'd like to describe the context of our dye

laser development program. In particular where we are going with our laser system and

what we have to demonstrate. The laser systems are being developed at the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory for the U. S. DOE in support of atomic vapor laser isotope

separation. We have two major industrial partners: Martin Marietta Energy Systems in Oak

Ridge, Tennessee, in our uranium isotope separation program for light water reactor fuel

and Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, WINCO, in Idaho Falls in our specialized isotope

separation program. The latter involves enriching plutonium for defense applications.

Uranium, like most of the heavy elements, the lanthanides and actinides, for example,

has an ionization potential of about six electron volts. Because of its large number of

optically active electrons, it has a plethora of energy levels in the visible. Therefore,

a three-step photoionization scheme which uses tunable dye light in the red is a viable

option. Additionally, a resonant multistep photoionization process requires short pulse

lasers because the energy levels in the excitation process have relatively short

lifetimes, perhaps 100 nanoseconds to several microseconds. So two of the requirements of

the laser system are that it provides short pulse radiation tunable to the electronic

transitions of interest. In order to guarantee isotopic selectivity, the process laser

system has to be spectrally narrow band. Inadequate spectral resolution simultaneously

wastes laser energy on the undesired isotope and results in lower enrichment performance.

Spectral control of the lasers is also of central importance to process design to maximize

the fraction photoionized; this includes addressing every magnetic sublevel of every

hyperfine level of every velocity class of the selected atoms in vapor flow. Of course,

very high average power is required for isotope separation at an industrial scale. The

reason for this is quite obvious. For example, a gaseous diffusion plant, operating at 10

million separative work units per year, processes 12-1/2 kg of feed and produces about 2

million kg of product. That's a lot of material. Over 40 kW of tunable power is required

to process this material. You can prove this to yourself by assuming a reasonable photon

utilization. That's a pretty awesome amount of laser power, until you realize that such a

laser isotope separation plant produces yearly enough fuel for 100, one gigawatt, nuclear

power plants. So there is a tremendous economic leverage in a laser isotope separation

plant.

A critical design parameter for the process laser system is beam quality. To

efficiently utilize the process light, the laser beams must propagate through very long

columns of vapor. The typical beam qualities of 15-20 X/D discussed in earlier

presentations, are unacceptable for our enrichment applications. Finally, the pulsed

tunable process light must be available at very high repetition rates to address all the

atoms flowing through the photozone. Typically, atoms travel at many hundreds of meters
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per second. This translates into many tens of kilohertz pulse repetition rates for a
several centimeter photozone. The requirements just outlined limit the search for a
practical system for laser enrichment. The system we have been developing over the last
fifteen years is a copper vapor laser pumped dye laser system. This system can meet all

the laser requirements for isotope separation and can be scaled to plant performance

levels. Basically, the system is arranged in a master oscillator power amplifier

configuration. The master oscillator in the copper laser system is an injection locked
small bore oscillator followed by three large bore amplifiers. The copper laser emits two

wavelengths, one in the green and one in the yellow. Both colors are well-suited for
pumping dyes. In our particular system each amplifier chain operates at approximately

4 kHz pulse repetition rate and a typical output power of 500 to 700 W. The copper light

from many chains can be multiplexed, both spatially and temporally, to provide pump light

to the dye system. In the Laser Demonstration Facility at Livermore we can accommodate

ten corridors of copper laser chains. Each corridor contains six copper laser chains.
Currently, two corridors are deployed, containing twelve small bore oscillators and 36

large bore amplifiers. Wnen we deployed the second corridor, we actually transferred
first corridor lasers to the second corridor and replaced them with new laser heads. The

facility also has support systems to refurbish these copper lasers. This is a very
important activity because the copper laser system operates 24 hours a day, seven days a

week. Corridor one was first assembled in 1985 and ran for two years in full operation.

Since each copper laser chain operates at 500 to 700 W, the copper corridors typically run

at between 3,000 and 4,000 W each. It is very important to understand that system

availability is essential in a uranium isotope separation plan. 40,000 W of tunable light
is required at 100 percent availability. Less availability requires more laser hardware
in the plant. The copper lasers have been designed for maximum availability. Each laser

amplifier head requires 480 power, some buffer gas, some water and some signal cables from
a supervisory computer system to operate. All other functions are contained within the

laser enclosure. Each head is composed of several components called line replaceable

units. A failed laser head is replaced on the wall. The failed component is replaced and

sent to repair. The laser is then readied for service at an off-line test stand. Over
the last several years the copper laser system has accumulated 500,000 hours of operating
time. It's really a plant-like setting. I'll quickly go through the dye laser system in

the next few minutes. There are a number of conventional facilities that support the dye
laser system. A very large reservoir of dye is needed. Fortunately the dyes used are
very stable under copper-laser excitation. As in the copper laser system, the dye system

employs a master oscillator followed by several power amplifiers. The dye corridor shown

in this viewgraph contains four dye laser chains. Although each dye laser chain layout is

straightforward, the optical system is fairly complex as illustrated in this viewgraph.
The amplifiers in this photograph are barely discernible. The web of mechanical and

optical hardware handles the delivery of the copper laser pump power. In the optical
system that we have deployed there are over 2,600 optical components. Optics and optical
system design are key development areas in our program. We have mounted a major effort
with qualified commercial vendors in the community to produce high quality, low loss

coatings and substrates. I'll end by saying that unlike the dye laser system on Maui that

is sent upwards to the heavens, the beam from our Laser Development Facility follows a
more earthly route to other sites at Livermore. However, generating and sending

spectrally tailored, temporal and spatially formatted high average power light over two
kilometers to enrichment facilities at Livermore, as indicated in this aerial viewgraph,

has been a challenge for our scientists and engineers. Over the next few years, the laser

system at Livermore will be basically doubled in power with the deployment of the second

copper corridor.
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Dr. Pavlopoulos:

Since the first observation of laser action from organic dyes (about 20 years ago),

intense activity has taken place. The main reason for this development is the unique dye-

laser feature of being tunable over a wide range of wavelengths. In addition, dye lasers

are suitable for high pulse repetition frequency (prf) operation (i.e., high average power

output) because of the simplicity of cooling.

However, present flashlamp excited dye lasers, which employ commercially available

laser dyes, have the following disadvantages. (1) Photodecomposition is more or less

present in all presently available laser dyes. (2) Because most organic laser dyes can

only be dissolved in organic solvents such as methyl alcohol, p-dioxane,

dimethvlformamide, etc., a fire and health hazard exists, especially for inexperienced

personnel. Few laser dyes are water soluble. Unfortunately, most laser dyes are very

unstable photochemically when water is employed as a solvent. (3) Another drawback is the

requirement to use flashlamps with steep risetimes (in the l-psec range and less) to

obtain laser action from the laser dye. Flashlamps meeting this stringent requirement are

difficult to build for operation above 1000 J.

Efficiency limitations, low photostability, and the requirement to employ flashlamps

with fast risetimes in present dye lasers using commercially available laser dyes is

caused by excessive so-called triplet-state losses. If new laser dyes could be developed

that exhibit reduced triplet-state losses, flashlamps for excitation could be employed

that have slower pulse risetimes. Significantly, these flashlamps can be operated over

much longer lifetimes, and are commercially available at several Joule ratings above

10,000.

The selection of organic dyes that show laser action is, at present, accomplished by

trial and error. Thousands of organic dyes have been synthesized over the last hundred

years and are commercially available. Thousands of them show strong fluorescence (i.e.

high quantum fluorescence yield). However, only a few exhibit laser action under

flashlamp excitation. The efficiency (0.2-1.5%) of presently available flashlamp excited

laser dyes is closely related to the accumulation of dye molecules in their triplet state

as the result of so-called intersystem crossing. These triplet-state molecules, generated

during intense excitation, in turn absorb the laser light more or less efficiently,

depending on the magnitude of their triplet absorption. In addition, most organic

compounds (including laser dyes) undergo photodecomposition when present in their triplet

state.

Although Rhodamine 6G has been known since 1967, it is still one of the most

efficient laser dyes. It lases with about 1% efficiency when flashlamp pumped. The

question is, then, why haven't more efficient laser dyes been synthesized since 1967? The

answer appears to be that there is excessive triplet-triplet (T-T) absorption over the

fluorescence (laser action) spectral region because of the presence of benzene (or its

heterocyclic) derivatives in all presently available laser dyes.
1 8

It is well known that the presence of benzene (and its heterocyclics) in organic

compounds is responsible in most cases for carrying the spectroscopic property of
fluorescence. Reviewing experimental data on T-T absorption of organic compounds

published in the literature, it is apparent that all aromatic compounds possess strong (to
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very strong) T-T absorption, stretching from their fluorescence spectral region to longer

wavelengths.
1 9

Should the search for new laser dyes concentrate on the few organic compounds (quasi-

aromatic heterocyclic) that exhibit strong fluorescence but do not contain any homocyclic

and/or heterocyclic aromatic groups? Some of these compounds seem to have low T-T

absorption over their fluorescence spectral region. Laser dyes have been recently

discovered in the quasi-aromatics of syn-9,10-dioxabimanes (syn-(R2 ,Rl)bimanes) and

pyrromethene-FB 2 complexes.
20

Dr. Conrad:

When I was asked to sit on this panel, I thought it would be a very simple thing. I

thought all I had to do was to sit down and make up a few charts, some of which said, what

interesting things have been done in this technology area within the last two or three

years, and make up a second set of charts that said, what do we do now? I didn't have any

trouble with that first set of charts whatsoever. In fact, some of the things you've

heard the other speakers say they are, in fact, on my charts. There are a few things that
were not said, such as, for instance, some of the things that were shown here at the

Lasers '87 conference; -800 J achieved in an excimer laser-pumped dye laser. 21 Phase

conjugation of a flashlamp-pumped laser, 22 ultra narrow-linewidth operation in flashlamp-
pumped lasers. 1 2 Many of the people that you see here work on these things. In fact,

that was an easy job. When I sat down and tried to think of what should we do next, I

wound up writing a bunch of open-ended questions or open-ended items. I said we need more

energy, we need shorter pulses, we need longer pulses, we need higher average power. And

then I asked myself, who is actually going to fund open-ended questions like this? I
decided I didn't know the answer, but as all of you are probably aware now, funding in

this technology area has been going down sharply in the last couple of years. I am

referring now specifically and only to DOD money. I am not talking SDI. I am not talking
DOE. But certainly DOD funding for this technology has hit the skids and it looks like it

is not going to be coming back up any time soon. In'particular, the U. S. Army's program

has lost most of its funding in the last couple of years and when I asked people why is
this so, I get what I really couldn't call reasons. I would call them excuses. I get

reasons like, dyes are very inefficient. Dyes are also toxic, carcinogens. They have

very bad beam quality and this kind of thing. But those reasons don't make a whole lot of

sense to me but they don't have to make sense to me. Somebody up there gives these as the

reasons for essentially cutting our funding of the Army's dye laser program. So the real

question is what do we do now in view of what I think is an inescapable fact that we are
going to have very little DOD money to work with for the next couple of years. I mean,
what could we do that would turn DOD and the Army's thinking around? In fact, is there

any chance that we could ever turn it back? When I stop and think about what's happened
in the DOD tactical laser programs in the last 20 years, which is about how long I have

been working in it, I see things like in the early 70's millions and millions poured into

continuous wave CO2 lasers, very high power CO2 lasers. Who do you know now that's
working on very high power C02? And the answer is, probably not very many people.

Shortly after that we got heavily involved and spent millions and millions on high energy

pulsed CO2 lasers. Well, at least in DOD you don't see very much more going on in that
area either. Then came high power continuous DF lasers, HF-DF lasers, and it looked like

that technology was also going to wind up on the shelf, and if it hadn't been for SDI it
would probably be on the shelf still. Unfortunately, it looks to me as though this
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technology area, dye laser technology, may very well wind up on DOD's shelf until

something comes along that has a need for it. And that's really the bottom line and

that's my perception of what the problem is at DOD and certainly the Army. What is the

need? What is the application for this? I think that's really the root problem and

frankly the Army does not know and what little work is being done in the area of tunable

lasers now, at least in the Army, all of that money is going into the solid state laser

area. So, the very bottom line question is, what do we do with the resources that we

have? Well, clearly something like what some of the new dye chemistry has come up with,

things that potentially promise increases in efficiency, perhaps factors of 2, 3 or even

more, that seems like it would open someone's eyes. I mean, efficiency translates into

size as far as the Army is concerned. If you make it three times more efficient, you can

probably make it almost one third the size. And it seems that the Army has gotten an

awful lot for its money out of the fundamental dye synthesis work that you've heard

presented earlier here. My own personal feeling is that what little money the Army has is

going to probably wind up in that area. Frankly, I don't think we have enough funds to

afford to do anything else. An interesting example of that is, as you heard Henry mention

earlier, the design and fabrication of a 100-J, 10-pulse a second pulsed dye laser that

the Army has funded. Now, it looks like that laser or something very, very close to it,

will be operational in some form in about April (1989). The really unfortunate thing is

that at the present time the Army has no funding with which to do anything with it. I

mean, at the present time, that laser will get built, will hopefully meet all of its specs

and then will sit there. I don't know. I wish I did have the answers. All I'm saying is

that we are going to have to get smart, not in the technical work that we do but in the

technical work that we choose to do in order to get the very most out of the very small

funding that I see coming down in the next several years. That's essentially it.

Dr. Duarte:

Thank you very much Ray. This was supposed to end up at 3:30 and then there will be

a tea break and we'll come back for the second part. We have some time now for questions.

Prof. Benetti:

This is a question for Dr. Paisner, would you comment on the linewidth and ASE

characteristics of your high prf dye laser?

Dr. Paisner:

The oscillator, which I didn't describe, is capable of single-mode operation. One of

the design principles of our process is that we specify by design what the spectral

linewidth is of the laser system. Since we spend so much money on the back end of the

laser system, it pays to do the optical engineering, electro-optic engineering of the

front end of the laser system. So we do it by a combination of smart oscillator design

and electrooptics. We spectrally tailor the light out of what we call the wave form

generator in our system. I don't know if that answers your question.
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Dr. Duarte:

Jeff, can you add anything about the topic of ASE?

Dr. Paisner:

We try to keep it as low as we possibly can. A percent, less than a percent,

something like that. In many cases we completely get rid of it. As you know, we need to

use the copper laser as efficiently as possible so we run our amplifiers under heavy

saturation conditions. You could easily get lots of ASE out of a system if you don't

design the system right. But, if you design the system right, you can really minimize the

amplified spontaneous emission.

Prof. Penzkofer:

Would you comment to what extent can the charcoal filter be used to remove the dye

and dye degradation products.

Dr. Aldag:

I don't recall a number. We have made that measurement at AVCO and Pat was with us

at the time, but these charcoal filters hold quite a bit. They remain in their filter

cartridges for a long time before we have to change them, and there are ways of cleaning

the charcoal, but it's not very economical so we just throw it out. Pat, you want to add

anything to that?

Dr. Everett:

Yeah, I can add a little to that. My recollection from the numbers and these were

done many years ago, conservatively, it was at last one gram of dye per hundred grams of

carbon. And sometimes one got things as good as one gram per ten grams or maybe a little

bit better. But in actual fact it's not a concern because activated carbon is such a

cheap material and I think unless you had thousands of grams, and perhaps much more than

that, absorbed in your carbon, you wouldn't even think of trying to reclaim it. You'd

just put it in a landfill. We don't know of anybody who's been smart enough to figure out

how to just take out the degraded product.

Question from the audience:

In your amplifier system, did you note a chirping in the laser, the single frequency,

or the laser injected pulse?
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Dr. Aldag:

The question relates to a chirping of the dye laser system. There was chirping and
it was done in order to cover the particular linewidth of the uranium energy level.

Dr. Duarte:

Perhaps we ought to break and go to tea break and come back later on. Thank you.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LASERS '87

Corrigenda

1. Page XV, line 29: the title quoted on this line was subsequently modified to that

given on page V, line 6.

2. Page 4, line 2: "scource" should read "source".

3. The number on page "492" should read "486"

"491" should read "487"

"490- should read "488"

"488" should read "490"

"487" should read "491"

"486" should read "492"
4. Page 1153, line 29: "rule" should read "role".

5. Page 1154, line 30: "there not" should read "there are not".

38: "Maday" should read "Madey".

6. Page 1155, line 36: "are" should read "care".
7. Page 1159, line 41: "that" and "are being developed" should be deleted.

8. Page 1160, line 51: "And" should be deleted.

9. Page 1161, line 22: "very briefly review" should read "a very brief review".

10. Page 1162, line 5 : "ten" should be deleted.
25: "ten times difficult" should read "ten times as difficult".

35: "of things" should read "of the things".

11. Page 1166, line 55: "interfrerometry" should read "interferometry".
12. Page 1168, line 7 : "fr" should read "for".

19: "Standford" should read "Stanford".

36: "quesion" should read "question".

13. Page 1171, line 38: "safr" should read "safer".

14. Page 1171, line 63: "nuclear world" should read "nuclear free world".
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